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We explore critical field and critical current behavior in inhomogeneous narrow thin-film super-
conducting strips. Formulations are developed to calculate free energy, critical field, and critical
current for strips with inhomogeneous Pearl length distributions. Our findings show that inhomo-
geneities, specifically a shorter Pearl length in the middle of the strip, significantly enhance the
critical field Bc1. This has practical implications for achieving complete flux expulsion. While
narrow strips have traditionally been considered the most effective approach to improve Bc1 and
eliminate trapped vortices, our results suggest that engineered inhomogeneities offer an alterna-
tive method to enhance the critical field and improve flux expulsion without reducing strip width,
providing greater design flexibility for superconducting devices. Additionally, we find that for the
purpose of increasing the critical current, utilizing an inhomogeneous film with a reduced Pearl
length in the middle of the strip is advantageous. The enhancement in critical current arises from
the current suppression effect at the edges induced by the inhomogeneous distribution of superfluid
density. Furthermore, we demonstrate that an inhomogeneous film with a left-right asymmetric
Pearl length distribution enables control over the nonreciprocity of the critical current, highlighting
the potential of engineering inhomogeneous Pearl length distributions to implement devices exhibit-
ing the superconducting diode effect. Our results provide concrete examples of how manipulating
the inhomogeneity of Pearl length can enhance the performance of superconducting devices. Various
methods such as doping nonuniform impurities or creating a temperature gradient can be employed
to implement an inhomogeneous Pearl length distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Engineering materials with an inhomogeneous struc-
ture, such as optimized impurity profiles and heterostruc-
tures, has the potential to enhance the performance
of various superconducting devices, including supercon-
ducting qubits [1], astrophysics detectors [2–4], and par-
ticle accelerators [5, 6]. Researchers in the field of super-
conducting resonators for particle accelerators have ac-
tively explored different techniques to optimize impurity-
diffusion profiles and improve the overall performance of
cavity resonators. Notably, the development of impurity
doping techniques in the 2010s [7–12], along with the
recent introduction of medium temperature baking [13–
18], has yielded remarkable advancements, resulting in
high-quality factors ranging from approximately 1011 to
1012. Furthermore, in the 1990s, the oxygen-diffusion
technique based on a combination of low-temperature
baking and electropolishing [19–21] demonstrated the ca-
pability to achieve large microwave amplitudes near the
superheating field [22, 23], where the screening current
density approaches the depairing current density [24–29].
Additionally, thin-film heterostructures formed on bulk
niobium have been proposed as a means to enhance the
achievable microwave amplitudes further [30–36]. Sam-
ple tests have demonstrated positive outcomes, validat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed methods [37–43].
Considering these achievements, an intriguing question
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arises: Can we effectively apply these techniques involv-
ing inhomogeneous structures to superconducting thin-
film devices? To explore this possibility, this article un-
dertakes a theoretical investigation focusing on a narrow
thin-film strip with a large in-plane penetration depth
characterized by the Pearl length Λ = 2λ2/d ≫ W as a
representative system (see also Figure 1). Here, λ rep-
resents the London depth, d is the thickness of the film
(with d < λ), and W denotes the width of the strip.

One example that highlights this approach is the en-
hancement of the critical field in narrow thin-film su-
perconducting strips in the perpendicular magnetic field,
resulting in the complete expulsion of vortices. Trapped
vortices contribute to dissipation in superconducting de-
vices, emphasizing the importance of minimizing vortex
trapping for improved resonator performance. In homo-
geneous narrow thin-film strips, vortices are expelled be-
low a nearly material-independent critical field Bc1 given
by Bc1 ∼ φ0/W

2 ln(W/ξ) [44–47], where φ0 is the flux
quantum and ξ is the coherence length. Experimen-
tal studies have provided evidence consistent with these
theoretical observations [45]. Consequently, it has been
widely believed that the most practical approach to im-
prove Bc1 and eliminate trapped vortices is through the
design of devices with narrow strips. In this article, we
demonstrate that this strong constraint on Bc1 is lim-
ited to homogeneous films and propose an alternative
approach to control Bc1 without modifying their width.
Our method involves engineering the free energy profile
through the introduction of an inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of the Pearl length, denoted as Λ(x). This inhomo-
geneity can be achieved, for instance, by doping the film
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with impurities of varying concentrations. Our analysis
demonstrates that our proposed method is effective in
increasing or decreasing Bc1 as desired.

Furthermore, our method of engineering the free en-
ergy profile provides a means to control the critical cur-
rent, enabling the implementation of a specific class of
superconducting diode effect (SDE) characterized by the
unequal disappearance of the vortex energy barrier at
the edges [48–50]. This effect is distinct from other SDE
mechanisms [51–58]. In the presence of a bias current, the
Lorentz force acting on a vortex causes the edge barrier
to tilt, allowing vortices to penetrate the thin-film strip
once the bias current surpasses the critical value Ic, where
the edge barrier vanishes. In homogeneous films, the crit-
ical current remains reciprocal when the edge barriers on
both sides are equal, regardless of the magnetic field. To
achieve a nonreciprocal behavior, it is essential to control
the film quality, such as the roughness, at both edges of
the film [48–50] (see, e.g., Refs. [59–61] for the impact of
roughness on the vortex barrier). On the other hand, in
the case of inhomogeneous films, the nonuniform distri-
bution of the Pearl length Λ(x) not only affects the edge
barrier but also influences the distribution of the sheet
bias current. By engineering an inhomogeneous Λ(x), we
can design both the edge barrier and the Lorentz force.
Through our research, we demonstrate the feasibility of
inducing nonreciprocal behavior in the critical current
by implementing a left-right asymmetric distribution of
Λ(x) and applying an external magnetic field.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
delve into the investigation of the critical field Bc1 and
its manipulation. We start by examining the established
findings in a homogeneous narrow thin-film strip, pre-
sented in Sec. II A. This includes the reproduction of
well-known results regarding the free energy and Bc1.
Subsequently, in Sec. II B, we introduce a formulation
that allows us to calculate the free energy of an inho-
mogeneous narrow thin-film strip. We then apply this
formulation to a specific problem involving an inhomo-
geneous Λ(x), enabling us to determine the free energy
and Bc1 under such conditions. A noteworthy outcome of
this section is the discovery that by engineering an inho-
mogeneous Λ(x), we can effectively increase or decrease
the critical field Bc1. In Sec. III, our focus shifts towards
investigating the influence of an inhomogeneous Λ(x) on
the critical current. Sec. III A provides a brief overview
of the critical current in homogeneous narrow thin-film
strips. In Sec. III B, we formulate the critical current (Ic)
calculation for inhomogeneous strips and study the im-
pact of concrete Λ(x) distributions. Our study uncovers
the potential to achieve nonreciprocal critical currents by
implementing left-right asymmetric Λ(x) distributions in
the presence of an external magnetic field. This discovery
opens new possibilities for designing devices that exhibit
the superconducting diode effect. In Sec. IV, we discuss
the implications of our results.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of the geometries investi-
gated in the present study. The difference in color represents
the distribution of Pearl length. (a) Homogeneous narrow
thin-film strip, and (b) inhomogeneous narrow thin-film strip.
The film thickness d and width W satisfy d < λ and W ≪ Λ,
respectively.

II. CRITICAL FIELD

A. Free energy and critical field in a homogeneous
narrow thin-film strip

Consider a Pearl vortex in the geometry depicted in
Fig. 1 (a), which has been extensively studied in the past
few decades [44–47, 62–65, 67–69]. In this subsection,
we present an alternative approach to reproduce some
well-established results from previous studies, which we
will utilize in the subsequent subsections to address more
complicated cases: inhomogeneous films.

1. Maxwell-London equation for a homogeneous narrow
thin-film strip and its solution

Assuming the presence of a single vortex at rv =
(X, 0), the Maxwell-London (ML) equation governing the
behavior of a homogeneous narrow thin-film strip is given
by B + µ0λ

2(rotj)z = φ0δ
(2)(r − rv), where B is the

magnetic field perpendicular to the film, λ is the Lon-
don depth, j is the supercurrent density, and φ0 is the
flux quantum. Averaging this equation over the z direc-
tion yields B + (1/2)µ0Λ(rotJ)z = φ0δ

(2)(r− rv), where
J =

∫

dzj is the sheet current, and Λ = 2λ2/d is the Pearl
length. Since we consider a narrow film with W ≪ Λ,
the second term dominates the left-hand side. Thus, we
obtain the following equation

µ0Λ

2
(rotJ)z = φ0δ

(2)(r− rv). (1)

The boundary condition is

Jx(±W/2, y) = 0. (2)

We adopt the approach of Kogan [47, 63, 65, 69] and
reformulate Eqs. (1) and (2). Because divJ = 0, we can
introduce the stream function ΨX(x, y), or alternatively,
its dimensionless version ψX(x, y) = (µ0Λ/2φ0)ΨX(x, y),
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by

J = rot(ΨX ẑ) =
2φ0
µ0Λ

rot(ψX ẑ) =
2φ0
µ0Λ





∂yψX

−∂xψX

0



 .(3)

Here, the subscript X indicates the position of the vortex
at rv = (X, 0). Then, Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to

−∇2ψX(x, y) = δ(2)(r− rv), (4)

ψX(±W/2, y) = 0. (5)

The previous studies [63–65, 69] have addressed the solu-
tions of Eqs. (4) and (5) through the use of the method
of images and conformal mapping. In this section, we
present an alternative approach for solving Eqs. (4) and
(5) using a more direct method. By employing a Fourier
transform of the y coordinate into the k space, we obtain:

(

− ∂2

∂x2
+ k2

)

ψ̃X(x, k) = δ(x−X), (6)

ψ̃X(±W/2, k) = 0. (7)

Here,

ψX(x, y) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dk

2π
ψ̃X(x, k)eiky . (8)

Then, Eqs. (6) and (7) are the equation of Green’s func-
tion for Helmholtz equation in one dimensional box,
whose solution is given by

ψ̃X(x, k) =
coshk(W − |x−X |)− cosh k(x+X)

2k sinh kW
.(9)

Thus, the dimensionless stream function ψX(x, y) can
be obtained from Eqs. (8) and (9). Notably, the in-
tegrand in these equations have poles at kW = ±iπm
(m = 1, , 2, , 3, , . . . ). To evaluate the integrals, we sum
the residues at the poles in the upper and lower planes
for y ≥ 0 and y ≤ 0, respectively. This procedure yields
the following expression:

ψX(x, y) =
1

2π

∞
∑

m=1

(−1)m

m

[

cos

{

mπ

(

1− |x−X |
W

)}

− cos

(

mπ
x+X

W

)]

e−mπ|y|/W . (10)

Although Eq. (10) may appear complex at first glance, it
readily reproduces several well-known formulas, as shown
below.

2. Self-energy, magnetic moment, and free energy

As derived by Kogan [63, 65], the self-energy of a Pearl
vortex in a homogeneous thin-film is given by

ǫ =
φ0
2
ΨX(Xξ, 0) =

φ20ψX(Xξ, 0)

µ0Λ
, (11)

FIG. 2. (a) Self energy ǫ of a vortex or an antivortex as
a function of the vortex position rv = (X, 0). (b) Magnetic
potential U(X) = −µzB for a film with a vortex (solid curve)
and an antivortex (dashed curve). (c) Total energy G(X) of a
film with a vortex at x = X. (d) Total energy G(X) of a film
with an antivortex at x = X. All calculations in the figures
are performed with ξ/W = 0.01.

Here, the standard cutoff is applied: rv = (X, 0) →
(Xξ, 0) and Xξ = X+ξ. In Fourier space, we can express
this as

ǫ =
φ20
µ0Λ

∫ ∞

−∞

dk

2π
ψ̃X(Xξ, k). (12)

Using the formula
∑∞

m=1(−1)m cos(2mα)/m = − ln 2 −
ln(cosα), we find [46, 47, 63–67]

ǫ =
φ20

2πµ0Λ
ln

cos(πX/W )

cos(π/2− πξ/2W )
(13)

≃ φ20
2πµ0Λ

ln

(

2W

πξ
cos

πX

W

)

. (14)

The assumption ξ/W ≪ 1 is utilized in the last line of
the equation. Eq. (14) represents the well-known formula
for the self-energy of a Pearl vortex in a homogeneous
narrow thin-film strip. It is worth noting that, in other
papers, the strip is often defined over the interval [0,W ]
rather than our interval of [−W/2,W/2]. To obtain the
same expression, we must transform X → X + W/2.
Figure 2(a) shows the function ǫ of a vortex (antivortex)
positioned at x = X .
When a vortex exists in the film, it generates a mag-

netic moment µz within the film, which contributes to the
magnetic potential U = −µzB. The magnetic moment
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can be calculated from

µz(X) =
1

2

∫

d2r(r × J)z =
2φ0
µ0Λ

∫ W/2

−W/2

dxψ̃X(x, 0).(15)

Performing a similar calculation for a film containing an
antivortex is straightforward. Then, we obtain [46, 47,
63, 64, 67]

µz(X) = ±φ0W
2

4µ0Λ

(

1− 4X2

W 2

)

, (16)

for a film with a vortex and an antivortex, respectively.
It should be noted that, by replacing X → X + W/2,
Eq. (16) can be transformed into the same expression
as the papers that consider the strip defined over the
interval [0,W ]. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the behavior of U =
−µzB when a vortex (antivortex) is situated at rv =
(X, 0). As B increases (where B > 0), U = −µzB is
stabilized for a vortex and destabilized for an antivortex.
The free energy of the system in the external magnetic

field B = (0, 0, B) is given by [46, 47, 63, 64, 67]

G(X) = ǫ(X)− µz(X)B

=
φ20

2πµ0Λ
ln

(

2W

πξ
cos

πX

W

)

∓ φ0W
2B

4µ0Λ

(

1− 4X2

W 2

)

.(17)

for a film with a vortex and an antivortex, respectively.
Introducing

ǫ0 =
φ20

2πµ0Λ
, (18)

Bφ =
2φ0
πW 2

, (19)

we have

G(X)

ǫ0
= ln

(

2W

πξ
cos

πX

W

)

∓ B

Bφ

(

1− 4
X2

W 2

)

. (20)

Shown in Fig. 2 (c) is G for a thin-film strip contain-
ing a single vortex. The vortex state is initially unsta-
ble at B = 0, but becomes stable as B increases. As
B exceeds a critical value B∗ obtained from the condi-
tion d2G/dX2 = 0 at X = 0, the center of the strip
becomes a metastable minimum. Here, B∗ is given by
B∗ = (π2/8)Bφ = πφ0/4W

2 [45, 62], where φ0 is the flux
quantum. Further increasing B stabilizes the metastable
minimum. At the critical field Bc1, which is obtained
from the condition G(0) = 0, the center of the film be-
comes the global minimum. Bc1 is given by [44–47]

Bc1 = Bφ ln
2W

πξ
=

2φ0
πW 2

ln
2W

πξ
. (21)

The edge barrier disappears at the vortex entrance field
Bv, which is obtained from the condition dG/dX =
0 at th edges. Bv is given by Bv = (W/4ξ)Bφ =
φ0/2πξW [62], but is not shown in Figure 2. Note here
that Bv ≫ {Bc1, B∗} for ξ/W ≪ 1 (e.g., B∗ = 1.2Bφ,
Bc1 = 4.8Bφ, and Bv = 50Bφ for ξ/W = 0.005). On
the other hand, G of a film including an antivortex is not

stabilized by increasing B(> 0) as shown in Fig. 2 (d)
but stabilized by B < 0.
One of the remarkable properties of a vortex is that

the critical field Bc1 is largely independent of material
parameters. For example, reducing the coherence length
ξ from ξ/W = 0.01 to ξ/W = 0.005 by changing the
circuit material only increases Bc1 by a factor of 1.17.
Therefore, if one desires to increase Bc1, a more realistic
option is to decrease the strip width [45] as long as we use
a homogeneous film. In the following, it will be demon-
strated that this constraint can be avoided by utilizing a
inhomogeneous film.

B. Free energy and critical field in an inhomogeneous
narrow thin-film strip

1. Formulation

Consider the geometry depicted in Fig. 1 (b), where Λ
is not uniform and depends on x. In this case, Eq. (1) is
not applicable, and we must use the following equation
(see, e.g., Ref. [70])

µ0

2

[

rot{Λ(x)J(r)}
]

z
= φ0δ

(2)(r− rv). (22)

Writing Λ(x) = Λ0F (x) and introducing the potential
J = rot(ΨX ẑ) = (2φ0/µ0Λ0)rot(ψX ẑ), we get

[

−F (x)∇2 − F ′(x)
∂

∂x

]

ψX(x, y) = δ(2)(r− rv). (23)

It is worth noting that when F = 1, we have a uniform
Λ, which reproduces Eq. (4). The Fourier transform of
Eq. (23) is

(

−F ∂2

∂x2
+ k2F − F ′ ∂

∂x

)

ψ̃X(x, k) = δ(x −X).(24)

We obtain the solution of Eqs. (23) or (24) below.
We begin by considering a special case where F (x)

is slowly varying. When the typical length scale of the
spatial variation of F is much larger than that of ψ, we
can approximate F as quasi-homogeneous. Under this
assumption, Eq. (24) reduces to the quasi-homogeneous

equation, F (x)(−∂2x+k2)ψqh
X = δ(x−X). The solution is

ψ̃qh
X (x, k) = ψ̃hmg

X (x, k)/F (X). Here, ψ̃hmg
X is the solution

for the homogeneous film (F = 1) and is given by Eq. (9).
This assumption holds true in the proximity of the vortex
core, hence allowing us to derive

ψ̃X(Xξ, k) → ψ̃qh
X (Xξ, k) (for kW ≫ 1), (25)

ψ̃qh
X (Xξ, k) =

cosh k(W − ξ)− cosh 2kX

2kF (X) sinhkW
. (26)

This observation will be useful in the computation of the
vortex self-energy in the following.
The self energy ǫ can be calculated from the formula

given by Eq. (12). Although this formula was derived for
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a superconducting thin-film with uniform λ, it can also
be applied to the case where λ is nonuniform, as shown in
the Appendix A. Our task is to integrate ψ̃X(Xξ, k) over
the k space, and to facilitate convergence of the integral,
we employ a trick. Specifically, we split the integrand

into two parts: ψ̃X(Xξ, k) = [ψ̃X(Xξ, k)− ψ̃qh
X (Xξ, k)] +

ψ̃qh
X (Xξ, k). This yields

ǫ(X)

ǫ0
= L0(X) + L1(X), (27)

L0 =

∫ ∞

−∞
dkψ̃qh

X (Xξ, k) =
1

F (X)
ln

[

2W

πξ
cos

πX

W

]

,(28)

L1 =

∫ ∞

−∞
dk

[

ψ̃X(Xξ, k)− ψ̃qh
X (Xξ, k)

]

. (29)

In Section IIA, we obtained an analytical expression for
the integral of L0 by evaluating it explicitly. In contrast,
the integral of L1 needs to be computed numerically, but
it converges rapidly thanks to Eq. (25). To perform this
numerical evaluation, we introduce a cutoff kc. For in-
stance, setting kcW ∼ 30-40 is sufficient to obtain an
accuracy of . 1% across a broad range of parameter val-
ues used in the subsequent subsections. Furthermore,
when a vortex approaches the edge, the length scale of
the spatial variation of ψ̃ decreases due to the boundary
condition, making the quasi-homogeneous contribution
L0 dominant. This leads to the following equation.

ǫ(X)

ǫ0

∣

∣

∣

∣

X≃±W/2

≃ L0(X) =
1

F (X)
ln

[

2W

πξ
cos

πX

W

]

.(30)

The magnetic potential U = −µzB also contributes to
the free energy. The magnetic moment µz can be ob-
tained from Eq.(15) using ψ̃(x, 0), which is the solution
of Eq.(24) for k = 0. Therefore, we arrive at

µz(X) =
2φ0
µ0Λ0

∫ W/2

−W/2

dxψ̃X(x, 0), (31)

(

−F ∂2

∂x2
− F ′ ∂

∂x

)

ψ̃X(x, 0) = δ(x−X). (32)

The free energy G = ǫ − µzB reduces to

G(X)

ǫ0
=
ǫ(X)

ǫ0
− B

Bφ

8

W 2

∫ W/2

−W/2

dxψ̃X(x, 0) (33)

The critical field Bc1 can be calculated from the condition
G(0) = 0 or

Bc1 =
ǫ(0)

µz(0)
=

Bφ

∫∞
−∞ dkψ̃X=0(0, k)

(8/W 2)
∫W/2

−W/2
dxψ̃X=0(x, 0)

. (34)

In order to calculate G(X) and Bc1, a specific Pearl
length distribution is required. We address it in the next
subsection.
As an example of how to implement an inhomogeneous

Λ(x) into a film, let us consider doping impurities. In
the dirty limit, we know that λ ∝

√

Γimp, where Γimp is

FIG. 3. (a) Inhomogeneous distribution of Λ given by
Eqs. (35) and (36). (b) Inhomogeneous impurity distribu-
tions as examples of methods to implement inhomogeneous Λ
distributions.

FIG. 4. (a) Influence of inhomogeneous Λ on the vortex self-
energy ǫ. The circles represent numerically calculated ǫ for an
inhomogeneous film using Eq. (27), while the dashed curves
are calculated based on Eq. (30). The black curve corresponds
to the homogeneous film. (b) Impact of inhomogeneous Λ on
U = −µzB calculated using Eq. (39). All calculations in the
figures are performed with ξ/W = 0.01.

the impurity scattering rate, so we have Λ(x) ∝ Γimp(x).
Thus, the impurity profile corresponds to the target Λ(x)
profile, making this one way to implement it.

Note that impurity doping can affect the coherence
length, which is given by ξ(x) ∝ 1/

√

Γimp(x) ∝
1/

√

F (x). This variation in ξ(x) appears in the stan-
dard cutoff of the logarithmic divergence, ln(W/ξ), which
is used in the evaluation of the vortex self-energy in the
London theory [see Eqs. (14) and (27)]. However, it is
well known that this artificial cutoff is a qualitative pre-
scription to evaluate vortex self-energy in the London
theory, and we should not take seriously a small vari-
ation of ξ. Moreover, even if we take a variation of ξ
into account, its impact on ln(W/ξ) is usually negligible.
Therefore, in this section, we assume that ξ is constant
and independent of Λ(x).
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2. Example: quadratic Λ(x)

In principle, we could consider any distribution of Λ(x)
in our analysis. However, for the purpose of illustrating
the method of edge-barrier engineering, it is useful to
consider a simple model that captures its essence. We
thus adopt a quadratic distribution given by

Λ(x) = Λ0F (x), (35)

F (x) = γ

(

x2

W 2
− 1

4

)

+ 1. (36)

Here, Λ0 represents the Pearl length at the edges of the
film, and the parameter γ controls the variation of Λ in
the region −W/2 < x < W/2. Specifically, for γ < 0
and γ > 0, Λ(0) > Λ0 and Λ(0) < Λ0, respectively. It
is worth noting that γ = −∞ and γ = 4 correspond to
Λ(0) = ∞ and Λ(0) = 0, respectively. A homogeneous
film is obtained when γ = 0. Figure 3 shows the Pearl
length distribution Λ(x) for different values of γ.
Using the formulation developed in Sec.II B 1, we can

calculate the self-energy from Eq. (27). As shown in
Fig. 4 (a), the self-energy of a vortex located at x = X
varies depending on the value of γ. When γ > 0, the
self-energy of a vortex is larger than that of the homo-
geneous case (γ = 0), particularly in the middle of the
strip due to the shorter Pearl length. On the other hand,
when γ < 0, the self-energy of a vortex is smaller than
that of the homogeneous case. It is worth noting that
the dashed curves, obtained from Eq. (30), accurately
represent the behavior near the edges of the strip. How-
ever, it is interesting to observe that this equation also
provides a reasonably good approximation in the mid-
dle of the strip, covering a wide range of inhomogeneity
parameters.
To obtain the magnetic moment, we can use Eqs.(31)

and (32). Here, ψ̃X(x, 0) is given by

ψ̃X(x, 0) = C±

(

tan−1

√
γ√

4− γ
∓ tan−1 2x

√
γ

W
√
4− γ

)

,(37)

C± =W
tan−1

√
γ√

4−γ
± tan−1 2X

√
γ

W
√
4−γ

√

(4− γ)γ tan−1
√
γ√

4−γ

(38)

for x ≥ X and x ≤ X , respectively. A similar calculation
for a film containing an antivortex introduces an addi-
tional factor of (−1). Then, the magnetic moment can
be computed as

µz(X) = ± φ0W
2

µ0Λ0γ
ln

4

4− γ + 4γ(X/W )2
, (39)

for a film including a vortex and an antivortex, respec-
tively. Notably, when γ approaches 0, Eq.(39) reduces
to the magnetic moment of the homogeneous case given
by Eq.(16). Fig. 4 (b) shows the magnetic potential
U = −µzB for a film including a vortex (antivortex) in
the magnetic field B = +2Bφ (B = −2Bφ). For γ > 0,
U is more stable than in the homogeneous case.

FIG. 5. (a-d) Influence of an inhomogeneous Λ(x) on the
free energy G = ǫ − µzB in a system with a vortex located
at x = X. The Λ(x) distribution is defined by Eqs. (35) and
(36) [see also Fig. 3 (a)]. The dashed curves near the edges
are calculated using Eq. (30). (e) Variation of the critical field
Bc1 as a function of the inhomogeneity parameter γ. The
coherence length is fixed at ξ/W = 0.01 for all calculations in
the figures.

Fig.5 illustrates the impact of an inhomogeneous Λ(x)
on the free energy G = ǫ−µzB of a film containing a vor-
tex in a magnetic field B ≥ 0. The effect of inhomogene-
ity on ǫ is dominant compared to U , as demonstrated in
Fig.4, and a positive (negative) γ stabilizes (destabilizes)
the vortex state. Notably, when γ = −6 [Fig 5(a)], the
inhomogeneity stabilizes the vortex state, and the free
energy features a metastable minimum even at B = 0.
As γ increases, the vortex state is destabilized [e.g., com-
pare the black curves in Fig.5(a-d)]. This results in an
increase in the critical field Bc1. Fig.5(e) shows Bc1 as
a function of the inhomogeneity parameter γ calculated
from Eq. (34), indicating that an inhomogeneous Λ(x)
can be employed to engineer Bc1.
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FIG. 6. (a, b) Schematic illustrations of the Lorentz forces
acting on a vortex and an antivortex in a narrow thin-film
strip. (c, d) Impact of the bias current on the free energy of a
homogeneous narrow thin-film strip containing a vortex and
an antivortex at x = X, with B = 0.

Previously, it was thought that the critical field Bc1 of
a narrow thin-film strip is almost independent of mate-
rial parameters, and the only practical way to increase
Bc1 was to decrease the strip width. However, we have
now discovered that this constraint only applies to ho-
mogeneous materials, and we have found another way to
increase Bc1: by designing an inhomogeneous Λ(x).

III. CRITICAL CURRENT

The method of engineering the free-energy profile is ap-
plicable to systems regardless of the presence or absence
of a bias current. This naturally leads to the question:
what is the impact of an inhomogeneous Pearl length on
the critical current? In this section, we will delve into
this topic and investigate it further.

A. Critical current in a homogeneous narrow

thin-film strip

To begin, we will provide a brief overview of the crit-
ical current in a homogeneous narrow thin-film strip.
Consider a bias current I flowing along the longitudi-
nal direction. The sheet bias-current density is given by
Jb = I/W . Then, the free energy of a system containing
a vortex or an antivortex located at rv = (X, 0) can be
expressed as follows:

G(X) = ǫ(X)− µz(X)B +∆G(X). (40)

Here, the vortex self-energy ǫ(X) and the film’s mag-
netic moment µz(X) in a homogeneous film are given by
Eqs. (14) and (16), respectively. The final term ∆G(X)
represents the work done by the Lorentz force and is ex-
pressed as

∆G(X) = ∓Iφ0
[

X

W
± sgn(I)

2

]

(41)

for a vortex and an antivortex, respectively, where sgn
is the sign function of the current I, i.e., sgn(I) = ±1
for I = ±|I|, respectively (see Fig. 6). Therefore, we
obtain [47, 62, 67]

G(X)

ǫ0
= ln

(

2W

πξ
cos

πX

W

)

∓ B

Bφ

(

1− 4
X2

W 2

)

∓ I

I0

[

X

W
± sgn(I)

2

]

(42)

Here, I0 is introduced as

I0 =
φ0

2πµ0Λ
. (43)

To understand the typical magnitude of I0, we can write
I0 = (ξ/W )(φ0/4πµ0λ

2ξ)(Wd). Since the second factor
is of the order of the depairing current density and the
third factor is the cross-sectional area of the strip, we
find that I0 is smaller than the depairing current Id by a
factor of ξ/W .
The vortex-entry current IV (or antivortex-entry cur-

rent IAV) corresponds to the current at which the edge
barrier disappears. The condition of the disappearance
of the edge barrier can be expressed as

G(Xp; IV,AV, B) = 0, (44)

where Xp is the peak position of the edge barrier and
satisfies G′(Xp; IV,AV, B) = 0. Solving Eq. (44), we ob-
tain [47, 62, 66, 67] (see also Appendix B)

I
(±)
V = I0

(

2W

eξ
− 4

B

Bφ

)

, (45)

I
(±)
AV = I0

(

2W

eξ
+ 4

B

Bφ

)

. (46)

The superscript (±) indicates the direction of the cur-
rent, but both IV and IAV are independent of the cur-
rent direction. Here, e = 2.718 is Napier’s constant. The
critical current is given by

I(±)
c = min

{

I
(±)
V , I

(±)
AV

}

=

{

I
(±)
V (B ≥ 0)

I
(±)
AV (B ≤ 0)

. (47)

Note that Ic ∼ (W/ξ)I0, indicating that the magnitude
of Ic is approximately equal to the depairing current,
Ic ∼ Id. Additionally, Ic is direction independent.
The linear dependence of Ic on the magnetic field B

holds for relatively small values of B. When the magnetic
field reaches a critical value Bstop, a free energy minimum
appears at a point Xs where G′(Xs; Ic, Bstop) = 0, and
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penetrating vortices start to reside in the minimum [67,
68]. As these vortices carry a current, they begin to
affect the barrier and modify the behavior of Ic. The
critical value Bstop can be calculated by considering the
condition for the existence of a solution Xs that satisfies
G′(Xs; Ic, Bstop) = 0. For a homogeneous film, we obtain

Bstop =

(

s+
1

4
+

1

4

√
8s+ 1

)

Bφ. (48)

Here, s = W/4eξ. When ξ/W ≪ 1, Eq. (48) reduces
to Bstop ∼ sBφ = φ0/2πeWξ [67, 68]. For example, if
ξ/W = 0.005, we have s = 18 and Bstop ≃ 22Bφ.

B. Critical current in an inhomogeneous narrow

thin-film strip

1. Formulation

Let us develop the formulation for the critical current
in an inhomogeneous narrow thin-film strip. When we
consider a system with a vortex or an antivortex lo-
cated at position rv = (X, 0) in a film with an inho-
mogeneous Λ(x), the free energy of the system is given
by Eq. (40). In an inhomogeneous film, the vortex self-
energy ǫ(X) and the film’s magnetic moment µz(X) are
given by Eq.(27) and Eqs. (31) and (32), respectively.
The last term ∆G(X) corresponds to the work done by
the Lorentz force coming from a finite bias current. It is
important to note that the sheet bias current density Jb
is no longer uniform and proportional to the local super-
fluid density Λ−1(x). Rather, it is given by

Jb(x) =
I/Λ(x)

∫W/2

−W/2 dx[1/Λ(x)]
=

I/F (x)
∫W/2

−W/2 dx[1/F (x)]
.(49)

It is easy to check that when Λ(x) is uniform (F = 1), the
sheet bias current density Jb is also uniform and given by
Jb = I/W . Then, we obtain (see also Fig. 6)

∆G(X) = ∓Iφ0
∫X

∓xe

[1/F (x)]
∫W/2

−W/2
dx[1/F (x)]

, (50)

for a vortex and an antivortex entry, respectively. Here,
xe = (W/2)sgn(I).
To calculate the critical current, it is necessary to un-

derstand the behavior of G(X) = ǫ(X) − µz(X)B +
∆G(X) near the edges of the film. Fortunately, in this
case, Eq. (30) provides an analytical expression for ǫ(X).
It should be noted that the coherence length ξ depends on
x, but we only need its value at the edge where the edge
barrier disappears. For certain functions F (x), we can
derive analytical expressions for both µz(X) and ∆G(X),
allowing us to obtain an analytical expression for the crit-
ical current Ic. Examples of these expressions will be
presented in the following subsections.

2. Example: quadratic Λ(x)

Let us examine the impact of an inhomogeneous dis-
tribution of Λ(x) on the critical current, considering the
same distribution as in Section II B 2 (described by Eqs.
(35) and (36) and shown in Fig. 3). Starting from the
expression G(X) = ǫ(X) − µz(X)B + ∆G(X), we can
utilize the self-energy expression given by Eq. (27) and
the magnetic moment µz derived in Section II B 2 [given
by Eq. (39)]. The third term is influenced by the sheet
bias-current distribution Jb(x), which is determined by
the inhomogeneous Λ(x). Figure 7 (a) illustrates Jb(x)
for different values of γ calculated using Eq. (49). Here,
Jb,hmg = I/W . For γ > 0 (γ < 0), the superfluid density
is higher (lower) in the middle. Consequently, the current
is more pronounced in the middle (reduced at the edges),
leading to a suppression (enhancement) of the current at
the edges. Then, Eq. (50) yields

∆G(X) = ∓ I

2I0

( tan−1 2X
W

√

γ
4−γ

tan−1
√

γ
4−γ

± sgn(I)

)

, (51)

for a vortex and an antivortex entry, respectively. Here,
I0 = φ0/2πµ0Λ0. Combining these expressions, we ob-
tain

G(X)

ǫ0
=
ǫ(X)

ǫ0
∓ B

Bφ

4

γ
ln

4

4− γ + 4γ(X/W )2

∓ I

2I0

( tan−1 2X
W

√

γ
4−γ

tan−1
√

γ
4−γ

± sgn(I)

)

, (52)

for a vortex and an antivortex entry, respectively. In
the vicinity of the film edges, the self-energy ǫ(X) can
be analytically expressed using Eq. (30). This analytical
expression is sufficient for the calculation of the critical
current Ic.
The calculations of the vortex-entry current and the

antivortex-entry current can be performed straightfor-
wardly using Eqs. (30) and (52) and the condition of the
disappearance of the edge barrier given by Eq. (44). We
get (see Appendix B)

I
(±)
V =

4I0 tan
−1

√

γ
4−γ

√

γ(4− γ)

(

2W

eξe
− 4B

Bφ

)

, (53)

I
(±)
AV =

4I0 tan
−1

√

γ
4−γ

√

γ(4− γ)

(

2W

eξe
+

4B

Bφ

)

. (54)

Here, ξe = ξ(±W/2). It is important to note that when
performing these calculations, the coherence length at
the edges should be used as an input parameter. Figure 7

(b) illustrates the values of IV = I
(±)
V and IAV = I

(±)
AV for

γ = 1. Due to the system’s symmetry, we have IV = IAV

at B = 0 (see also Fig. 6). For B > 0 (B < 0), the
vortex state (antivortex state) is stabilized, resulting in
IV < IAV (IAV < IV ).
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FIG. 7. (a) Influence of the inhomogeneity parameter γ on
the sheet bias-current density Jb(x). Here, Jb,hmg = I/W [see
also Fig. 3 (a)]. (b) Vortex-entry current IV and antivortex-
entry current IAV as a function of the external magnetic field
B. Here, Ic0 = (2W/eξe)I0 = φ0W/eπµ0ξeΛ0, where e is
Napier’s constant and ξe = ξ(±W/2) is the coherence length
at the edges. (c) Critical currents Ic = min{IV, IAV} for γ =
2, 0, −2 as a function of B. (d) Comparison of Ic between an
inhomogeneous film with Λ(x) and a homogeneous film with
the shortest Pearl length Λhmg = Λ0 minF (x). Here, IcM =
φ0W/eπµ0ξhmgΛhmg. For all calculations in the figures, we
have assumed ξe/W = 0.005 at the edges.

The critical current can be determined using the ex-

pression Ic = I
(±)
c = min{I(±)

V , I
(±)
AV }. Figure 7 (c) illus-

trates the variation of the critical current Ic for different
values of γ. It should be noted that, as discussed in Sec-
tion IIIA, the linear dependence of Ic on B ceases to hold
when B ≥ Bstop. In an inhomogeneous film, Bstop is no
longer given by Eq. (48) and depends on the inhomo-
geneity parameter γ. However, as shown in Appendix C,
we typically have Bstop(γ) & 20 for γ & −3. Within
the range of the plotted data, the linearity of the critical
current with respect to B continues to hold.

Now, let us investigate whether an inhomogeneous
film can enhance the critical current. We assume that
the inhomogeneity arises from a nonuniform impurity
concentration. In a homogeneous film with a constant
value of Λhmg, the critical current is given by the for-
mula Ic = φ0W/eπµ0ξhmgΛhmg at B = 0. Unlike the
critical field Bc1, the critical current of a homogeneous
film can be improved by simply reducing the product
ξhmgΛhmg. This suggests that instead of creating an in-
homogeneous film with varying Λ(x), we can achieve an
increase in the critical current by using a homogeneous

FIG. 8. (a) Examples of left-right asymmetric Pearl length
distribution Λ(x) given by Eqs. (56) and (57) for different α
values. (b) Sheet bias-current distributions Jb(x) for different
α values. Here, Jhmg = I/W is the sheet bias-current for a
homogeneous strip. .

film with a lower impurity concentration. Assuming the
capability to fabricate an inhomogeneous film with vary-
ing Λ(x), it is also assumed that we have the technol-
ogy to create a corresponding homogeneous film with
Λhmg = minΛ(x) = Λ0 minF (x). Here, minF (x) = 1
for γ ≤ 0 and minF (x) = F (0) = 1 − γ/4 for γ ≥ 0
(see Fig. 3). The coherence length of such a homoge-

neous film is given by ξhmg = ξe/
√

minF (x). In this
context, we are interested in comparing the critical cur-
rent Ic of the inhomogeneous film with varying Λ(x) to
the critical current IcM of the homogeneous film with a
constant Λhmg. Figure 7 (d) illustrates this comparison,
clearly demonstrating that an inhomogeneous film with
γ > 0 (lower impurity concentration in the middle of
the strip) consistently exhibits a larger critical current
compared to the homogeneous film. The enhancement in
critical current is attributed to the current-suppression
effect at the edges [see Fig. 7 (a)]. This mechanism is
analogous to the superheating field enhancement struc-
ture studied in superconducting resonator technology for
particle accelerators [30–36]. These results indicate that,
for the purpose of enhancing the critical current, utilizing
an inhomogeneous film with an optimally designed Λ(x)
is preferable over a homogeneous film.

3. Example: Left-right asymmetric linear Λ(x) and
superconducting diode effect

As we saw in Section III A, the critical current of a
homogeneous film does not depend on the direction of the
current. This remains true even for an inhomogeneous
film with the quadratic Λ(x) given by Eqs. (35) and (36),
as discussed in Section III B 2. This fact is summarized
by the vanishing of the superconducting diode quality
parameter η, which measures the nonreciprocity of the
critical current,

η =
I+c − I−c
I+c + I−c

. (55)
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It is known that η is nonzero only when inversion and
time-reversal symmetries are broken.
To make η nonzero in our system, a combination of left-

right asymmetric edge-barriers and an external magnetic
field is necessary. While any form of Λ(x) can be used
as long as it is left-right asymmetric, we consider the
following simplest form in this article [see Fig. 8 (a)]:

Λ(x) = Λ0F (x), (56)

F (x) = 2α
x

W
+ 1. (57)

Here, Λ0 = [Λ(W/2) + Λ(−W/2)]/2, α = [Λ(W/2) −
Λ(−W/2)]/[Λ(W/2) + Λ(−W/2)]. For instance, α = 0.5
corresponds to Λ(W/2)/Λ(−W/2) = 3. The inhomo-
geneous Λ(x) distribution leads to a non-uniform sheet
bias-current density Jb, which can be obtained using
Eq. (49). Fig. 8(b) displays the profiles of Jb(x) for dif-
ferent values of α.
Let us analyze the free energy G = ǫ−µzB+∆G. The

magnetic potential term is computed using Eqs. (31) and
(32). The solution of Eq.(32) is given by

ψ̃X(x, 0) =
−W

4α tanh−1 α
ln

1∓ α

1 + 2αX
W

ln
1± α

1 + 2α x
W

(58)

for x ≥ X and x ≤ X , respectively. A similar calcu-
lation for a film containing an antivortex introduces an
additional factor of (−1). Using Eq. (31), we get the
magnetic moment

µz(X) =
±φ0W 2

2µ0Λ0α tanh−1 α

[

− ln
√

1− α2

−X

W
ln

1 + α

1− α
+ ln

(

1 + 2α
X

W

)]

. (59)

for a film containing a vortex and antivortex, respectively.
The work done by the Lorentz force can be calculated
from Eq. (50), and we get

∆G(X) = ∓Iφ0
ln[(1 + 2αX/W )/{1∓ αsgn(I)}]

ln[(1 + α)/(1− α)]
(60)

Combining these terms, we obtain

G(X)

ǫ0
=
ǫ(X)

ǫ0

∓ B

Bφ

2

α tanh−1 α

[

− ln
√

1− α2

−X

W
ln

1 + α

1− α
+ ln

(

1 + 2α
X

W

)]

∓ I

I0

ln[(1 + 2αX/W )/{1∓ αsgn(I)}]
ln[(1 + α)/(1− α)]

. (61)

for a vortex and antivortex, respectively. The vortex self-
energy term ǫ(X) is calculated using Eq. (27) for the re-
gion −W/2 < X < W/2, while the analytical expression
provided by Eq. (30) is applicable for the edges.

The vortex-entry current I
(±)
V and the antivortex-entry

current I
(±)
AV can be determined by calculating the cur-

rent at which the edge barrier disappears, as discussed

in Section IIIA and III B 2, using Eq. (44). We find (see
Appendix B)

I
(±)
V

I0
=

ln[(1 + α)/(1 − α)]

2α

[

2W

eξL,R

∓ 2(B/Bφ)

α tanh−1 α

{

2α− (1∓ α) ln
1 + α

1− α

}]

, (62)

I
(±)
AV

I0
=

ln[(1 + α)/(1 − α)]

2α

[

2W

eξR,L

∓ 2(B/Bφ)

α tanh−1 α

{

2α− (1± α) ln
1 + α

1− α

}]

. (63)

Here, ξL = ξ(−W/2) and ξR = ξ(+W/2). It is important

to note that in the calculations of I
(±)
V,AV, the coherence

lengths at the edges are required. In this section, we
consider the inhomogeneity to be a result of variations
in impurity concentration. To determine the coherence
length at the edges, we calculate ξL = ξM/

√

F (−W/2) =
ξM/

√
1− α and ξR = ξM/

√

F (W/2) = ξM/
√
1 + α,

where ξM = ξ|x=0 represents the coherence length at
the middle of the strip.

Figure 9 (a) presents examples of I
(+)
V and I

(+)
AV . At

B = 0, we find that I
(+)
V < I

(+)
AV , which is in contrast

to the left-right symmetric cases discussed in the previ-

ous subsections where I
(+)
V = I

(+)
AV at B = 0. One might

expect the left edge to have a higher energy barrier com-
pared to the right edge due to the smaller Λ for α > 0,

leading to the expectation of I
(+)
V > I

(+)
AV . However, the

strong Lorentz force induced by the enhanced sheet bias-
current at the left edge [see Fig. 8 (b)], resulting from
the left-right asymmetric Λ(x) distribution, overcomes
the barrier and pushes the vortex into the interior of the
film. Consequently, for α > 0 at B = 0, we observe

I
(+)
V < I

(+)
AV . As B increases, the vortex state becomes

more stable (while the antivortex state becomes less sta-
ble), resulting in a decrease in the vortex-entry current
IV and an increase in the antivortex-entry current IAV.

The critical current can be determined straightfor-

wardly by evaluating I
(±)
c = min{I(±)

V , I
(±)
AV }. Figure 9

(b) shows the critical currents I
(+)
c and I

(−)
c for various

values of α. It can be verified that I
(+)
c for α = 0.5 is

derived from I
(+)
V and I

(+)
AV in Fig. 9 (a). The dependence

of the maximum values of I
(±)
c on the inhomogeneity pa-

rameter α is found to be remarkably weak. This weak
dependence can be attributed to the accidental cancella-
tion between the influences of α and ξL,R(α) on Ic. Fig. 9
(c) presents the superconducting diode quality parame-
ter η as a function of B for different values of α. Note
that, as demonstrated in Appendix C, the critical value
Bstop(α) is greater than 15 for |α| . 0.5. Therefore,
within the range of the presented data, the linear rela-
tionship between the critical current and magnetic field,
B, remains valid.
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FIG. 9. (a) Examples of I
(+)
V and I

(+)
AV , normalized by Ic0 =

(2W/eξ)I0 = φ0W/eπµ0ξMΛ0. Here, ξM = ξ|x=0. (b) The

critical currents I
(+)
c (solid line) and I

(−)
c (dashed line) as

functions of the external field B for inhomogeneity parameters
α = 0.5 (red) and 0.2 (blue). (c) The superconducting diode
quality parameter η as functions of B for different α. For all
calculations in the figures, we have used ξM/W = 0.005.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Critical field Bc1 and complete flux expulsion

In Section IIA, we focused on a homogeneous narrow
thin-film strip and reproduced well-established results,
such as the free energy G and the critical field Bc1. This
not only served as a summary of basic knowledge but
also familiarized us with our approach in dealing with
inhomogeneous systems. As commonly known, the crit-
ical field Bc1 for a homogeneous film is described by
Eq. (21), which is nearly independent of material param-
eters. Consequently, the only viable method to increase
Bc1 was believed to be reducing the film’s width W , as
discussed in previous studies. However, this constraint is
valid solely for homogeneous films, as we demonstrated
in Section II B.

In Section II B, we developed a formulation to calculate
the free energy G = ǫ − µzB of an inhomogeneous film.
Specifically, we derived expressions for the self-energy ǫ
given by Eqs. (27) and (30). Additionally, the magnetic
potential contribution U = −µzB was evaluated using
Eq. (31). Employing these formulations, we investigated
the effects of a quadratic Λ(x) distribution on G and Bc1

as an illustrative example [see also Fig. 3 (a)]. Our find-
ings, depicted in Figure 5, revealed that inhomogeneities,

such as having a shorter Λ in the middle of the strip, can
significantly enhance Bc1.
One significant application of these findings is the

achievement of complete flux expulsion in superconduct-
ing films. Previous studies have demonstrated that when
the ambient magnetic flux is smaller than the critical
field (Bc1), it is possible to fully expel the flux from the
film. As the critical field increases, the film becomes
more resistant to flux trapping. Traditionally, the only
method to increase Bc1 and promote flux expulsion in ho-
mogeneous films was to narrow the strip. However, the
introduction of engineered inhomogeneities provides an
alternative approach to enhance Bc1 and make the film
robust against flux trapping. This advancement offers
greater flexibility in designing superconducting devices
with improved flux expulsion capabilities. Furthermore,
these findings may offer insights into the flux expulsion
phenomenon observed in spatial temperature gradients,
which is utilized to enhance the quality factor of particle
accelerator cavities [71–75].
.
It is important to note that even in the absence of vor-

tices and at low microwave frequencies compared to the
superconducting gap, a finite surface resistance can arise
due to thermally excited quasiparticles [76, 77]. This is-
sue is further complicated by various pair-breaking mech-
anisms originating from the current and resonator mate-
rials [27, 29, 78–86] and the nonequilibrium dynamics
of quasiparticles and phonons triggered by sub-gap and
pair-breaking photon [85–91]. Recent research has ex-
plored strategies to reduce dissipation by engineering the
quasiparticle density of states (DOS), including meth-
ods such as applying dc [27, 81] or rf [81, 85] currents,
introducing sparse magnetic impurities [83, 85], modify-
ing subgap states through surface processing [6, 27, 29],
or optimizing proximity effects between superconductors
and metallic suboxides or hydrides [83, 85]. To opti-
mize the quality factor, it is crucial to not only achieve a
vortex-free state but also address the engineering of the
DOS, as both factors play complementary roles in achiev-
ing low dissipation and high-performance superconduct-
ing devices.

B. Critical current enhancement and diode effect

In Sec. III B 1, we developed a formulation to evaluate
the critical current in an inhomogeneous narrow thin-film
strip. In the presence of an inhomogeneous Λ(x) distri-
bution, the sheet bias-current density deviates from uni-
formity and can be described by Eq.(49). Consequently,
the contribution of the bias current to the free energy,
denoted as ∆G, is given by Eq. (50).
In Section III B 2, our focus was specifically on exam-

ining the influence of a quadratic Λ(x) distribution on
the critical current and determining whether the intro-
duction of inhomogeneity could lead to an enhancement
in the critical current. Our findings led us to the conclu-
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sion that, when the objective is to increase the critical
current, it is more advantageous to employ an inhomo-
geneous film with a reduced Λ value in the middle of
the strip, as opposed to a homogeneous film. The en-
hancement in critical current is attributed to the current
suppression effect at the edges induced by the inhomo-
geneous superfluid density distribution. This mechanism
shares similarities with the superheating field enhance-
ment studied in inhomogeneous structures employed in
particle accelerator resonators [30–36]. Future work will
involve comparing our findings with microscopic calcula-
tions of the depairing current in an inhomogeneous strip.
This analysis will provide a more comprehensive under-
standing of the critical current behavior in such systems.

In Sec. III B 3, we explored the impact of a left-right
asymmetric Λ(x) distribution, described by Eqs. (56)
and (57), on the superconducting diode effect. By de-
riving the expression for the free energy, Eq. (61), we
were able to determine the critical current, as depicted
in Fig. 9 (b). The critical current depends on the in-
terplay between the left-right asymmetric edge barriers
and the left-right asymmetric sheet bias-current distri-
bution. Furthermore, we analyzed the behavior of the
superconducting diode quality parameter η with respect
to the inhomogeneity parameter α and the external field
B, as presented in Fig. 9 (c). Our results revealed that
increasing the inhomogeneity parameter and the external
field led to an enhancement of η, showcasing the potential
of engineering inhomogeneous Λ distributions to control
and manipulate the superconducting diode effect.

Any left-right asymmetric Λ(x) distribution has the
potential to induce the superconducting diode effect.
One approach to achieve this is by creating a temper-
ature gradient along the x direction. This method offers
a novel way to implement devices that exhibit the super-
conducting diode effect.
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Appendix A: Vortex self-energy in an

inhomogeneous superconductor

We extend the method developed by Kogan [63, 65] for
a homogeneous superconductor to study the behavior of
a vortex in an inhomogeneous superconductor. In this
case, we consider a superconductor with a nonuniform
λ(r). The self energy of a vortex can be divided into two

parts.

ǫ = ǫout + ǫin, (A1)

ǫout =

∫

dVout
B2

2µ0
, (A2)

ǫin =

∫

dVin

(

B2

2µ0
+
µ0

2
λ2j2

)

. (A3)

Here, ǫout is the magnetic energy outside the material,
and ǫin is the sum of the magnetic energy inside the ma-
terial and the kinetic energy of the condensate.
Let us start from ǫout. Since rotB = 0 in the vacuum,

we can introduce a scalar potential ϕ, which gives B =
∇ϕ. Also, divB yields ∇2ϕ = 0. Then, we get

ǫout =
1

2µ0

∫

dSout · (ϕ∇ϕ). (A4)

Here, B2 = (∇ϕ)2 = ∇ · (ϕ∇ϕ) is used. Next, we calcu-
late ǫin using the Maxwell-London equation in an inho-
mogeneous superconductor, B+ µ0rot(λ

2j) = 0 or

B+ λ2rot rotB+ (∇λ2)× rotB = 0, (A5)

which is valid outside the vortex core. We find the fol-
lowing relation:

∇ · [(λ2B)× rotB]

= rotB · rot(λ2B)− (rot rotB) · (λ2B)

= rotB · rot(λ2B) +B2 + [(∇λ2)× rotB] ·B
= λ2(rotB)2 +B2 = µ2

0λ
2j2 +B2. (A6)

Here, Eq. (A5) is used from the second line to the third
line, and rotB = µ0j is used in the last line. Hence, ǫin
can be written as

ǫin =
1

2µ0

∫

dSin · [(λ2B)× rotB] = ǫ
(C)
in + ǫ

(V)
in .(A7)

Here, ǫ
(C)
in and ǫ

(V)
in are the contributions from the core

surface and the vacuum-superconductor interface, re-
spectively:

ǫ
(C)
in =

1

2

∫

dS
(C)
in · [(λ2B)× j], (A8)

ǫ
(V)
in =

1

2

∫

dS
(V)
in · [(λ2∇ϕ)× j]

= −1

2

∫

dS
(V)
in · [(∇λ2)× j+ λ2rotj]ϕ. (A9)

In the last line, rot(λ2ϕj) = ∇((λ2ϕ)× j+ (λ2ϕrotj and

∇((λ2ϕ) = λ2∇ϕ + ϕ(∇λ2) are used. Using dS
(V)
in =

−dSout, Eq. (A1) results in

ǫ = ǫout + ǫin

=
1

2µ0

∫

dSout · [B+ (∇λ2)× rotB

+λ2rot rotB]ϕ+ ǫ
(C)
in

=
φ0
2µ0

[ϕ(rent)− ϕ(rex)] + ǫ
(C)
in (A10)
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ϕ(rent) and ϕ(rex) represent the potentials at the points
where the vortex enters and exits, respectively.

Now, let’s consider thin films positioned on the xy

plane. In the case of a thin film, we can neglect ǫ
(C)
in ,

resulting in the following simplified expression

ǫ = −φ0
µ0
ϕ(rex). (A11)

Integrating µ0j = rotB over the film thickness, we get

Jx = − 2

µ0
By(+0) = − 2

µ0
∂yϕ(+0), (A12)

Jy =
2

µ0
Bx(+0) =

2

µ0
∂xϕ(+0), (A13)

On the other hand, we have the relations Jx = ∂yΨ and
Jy = −∂xΨ. We get ϕ(+0) = −(µ0/2)Ψ. Then, finally
we get

ǫ =
φ0
2
Ψ(rv). (A14)

which corresponds to the formula derived by Kogan for
a homogeneous film.

Appendix B: Derivations of I
(±)
V,AV

The vortex-entry current IV (or antivortex-entry cur-
rent IAV) represents the current at which the edge
barrier vanishes. This condition can be expressed as
G(Xp; IV,AV) = 0, where Xp denotes the peak position
of the edge barrier, satisfying G′(Xp; IV,AV) = 0.

To get I
(+)
V and I

(−)
AV , we expand G(X) around the left

edge X/W = −1/2 + δ (δ ≪ 1). We find

G(X)

ǫ0
=

1

F (−W/2)

[

ln
2δ

ξL/W
∓ (B̃L + Ĩ)δ

]

(B1)

for a vortex (an antivortex) in the current I ≥ 0 (I ≤ 0).

To get I
(−)
V and I

(+)
AV , we expand G(X) around the right

edge X/W = 1/2− δ. We find

G(X)

ǫ0
=

1

F (W/2)

[

ln
2δ

ξR/W
± (B̃R + Ĩ)δ

]

(B2)

for a vortex (an antivortex) in the current I ≤ 0 (I ≥ 0).

Here, Ĩ and B̃L,R are given as follows.
For a homogeneous film (F = 1 and ξL = ξR = ξ), we

have

Ĩ =
I

I0
, (B3)

B̃L,R = ±4B

Bφ
. (B4)

For an inhomogeneous film with a quadratic distribution
of Λ (see Fig. 5), we have

Ĩ =
I

I0

4− γ

4

√

γ/(4− γ)

tan−1
√

γ/(4− γ)
, (B5)

B̃L,R = ±4B

Bφ
. (B6)

For an inhomogeneous film with a left-right asymmetric
distribution of Λ (see Fig. 8), we have

Ĩ =
I

I0

2α

ln[(1 + α)/(1 − α)]
, (B7)

B̃L,R =
2(B/Bφ)

α tanh−1 α

(

2α− (1∓ α) ln
1 + α

1− α

)

. (B8)

Note that, taking γ → 0 and α→ 0, we can reproduce the
results for the homogeneous case from the inhomogeneous
cases.
The condition of the disappearance of the edge barrier

yields

Ĩ
(±)
V =

2W

eξL,R
∓ B̃L,R, (B9)

Ĩ
(±)
AV =

2W

eξR,L
∓ B̃R,L, (B10)

which immediately yield Eqs. (45) and (46), Eqs. (53)
and (54), and Eqs. (62) and (63).

Appendix C: Bstop in inhomogeneous films

As discussed in Section IIIA, the linear dependence of
Ic on B breaks down when B & Bstop. At this critical
magnetic field value, a free energy minimum appears at a
point Xs where G′(Xs; Ic, Bstop) = 0, and vortices come
to a stop at this minimum [67, 68]. These vortices, car-
rying a current, then impact the barrier and modify the
behavior of Ic.
The critical value Bstop is determined by the con-

dition for the existence of a solution Xs that satisfies
G′(Xs; Ic, Bstop) = 0. For a film with a quadratic dis-
tribution of Λ(x) (as shown in Fig. 3), we analyze this
condition using the expression of G given by Eq. (52).
The dependence of Bstop on γ is illustrated in Fig. 10
(a). Moreover, when the film is homogeneous (γ = 0),
the calculated value of Bstop coincides with the result
obtained from Eq. (48).
On the other hand, for a film with a left-right asym-

metric distribution of Λ(x) (as depicted in Fig. 8), we
consider the condition using G given by Eq. (61), result-
ing in two distinct critical values: Bstop1 and Bstop2 for
penetration from the left edge and right edge, respec-
tively. The linear dependence on B holds within the

ranges −Bstop2 < B < Bstop1 for I
(+)
c and −Bstop1 <

B < Bstop2 for I
(−)
c .
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FIG. 10. Bstop of inhomogeneous narrow thin-film strips
as a function of the inhomogeneity parameter. (a) Quadratic
distribution of Λ(x) (see Fig. 3). The coherence length at the
edges is denoted as ξe = ξ|x = ±W/2. (b) Left-right asym-
metric distribution of Λ(x) (see Fig. 8). Here, we consider
the inhomogeneity to arise from variations in impurity con-
centration. In this case, the coherence length at the edges
can be calculated as ξL = ξM/F (−W/2) = ξM/

√
1− α and

ξR = ξM/F (W/2) = ξM/
√
1 + α, where ξM = ξ|x=0 is the

coherence length at the middle of the strip.
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Abstract— In pixelized detectors, reducing power consumption 

in the front end ASIC chips becomes a crucial demand.  
Optimization based on mature pre-amplifier schemes today is 
unlikely to bring sufficient improvements.  A new CMOS front-
end gain stage topology with very low power consumption called 
regenerative current mirror  is developed to fulfill the demand.  
The circuit takes advantage of high speed performance of current 
amplification while operating with relatively low bias current.  The 
regenerative current mirror uses a NMOS current mirror and a 
PMOS current mirror, both with nominal gain of 1, to form a loop-
back topology that provides a positive feedback.  An NMOS FET 
with an external adjustable voltage applied to it gate terminal is 
used to limit open loop gain of the current mirrors to be slightly 
lower than 1.  This yields a net gain of the positive feedback loop 
to be much larger than 1 while operating the current mirrors 
under relatively low bias currents.  Simulation shows that in 65 nm 
fabrication process, the power consumption of the gain stages 
suitable for silicon pixel detectors can be controlled < 10 micro-
Watts per channel. 
 

Index Terms— Front-end electronics, CMOS ASIC, Low Power 
Amplifier 

I. INTRODUCTION 
N pixelized detector used in high energy physics experiments, 
power consumption in the front-end ASIC becomes a critical 

issue.  Since the number of detector elements becomes so large, 
very low power consumption of the front-end circuits is 
required.  In today's mature pre-amplifier scheme, the power 
consumption is around 800 micro-Watts per channel in 65 nm 
CMOS fabrication technology, while the desired power 
consumption in future ASIC for pixelized detectors can be as 
low as 10 micro-Watts. 

In typical small signal voltage amplifiers, transistors must 
operate with a sufficiently high bias current so that the 
transistors are in high conductivity region to follow the input 
pulse at high speed.  Also, the topologies used in amplifiers 
usually employs deep negative feedback to improve bandwidth 
and linearity.  Given these basic principle, it is unlikely to 
achieve demanded improvements by optimizing on the existing 
topologies. 

As an attempt of significantly reducing power consumption 
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of the front-end gain stage, a new CMOS front-end topology 
with very low power consumption called regenerative current 
mirror  is developed.  The simplified schematics of the circuit 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
In this circuit, MOS FET pairs (M11, M22) and (M13, M14) 

form two current mirrors.  The two current mirrors are cross 
connected to form a positive feedback loop.  The transistors in 
each current mirror are identical so that the nominal gain of 
each current mirror is 1. 

Obviously, should the total gain of the cross connected 
current mirrors be larger than 1, the circuit would be locked to 
the short circuit condition in which all the FETs would be 
conductive. To prevent the locking condition from happening, 
the NMOS FET M15 is used to limit the gain of the NMOS 
current mirror so that it is <1. 

With the external voltage VB1 adjusted appropriately, the 
total open loop gain A of the two current mirrors can be set to 
be slightly <1.  In this case, the close loop gain of the whole 
circuit G = A/(1-A).  If A=0.8, for example, G = 4. 

The current, primarily bias current, flowing through M11, 
M15 and  M14 path is the same as the M12 and M13 path, rather 
than G times higher in regular current mirror structure.  In this 
scheme, the bias currents in both paths remain unchanged and 
hence reduces power consumption.  

II. SIMULATION OF THE GAIN STAGE 
The actual circuit diagram of a single stage of the 

regenerative current mirror simulated with the Spice software 
is shown in Fig. 2.  The 65 ns CMOS device model is used in 
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Fig. 1.  The regenerative current mirror 
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the simulation.  To conveniently study the power consumption 
of the circuit, a small internal resistance is introduced in the 
power supply V1 and a bypass capacitor C2 is also included. 

 
When VB1=0.42V, the close-loop gain of the current mirror 

is ~5. The bias current in both columns are about 1uA (rather 
than 1uA and 5uA).  

Small current pulses I1 are send into PMOSG1 net.  As 
shown in the lower pane of Fig. 3, the current pulses are 
amplified by about factor of 5 in the drain currents of M13 and 
M14, respectively. 

 
The bias currents flowing through M11 and M12 are about 

1µA each, while the total current flowing out the power supply 
V1 is about 2µA as shown in the top pane of Fig. 3.  At 1.2V 
power supply voltage, the power consumption is around 2.4 µW 
for a single gain stage. 

III. AN APPLICATION 
For applications with very weak input signal such as silicon 

pixel detectors, multiple gain stages are needed.  A circuit with 
two regenerative current mirror stages AC coupled together is 
shown in Fig. 4.  When a small current pulse in I1 is fed into 
the VPG1 net, it is amplified with two gain stages as well as the 
AC coupling stages, and a logic level output is anticipated at net 
VW5. 

The simulation results of the signal gain and power 
consumption are shown in Fig. 5  

 
The total charge of the input pulse is 10ns x 10nA = 0.1fC. 

(~625 e-).  After two stages (with AC coupling), a logic level 
(1.2V) can be generated.  The total power consumption is 
~9.6uW (8uA x 1.2V). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A low power amplifier suitable for weak signals from silicon 

pixel detectors is design and simulated with the regenerative 
current mirror topology.  The low power feature is realized due 
to two characters of this design: current amplification and 
positive feedback. 

The amplifier can be coupled to the pseudo-thyristor a novel 
circuit we developed replacing conventional discriminator, 
(which will be described in another document).  This provides 
a full chain solution for pixel detector with power consumption 
at the level of 10µW per channel. 

 
Fig. 2.   Circuit schematics of the regenerative current mirror 
  

 
Fig. 3.  Simulation results of the gain stage 
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Fig. 5.  Simulation results of the two-stage amplifier 
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Fig. 4.  Two AC coupled stages of regenerative current mirror with a logic level output buffer 
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The emission of γ-rays after a neutron capture in a cryogenic detector can generate mono-energetic
nuclear recoils in the sub-keV regime, of direct interest for the calibration of Dark Matter and
Coherent Elastic Neutrino Nucleus Scattering experiments. Here we show that accurate predictions
of the nuclear recoil spectra induced by neutron captures require taking into account the interplay
between the development in time of the de-excitation γ-cascade of the target nucleus and that of
the associated atomic collisions in matter. We present detailed simulations coupling the Fifrelin
code for the description of the γ-cascades and the Iradina code for the modelling of the fast atomic
movements in matter. Nuclear recoil spectra are predicted, and made available to the community,
for concrete cases of Al2O3, Si, Ge and CaWO4 crystals exposed to a low intensity beam of thermal
neutrons. We find that timing effects cause new calibration peaks to emerge in the recoil spectra
and also impact the shape of the continuous recoil distribution. We discuss how they could give
access to a rich physics program, spanning the accurate study of the response of cryogenic detectors
in the sub-keV range, tests of solid state physics simulations and tests of nuclear models.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of nuclear recoils induced by radiative neu-
tron capture has been recently proposed [1] and demon-
strated [2, 3] to accurately calibrate cryogenic detectors
with nuclear recoils in the 100 eV – 1 keV energy range.
This technique, called Crab for "Calibrated Recoils for
Accurate Bolometry" can be applied to most of the de-
tectors developed in the framework of a large research
program which aims to extend the search for dark mat-
ter to lighter masses, below 1 GeV/c2 [4], and to explore
Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering (CEνNS)
for original tests of the standard model at low energy [5–
7]. To reach the desired sensitivities, macroscopic detec-
tors of 1 to 100 grams in mass with ultra low thresholds

∗ gabrielle.soum@cea.fr

of a few tens of eV are required [8–12]. In this paper
we present improved predictions of nuclear recoil spec-
tra based on the study of fundamental timing effects of
γ-emission by the excited nucleus and atomic collisions
induced by its recoil. This work extends the reach of
the Crab method to a wider energy range and to most
commonly used materials in cryogenic detectors. We an-
ticipate that this result will allow progress towards finer
study of the response of cryogenic detectors but also to
provide unique tests of solid state and nuclear physics.

The Crab calibration has the unique characteristic of
using a process identical in all respects to that induced
by the scattering of a dark matter particle or a neutrino,
i.e. a pure nuclear recoil anywhere in the volume of the
detector. The principle is very simple: a flux of ther-
mal neutrons, typically of 0.025 eV energy, is sent onto
the cryogenic detector to induce neutron capture on the
nuclei of the crystal. Considering the typical orders of
magnitude of the capture cross section (1 – 10 barn) and
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the typical centimeter dimensions of the detectors, the
capture vertices are distributed almost uniformly in the
crystal. By definition a compound nucleus is formed in
an excited state very close to Sn, the separation energy
of a neutron. It then de-excites by emission of γ-rays
which, by momentum conservation, makes the nucleus
recoil. When the de-excitation takes place with a sin-
gle γ-ray connecting directly to the ground state, this γ
easily escapes from the crystal without any interaction
because of its high energy (Sn values are typically be-
tween 5 and 10 MeV). Only the desired signal remains:
the recoil of a nucleus, with an energy perfectly defined
by the two-body kinematics

Erecoil = E2
γ/2M. (1)

As the mass M and the energy Eγ of the transition are
characteristic of the emitting nucleus, each isotope en-
tering the composition of the crystal is potentially at the
origin of a calibration peak. Numerically, only a few dom-
inant peaks are predicted for the most commonly used
crystals (Si, Ge, Al2O3, CaWO4), in an energy range of
100 to 1000 eV corresponding to that expected for light
dark matter scattering or for CEνNS. Due to their very
small neutron capture cross sections, oxygen and calcium
isotopes have a negligible contribution to the capture rate
and therefore to the recoil spectrum. The same conclu-
sion actually applies to lead isotopes in PbWO4 crystals.

The first direct detection of a Crab peak has been
realized with CaWO4 crystals and a commercial neutron
source placed near the cryostat [2, 3]. The use of a purely
thermal neutron beam from a research reactor as pro-
posed in [1] will allow a drastic improvement of the sig-
nal to background ratio of these measurements. To take
advantage of this potential accuracy we study here the
nuclear recoils induced by multi-γ transitions, which are
in large majority compared to the single-γ emission dis-
cussed above. Naively the nuclear recoil is then given by
the vector sum of the i emitted γ-ray momenta

Erecoil =
∣∣∣ ~Ptot∣∣∣2 /2M, ~Ptot =

∑
i

~Pγi . (2)

This results in a continuous distribution of nuclear re-
coils, between some minimum value when γ-rays are
emitted in opposite directions and a maximum value cor-
responding to the single-γ calibration peak, theoretically
reached when all γ-rays are emitted in the same direction.
However, an implicit assumption of Equation 2, which we
will call the "prompt" assumption, is that all γ-rays are
emitted in an extremely short time compared to the du-
ration of the nucleus recoil in matter. We will show that
the time evolution of the γ de-excitation cascades on one
side and the nuclear recoil induced collisions on the other
side can on the contrary be comparable, with a common
order of magnitude of about 10−13 s, and that this will
have a significant impact on the recoil spectrum shape.
To be convinced, let us consider the opposite extreme
case where the recoiling nucleus always has time to stop

before the emission of the next γ-ray in the cascade. In
this "slow" case, the recoil energy induced by each γ will
be deposited sequentially so that

Erecoil =
∑
i

Erecoili =
∑
i

∣∣∣ ~Pγi∣∣∣2 /2M. (3)

The total energy deposited is therefore no longer depen-
dent on the direction of the emitted γ-rays. To a given
γ-cascade now corresponds a unique deposited energy,
potentially offering additional calibration features in the
recoil spectrum if the branching ratio of this de-excitation
path is sufficiently likely.

In section II we explain how experimental data and
theoretical models are combined in the Fifrelin code to
provide the most complete description possible of the γ-
decay schemes of all isotopes of interest. In section III we
discuss how these γ-cascades have been interfaced with
the Iradina code which simulates collisions and energy
losses of recoiling atoms in matter. The predicted spectra
are presented in section IV and their associated physics
reach discussed in section V.

II. SIMULATION OF DE-EXCITATION
γ-CASCADES WITH THE FIFRELIN CODE

Fifrelin is a code dedicated to the de-excitation of
compound nuclei using the statistical Hauser-Feshbach
framework [13] implementing the notion of nuclear real-
ization. A nuclear realization is a set of level scheme
and partial decay widths accounting for the so-called
Porter-Thomas fluctuations of reduced transition prob-
abilities [14]. Originally it has been developed to simu-
late and understand the nuclear fission process via the
de-excitation of the fission fragments [15]. Recently its
accurate predictions of γ and electron spectra after ra-
diative thermal neutron captures have been successfully
applied to neutrino physics [16, 17].

The Fifrelin code algorithm, whose principle is
sketched in Figure 1, can be divided in three steps.
Firstly, the compound nucleus initial state is defined
by the nuclear selection rules based on the target and
incoming neutron properties. Secondly, a nuclear level
scheme of the nucleus is built (one nuclear realization).
All the available data at low energies are taken from the
RIPL-3 database [18] and those related to the initial state
(primary γ’s) are taken from the EGAF database [19].
For light nuclei such as aluminium or silicone isotopes,
the nuclear level scheme, the transition probabilities and
most of the level half-lives are in the databases, therefore
the computation of a γ cascade is rather straightforward.
However this is not as easy for medium and heavy nu-
clei such as germanium or tungsten isotopes where the
number of nuclear levels is too high and cannot be ex-
perimentally determined. Therefore nuclear level density
models are used to complete the level scheme. Thirdly,
the de-excitation of the nucleus is performed based on
the knowledge of the transition probability P (γi→f ) to
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the different nuclear inputs used by
FIFRELIN to build and simulate the de-excitation of a nu-
cleus.

go from an initial level i to a final level f . A transition
is completely characterized by its type X = E, M, mul-
tipolarity L = 1, 2, 3... and energy Eγ . The energy,
spin and parity are therefore conserved on a step-by-step
basis. If the transition probability is not available in
any database, it can be computed from the partial width
Γγi→f

according to

P (γi→f ) =
ΓRSFγi→f∑
f ′ ΓRSFγi→f′

, (4)

and

ΓRSFγi→f
= 〈ΓRSFγ 〉 εPT =

←−
f XL(Eγ)

E2L+1
γ

ρi
εPT . (5)

The initial nuclear level density ρi and the radiative
strength function

←−
f XL(Eγ) (RSF) allow to compute an

average partial width 〈ΓRSFγ 〉 to which a Porter-Thomas
fluctuation εPT [14] is added to get ΓRSFγi→f

. To take into
account nuclear model uncertainties, Fifrelin performs
this algorithm multiple times, i.e. on different nuclear
realizations. More details about the algorithm can be
found in [16, 20]. By default Fifrelin uses the Com-
posite Gilbert-Cameron Model (CGCM) of nuclear levels
density to build the level scheme, the Enhanced General-
ized Lorentzian (EGLO) RSF [18] to compute γ emission
probabilities and the BrIcc code to generate coefficients
of γ to electron internal conversion [21]. As a comple-
mentary approach to these phenomenological models mi-
croscopic models can also be considered: Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov (HFB) calculations implementing the BSK14
Skyrme effective interaction [22] for nuclear levels den-
sity and Quasi-particle Random Phase Approximation
(QRPA) calculations for RSF (see section V). Further
details about these models can be found in [18] and ref-
erences therein.
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FIG. 2. Application of the Weisskopf formula [23] to the half-
life of γ-transitions of 71Ge for various types and multipo-
larities. The gray shaded area indicates the typical range of
stopping times of a Ge atom recoiling with 400 eV initial en-
ergy.

In this work we are interested in predicting the time
sequence of the de-excitation cascades. The nuclear
level half-lives are primarily taken from the RIPL-3
database [18]. If no experimental value is available, a
half-life is computed from the radiative partial width of
the transition using the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Two cases arise. If the nuclear level branching ratios are
known, Fifrelin does not compute the transition prob-
abilities ΓRSFγi→f

, but instead it computes the Weisskopf
single-particle estimates of the partial width ΓWγi→f

. In
this approximation a single nucleon transition is respon-
sible for the radiation emission leading to simple formula
of ΓWγi→f

, which depends only on XL and Eγ [23]. Appli-
cation of these formula to the isotope 71Ge is presented
in Figure 2 for various types of transitions. However, the
simple form of ΓWγi→f

implies neglecting nuclear collective
effects that has a large impact on the transition probabil-
ity and, consequently, on the nuclear level half-lives. This
was already underlined in 1975 by Jones and Kraner [24]
when discussing the recoil energy spectrum of germanium
isotopes after a neutron capture. For excited levels with
no known half-life nor branching ratio, the Fifrelin code
calculates the transition probabilities (i.e. ΓRSFγi→f

) using
RSF models in which the collective effects are accounted
for in an effective (microscopic) way as the RSF model
parameters are fitted to a large set of Giant Dipole Reso-
nance data [18]. The impact of this improved treatment
of the nuclear level half-lives by Fifrelin is illustrated in
Figure 3 for the 74Ge de-excitation with M1 transitions.
It shows that taking into account the collective effects
in an effective way leads to an increase of the predicted
half-lives by several orders of magnitude with respect to
the Weisskopf estimate. In principle this RSF-based ap-
proach is relevant in the statistical energy domain, i.e.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the de-excitation time from Fifre-
lin (green points), the nuclear level half-life from Weisskopf
estimate (black curve) and the shel model calculations (blue
points) for 74Ge M1 transitions. For a given transition, the
Fifrelin de-excitation times are drawn in an exponential dis-
tribution leading to a vertical distribution of points. The
distribution of Fifrelin times computed with the Weisskopf
estimate is centered around the black curve as expected and
systematically lower than the distribution of times based on
the EGLO-RSF approach.

at high energy, and could fail at low energy. As a com-
plementary approach shell model calculations have also
been performed with the KShell code [25] and the JUN45
effective interaction [26]. The large computational time
restricts the application of this method to few low en-
ergy levels above the ground state and also the predicted
level energies have limited accuracy. Still the results of
these independent calculations are found somewhat in be-
tween the Weisskopf and the EGLO-RSF distributions.
We recover the known fact that the Weisskopf estimate
is underestimating the half-lives for most transitions, low
energy E2 transitions being the main exception [27].

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF IN-FLIGHT
GAMMA EMISSION IN THE IRADINA CODE

With the nuclear level half-lives in hand, the in-flight
emission of γ-rays by a recoiling nucleus can be sim-
ulated. The simple Binary Collision Approximation
(BCA) approach has been chosen since it allows for a very
quick modelling of fast atomic movements in a material.
It relies on the assumption that atomic trajectories can
be divided in series of two body collissions, with mov-
ing atoms having straight and constant velocity trajecto-
ries between collisions. Atomic collisions are dealt with
through the short range universal Ziegler potential [28].
The BCA approximation is valid only in the so-called bal-
listic phase, during which some atoms move much faster

than the average speed of regularly vibrating atoms at
the temperature of the material. It cannot describe the
subsequent thermal phase which accounts for the collec-
tive atomic movements after the ballistic phase. While
BCA is known to poorly reproduce the actual number
of displaced atoms and created defects, it proves to be
an efficient way to estimate time of flights of fast mov-
ing particles. Among the various BCA codes available,
Iradina retained our attention as it is an open-source
code written in C, making it easy to modify to suit our
needs. Iradina has been developed by C. Borschel and
C. Ronning to simulate ion beam irradiation of nanos-
tructures [29].

In Iradina, the distribution of atoms is isotropic and
homogeneous, ignoring the crystal structure of the ma-
terial. Each projectile is transported in matter from col-
lision to collision recursively until its kinetic energy falls
below a given threshold, beyond which it is assumed to
deposit its remaining energy and stop. Each collision
step starts by randomly drawing a flight length from a
Poisson distribution centered at the mean inter-atomic
distance in the material. The flight-path is considered
straight between successive collisions and an electronic
energy loss is subtracted from the kinetic energy (see be-
low). Collisions happen elastically between the projectile
and one target atom. In the case of a compound mate-
rial, the target element is chosen randomly according to
the stoichiometry. An impact parameter is first randomly
drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and bmax,
with bmax such as

N × πlb2max = 1, (6)

where l is the flight-path, and N is the density of the
material, meaning that on average one collision target is
included in the cylinder of height l and radius bmax [30].
The scattering angle is obtained from prepared tables to
optimize the computing time, as in Corteo [31]. Finally
the azimuth angle is randomly chosen from a uniform dis-
tribution between 0 and 2π. The projectile direction —
represented by the unit velocity — is then rotated along
the chosen scattering and azimuth angles and the energy
transferred to the target is deduced from momentum and
energy conservation. This so-called "nuclear energy loss"
is subtracted from the projectile kinetic energy. If the en-
ergy transferred to the collision partner is greater than
its displacement threshold defined in the input file of the
simulation, it becomes a secondary projectile, thus in-
creasing the number of displaced atoms and leaving a
vacancy behind. It is further transported by the same
function called recursively. Regarding the initial projec-
tile, depending on its remaining energy, it can either stop
at the collision site or move on to the next collision, un-
til its kinetic energy becomes lower than the stopping
energy.

During the flight of moving particles, the electronic en-
ergy losses are accounted for by reducing the kinetic en-
ergy of the moving particle between two subsequent col-
lisions. The decrease of the energy is simply obtained by
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multiplying the flight path with the electronic stopping
power, which depends on the composition and density
of the material. It is calculated from tabulated data ex-
tracted from Stopping Ranges of Ions in Matter (SRIM)
databases. [32].

For Fifrelin - Iradina simulations, the initial projec-
tile is a nucleus which recoils in the detector material
under the impulse given by the sequential emission of γ-
rays. In Iradina, the target material is described by its
density and chemical composition only, with no isotopic
information. However, successive simulations can be run
for each projectile isotope, as Fifrelin provides a list of
possible γ cascades for each capturing isotope, with the
number of emitted γ, their energies, and the emission
timing. Each CRAB projectile starts recoiling with a ki-
netic energy corresponding to the emission of the first γ
of the cascade as defined by Equation 1 and its recoiling
direction is read from the user-written configuration file.
For our calculations, it can always be set to (1, 0, 0) since
the material is considered as isotropic. The emission of
the first γ also defines the origin of times.

For each collision step of the initial projectile, after
Iradina selection of the flight length, a flight duration
is computed as the ratio of the flight distance to the ve-
locity, extracted from the kinetic energy. Added to the
current time of flight, it is compared to the γ emission
times of the associated Fifrelin cascade. Any γ emitted
during the current flight is actually considered as emitted
at the beginning of the Iradina step. Thus the energy
and momentum of the projectile are corrected for by the
addition of the momentum induced by the γ emission.
The polar and azimuth angles of the γ, θ and φ, are ran-
domly drawn from uniform distributions, between [−1, 1]
for cos (θ) and [0, 2π] for φ. Then the flight and the col-
lision proceed as they normally do in Iradina.

In case the initial projectile stops before the γ-cascade
was finished, the current time is set to the emission time
of the next γ, and the energy and direction of the de-
exciting nucleus are reinitialized using momentum con-
servation. The transport function with the collision loop
is then called recursively for the new recoil.

Finally, the coupling of Fifrelin data and Iradina
(called Fifradina in the following) provides, for each γ-
cascade, a deposited energy from nuclear recoil(s), taking
both collision and cascade timings into account. Merg-
ing this information with Fifrelin predicted cascades,
we build output files containing, for each cascade, the
number of emitted γ, their energies, emission timings and
angles, the number of emitted conversion electrons with
their energies and emission timings, as well as the total
nuclear recoil energy expected for the cascade. These
files are made available in the supplemental material [33]
for the isotopes discussed in section IV.

However, for any practical application, the energy de-
posited in the cryogenic detector may contain more than
the pure nuclear recoil energy. In particular low en-
ergy γ’s or conversion electrons involved in multi-γ de-
excitations might interact inside the detector and satu-

rate the signal with energy depositions of the order of
keV. By definition this so-called "internal background"
has no direct impact on single-γ calibration peaks, but it
has to be taken into account for describing the global en-
ergy spectrum and counting rate expected in a detector
with a given geometry.

For our study, this is done with the Crab-Geant4
simulation package [1] inherited from the Toucans
code [34]. The standard Geant4 treatment of a nucleus
de-excitation is replaced by the Fifradina (or Fifre-
lin) predictions using a dedicated library made available
online on the following GitLab repository [35]. For each
neutron capture in the detector simulated by Geant4, a
cascade is read from the corresponding Fifradina data
file and all predicted γ-rays, conversion electrons and to-
tal nuclear recoil are propagated from the capture vertex.

To cross-check the implementation of the Fifrelin
γ timings in Iradina, we have generated two mock
Fifrelin timing data: in a first dataset all emission
times are defined as 0 s to emulate the prompt hypothesis,
while a second dataset with a fixed 1 s delay between two
γ emissions emulates the slow hypothesis. Fifradina
simulations on these datasets, followed Crab-Geant4
simulations provide a spectrum of deposited energy for
each hypothesis. These two extreme cases can also be
studied with our previous simulation package used in [1],
where the total nuclear recoil is provided by Equation 2
for the prompt hypothesis or Equation 3 for the slow hy-
pothesis. Exact same spectra are obtained from these two
independent approaches for the three detectors on which
they have been tested (Si, Ge and CaWO4), validating
the new simulation framework.

IV. PREDICTED NUCLEAR RECOIL SPECTRA

In the following we present the results obtained for
Al2O3, Si, Ge and CaWO4 which cover a large majority
of the cryogenic detectors currently used by the commu-
nity. Figure 4 illustrates the slowing down process of the
target nuclei for typical recoil energies induced by ra-
diative thermal neutron capture in each material. Some
orders of magnitude of interest appear: the time of flight
before the first collision is about 10−14 s and the time to
lose 90% of the initial energy is between few 10−13 s and
10−12 s.

Comparing the typical duration of a collision series
(10−14 to 10−12 s) with the half-life estimates of γ-
transitions discussed in section II, we see that the shift
from a recoil energy given by Equation 2 (prompt hy-
pothesis) to that given by Equation 3 (slow hypothesis)
can occur when low-energy transitions are involved even
for the most probable low-multipolarities. A new struc-
ture in the observed recoil spectrum will thus potentially
be visible for the most likely cascades combining an en-
ergetic γ-ray with one or more low-energy γ’s to com-
plete the total energy at Sn. From this criterion, we
have identified in our simulations a short list of candi-
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FIG. 4. Iradina prediction of the mean time elapsed since
the emission of the first γ shown as a function of the number
of collisions for various recoils induced by single-γ transitions:
112 eV recoil of a W atom in CaWO4 (dotted black), 416 eV
recoil of a Ge atom in pure Ge (dashed dotted blue), 1330 eV
recoil of a Si atom in pure Si (dashed red) and 1145 eV recoil
of an Al atom in Al2O3(plain green). The end point of each
simulation corresponds to the number of collisions after which
90% of the initial kinetic energy has been lost. See Table I
for more details on the origin of the recoil energies considered
above.

date γ-cascades, shown in Table I. All cascades in this
table are expected to induce visible mono-energetic nu-
clear recoils either because only one γ-ray is emitted or
because all γ’s following the primary γ are emitted after
the nucleus has stopped in the crystal due to the long
enough half-life of the corresponding nuclear level. For
most of these multi-γ cascades the half-lives are actu-
ally evaluated, i.e. based on experimental data. For the
other half-lives the Weisskopf estimate is used. Since this
approximation understimates the half-lives, we consider
that it provides conservative results regarding the peak
features to be expected in the nuclear recoil spectra.

In the following we discuss the practical cases of cryo-
genic detectors with dimensions shown in Table I. The
spectra of deposited energy after Geant4 simulation are
provided. The critical impact of energy resolution is dis-
cussed in the last section. The simulated neutron beam
is always purely thermal neutrons, perpendicular to one
face of the crystal cube and with a circular section in-
scribed in the detector section.

Starting with the lightest target isotope 27Al, Figure 5
shows the predicted nuclear recoil spectrum expected in
an Al2O3 crystal exposed to a flux of thermal neutrons.
For a light isotope such as 28Al all excited levels are
known and indexed in the nuclear databases with their
half-lives. The 1145 eV recoil peak induced by the single-
γ transition is quite intense due to the unusually large
branching ratio of this transition (26.8%), compensating
for the small neutron capture cross section. The timing
effects discussed above make a few more recoil peaks ap-
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FIG. 5. Predicted nuclear recoil spectra in a 5 × 5 × 5 mm3

Al2O3 crystal using the prompt hypothesis (red) or our best
estimate of timing effects from the Fifradina-Geant4 soft-
ware (blue). The inset shows a zoom around the main recoil
line at 1145 eV. The events on the right of the single-γ peak
are due to γ’s or conversion electrons interacting in the crystal
and depositing energy on top of the nuclear recoil. This simu-
lation was obtained with 108 incident neutrons corresponding
to 5.575×105 neutron captures in the crystal. The γ emission
times are sampled by Fifrelin using the half-life times from
the RIPL-3 database.

pear above the flat continuous distribution of the multi-γ
cascades. However their small intensities will make them
be rapidly smeared out by the resolution effects. An in-
teresting textbook case is illustrated in the inset of Fig-
ure 5. In the prompt hypothesis a step on the left of
the single-γ peak is visible due to a two-γ cascade with
the energy of the primary γ quite close to Sn. When the
emission time of the second γ is taken into account, all
events in this step are stacked in one peak with an energy
of 1136 eV defined by Equation 3, see Table I.

A similar configuration is predicted for 28Si, the most
abundant isotope of natural silicon, with a recoil peak at
1330 eV associated to the single-γ transitions (see Fig-
ure 6). In this case, the timing effects induce an extra
prominent peak centered at 990 eV. It corresponds to a
2-γ cascade where the half-life of the intermediate ex-
cited level turns out to be very similar to the stopping
time of the Si atom recoiling after the first γ emission.
This enriches the structure of the associated calibration
peak since the second γ can be emitted either in flight or
after the stop of the Si atom with comparable probabil-
ities. Thus part of the events accumulates in the mono-
energetic peak as predicted by Equation 3 and another
part forms a broader distribution, like a pedestal to the
peak, due to the fact that the second γ boosts or decel-
erates the recoiling Si atom depending on their relative
direction of motion. This fine-tuning of the timing of the
γ and collision cascades is quite unique and an indepen-
dent study leads to a similar prediction [36]. In the next
section we discuss how this feature could be used as a
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TABLE I. Main parameters of few decay cascades identified as good candidates to induce prominent calibration features in
the nuclear recoil spectra. The first two columns indicate the composition and the size of the simulated cubic crystals. The
target isotope in the 3rd column is by definition before the neutron capture, therefore all subsequent decay data correspond
to the isotope with one more neutron. The Figure Of Merit (F.O.M.) in the 4th column is defined as the product of the
natural abundance of the target isotope, its cross section for capture of thermal neutrons and the intensity of the decay cascade
considered, as proposed in [1]. Thus it is proportional to the expected number of counts in the associated recoil peak. Column
5 and 6 show the energy and half-life of all γ-transitions respectively. The half-life of the first γ-ray in a cascade is not relevant
here as the emission time, whatever it is, simply defines the start time of the collision series. A measured half-life is shown
with its uncertainty (or upper limit) and taken from the RIPL-3 database [18], the notation "W" means that the Weisskopf
estimate is used when no evaluate data is available. The subsequent, non-primary, γ’s are shown with a "↪→" symbol in front
of their energy. For each crystal type the γ-cascades are displayed in increasing order of the induced nuclear recoil (column 7).

Detector Size Target F.O.M. Eγ Half-life Nuclear
Crystal (mm3) Isotope (keV) (ps) Recoil (eV)
Al2O3 5× 5× 5 27Al 79 7693 -

↪→ 30.6 2070 ± 50 1135.7
616 7724 - 1144.8

Si 20× 20× 20 28Si 116 7200 -
↪→ 1273 0.29 ± 0.01 990.4

28Si 36 8474 - 1330.1
Ge 20× 20× 20 74Ge 220 6253 -

↪→ 253 1.36 (W) 280.6
70Ge 261 6117 -

↪→ 1299 0.42 ± 0.09 296.0
74Ge 54 6506 - 303.2
70Ge 287 6708 -

↪→ 708 <10.70 344.3
70Ge 238 6916 -

↪→ 500 0.18 (W) 363.9
70Ge 122 7416 - 416.2
73Ge 117 8733 -

↪→ 868 1.53 ± 0.10
↪→ 596 12.41 ± 0.09 561.8

CaWO4 5× 5× 5 186W 2260 5262 -
↪→ 205 2.6 (W) 79.6

186W 2159 5321 -
↪→ 146 7.1 (W) 81.4

182W 7506 6191 - 112.5
183W 823 7411 - 160.3

sensitive probe of the underlying solid state physics.

Figure 7 shows that timing effects have an even greater
impact on Ge cryogenic detectors since they induce three
new prominent calibration features in addition to the
303 eV and 416 eV peaks of single-γ transitions of 75Ge
and 71Ge: two doublets of lines around 300 eV and 350 eV
and one line at 561 eV (see Table I). This pattern offers
a unique opportunity to study the response of the Ge
detectors in the region of interest for low mass dark mat-
ter searches and detection of CEνNS with an accurate
calibration of the cryogenic detector and a study of the
evolution of the quenching factor in the sub-keV range

when combining the heat and ionisation channels. How-
ever the separation of the different calibration features
is quite demanding in terms of energy resolution. We
discuss in section V how the detection of the high en-
ergy γ-rays in coincidence with the nuclear recoil could
alleviate this constraint.

In the case of CaWO4, used by the CRESST and NU-
CLEUS collaborations, the impact of timing effects is
less important. However, we can see in Figure 8 that the
structure around 80 eV is much more prominent. This
case is similar to the inset of figure 5, a narrow doublet
of lines (two 2-γ cascades with a long-lived intermediate
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FIG. 6. Predicted nuclear recoil spectra in a
20 × 20 × 20 mm3 Si crystal using the prompt hy-
pothesis (red) or our best estimate of timing effects from
the Fifradina-Geant4 software (blue). The timing effects
induce a prominent peak at 990 eV with a Dirac-like structure
on top of a broader pedestal. The events on the right of
the single-γ peak at 1330 eV are due to neutron captures
on the other silicon isotopes, with significantly smaller
natural abundance. This simulation was obtained with
4×108 incident neutrons corresponding to 6.506×106 neutron
captures in the crystal. The γ emission times are sampled by
Fifrelin using the half-life times from the RIPL-3 database.
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FIG. 7. Predicted nuclear recoil spectra in a
20 × 20 × 20 mm3 Ge crystal using the prompt hy-
pothesis (red) or our best estimate of timing effects from
the Fifradina-Geant4 software (blue). The timing effects
reveal a lot richer structure of the recoil spectrum exploitable
for calibration at low energy. This simulation was obtained
with 107 incident neutrons corresponding to 1.86×106
neutron captures in the crystal. The γ emission times are
given by Fifrelin using the process described in section II,
with the CGCM level density model, and the EGLO model
for the γ transitions, to complete experimental data.
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FIG. 8. Predicted nuclear recoil spectra in a 5 × 5 × 5 mm3

CaWO4 crystal using the prompt hypothesis (red) or our best
estimate of timing effects from the Fifradina-Geant4 soft-
ware (blue). The main impact of the timing effects is a more
prominent peak structure around 80 eV, of crucial interest for
linearity studies. This simulation was obtained with 2×107 in-
cident neutrons corresponding to 2.188×106 neutron captures
in the crystal. The γ emission times are sampled by Fifre-
lin using the half-life times from the Weisskopf estimate to
complete the experimental data.

state) replaces the wider distribution predicted before [1].

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that in the context of the CRAB cali-
bration method the time dimension of the target nucleus
recoil in the material as well as that of its γ-rays emission
should be taken into account. We observe that the pres-
ence of de-excitation cascades with an energetic primary
γ and one or more low energy (. 1 MeV) and long-lived
(>few 10−13 s) transitions is likely for most materials
used in cryogenic detectors. In these configurations the
target nucleus has time to stop before the next γ emission
which leads to a unique visible recoil energy for each cas-
cade, independent of the γ direction (Equation 3). When
the cascade is probable enough this phenomenon provides
a new calibration peak in the recoil spectrum and extends
the potential of the Crab method.

In the case of Al2O3 crystals, the only significant new
peak appears at an energy very close (9 eV) to the single-
γ peak and with a probability 10 times lower. It therefore
provides little additional leverage for a study of the en-
ergy response of these detectors. The case of silicon is
much more relevant with an additional peak at 990 eV,
which is an intense and clearly separated from the single-
γ peak at 1330 eV. With a half-life of about 0.3 ps of the
intermediate level of the 2-γ cascade (see Table I), the
emission of the second γ-ray occurs preferentially after
the stop of the target nucleus or in flight at the end of
its trajectory (see Figure 4). This results in a pedestal
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FIG. 9. Predicted recoil spectrum in silicon with a constant
energy resolution of 10 eV (dashed black) or 50 eV (plain
green). The specific broader feature induced by the fine-tuned
timing effects around the peak at 990 eV is far more robust
than the single-γ-induced peak at 1330 eV with respect to
energy resolution.

structure underneath the single-energy peak, which will
be more resistant to energy resolution effects. Figure 9
shows that with a resolution of 50 eV the mono-energetic
peaks are already no longer detectable while the pedestal
structure remains clearly visible and allows an accurate
calibration. Moreover the peak amplitude is expected to
be sensitive to the slowing down process of the target nu-
cleus in the material, which could provide a new test of
the simulation codes. Using the coincident detection of
the emitted primary γ would even allow to determine the
direction of the initial recoil and to study the dependence
on this parameter.
Germanium, widely used in the cryogenic detector com-
munity, is probably the most promising with several new
prominent peaks predicted in the recoil spectrum in the
300-600 eV range, relevant for the fundamental physics
of light dark matter and CEνNS. However, the exploita-
tion of the full richness of the recoil spectrum requires
a very good energy resolution, typically 10 eV or better,
which in practice would impose the use of small crys-
tals. Exploiting the detection of the primary gamma in
coincidence with the nuclear recoil significantly relaxes
this constraint. Figure 10 shows the result of a simu-
lation where a thermal neutron beam is sent on a Ge
crystal of 20 × 20 × 20 mm3 through the vessels of a
dry cryostat. A gamma detector consisting in a simple
assembly of 6 × 6 PARIS phoswich detectors [37] of to-
tal section 12" × 12" is placed on the floor under the
cryostat. While with a 20 eV resolution Ge detector all
calibration peaks are smeared out in the recoil spectrum
(see Figure 11), the selection of a detected γ energy few %
around the nominal energy of the primary γ allows to re-
cover the position of four calibration peaks with %-level
accuracy. Looking at Table I these peaks can be respec-
tively identified to the first triplet of lines with weighted
average recoil energy of 300.0 eV (taking into account few
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FIG. 10. Predicted recoil spectra in a 20 × 20 × 20 mm3

Ge crystal with a 20 eV constant energy resolution, when se-
lecting the coincident detection of a primary γ in a narrow
energy window around the nominal energies shown in table I:
a) [6.0,6.5] MeV cut to select the 300.0 eV peak, b) [6.7,7.0]
MeV cut to select the 353.1 eV peak, c) [7.3,7.6] MeV cut to
select the 416.2 eV peak, d) [8.6,8.8] MeV cut to select the
561.2 eV peak. Clear peak structure appear for each selec-
tion allowing an accurate calibration at 4 different energies.
In this simulation 107 neutrons were sent on the crystal, cor-
responding to 1.86×106 captures and about 12 days of data
taking with the experimental configuration proposed in [1].

other sub-dominant lines in the same range), the lines
doublet with weighted average of 351.1 eV and the two
peaks corresponding to single-γ transitions at 416.2 eV
and 561.2 eV. A detailed and accurate characterization
of the detector response can be performed based on the
position of these four peaks. A comparison between the
phonon and ionization channels would also offer a unique
study of the quenching factor at very low energy, still
subject to large uncertainties [38].

Without γ-tagging, Figure 11 shows that a 20 eV res-
olution already hinders the identification of calibration
peaks in the recoil spectrum. One could think of us-
ing the edges and global maximum of the distribution to
still get valuable information for calibration. However we
show that the spectrum shape becomes quite sensitive to
the nuclear models, as the continuum of high energy lev-
els where the contribution of these models is large is also
the main contributor to the continuous distribution of
recoils under the calibration peaks. Thus the Ge recoil
spectrum is particularly rich in underlying physics but
we have the means to disentangle the different informa-
tion. In the high energy resolution regime and/or with
the coincident detection of the primary γ’s, an accurate
study of the detector response can be performed since, as
can be seen in Table I, most of the γ-transitions relevant
for the Ge calibration peaks are well constrained exper-
imentally and thus independent of the nuclear models.
With a more modest resolution, or when focusing on the
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FIG. 11. Predicted recoil spectra in a 20 × 20 × 20 mm3 ger-
manium crystal assuming a constant 20 eV resolution. Red:
default Fifrelin configuration, the CGCM model is used for
the nuclear level density and EGLO for the RSF; Green: the
HFB model is used for the nuclear level density and QRPA for
the RSF; Blue: Weisskopf estimate is used for all transitions
with no experimental half-life.

continuous contribution of recoils underneath the calibra-
tion peaks at high resolution, the global spectrum shape
provides an original test of the nuclear models.

In principle, the dependence of the shape of the con-
tinuous spectrum of CaWO4 on nuclear models should
be similar to that of Ge. For the time being, priority
has been given to the Ge case for these time consum-
ing computations with different nuclear models, and the
CaWO4 has been treated with the Weisskopf approxima-
tion only. However calculations with RSF nuclear models
could be applied to the four relevant tungsten isotopes as
well for the analysis of future data. Within the Weisskopf
approximation the predicted enhancement of the 80 eV
peak due to timing effects is already a valuable result. It
will extend the range of calibration of CaWO4 detectors
and allow an accurate study of the linearity at unprece-
dented low energy. The sensitivity to the creation of a
single crystal defect could be within reach with unique
tests of the underlying solid state physics.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have developed simulations coupling
the Fifrelin, Iradina and Geant4 codes to provide
reference predictions of the nuclear recoils induced by
neutron capture in cryogenic detectors. We have shown
that a detailed description of the development in time
of the de-excitation γ-cascade and the atomic displace-
ments in matter is mandatory for accurate prediction of
the spectra shape. While the positions of the calibration
peaks discussed in our previous article [1] are not affected
by this improvement, new peaks and spectrum features in
general emerge from these timing effects. Thus we expect
very rich physics from the measurement of recoil spectra
induced by neutron capture in cryogenic detectors in the
coming years. Different detection techniques can be used
to disentangle all effects: with state-of-the-art energy res-
olution or by tagging the primary de-excitation γ-ray in
coincidence with the nuclear recoil, the determination of
the position of the recoil peaks provide an accurate cal-
ibration of the cryogenic detectors with direct applica-
tion to the CEνNS and light dark matter searches. The
physics case for the germanium based detectors is par-
ticularly interesting with a potentially unique study of
quenching factors in the sub-keV range. The regime of
the lowest energies of nuclear recoils in CaWO4 crystals
could provide an original probe of solid state physics and
associated simulations. Finally we have shown with the
detailed study of the Ge spectra that the continuous dis-
tribution of nuclear recoils under the calibration features,
remaining accessible even with a more modest energy res-
olution, has a unique sensitivity to the nuclear models of
level densities and radiative strength functions.

Data Availability Statement This manuscript has
associated data in a data repository. We make available
millions of de-excitation cascades with associated nuclear
recoil energies for each isotope at https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.7936552, since other running and upcom-
ing projects might profit from these data as well.
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Design, construction, characterization, and testing of
one-channel electronic module for the Hamamatsu
Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P
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Abstract: The Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC) or Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) can detect
from a single photon to several thousand ones; it has high gain —105 to 106—, low operation voltage
—65 to 75 Vdc—, and small size —typically 3.85 mm × 4.35 mm × 1.45 mm—; it is suitable
for very low light level detection applications, like in cosmic ray detectors, in high-energy particle
detectors, and in ionizing radiation detection in general. To study, test, and apply the Hamamatsu
Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P, we proposed a three-electronic-board MPPC module to
connect, to feed and read-out, and to digitize its signal. The MPPC module waveband operation is
from 100 Hz to 1 MHz; the ratio of outgoing signal to incoming signal (transmission coefficient) is
about 82 % between 100 Hz–10 kHz and 72 % between 10 kHz–1 MHz; the phase shifts between
the incoming and outgoing signals were close to zero degrees for all frequencies and occasionally,
different from zero degrees; signal transit time is about (741.72±82.80) ps; the digitizing efficiency
error is 0.88×10−3 %; the digitizing efficiency is 99.99 %; digitizing time is about (2.96±0.13) ns.
We report on technical details and physical characteristics of this electronic module to drive the
Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P, and on preliminary physical results obtained
applying this electronic module.

Keywords: high vacuum-phototubes, cosmic ray detectors, waveband, cosmic radiation, electronic
boards, multi-pixel photon counter (MPPC), transmission coefficient, phase shift, transit time,
digitizing efficiency error, digitizing efficiency, digitizing time.
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1 Introduction

MPPCs offer advantages over traditional Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs). In many fields of physics,
the applications are many, like data communications, aerospace, laser range finders, radiation
detection in high energy physics and cosmic ray physics, medicine, and other areas of science, due
to their physical qualities like high speed, high sensitivity, high quantum efficiency, short rising
time, broad wavelength range of detection, unaffected by external magnetic fields, good operation
at moderate room temperature, small volume —typically 3.85 mm × 4.35 mm × 1.45 mm—, small
operation voltage, significant amplification factor, and low-cost.

The MPPC made a high-density matrix of Single-Photon Avalanche Photodiode (SPAD) pixels
operating in Geiger mode; these pixels are arranged in two dimensions and have high internal gain,
which enables single-photon detection to a lot of photon detection. Its advantages, such as high
internal gain and low operation voltage, make the MPPC a good option for light detection from a
single photon to thousand photons [1, 2] in particular in applications with very low light levels; this
last feature is perfect for developing cosmic ray detectors, where radiation level is very low [3–5].
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Between all MPPCs, the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P is an excellent
option, due to its good physical properties and low-cost, on many applications previously explained.

Normally, the Hamamatsu company only supplies a circuit hint on how to connect and feed
this device, leaving the user with many open possibilities on how to use it.

To use the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P, we designed, constructed,
characterized, and tested a three-electronic-board MPPC module, to connect, to feed and read out,
and digitize its signal, with the following characteristics: 1) it is designed for the Hamamatsu Multi-
Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P to be attached to the detection material and connected to this
module; 2) it has response time in the order of nanoseconds; 3) it is adaptable to another Hamamatsu
MPPC series. For example, the Hamamatsu optical measurement module C15524-1310SA, that
has a MPPC with similar characteristics, but does not digitize; for this reason, we developed our
own MPPC module. The MPPC module was tested with a CompactRIO (cRIO) Data Acquisition
System (DAQ) [6–8] from National Instruments.

In the following sections we present technical details of the MPPC module: design; con-
struction; characterization and operations; we explain the experimental setup; describe and discuss
results, and give conclusions.

2 Description of the MPPC module

In this section, we provide technical description of the design, construction, operation and charac-
terization of three-electronic-board MPPC module.

The MPPC module has three electronic boards:

1. Connection electronic board, where this Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-
100P is placed to attach it mechanically to the detector material.

2. Feeding and reading-out electronic board, to apply the feeding voltage, create the analogical
signal, and read it out.

3. Digitizing-electronic board, where the analogical signal is digitized and sent out to the
oscilloscope or DAQ system.

All of them were separately planned, designed, manufactured and tested. We report on the
transmission coefficient of the analogical signal as function of frequency, the phase shift outgoing
signal with respect to ingoing signal, transit time, digitizing efficiency error, digitizing efficiency,
and digitizing time.

2.1 Connection electronic board

The electronic board physically separates the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P
from its electronics and attaches it mechanically to the detection material (an 1-in × 2-in × 8-in
solid aluminum bar, with one 1-in × 2-in end polished to mirror-like finishing). In figure 1 (left)
we show the manufactured connection electronic board. It is where the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel
Photon Counter S12572-100P surface mount type is soldered on the top layer. In figure 1 (middle)
we show the connection electronic board connected to the feeding and reading-out electronic board
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without detection material. In figure 1 (right) we show the connection electronic board attached and
assembled to the detection material and connected to the feeding and reading-out electronic board.

Figure 1. Left: Connection electronic board, top layer side. Middle: Connection electronic board connected
to the feeding and reading-out electronic board. Right: Connection electronic board attached and assembled
to the detection material and connected to the feeding and reading-out electronic board.

2.2 Feeding and reading-out electronic board

The electronic board was designed, constructed, and operated to feed the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel
Photon Counter S12572-100P, and to read-out its analog signal. In figure 2 and figure 1 (middle),
we show the schematic diagram design and manufactured electronic board of the feeding and
reading-out electronic board, respectively.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram design of the feeding and reading-out electronic board for the Hamamatsu
Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P.

In this electronic board, we measured three parameters:

1. The transmission coefficient —outgoing signal amplitude divided by ingoing signal amplitude
— as function of frequency.

2. The phase shift, which is the phase displacement of the output signal waveform with respect
to the input signal.

To measure these parameters, we replaced the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter
S12572-100P analog signal by a Tektronix function generator AFG3101 ranging from 100 Hz
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to 1 MHz. To measure the input amplitude, the output amplitude, and the phase shift between
signals, the Tektronix oscilloscope TDS2022C-EDU was employed; from the oscilloscope,
we consider a systematic error of 10 % [9, 10]; it was included in the least square technique to
measure the transmission coefficient as a function of the frequency. To record the amplitudes
and phase shift of the signals, a PC-host with LabVIEWTM was used.

3. The transit time, or propagation delay, or response time [11], —the time an electrical signal
takes to travel through the MPPC module—.

To measure this parameter, we used a Tektronix function generator AFG3101 at 1 MHz, and
a Tektronix oscilloscope TDS5104B, to measure the delay between input and output signals.

2.3 Digitizing-electronic board

This electronic board was designed to compare, against the user choice threshold voltage (three
times above the noise signal), and 1-bit digitize the feeding and reading-out electronic board analog
signal. Figure 3 (left) and (right) show the schematic diagram design and manufacture of the
digitizing-electronic board, respectively.

Figure 3. Left: Schematic diagram of the digitizing-electronic board; right: Manufactured digitizing-
electronic board.

The ADCMP582 chip (U1), a PECL (positive emitter-coupled logic) output driver, has a typical
one-channel propagation delay of 180 ps [12]; and MC10ELT21DG chip (U2), PECL to LVTTL
family conversion (for achieving cRIO compatibility), has a typical propagation delay of 3.5 ns
[13].

In this electronic board, we measured these three parameters:

1. The digitizing efficiency error 𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 (%), which is defined by the following equation,

𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 =
1
𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

𝜔 𝑗 − 𝜔

𝜔
× 100, (2.1)

Here 𝜔 is the frequency of the incoming generated function, with frequency between 1 Hz to
1 MHz with base-10 logarithmic increments. 𝜔 𝑗 is the measured frequency of the outgoing
measured function, j is an iteration number, n is the total number of measurements —1800,
one measurement per second—.
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2. The digitizing efficiency (%) is obtained by subtracting the digitizing efficiency error (%)
from 100 percent; it depends on the frequency.

3. The digitizing time, or conversion time, —the time taken by the electronic board to discrim-
inate and convert the analog signal into a digital one—; it is measured using a Tektronix
function generator AFG3101 at 1 MHz and a Tektronix oscilloscope TDS5104B.

3 Experimental setup

In figure 4, we show a block diagram of the experimental setup; we run two tests:

Figure 4. Block diagram of the complete experimental setup, for testing it with green blinking LED and
natural radiation.

1. A green LED light was attached to the photosensitive area of 3-mm× 3-mm of the Hamamatsu
Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P, and operated inside a black box as follows: 1)
with the LED blinking at frequency 1Hz–100kHz, with exponential decay waveform or pulse
waveform, and 2) with the LED turned off.

2. The detection material was attached, by its polished end, to the photosensitive area of 3-mm
× 3-mm of the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P, outside the black box,
and exposed to natural radiation, see figure 4.

4 Results from feeding and reading-out electronic board characterization

We present the results from the characterization of the electronic board.

4.1 Transmission coefficient

In figure 5, we show the results of the transmission coefficient of the feeding and reading-out
electronic board as a function of the injected signal frequency.

On the left side, we plot from 100 Hz to 10 kHz; on the right, from 10 kHz to 1 MHz.
We include the linear fit parameters and the 𝜒2 per dof (the number of degrees of freedom), p0
(the Y-axis intercept, which is the average transmission coefficient of the feeding and reading-out
electronic board), and p1 (the slope). The p0 values are 0.82±0.01 and 0.72±0.01 for 100 Hz to 10
kHz and 10 kHz to 1 MHz, respectively; on average, it is 0.77±0.01; the p1’s are near zero. These
results are used for transmission correction and calibration.
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Figure 5. Left: transmission coefficient as a function of the frequency between 100 Hz to 10 kHz; right:
transmission coefficient as a function of the frequency between 10 kHz to 1 MHz; the two figures correspond
to feeding and reading-out electronic board; a linear fit is superimposed.

4.2 Phase shift

In figure 6, we show the results of the phase shift measurements on the feeding and reading-out
electronic board as function of the frequency of the injected signal.
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Figure 6. Phase shift measurements vs frequency for 100 Hz to 1 MHz from feeding and reading-out
electronic board.

We plot from 100 Hz to 1 MHz (199 measurements); at frequencies near to 8 kHz, there are
two values for the phase shift less than two degrees; at 370 kHz and 600 kHz, there are four values
for the phase shift higher than one degree and less than two degrees, not distinguished; at 800 kHz,
there are four values for the phase shift higher than four degrees and less than six degrees, not
distinguished. Usually, the phase shift is almost zero degrees and not depending on the frequency;
from 199 measurements, only ten were found with values greater than one degree and less than six
degrees at frequencies of 10 kHz, 370 kHz, and 600 kHz. These results do no compromise the
function of the feeding and reading-out electronic board. Signals are not filtered.

4.3 Transit time

The measured transit time was (741.72±82.80) ps. This value indicates high-speed electronic board,
which can read out high-speed signals and avoid superposition of signals.

5 Results from digitizing-electronic-board characterization

We present the results from the characterization of the electronic board.
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5.1 Digitizing efficiency error

In table 1, we show the results of the digitizing efficiency error —using eq. (2.1)— of the digitizing-
electronic board as function of the input frequency. At low frequencies (1 Hz up to 10 Hz), the 𝑒 𝑓 𝑓
is zero for the electronic board and the function generator. At intermediate frequencies (100 Hz up
to 1 MHz), it is slightly increased. Similar dependence is observed at higher frequencies (100 kHz
up to 1 MHz).

Table 1. Digitizing efficiency error (%) for the digitizing-electronic board and for the Tektronix function
generator AFG3101, as function of frequency.

Frequency 1 Hz 10 Hz 100 Hz 1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz
Electronic board
𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 (×10−3 %)

0.00 0.00 1.11 1.28 1.27 1.26 1.24

Function generator
𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 (×10−3 %)

0.00 0.00 1.11 1.11 1.12 1.14 1.12

The average 𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 was 0.88×10−3 %; for this work, it is negligible.

5.2 Digitizing efficiency

In table 2, we show the results of the digitizing efficiency —using eq. (2.1) and subtracting it from
100 %— of the digitizing-electronic board as function of the input frequency. At 1 Hz to 10 Hz,
the digitizing efficiency is 100 % for the electronic board and the function generator. It is slightly
decremented (0.01 %) at frequencies 100 Hz to 1 MHz.

Table 2. Digitizing efficiency (%) for the digitizing-electronic board and the Tektronix function generator
AFG3101, as function of incoming signal frequency.

Frequency 1 Hz 10 Hz 100 Hz 1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz
Electronic

board
100.00 100.00 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99

Function
generator

100.00 100.00 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99

The average digitizing efficiency was 99.99 %.

5.3 Digitizing time

The digitizing time is the sum of the propagation delays of the ADCMP582 comparator chip (U1)
and MC10ELT21DG differential PECL to TTL translator chip (U2), 180 ps and 3.5 ns, respectively
[12, 13]. The measured digitizing time was (2.96±0.13) ns.

6 Results from the experimental setup

The Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P operation range frequency was measured
to be from 1 Hz to 10 kHz, and to be from 1 Hz to 100 kHz, using a green LED light pulsed with
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a decay exponential waveform voltage and using a pulse waveform with a duty cycle of 1.5 %,
respectively. We found no dark counts or spurious signals when the controlled LED light is turn
off.

Exposing to natural radiation the detection material attached to Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon
Counter S12572-100P, we got these results: The noise signal was ±20 mVPk-Pk; the analog signal
is positive exponential decay, with an amplitude of ∼280 mVPk-Pk, a rise time of ∼13 ns, and a fall
time of ∼249.60 ns.

The output digital pulse signal has ∼3.8 VPk-Pk of amplitude, which is close to the operating
voltage of the LVTTL family. In addition, we detected a positive overshooting at +2 Vdc and
negative overshooting at −3 Vdc, both less than ∼10 ns width. This overshoot does not affect the
cRIO measurements because the positive overshoot is less than +3.3 Vdc (LVTTL family) and less
than 25 ns of width (operation rate of cRIO); see the figure 7; The NI-9402 C module (from the
cRIO) discriminates the negative overshoot.

Figure 7. Waveform from experimental setup using threshold voltage at +60 mVdc and feeding voltage at
+75 Vdc; the analog signal is the red waveform; the digital signal, the blue waveform.

7 Conclusions

We presented the design, construction, characterization, and testing of an one-channel electronic
module for the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P.

We have evaluated transmission coefficient, phase shift, and transit time of feeding and reading-
out electronic board. The average transmission coefficient is 0.77±0.01. The phase shift is almost
zero degrees and independent on the frequency, but were randomly produced at some frequencies;
at frequencies near 7.90 kHz and 8.00 kHz, the phase shift is +1.13 degrees and −1.71 degrees,
respectively; at frequencies near 370 kHz and 600 kHz, the phase shift is +1.184 degrees and
+1.171 degrees, respectively; at frequencies between 780 kHz and 810 kHz, there are four values
for the phase shift, the first two with −5.17 degrees and the rest with values of −5.11 degrees. The
measured transit time is (741.72±82.80) ps.
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We have evaluated digitizing efficiency error (𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 ), digitizing efficiency, and digitizing time
of digitizing-electronic board. The average 𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 is 0.88×10−3 %. The digitizing efficiency is 99.99
%. The digitizing time is (2.96±0.13) ns.

From the experimental setup used to evaluate the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter
S12572-100P, the digital signal corresponds perfectly to the analog signal; the characteristic results
of the analog signal obtained by Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P and its
electronic module are very similar to the characteristic results published by the Hamamatsu Multi-
Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P datasheet.

The transmission coefficient can be used to correct the analog output signal of the electronic
board. The phase shift is low and negligible for this work. The transit time indicates a high-speed
electronic module able to read high-speed signals and avoid the superposition of signals and errors
when transmitted by other electronic circuit states.

The digitizing efficiency error is low and negligible for this work. The digitizing efficiency
indicates that the design and manufacture of this electronic board are reliable. The digitizing time
measured indicates discrimination or conversion of a very-narrow analog signal, and its value is
lower than the one reported by manufacturers.

An interesting aspect of this electronic module is that any other MPPC series or model can be
used with minor changes in the feeding and reading-out electronic board. The production cost is
approximately 68 USD (not including the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter S12572-100P
and metal shielding costs).

We manufactured, tested, and run a set of ten feeding and reading-out electronic boards and
five digitizing-electronic boards, the obtained results were similar.

The MPPC module developed is a robust, high-speed, and low-cost that can be used in high-
energy physics applications like cosmic ray and neutrino detectors, dark matter, calorimeters, and
Cherenkov telescopes, among others.
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Abstract The physics potential of massive liquid ar-

gon TPCs in the low-energy regime is still to be fully

reaped because few-hits events encode information that

can hardly be exploited by conventional classification

algorithms. Machine learning (ML) techniques give their

best in these types of classification problems. In this pa-

per, we evaluate their performance against conventional

(deterministic) algorithms. We demonstrate that both

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Transformer-

Encoder methods outperform deterministic algorithms

in one of the most challenging classification problems of

low-energy physics (single- versus double-beta events).

We discuss the advantages and pitfalls of Transformer-

Encoder methods versus CNN and employ these meth-

ods to optimize the detector parameters, with an em-

phasis on the DUNE Phase II detectors (“Module of

Opportunity”).

Keywords liquid argon TPC · machine learning ·
particle identification · Transformer-Encoder

1 Introduction

Liquid argon detectors play a prominent role in neu-

trino physics and - thanks to experiments like DUNE

[1,2] and DarkSide [3,4] - will be one of the technolo-

gies of choice for the next generation of accelerator

neutrino experiments and direct search of dark mat-

ter. Such prominence is grounded on scalability. DUNE,

in particular, has brought the liquid argon TPC tech-

nique (LArTPC) to an unprecedented scale after the

development of cryostats that do not need to be evac-

uated to reach the purity needed in TPCs (membrane

ae-mail: roberto.moretti@mib.infn.it
be-mail: marco.rossi@cern.ch

cryostat) [5,6,7]. Similarly, DarkSide is commissioning

high-throughput facilities for depleted underground ar-

gon extraction, purification, and distillation [8,9].

In the last few years and, notably, in the course of

the 2021 Snowmass process, several collaborations have

formed to fill the gap between LarTPC for beam neu-

trinos and detectors for rare event searches [10,11,12,

13,14]. The first and second DUNE modules were engi-

neered to achieve maximum performance for the obser-

vation of GeV-scale neutrinos but a wealth of DUNE

physics resides in the observation of MeV events. Some

of these channels are being actively pursued by DUNE

because the event threshold E is located at E > 10

MeV. They are supernova neutrinos, sub-GeV atmo-

spheric neutrinos, and the neutrinos originating from

the sun from helium-proton fusion (”hep neutrinos”)

[15,16]. Other channels are currently outside the DUNE

scope but may be addressed by the DUNE Phase II

modules (third and fourth modules). Recent studies

conducted in the framework of the Module of Oppor-

tunity (MoO) R&D effort [17] indicate that a module

with improved radiopurity, light collection efficiency,

and granularity can access a rich physics portfolio: en-

hance the sensitivity to solar neutrinos produced by the
8B branch of the pp-chain, perform neutrinoless dou-

ble beta decay searches, boosted dark matter, and the

direct detection of WIMP-like dark matter candidates

[13,18,19].

The possibility of making DUNE the most sensitive

neutrinoless double beta decay experiment in the world

is still speculative because of the need for a large 136Xe

mass to be dissolved in liquid argon with a few-percent

concentration. Moreover, this search is hindered by the

presence of radioactive isotopes of argon. Still, results

on small prototypes that were doped at the level of 2%
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are very encouraging [20]. Further, the ProtoDUNE-SP

detector at CERN (700 tons of high-purity liquid argon)

was doped in 2021 with ' 100 ppm and recorded no in-

stability or performance deterioration [21]. The DUNE

second module will be doped with (non-enriched) xenon

even if the concentration of the double beta decay iso-

tope 136Xe and the detector radiopurity and granularity

cannot address the 136Xe →136 Ba∗ 2e− channel (Q-

value: ∼ 2.458 MeV) in a competitive manner. Several

collaborations are addressing these challenges, which

require high-throughput facilities for the extraction of

underground argon depleted in both 39Ar and 42Ar [12]

or the development of dedicated systems for the distil-

lation of atmospheric argon to remove 42Ar [22].

At the time of writing, the main obstacle toward

large-mass LArTPCs in the few-MeV energy range is

scalability. Charge readout in LArTPC is carried out

by wires or pixels, whose dimensions cannot be reduced

below 1 mm. Given the density of liquid argon, a few-

MeV event will range out in ∼ 1 cm and will produce

just a few hits in the LArTPC. Bringing this number

to a level comparable with supernova neutrinos would

require a miniaturization of the charge readout system

(< 1 mm) that is either impossible with wires or too

expensive with pixels. In addition, the large increase in

the number of readout channels impacts front-end elec-

tronics, data rate, and trigger complexity, and makes

such a miniaturization approach cost-ineffective.

ML-assisted algorithms have been proven to be the

most effective choice to extract information in low-gra-

nularity detectors. Machine learning techniques were

successfully applied to GeV neutrinos in LArTPC [23]

and at lower energy in small-size devices [24]. A wealth

of novel techniques for supervised and unsupervised

machine learning already found applications in parti-

cle physics [25] and they are particularly well suited to

extract information when it is stored in variables that

are non-trivially correlated, often surpassing the perfor-

mances of non-ML approaches tailored for the task at

hand. Few-hits low-energy events are thus an ideal tar-

get for these methods, which can compensate for the

lack of detector granularity and relieve the burden of

designing and operating a large number of channels in

a cryogenic underground detector.

This paper addresses such a challenge by identi-

fying a class of machine learning approaches that are

suited for low-energy LArTPC. The physics benchmark

we employed in our study is the separation capability

of one versus two electrons emerging from single and

double beta decay. We chose this benchmark because

it represents an important but challenging handle to

suppress background events from radioactive argon iso-

topes in any low-energy physics channel of LArTPCs.

β versus ββ separation is also useful to suppress 42K

beta decay signals originating from 42Ar in the region-

of-interest (ROI) for the neutrinoless double beta decay

of 136Xe. After identifying the optimal machine learn-

ing approaches, we show that these techniques relieve

the requirement to invest for pixel miniaturization thus

reducing the cost and complexity of the next-generation

LArTPCs and of MoO.

The main feature of LArTPCs of relevance for this

study and the benchmark channels are introduced in

Sec.2. Sec.3 presents the feature extraction and clas-

sification techniques for few-hits LArTPC events and

the rationale of the different methods considered in

this study. The performance of the methods against

the benchmark channel (β-ββ separation) is discussed

in Sec.4. In this section, we also discuss the impact on

pixel miniaturization by comparing the overall effec-

tiveness of deep learning algorithms with respect to a

system that does not employ ML-assisted β-ββ separa-

tion techniques. We draw our conclusions in Sec.5.

2 Few-MeV events in LArTPC

A liquid argon TPC is a cryogenic device that pro-

vides the full reconstruction of neutrino interactions in

a broad energy range. The detectors that have been de-

veloped so far at large scale (> 100 tons) are mostly

based on wire anodes. Here, the electrons produced by

ionization losses in LAr drift toward the anode driven

by a constant electric field of ∼ 500 V/cm. The drift

velocity at such a field amounts to 1.6 mm/µs and

the electrons travel for several meters. In this paper,

we will mostly consider the electric field configuration

of the first DUNE module (FD1-HD), where electrons

drift horizontally (”Horizontal Drift” - HD) between

the cathode and the anode for a maximum distance

of 3.5 m. FD1-HD is a 65.8 m × 17.8 m × 18.9 m

LArTPC segmented in four drift volumes for a total

(fiducial) mass of 17 (10) kton. Electron recombination

due to electronegative impurities has been addressed by

decade-long R&D. The purity of the argon achieved in

a LArTPC is usually expressed in terms of the electron

lifetime τ . The lifetime is derived from the number of

electrons that crosses a drift length x = vdt and it is

given by:

N(t) = N0 exp− t
τ

= N0 exp− x

vdτ
(1)

where N0 is the number of electrons (and ions) pro-

duced by a charged particle in a given volume of the

detector, x is the distance from the anode, vd is the

drift velocity and t is the drift time, i.e. the time the
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electron travels in LAr before reaching the anode. The

electron lifetime thus characterizes the electron survival

probability against electronegative impurities. In 2014,

ICARUS observed a record lifetime of > 15 ms, corre-

sponding to 20 parts per trillion (ppt) of O2-equivalent

contamination using a vacuum-tight cryostat [26]. More

recently, the DUNE collaboration reached an even longer

lifetime using a membrane cryostat. Data collected by

the FD1-HD demonstrator (ProtoDUNE-SP) indicate

a lifetime > 30 ms over a maximum drift length of 3.5

m [7]. Such a bold result boosted the DUNE ”Verti-

cal Drift” concept that will be employed for the second

DUNE module (FD2-VD). FD2-VD is based on a 10

kton LAr volume whose maximum drift length corre-

sponds to 6 m. In the following, we will test our classi-

fication algorithms in a drift volume equivalent to one

of the drift volumes of FD1-HD, properly accounting

for electron losses due to residual impurities. Thanks

to the outstanding purity reached by ProtoDUNE-SP,

we anticipate that results hold for a drift length compa-

rable with the maximum drift length of FD2-VD, too.

The readout of ionization electrons at the cathode

is generally performed by a set of wires that recon-

struct the electron position in the anode plane, that is

the plane perpendicular to the drift direction. In FD1-

HD, charge reconstruction is performed by a set of 6 m

× 2.3 m Anode Plane Assemblies (APAs). Each APA

comprises four wire planes and the spatial resolution

is dominated by the spacing of the wires inside the

plane plus charge diffusion in LAr. FD1-HD employs

152 µm diameter copper-beryllium wires and the wire

spacing on each layer is about 4.7 mm, corresponding

to a spatial resolution of ∼ 4.7 mm/
√

12 = 1.36 mm.

FD2-VD will replace the APA wires with a pair of per-

forated PCBs, etched with readout strips. The collec-

tion strip corresponds to the strip where electrons are

stopped and collected and it has a width of 5.1 mm.

Induction strips crossed by the electrons before collec-

tions have a width of 7.65 mm. As a consequence, the

space resolution of FD2-VD is comparable with FD1-

HD. A novel readout based on pixels (pixel width: 4

mm) is employed in the DUNE near detector (NDLAr

[27]) and is being considered for the third and fourth

DUNE far detector modules [14]. Unlike early LArT-

PCs, all DUNE modules will be operated employing

front-end electronics operated at liquid argon temper-

ature (87 K) because cold electronics boards located

next to the readout element (wire, strip, or pixel) of-

fer unprecedented noise immunity. The cold electronics

of FD1-HD operates with noise well below 800e− per

channel [28], corresponding to an energy threshold of

< 50 keV. The front-end electronics for the pixelated

system are under development and performance is ex-

pected to be comparable to or better than FD1-HD.

During the development and assessment of the ML-

assisted event classifiers presented in this paper, the

performance was estimated as a function of the spa-

tial resolution and energy threshold within the range

attainable by the technologies mentioned above.

Low energy (1-10 MeV) events in liquid argon are

recorded as a set of hits associated with an energy de-

posit per hit. The number of hits depends on the gran-

ularity of the LArTPC and, in particular, the size of

the readout element (pixel or 2D hits reconstructed

by the signals on wires). For a candidate neutrinoless

double beta decay of 136Xe (Q-value: 2.458 MeV) it

never exceeds 20 hits even in the most aggressive sce-

nario (pixel size: 1 mm). Solar neutrinos offer a richer

topology because the charged current interaction on
40Ar is accompanied by a de-excitation photon from the

νe
40Ar →40 K∗ e− reaction, while electron-neutrino

scattering creates a single electron-like track only.

The ML-assisted identification techniques discussed

below have been ranked against the most critical bench-

mark at the MeV scale: the identification of single ver-

sus double electrons in a given region-of-interest (ROI)

when no other energy deposits are identified as a de-

tached track (or hit) beyond the candidate electron

track. The width of the ROI is determined by the en-

ergy resolution of the LArTPC, which exploits the to-

tal energy deposited estimated from the total collected

charge and scintillation light. As a consequence, this

information is not used to test the electron hypothesis.

Further, we focused on backgrounds where the pulse-

shape of the scintillation light cannot be exploited to
identify the nature of the observed particle. This is a

powerful technique in LAr for α − β and n/γ separa-

tion using the time profile of the scintillation light [29].

Still, for β particles the identification can only rely on

the hit topology and the pattern of ionization (charge)

losses per hit. This situation comprises the two most

critical backgrounds at the MeV scale, both originating

from the radioactive isotopes of natural argon: single

beta decay of 42Ar and pile-up events from 39Ar.

The presence of radioactive isotopes in natural ar-

gon is considered the most serious drawback of LAr

detectors in low-energy physics and, in particular, to

search for rare events like WIMP interactions, the oc-

currence of neutrinoless double beta decay, and electron-

neutrino scattering. Moderate-size LArTPC can be fil-

led with underground argon, which is depleted from

radioactive isotopes, but the use of underground argon

represents a challenge to the scalability of LArTPC to

masses comparable with DUNE [30]. In particular, 39Ar

has a quite high natural abundance and contributes
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to an intrinsic activity of natural argon of 1.01 ± 0.08

Bq/kg. This beta emitter has a lifetime of 269 y. Its Q-

value (0.56 MeV) is immaterial for the physics processes

considered in this paper (1-10 MeV) except in the oc-

currence of pile-up (ββ events). The same consideration

holds for 42Ar, which contributes with a modest activity

(6×10−5 Bq/kg) and a sub-MeV Q-value (lifetime: 32.9

y). Unfortunately, the daughter isotope of 42Ar (42K)

is a beta emitter in secular equilibrium with 42Ar and

has a Q-value of 3.525 MeV. It thus represents the lead-

ing background to search for neutrinoless double beta

decay in DUNE [19].

ML-assisted identification algorithms are thus re-

quested to separate single β from double β events ex-

ploiting the hit information mentioned above within a

given ROI. For the sake of concreteness, we defined the

true hypothesis considering the search for neutrinoless

double beta decay in DUNE. The signal is, therefore,

the occurrence of two electrons with an energy deposit

within an ROI centered at the Q-value of 136Xe. The

hypothesis is tested against a single electron, whose en-

ergy is located inside the ROI. The comparison is per-

formed among classification algorithms based on ma-

chine learning and compared with deterministic algo-

rithms as the blob method developed by NEXT to ad-

dress the same physics channel.

The performance of the classification techniques dis-

cussed in this paper is studied using two samples of

simulated events: one representing the background (β),

consisting of single electrons with energy equal to the
136Xe Q-value, and a second made of 136Xe neutrino-

less double β decay events (ββ) generated with energy

and angular correlations as in [31]. The primary par-

ticles (single or double electrons) are then propagated

inside a LAr volume using the Geant4 software package

[32,33,34] and the ionization energy loss simulated at

each step is used to compute the number of ionization

electrons to be propagated to the anode. Readout as

discussed in the following sections. For simplicity, we

consider in this work a pixel-based readout for it can

highlight the impact of the system’s spatial resolution

on the classification performance more intuitively than

a wire-based anode.

The pixel size and the lower limit on their threshold

energy significantly affect the quality of β and ββ events

spatial reconstruction in a LArTPC. We accounted for

these experimental limitations by spatially downsam-

pling the energy deposition profiles in order to match

a specific pixel size, removing the ones that don’t sat-

isfy the energy threshold requirement. We then account

for electron diffusion and recombination in liquid argon.

The implementation of these effects is described in more

detail in Sec.4.

3 Classification models and feature extraction

In this study, we considered three methods for classify-

ing β and ββ decays by using three-dimensional track-

ing information extracted from a LArTPC. The first

method does not employ machine learning techniques

and relies on a physics-informed extraction of highly

discriminating features based on blob detection, i.e. en-

ergy depositions in correspondence with the electron

(or positron) trajectory endpoints. A variation of this

technique, which we will refer to as “blob method”,

has already been applied by the NEXT collaboration

[35] for the β-ββ separation in a high-pressure 136Xe

gas TPC with satisfactory results for tracks of ∼ 15 cm

[36,37]. The second and third methods are Deep Learn-

ing architectures called Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) [38] and Transformer-Encoder, a variant of the

Transformer [39]. CNNs are well-known models vastly

applied in Computer Vision, while Transformers excel

in Natural Language Processing problems thanks to the

mechanism of self-attention. In the present work, CNN

and Transformer solve the task of β-ββ binary classifi-

cation with different feature processing strategies: the

CNN analyses hit positions and energies as a set of pic-

tures, while the Transformer treats hits energies and

coordinates as sequences of correlated items. Moreover,

the CNN specialises in learning from local features (i.e.

pixel structures in a small neighbourhood) while the

Transformer, due to its structure, captures both long

and short-range dependencies equally [40].

Within this framework, the blob method has been im-

plemented to set a performance benchmark in class sep-

aration with respect to the Deep Learning models, as

well as to investigate its limits at different granulari-
ties of the LArTPC charge readout. In the following,

we describe in more detail the characteristics of the

blob method and the Neural Network architectures em-

ployed in our analysis.

3.1 The Blob method

Due to the inverse-square velocity dependence of the

average ionization energy loss per unit distance [41],

∼ 1 MeV electrons release more of their energy when

close to their trajectory endpoint, forming a blob. This

implies that the double-beta ionization pattern will ap-

pear as a unique track in the LArTPC with two end-

point blobs, whereas single-betas only feature one end-

point. We detected blob candidates by finding an ap-

propriate graph representation for each event and lo-

calizing the nodes corresponding to the blob position

using a Breadth-First Search (BFS) [42]. For a n-hits

track, the algorithm works as follows:
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Fig. 1: Workflow of the Blob detection algorithm. The

three-dimensional profile reconstructed at the LArTPC

(top) is transposed into the corresponding graph. The

red nodes represent the track endpoints, i.e. the candi-

date blob position (bottom left). We then integrate hit

energies within a radius r = 2 mm from the endpoints

pair to determine Eb1 and Eb2 (bottom right).

1. Assign every track hit to a graph node and connect

every node pair corresponding to adjacent hits with

edges of unitary weights. Two hits are considered

adjacent if they share a surface, an edge or a vertex

in the three-dimensional lattice.

2. Perform a BFS search to find the shortest path length

between each pair of nodes in the graph i, j for

i, j = 1, ... n. Let D be the symmetric n×n matrix

collecting the pairwise path length.

3. Find the indices i′j′ such that Di′j′ ≥ Dij ∀ i =

1, ... n ∧ i < j < n.

4. Associate the track endpoints (i.e. the candidate

blobs centres) to the positions of hits i′ and j′.

5. Sum the energies of all hits within a blob radius r

from each centre, as depicted in Fig. 1, obtaining

the new variables Eb1 and Eb2, where b1 is the more

energetic blob candidate: Eb1 > Eb2.

For ββ events, both candidates are expected to be true

blobs, hence Eb1 ' Eb2. On the contrary, for β de-

cays Eb2 should be significantly smaller than Eb1. These

two variables allow for establishing a two-feature back-

ground rejection criterion. By leveraging the Neyman-

Fig. 2: Blob candidate energy distributions for the β

class (top) and the ββ class (bottom). Eb1 and Eb2 are

extracted from the three-dimensional LArTPC event

reconstruction considering a hit size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3

and a hit energy threshold of 50 keV. As expected, the

ββ distribution centroid appears closer to the bisector
than the β’s one, allowing for class separation.

Pearson lemma [43], we employ the likelihood ratio as

the test statistics:

q =
P (Eb1, Eb2 |ββ)

P (Eb1, Eb2 |β)
(2)

where P (Eb1, Eb2 |ββ) and P (Eb1, Eb2 |β) are the prob-

ability distributions for an event with Eb1, Eb2 under

the ββ and β hypothesis, respectively. These probabil-

ities are unknown a priori and we performed a data-

driven estimation by sampling the Eb1, Eb2 distribu-

tions in the training dataset. Fig. 2 shows an example

of Eb1 and Eb2 feature distributions for the β and ββ

classes.

Despite its simplicity, the blob method has two draw-

backs:

– part of the track information is lost, i.e. only hits

near the endpoints deliver feature information.
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– the BFS fails in determining blob positions if the

track reconstructed by the LArTPC presents many

gaps, for example due to inefficiencies or trigger re-

quirements, like setting a lower limit energy thresh-

old for the hits, as described in Sec.4.

In addition, this method cannot be generalized to back-

ground reduction for other physics channels.

3.2 Convolutional Neural Network

The fundamental building block of CNNs is the convo-

lutional layer, which is a set of back-propagation learn-

able filters, i.e. tensors which perform a convolution

operation on a fixed-size input. Thanks to a stack of

convolutional layers, a CNN is able to process hier-

archical features that are significant for the learning

process [44]. In addition to convolutional layers, CNNs

typically include pooling layers, which downsample the

feature maps to reduce the computational training cost

of the network and limit overfitting. Fully connected

layers are then added to the network’s end to map the

high-level features to the desired output.

In order to define a scalable CNN architecture for

the task of track classification in LArTPC when higher

readout granularity rapidly increases the input dimen-

sion, we embedded the hit energy content into a three-

dimensional tensor according to their position in carte-

sian coordinates, setting all the other entries to zero.

We then integrated along the orthogonal axis X, Y, Z

to get the three planar views (YZ, XZ and XY planes,

respectively). At the cost of a dispensable loss of infor-

mation, this allows the CNN to support a wide range

of readout resolutions with fixed architecture and hy-

perparameters, with manageable computational costs

and resources (only two-dimensional filters are needed),

despite employing a large training dataset, containing

about 2×105 events. In this physics application, we were

also able to remove the pooling layers, which compro-

mise the performance for the low granularity configu-

rations. Fig. 3 illustrates a schematic representation of

the CNN architecture we designed for this study.

3.3 Transformer and self-attention

The attention mechanism is the core of Transformers

[39], which allows the model to adaptively focus on

specific parts of the input sequence, i.e. hits that are

supposed to carry more information than others for

the classification task. In particular, we refer to the

Scaled Dot-Product attention [39] shown in equation 4.

Given an ensemble of input sequences, the self-attention

mechanism computes a set of query (Q), key (K), and

value (V) matrices for each input sequence via fully-

connected layers. These matrices are then used to com-

pute a weighted sum of the values, where the weights

are determined by the similarity between the query and

key matrices. More specifically, the attention weights

for a given query matrix are computed as a softmax

function [48] over the dot products of the query and

key matrices. The resulting weights are then used to

compute a weighted sum of the value matrices, result-

ing in a context vector [49,50] that captures the most

relevant information for the query.

The self-attention mechanism is often used in a multi-

head configuration, where multiple sets of query, key,

and value matrices are computed in parallel. The re-

sulting context vectors from each head are concatenated

and passed through a linear layer, which combines the

information from the different heads.

Transformers typically use an encoder-decoder ar-

chitecture, which consists of an encoder network that

processes the input sequence and a decoder network

that generates an output sequence. The encoder and

decoder both use stacked self-attention layers followed

by feedforward layers and are connected by means of

an additional attention layer that computes the con-

text vector based on the encoded input sequence.

For binary classification tasks, the network’s output

simply consists of a single prediction value. For this

reason, we employed a simplified architecture consisting

only of the encoding part of the Transformer, with a

stack of feed-forward layers mapping the encoded state

to the output. In this architecture, only self-attention

is needed. Self-attention is computed by:

Attention(Q, K, V) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V. (3)

Q = K = V are matrices ∈ Rdmodel×dk , where dmodel

is the embedding size and dk the sequence length. The

Transformer-Encoder we developed for this work is de-

picted in Fig. 4. The Transformer-Encoder takes as in-

put the full three-dimensional information. LArTPC

events are thus treated as weighted point clouds in

which every point corresponds to a hit position in space

and the weight is determined by the hit energy. The hit

energy and position are fed to the network as a unique

array per event with four entries per hit (XYZ coordi-

nates and its energy E). Zero-padding is required for

every training batch in order to preserve dimensions

through a forward-backwards pass. Compared to the

traditional CNN, this Transformer implementation al-

lows for more efficient memory management, with faster

training at higher spatial resolutions. This is due to the

fact that CNN needs to store progressively larger and
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Fig. 3: Convolutional Neural Network scheme. A batch of LArTPC events split into three planar views are fed

to two independent stacks of convolutional, batch normalization [45] and dropout [46] layers. The stack outputs

merge into a single array, which passes through a fully connected layer. The output layer is a single neuron with

a sigmoid activation function, which returns a [0, 1] bounded Network predictive score. Each convolutional step

comprises 25 filters with [3× 3] dimensions, and all hidden layers are equipped with LeakyReLU activations [47].

Dropout layers were inserted to prevent overfitting of the model.

sparser two-dimensional tensors and suffers from the

increase in dimensionality.

4 Results

Particle ionization losses in liquid argon produce a num-

ber of charge carriers (electrons and ions) that is pro-

portional to the deposited energy. The carriers drift

across the medium thanks to the TPC electric field.

LArTPCs enable three-dimensional tracking by record-

ing the signal induced by ionization electrons as they

approach the anode plane. The quality of the event re-

construction depends on the granularity of the read-

out system, i.e. the anode wire pitch or pixel size, and

the sampling rate of the induced signal. The latter de-

termines the space precision along the drift coordinate

Z. Few-MeV tracking is also sensitive to the minimum

detectable charge by the front-end electronics as dis-

cussed in Sec.2. This limitation corresponds to an en-

ergy threshold of several tens of keV per hit.

In this work, we considered the same signal sampling

rate as DUNE (2 MHz [1]), which corresponds to ∼
1 mm spatial resolution in the drift direction for an

electric field of E = 500 kV/cm. We then trained the

classification models introduced in Sec.3 by varying the

pixel size w at different energy thresholds Et.

The dataset consists of 2× 105 events, equally split

into the β and the ββ classes. Event distances from the

readout plane are uniformly distributed between 0 m

and the maximum drift length (3.5 m). Electron diffu-

sion was taken into account by applying longitudinal

and transversal dispersions according to:

σL =
√

2DLt (4)

σT =
√

2DT t (5)

where DL and DT are longitudinal and transversal dif-

fusion coefficients estimated for liquid argon from em-

pirical models [51] and t is the drift time. We estimated

a maximum standard deviation of σL ≈ 1.7 mm and
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Fig. 4: Transformer-Encoder scheme. LArTPC events consist of a collection of hits (h1 h2, ... hn), where n can

change for different events. Every hit comes with four variables (three space coordinates and the hit energy), and

the input vector size is 4m, where m is the largest hit number for the events in the batch. The encoder consists

of three stacks of multi-head attention layers and fully-connected layers followed by batch normalization and

dropout. Each multi-head step comprises four parallel self-attention heads. The encoder output is mapped into

the final prediction, i.e. a single-neuron layer with a sigmoid activation function. All hidden layers are equipped

with LeakyReLU activations.

σT ≈ 2.3 mm, corresponding to an event occurring at

3.5 m distance from the readout (maximum drift time).

As noted in Sec.2, we accounted for electron recombi-

nation by assuming an effective lifetime of τ = 30 ms.

Note that recombination plays a marginal role in

our study, being the maximum drift time ∼ 2.2 ms.

For each training at a different pixel size and energy

cutoff, we downsampled the MC simulation track infor-

mation by integrating the energy depositions into hits

of dimension w × w × 1 mm removing hits below the

energy threshold. We trained each model by randomly

partitioning the dataset into 140000 events for training

(70%), 30000 for validation (15%) and 30000 for testing

(15%). To establish the model performance, we chose

the accuracy metric as the fraction of events correctly

classified by the model. For a balanced dataset, i.e. with

the same number of samples for each label, the accu-

racy value ranges between the rates of true ββ event

acceptance and the true β event rejection. The CNN

and the Trasformer-Encoder training was carried out

with the Adam optimizer [52], a variant of the Stochas-

tic Gradient Descent (SGD), with an initial learning

rate of 10−3. The learning rate halves every 20 consec-

utive stall epochs, i.e. epochs in which the validation

accuracy does not increase with respect to the previous

one. 50 epochs for the Transformer-Encoder and 40 for

the CNN ensure a stable convergence of the learning
curves.

We note that in the case of no dropout layers, both

models exhibit significant overfitting, approximatively

after 15-20 epochs, especially at small pixel size (w).

Including dropout layers in our architecture is enough

to minimise the occurrence of overfitting to negligible

levels. We also observe that a dropout rate of 0.15 is

needed for the CNN, while for the Transformer-Encoder,

overfitting is prevented with a rate as small as 0.02. An

example is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the classification accuracies of the Blob

method, the CNN, and the Transformer-Encoder for

the test set at different hit sizes and energy threshold

values of 10, 50, 100, and 200 keV. It is important to

notice that the average hit energy content scales with its

volume. Since we keep one dimension fixed (as we only

vary the wire pitch and not the sampling frequency),

the hit energies scale with w2. As a consequence, the

energy threshold has a bigger effect at low w.
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Fig. 5: Learning curves for the Convolutional Neural

Network (top) and the Transformer-Encoder (bottom),

considering w = 1 mm and Et = 50 keV. The dashed

lines show the performance in the absence of dropout

layers, while the solid lines include the effect of dropout

layers (inserted accordingly to Fig. 3 and 4), with a

dropout rate of 0.15 and 0.02 for the CNN and the

Transfomer-Encoder respectively. We observe that in

both cases the usage of dropout layers mitigates overfit-

ting without compromising the asymptotical validation

accuracy.

Overall, the Blob model is unable to reach Deep

Learning-competitive performances except for a hand-

ful of configurations with low energy cutoffs and small

pixel size (w between 0.50 mm and 1.25 mm at 10 keV,

w = 0.75 mm at 50 keV). As expected, the Blob model

performs at its best when tracks are fine-grained and

most of the hits pass the energy threshold. The presence

of gaps in the LArTPC track reconstruction severely

affects the graph connections described in Sec.3 and

compromises the blob candidate localization through

the BFS algorithm. ML algorithms, instead, are much

more robust to gaps in traces, showing little to no ac-

curacy losses where the Blob model fails.

Transformer-Encoder and CNN present a similar

trend, especially at intermediate to high pixel sizes.

Their behaviour differentiates at the 1-2% level at w .
2.5 mm for Et = 10 keV and Et = 100 keV (CNN

outperforms here) and w . 1.5 mm for Et = 50 keV

and Et = 200 (Transformer-Encoder performs better).

This trend is justified by the fact that more informa-

tion is available when the number of hits increases and

the effectiveness of the Transformer-Encoder learning

method results in slightly better accuracy. We expect to

gain further improvements in the classification accuracy

for both models at small w, employing a larger training

dataset and ad hoc architecture and hyperparameter

optimization for each individual (w, Et) configuration.

For larger values of w, the analysis approaches the one-

dimensional limit, as the time-axis alone carries most of

the information, narrowing the improvement margin.

The results also emphasize how the accuracy depen-

dence on w flattens as Et increases. For Et = 200 keV,

reducing w from w = 7.5 mm to w = 0.5 mm – a sub-

stantial increase of the LArTPC complexity and cost –

the rate of correctly classified events improves by just

10%, going from 60% to 70%.

Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices for each of

the classification models, providing more complete in-

formation on two significant granularity-threshold com-

binations (w = 1 mm, Et = 50 keV and w = 5 mm,

Et = 200 keV) such as the tradeoffs between signal and

background acceptances. The first one (Fig.7a) corre-

sponds to a regime comparable to the ones expected

for FD1 HD and FD2 VD module, while the second

one (Fig.7b) to an optimal, yet achievable configura-

tion (see Sec.2).

Machine learning techniques offer additional insight

with respect to classic algorithms when detector op-

timization studies are considered. Both the CNN and

Transformer-based classification algorithms point to-

ward the prominence of readout electronics over gran-

ularity for sufficiently small values of w. This is an

important finding since the increase of granularity in

large-volume LArTPC is a major technical challenge.

Such an increase does not represent a viable option for

w < 1 mm due to the increase in the number of chan-

nels and the data throughput, while a reduction of Et

at the level of a few tens of keV is well within reach of

current technologies.

At Et = 100 keV and lower, the improvement in

accuracy achievable by lowering w is prominent and

drives the accuracy metric of the β vs ββ classification.
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Fig. 6: Accuracy of the Transformer-Encoder, the Convolutional Neural Network and the Blob method ad different

wire pitches (pixel sizes) w with a 0.25 mm step applying a hit cutoff energy of Et = 10 keV (a), 50 keV (b), 100

keV (c), 200 keV (c). The error bands account for ±2σ statistical fluctuations.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the performance of two ma-

jor classes of machine learning algorithms for the iden-

tification of low-energy events in liquid argon and com-

pared these findings with the performance of conven-

tional techniques. In particular, we focused our atten-

tion on the most challenging classification problem, the

discrimination of single β versus ββ events. We thus

used as a benchmark the blob deterministic method de-

veloped by the NEXT Collaboration for the identifi-

cation of neutrinoless double beta decay modified to

operate in a LArTPC. Both classes of machine learn-

ing algorithms - Convolutional Neural Networks and

Transformer-Encoder - outperforms the blob algorithm.

The CNN and transformer performance are compara-

ble in most of the detector parameter space (see Fig.

6). Overfitting is mitigated in both cases by a dropout

layer and is negligible even for small values of the pixel

size w. Still, the Transformer-Encoder is more memory-

efficient and robust against overfitting even with a dropout

rate as small as 0.02. ML-assisted techniques are partic-

ularly effective for detector optimization studies since

the redefinition of conventional algorithms in a broad

detector parameter phase space is very cumbersome.

The CNN and Transformer-based classification algo-

rithms point toward the prominence of readout elec-

tronics over granularity for sufficiently small values of
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(a) w = 5 mm, Et = 50 keV.

(b) w = 1 mm, Et = 200 keV.

Fig. 7: Confusion matrices relative to different w and Et configurations for Transformer-Encoder, CNN and Blob

models, displaying the number of events correctly or incorrectly classified for both β and ββ classes in the test

set. Some of the test events (approximately 10%) were discarded because no hit survived the energy cutoff.

w. This is an important finding since the increase of

granularity in large-volume LArTPC is a major tech-

nical challenge, while a reduction of Et at the level of

a few tens of keV is well within reach of current tech-

nologies.

Data availability statement The results presented in this

manuscript have been produced with the DeepLAr software

package available on the GitHub repository: https://github.

com/CERN-IT-INNOVATION/DeepLAr. The dataset generated and

analysed during this study is available upon reasonable re-

quest from the authors.
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Abstract
We propose that the transverse momentum (pT ) differential splitting of directed flow (∆v1) between proton and anti-proton

can serve as a sensitive observable to extract the baryon diffusion coefficient (κB) of the hot and dense strongly interacting
matter produced in relativistic heavy ion collisions. We use relativistic dissipative hydrodynamics framework with Glauber
model based initial condition for the energy as well as baryon deposition that is calibrated to capture the rapidity dependence
of charged particle multiplicity, net proton yield as well as the elusive v1 splitting between proton and anti-proton. We employ

the commonly used kinetic theory motivated ansatz: κB = CB
nB
T

(
1
3
coth

(
µB
T

)
− nBT

ε+P

)
where nB , ε, P , T and µB are baryon

number density, energy density, pressure, temperature and baryon chemical potential respectively while CB is an arbitrary
constant which is largely unknown for the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) medium. We find that the variation of ∆v1 with
pT is strongly influenced by the choice of CB . Further, we find that the recent STAR measurement of the centrality dependence
of the rapidity slope of ∆v1 prefers 0.5 < CB < 1.5.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of a relativistic heavy ion collision (RHIC),
a part of the total energy-momentum, net baryon and
electric charges carried by the colliding nuclei are de-
posited in the overlap region. Relativistic dissipative
hydrodynamics has provided a framework that has been
largely successful in comprehending the phenomenology
of RHIC [1–5]. The three main ingredients that influ-
ence the relativistic dissipative hydrodynamics response
are the initial conditions of the conserved quantities, the
equation of state of the QCD medium and the medium
transport coefficients that characterise the dissipative
currents in the system. At the LHC energies, the central
rapidity region is mostly free of net proton [6]. Hence it
is a standard practice to consider only the evolution of
the energy-momentum tensor (Tµν) within the relativis-
tic dissipative hydrodynamics framework and neglect the
other conserved charges. Shear (η) and bulk (ζ) viscosi-
ties are the main transport coefficients that arise as a
hydrodynamic response of the medium to gradients of
Tµν . Reliable first principle estimates of η and ζ are still
missing and hence it it is a standard practice to treat the
transport coefficients as unknown model parameters to
be fixed from data to model comparisons once a sensi-
tive observable is identified. In fact, one of the hallmark
results of RHIC phenomenology is the extraction of η of
the QCD medium by comparing model estimates to mea-
surement of the elliptic flow [1, 2, 4, 7–13]. There have
been also attempts to extract the bulk viscosity of the
QCD medium as well [13–15].

∗ tribhubanp18@iiserbpr.ac.in
† sandeep@iiserbpr.ac.in

As one dials down the colliding energy in the Beam En-
ergy Scan (BES) program, the net proton yield indicates
that the matter produced in the central rapidity region
becomes progressively richer in net baryon density [16–
19]. This suggests that unlike at higher beam energies,
one can not neglect the evolution of the baryon density.
This calls for incorporating the evolution of the baryon
conserved charge within the relativistic dissipative hydro-
dynamics framework [3, 20–23]. Such a framework would
require the QCD equation of state at non-zero baryon
densities, an initial condition for the baryon density and
in addition to η and ζ, a new transport coefficient as-
sociated with the medium response to baryon inhomo-
geneities of the medium, the baryon diffusion coefficient
(κB). The QCD equation of state for the relevant tem-
perature (T ) and baryon chemical potential (µB) ranges
that are explored in Au+Au for

√
sNN = 7.7 - 200 GeV

are now available from the state of the art Lattice QCD
computations [24–32]. We have recently proposed a suit-
able initial condition of the baryon density for the BES
energies that captures the data trends in the v1 of iden-
tified hadrons, particularly the observed v1 splitting in p
and p [33, 34]. In this work, we focus on the extraction of
κB by model to data comparison of suitable observables
that are sensitive to κB .

The constituents formed in the aftermath of relativistic
heavy ion collision may carry multiple quantum numbers
related to baryon number(B), strangeness(S) and elec-
tric charge(Q). For example, a strange quark has B = 1

3 ,

Q = −1
3 , and S = −1. Thus, the diffusion current of each

conserved charge is not only proportional to the gradi-
ent of that specific charge’s chemical potential but also
includes a non-zero contribution from the gradient of the
other two conserved charges. Conversely, the gradient
of one conserved charge can produce the diffusion cur-
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rent of all three conserved charges. In general, this in-
termixing leads to a diffusion coefficient matrix, where
the diagonal terms (κBB , κSS , κQQ) are the usual charge
diffusion coefficients, and the off-diagonal terms (κBQ,
κQS , κBS) quantify the coupling between different con-
served charge diffusion. Recent works have calculated the
full diffusion matrix for both the hadronic and partonic
phases using kinetic theory [35–39]. The off-diagonal el-
ements of the diffusion matrix have been found to be of
similar magnitude as the diagonal elements, indicating
that coupling between the diffusion currents of conserved
charges should not be neglected in simulations of low-
energy heavy-ion collisions. Therefore, it is important
to estimate the full diffusion matrix instead of only one
component, which requires the development of a hydro-
dynamic framework that will evolve all three conserved
charges along with the energy-momentum tensor start-
ing from a proper initial condition with an appropriate
equation of state as input. One significant progress in
this direction has been done by Fotakis et. al. [40] by
deriving the second-order equations of motion for the dis-
sipative quantities in the (10 + 4N)-moment approxima-
tion. However, as a first step, we use the hydrodynamic
framework that only considers the baryon diffusion cur-
rent proportional to the gradient of the baryon chemical
potential [3, 41].

II. MODEL

We use a tilted initial condition for the energy density
density [42]. We adopt a suitable initial condition of the
net baryon density nB that is an admixture of contribu-
tions from both the participant as well as binary collision
sources [33, 34]. This scheme is successful in describing
the observed identified hadrons v1 across beam energies,
in particular the measured split in v1 of p and p [43, 44].
We further evolve the Tµν and nB hydrodynamically us-
ing the publicly available MUSIC code [2, 3, 45] followed
by particalization using iSS code [46, 47] and a hadronic
afterburner stage using the UrQMD code [48, 49]. The
various model parameters are calibrated by comparing
the model results to the data of various observables like
the rapidity dependence of the identified hadron yields as
well as their v1. The detailed model scheme, fixing of the
model parameters as well as their values are available in
Ref. [33, 34]. All the computations in this paper are done
for Au+Au at

√
sNN = 27 GeV.

For κB , we use the following ansatz based on kinetic
theory approach [3]:

κB = CB
nB
T

(
1

3
coth

(µB
T

)
− nBT

ε+ P

)
(1)

where nB , ε, P , T and µB are baryon number density, en-
ergy density, pressure, temperature and baryon chemical
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FIG. 1. (Color online) v1 vs y is plotted for 10−40% centrality
Au+Au at

√
sNN = 27 GeV. The effect of varying strength of

the baryon transport coefficient κB is studied by changing CB
(see Eqn. 1). For each CB the initial condition for ε and nB
is tuned to match the STAR measurement [43] of v1 vs y for
π− (shown in panel A) and p and p (shown in panel B)

potential respectively while CB is an arbitrary constant
which is largely unknown for the Quantum Chromody-
namics (QCD) medium. In this work, we demonstrate
that the pT dependence of ∆v1 between proton and anti-
proton provides us a sensitive probe to extract κB of the
QCD medium.

III. RESULTS

In order to understand the phenomenological implica-
tions of κB , we have performed the relativistic dissipative
hydrodynamic model simulations for different values of
κB . We perform the calculations for four values of CB =
0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5. For every value of CB , we choose the
initial condition model parameters such that the same
set of observables namely the rapidity dependence of the
identified hadrons yield and v1 match with each other
as well as agree with the STAR measurement wherever
available. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the rapidity depen-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The pT differential v1 of p and p are plotted for different choices of CB that characterises the magnitude
of κB of the QCD medium (see Eqn. 1). While the sum of v1 of p and p has a pT dependence that is insensitive to CB (shown
in panel A), the pT differential of their difference (shown in panel B) is sensitive to the choice of CB , providing an opportunity
for a data driven extraction of the baryon diffusion coefficient of the QCD medium.

dence of v1 for π−, p and p . It is clear that within the
current rapidity acceptance of the measurement, the ra-
pidity dependent v1 data does not discriminate between
the different values of CB and hence cannot constrain κB .

Having calibrated the model parameters for all the four
values of CB , we now compute the pT differential v1 of p
and p. The rapidity acceptance used here is 0 < y < 0.6.
We plot the sum of the pT differential v1 of p and p in
panel A of Fig. 2. This observable seems independent of
the choice of the CB value and hence can not be used
to constrain κB . It will be interesting to compare this
observable with data - a good agreement with data will be
a non trivial check of the model framework independent
of the value of κB .

In panel B of Fig. 2, we plot the difference of the pT
differential v1 of p and p. This observable is clearly very
sensitive to the variation in CB and hence, κB . A model
to data comparison of this observable can allow us to infer
the value of κB which is one of the fundamental quantities
that characterise the QCD medium at non-zero baryon
density. This is the main result of our paper.

Finally, we confront the model predictions for the dif-
ferent values of CB with the recent STAR measurement
of the centrality dependence of the split in the rapidity
slope of v1 (∆dv1

dy ) of p and p in Fig. 3. Clearly, unlike

in Fig. 1 where the model results for all the different CB
values agreed with each other, in Fig. 3 the model predic-
tions of ∆dv1

dy versus centralitiy vary over a wide range.

This demonstrates the discriminatory power of this ob-
servable as well to extract CB and in turn κB . The model
predictions for the different CB start differing from each
other as one goes from central to peripheral collisions.

0 20 40 60 80
Centrality(%)

0.10

0.05

0.00

0.05

0.10

dv
1

dy
(p

p)

Au+Au, sNN = 27 GeV 

STAR
CB = 0.0
CB = 0.5
CB = 1.0
CB = 1.5

FIG. 3. (Color online)The centrality dependence of the split-
ting in the rapidity slopes of v1 of p and p. STAR measure-
ments [50] are compared to relativistic dissipative hydrody-
namics model calculations for several values of CB that con-
trols the strength of κB (see Eqn. 1).

The CB = 0 and 0.5 model predictions are always pos-
itive while those for CB = 1 and 1.5 undergo a change
of sign for mid-central collisions with the larger CB re-
sults undergoing a sign change at more central collisions.
Restricting to centralities of (0 − 40)% where the possi-
ble contribution from the strong electromagnetic field to
this observable is expected to be small[50, 51] and our
model results based on hydrodynamic framework are ex-
pected to be more reliable, we note that the data prefers

3



0.5 < CB < 1.5. This clearly underlines the significance
of baryon dissipation in the BES phenomenology provid-
ing unique insights into the nature of the baryon rich
QCD medium.

IV. SUMMARY

We propose the measurement of pT differential split in
v1 of p and p as a sensitive observable to probe the value
of the baryon diffusion coefficient of the QCD medium.
Further, the recent measurement by the STAR collab-
oration of the splitting in the rapidity slopes of the v1
of p and p versus centrality allows us to make a first

estimate of the same: 0.5 < CB < 1.5 when the baryon
diffusion coefficient is parametrised as in Eq. 1. This nat-
urally paves the way towards investigations and eventual
extraction of the complete 3 × 3 diffusion matrix of the
QCD medium riding on similar observables constructed
out of the relevant hadrons with appropriate quantum
numbers. Our work opens up a novel portal to probe the
QCD medium by enabling theory to data comparison of
the dynamics of the QCD conserved charges.
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Magnetic dipole moments of Ξbc and Ωbc baryons in light-cone QCD
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The magnetic dipole moments of the spin- 1
2

bottom-charm baryons are extracted utilizing the
QCD light-cone sum rule with the help of the photon distribution amplitudes. While deriving the
magnetic dipole moments of the bottom charm baryons, two different possible interpolating currents
that can be coupled to these states are taken into account. The magnetic dipole moments of the
bottom-charm baryons include significant knowledge of their inner structure and geometric shape.
The magnetic dipole moment results of the study are compared with estimations acquired in various
other models and approaches.

Keywords: Electromagnetic form factors, bottom-charm baryons, magnetic dipole moment, QCD light-cone
sum rules

I. MOTIVATION

Heavy quark baryons play an important role in hadron physics and the investigation of their features may deepen our
comprehension of QCD. In the last few decades, measurements of heavy baryons have accelerated with improvements
in experimental facilities. Numerous states have been discovered, but many states need confirmation; hence the heavy
baryon sector is theoretically attractive. One of the doubly-charmed baryons (Ξ+

cc), which contains two c and one d
quark, was first announced by the SELEX Collaboration with the mass MΞ+

cc
= 3519±1 MeV [1], although, the result

of SELEX could neither be confirmed nor excluded by other experimental groups such as FOCUS [2], BABAR [3],
and Belle [4]. In 2017, a doubly-charmed baryon Ξ++

cc with the mass MΞ++
cc

= 3621.40± 0.72± 0.27± 0.14 MeV was

discovered by the LHCb Collaboration [5]. The observation of the Ξ++
cc state opened the door to the experimental

detection of doubly-heavy baryons, and scientists expected to discover more doubly-heavy baryons experimentally.
The LHCb collaboration has also carried out searches for the doubly heavy baryons, Ξ+

bc, Ξ0
bc and Ωbc, yet these

baryons are yet to be observed [6–8]. Further measurements will be possible with larger data samples, and additional
decay modes are expected at the upgraded LHCb experiments. The study of doubly-heavy baryons contributes
to an in-depth comprehension of the chiral dynamics, heavy quark symmetry, fundamental theory of the strong
interaction, and models inspired by QCD. Therefore, numerous theoretical studies inspired by these discoveries also
have been carried out to define the characteristic features like the masses, decay widths, strong coupling constants,
and lifetimes of doubly-heavy baryons by investigating the strong, electromagnetic, and weak decays of these baryons
within different theoretical models and approaches [9–96]. It is worth noting that the different approaches used to
derive the dynamic and static properties of double-heavy baryons lead to quite different estimations, which can be
used to distinguish between approaches.

Investigating the electromagnetic features of hadrons ensure us with helpful knowledge about their inner orga-
nizations. One can extract information about their shapes, sizes, and decay widths and compare them with the
experimental results. Baryons including two heavy quarks are particularly stimulating to study since examining the
electromagnetic features of two heavy quarks bound to a light quark helps us figure out the internal interaction dy-
namics of baryons containing heavy quarks. Moreover, the results can help us understand the key features of QCD
such as confinement and flavor effects. In the present study, the magnetic dipole moments of spin- 1

2 bottom-charm
baryons (Bbc for short) are obtained within the light-cone QCD sum rule (LCSR). This method is powerful for study-
ing the dynamic and static properties of hadrons. In the LCSR method [97–99], a relevant two-point correlation
function within the external background electromagnetic field is evaluated in two different ways. Firstly, the so-called
hadronic representation is obtained in terms of hadronic parameters such as form factors, magnetic dipole moments,
etc. In the second way, the so-called QCD representation is evaluated in terms of quark-gluon degrees of freedom. The
correlation functions acquired in these two different ways are then correlated using the assumption of quark-hadron
duality. As a final step, Borel transform and continuum subtraction are applied to eliminate the contributions of
possible higher states and continuum. In this way, the LCSR for the desired physical quantities, in our case magnetic
dipole moments, are acquired.
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This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the calculation method used in this work is briefly introduced. We
present our results, compare them to other works and give a discussion in Sec. III. Finally, a summary is given in
Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM

As we mentioned above, the starting point to evaluate any physical quantity in the LCSR method is to write a
convenient correlation function. Here for the magnetic dipole moments, the correlation function is written as

Π(p, q) = i

∫
d4xeip·x〈0|T {J(x)J̄(0)}|0〉γ , (1)

where q is the momentum of the photon, γ is the external electromagnetic field and J(x) is the interpolating current

having quantum numbers JP = 1
2

+
. The interpolating current J(x) is one of the key components necessary to

extract the magnetic dipole moments of the bottom-charm baryons employing the LCSR method. There are different
ways to construct the corresponding interpolating currents using the diquark-quark configurations of different spin
parities. Taking into account all the properties of the bottom-charm baryons, the following interpolating currents are
constructed in Ref. [100], that we employ to evaluate the magnetic dipole moments of these bottom-charm baryons:

J1(x) = εabc
[
bTa (x)Cγµcb(x)

]
γ5γ

µqc(x),

J2(x) = εabc
[
bTa (x)Cγ5cb(x)

]
qc(x), (2)

where q is u, d or s-quark, a, b, and c are color indices; and C is the charge conjugation matrix.
To evaluate the physical representation of the correlation function, we insert a complete set of hadronic states

having the same quantum numbers as that of bottom-charm baryons interpolating currents and we get:

ΠHad(p, q) =
〈0 | J(x) | Bbc(p)〉

[p2 −m2
Bbc

]
〈Bbc(p) | Bbc(p+ q)〉γ

〈Bbc(p+ q) | J̄(0) | 0〉
[(p+ q)2 −m2

Bbc
]

+ ..., (3)

where dots stand for the contribution of the continuum and higher states. As can be seen from in Eq. (3), we need
explicit forms of matrix elements such as 〈0 | JBbc

(0) | Bbc(p, s)〉 and 〈Bbc(p) | Bbc(p + q)〉γ and they are written as
follows

〈0 | JBbc
(0) | Bbc(p, s)〉 = λBbc

ν(p, s), (4)

〈Bbc(p) | Bbc(p+ q)〉γ = εµν̄(p)

[(
F1(Q2) + F2(Q2)

)
γµ + F2(Q2)

(2p+ q)µ
2mBbc

]
ν(p), (5)

where ν(p) is the Dirac spinor, λBbc
is the residue of the corresponding baryon; and F1,2(Q2) are Lorentz invariant

form factors whose values at Q2 = 0 are needed in determination of the magnetic dipole moments. Summation over
spins of Bbc baryon is carried out as: ∑

s

ν(p, s)ν̄(u, s) = p/+mBbc
, (6)

Using Eqs. (3)-(6) the hadronic representation of the correlation function takes the form

ΠHad(p, q) =
λ2
Bbc

[(p+ q)2 −m2
Bbc

][p2 −m2
Bbc

]

[(
F1(Q2) + F2(Q2)

)(
2 p/ε/p/+ p/ε/q/+mBbc

p/ε/

+ 2mBbc
ε/p/+mBbc

ε/q/+m2
Bbc

ε/
)

+ other structures proportional with theF2(Q2)

]
. (7)

At the static limit, namely Q2 = 0, the magnetic dipole moment is determined concerning the form factors F1(Q2 = 0)
and F2(Q2 = 0) as follows

µBbc
= F1(Q2 = 0) + F2(Q2 = 0). (8)
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As one can be seen from Eq. (7), there are different Lorentz structures. Among them, we choose ε/q/ which includes
the magnetic dipole moment form factor F1(Q2 = 0) + F2(Q2 = 0). As a result, the hadronic representation of the
correlation function, the magnetic dipole moment for spin- 1

2 Bbc baryons can be written as:

ΠHad(p, q) = µBbc

λ2
Bbc

mBbc

[(p+ q)2 −m2
Bbc

][p2 −m2
Bbc

]
. (9)

The second representation of the correlation function, the QCD side, is obtained by explicit use of the interpolating
currents to the correlation functions. Then the corresponding quark fields are contracted via Wick’s theorem and the
desired results are obtained. As a result of the above procedures, the QCD representation of the correlation functions
is obtained as follows:

ΠQCD
1 (p, q) = i εabcεa

′b′c′
∫
d4 xeip·x〈0 | Tr[γµSbb

′

c (x)γν S̃
aa′

b (x)]
(
γ5γ

µScc
′

q (x)γνγ5

)
| 0〉γ , (10)

ΠQCD
2 (p, q) = i εabcεa

′b′c′
∫
d4 xeip·x〈0 | Tr[γ5S

bb′

c (x)γ5S̃
aa′

b (x)]Scc
′

q (x) | 0〉γ , (11)

where S̃ijQ(q)(x) = CSij
T

Q(q)(x)C and, Sijq (x) and SijQ (x) are the light and heavy quark propagators, respectively. The

light and heavy quark propagators are written as [101, 102],

Sq(x) =
1

2π2x2

(
i
x/

x2
− mq

2

)
− q̄q

12

(
1− imqx/

4

)
− q̄σ.Gq

192
x2
(

1− imqx/

6

)
− igs

32π2x2
Gµν(x)

[
/xσµν + σµν/x

]
, (12)

SQ(x) =
m2
Q

4π2

[
K1(mQ

√
−x2)√

−x2
+ i

x/ K2(mQ

√
−x2)

(
√
−x2)2

]
− gsmQ

16π2

∫ 1

0

dv Gµν(vx)

[(
σµνx/+ x/σµν

)K1(mQ

√
−x2)√

−x2

+2σµνK0(mQ

√
−x2)

]
, (13)

where Gµν is the gluon field strength tensor, K0,1,2 are Bessel functions of the second kind; and mq and mQ are the
masses of the light and heavy quarks, respectively.

The correlation functions contain two parts, that is, photon interacting with light and heavy quarks perturbatively,
and photon interacting with light quark nonperturbatively. When the photon interacts with light and heavy quarks
perturbatively, one of the propagators in Eq. (11) is substituted by

Sfree(x)→
∫
d4y Sfree(x− y) /A(y)Sfree(y) , (14)

where Sfree is the first term of the light or heavy quark propagators and the remaining two quark propagators are
taken as full quark propagators. When the manipulations mentioned above are performed, perturbative contributions
are calculated.

In the case of the photon interacting with light quark nonperturbatively in Eqs. (10) and (11) is substituted by

Sabαβ → −
1

4
(q̄aΓiq

b)(Γi)αβ , (15)

and the remaining two propagators are substituted with the full quark propagators. Since a photon interacts with
quark fields nonperturbatively there shows up the matrix elements of nonlocal operators 〈γ(q) |q̄(x)Γiq(0)| 0〉 and
〈γ(q) |q̄(x)ΓiGαβq(0)| 0〉 between the photon state and vacuum. To evaluate the nonperturbative effects, we require
these matrix elements and those are determined in connection with the photon distribution amplitude (DAs) with
definite twists in Ref. [103]. The QCD representation of the correlation function can be evaluated in connection with
QCD parameters by replacing photon DAs and expressions for heavy and light quarks propagators into Eq. (11).

The sum rules are acquired by equating the expression of the correlation function in connection with QCD param-
eters to its expression in connection with the hadron features, employing their spectral representation. To suppress
the subtraction terms in the spectral representation of the correlation function, the double Borel transformation in
connection with the variables p2 and (p+q)2 is applied. After the transformation, contributions from the higher states
and continuum are also exponentially suppressed. Finally, we pick the ε/q/ structure for the magnetic dipole moments
and obtain

µ1,Bbc
=

e
m2

1,Bbc
M2

λ2
1,Bbc

m1,Bbc

ΠQCD
1 (M2, s0), (16)
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µ2,Bbc
=

e
m2

2,Bbc
M2

λ2
2,Bbc

m2,Bbc

ΠQCD
2 (M2, s0). (17)

The analytical expressions of the functions ΠQCD
1 (M2, s0) and ΠQCD

2 (M2, s0) are very similar forms, so, for the sake

of brevity, we only present the explicit expressions of the function ΠQCD
1 (M2, s0).

ΠQCD
1 (M2, s0) =

eqP1P2

1327104π

[
− 6
(
I[0, 2, 2, 0]− 2I[0, 2, 3, 0] + I[0, 2, 4, 0] + 2I[1, 1, 2, 0]− 4I[1, 1, 3, 0] + 2I[1, 1, 4, 0]

)
× I2[hγ ] + 3

(
5I[0, 2, 2, 0]− 10I[0, 2, 3, 0] + 5I[0, 2, 4, 0] + 8I[1, 1, 2, 0]− 16I[1, 1, 3, 0] + 8I[1, 1, 4, 0]

)
× A[u0] + 2χ

(
4I[0, 3, 2, 0]− 8I[0, 3, 3, 0] + 4I[0, 3, 4, 0] + 3I[1, 2, 2, 0]− 6I[1, 2, 3, 0] + 3I[1, 2, 4, 0]

)
× ϕγ [u0]

]
− P2

983040π

[
5eq

(
16m2

c

(
I[0, 3, 1, 0]− I[0, 3, 2, 0]

)
I1[S] + 3

(
3I[0, 4, 2, 0]− 6I[0, 4, 3, 0] + 3I[0, 4, 4, 0]

+ 4I[1, 3, 2, 0]− 8I[1, 3, 3, 0] + 4I[1, 3, 4, 0]
)
I1[S] + 9

(
− I[0, 4, 3, 0] + 3I[0, 4, 4, 0]− 3I[0, 4, 5, 0]

+ I[0, 4, 6, 0]− 4I[1, 3, 3, 0] + 12I[1, 3, 4, 0]− 12I[1, 3, 5, 0] + 4I[1, 3, 6, 0]
)
I2[hγ ] + 9

(
5I[0, 4, 3, 0]

− 15I[0, 4, 4, 0] + 15I[0, 4, 5, 0]− 5I[0, 4, 6, 0] + 16I[1, 3, 3, 0]− 48I[1, 3, 4, 0] + 48I[1, 3, 5, 0]

− 16I[1, 3, 6, 0] + 6I[2, 2, 3, 0]− 18I[2, 2, 4, 0] + 18I[2, 2, 5, 0]− 6I[2, 2, 6, 0]
)
A[u0] + 9χ

(
4I[0, 5, 3, 0]

− 12I[0, 5, 4, 0] + 12I[0, 5, 5, 0]− 4I[0, 5, 6, 0] + 5I[1, 4, 3, 0]− 15I[1, 4, 4, 0] + 15I[1, 4, 5, 0]

− 5I[1, 4, 6, 0]
)
ϕγ [u0]

)
+ eb

(
32mbmc

(
I[0, 3, 1, 0]− 2I[0, 3, 2, 0] + I[0, 3, 3, 0]

)
+ 18I[0, 4, 2, 0]

− 54I[0, 4, 3, 0] + 54I[0, 4, 4, 0]− 18[0, 4, 5, 0] + 3m2
0

(
16mbmc

(
I[0, 2, 1, 0]− 2I[0, 2, 2, 0] + I[0, 2, 3, 0]

+ I[1, 1, 1, 0]− 2I[1, 1, 2, 0] + I[1, 1, 3, 0]
)

+ 12I[0, 3, 2, 0]− 36I[0, 3, 3, 0] + 36I[0, 3, 4, 0]− 12I[0, 3, 5, 0]

+ 45I[1, 2, 2, 0]− 135I[1, 2, 3, 0] + 135I[1, 2, 4, 0]− 45I[1, 2, 5, 0] + 6I[2, 1, 2, 0]− 18I[2, 1, 3, 0]

+ 18I[2, 1, 4, 0]− 6I[2, 1, 5, 0]
))

+ 5ec

(
32mbmc

(
I[0, 3, 2, 0]− I[0, 3, 3, 0]

)
+ 18I[0, 4, 3, 0]

− 36I[0, 4, 4, 0] + 18I[0, 4, 5, 0] + 3m2
0

(
16mbmc

(
I[0, 2, 2, 0]− I[0, 2, 3, 0] + I[1, 1, 2, 0]− I[1, 1, 3, 0]

)
+ 12I[0, 3, 3, 0]− 24I[0, 3, 4, 0] + 12I[0, 3, 5, 0] + 45I[1, 2, 3, 0]− 90I[1, 2, 4, 0] + 45I[1, 2, 5, 0]

+ 6I[2, 1, 3, 0]− 12I[2, 1, 4, 0] + 6I[2, 1, 5, 0]
))]

+
mqmcmb

1024π3

[
ec
(
I[0, 4, 2, 0]− I[0, 4, 2, 1]− I[0, 4, 3, 0]

)
+ eb

(
I[0, 4, 1, 0]− 2I[0, 4, 1, 1] + I[0, 4, 1, 2]

− 2I[0, 4, 2, 0] + 2I[0, 4, 2, 1] + I[0, 4, 3, 0]
)]

+
3mqm

2
0

327680π3

[
eb

(
20I[0, 4, 2, 0]− 60I[0, 4, 2, 1] + 60I[0, 4, 2, 2]− 20I[0, 4, 2, 3]− 60I[0, 4, 3, 0]

+ 120I[0, 4, 3, 1]− 60I[0, 4, 3, 2] + 60I[0, 4, 4, 0]− 60I[0, 4, 4, 1]− 20I[0, 4, 5, 0]− I[0, 5, 2, 0]

+ 3I[0, 5, 3, 0]− 3I[0, 5, 4, 0] + I[0, 5, 5, 0]− 80
(
I[1, 3, 2, 0]− 3I[1, 3, 2, 1] + 3I[1, 3, 2, 2]− I[1, 3, 2, 3]

− 3(I[1, 3, 3, 0]− 2I[1, 3, 3, 1] + I[1, 3, 3, 2]− I[1, 3, 4, 0] + I[1, 3, 4, 1])− I[1, 3, 5, 0]
))

+ ec

(
20I[0, 4, 3, 0]− 40I[0, 4, 3, 1] + 20I[0, 4, 3, 2]− 40I[0, 4, 4, 0] + 40I[0, 4, 4, 1] + 20I[0, 4, 5, 0]

− I[0, 5, 3, 0] + 2I[0, 5, 4, 0]− I[0, 5, 5, 0]− 80
(
I[1, 3, 3, 0]− 2I[1, 3, 3, 1] + I[1, 3, 3, 2]− 2I[1, 3, 4, 0]

+ 2I[1, 3, 4, 1] + I[1, 3, 5, 0]
))]

, (18)

where

M2 =
M2

1M
2
2

M2
1 +M2

2

, u0 =
M2

1

M2
1 +M2

2

,
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with M2
1 and M2

2 being the Borel parameters in the initial and final states, respectively. We set M2
1 = M2

2 = 2M2

as the initial and final states are the same. We will fix M2 and continuum threshold s0 based on the standard
prescription of the LCSR method in the next section. Here P1 = 〈g2

sG
2〉 is gluon condensate, χ stands for the

magnetic susceptibility of the quark condensate, and P2 = 〈q̄q〉, eq and mq are the quark condensate, electric charge
and mass of the u, d or s-quark, respectively.

The functions I[n,m, l, k] and Ii[F ] are defined as:

I[n,m, l, k] =

∫ s0

4m2
c

ds

∫ 1

0

dt

∫ 1

0

dw e−s/M
2

sn (s− 4m2
c)
m tl wk,

I1[F ] =

∫
Dαi

∫ 1

0

dv F(αq̄, αq, αg)δ(αq + v̄αg − u0),

I2[F ] =

∫ 1

0

du F(u),

where F denotes the corresponding photon DAs.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

In the present section, numerical calculations for the spin- 1
2 bottom-charm baryons have been presented. The nu-

merical values of the parameters used in this section of the analysis are as follows: mu = md = 0, ms = 93.4+8.6
−3.4 MeV,

mc = 1.27 ± 0.02 GeV, mb = 4.18+0.03
−0.02 GeV, [104], 〈q̄q〉 = (−0.24 ± 0.01)3 GeV3 [105], m2

0 = 0.8 ± 0.12 GeV2,

〈g2
sG

2〉 = 0.88 GeV 4 [106] and χ = −2.85 ± 0.5 GeV2 [107]. The masses and residues of the bottom-charm baryons
are borrowed from Ref. [100]. Another set of main input parameters are the photon wavefunctions of different twists,
entering the DAs. These wavefunctions are borrowed from Ref. [103]. It is worth noting that the photon DAs used
in this study include contributions from only light quarks. The contribution of DAs terms with heavy quark has not
yet been calculated, therefore these contributions have been neglected in calculations.

As one can see from Eqs. (16) and (17), the magnetic dipole moments of the bottom-charm baryons, in addition to
the above-mentioned input parameters, contain also two helping parameters: the continuum threshold s0 and the Borel
mass parameter M2. To carry out numerical computations, it is also necessary to choose the working intervals for
the parameters s0 and M2. We apply the OPE convergence and pole dominance conditions to determine the working
intervals of s0 and M2. From this perspective, we determine the value of these helping parameters within the interval
56.0 GeV2 ≤ s0 ≤ 58.0 GeV2 and 7.0 GeV2 ≤ M2 ≤ 9.0 GeV2 for Ξbc baryons; and 57.0 GeV2 ≤ s0 ≤ 59.0 GeV2 and
7.2 GeV2 ≤ M2 ≤ 9.2 GeV2 for Ωbc baryon. By using all the inputs as well as the working intervals of the helping
parameters, we plot the variation of the magnetic dipole moments with respect to the helping parameters for the
considered structure in Fig. 1. This figure indicates the mild dependence of the magnetic dipole moments on the
variations of the helping parameters in their working intervals.

The obtained magnetic dipole moment results are given in Table I, and in the same table predictions of other
theoretical models for magnetic dipole moments of spin-1/2 bottom-charm baryons are also presented. When the
results obtained using two different interpolating currents are examined, the different diquark-quark structure does
not change the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moments much but causes the results obtained to be of opposite
sign. The absolute values of these results are consistent with each other within errors. It should be noted that in
our calculations, the light quark comes through the two heavy quarks and gives the dominant contribution. Our final
remark on the magnetic dipole moment results will be about the SU(3)f symmetry violation. Though the SU(3)f
breaking effects have been considered via a nonzero s-quark mass and strange quark condensate, we observe that
SU(3)f symmetry violation in the magnetic dipole moments is quite small for both interpolating currents.

We present the comparison of the results obtained using other models such as MIT bag model [67, 70], nonrelativistic
quark model (NQM) [25, 96], hypercentral constituent quark model (HCQM) [40, 56, 76], effective quark mass (EQM)
and shielded quark charge scheme (SQCS) [108], relativistic harmonic confinement model (RHM) [57], and heavy
baryon chiral perturbation theory (HBχPT) [66] with our estimations in the Table I. As one can see from this Table,
different theoretical models have yielded quite different estimations for the magnetic dipole moments of bottom-charm
baryons, which can be used to distinguish between models. Obviously, more theoretical and experimental research is
needed to understand the current situation. But, direct measurement of magnetic dipole moments of bottom-charm
baryons seems unlikely soon. Therefore, any indirect projections of the magnetic dipole moments of the bottom-charm
baryons would be quite helpful.
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TABLE I. Results of the magnetic dipole moments for the bottom-charm baryons.

Models µ
Ξ+
bc

[µN ] µΞ0
bc

[µN ] µΩ0
bc

[µN ]

NQM [96] -0.198 0.058 0.009

NQM [25] -0.475 0.518 0.368

RHM [57] -0.52 0.63 0.49

EQM [108] -0.387 0.499 0.399

SCQS [108] -0.369 0.48 0.407

Bag model [70] -0.35 0.446 0.378

Bag model [67] -0.25 0.13 0.08

HCQM [40, 76] -0.204 0.354 0.439

HCQM [56] -0.400 0.477 0.397

HBχPT [66] -0.54 0.56 0.49

This work (J1) −0.50+0.14
−0.12 0.39+0.06

−0.05 0.38+0.05
−0.04

This work (J2) 0.57+0.13
−0.12 −0.29+0.07

−0.06 −0.26+0.06
−0.05

IV. SUMMARY

The observation of the Ξ++
cc baryon by the LHCb Collaboration has aroused great interest in doubly-heavy baryon

systems. The measurement of the features of doubly-heavy baryons ensures insight into both their inner structure
and production mechanism. In this work, we have studied the magnetic dipole moments of the bottom-charm baryons
within the framework of QCD light-cone sum rules. While calculating the magnetic dipole moments of the bottom
charm baryons, two different possible interpolating currents that can be coupled to these states have been consid-
ered. When the results obtained using two different interpolating currents are examined, the different diquark-quark
structure does not change the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moments much but causes the results obtained to be
of opposite sign. Comparison of the acquired results on the magnetic dipole moments of the Ω0

bc baryon with those
of Ξ0

bc baryon presents a small SU(3)f symmetry violation. The magnetic dipole moment results of the study are
compared with estimations acquired in various other models and approaches. The magnetic dipole moments of the
bottom-charm baryons contain crucial data on their inner structure and geometric shape. Moreover, understanding
the electromagnetic properties of doubly-heavy baryons is the keys to confinement and heavy flavor effects. Future
experimental efforts on the properties of doubly heavy baryons may figure out inconsistencies among different model
estimations. We believe that our results will be helpful in future experimental and theoretical attempts regarding
doubly heavy baryons.
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FIG. 1. The magnetic dipole moments of the bottom-charm baryons with variations of Borel parameter M2 at the different
values of the continuum threshold parameter s0: (a), (c) and (e) for the J1 current, (b), (d) and (f) for the J2 current.
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Abstract A quark+diquark Faddeev equation treatment of
the baryon bound state problem in Poincaré-invariant quan-
tum field theory is used to deliver parameter-free predic-
tions for all six ∆-baryon elastic weak form factors. Amongst
the results, it is worth highlighting that there are two dis-
tinct classes of such ∆-baryon form factors, (g1, g3, Gπ∆∆),
(h1, h3, Hπ∆∆), the functions within each of which are sepa-
rately linked via partial conservation of axial current (PCAC)
and Goldberger-Treiman (GT) relations. Respectively with-
in each class, the listed form factors possess qualitatively
the same structural features as the nucleon axial, induced
pseudoscalar, and pion-nucleon coupling form factors. For in-
stance, the ∆-baryon g1 axial form factor can reliably be
approximated by a dipole function, characterised by an ax-
ial charge g∆

+

A = 0.71(9) and mass-scale m∆A = 0.95(2)m∆.
Moreover, the two distinct ∆-baryon PCAC form factor re-
lations are satisfied to a high degree of accuracy on a large
range of Q2; the associated GT relations present good ap-
proximations only on Q2/m2

∆ ' 0; and pion pole dominance
approximations are reliable within both classes. There are two
π∆∆ couplings: gπ∆∆ = 10.46(1.88); hπ∆∆ = 35.73(3.75);
and the associated form factors are soft. Such couplings com-
monly arise in phenomenology, which may therefore bene-
fit from our analyses. A flavour decomposition of the axial
charges reveals that quarks carry 71% of the ∆-baryon spin.
The analogous result for the proton is ≈ 65%.

1 Introduction

The response of baryons to electromagnetic probes is

much studied, both experimentally [1–9] and theoret-

ically [10–12]. An entirely new perspective on baryon

structure is provided by weak-interaction probes, with

form factors that can be measured in, e.g., neutrino-

nucleus scattering. Here, nucleon axialvector and pseu-

doscalar form factors are the archetypes, being crucial

inputs for Standard Model tests via weak interactions,

neutrino-nucleus scattering and parity violation exper-

iments. Consequently, a diverse array of theory tools –

using both continuum [13–16] and lattice [17–19] for-

mulations of hadron bound state problems – has re-

cently been employed to deliver a better understanding

of their behaviour.

The lightest excitations of the nucleon are the

∆(1232)-baryons. Theoretically, as (I, JP ) = ( 3
2 ,

3
2

+
)

systems, ∆-baryons are less complex than ( 1
2 ,

1
2

+
) nu-

cleons because their Poincaré-covariant wave functions

are simpler. For instance, viewed from a modern quark

+ diquark perspective [20], ∆-baryons only contain iso-

vector-axialvector diquark correlations [21], whereas iso-

scalar-scalar diquarks also play a large role in nucleons.

Such structural distinctions make comparisons between
predictions for nucleon and ∆-baryon properties useful

in developing an understanding of how quantum chro-

modynamics (QCD) produces systems constituted from

three valence quarks. These features explain why much

theoretical attention has been devoted to the calcula-

tion of ∆-baryon elastic electromagnetic form factors

[22–29], even though measurement of such form fac-

tors is impossible because of the very short lifetime of

these resonances: τ∆ ≈ 10−26τn, where τn is the life-

time of a free neutron. (Estimates of ∆-baryon mag-

netic moments have been produced through analyses of

π+p→ π+pγ reactions [30, RPP].)

Against this backdrop, it is natural to develop com-

parative studies of the weak-interaction structure of the

nucleon and ∆-baryon. As well as being interesting in

their own right, predictions for such quantities as the

∆-baryon axial charge, g∆A , and π∆∆ coupling, unified

with analogous nucleon properties, can provide valu-

able inputs (constraints) for effective field theories em-
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ployed in low-energy hadron physics [31, 32]. The cal-

culation of ∆-baryon elastic weak-interaction form fac-

tors is also a useful preliminary to delivering reliable

predictions for the weak-probe induced N → ∆ transi-

tion, whose form factors are experimentally accessible

and which may play an important role in understanding

long-baseline and atmospheric neutrino-nucleus scatte-

ring experiments [33–36].

It is thus unsurprising that numerous analyses have

computed values for g∆A and gπ∆∆ – see, e.g., Refs. [37–

50]. Amongst them, however, only one pair of studies

[40, 41], working with lattice-regularised QCD (lQCD),

has provided results for the entire set of four-plus-two

form factors required to completely describe ∆-baryon

axial and pseudoscalar currents. Unfortunately, those

calculations were performed with unphysically large pion

masses and the results possess significant uncertainties.

A chiral quark-soliton model (χQSM) has been used to

compute the four axial form factors [50].

Continuum Schwinger function methods (CSMs) pro-

vide an alternative to models and lQCD computations

in hadron physics. In such applications, contemporary

progress and challenges are canvassed elsewhere [10–

12, 51? –55]. Of particular relevance herein is the recent

construction and use [14–16] of symmetry-preserving

axial and pseudoscalar currents appropriate for baryons

described by the fully-interacting quark+nonpointlike-

diquark Faddeev equation introduced in Refs. [56–58].

This has enabled the use of CSMs to complete a parame-

ter-free comparative study and unification of the weak-

interaction structure of the nucleon and ∆-baryon. At

the simplest level, the outcomes can be used to test the

current construction via comparisons with results from

models and lQCD. Passing such tests, sound predictions

for weak N → ∆ transitions can follow. Such predic-

tions can be tested because, e.g., data exist [59, 60] from

which the axial πN → ∆ transition form factor may be

extracted after extending existing reaction models [61].

Our discussion is organised as follows. Section 2.1

explains the structure of the ∆-baryon elastic matrix

elements of the axialvector and pseudoscalar currents

and introduces the full array of associated form factors.

The quark+diquark Faddeev equation used to describe

the ∆-baryon is sketched in Sec. 3 along with the re-

lated symmetry preserving current. Our results are pre-

sented in Sec. 4, wherein they are also compared with

those from other studies, and followed in Sec. 5 with a

brief discussion of the flavour-separated ∆-baryon axial

charges and the quark contribution to their total spin.

Section 6 contains a summary and perspective. Numer-

ous technical details are collected in appendices.

2 ∆(1232) axial and pseudoscalar currents

2.1 General structure

Introducing the column vector ψ = (u, d)T, where u, d

are quark fields, the axialvector current operator can be

written Aj5µ(x) = ψ̄(x) τ
j

2 γ5γµψ(x), where the isospin

(flavour) structure is given by the Pauli matrices, {τ i|i =

1, 2, 3}, with τ3 representing the neutral current and

τ1±i2 := (τ1 ± iτ2)/2 expressing the charged currents.

The in-∆ expectation value of this operator is [40, 41]:

J5µ(K,Q) := 〈∆(Pf ; sf )|Aj5µ(0)|∆(Pi; si)〉 (1a)

= ūα(Pf ; sf )Γ5µ,αβ(Q)uβ(Pi; si) , (1b)

where Pi(si) and Pf (sf ) are ∆-baryon incoming and

outgoing momenta (spins), with P 2
f = −m2

∆ = P 2
i ;

and K = (Pf + Pi)/2 is the average momentum and

Q = Pf − Pi is the momentum of the weak probe.

In writing Eq. (1b), we have used a Euclidean space

Rarita-Schwinger spinor, which is the same for all ∆-

baryons and whose properties are explained elsewhere

[28, Appendix B]. Notably, the choice of j constrains

the initial and final charge-states of the ∆-baryon, e.g.,

j = 3 entails that they are both the same.

The ∆-baryon axial current vertex in Eq. (1b) has

the general form:

Γ5µ,αβ(Q) = −1

2
γ5

[
δαβ

(
g1(Q2)γµ + ig3(Q2)

Qµ
2m∆

)
− QαQβ

4m2
∆

(
h1(Q2)γµ + ih3(Q2)

Qµ
2m∆

)]
, (2)

where g1, g3, h1, h3 are four Poincaré invariant form

factors.

The matrix element of the analogous pseudoscalar

operator, P j
5 (x), is

J5(K,Q) := ūα(Pf ; sf )Γ5,αβ(Q)uβ(Pi; si) , (3)

with

Γ5,αβ(Q) = −1

2
γ5

[
δαβ g̃(Q2)− QαQβ

4m2
∆

h̃(Q2)

]
, (4)

where g̃ and h̃ are the two Poincaré invariant pseu-

doscalar form factors.

Hereafter we assume isospin symmetry and, unless

otherwise noted, choose j = 3. The elastic weak form

factors of the other ∆-baryons in the multiplet can be

obtained following the rules detailed in Appendix A.

In practice, it is useful to sum over initial- and final-

state spins in order to remove the spinors in the given
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current:

J5(µ),λω(K,Q)

:=
∑
sf ,si

uλ(Pf ; sf )J5(µ)(K,Q)ūω(Pi; si) (5a)

= Λ+(Pf )Rλα(Pf )Γ5(µ),αβ(Q)Λ+(Pi)Rβω(Pi) , (5b)

where the positive-energy spinor projector and Rarita-

Schwinger projection operator are, respectively:

Λ+(P ) =
1

2

(
ID + γ · P̂

)
, (6a)

Rµν(P ) = δµνID−
1

3
γµγν +

2

3
P̂µP̂νID −

i

3
[P̂µγν − P̂νγµ] , (6b)

with P̂µ = Pµ/(im∆). Using Eq. (5), one obtains the de-

sired form factors by sensibly chosen matrix projection

operations – see Appendix B.

2.2 PCAC and Goldberger-Treiman relations

Using Ward-Green-Takahashi identities, one can obtain

the following partially conserved axial-vector current

(PCAC) relation between the current operators:

∂µAj
5µ(x) + 2mqP j

5 (x) = 0 . (7)

Evaluating the expectation value of this current, one

obtains the ∆-baryon PCAC relation:

QµJ5µ,λω(K,Q) + 2imqJ5,λω(K,Q) = 0 , (8)

which entails

δαβ
(
g1 −

Q2

4m2
∆

g3
)
− QαQβ

4m2
∆

(
h1 −

Q2

4m2
∆

h3
)

=
mq

m∆

(
δαβ g̃ −

QαQβ
4m2

∆

h̃
)
. (9)

Considering the diagonal (α = β) and non-diagonal

(α 6= β) components of Eq. (9) separately, one finds the

following two independent PCAC relations at the form

factor level [41]:

g1 −
Q2

4m2
∆

g3 =
mq

m∆
g̃ , (10a)

h1 −
Q2

4m2
∆

h3 =
mq

m∆
h̃ . (10b)

Notably, Eqs. (10) are consequences of the operator re-

lation, Eq. (7). So, only results that comply with these

identities can be called realistic; and no tuning of any

element in a given calculation may be employed to se-

cure these outcomes.

Expanding on the nucleon case [15, 62], one may

define two π-∆ form factors, Gπ∆∆, Hπ∆∆:

g̃(Q2) =:
m2
π

Q2 +m2
π

fπ
mq

Gπ∆∆(Q2) , (11a)

h̃(Q2) =:
m2
π

Q2 +m2
π

fπ
mq

Hπ∆∆(Q2) , (11b)

where fπ ≈ 92 MeV is the pion leptonic decay constant.

At the pion mass pole, Q2 +m2
π = 0, the residues of g̃

and h̃ define two π-∆ coupling constants:

Gπ∆∆(−m2
π) =: gπ∆∆ , Hπ∆∆(−m2

π) =: hπ∆∆ . (12)

In systematic analyses of low-energy phenomena,

gπ∆∆ and hπ∆∆ should relate the fields of the π and ∆

in two different ways. Using the currents, Eqs. (1) – (4),

the PCAC relations, Eqs. (10), and analyticity of g3, h3
in the neighbourhood of the pion pole, one immediately

obtains two Goldberger-Treiman (GT) relations for the

∆-baryon:

g1(0) =
fπ
m∆

Gπ∆∆(0) , (13a)

h1(0) =
fπ
m∆

Hπ∆∆(0) . (13b)

It is now apparent that the four axial and two pseu-

doscalar form factors can be divided into two classes:

{g1, g3, g̃} and {h1, h3, h̃}. Each class has its own, inde-

pendent PCAC and GT relations. Comparing with the

nucleon, g1, h1 are kindred to the nucleon axial-vector

form factor GA; g3, h3 are analogous to the induced-

pseudoscalar form factor, GP ; and g̃, h̃ are akin to the

pseudoscalar form factor, G5.

3 ∆(1232) Faddeev equation framework

Herein, we treat the baryon bound-state problem us-

ing a Poincaré-covariant quark+diquark Faddeev equa-

tion, which is sketched in Fig. 1. Crucially, the diquark

correlations are nonpointlike and fully interacting; con-

sequently, inter alia, Fermi statistics are properly ex-

pressed. As explained elsewhere [10, 20], the approach

has been used widely with success. Furthermore, to

meet our goal of unifying nucleon and ∆-baryon elec-

troweak properties, we use precisely the formulation

employed in Refs. [14–16]. This “QCD-kindred”

approach is detailed, e.g., in Ref. [15, Appendix A]. Nev-

ertheless, so as to make this presentation self-contained,

we reiterate some of that material in Appendix C, in-

troducing ∆-baryon specific statements in place of such

for the nucleon.

Regarding I = 3
2 ∆-baryons, two types of diquark

correlations may be present: isovector-axialvector; and
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Fig. 1 Quark+diquark Faddeev equation. The solution, Ψ ,
is the Poincaré-covariant, matrix-valued Faddeev amplitude
for a baryon with total momentum P = pq+pd = kq+kd con-
stituted from three valence quarks, two of which are always
contained in a nonpointlike diquark correlation. Ψ expresses
the relative momentum correlation between the dressed-
quarks and -diquarks. Legend. Shaded rectangle – Faddeev
kernel; single line – dressed-quark propagator, S; Γ – diquark
correlation amplitude; and double line – diquark propaga-
tor, D. (See Appendix C for specification of these functions.)
Regarding ground-state∆-baryons, only isovector-axialvector
diquarks ({dd}, {ud}, {uu}) play a material role [21].

isovector-vector. However, detailed analyses reveal [21]

that isovector-vector diquarks may be neglected with

practically no cost. Hence, we work with the simple

isovector-axialvector Faddeev amplitude detailed in Ap-

pendix C.3. These diquarks are characterised by the

following mass-scale (in GeV):

m{uu}1+ = m{ud}1+ = m{dd}1+ = 0.89 , (14)

whose value has been constrained by successful appli-

cations to many baryons – see, e.g., Refs. [63–67].

Six distinct contributions are required to provide a

symmetry-preserving treatment of the axialvector and

pseudoscalar currents of a baryon described by the Fad-

deev equation in Fig. 1 [14, 15]. For ∆-baryons consti-

tuted solely from axialvector diquarks, however, Dia-

gram (3) does not contribute because there are no other
participating diquarks into which the axialvector can be

transformed. Mathematical realisations of the images in

Fig. 2 are provided in Appendix D.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Axial-vector form factors

Our predictions for g1(x), g3(x), x = Q2/m2
∆, are de-

picted in Fig. 3, together with results from lQCD [41]

and a χQSM [50]. As described in Sec. 2.1, g1(x) and

g3(x) are analogues of the nucleon axial and induced

pseudoscalar form factors, GA(x), GP (x), respectively.

Here and hereafter, each of our predictions is embedded

in a band that expresses the impact of a ±5% variation

in the axialvector diquark mass and, consequently, the

width of its correlation amplitude, Eq. (C.26).

Considering Fig 3A, one sees that our CSM predic-

tion agrees qualitatively with the lQCD results. One

-1095.4388 px

Fig. 2 Axial or pseudoscalar current that ensures PCAC
for on-shell baryons described by a Faddeev amplitude pro-
duced by the equation depicted in Fig. 1. Legend. Single line,
dressed-quark propagator; undulating line, the axialvector or
pseudoscalar current; Γ , diquark correlation amplitude; dou-
ble line, diquark propagator; and χ, seagull terms. For ∆-
baryons, Diagram (3) does not contribute.

cannot say more because the lQCD uncertainties are

too large. Considering the χQSM result [50], which is

the only other available calculation of ∆(1232)-baryon

axialvector form factors, there is agreement at low-x,

but the χQSM produces a softer x-dependence. Given

that the CSM framework is explicitly Poincaré-covariant,

one may reasonably expect its form factor predictions to

remain reliable as x increases, whereas those obtained

in formulations which lack this feature are likely to de-

grade.

On the domain depicted, the central CSM result is

accurately interpolated using Eq. (E.53) with the coef-

ficients in Table 2. Interestingly, g1(x) can be interpo-

lated, almost equally well, by a dipole form

g1(x) =
g1(0)(

1 + x/(m∆
A/m∆)2

)2 , (15)

with the axial mass m∆
A = 0.95(2)m∆. In this context,

the nucleon axial mass is mA = 1.23(3)mN , where mN

is the nucleon mass. Evidently, converted to GeV, these

dipole masses are equal within mutual uncertainties.

The∆-baryon axial charge is defined via g∆A = g1(x =

0); and although predictions for ∆-baryon axial form

factors are rare, there are many calculations of g∆A , us-

ing a variety of frameworks. In Fig. 4, we depict our

predictions:

g∆
+

A = 0.71(9) , g∆
++

A = 2.13(27) = 3g∆
+

A , (16)

along with values obtained using other methods. Ev-

idently, there is general agreement on the results, al-

though the lQCD values lie systematically lower than

other estimates.
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Fig. 3 Panel A. g1(x) calculated herein – blue curve within
lighter blue uncertainty band. Panel B. g3(x) calculated
herein – dot-dashed blue curve within lighter blue uncer-
tainty band; and long-dashed orange curve – PPD approx-
imation, Eq. (17), employing our CSM result for g1(x). Com-
parisons in both panels: lQCD [41] – quenched (QWF) [black
squares – mπ = 563 MeV, red triangles – mπ = 490 MeV,
green circles – mπ = 411 MeV], mixed (MAF) [gold stars
– mπ = 353 MeV], domain wall (DWF) [purple diamonds –
mπ = 297 MeV]; and χQSM [50] – short-dashed gray curve.

In Table 1, referring to Fig. 2, we list the relative

strengths of each diagram contribution to g∆
+

A . Dia-

gram (1), with the weak boson striking the dressed

quark in association with a spectator axialvector di-

quark, is dominant. On the other hand, Diagrams (2)

and (4), both contribute materially. There is no contri-

bution from Diagrams (5) and (6) because the seagull

terms, Eqs. (D.50a), (D.50c), are purely longitudinal;

hence, cannot contribute to g1, which is entirely deter-

mined by the Q-transverse part of the ∆-baryon axial

current – see the g1 projection, Eqs. (B.15) – (B.17).

Our prediction for g3(x) is drawn in Fig 3B and com-

pared with results from lQCD and a χQSM. Interpo-

lation of our central result is obtained using Eq. (E.54)

with the coefficients in Table 2. Once again, given the
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Fig. 4 Our predictions for g1(0) of the ∆+ and ∆++ (blue
circles). They are compared with results obtained using lQCD
[41, 42] [green squares, red triangles, respectively – differ-
ent results correspond to different lattice setups]; a χQSM
[50] – black stars; chiral perturbation theory (χPT) [43] –
purple down triangle; a relativistic constituent quark model
(RCQM) [44] – brown diamond; light cone sum rules (LCSR)
[46] – cyan cross; and a perturbative chiral quark model
(PTQM) [49] – gold asterisk.

Table 1 Referring to Fig. 2, separated diagram contribu-
tions (in %) to g1(0), g3(0), h1(0), h3(0) and Gπ∆∆(0),
Hπ∆∆(0). Diagram (1): 〈J〉Aq – weak-boson strikes dressed-
quark with axialvector diquark spectator. Diagram (2):
〈J〉AAqq – weak-boson strikes axialvector diquark with dressed-
quark spectator. Diagram (4): 〈J〉ex – weak-boson strikes
dressed-quark “in-flight” between one diquark correlation and
another. Diagrams (5) and (6): 〈J〉sg – weak-boson couples
inside the diquark correlation amplitude. The listed uncer-
tainties reflect the impact of ±5% variations in the diquark
masses in Eq. (14), e.g., 0.5710∓ ⇒ 0.57∓ 0.10.

〈J〉Aq 〈J〉AAqq 〈J〉ex 〈J〉sg
g1(0) 0.5710∓ 0.161± 0.279± 0
g3(0) 0.5611∓ 0.161± 0.397± −0.101±

h1(0) 0.527∓ 0.261± 0.225± 0
h3(0) 0.557∓ 0.261± 0.215± −0.0193±

Gπ∆∆(0) 0.5511∓ 0.161± 0.408± −0.102±

Hπ∆∆(0) 0.547∓ 0.241± 0.246± −0.0203±

large lQCD uncertainties, one can only conclude that

the lattice results are qualitatively consistent with our

prediction. On the other hand, in this case, one sees

that the χQSM result is uniformly lower than our pre-

diction.

Recalling now that g3 is kindred to the nucleon in-

duced pseudoscalar form factor, GP (x), one may expect

a version of the pion pole dominance (PPD) approxi-

mation to be valid. We find this to be true. Indeed, as

demonstrated by the comparison drawn in Fig 3B, to a
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Fig. 5 Panel A. h1(x) calculated herein – blue curve within
lighter uncertainty band. Panel B. h3(x) calculated herein –
dot-dashed blue curve within lighter uncertainty band; and
long-dashed orange curve – PPD approximation, Eq. (18),
employing our CSM result for h1(x). Comparisons in both
panels: lQCD results [41] – QWF [black squares – mπ =
563 MeV, red triangles – mπ = 490 MeV, green circles –
mπ = 411 MeV], MAF [golden stars – mπ = 353 MeV], DWF
[purple diamonds – mπ = 297 MeV]; and χQSM result [50] –
short-dashed gray curve.

good level of accuracy, one can write

g3(x) ≈ 4

x+m2
π/m

2
∆

g1(x) , (17)

reproducing the form of the nucleon result [14, 15]. One

can therefore consider Eq. (17) to be useful as an inter-

nal consistency check on calculations of ∆-baryon ax-

ial form factors. As such, it may profitably used, e.g.,

to analyse the results in Refs. [41, 42, 50]. We present

a detailed discussion of the origin and applicability of

Eq. (17) in Sec. 4.3.

In Row 2 of Table 1, referring to Fig. 2, we list the

relative strengths of each diagram contribution to g3(0).

Once again, Diagram (1), with the weak boson strik-

ing the dressed quark in association with a spectator

axialvector diquark, is the dominant contributor; Dia-

gram (2) and (4) contributions are significant; and in

this case, the seagull terms act to cancel some of the

Diagram (4) strength.

Our predictions for the remaining two ∆-baryon ax-

ial form factors are drawn in Fig. 5: accurate interpola-

tions of the central results are obtained using Eqs. (E.53)

– (E.55), with the coefficients in Table 2.

Once more, the figures compare our predictions with

the only other available calculations [41, 50]. For these

two form factors, the lQCD uncertainties are especially

large; so, little can be concluded from the numerical

comparison. Qualitatively, however, there are signifi-

cant disagreements. Ref. [41] argues that h1 should ex-

hibit a pion simple pole and h3 a pion double pole.

We disagree with these statements. Reviewing the pro-

jection matrices, Eq. (B.15), and the associated coeffi-

cients, Eq. (B.17), it is immediately apparent that, like

g1, which is regular, h1 only receives contributions from

s3,4, i.e., it is entirely determined by the Q-transverse

part of the ∆-baryon axial current; hence, cannot con-

tain a pion pole. Turning to h3, insofar as projection

matrices are concerned, this form factor is akin to g3;

so, must express the same pion simple pole structure.

In support of these observations we note that whilst

the χQSM results are not in quantitative agreement

with our predictions, their qualitative pion pole struc-

ture predictions are consistent: h1 is regular and h3
exhibits a simple pole. On the domain depicted, the

χQSM results for h1,3(x) are uniformly smaller than

our predictions. We find h1(0) = 2.35(17), whereas the

χQSM result is h1(0) = 1.42.

Like g1,3, the characters of h1,3 are kin to GA,P for

the nucleon. Therefore, once again, one should antici-

pate a PPD relation, viz.

h3(x) ≈ 4

x+m2
π/m

2
∆

h1(x) . (18)

In Fig 5B, this formula is clearly shown to provide a

good approximation. A detailed discussion of the origin

and applicability of Eq. (18) is presented in Sec. 4.3.

In the third and fourth rows of Table 1, we list the

relative strengths of each current diagram contribution

to h1,3(0). There are gross similarities with the g1,3(0)

pattern. The differences are a reversal in the strengths

of Diagrams (2) and (4) and a much smaller (in mag-

nitude) seagull contribution to h3(0) as compared with

that to g3(0).

4.2 π-∆ form factors and GT relations

Consider now the∆-baryon pseudoscalar current, J5,λω.

We focus on Gπ∆∆(x), Hπ∆∆(x) instead of g̃(x), h̃(x)
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Fig. 6 Panel A. Gπ∆∆(x) calculated herein – blue curve
within lighter uncertainty band; and long-dashed grey curve
within lighter grey band – Eq. (23), using CSM prediction for
g1(x). Panel B. Hπ∆∆(x) calculated herein – dot-dashed blue
curve within lighter uncertainty band. and long-dashed grey
curve within lighter grey uncertainty band – Eq. (23), using
CSM prediction for h1(x). Comparison, both panels: lQCD
results [41] – QWF [black squares – mπ = 563 MeV, red trian-
gles – mπ = 490 MeV, green circles – mπ = 411 MeV], MAF
[golden stars – mπ = 353 MeV], and DWF [purple diamonds
– mπ = 297 MeV].

because (i) this largely eliminates sensitivity to pion

mass in the results and (ii) the former functions are

renormalisation point invariant, unlike the latter two.

Our CSM prediction forGπ∆∆(x) is drawn in Fig 6A:

accurate interpolation of the central result is obtained

using Eq. (E.53) with the coefficients in Table 2. Fur-

thermore, on the depicted domain, a fair approximation

to the result may also be obtained with a dipole func-

tion characterised by the mass scale Λπ∆∆ = 0.68(4)m∆

= 0.84(5) GeV, i.e., a soft form factor. The analogous

scale for the nucleon is 0.79 GeV [15]; and just as with

that analysis, our prediction for Λπ∆∆ is ∼ 20% larger

than, hence qualitatively equivalent to, the π∆∆ dipole

mass inferred from a dynamical coupled-channels (DCC)

analysis of πN , γN interactions [68]. This confirms that

future such DCC studies may profit by implementing

couplings and range parameters determined in analyses

like ours.

It is worth stressing that the CSM result forGπ∆∆(x)

does not exhibit a pion pole contribution and, within

their larger uncertainties, the lQCD results agree with

this prediction. Notwithstanding those large uncertain-

ties, one may reasonably conclude that the CSM result

is softer than that obtained using lattice regularisation.

The CSM prediction for Hπ∆∆(x) is depicted in

Fig 6B: accurate interpolation of the central result is

obtained using Eq. (E.53) with the coefficients in Ta-

ble 2. The large lQCD uncertainties make it difficult

to draw conclusions from any comparison. It is plain,

however, that the CSM prediction is a regular function

and although Ref. [41] argues for a pion simple pole in

this function, there is little signal of this in the lattice

results.

Any sensible calculation of Gπ∆∆(x) and Hπ∆∆(x)

should satisfy the GT relations, Eqs. (13). Checking

this, we obtain

Gπ∆∆(0) = 10.16(1.83)

cf.
m∆

fπ
g1(0) = 10.42(1.32) , (19a)

Hπ∆∆(0) = 34.50(3.74)

cf.
m∆

fπ
h1(0) = 34.48(2.49) ; (19b)

so, our results comply with the GT constraints.

Extrapolating Gπ∆∆ and Hπ∆∆ to Q2 = −m2
π, we

find the two distinct π-∆ couplings

gπ∆∆ := Gπ∆∆(Q2 = −m2
π) = 10.46(1.88) , (20a)

hπ∆∆ := Hπ∆∆(Q2 = −m2
π) = 35.73(3.75) . (20b)

Regarding gπ∆∆, a forty-year-old near-threshold π−p→
π+π−n experiment places only a very loose constraint

[69]: 1.1 . gπ∆∆ . 30. One may also compare with

model calculations: gπ∆∆ ≈ 14.3 [37, quark model –

Eq. (B.21)]; (9/5)gπNN = 23.7(6) [38, baryon 1/Nc];

11.8(2.0) [39, LCSR]; 12.0 [45, current parametrisation];

12.0 [47, AdS/QCD model]; 15.88(6.04)(5.12) [48, χPT].

An error-weighted average of these results is gewa
π∆∆

= 12.5(1.6), with which our prediction is well aligned.

(For results with no or an unrealistic error, we intro-

duced an uncertainty equal to the relative error in the

mean of the central values = 40%.) Including our pre-

diction in the analysis, the result is

gewa
π∆∆ = 11.6(1.2) . (21)

For comparison, gπNN = 13.2(3) [15, Fig. 11a].
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Fig. 7 GT ratios in Eq. (24): RgGT(x) – solid green curve
within lighter uncertainty band; and RhGT(x) – dashed blue
curve within lighter uncertainty band.

Using Eqs. (19), (20), one can calculate two corre-

sponding Goldberger-Treiman discrepancies:

∆g
GT := 1− Gπ∆∆(0)

Gπ∆∆(−m2
π)

= 0.029(0) , (22a)

∆h
GT := 1− Hπ∆∆(0)

Hπ∆∆(−m2
π)

= 0.035(3) . (22b)

These differences measure the deviation of the on-shell

results for Gπ∆∆, Hπ∆∆ from their chiral limit values.

Evidently, these discrepancies are modest and commen-

surate with that predicted for the nucleon [15]: 0.030(1).

We would like to stress that symmetry only requires

that the GT relations, Eqs. (13), are satisfied on x ' 0.

To illustrate their domain of approximate utility, the

panels in Fig. 6 also display the following two functions:

G′π∆∆(x) =
m∆

fπ
g1(x) , H ′π∆∆(x) =

m∆

fπ
h1(x) . (23)

Where these curves overlap with our predictions for

Gπ∆∆(x), Hπ∆∆(x), one has a domain of useful ap-

proximation. That domain is small. A somewhat differ-

ent conclusion is suggested by Ref. [41, Figs. 9, 10], with

the GT relations being satisfied (within large uncertain-

ties) on a material x domain. However, those outcomes

are likely the result of lattice artefacts.

In order to explicate the domain of approximate va-

lidity, Fig. 7 depicts the following GT ratios:

RgGT(x) =
fπGπ∆∆(x)

m∆g1(x)
, RhGT(x) =

fπHπ∆∆(x)

m∆h1(x)
. (24)

These curves decreasing monotonically from unity as x

increases from zero, each deviating from unity by more

than 10% on x > 0.14 and more than 20% on x > 0.29.

In the last two rows of Table 1, referring to Fig. 2,

we list the relative strengths of each diagram contri-

bution to Gπ∆∆(0), Hπ∆∆(0), respectively. Notably,

the breakdown for Gπ∆∆(0) is very much like that for

g3(0); and the separation for Hπ∆∆(0) strongly resem-

bles the h3(0) pattern. Similar statements were also true

for the nucleon induced-pseudoscalar and true pseu-

doscalar form factors, GP,5, respectively – see Ref. [15,

Table 1]; and the explanation is the same. Namely, if

one focuses on the singular (longitudinal) part of the ax-

ial current, J5µ,λω, which provides the overwhelmingly

dominant contribution to g3(0), h3(0), and compares

the related projection matrices for g3, h3, g̃, h̃ – see

Eqs. (B.16), (B.17), (B.19), (B.20), then the following

correspondences become apparent:

g3(0) ≈ g̃(0) ∝ Gπ∆∆(0) , (25a)

h3(0) ≈ h̃(0) ∝ Hπ∆∆(0) . (25b)

Hence, the relative strengths of different diagram con-

tributions must be approximately the same in each case.

4.3 Dissecting the PCAC and PPD relations

Equation (7) is an operator relation. Thus, any physi-

cal results for axialvector and pseudoscalar form factors

should satisfy Eqs. (10). In Ref. [15], a theoretical frame-

work was constructed which guarantees the analogous

outcomes for the nucleon – see Appendix D therein for

a proof. Herein, we have adapted that approach to the

∆-baryon; and, using the explicit expressions for the

current in Fig. 2, written in Appendix D, and follow-

ing the same steps as for the nucleon, one may readily

establish algebraically that all our results comply with

Eqs. (10).

Notwithstanding that, numerical verification is also

useful, not least because it reveals the level of accuracy

in our calculations. Therefore, consider the following

two ∆-baryon PCAC ratios:

RgPCAC =
4g1

x g3 + 4g̃ mq/m∆
, (26a)

RhPCAC =
4h1

xh3 + 4h̃mq/m∆

. (26b)

Our calculated results for both are drawn in Fig. 8: on

the entire displayed domain, both curves are practically

indistinguishable from unity. We reiterate that these

outcomes are parameter independent.

Two PPD relations were introduced and discussed

in Sec. 4.1 – Eqs. (17), (18). In order to draw additional

links with nucleon properties, we reconsider them here
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Fig. 8 Numerical verification of the PCAC relations in
Eqs. (26): solid blue curve within lighter band – Eq. (26a); and
dashed red curve within lighter band – Eq. (26b). In addition,
numerical check of the PPD relations in Eqs. (27): dot-dashed
green curve within lighter band – Eq. (27a); and dotted gold
curve within lighter band – Eq. (27b). As usual, the bands
indicate the response to a ±5% variation in the mass of the
axialvector diquark.

from a different perspective. Consider the following two

ratios (µπ∆ = m2
π/m

2
∆):

RgPPD =
4g1

(x+ µπ∆) g3
, (27a)

RhPPD =
4h1

(x+ µπ∆)h3
. (27b)

The calculated curves are depicted in Fig. 8. Similar to

the nucleon result [15, Fig. 8], these curves lie . 1%

below unity on x ' 0 and grow toward unity as x in-

creases. The behaviour is genuine, can readily be ex-

plained within our quark+diquark framework, and is

actually universal for all baryon PPD ratios. We will

exemplify these things using RgPPD.

First note that in the chiral limit, RgPPD – Eq. (27a)

and RgPCAC – Eq. (26a) are equivalent; hence, both are

precisely unity:

R
g,mq=0
PPD = R

g,mq=0
PCAC =

4g
mq=0
1

xg
mq=0
3

= 1 . (28)

Second, considering the dressed-quark vertex –

Eq. (D.39a), the diquark vertex – Eq. (D.43), and the

seagull terms – Eqs. (D.50a), (D.50c), one can establish

that the axialvector current, J5µ,λω, is a sum of well-

defined regular and singular pieces, in consequence of

which one may write

g1 = g1,regular + g1,singular , (29a)

g3 = g3,regular + g3,singular . (29b)

Furthermore, the regular part of J5µ,λω does not de-

pend explicitly on the current-quark mass, mq, and the

singular part is proportional to Qµ/(Q
2 + m2

π); hence,

is purely longitudinal and does not contribute to g1 –

see Eqs. (B.15) – (B.17). Consequently,

g1 = g1,regular = g
mq=0
1,regular = g

mq=0
1 . (30)

Extending these considerations,

g3,regular = g
mq=0
3,regular , (31a)

(Q2 +m2
π)g3,singular = Q2g

mq=0
3,singular =: m2

∆ g , (31b)

where g is a regular function. Inserting Eqs. (30), (31)

into Eq. (27a) and using Eq. (28), we arrive at

RgPPD =
4g
mq=0
1

xg
mq=0
3 + g

mq=0
3,regularµ

π
∆

(32a)

=
xg

mq=0
3

xg
mq=0
3 + g

mq=0
3,regularµ

π
∆

(32b)

=
xg

mq=0
3,regular + g

xg
mq=0
3,regular + g + g

mq=0
3,regularµ

π
∆

. (32c)

Plainly, on x ' 0, RgPPD must differ from unity because

of the denominator term ∝ µπ∆ = m2
π/m

2
∆; and the size

of the correction diminishes as µπ∆/x with increasing x.

The size of the x ' 0 deviation is readily estimated

algebraically. Using Eqs. (10a), (11a), (13a), one finds

g3(x) =
4

x
g1(x)

[
1− µπ∆

x+ µπ∆

Gπ∆∆(x)/Gπ∆∆(0)

g1(x)/g1(0)

]
. (33)

Now, referring to Eq. (27a), define

gπ3 (x) =
4

x+ µπ∆
g1(x) =

4

x
g1(x)

[
1− µπ∆

x+ µπ∆

]
. (34)

Then,

RgPPD ≡
gπ3 (x)

g3(x)
(35a)

=

[
1 +

µπ∆
x

(
1− Gπ∆∆(x)/Gπ∆∆(0)

g1(x)/g1(0)

)]−1
. (35b)

Consequently,

RgPPD(x ' 0) =
(
1 + 1

6m
2
π[r2Gπ∆∆ − r

2
g1 ]
)−1

, (36)

where rGπ∆∆ , rg1 are form factor radii, defined, via (F ∈
{Gπ∆∆, g1})

r2F = −6
1

m2
∆

d

dx

GF (x)

GF (0)

∣∣∣∣
x=0

. (37)

Using our interpolations of Gπ∆∆, g1 – Appendix E,

one obtains rGπ∆∆ = 0.60(1) fm, rg1 = 0.53(1) fm; and

inserting these values into Eq. (36):

RgPPD(Q2 ' 0) = 0.993(0). (38)
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This result matches and explains that in Fig. 8. (It is

worth noting here that rg1 = 0.78(1) rNA , i.e., the axial

radius of the ∆-baryon is roughly 20% smaller than that

of the nucleon.)

The behaviour of the second PPD ratio, RhPPD –

Eq. (27b), can similarly be explained. Using Eq. (37),

rHπ∆∆ = 0.64(2) fm, rh1 = 0.56(3) fm−1; hence,

RhPPD(x ' 0) =
(
1 +

1

6
m2
π[r2Hπ∆∆ − r

2
h1

]
)−1

(39a)

= 0.992(1) . (39b)

As expected, this value matches and explains the asso-

ciated result in Fig. 8.

5 Axial charge flavour separation

As noted in the Introduction, the Poincaré-covariant

Faddeev wave functions of ∆-baryons are simpler than

that of the proton because ∆ states only contain isovec-

tor-axialvector diquarks whereas the proton also con-

tains isoscalar-scalar diquarks that can mix with isovec-

tor-axialvector diquarks under weak interactions. Nev-

ertheless, Poincaré-covariant ∆-baryon wave functions

are not trivial: in addition to S-wave components, they

contain significant P-wave and S⊗ P-interference com-

ponents [21, Fig. 8a]. Consequently, as with the pro-

ton [70], there is no reference frame in which the total

J = 3
2 of the ∆-baryon is merely the sum of three par-

allel J = 1
2 quark spins.

These remarks can be quantified by presenting a

flavour decomposition of g∆1 (0). Consider first the ∆++.

In this case, only the u-quark contributes. There are

three u quarks; so, one can write

g∆
++

A =: 3g∆uA = 3× 0.71(9)⇒ g∆uA = 0.71(9) , (40)

where the last few steps express results of our calcula-

tions – see Eq. (16). (Here, we have explicitly removed

the valence quark number, n∆
++

u = 3, from the charge.)

Our prediction may be compared with a lQCD estimate

of this charge [42]: g∆uA = 0.59(16). They agree within

mutual uncertainties. (Recall Fig. 4, in which lQCD re-

sults are systematically lower than other estimates.)

The isoscalar axial charge of any hadron is invariant

under leading-order QCD evolution [70, 71].

In any simple SU(4) quark model, the result here

would be 3 × gQM
A , gQM

A = 1. Two conclusions are im-

mediately apparent: (i) owing to spin–flavour–relative-

momentum correlations expressed in the Faddeev wave

function, which break SU(4) symmetry, the axial charge

of each dressed quark within the∆-baryon is “quenched”;

and (ii), consequently, dressed-quarks in the ∆++ carry

only ≈ 71% of the baryon’s total spin. In the proton,

the result is ≈ 65%.

Turning to the ∆−, only d quarks contribute. In this

case, using Eqs. (A.13), we find (in the isospin symme-

try limit)

g∆
−

A = −g∆
++

A =: −3g∆dA ⇒ g∆dA = 0.71(9) . (41)

Evidently,

g∆dA
g∆uA

= 1 cf.
gpdA
gpuA

= −0.64(4) , (42)

where the last equality expresses the result for the anal-

ogous ratio in the proton [16]. (Recall, herein we have

removed the in-hadron valence quark number from the

charge: npu = 2, npd = 1.) The change in sign and relative

magnitudes revealed by Eq. (42) highlight the impacts

of the additional correlations within the proton wave

function on the effective axial charges of its dressed

quarks.

6 Summary and perspective

Using a Poincaré-covariant quark+diquark Faddeev

equation treatment of ∆-baryons and weak interaction

currents that guarantee consistency with relevant Ward-

Green-Takahashi identities, we delivered the first con-

tinuum predictions for all six ∆-baryon elastic weak

form factors. In doing so, we unified them with the three

analogous nucleon form factors, treated using the same

framework elsewhere [15]. Concerning ∆-baryons, there

are two distinct classes of partial conservation of axial

current (PCAC) and related Goldberger-Treiman (GT)

relations, involving form factor sets (g1, g3, Gπ∆∆),

(h1, h3, Hπ∆∆), and we provided a detailed discussion

of their realisations within our framework.

The ∆-baryon g1 axial form factor is analogous to

the nucleon GA form factor. Our calculations show that

it can reliably be approximated by a dipole function on

0 < Q2 . 1.6m2
∆, where m∆ is the ∆-baryon mass,

normalised by an axial charge, which takes the value

g∆
+

A = 0.71(9) [Eqs. (15), (16)]. The dipole mass, m∆
A =

0.95(2)m∆, is a little larger than that found in analysing

GA. Our prediction for g1(Q2) is consistent with avail-

able results from lattice-regularised QCD (lQCD) [40,

41] [Fig. 3A]. It is also more precise and, therefore, given

the accuracy of the kindred prediction forGA(Q2), quite

likely more reliable.

Regarding the g3 form factor, which is an analogue

of the nucleon induced-pseudoscalar form factor, GP ,

we showed that it possesses a first-order pion pole. Fur-

ther in this connection, to a good level of accuracy, g3
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and g1 are related by a pion pole dominance (PPD) ap-

proximation [Eq. (17), Fig. 8]; again, just as one finds

for the kindred nucleon form factors.

Turning to the other class of form factors, we pre-

dicted that h1 is a regular function and, like g3 and GP ,

h3 exhibits a first-order pion pole [Fig. 5]. In these state-

ments, which are supported by algebraic analyses, we

differ with those inferred from lQCD [40, 41]. Notably,

the only other calculation of these form factors sup-

ports our findings [50]. Unsurprisingly, given the sym-

metry preserving character of our analysis, to a good

level of accuracy, a PPD approximation links h1 and h3
[Eq. (18), Fig. 8].

The ∆-baryon pseudoscalar currents are best char-

acterised in terms of renormalisation point invariant

π∆∆ form factors: Gπ∆∆, Hπ∆∆ [Sec. 4.2]. We find, al-

gebraically and numerically, that both are regular func-

tions, just as isGπNN . These results challenge the lQCD

claim that Hπ∆∆ has a pion simple pole [41]. Regarding

Gπ∆∆, there are many estimates of the Q2 + m2
π = 0

(pion on-shell) value. We predict gπ∆∆ = 10.46(1.88),

which compares favourably with an error weighted aver-

age of model estimates, viz. 12.5(1.6). The on-shell value

of the second π∆∆ form factor is hπ∆∆ = 35.73(3.75).

Our results are consistent with the GT symmetry con-

straints – algebraically and numerically [Eqs. (19)]: of

course, these constraints only apply on Q2/m2
∆ ' 0.

Partly as a check on our numerical methods, we ver-

ified that the PCAC relations – expressing key sym-

metries of Nature and proved algebraically within our

framework, are also satisfied numerically in our calcu-

lations: the mismatch is never more than 0.1% [Fig. 8].

We also showed that the two ∆-baryon PPD approx-

imations are satisfied at better than 1% on Q2 > 0,

explaining that the Q2/m2
∆ ' 0 discrepancy is real and

natural [Sec. 4.3].

Having established the hardiness of our framework,

we completed a flavour decomposition of the ∆-baryon

axial charges [Sec. 5]. Owing to the simplicity of ∆-

baryon Poincaré-covariant wave functions when com-

pared to that of the proton, this was relatively straight-

forward. The analysis predicts that, at the hadron scale,

the dressed-quarks carry 71% of the ∆-baryon spin,

with the remainder stored in quark+diquark orbital an-

gular momentum. In the proton, the analogous frac-

tion is ≈ 65%. Notably, too, the additional correla-

tions within the proton wave function produce different

quenchings of the u and d quark axial charges.

As stated at the outset, now, with reliable predictive

tool established, the natural next step is to calculate the

form factors that characterise weak-interaction induced

N → ∆(1232) transitions. Reliable predictions for these

transition form factors are important in order to under-

stand modern neutrino-nucleus scattering experiments

that seek physics beyond the Standard Model. Con-

sequently, many estimates exist. However, none may

claim to deliver a fully Poincaré-covariant treatment

of the process, which, simultaneously, unifies it with a

large array of electroweak properties of the nucleon and

∆-baryons themselves.

A longer term goal is elimination of the quark+di-

quark approximation to the Faddeev kernel, replacing

the resulting Faddeev amplitude with the solution of a

truly three-body equation. Following Refs. [72, 73], this

is achievable. However, it must also be realistic; and

that challenge may require an approach which goes be-

yond the leading-order continuum Schwinger function

method truncation of the baryon three-body problem.
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Appendix A: Colour and flavour coefficients

The explicit form of the ∆-baryon Faddeev equation

pictured in Fig. 1 is

Ψ∆µν(p;P )

=

∫
dk

K ∆
µλ(p, k, P )S(k̃q)D1+

λσ(k̃d)Ψ
∆
σν(k;P ) , (A.1)

where
∫
dk

:=
∫
dkp/(2π)4; and the Faddeev equation

quark-exchange kernel is

K ∆
µλ(p, k, P ) = Γ 1+

λ (kr)S
T(q)Γ̄ 1+

µ (pr) , (A.2)

with momenta (η = 1/3, η̂ = 1− η)

p̃q = p+ η P , k̃q = k + η P ,

p̃d = −p+ η̂ P , k̃d = −k + η̂ P ,

q = p̃d − k̃q ,

pr =
k̃q − q

2
, kr =

p̃q − q
2

.

(A.3)

Taking the product of the flavour and colour matri-

ces in Eq. (A.1), which are given in Eqs. (C.26), (C.32),

and subsequently projecting onto the isospinors of the
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specified ∆ state:

e∆++ =


1

0

0

0

 , e∆+ =


0

1

0

0

 , (A.4a)

e∆0 =


0

0

1

0

 , e∆− =


0

0

0

1

 , (A.4b)

one finds that the colour-flavour coefficient of ∆-baryon

Faddeev equation, Eq. (A.1), is “−1”.

For the form factor diagrams of Fig. 2, each of the

flavour coefficients must be calculated separately. One

has

3∑
k,l=1

[
δkl(skf )†

(τ j
2

)
(slf )

]
, (A.5)

for the probe-quark diagram – Diagram (1),

where {skf |k = 1, 2, 3} are given in Eq. (C.34);

3∑
k,l=1

[
(skf )† (slf ) tr

[
(tkf )† (tlf )

(τ j
2

)†]]
, (A.6)

for the probe-diquark diagram – Diagram (2), where the

diquark flavour matrices are given in Eq. (C.27); and

3∑
k,l=1

[
(skf )† (tlf )

(τ j
2

)†
(tkf )† (slf )

]
, (A.7)

for the exchange diagram – Diagram (4).

The seagull case is somewhat more complicated be-

cause one needs to treat the bystander and exchange

quark legs separately. Considering Diagram (5), the ex-

change leg is

3∑
k,l=1

[
(skf )† (tlf )

(τ j
2

)†
(tkf )† (slf )

]
(A.8)

and the bystander leg is

3∑
k,l=1

[
(skf )†

(τ j
2

)
(tlf ) (tkf )† (slf )

]
. (A.9)

For the conjugation, Diagram (6), the exchange leg

is

3∑
k,l=1

[
(skf )† (tlf )

(τ j
2

)†
(tkf )† (slf )

]
(A.10)

and the bystander,

3∑
k,l=1

[
(skf )† (tlf ) (tkf )†

(τ j
2

)
(slf )

]
. (A.11)

Finally, again, one must project these matrices,

Eqs. (A.5) – (A.11), into the required ∆-baryon charge

state using the isospin vectors in Eqs. (A.4).

The colour factors are “1” for impulse-approximation

contributions – Diagrams (1) and (2), and “−1” for the

exchange and seagull diagrams – Diagrams (4), (5), (6).

Using the ∆+-baryon as the exemplar, writing the

flavour and colour factors explicitly, one has

J∆
+

5(µ),λω =
1

3

(
J
q(1)
5(µ),λω + J

dq(2)
5(µ),λω − J

ex(4)
5(µ),λω

−J sg(5)
5(µ),λω − J

sg(6)
5(µ),λω

)
. (A.12)

Here, for additional clarity, we have included the dia-

gram label from Fig. 2 as an additional superscript. In

the isospin symmetry limit, expressions for the other ∆

states can be obtained straightforwardly:

J∆
++

5(µ),λω = 3J∆
+

5(µ),λω , (A.13a)

J∆
0

5(µ),λω = −J∆
+

5(µ),λω , (A.13b)

J∆
−

5(µ),λω = −3J∆
+

5(µ),λω . (A.13c)

Thus,

F∆
++

= 3F∆
+

, (A.14a)

F∆
0

= −F∆
+

, (A.14b)

F∆
−

= −3F∆
+

, (A.14c)

where F ∈ {g1, g3, h1, h3, g̃, h̃, Gπ∆∆, Hπ∆∆}.

Appendix B: Extraction of the form factors

Beginning with the expressions for the ∆ axial current,

Eqs. (2), (5), one can extract the four axialvector form

factors by using the following projection matrices:

s1 := itrD[J5µ,λωγ5]Q̂µQ̂λQ̂ω , (B.15a)

s2 := itrD[J5µ,λλγ5]Q̂µ , (B.15b)

s3 := trD[J5µ,λωγ
T
µ γ5]Q̂λQ̂ω , (B.15c)

s4 := trD[J5µ,λλγ
T
µ γ5] , (B.15d)

where the trace is over Dirac indices; Q̂µ = Qµ/
√
Q2,

γTµ = γµ − γ · Q̂Q̂µ. In this case, one has

g1 =

4∑
i=1

c1isi , g3 =

4∑
i=1

c2isi , (B.16a)

h1 =

4∑
i=1

c3isi , h3 =

4∑
i=1

c4isi , (B.16b)
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with (t = Q2/[4m2
∆])

c11 = 0 = c12 ,

c13 =
3(1 + 2t )

8(1 + t )2
, c14 =

−3

8(1 + t )
,

c21 =
1 + 4t

4t 3/2(1 + t )
, c22 =

−1

2t 3/2
,

c23 =
3(1 + 2t )

8t (1 + t )2
, c24 =

−3

8t (1 + t )
,

c31 = 0 = c32 ,

c33 =
3(5 + 8t [1 + t ])

16t (1 + t )3
, c34 =

−3(1 + 2t )

8t (1 + t )2
,

c41 =
5 + 4t (1 + 2t )

4t 5/2(1 + t )2
, c42 =

−(1 + 4t )

4t 5/2(1 + t )
,

c43 =
3(5 + 8t [1 + t ])

16t 2(1 + t )3
, c44 =

−3(1 + 2t )

8t 2(1 + t )2
.

(B.17)

Turning to the ∆-baryon pseudoscalar current,

Eqs. (4), (5), one can extract the other two form factors

of interest. Using the following projection matrices:

s̃1 := itrD[J5,λωγ5]Q̂λQ̂ω , (B.18a)

s̃2 := itrD[J5,λλγ5] , (B.18b)

one has

g̃ =

2∑
i=1

c̃1is̃i , h̃ =

2∑
i=1

c̃2is̃i , (B.19)

with

c̃11 =
−(1 + 4t )

4t (1 + t )
, c̃12 =

1

2t ,

c̃21 =
−(5 + 4t [1 + 2t ])

4t 2(1 + t )2
, c̃22 =

1 + 4t
4t 2(1 + t )

.

(B.20)

Appendix C: QCD-kindred framework

Since being introduced in Refs. [74–76], the QCD-kindred

model for ground-state mesons and baryons that we use

herein has been refined in a series of analyses that may

be traced from Ref. [28]. Consistency between the vari-

ous Schwinger functions involved is guaranteed through

their mutual interplay in the description and prediction

of hadron observables.

Appendix C.1: Dressed quark propagator

The dressed-quark propagator is:

S(p) = −iγ · p σV (p2) + σS(p2) (C.21a)

= 1/[iγ · pA(p2) +B(p2)] . (C.21b)

Regarding light-quarks, the wave function renormalisa-

tion and dressed-quark mass:

Z(p2) = 1/A(p2) , M(p2) = B(p2)/A(p2) , (C.22)

respectively, receive significant momentum-dependent

corrections at infrared momenta [77–79]: Z(p2) is sup-

pressed and M(p2) enhanced. These features are an ex-

pression of emergent hadron mass (EHM) [12, 53–55].

An efficacious parametrisation of S(p), which ex-

hibits the features described above, has been used ex-

tensively in hadron studies – see, e.g., [63–67]. It is ex-

pressed via

σ̄S(x) = 2 m̄F(2(x+ m̄2))

+ F(b1x)F(b3x) [b0 + b2F(εx)] , (C.23a)

σ̄V (x) =
1

x+ m̄2

[
1−F(2(x+ m̄2))

]
, (C.23b)

with x = p2/λ2, m̄ = m/λ,

F(x) =
1− e−x

x
, (C.24)

σ̄S(x) = λσS(p2) and σ̄V (x) = λ2 σV (p2). The mass-

scale, λ = 0.566 GeV, and parameter values

m̄ b0 b1 b2 b3

0.00897 0.131 2.90 0.603 0.185
, (C.25)

associated with Eqs. (C.23) were fixed in analyses of

light-meson observables [75, 80]. (In Eq. (C.23a), ε =
10−4 serves only to decouple the large- and intermediate-

p2 domains.)

The dimensionless u = d current-mass in Eq. (C.25)

corresponds to mq = 5.08 MeV and the propagator

yields the following Euclidean constituent-quark mass,

defined by solving p2 = M2(p2): ME
q = 0.33 GeV. The

ratio ME
q /mq = 65 is one expression of dynamical chi-

ral symmetry breaking (DCSB), a corollary of emergent

hadronic mass, in the parametrisation of S(p). It high-

lights the infrared enhancement of the dressed-quark

mass function.

The dressed-quark mass function generated by Eqs.

(C.23) – (C.25) is drawn elsewhere [15, Fig. 13]. The

image demonstrates that, although simple and intro-

duced long beforehand, the parametrisation is a sound

representation of contemporary numerical results.

The expressions in Eq. (C.23) ensure dressed-quark

confinement via the violation of reflection positivity–

see, e.g. Ref. [12, Sec. 5]. The same is true of the diquark

propagators in Eq. (C.31).
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Appendix C.2: Diquark amplitude and propagator

Regarding ∆-baryons, it is only necessary to involve

isovector-axialvector diquarks [21]. Retaining just the

dominant structure, their correlation amplitude is

Γ 1+

µ (k;K) = ig1+γµC~tf ~HcF (k2/ω2
1+) . (C.26)

Here, K is the diquark’s total momentum; k is the

relative momentum; F is the function in Eq. (C.24);

ω1+ is a width parameter, which characterises the di-

quark’s propagation within the baryon, ω2
1+ = m2

1+/2,

where m1+ = 0.89 GeV is the diquark mass; ~Hc =

{iλ7c ,−iλ5c , iλ2c}, with {λkc , k = 1, . . . , 8} being Gell-

Mann matrices in colour space, expresses the diquarks’

colour antitriplet character; C = γ2γ4 is the charge-

conjugation matrix; and ~tf = (t1f , t
2
f , t

3
f ) are the flavour

matrices:

t1f =
1

2
(τ0 + τ3) , (C.27a)

t2f =
1√
2
τ1 , (C.27b)

t3f =
1

2
(τ0 − τ3) . (C.27c)

The coupling constant, g1+ , is determined by the

canonical normalisation condition:

2Kµ =
∂

∂Qµ
Π(K;Q)

∣∣∣∣K2=−m2
1+

Q=K

, (C.28a)

Π(K,Q) = 1
3T

K
ρνΠρν(K;Q) , (C.28b)

Πρν(K,Q) = trCDF

∫
d4k

(2π)4
Γ̄ 1+

ρ (k;−K)

× S(k +Q/2)Γ 1+

ν (k;K)ST(−k +Q/2) , (C.28c)

where TKρν = [δρν +KρKν/m
2
1+ ] and

Γ̄ 1+

µ (k;K) = C†Γ 1+

µ (−k;K)C . (C.29)

Using Eqs. (14), (C.26), and(C.28), one finds

g1+ = 12.7 . (C.30)

In order to solve the Faddeev equation, Fig. 1, one

also needs to specify the diquark propagator:

D1+

µν (K) =

[
δµν +

KµKν

m2
1+

]
1

m2
1+

F (k2/ω2
1+) . (C.31)

Appendix C.3: ∆ Faddeev amplitude

The solution of the ∆(1232)-baryon Faddeev equation,

specified generically by Fig. 1, takes the form:

Ψ∆µν(`;P ) =

8∑
k=1

a∆k (`2; ` · P )Dk
µν(`;P )

λ0c√
3
~sf , (C.32a)

Dk
µν = Skδµν , k = 1, 2 , (C.32b)

Dk
µν = iγ5Ak−2

µ `⊥ν , k = 3, . . . , 8 , (C.32c)

where

S1 = ID , (C.33a)

S2 = iγ · ˆ̀− ˆ̀· P̂ ID , (C.33b)

A1
µ = γ · `⊥P̂µ , (C.33c)

A2
µ = −iP̂µID , (C.33d)

A3
µ = γ · ˆ̀⊥ ˆ̀⊥

µ , (C.33e)

A4
µ = iˆ̀⊥µ ID , (C.33f)

A5
µ = γ⊥µ − A3

µ , (C.33g)

A6
µ = iγ⊥µ γ · ˆ̀⊥ − A4

µ , (C.33h)

are the Dirac basis matrices, with ˆ̀2 = 1, P̂ 2 = −1,

`⊥ν = ˆ̀
ν + ˆ̀· P̂ P̂ν , γ⊥ν = γν + γ · P̂ P̂ν ; λ0c = diag[1, 1, 1]

is a colour matrix; and ~sf are the flavour matrices of

the quark+diquark amplitude, which are obtained by

removing the diquark’s flavour matrices (C.27) from the

∆’s full amplitude,

s1f =

(
1 0 0 0

0
√

1
3 0 0

)
, (C.34a)

s2f =

 0
√

2
3 0 0

0 0
√

2
3 0

 , (C.34b)

s3f =

(
0 0

√
1
3 0

0 0 0 1

)
. (C.34c)

Upon solving the Faddeev equation, one obtains all

scalar functions in Eq. (C.32) and the ∆-baryon mass.

Using Eq. (14),

m∆ = 1.35 GeV . (C.35)

Notably, the kernel in Fig. 1 omits all those contribu-

tions which may be linked with meson-baryon final-

state interactions, i.e., the terms resummed in DCC

models in order to transform a bare-baryon into the

observed state [68, 81–83]. The Faddeev equation out-

puts should thus be viewed as describing the dressed-

quark core of the ∆-baryon, not the completely-dressed,

observable object [84–86]. In support of this interpre-

tation, we refer to Ref. [21, Fig. 4], which shows mass
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predictions for the four lowest-lying ∆-baryon multi-

plets. Evidently, by subtracting δMB = 0.17 GeV from

each calculated mass, a value that matches the offset be-

tween bare and dressed ∆(1232) 3
2

+
masses determined

in the DCC analysis of Ref. [82], one finds level order-

ings and splitting that match well with experiment.

Appendix D: Current diagrams

In Fig. 2, we draw the symmetry preserving current

appropriate to a baryon whose structure is prescribed

by the Faddeev equation indicated by Fig. 1. In gen-

eral there are six distinct sorts of terms. Diagrams (1)

and (2) may be called impulse contributions: the probe

strikes either a quark or a diquark. Diagram (3) is

a partner to Diagram (2). In cases where more than

one type of diquark correlation is present in the target

baryon, then this contribution expresses probe-induced

transitions between different types, e.g., in the nucleon,

it describes transitions between scalar and axialvector

diquarks. Naturally, since there are only axialvector di-

quarks in ∆-baryons, this diagram vanishes in the cal-

culation of ∆-baryon elastic form factors. That is why

it is “red boxed” in Fig. 2. Impulse contributions are

typically one-loop diagrams, i.e., four dimensional in-

tegrals; and when that is the case, they can readily be

evaluated using Gaussian quadrature methods.

The remaining contributions appear because the

quark exchanged in the Faddeev equation kernel is also

struck by the probe. Diagram (4) is the explicit interac-

tion contribution. Diagrams (5), (6) are so-called sea-

gull terms, whose presence guarantees that all Ward-

Green-Takahashi identities associated with the inter-

action probe are preserved at the baryon level. The

seagulls for electromagnetic interactions were derived

in Ref. [87] and those for weak interactions in Ref. [15].

These three contributions are two-loop diagrams, which

we evaluate using Monte-Carlo methods.

For explicit calculations, we use the Breit frame:

Pi = K − Q/2, Pf = K + Q/2, K = (0, 0, 0, iE∆(Q)),

E2
∆(Q) = m2

∆ +Q2/4.

Appendix D.1: Diagram (1)

Probe coupling directly to the uncorrelated quark:

Jq
5(µ),λω(K,Q) =

∫
dp

Ψ̄∆λα(p′f ;−Pf )S(pq+)

× Γ j5(µ)(pq+, pq−)S(pq−)D1+

αβ(pd)Ψ
∆
βω(p′i;Pi) , (D.36)

where Γ j5(µ) is the dressed-quark pseudoscalar (axialvec-

tor) vertex,

p′i = p− η̂Q/2 , p′f = p+ η̂Q/2 , (D.37a)

pq− = p′i + ηPi , pq+ = p′f + ηPf , (D.37b)

pd = η̂Pi − p′i = η̂Pf − p′f .

The dressed-quark axialvector and pseudoscalar ver-

tices satisfy the axialvector Ward-Green-Takahashi iden-

tity (AWGTI):

QµΓ
j
5µ(k+, k−) + 2imqΓ

j
5 (k+, k−)

=S−1(k+)iγ5
τ j

2
+
τ j

2
iγ5S

−1(k−) , (D.38)

where Q is the incoming probe momentum, k−, k+ are

the incoming and outgoing quark momenta, k± = k ±
Q/2. Preserving the AWGTI is crucial for PCAC [15]

and the following forms ensure this outcome:

Γ j5µ(k+, k−) =
τ j

2
γ5

[
γµΣ

+−
A + 2γ · kkµ∆+−

A

+ 2i
Qµ

Q2 +m2
π

Σ+−
B

]
, (D.39a)

iΓ j5 (k+, k−) =
τ j

2

m2
π

Q2 +m2
π

1

mq
iγ5Σ

+−
B , (D.39b)

where

Σ+−
F =

1

2
[F (k2+) + F (k2−)] , (D.40a)

∆+−
F =

F (k2+)− F (k2−)

k2+ − k2−
, (D.40b)

with F ∈ {A,B} and A and B are the dressing func-

tions in the quark propagator – see Eq. (C.21b) in Ap-

pendix C.1.

Appendix D.2: Diagram (2)

Probe coupling to an axialvector diquark:

Jdq
5(µ),λω(K,Q) =

∫
dp

Ψ̄∆λα(p′′f ;−Pf )D1+

αρ(pd+)

× ΓAA5(µ),ρσ(pd+, pd−)D1+

σβ(pd−)

× S(pq)Ψ
∆
βω(p′′i ;Pi) , (D.41)

where ΓAA5(µ),ρσ is the axialvector diquark pseudoscalar

(axialvector) vertex and

p′′i = p+ ηQ/2 , p′′f = p− ηQ/2 , (D.42a)

pd− = η̂Pi − p′′i , pd+ = η̂Pf − p′′f , (D.42b)

pq = p′′i + ηPi = p′′f + ηPf .
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Fig. 9 Interaction vertex for the JP1
1 → JP2

2 diquark transi-
tion (pd = kd+Q): single line, quark propagator; undulating
line, the axial or pseudoscalar current; Γ , diquark correlation
amplitude; double line, diquark propagator; and χ, seagull
interaction. For ΓAA5(µ),ρσ in Eq. (D.41), JP1

1 = JP2
2 = 1+.

Each current-diquark vertex receives four contribu-

tions, viz. those depicted in Fig. 9. Two of them are gen-

erated by coupling the current to the upper and lower

quark lines of the resolved diquark. The remaining two

are current couplings to the diquark amplitudes, i.e.,

“seagull terms” – see Appendix D.4 for details. Con-

sequently, ΓAA5(µ),ρσ can be expressed as the following

one-loop integral:

ΓAA5(µ),ρσ(pd, kd) =

−trD

∫
d`

[
Γ̄ 1+

ρ (`r)S(`2)Γ j5(µ)(`2, `1)S(`1)Γ 1+

σ (`′r)S
T(`3)

+Γ̄ 1+

ρ (˜̀
r)S(˜̀

3)Γ 1+

σ (˜̀′
r)
[
S(˜̀

2)Γ j5(µ)(
˜̀
2, ˜̀

1)S(˜̀
1)
]T

+Γ̄ 1+

ρ (`)S(`+)χ1+

5(µ),σ(`,Q)ST(−`−)

+χ̄1+

5(µ),ρ(`,Q)S(˜̀
+)Γ 1+

σ (`)ST(−˜̀−)

]
, (D.43)

with

`1
2

=
pd + kd

4
∓ Q

2
+ ` , (D.44a)

`3 =
pd + kd

4
− ` , (D.44b)

`r =
`2 − `3

2
, `′r =

`1 − `3
2

, (D.44c)

˜̀1
2

=
pd + kd

4
∓ Q

2
− ` , (D.44d)

˜̀
3 =

pd + kd
4

+ ` , (D.44e)

˜̀
r =

˜̀
2 − ˜̀

3

2
, ˜̀′
r =

˜̀
1 − ˜̀

3

2
, (D.44f)

`± =
pd
2
± ` , ˜̀± =

kd
2
± ` . (D.44g)

Inserting Eq. (D.43) into Eq. (D.41), it becomes clear

that Diagram (2) is, herein, a two-loop diagram, and its

computation requires Monte-Carlo methods.

Notably, for nucleon axial form factors, Refs. [14–16]

constructed Ansätze for the current-diquark vertices,

ensuring that Diagram (2) remained a 1-loop integral.

This approach cannot efficiently be employed herein be-

cause the ∆-baryon has two independent sets of axi-

alvector and pseudoscalar form factors, viz. {g1, g3, g̃}
and {h1, h3, h̃}.

Appendix D.3: Diagram (4)

Probe coupling to the quark exchanged as one diquark

breaks-up and another is formed:

Jex
5(µ),λω(K,Q) =

∫
dp

∫
dk

Ψ̄∆λρ(p;−Pf )D1+

ρα(p̃d+)

×S(p̃q+)Γ 1+

α (k̃r)
[
S(q̃′)Γ j5(µ)(q̃

′, q̃)S(q̃)
]T
Γ̄ 1+

β (p̃′r)

×S(p̃q−)D1+

βσ(p̃d−)Ψ∆σω(k;Pi) , (D.45)

with

p̃q− = k + ηPi , p̃q+ = p+ ηPf , (D.46a)

p̃d− = η̂Pi − k , p̃d+ = η̂Pf − p , (D.46b)

k̃r =
1

2
((k + η̂ Q) + 2p+ (3η − 1)Pf ) , (D.46c)

p̃r =
1

2
(p+ 2(k + η̂ Q) + (3η − 1)Pf ) , (D.46d)

q̃ = −p− (k + η̂ Q) + (1− 2η)Pf , (D.46e)

k̃′r = k̃r −Q , p̃′r = p̃r −Q , q̃′ = q̃ +Q . (D.46f)

The process of quark exchange in their Faddeev kernel

provides the attraction required to bind the ∆-baryon.

It also ensures that the Faddeev amplitude has the

correct antisymmetry under the exchange of any two

dressed quarks. These features are absent in models

with pointlike diquarks.

Appendix D.4: Diagrams (5) and (6)

Owing to the nonpointlike character of the diquark cor-

relations, one must also consider couplings of the in-

coming probe to the diquark amplitudes, viz. “seagull

terms”, which appear as partners to Diagram (4) and

are necessary to ensure current conservation [87]. The

seagull terms for the axialvector and pseudoscalar cur-

rents are derived in Ref. [15]. One has

J sg
5(µ),λω(K,Q) =

∫
dp

∫
dk

Ψ̄∆λρ(p;−Pf )D1+

ρα(p̃d+)

× S(p̃q+)χj,1
+

5(µ),α(k1, Q)ST(q̃′)Γ̄ 1+

β (p̃′r)S(p̃q−)

×D1+

βσ(p̃d−)Ψ∆σω(k;Pi) , (D.47)

for Diagram (5), and

J sg
5(µ),λω(K,Q) =

∫
dp

∫
dk

Ψ̄∆λρ(p;−Pf )D1+

ρα(p̃d+)
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× S(p̃q+)Γ 1+

α (k̃r)S
T(q̃)χ̄j,1

+

5(µ),β(k2, Q)S(p̃q−)

×D1+

βσ(p̃d−)Ψ∆σω(k;Pi) , (D.48)

for Diagram (6). The momenta are

k1 =
p̃q+ − q̃′

2
, k2 =

p̃q− − q̃
2

. (D.49)

Explicitly, the seagull terms are:

χj,1
+

5µ,α(k,Q) =− Qµ
Q2 +m2

π

[
τ j

2
iγ5Γ

1+

α (k −Q/2)+

Γ 1+

α (k +Q/2)(iγ5
τ j

2
)T
]
, (D.50a)

iχj,1
+

5,α (k,Q) =− 1

2mq

m2
π

Q2 +m2
π

[
τ j

2
iγ5Γ

1+

α (k −Q/2)+

Γ 1+

α (k +Q/2)(iγ5
τ j

2
)T
]
, (D.50b)

χ̄j,1
+

5µ,α(k,Q) =− Qµ
Q2 +m2

π

[
Γ̄ 1+

α (k +Q/2)
τ j

2
iγ5+

(iγ5
τ j

2
)TΓ̄ 1+

α (k −Q/2)

]
, (D.50c)

iχ̄j,1
+

5,α (k,Q) =− 1

2mq

m2
π

Q2 +m2
π

[
Γ̄ 1+

α (k +Q/2)
τ j

2
iγ5+

(iγ5
τ j

2
)TΓ̄ 1+

α (k −Q/2)

]
. (D.50d)

The axialvector and pseudoscalar seagull terms are

related by the following AWGTI:

Qµχ
j,1+

5µ,α(k,Q) + 2imqχ
j,1+

5,α (k,Q)

=− τ j

2
iγ5Γ

1+

α (k −Q/2)− Γ 1+

α (k +Q/2)(iγ5
τ j

2
)T .

(D.51)

Using Eqs. (D.38), (D.51), it is straightforward to ob-

tain the AWGTI for the axialvector diquark vertices,

Eq. (D.43):

QµΓ
AA
5µ,ρσ(pd, kd) + 2imqΓ

AA
5,ρσ(pd, kd) = 0 . (D.52)

Appendix E: Interpolation of the form factors

For−m2
π < s = Q2 < 1.6m2

∆, the∆-baryon axialvector

and π-∆ form factors can accurately be interpolated

using the following function:

a0 + a1s

1 + b1s+ b2s2
, (E.53)

for g1, h1, Gπ∆∆ and Hπ∆∆; and

a0 + a1s

1 + b1s+ b2s2
R (s) , (E.54)

Table 2 Interpolation parameters for ∆-baryon’s axial-
vector and π-∆ form factors, Eqs.(E.53) and (E.54).

a0 a1 b1 b2

g1 0.71 0.024 1.25 0.56
g3 1.00 0.046 1.23 0.60
h1 2.40 −0.32 1.30 0.52
h3 3.43 −0.47 1.31 0.52

Gπ∆∆ 10.16 −2.55 1.29 1.14
Hπ∆∆ 34.50 −7.64 1.62 1.22

for g3 and h3, where

R (s) =
m2
π

s+m2
π

m∆

fπ
. (E.55)

The coefficients for the central results are listed in Ta-

ble 2.
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Simulation of a low-Z-medium detector for 
low-dose high-resolution TOF-PET 

Kepler Domurat-Sousa, Cameron M. Poe, Maya S. McDaniel, Eric Spieglan, Joao F. Shida, Evan Angelico, 
Bernhard W. Adams, Patrick J. La Riviere, Henry J. Frisch, and Allison H. Squires1 

Abstract—Two major challenges in time-of-flight positron emission tomography (TOF-PET) are low spatial 
resolution and high radioactive dose to the patient, both of which result from limitations in detection 
technology rather than fundamental physics. A new type of TOF-PET detector employing low-atomic 
number (low-Z) scintillation media and large-area, high-resolution photodetectors to record Compton 
scattering locations in the detector has been proposed as a promising alternative, but neither a direct 
comparison to state-of-the-art TOF-PET nor the minimum technical requirements for such a system have 
yet been established. Here we present a simulation study evaluating the potential of a proposed low-Z 
detection medium, linear alkylbenzene (LAB) doped with a switchable molecular recorder, for next-
generation TOF-PET detection. We developed a custom Monte Carlo simulation of full-body TOF-PET 
using the TOPAS Geant4 software package. By quantifying contributions and tradeoffs for energy, spatial, 
and timing resolution of the detector, we show that a reasonable combination of specifications improves 
TOF-PET sensitivity by more than 5x, with comparable or better spatial resolution and 40-50% enhanced 
contrast-to-noise as compared to state-of-the-art scintillating crystal materials. These improvements 
enable clear imaging of a brain phantom simulated at less than 1% of a standard radiotracer dose, which 
could enable expanded access and new clinical applications for TOF-PET.  

Index Terms—Geant4, photoswitchable fluorophore, positron emission tomography, TOF-PET, TOPAS.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
TIME-OF-FLIGHT Positron Emission Tomography (TOF-PET) provides critical medical insights into the 

metabolic and biochemical function of tissues and organs by mapping relative uptake of a positron-
emitting radiotracer. TOF-PET imaging traditionally relies on detecting coincident pairs of gamma photon 
arrivals recorded by scintillation crystals arrayed around the subject. Despite its high sensitivity and 
biological specificity, the major drawbacks of TOF-PET remain (1) low image resolution of several mm due 
to the precision with which gamma photon trajectories are determined, setting the minimum detectable 
size of features such as cancer metastases [1], [2], and (2) low detector sensitivity such that only 1-2% of 
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emitted gamma rays are detected in standard (non-full-body) commercial PET systems [3], setting the 
minimum radioactive exposure for patients, the minimum imaging time, and the geographic accessibility 
of PET. These limitations arise from technical constraints of the detector technology, such as crystal size 
and scintillation efficiency, rather than underlying physical principles governing positron annihilation and 
gamma photon emission [4]. 

State-of-the-art TOF-PET imagers implement a near-optimized version of this traditional detection 
approach [5]–[8], [3], [9]. Development of full-body PET systems [1], [10], [11], combined with 
optimization of detector timing precision [12]–[16], trajectory resolution [17], [18], detector material 
[19]–[21], and image reconstruction algorithms [22], [23] have enhanced the efficiency with which 
gamma photons are detected to above 15%  and provide higher-precision estimates of positron-electron 
annihilation locations to improve image resolution to < 3 mm [24]. Yet future TOF-PET development may 
require order-of-magnitude advances in timing precision or an entirely new detector paradigm to 
overcome the fundamental sensing limitations and cost tradeoffs of scintillation crystal arrays. In this 
context, we have been exploring possible TOF-PET scanner designs based on development of inexpensive 
low atomic number (low-Z) scintillating media [25], [26] and microchannel plate photomultiplier tubes 
(MCP-PMTs) [27]–[29], with low-cost GHz waveform sampling data-acquisition [30].  

Here we present Monte Carlo simulations of full-body TOF-PET using the TOPAS Geant4 software 
package, with which we evaluate the feasibility, minimum technical requirements, and potential 
advantages of such a low-Z TOF-PET detector approach. We quantify the contributions and tradeoffs for 
energy, spatial, and timing resolution on PET scan sensitivity and spatial resolution, and compare this 
performance to simulations of a state-of-the-art scintillation crystal-based TOF-PET detector. Finally, we 
simulate low-Z TOF-PET imaging of a brain at 10-2-10-4 reduced radiotracer dose to illustrate one potential 
high-impact use case.   

II. COMPTON DETECTION IN LOW-Z MEDIA FOR TOF-PET 
The proposed low-Z TOF-PET detection approach, shown schematically in Fig. 1, exploits Compton 

scattering rather than the photoelectric effect as the fundamental photon-detector interaction. A low-
atomic number (low-Z) liquid scintillation medium is used instead of high-atomic number scintillation 
crystals, making Compton scattering the predominant interaction [31]. Upon scattering, a recoil electron 
and scintillation light are generated. With each successive Compton scatter, the gamma photon continues 
to lose energy until it either leaves the detector or is absorbed. The observed geometry and energies of 
a chain of Compton scatters, together with its counterpart across the detector and timing information 
from scintillation and/or Cherenkov light, may be used to statistically infer which event occurred first in 
each chain (inset, Fig. 1). Lines-of-response (LORs) are determined using these likely pairs of first scatters 
across the subject, from which the original distribution of radiotracer in the subject may be estimated. 
This approach is fundamentally different from a “Compton camera” [32], [33], which cannot record more 
than one scatter.  

To record a chain of Compton scatters in the detector, energy from each recoil electron must locally 
alter the recording medium to indicate the position of the scatter. The extent of this change should 
correlate to and therefore report the energy of the recoil electron and should be optically detectable. The 
change must persist for sufficient time to record the interaction with high spatial and energetic precision, 
and the medium should be reset after each measurement. The recording mechanism could be 
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thermodynamic, as in a bubble chamber, but chemical changes in molecular state or configuration could 
offer greater sensitivity and opportunities for external control: One such implementation would utilize 
photoswitchable fluorophores [34]–[36] that can be locally activated by energy from a recoil electron to 
switch from a native “dark” state to a fluorescence-capable state that may undergo many cycles of 
excitation and emission, enabling extended-duration recording of the location and number of switched 
molecules before returning to the dark state, as described previously [26] and depicted in Fig. 1. The 
simulations performed in the present work are agnostic to the specific recording mechanism, and instead 
take the efficiency of converting recoil electron energy into a molecular record as a simulated detector 
parameter for energy resolution.  

Regardless of mechanism, a major advantage of a low-Z detection approach to TOF-PET is that 
estimation of the locations and energies of gamma photon interactions in the detector can be decoupled 
from timing measurements, so that these aspects of detection may be independently optimized. The low 
cost and wide availability of low-Z detection media such as organic solvents means that the sensitivity of 
the detector may also be independently tuned to achieve high stopping power through altering the 
detector volume. In the following simulations, we employ linear alkylbenzene (LAB) as the low-Z detection 
medium. LAB has excellent optical clarity at visible wavelengths, high flash point, is low-cost, and has 
relatively high viscosity at room temperature, limiting solute diffusion.  

 

 

Fig. 1.  Schematic of proposed TOF-PET detection scheme using first Compton scatter location to determine a line 
of response (LOR). Low-Z detection media such as linear alkylbenzene (LAB) containing a switchable reporter such 
as a photoswitchable fluorophore surrounds the patient. A positron (green e+) originating from the decay of a 
radiotracer (here: 18F) diffuses (green track) and annihilates with an electron (black e-, white x). Each of the two 
resulting back-to-back gamma photons (dark blue) interacts with the LAB via a chain of Compton scattering events 
(red/orange; circle area is proportional to recoil electron energy). The correct line-of-response (LOR) connects the 
first Compton scatter of each chain; mis-identification of the first interaction will result in an incorrect LOR (gray 
dashed line). Inset: Different possible orderings of Compton scatters in one simulated chain (shadows show 2-D 
projections) are proposed and selected using a likelihood-based figure of merit (FOM); here one incorrect ordering 
is shown (gray dashed line; FOM = 20.88) along with the true ordering (orange / blue; FOM = 0.922). 
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III. METHODS 
A. TOPAS Simulation of TOF-PET and Data Validation 

We constructed and parameterized a simulation of a whole-body TOF-PET scanner using TOPAS 3.8 
[37] running the Geant4 physics modules “g4em-standard opt4” and “g4em-penelope” [38]–[42]. The 
cylindrical detector (2 m long; bore diameter 90 cm; radial thickness 30 cm) is filled with high purity LAB 
(density 0.860 g/cm3, composition 87.86% H, 12.14% C [43]; mean excitation energy 59.4 eV [44]), with 
an air core. Intrinsic radioactivity of detector media is expected to be negligible and is not simulated.  

Different 18F imaging sources can be positioned within the bore of the detector; in this work we used 
the Derenzo geometric phantom [45], the XCAT human phantom [46], and a positron point source. The 
per volume activity for each phantom is benchmarked to typical activity in a patient with a “standard 
dose”, calculated as 5 MBq/kg and a baseline imaging time of 10 minutes. All simulations in this work 
were performed with a reduced dose, set at or below 1/100 of the standard dose. Simulations include in-
patient scattering. 

TOPAS generates a set of 18F positrons throughout the source volumes, which are passed to Geant4 
for propagation. Geant4 handles positron diffusion and annihilation, generating pairs of gamma photons 
that propagate through the simulation volume. We wrote a custom C++ scoring extension for TOPAS to 
records events in the detector volume. The minimum step size was set to 10 μm. Simulations were run 
on a 14-thread processor (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620v4 at 2.10 GHz), with runtimes between 15 and 70 hours 
for 83 million positrons, depending on the complexity of the phantom geometry. Ground truth output 
data include times and Cartesian positions of interactions, the energy balance of each interaction, and all 
particle identities. All custom code and supporting documentation are available for download online [47].  

We validated our simulation by comparing its output with well-established physical phenomena. Fig. 
2a and 2b show the simulated distributions of drift distance and kinetic energy, respectively, of positrons 
at annihilation. The distributions agree well with published results: the full width half maximum of the 
positron drift distance is 0.347 mm, and the majority (98.4%) of positrons have identically zero kinetic 
energy upon annihilation [48]–[50]. Fig. 2c shows the distribution of initial distances traveled into LAB by 
gamma photons prior to interaction, as well as the distance between the first and second scatters in LAB. 
The simulated initial distance corresponds well to the calculated 1/e stopping distance of LAB (12.05 cm) 
[31].  

The scattering angles and the outgoing energies in each scatter are constrained by the electron-
gamma photon two-body kinematics (assuming free electrons). Fig. 2d shows the event-by-event 
relationship between the simulated scattering angle and the recoil electron energy for primary 511 keV 
gamma photons. The Compton formula (dotted blue) fits the simulated data well. The inset shows a 
profile at a scattering angle of π/4. The profile width is due to modeling of electron binding and kinetic 
energy by the Penelope package [51], and has a two-tailed exponential spread with a decay constant of 
2.04 keV-1, matching the expected value for carbon [52].  

The ground truth simulation results also benchmark the expected behavior of a low-Z TOF-PET 
detector: Fig. 2e shows the distribution of the number of scatters observed in Compton chains within the 
detector, averaging 10.1 scatters per chain and heavily skewed towards a lower number of scatters. Fig. 
2f shows the fraction of all Compton scattering events at each recoil electron energy E. As expected, the 
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recoil electron energy trends downward with successive scatters, and the first scatter distribution is well-
fit by the Klein-Nishina model (dotted black) [53]. 

 

Fig. 2.  Simulation validation and characterization. a) Histogram of positron diffusion distance prior to annihilation 
(blue) and fit (red), with FWHM 0.347 mm. b) Histogram of positron kinetic energy at annihilation (blue) is mostly 
identically 0 keV (98.4%). C) Gamma distance into the LAB medium before first Compton scattering event (blue) and 
distance between first and second Compton scattering events (orange). The expected 1/e range for LAB (12.05 cm) 
is shown in gray dashed crosshairs. d) 2-D histogram of energy deposited in the first Compton scattering event (E, 
red-yellow heatmap) for each scattering angle, closely matches the theoretical prediction from the Compton 
relation (dotted blue). Inset: Cross-section at θ = π/4, with double-sided exponential fit (dotted blue). E) Histogram 
of the number of Compton scattering events observed in each chain. f) Histograms of energy deposited in the first 
(blue / diamond), second (orange / square), third (green / circle) and fourth (red / pentagon) Compton scatters in a 
chain, respectively. A fit to the Klein-Nishina cross section is shown as a black dashed line.  
 

B. Simulation of Detector Resolution 
To simulate detector measurements and study how system performance depends on detector 

parameters, random noise was applied to the ground truth simulation data according to the detector’s 
energy, timing, and spatial resolution parameters. Error in energy measurements arises from uncertainty 
in the extent of the recoil electron’s effect on the detection medium. All added noise was Gaussian-
sampled. Assuming a two-state molecular recorder, the efficiency kE with which the recoil e- of energy E 
produces switched molecules, 𝑁𝑁(𝐸𝐸) = 𝐸𝐸 𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸⁄  (units keV/switch), determines the back-propagated 
uncertainty in electron energy, 𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸, using the uncertainty of counting N switched molecules, √𝑁𝑁,  
according to 

 𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸(𝐸𝐸) = 𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸�𝑁𝑁(𝐸𝐸) = �𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝐸𝐸  (1) 
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where N(E) is rounded to the nearest integer. If the resulting noise-corrupted E happens to be negative 
(possible for small N(E) events), the event is discarded. Spatial uncertainty, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥, is directly applied to 
ground truth scattering locations. Timing uncertainty, FWHMt, is directly applied to ground truth 
interaction times. For the purposes of the following analyses we ignore pile-up; we assume that the 
records corresponding to each chain of Compton scatters can be correctly grouped. This might be 
experimentally achieved, for example, using coincidence timing of initial light from each scatter. 

The default resolutions for simulation are set as follows: The energy resolution is set by kE with a 
default value of 1 keV/switch. The default spatial resolution of scattering locations, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥, is a 1 mm standard 
deviation. The default timing resolution, FWHMt, is conservatively set to 500 ps. Variation of these 
parameters is studied in IV.C. Effect of Tuning Detector Parameters.  

C. Statistical Determination of Lines-of-Response 
Simulated detector data are used to reconstruct TOF-PET images based upon the aggregate 

information from many individual lines of response (LORs). For low-Z detection, the line of response for 
each annihilation event is drawn between the first Compton scattering location for the back-to-back 
gamma photons. Image reconstruction therefore first requires correct ordering of each Compton chain. 
While the detector may also provide timing information using scintillation or Cherenkov light, it is not 
strictly necessary; here we develop an ordering algorithm based solely on the geometry and energy of 
scattering interactions.  

We developed an algorithm to determine the most probable ordering (and therefore first scatters) 
in each pair of Compton chains using the overall geometry and measured energies of each set of scatters. 
For each individual event i causing an apparent change in trajectory, θi, of a gamma photon and producing 
a recoil electron with energy Ei, the expected incoming gamma photon energy, 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾

Comp, is given by 

 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾
Comp =

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖+�𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
2+

4𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒
1−cos𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖

2
  (2) 

where me is the rest mass of the electron.  

An alternative estimate of the incoming gamma photon energy, 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾chain, can be calculated based on 
the preceding series of recoil electron energies Ej, along with the initial gamma photon energy of 511 keV:  

 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾chain =  511 keV −∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗𝛾𝛾−1
𝑗𝑗=1    (3) 

where Ej is the observed energy at scatter j.  

Propagation of error gives the uncertainty in each estimate of 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 as calculated using 𝑘𝑘𝐸𝐸(𝐸𝐸) and the 
uncertainty in angular redirection, 𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃(�⃑�𝑥𝛾𝛾−1 , �⃑�𝑥𝛾𝛾 , �⃑�𝑥𝛾𝛾+1, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥), which is calculated from scatter locations and 
the spatial uncertainty 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥. Given these uncertainties, we generate a figure of merit for each individual 
scatter in a proposed chain order, FOMi, using a two-tailed Z-score: 

 FOM𝛾𝛾 =  
�𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖

chain−𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖
Comp�

��𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖
chain�

2
+�𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖

Comp�
2   (4) 

where 𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾chain is the uncertainty in 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾chain, and 𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾
Comp is the uncertainty in 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾

Comp. 
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Possible chain orders are tested in a recursive tree search, keeping only the current minimum FOM 
solution and terminating search branches above a threshold set to a chain length-adaptive value of 1.3 
FOM per scatter. Unpaired chains where only one gamma photon created a detector interaction are 
discarded. Pairs of chains where one or both gamma photons undergo significant in-patient scattering fail 
the FOM test.  

D. Image Reconstruction 
The LOR defined by locations and timing of each pair of first scatters is a needle-shaped 3-D Gaussian 

probability density describing the location of each annihilation. A TOF-PET image can be reconstructed 
based on the collective spatial distribution of all LORs. Filtered back-projection (FBP) and other common 
TOF-PET reconstruction algorithms are designed for discretized LORs and traditional detectors. Here, LOR 
positions and orientations for a low-Z detector are continuous; a sophisticated reconstruction algorithm 
using appropriate weights would require a fully characterized active medium, a realistic optical design, 
and would take full advantage of the correlated spatial and temporal data. Therefore, in this work we 
reconstruct images by summation of probabilities for all LORs over a voxelized volume slice (22 cm x 22 
cm x 0.5 mm with 0.125 mm3 cubic voxels). Each image is normalized by the integrated transverse profile 
of the LOR. All reconstructed image slices shown in this work are taken perpendicular to the detector axis, 
centered on the origin. 

E. Sensitivity, Spatial Resolution, and Contrast-to-Noise (CNR) Criteria 
Two fundamental criteria for evaluating TOF-PET performance are its efficiency in detecting emitted 

gamma photons, or sensitivity, and the width of its point spread function, or spatial resolution. Here, we 
calculate sensitivity, S, directly from simulated data of a point source in vacuum placed at the origin, using 
the ground truth number of pairs of gamma photons that interact with the detector, npair, compared to 
the total number of positrons simulated, Ne+ = 106 positrons, according to 

 𝑆𝑆 =
𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒+

  (5) 

This criterion is based on the NEMA NU-2018 definition of TOF-PET sensitivity [54], substituting a 
point source for the line source so that the same simulated data can be used to calculate the PSF. The full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) and full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) of a transverse image slice 
through the reconstruction of this PSF define the spatial resolution per the NEMA NU-2018 criteria [54].  

To evaluate the fidelity and quality with which reconstructed images represent the true radiotracer 
distribution within the subject, we also calculate the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for well-established 
features of certain phantoms according to 

 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 = �̅�𝑝1−�̅�𝑝0
𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝0

 (6) 

where �̅�𝑝1 is the average value of pixels in the signal region, �̅�𝑝0 is the average value of pixels in the 
background region, and 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝0 is the standard deviation of pixels in the background region. Image regions 
are masked according to the known geometry of the phantom. Rod CNRs are averaged by size group. See 
the Appendix I for mask details and rod-by-rod CNR analysis. 
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F. LYSO Simulation 
For the benchmarking simulation using crystalline lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) as the 

detection medium, the thickness of the detection volume is reduced to 15 cm, and standard LYSO material 
parameters are used (density 7.40 g/cm3, composition 71.4468% Lu, 4.0338% Y, 6.3714% Si, 18.148% O; 
mean excitation energy 411 eV) [55]. The detector volume is modeled as continuous, and for the purposes 
of simulating the detected position, the ground truth interaction position is randomized by a flat 
distribution the size of the 3mm x 3mm x 10mm crystal. The crystals are oriented with the long axis facing 
radially. Note that the LORs for LYSO are only Gaussian in their longitudinal direction due to TOF; their 
transverse probability profiles are flat due to the segmented crystal geometry. For simplicity, we used a 
3mm diameter circular cross section for all LORs (no parallax). Timing uncertainty FWHMt = 300ps is 
applied directly to ground truth. Energy resolution based on a yield of 30,000 photons/MeV for LYSO was 
applied [56]. An energy threshold of within 25% of 511 keV was applied to events to reject in-patient-
scatters. 

IV. RESULTS 
A. Comparison of Low-Z to State-of-the-Art TOF-PET 

We benchmarked the default simulation parameters for a low-Z LAB detector (kE = 1 keV/switch, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 
= 1 mm, FWHMt = 500 ps) against a state-of-the-art lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) crystal 
detector (crystal size of 3mm x 3mm x 10mm), both simulated as described in III. Methods. The thinner 
LYSO detection volume (15 cm vs. 30 cm for LAB) is comparable to state-of-the-art instruments [24]. For 
a point source in vacuum, the sensitivity of the LAB detector is 70% (6.998 x 106 LOR / 107 positrons). The 
sensitivity of the LYSO detector is 12.4% (1.244 x 106 LOR / 107 positrons), in rough agreement with the 
experimental values reported for a similar instrument with slightly higher angular coverage, the 
uEXPLORER whole-body TOF-PET scanner [24]. 

Fig. 3a and 3b show reconstructed images of a water-filled Derenzo phantom at 1/100 standard dose 
(rods: 150 Bq/ml; background: 50 Bq/ml) located at the origin with rods parallel to the detector axis, 
simulated for LAB and LYSO detectors, respectively. Note that for the LYSO image in Fig. 3b, the display 
contrast is enhanced 6x to facilitate comparison with Fig. 3a, as reflected by their respective colorbars. 
The LAB image appears brighter, sharper, and less noisy, which may be partially attributed to the higher 
sensitivity and therefore the higher number of LORs used in the image.  

We compared the PSFs of the LAB and LYSO detectors using a point source in vacuum. The PSF 
profiles are shown in Fig. 3c. The LAB spatial resolution is slightly better (FWHM =  4.6 mm) than the LYSO 
(FWHM = 5.3 mm), but both are comparable. These resolutions would be improved substantially by a 
more sophisticated image reconstruction algorithm, and here serve only to illustrate that a moderate 
estimate of a low-Z detector’s Compton localization precision performs as well as or better than the 
current state-of-the-art.  

As shown in Fig. 3d, the LAB scanner produces better contrast-to-noise ratios for all but the largest 
rod size in the Derenzo phantom. These differences are more pronounced for smaller rods (65%, 50% for 
the 6.4 mm and 7.5 mm rods, respectively). The near identical values for the largest rod may be due to 
systematic effects on the noise measurement; see Appendix . If the rod has a smooth transition towards 
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the peak value a measurement of the noise will be dominated by the curvature rather than random 
fluctuations. As the rods get larger they get closer to this smooth behavior, leading to a more heavily 
systematically dominated CNR. Rejection of in-phantom scatters by the FOM Compton chain ordering 
algorithm (8.3% of LORs are in-patient scatters) performs well; for comparison, a ±25% energy-based 
cutoff for the LYSO detector has 22.5% of LORs are in-phantom scatters. 

 

Fig. 3.  Comparison of the proposed method to current advanced TOF-PET detection. a) Reconstructed image of a 
Derenzo phantom for a low-Z LAB detector, at 1/100 of standard dose, reconstructed from 3.55 x 106 LORs. b) 
Reconstructed image of a Derenzo phantom for an LYSO crystal detector, at 1/100 of standard dose, reconstructed 
from 6.58 x 106 LORs, shown at 6x contrast as compared to panel 3a due to lower sensitivity. c) PSF of LAB and LYSO 
simulations, acquired by simulating a point source in vacuum. FWHM of the LYSO PSFs is 5.3 mm; FWHM for LAB is 
4.6 mm. d) Mean contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of LAB and LYSO simulations for rod sizes represented in the Derenzo 
phantom. 
 

B. Sources of error in Low-Z TOF-PET imaging 
Because a low-Z detection approach requires likelihood-based ordering of a Compton scattering 

chain, in which events can be separated by many centimeters, mis-identified first scatters can cause LOR 
and reconstruction errors that would not be present in standard TOF-PET. If both Compton chains are 
correctly reconstructed, the LOR is definitionally correct. An image reconstructed from the set of all such 
correct LORs (2.503 x 107 LORs) for a Derenzo at 1/100 dose is shown in Fig. 4a, and appears slightly 
sharper and cleaner than Fig. 3a.  

If instead one or both chains have an incorrect first scatter, the LOR will be incorrect (1.046 x 107 
LORs). Fig. 4b shows the Derenzo reconstructed from all incorrect LORs. Surprisingly, this image is still 
recognizable as a Derenzo phantom, indicating that some incorrect LORs still contain valuable 
information. Indeed, a distribution of the miss distance for all incorrect LORs, shown in Fig. 4c, is bimodal. 
Incorrect LORs that miss the true annihilation location by several centimeters are a result of general 
failures of the chain ordering algorithm as expected. The second population, which we term “near miss”, 
falls within 2 mm of the correct location of annihilation. Of the total 70% sensitivity for the LAB detector, 
61.4% are correct LORs, 4.35% are near-misses, and 4.25% are incorrect. 
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We found that the near-miss LORs tend to arise for Compton chains with one of two specific features. 
The first is a very low energy first scatter (10 keV or less) followed by a larger second scatter. Due to the 
very small first scatter, the second scatter tends to be close to the original trajectory, and therefore 
produces a near-miss LOR if it is mis-identified as first. Alternatively, if any scatter that is mis-identified as 
first is sufficiently close to the true first scatter, the LOR will be a near miss. Such close proximity of 
another scatter to the first scatter limits the discriminative power of the ordering algorithm, but without 
a meaningful loss in fidelity.  

 

Fig. 4.  Effect of incorrect Compton chain ordering on reconstructed image and LORs. a) Image reconstructed from 
only Compton chains that resulted in a correct order and therefore correct LOR (2.50 x 107 LORs). b) Image 
reconstructed from all Compton chains that did not result in correct ordering, shown at 5x enhanced contrast as 
compared to 3a) (1.05 x 107 LORs). c) Histogram of error between all incorrect LORs and ground truth for a point 
source, divided into two populations “near miss” and “incorrect” according to the magnitude of error (dashed line 
set at 2 mm). d) PSFs of correct LOR as compared to near misses and incorrect LOR for a point source. FWHM of 
correct and near miss LOR is 4.6 mm. experimental values reported for a similar instrument with slightly higher 
angular coverage, the uEXPLORER whole-body TOF-PET scanner [24]. 
 

C. Effect of Tuning Detector Parameters 
To place upper and lower bounds on the technical requirements and to better understand the 

potential advantages and limitations of low-Z detectors for advanced TOF-PET, we simulated a range of 
detector resolution parameters, including energy resolution, spatial resolution, and temporal resolution. 
Other parameters were held at their default values. All parameters were applied as described in III. 
Methods. For each parameter, we determined the effect on i) image spatial resolution as measured by 
the FWHM and FWTM of the PSF for a point source, ii) detector sensitivity, including a breakdown of 
correct, incorrect, and near-miss LOR percentages, and iii) the average CNR for rods in the Derenzo 
phantom at 1/100 dose. For each set of parameters, we also display the best Derenzo image.  

Energy resolution is controlled by kE, the efficiency of switching (keV per switch). We tested kE values 
of 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 keV/switch (default: 1 keV/switch). Fig. 5a-c show the effect of energy resolution 
on the image spatial resolution, the detector sensitivity, and the CNR for Derenzo rods. Changes in kE do  
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Fig. 5.  Effect of energy resolution, spatial resolution, and timing resolution on TOF-PET resolution, sensitivity, contrast-to-noise 
ratio, and image quality. Gray highlights indicate baseline parameters: kE = 1 keV/switch, σx = 1 mm, FWHMt = 500 ps. All 
Derenzo phantoms were run at 1/100 of a standard dose. a) FWHM (blue) and FWTM (orange) of PSF for varying kE. b) 
Sensitivity for varying kE, shown as total sensitivity (red / triangles), correct LORs (blue / squares), incorrect LORs (green / 
pentagons), and near-miss LORs (orange / circles). c) CNR for varying kE across different dot sizes for the Derenzo phantom. d) 
Highest-quality image for varying kE is obtained at kE = 1 keV/switch, at fixed σx = 1 mm and FWHMt = 500 ps. e) FWHM (blue) 
and FWTM (orange) of PSF for varying σx. f) Sensitivity for varying σx, shown as total sensitivity (red / triangles), correct LORs 
(blue / squares), incorrect LORs (green / pentagons), and near-miss LORs (orange / circles). g) CNR for varying σx across different 
dot sizes for the Derenzo phantom. h) Highest-quality image for varying σx is obtained at σx = 0.1 mm, at fixed kE = 1 keV/switch 
and FWHMt = 500 ps. i) FWHM (blue) and FWTM (orange) of PSF for varying FWHMt. j) Sensitivity for varying FWHMt, shown 
as total sensitivity (red / triangles), correct LORs (blue / squares), incorrect LORs (green / pentagons), and near-miss LORs 
(orange / circles). k) CNR for varying FWHMt across different dot sizes for the Derenzo phantom. l) Highest-quality image for 
varying FWHMt is obtained at FWHMt = 50 ps, at fixed kE = 1 keV/switch and σx = 1 mm. 

 

not lead to a substantial change in image spatial resolution (Fig. 5a), but decreasing energy resolution 
(higher kE) leads to substantial losses in detector sensitivity, with many scatters no longer being correctly 
identified (Fig. 5b). The decreasing sensitivity also causes loss of CNR in the Derenzo phantom shown in 
Fig. 5c. The best Derenzo image, shown in Fig. 5d, results from the best energy resolution (1 keV/switch). 

We tested scatter localization spatial resolutions, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥, of 0.1, 0.32, 1.0, and 3.2 mm (default: 1 mm). 
Fig. 5e-g show the effect of 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 on the image spatial resolution, the detector sensitivity, and the CNR for 
Derenzo rods. Smaller 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 directly improves image spatial resolution (Fig. 5e), but does not affect detector 
sensitivity (Fig. 5f) as the tested spatial resolutions are still small compared to typical distances between 
scatters. The measured CNR increases for smaller 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 as expected; the drop below 1 mm can be attributed 
to insufficient voxel sampling (Fig. 5g). The best Derenzo image, shown in Fig. 5h, results from the best 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 
(0.1 mm). 

We tested timing resolutions, FWHMt, of 50, 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 ps (default: 500 ps). Time 
resolution has little effect on the image spatial resolution of a point source because even the best timing 
resolutions translate to large spatial uncertainties compared to 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥, as shown in Fig. 5i. Changing the time 
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resolution has no effect on the detector sensitivity, as our Compton reconstruction algorithm does not 
currently use timing information, as shown in Fig. 5j. Timing does strongly affect CNR, as shown in Fig. 5k, 
with improved timing removing pileup of LORs outside of their origin location. This helps to remove a 
blurred background. The best Derenzo image, shown in Fig. 5l, results from the best FWHMt (50 ps). 

D. Ultra-Low-Dose TOF-PET via Low-Z Detection 
Potential clinical applications of the low-Z scanner were investigated by running simulations on a 

human phantom. Using our baseline detector parameters of kE = 1 keV/switch,  𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 = 1 mm, FWHMt = 500 
ps, we were able to generate clear images of the brain at ultra-low doses. The brain phantom is created 
using 4D Extended Cardiac-Torso (XCAT) phantom software, which produces voxelized patient geometries 
that can easily be simulated in TOPAS. Our phantom had no anatomical abnormalities.  Densities and 
atomic compositions of the tissues were modeled using data from the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP) [57], [58] and the International Commission on Radiation Units and 
Measurements (ICRU) [59]. Based on tissue-specific uptake ratios [60] and the standard dose as defined 
in III. Methods, we calculated the standard radiotracer dose in the brain to be 33 kBq/mL in the gray 
matter and 8.25 kBq/mL in the white matter. We imaged the brain phantom in the presence of the full 
XCAT body phantom. Simulations were run both without and with an added 20 mm diameter spherical 
lesion (99 kBq/mL) following Lee and co-workers [61].  

 

Fig. 6.  Low-dose brain imaging, axial view. a)-c) Reconstructed images of the XCAT brain simulated using 1/100, 
1/1000, and 1/10000 dose of 18F and LAB detection medium, respectively; each is shown at 1.5x contrast compared 
to the corresponding dose / image for d-f. d)-f) Reconstructed images of the XCAT brain + lesion, simulated using 
1/100, 1/1000, and 1/10,000 dose of 18F and LAB detection medium, respectively. g)-i) Reconstructed images of the 
XCAT brain + lesion simulated using 1/100, 1/1000, and 1/10,000 dose of 18F and LYSO crystals for detection, 
respectively; shown at 7x, 5.5x, and 5x contrast compared to the corresponding doses / images for d-f. Standard 
full-dose activity for white matter is taken to be 8.25 kBq/mL, gray matter is 33 kBq/mL, and the lesion is 99 kBq/mL; 
standard scan duration 10 min. 
 

 In Fig. 6, we present images of the brain at 1/100th, 1/1,000th, and 1/10,000th doses using both 
the low-Z LAB detector and the LYSO detector described above. At 1/100th dose, both the detectors 
perform well, clearly showing the tumor, gray matter, and white matter, but the LAB image has the 
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benefit of being seven times brighter due to its higher sensitivity. At 1/1,000th dose, both detectors can 
identify the tumor, but in the LAB image gray and white matter can still be distinguished. At 1/10,000th 
dose, the tumor is still readily apparent against the gray and white matter in the LAB detector, but it is 
much harder to spot for the LYSO detector.  

V. DISCUSSION 
Here we have taken advantage of the TOPAS simulation framework for Geant4 to write a parametric 

simulation of a full-body TOF-PET detector based on an ionization-sensitive low-Z persistent recording 
medium and fast MCP-based photodetectors to record the chain of Compton scattering from annihilation 
gamma photons. The TOPAS framework facilitates high fidelity physics simulations that separate the 
detector design from the underlying physics, so that detector variants and interchangeable phantoms can 
be easily tested.  

Using these simulations, we benchmarked the predicted performance of a low-Z detector-based 
TOF-PET instrument as previously proposed [26]. In comparison to traditional scintillation-crystal based 
TOF-PET detectors, a low-Z detector is predicted to have more than 5x higher sensitivity, comparable or 
better spatial resolution, and 40-50% better contrast to noise in reconstructed images. We also showed 
that such a detector could be used for ultra-low-dose brain imaging at 1% or even 0.1% of a standard 
radiotracer dose. 

 Many of the advantages our results predict for a low-Z TOF-PET detector stem from enhanced 
sensitivity. Given our detector geometry, the theoretical maximum sensitivity is 73%, so the 70% 
sensitivity predicted for the low-Z simulations in this work is nearly optimal. Since low-Z detection media 
are cheap relative to scintillation crystals, implementation of low-Z detectors with high stopping power is 
reasonably realistic. The improvements to sensitivity relative to LYSO are primarily due to the abundance 
of relevant interactions: Scintillating crystal detectors screen for photoelectric interactions, yet the LYSO 
Compton cross-section is twice as large as its photoelectric cross section [31].  

The simulations presented in this work do not account for several factors that would influence design 
and efficacy of a real-world low-Z detector. For example, we assume that Compton scatters can be 
assigned to the correct chain, and that pairs of chains are correctly identified. Our simulations also do not 
account for any aspect of timing methodology; here shorter scan durations and lower radiotracer doses 
are treated as interchangeable, but these distinctions will become critical in the context of detection 
hardware and design choices. For example, here possible pile-up effects are not considered because the 
wide-field readout technology is not modeled, but we note that the combination of a large detection 
volume with precise timing provides a range of options for event separation as well as excitation and 
reset light patterning.  

The approach described here could be further enhanced by using full timing and spatial information, 
including scintillation flashes, distances between scatters, and the planes of scattering and gamma 
polarization effects; note that in this work only recoil electron energies E and scattering angles were 
considered. If the directional tracks of the recoil electrons can be visualized in addition to their general 
location, the scattering locations could be determined much more precisely, and the recoil electron’s 
initial trajectory could be included in the ordering algorithm. It might also be possible to infer the locations 
of in-patient scattering so that these detection events can also be used for image reconstruction. For this 
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information-rich system, determination of scattering locations and timing, most probable LORs, and 
image reconstruction are all likely to be fertile ground for machine learning.  

Without a sophisticated reconstruction algorithm, the predicted resolutions reported here are 
expected to underestimate the resolution performance of a fully developed system. This is apparent in 
the simulated resolution of an LYSO system, as compared to state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms 
that produce a nearly twofold enhanced spatial resolution in real-world instruments [24]. Additional 
effects including parallax and a parallelogram-shaped LOR for scintillating crystals were not considered 
here. Direct reconstruction without filtered back-projection also leaves a 1/r2 falloff on all edges, limiting 
image sharpness. Nonetheless, a qualitative comparison of image resolution using this algorithm indicates 
that a low-Z detector could perform comparably or better than a scintillating crystal. We expect that low-
Z detector resolution could rapidly approach positron diffusion limits of tenths of a mm since scatter 
location should be readily measurable to a high degree of precision, particularly if any information about 
the recoil electron’s trajectory is available.  

Future prospects for this detection technique depend on development of an appropriate persistent 
low-Z medium to record Compton scatters. Among candidates, photo-switchable dyes in solution with a 
fast scintillator and energy-transfer-enhancing mediators, or another switchable two-state molecular 
system, may be desirable [46]. A similar low-Z detection approach could be implemented for single 
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) detection applications. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Ultra-low dose TOF-PET would profoundly impact both preclinical and clinical applications. For 

existing applications, higher sensitivity and resolution would allow smaller features to be identified, such 
as early-stage tumor metastases, improving healthcare outcomes. Lowered radiation doses would be 
appropriate for a wider range of patients, including pediatric and pregnant populations. More PET scans 
could be performed for the same radioactive exposure, allowing more frequent and widespread use, for 
example for medical screening. Lower doses could also expand geographic access to TOF-PET. At 1/100 
dose the radiotracer viability window could be extended by up to 6.5 half-lives; at 1/1000 dose it could 
be extended by as much as 10 half-lives, relaxing the required proximity to a cyclotron and other 
infrastructure.  

Taken together, the simulations reported here illustrate the potential benefits and limitations of a 
low-Z TOF-PET detector, and show that reasonable technical specifications (1 keV / switch for energy 
resolution, 1 mm resolution of scatter location, and 500 ps FWHM timing resolution) would enable high-
quality TOF-PET imaging with significantly reduced radiotracer doses.  
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APPENDIX: CONTRAST-TO-NOISE RATIO (CNR) 
This appendix provides additional details of the CNR calculations performed for the Derenzo 

phantom. Fig. 7a shows the rod numbering scheme referred to throughout this Appendix. Rods are 
numbered from largest to smallest, inside to outside. Fig. 7b and 7c show the signal and background 
masks, respectively, applied here to a reconstructed image from  the benchmark low-Z simulation.  

Based on the data from these masked regions and from Fig. 3a, there are apparent spatial biases in 
the resulting CNR calculations, as illustrated by Fig. 7d-f. The outer rods have significantly lower CNR 
values because the outer edges of their background regions are generally darker than rod backgrounds 
closer to the middle of the image, which makes for both higher contrast (Fig. 7d) and higher noise (Fig. 
7e). However, the difference in the noise between these outer rods and the others is greater than 
differences in contrast, which creates a lower overall CNR value. This is because low spatial frequency 
brightness changes dominate the noise, with the background gradually lightening as it moves from the 
outer edge of the phantom toward the center, which occurs due to the direct image reconstruction 
approach which creates 1/r2

 falloff.  

Systematic spatial variations are also responsible for the drop in average CNR values for the largest 
rod size as shown in Fig. 3d. Fig. 7c reveals that the background around the largest rods also exhibit the 
1/r2 effect near the rod edges, appearing dimmer in between. This effect is most pronounced for the 
largest rods, where the spacing is also largest, inflating the standard deviation and lowering the CNR. 
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Fig. 7.  CNR masks and individual rod CNR values for the Derenzo phantom. All panels refer to the simulation for LAB 
with baseline parameters. a) The numbering scheme for the rods as later represented in d-f. b) The mask used to 
determine signal of each rod, covering the entire diameter of the rod as given by the truth information. c) A mask 
depicting the areas used to calculate noise of each rod, covering a ring from 1.2 to 1.9 times the radius of the rod, 
but excluding anything within ten pixels of the phantom’s true edge. d) Contrast values for each rod, calculated by 
subtracting the average brightness of the background ring from the average brightness of the rod. e) Noise values 
for each rod, calculated with the standard deviation of the brightness of each background ring. f) CNR for each rod, 
calculated by dividing the contrast by the noise per Eqn. 6 in the main text. 
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Abstract

High-energy collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provide valuable in-
sights into open questions in particle physics. However, detector effects must be
corrected before measurements can be compared to certain theoretical predictions
or measurements from other detectors. Methods to solve this inverse problem of
mapping detector observations to theoretical quantities of the underlying collision
are essential parts of many physics analyses at the LHC. We investigate and com-
pare various generative deep learning methods to approximate this inverse mapping.
We introduce a novel unified architecture, termed latent variation diffusion models,
which combines the latent learning of cutting-edge generative art approaches with
an end-to-end variational framework. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this
approach for reconstructing global distributions of theoretical kinematic quantities,
as well as for ensuring the adherence of the learned posterior distributions to known
physics constraints. Our unified approach achieves a distribution-free distance to
the truth of over 20 times less than non-latent state-of-the-art baseline and 3 times
less than traditional latent diffusion models.

1 Introduction

Particle physics experiments at the Large Hadron Collider study the interactions of particles at
high energy, which can reveal clues about the fundamental nature of matter and forces. However,
the properties of particles which result from the collisions must be inferred from signals in the
detectors which surround the collision. Though detectors are designed to reconstruct the properties
of particles with high fidelity, no detector has perfect efficiency and resolution. A common strategy
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to account for these effects is simulation-based inference [1], in which the detector resolution and
inefficiency are modeled by a simulator. Samples of simulated events can then be compared to
observed data to perform inference on theoretical parameters. However, simulators with high fidelity
are computationally expensive and not widely accessible outside of experimental collaborations.

An alternative approach is the reverse, mapping the observed detector signatures directly to the
unobserved truth-level information. In a particle physics context, this procedure is referred to as
“unfolding”1. In practice, the quantum mechanical nature of particle interactions makes the forward
map from the true particle properties to observed data not one-to-one. As a result, there is no true
inverse function which can map a given detector observation to a single point in the truth-level
space. Such inverse problems are challenging, but unfolded data allows for direct comparisons with
theoretical predictions and across experiments, without requiring access to detector simulation tools
which may not be maintained long-term.

Unfolding methods such as Iterative D’Agostini [2], Singular Value Decomposition [3], and TUn-
fold [4] have seen frequent use by experimental collaborations like ATLAS [5] and CMS [6]. However,
these techniques are limited to unfolding only a few dimensions, and require binning the data, which
significantly constrains later use of the unfolded distributions. The application of machine learning
techniques has allowed for the development of un-binned unfolding with the capacity to handle
higher-dimensional data. One approach is to use conditional generative models, which learn to sam-
ple from the truth-level distributions when conditioned on the detector-level data; examples include
applications of generative adversarial networks [7, 8], invertible networks [9, 10], and variational
auto-encoders [11]. An alternative approach uses classification models as density estimators which
learn to correct imprecise truth-level distributions with re-weighting [12–14]. Generative methods
naturally produce unweighted events, an advantage over classification methods which may generate
very large weights or even fail if the original distributions do not sufficiently cover the entire support
of the true distribution. However, generative models are not always guaranteed to produce samples
which respect the important physical constraints of the original sample. While making important
strides, none of these methods have cracked the ultimate goal, full-event unfolding, where the full
high-dimensional detector-level observations are mapped to truth-level objects.

This paper introduces a novel generative unfolding method utilizing a diffusion model [15–17]
to map detector to truth-level distributions. Diffusion models are a class of generative models
which learn to approximate a reverse noise diffusion process and have proven successful in natural
image generation [18, 19] and recently scientific applications such as molecular link design [20].
Diffusion models excel in learning high-dimensional probability distributions at higher fidelity than
normalizing flows and without the adversarial min-max loss of GANs. In HEP, they have already
found use for approximating calorimeter simulations [21–24]. Latent diffusion models (LDMs), a
specific class of diffusion models, perform the denoising in an abstract latent space [25] and excel
in image generation tasks. These latent embeddings are often pre-trained on secondary objectives,
such as VAE reconstruction tasks or CLIP [26], to limit computational and memory requirements.
We unify the abstract embedding space of latent diffusion with the recently formalized variational
diffusion approach [27] to develop an end-to-end variational latent diffusion model (VLD) achieving
state-of-the-art performance in complex HEP generative tasks.

2 Background

2.1 Unfolding

Let fdet(y) be the distribution which governs an observed detector-level data set y = {yi}. An
unfolding method aims to sample from a pre-detector distribution fparton(x), where parton refers
to an unobserved state of interest to physicists. fparton(x) is related to fdet via convolution with a
“response” function p(y|x) over the possible true values x. The response function describes the decay
of the initial, unstable particles into stable particles and their interaction with the detector.

fdet(y) =

∫
dx p(y|x)fparton(x) (1)

No closed form expression exists for p(y|x), but Monte-Carlo-based simulation can sample from
parton values x and produce the corresponding sample y. The parton distribution can be recovered

1In other fields, this kind of problem is often referred to as “deconvolution".
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(a) Feynman diagram of top quark (t) pair produc-
tion. Each top quark decays to a W boson and a
bottom quark (b). In this example, one W decays
leptonically to an electron (e) and neutrino (ν), the
second decays hadronically to an up (u) and down
(d) quark.

(b) Display of the high-dimensional detector
observations for an LHC collision identified as
likely to have contained a top quark pair.

via the corresponding inverse process if one has access to a pseudo-inversion of the response function
p(x|y), also known as the posterior.

fparton(x) =

∫
dy p(x|y)fdet(y) (2)

Generative unfolding methods build the posterior as a generative model, which can be used to sample
from p(x|y). The desired parton distribution is then obtained by Equation 2. Simulated pairs of
parton-detector data, (x, y), may be used to train the generative model.

An important issue when choosing to directly model the posterior is that this quantity is itself
dependent on the desired distribution fparton(x), the prior in Bayes’ theorem:

p(x|y) =
p(y|x)fparton(x)

fdet(y)
(3)

Producing the data set used to train the generative model requires choosing a specific fparton(x),
which influences the learned posterior. In application to new datasets, this will lead to an unreliable
estimate of the posterior density if the assumed prior is far enough from the truth distribution. A
common method to overcome this challenge is to apply an iterative procedure, in which the assumed
prior is re-weighted to match the approximation to the truth distribution provided by the unfolding
algorithm [2]. Though application of this iterative procedure is not shown in this paper, the principle
has been demonstrated with other generative unfolding methods [28], for which the conditions are
similar.

2.2 Semi-Leptonic Top Quark Pair Production

Collisions at the LHC which result in a pair of top quarks allow for sensitive probes of new theories
of physics, which makes measurement of the top quark properties an important task. Top quarks are
unstable, decaying almost immediately to a W boson and a bottom quark; the W boson can then
decay hadronically to two quarks or leptonically to a charged lepton and neutrino. The case where
one of the produced top quarks decays hadronically and the other decays leptonically is known as the
semi-leptonic decay mode, see Fig. 1a. The 4-momenta (three momentum components, one mass) of
these six objects (four quarks, the charged lepton, and the neutrino) constitute the parton-level space
in this context.

The four quarks each produce a shower of particles (jets) which interact with the detector, while the
neutrino passes through without leaving a trace. The resulting observed detector signature which
defines the detector-level space is then quite complex, see Fig. 1b.

The semi-leptonic tt̄ process has been studied by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations to measure
various properties of the top quark and to search for new particles and interactions [29–34]. Many
of these measurements use existing unfolding techniques, which limit the unfolded measurements
to one or two dimensions. An un-binned and high dimensional unfolding technique would allow
physicists to use the full power of their data.
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2.3 Variational Autoencoders

Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) are a class of generative models combining an autoencoder architec-
ture with probabilistic modeling [35, 36]. VAEs learn a non-linear latent representation of input data
through an encoder and decoder network while incorporating probabilistic methods and sampling
through the reparameterization trick [35]. VAEs have been applied to numerous applications, such as
image synthesis [37] and natural language processing [38], among many others.

The VAE encoder network is parameterized as a probabilistic function, approximating the posterior
distribution of the latent variables z conditioned on the input data: q(z|x). The decoder network
likewise models the generative distribution conditioned on the latent variables p(x|z). VAEs are
trained by maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO), which is a lower bound on the log-
likelihood of the data under the generative model [35]. The ELBO includes a reconstruction loss for
training the decoder and a KL-divergence objective which enforces a regularization constraint on the
learned latent posterior to a prior distribution p(z).

LVAE = Ez∼q(z|x) [− log p(x|z) +DKL(q(z|x) ‖ p(z))] (4)

Conditional VAEs (CVAEs) [39] extend the VAE framework by conditioning both the encoder and
decoder networks on additional information, such as class labels, via an arbitrary conditioning vector
y. This allows CVAEs to generate samples with specific desired properties, providing more control
over the generated outputs.

LCVAE = Ez∼q(z|x,y) [− log p(x|z, y) +DKL(q(z|x, y) ‖ p(z|y))] (5)

2.4 Variational Diffusion Models

Variational Diffusion Models (VDMs) define a conditional probabilistic generative model which
exploits the properties of diffusion probabilistic models to generate samples by learning to reverse
a stochastic flow [40]. VDMs may be seen as an extension of VAEs to a (possibly infinitely) deep
hierarchical setting. The Gaussian diffusion process defines the forward stochastic flow with respect
to time t ∈ [0, 1] over the latent space zt ∈ Z and conditioned on y as:

q(zt|x, y) ∼ N (αtx, σtI) (6)

The flow parameters, σt and αt are defined by a noise schedule. We use the continuous Variance
Preserving (VP) framework throughout this work and derive these flow parameters based on a learned
signal-to-noise ratio, e−γφ(t), where:

σt =
√

sigmoid(γφ(t)) and αt =
√

sigmoid(−γφ(t))

Assuming it is possible to sample from the terminal distribution p(z1), we may produce samples
from the data distribution by inverting the flow and sampling previous latent representations con-
ditioned on future latent vectors. The inverse flow is modeled as q(zs|zt, x̂θ(zt, t, y)) where x̂θ
is an approximate denoising of the original data at the current time-step. In practice, the data de-
noising is implemented using a variance-independent noise prediction network, ε̂θ, by the equation
x̂θ(zt, t, y) = (zt−σt ε̂θ(zt,t,y))

αt
. The noise prediction network, ε̂θ, is parameterized using a deep

neural network. The learnable noise schedule γφ(t) is also parameterized using a positive-definite
neural network with learnable end-points γmin = γ(0) and γmax = γ(1) [40]. Following the VP
framework, the noise schedule is regularized so that the terminal distribution is the unit Gaussian:
p(z1) ∼ N (0, I). Both the noise prediction network and the noise schedule network are trained using
the modified ELBO for continuous-time diffusion models [40]:

LVDM = DKL(q(z1|x, c) ‖ p(z1)) + Eq(z0|x) [− log p(x|z0, y)]

+ Eε∼N (0,I),t∼U(0,1)

[
γ′φ(t) ‖ε− ε̂θ(zt, t, y)‖22

]
(7)

2.5 Latent Diffusion

Latent diffusion models (LDMs)[25] are a deep generative framework that operate the diffusion pro-
cess in a abstract latent space learned by a VAE to sample high-dimensional data pD(x|z, y), possibly
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Figure 2: A block diagram of the end-to-end VLD model with trainable components. The conditional
paths are drawn in blue. We use the continuous, variance preserving SDE diffusion formulation
introduced in [16] and [40]. We show the equivalent ODE form of SDE equation in the diagram.
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conditioned on a secondary dataset pC(y). This approach has proven dramatically successful when
employed in natural image generation applications, including text-to-image synthesis, inpainting,
denoising, and style transfer [25, 19].

LDMs first train an unconditional VAE to embed the data distribution into a low dimensional latent
representation using a traditional VAE approach, q(zx|x) and p(x|zx), regularizing the latent space
towards a standard normal p(zx) ∼ N (0, I). A secondary encoder may be trained on the conditioning
data p(zy|y) along-side VAE, typically using a CLIP objective [26] to map the two datasets into a
common latent space. The diffusion process is then trained to reconstruct the latents zx from the
flow latents p(zx|z0, zy). The diffusion model training remains otherwise identical to the standard
diffusion framework.

Critically, the most successful methods train the VAE, the conditional encoder, and the diffusion
process individually. While computationally efficient, this independence limits the models’ generative
power as each component is trained on subsets of the overall conditional generative objective. It may
be possible to recover additional fidelity by instead training all components using a unified conditional
generation objective. While several methods allow for training a VAE along-side diffusion [41, 42],
these approaches either cannot train diffusion in the latent space or cannot account for a conditional,
fully variational model. We construct a unified variational framework to allow for a conditional,
probabilistic, end-to-end diffusion model.

3 Variational Latent Diffusion

This work integrates the learning capabilities of latent diffusion models with the theoretical framework
of variational diffusion models in a unified conditional variational approach. This unified variational
model combines the conditioning encoder, data VAE, and diffusion process into a single loss function.
This framework enables further enhancement of these methods through a conditional data encoder or
decoder, and an auxiliary physics-informed consistency loss which may be enforced throughout the
network. We refer to this combined method as Variational Latent Diffusion (VLD), see Fig 2. The
primary contributions of this paper are to define this unified model and derive the appropriate loss
function to train such a model.

Conditioning Encoder In traditional LDMs, the conditioning encoder, p(zy|y), is pre-trained
through an auxiliary loss term, such as CLIP [26], which aims to unify the latent space of the
conditioning and data. While this approach is efficient, it may not be optimal: the encoder is trained
on one objective, and then repurposed to act as a conditioning encoder for a separate generative model.
With the end-to-end framework, we simultaneously learn this encoder alongside other generative
terms, enabling us to efficiently train a variable-length, high-dimensional encoder fine-tuned for
the generative objective. In this work, we simplify the encoder by restricting it to a deterministic
mapping, zy = fθ(y). Our experience suggests that a probabilistic encoder offers limited benefits
over a deterministic mapping while significantly increasing training variance and complexity.

Conditional Parton VAE The traditional LDM VAE is unconditional, as this allows it to be easily
pre-trained and reused for different diffusion models. As we are training a unified conditional
generative model in an end-to-end fashion, we have the option to extend the encoder and decoder with
conditional probabilistic models: qC-VLD(zx|x, zy) and pC-VLD(x|zx, zy). We experiment with both
a conditional and unconditional VAE. Additionally, we explore an intermediate method that uses a
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conditioned encoder to estimate the VAE posterior, qUC-VLD(zx|x, zy), but employs an unconditional
decoder during generation pUC-VLD(zx|x).

VLD ELBO We interpret the continuous VDM as an infinitely deep hierarchical VAE as presented
by Kingma et al. [40]. This interpretation allows us to seamlessly integrate the VAE into a unified
diffusion framework by incorporating the VAE as an additional component in the hierarchy. Conse-
quently, the hierarchical variational ELBO incorporates an extra KL divergence term, which serves to
regularize the encoder posterior distribution [43]. We combine this hierarchical objective with the
denoising loss term derived in [40] to define a combined ELBO for the entire generative model.

LV LD = DKL(q(z1|x, zy) ‖ p(z1)) + Eq(zx|x,zy) [− log p(x|zx, zy)]

+DKL(q(zx|x, zy) ‖ p(zx|z0)) + Eε∼N (0,I),t∼U(0,1)

[
γ′φ(t)

∥∥∥ε− ˆεθ(zt, t, zy)
∥∥∥2
2

]
(8)

The additional KL term may be derived explicitly if we assume a Gaussian VAE and a Gaussian
diffusion process. The posterior is parameterized using a learned Gaussian, as in a standard VAE:
q(zx|x, zy) ∼ N (µθ(x, zy), σθ(x, y)). The prior can be reformulated using the definition of the
forward flow from Equation 6. Employing the reparameterization trick, we can rewrite the expression
of z0 in terms of zx as z0 = α0zx + σ0ε, where ε ∼ N (0, I). Solving this equation for zx yields
another reparameterized Gaussian, which allows us to define the prior over zx as:

p(zx|z0) ∼ N
(

1

α0
zx,

σ0
α0

I
)

(9)

Physics-Informed Consistency Loss Reconstructing the mass of truth-level physics objects is
challenging due to their highly peaked, low-variance distributions. For certain particles like leptons,
the mass distribution exhibits a two-valued delta distribution, while for light quarks, it is consistently
set to zero. Predicting these distributions is more difficult than predicting the energy of truth-level
physics objects, which have a broader range. In special relativity, the mass and energy of a particle
are related by M2 = E2 − ‖p‖2. Forcing the predicted mass, energy, and momenta to satisfy this
equality improves stability and accuracy by capturing this underlying physical relationship between
these quantities. We introduce a consistency loss, LC , in addition to the regular reconstruction loss,
weighted by a hyper-parameter λC . Similar physics-informed constraints have previously been used
for generative models in HEP [44–46]. The consistency loss minimizes the discrepancy between the
predicted mass term and the corresponding energy and momentum terms, encouraging the model to
learn a more physically consistent representation.

LC = λC

∣∣∣M̂2 −
(
Ê2 − ‖p̂‖2

)∣∣∣ (10)

4 Unfolding Semi-Leptonic tt̄ Events

Generative models can be trained to estimate a conditional density given any set of paired data. In the
unfolding context, a Monte Carlo simulation can be used to generate pairs of events at detector and
parton level. The density of parton level events fparton(x) can be taken as the data distribution, and
the density of detector level events fdet(y) can be taken as the conditioning distribution. A generative
model can then be used to unfold a set of observed events to the corresponding parton level events
with the following procedure:

1. Sample a parton configuration from the distribution governing the process of interest:
x ∼ pD(x). This can be done using a matrix element solver such as MADGRAPH [47].

2. Sample a possible detector observation y ∼ pC(y|x) using the tools PYTHIA8 [48] and
DELPHES [49], which simulate the interactions of particles in flight and the subsequent
interactions with a detector.

3. Train a generative model to approximate the inverse distribution pθ(x|y).

4. Produce new posterior samples for inference data with unknown parton configurations.
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4.1 Generative Models

Multiple baseline generative models are assessed alongside the novel VLD approach, with the goal
of investigating the impact of each VLD component, including the conditional VAE, the denoising
model, and the variational aspects of the diffusion:

CVAE A traditional conditional Variational Autoencoder [39] approach employing a conditional
encoder and decoder. We use a Gaussian likelihood for the decoder and a standard normal prior for
the encoder, following conventional practices for VAE models.

CINN A conditional Invertible Neural Network [50], which represents the latest deep learning
approach that has demonstrated success in unfolding tasks. This model utilizes a conditional
normalizing flow to train a mapping from a standard normal distribution to the parton distribution,
conditioned on the detector variables. The normalizing flow incorporates an All-In-One architecture
[51], following the hyperparameters detailed in the CINN paper [50], which combines a conditional
affine layer with global affine and permutation transforms to create a powerful invertible block. In
this work, the MMD objective defined in [50] is replaced with a MSE reconstruction objective and
the physics-informed consistency loss, for comparison with other models.

VDM A Variational Diffusion Model (VDM) [40] that aims to denoise the parton vector directly.
This model serves as a baseline for examining the impact of the VAE in latent diffusion approaches.
The denoising model is trained using a Mean Squared Error loss against the generated noise.

LDM A Latent Diffusion Model (LDM) with a pre-trained VAE, popularized by recent achieve-
ments in text-to-image generative models [25]. The VAE is pre-trained using a Gaussian likelihood
and a minimal prior weight (10−4).

VLD, C-VLD, UC-VLD These models are variations on the proposed unified Variational Latent
Diffusion (VLD) architecture. They correspond to an unconditional VAE (VLD), a conditional
encoder and decoder (C-VLD), or a conditional encoder with an unconditional decoder (UC-VLD).

4.2 Latent Diffusion Detector Encoder

All of the generative models are conditioned on detector observations, represented as a set of vectors
for each jet and lepton in the event, as described in Section 5. Additionally, the missing transverse
momentum (MET) from the neutrino is included as a fixed-size global variable. As there is no
inherent ordering to these jets, it is crucial to use a permutation-invariant network architecture for
the encoder. We use the jet transformer encoder from the SPANet (v2.1, BSD-3) [52] jet-parton
reconstruction network to embed detector variables. This architecture leverages the permutation
invariance of attention to contextually embed a set of momentum vectors. We extract the fixed-size
event embedding vector from the central transformer, mapping the variable-length, unordered detector
observations into a fixed-size real vector EC(y) = zy ∈ RD.

4.3 Latent Diffusion Parton Encoder-Decoder

For a given event topology, partons may be represented as a fixed-size vector storing the momentum
four-vectors of each theoretical particle. We describe the detailed parton representation in Section 5,
which consists of a single 55-dimensional vector for each event. The encoder and decoder network
employ a ConvNeXt-inspired block structure [53] for the hidden layers, described in Appendix
A, which allows for complex non-linear mappings into the latent space. Unlike traditional VAE
applications, our latent space may be higher dimensionality than the original space. The VAE’s
primary purpose therefore differs from typical compression applications, and instead solely transforms
the partons into an optimized representation for generation.

The encoder uses this feed-forward block network and produces two outputs: the mean, µθ(x, zy),
and log-standard deviation, σθ(x, zy), of the encoded vector, possibly conditioned on the detector
observation. The decoder similarly accepts a latent parton representation, possible conditioned on the
detector, and produces a deterministic estimate of the original parton configuration x̂ = D(zx, zy).
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Table 1: Total distance measures across all 55 components for every model and metric. The indepen-
dent sum of 1-dimensional distances for each component are summed across all the components to
compute the total metrics.

Wasserstein Energy K-S KL64 KL128 KL256

VLD 108.76 7.59 4.08 3.47 3.74 4.53
UC-VLD 73.56 6.35 3.41 5.77 7.10 8.48
C-VLD 389.62 25.39 4.65 9.54 10.09 10.79
LDM 402.32 24.09 5.91 14.71 16.34 17.92
VDM 2478.35 181.35 17.14 29.28 32.29 35.60
CVAE 484.56 32.29 6.37 7.79 9.17 10.60
CINN 3009.08 185.13 15.74 28.55 30.19 32.37

5 Experiments

Dataset Each of the generative approaches is trained to unfold a simulated semi-leptonic tt̄ pro-
duction data set. Matrix elements are evaluated at a center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13 TeV using

MADGRAPH_AMC@NLO [47] (v2.7.2, NCSA license) with a top mass of mt = 173 GeV. The
parton showering and hadronization are simulated with PYTHIA8 [48] (v8.2, GPL-2), and the detector
response is simulated with DELPHES [54] (v3.4.1, GPL-3) using the default CMS detector card. The
top quarks each decay to a W -boson and b-quark, with the W -bosons subsequently decaying either
to a pair of light (u, d, s, c) quarks qq′ or a lepton-neutrino pair `ν (` = e, µ). A basic event selection
is then applied on the reconstructed objects at detector-level. Electrons and muons are selected
with a transverse momentum requirement of pT > 25 GeV and absolute value of pseudorapidity
|η| < 2.5. The b and light quarks are reconstructed with the anti-kT jet algorithm [55] using a
radius parameter R = 0.5 and the same pT and |η| requirements as the leptons. Jets originating
from b-quarks are identified with a “b-tagging” algorithm that incorporates a pT and angular (η, φ)
dependent identification efficiency and mis-tagging rate. Selected events are then required to contain
exactly one lepton and at least 4 jets, of which at least two must be b-tagged. Events are separated
into training and testing data sets, consisting of 9,865,402 and 1,332,514 events respectively.

Parton Data The kinematics for the six final state partons are used as unfolding targets(
b, q1, q2, b̄, νl, l

)
, along with the kinematics of the intermediate resonance particles (Wlep,Whad, t, t̄),

and the entire tt̄ system. The parton-level data consists of 11 momentum vectors, each represented by
the five quantities (M, logE, px, py, pz). The Cartesian components of the momentum are used for
regression, as they have roughly Gaussian distributions. Although regressing both the mass and energy
for each parton over-defines the 4-momentum, these components exhibit different reconstruction
characteristics due to sharp peaks in the mass distributions. During evaluation, either the mass or
energy can be used to compute any derived quantities. In our experiments, the regressed mass is only
used for the mass reconstruction, and the predicted energy is used for other kinematics.

Detector Variables The detector-level jets and leptons are used as the conditioning data. The jets
are stored as variable-length sets of momentum vectors with a maximum of 20 jets in each event. This
study is limited to semi-leptonic tt̄ events, so each event is guaranteed to have a single lepton. The
missing transverse momentum in each event (MET) is also computed and included in the conditioning.
The jets and leptons are represented using both polar, (M,pT, φ, η), and Cartesian, (E, px, py, pz),
representations. We also include a one-hot particle identity, encoding either µ or e for the lepton, or b
or non-b for the jets as estimated by the b-tagger, resulting in 12 dimensions for each jet.

Training Networks were trained using the MSE for the reconstruction and noise loss, along with
the physics-informed consistency loss with a weight of λC = 0.1. Each model underwent training for
24 hours using four NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPUs, resulting in 500,000 to 1,000,000 gradient steps for
each model. Models were trained until convergence and then fine-tuned with a smaller learning rate.

Diffusion Sampling Variational diffusion models dynamically adapt the noise schedule during
training by minimizing the variance of the ELBO [40]. After training, however, VDMs may employ a
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Figure 3: Highlighted reconstruction components. The top row presents the full global histogram
while the lower plot presents the ratio between the predicted histogram and the truth. Notice the
improved mass shape compared to the pre-trained and non-latent models.

more traditional discrete noise schedule, and this approach is preferable when sampling for inference.
The PNDM [56] sampler is used for generating parton predictions.

Global Distributions Each trained model was evaluated on the testing data, sampling a single
parton configuration for each detector-level event. The global distributions of the 55 reconstructed
parton components were then compared to the true distributions. Complete unfolded distributions are
presented in Appendix F. Several highlighted reconstruction distributions are presented in Figure
3. Additionally, each model was assessed using several distribution-free measures of distance. The
bin-independent Wasserstein and Energy distances, the non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
test, as well as three different empirical KL divergence measures using 64, 128, and 256 bins, are
presented in Table 1. Full details about the distance functions are presented in Appendix C, and full
tables of the distances per particle and per component are presented in Appendices D and E.

Global Performance The two proposed VLD models with unconditional decoders (VLD and
UC-VLD) consistently exhibited the best performance across all distance metrics. The conditional
decoder in C-VLD and CVAE was found to worsen reconstruction. This is likely because the training
procedure always employs the true encoded parton-detector pairs, (zx, zc), whereas the inference
procedure estimates the latent parton vector while using the true encoded detector variables for
conditioning, (ẑx, zc). The lower performance may be evidence that this inference data technically
falls out-of-distribution for the conditional decoder, indicating that an unconditional decoder is a
more robust approach. The latent models greatly outperformed the models that directly reconstructed
the partons (CINN and VDM). Finally, the end-to-end training procedure demonstrates improved
performance over the pre-trained LDM model.

Posterior Predictions One key innovation of generative methods is the ability to sample from the
posterior to illustrate the space of valid reconstructed partons for a detector level event. While the
true posterior is not available, the unfolded distributions can be compared to a brute-force posterior
distribution derived from the training data. This posterior is defined by a re-weighting of the parton
level training data, where the weights are given by the inverse exponential of the L2 distance between
the testing event’s detector configuration, yT , and every training event’s detector configuration, yi:
wi = e−‖yT−yi‖. Selected posterior distributions are presented in Figure 4, and complete posterior
examples for individual events are presented in Appendix G. The latent diffusion models have much
smoother posteriors than the empirical estimates, with the proposed VLD model producing more
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Figure 4: Highlighted reconstruction per-event posteriors for several events and components. We
compare the LVD posteriors to an empirically brute-forced estimate of the posterior.
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density close to the true parton configuration. Critically, the brute-force posterior often matches the
unconditional parton level distribution, proving it is difficult to recover the true posterior. The VLD
model was also able to reproduce the bimodal nature of the neutrino η and b quark conditional pT
distributions.

6 Conclusions

This paper introduced a novel extension to variational diffusion models, incorporating elements
from latent diffusion models to construct a powerful end-to-end latent variational generative model.
An array of generative models were used to unfold semi-leptonic tt̄ events, an important inverse
problem in high-energy physics. A unified model — combining latent representations, continuous
variational diffusion, and detector conditioning — offered considerable advantages over the individual
application of each technique. This addresses the challenge of scaling generative unfolding methods
for high-dimensional inverse problems, an important step towards unfolding full collision events at
particle-level. Despite being tested on a single topology, our method consistently improved baseline
results, underscoring the importance of latent methods for such high-dimensional inverse problems.
Future work will focus on broadening the method’s applicability to different event topologies,
unfolding to other stages of the event simulation chain (such as “particle level”), and evaluating its
dependency on the simulator’s prior distribution. The methods described in this study aim to provide
a general end-to-end variational model applicable to numerous high-dimensional inverse problems in
the physical sciences.
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Figure 5: Block diagram from the gated inverse-bottleneck feed forward block used for the networks.

A Network Architecture

A.1 Feed-Forward Block

A custom feed-forward block, derived from the successful ConvNeXt [53] and transformer models
[57], is the foundation of the networks in this study. This block features an inverted bottleneck formed
by three linear layers, a GELU activation [58], layer normalization [59] for regularization, and a gated
residual connection inspired by GTRXL [60]. The block uses a GRU recurrent layer instead of a
traditional skip connection, where the regular output is the input to the GRU and the skip-connection
value is the hidden input. A complete block diagram of the feed-forward block is presented in Figure
5.

A.2 Detector Encoder

The detector encoder network, as defined in SPANet [61, 52], processes variable-length sets of detector
observations into a fixed-size D-dimensional vector. It uses the gated transformer architecture from
SPANet version 2, withNS transformer encoder blocks. Instead of utilizing the tensor attention layers,
an event-level representation of the detector observations is extracted from the central transformer
encoder.

A.3 Parton Encoder

The encoder starts with an embedding layer, transforming the fixed-size 55 dimensional parton
representation into a D-dimensional vector via a linear layer. The encoder’s body comprises NE
feed-forward blocks arranged in series. The input can be the embedded D-dimensional parton vector,
or its concatenation with the D-dimensional encoded detector data. Two independent networks, each
accepting identical input and sharing the same block structure, predict the mean, µθ(x; zy), and
the log standard deviation, log σθ(x; zy), respectively. Normalizing and then scaling the mean also
helped prevent the encoder from learning very small-valued components:

√
D

‖µθ(x;zy)‖µθ(x; zy)

A.4 Parton Decoder

The decoder retains the encoder’s linear block structure. As a deterministic decoder, it comprises
a single stack of ND feed-forward blocks and a concluding linear layer mapping D dimensions
back to 55. Conditional decoders also append the D-dimensional detector vector to the input before
processing.
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A.5 Denoising Network

The denoising network, employing the same linear block structure, consists ofNε feed-forward blocks.
It maps the D-dimensional latent sample zt to the approximate noise that produced it, εθ(zt, t, zy).
The time, t ∈ [0, 1], is encoded with a 32-dimensional sinusoidal position encoding as detailed in
[57]. The latent vector, position encoding, and conditioning are concatenated and fed through the
feed-forward network to produce the noise estimate.

B Hyperparameters

We present a full table of hyperparameters used throughout the experiments. All models use the same
set of parameters, ignoring any that do not apply to particle methods. Parameters were not tuned
using rigorous search. The detector transformer parameters were extract from experiments presented
in SPANet [52], and the other networks where tuned to contain a similar number of parameters as the
detector encoder.

Parameter Value
Latent Dimensionality (D) 96
Attention Heads 4
Inverse Bottleneck Expansion (k) 2
Detector Transformer Encoder Layers (NS) 8
Parton Encoder Blocks (NE) 6
Parton Decoder Blocks (ND) 6
Denoising Network Blocks (Nε) 10
Primary Learning Rate 5 · 10−4

Fine-tuning Learning Rate 1 · 10−4

L2 Gradient Clipping Limit 1.0
Consistency Loss Scale (λC) 0.1
Batch Size (Per GPU) 4096

Table 2: Table of complete hyperparameters used for training all generative models

C Distance Metrics

As the parton global distributions do not have a known family of distributions to describe their
components, model-free measures of distribution distance must be used to evaluate the models. Three
different families of distance measures are used. These non-parametric distances are only defined
for 1-dimensional distributions. As there is no commonly accepted way of measuring distance for
N -dimensional distributions, the 1-dimensional distances are simply summed across the components.
Although not ideal, it is enough to compare different models and rank them based on performance.

C.1 Wasserstein Distance

The Wasserstein distance, often referred to as the earth-mover distance, quantifies the amount of
work it takes to reshape one distribution into another. This concept originated from the field of
optimal transport and has found wide applications in many areas, including machine learning. An
equivalent definition defines this distance as the minimum cost to move and transform the mass of one
distribution to match another distribution. For a pair of 1-dimensional distribution samples, denoted
u and v, the Wasserstein distance can be computed in a bin-independent manner. This is achieved
by computing the integral of the absolute difference between their empirical cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs), U(x) and V (x).

DWasserstein(u, v) =

∫ ∞
−∞
|U(x)− V (x)|dx

C.2 Energy Distance

Energy distance is another statistical measure used to quantify the difference between two probability
distributions based on empericial CDFs. It compares the expected distance between random variables
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drawn from the same distribution (intra-distribution) with the expected distance between random
variables drawn from different distributions (inter-distribution). The Energy distance may be defined
as the squared variant of the Wasserstein distance.

DEnergy(u, v) =

√
2

∫ ∞
−∞

(U(x)− V (x))
2
dx

C.3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used to
compare the underlying probability distributions of two independent samples. It is particularly useful
in machine learning applications where the goal is to assess whether two datasets come from the
same distribution or if they differ significantly, without making any assumptions about the underlying
distribution shape. It is also based on empirical CDFs.

C.4 KL-Divergence

An alternative approach to empirical CDF approaches is to bin the data into histograms and compute
discrete distribution distances from these histograms. The common Kullback–Leibler distance is
used with three different bin sizes. After finding the histograms with N bins for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , PN (i)
and QN (i), the discrete KL divergence is computed as

DKL,N =

N∑
i=1

PN (i) log

(
PN (i)

QN (i)

)

D Particle Distance Tables

Tables 3 to 6 present the distance metrics for each parton and model. The general trends in Table 1
remain generally consistent across partons. The neutrino reconstruction can prove difficult for Latent
diffusion models, likely due to its very peaked components.

E Component Distance Tables

Tables 7 to 10 present the distance metrics for each component and model. The mass component
seems to vary the most for for many of the distance functions, indicating that many models struggle
reconstructing the peaked mass distributions. However, the overall results remain consistent with
Table 1. We again see the clear benefit of both latent diffusion and end-to-end training.

F Global Distribution Plots

Figures 6 through 16 present a collection of global distributions for the three primary classes of
generative models for every particle and component. The proposed method (VLD) closely matches
the truth distributions across all components, including the mass which is slightly smoothed but
peaks in the correct location. Baseline models struggle with capturing the peaks and shapes of the
distributions.

G Posterior Distribution Plots

Figures 17 and 18 present a collection of posterior distributions for four testing events, along with
several models and the brute-force empirical approach.
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VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

Leptonic b 11.96 5.23 9.08 16.74 212.29 33.85 143.49
Leptonic νe / νµ 10.33 7.40 36.69 29.63 117.37 36.95 149.22
Leptonic e / µ 2.95 2.76 3.07 11.13 155.87 8.72 96.89
Hadronic b 9.52 4.72 11.38 15.66 226.58 39.02 132.69
Hadronic q1 8.88 7.19 24.26 35.33 187.24 58.33 180.42
Hadronic q2 8.56 5.93 53.15 43.56 99.16 46.42 123.12
Leptonic W 8.18 8.19 43.63 37.87 213.51 32.96 260.12
Hadronic W 7.55 6.94 39.97 50.28 215.10 53.85 308.33
Leptonic t 9.57 9.12 46.56 43.27 323.00 46.51 408.39
Hadronic t 15.12 6.57 36.25 48.82 343.31 59.08 444.66
tt̄ System 16.15 9.52 85.58 70.04 384.93 68.85 761.74

Table 3: Particle Distance: Wasserstein Distances

VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

Leptonic b 0.93 0.59 0.62 1.01 17.04 2.53 10.33
Leptonic νe / νµ 0.79 0.73 2.31 1.76 11.02 2.72 12.15
Leptonic e / µ 0.24 0.29 0.26 0.70 13.99 0.59 7.56
Hadronic b 0.61 0.43 0.94 1.00 17.83 2.75 9.06
Hadronic q1 0.90 0.77 2.71 2.75 16.30 4.82 14.73
Hadronic q2 0.79 0.57 3.90 2.93 10.00 4.09 9.85
Leptonic W 0.54 0.66 2.94 2.37 16.48 2.09 17.58
Hadronic W 0.49 0.45 2.70 2.99 16.18 3.38 20.81
Leptonic t 0.64 0.64 2.61 2.42 21.72 2.52 23.27
Hadronic t 0.86 0.44 2.03 2.43 22.16 3.32 24.81
tt̄ System 0.80 0.78 4.36 3.72 18.63 3.47 34.98

Table 4: Particle Distance: Energy Distances

VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

Leptonic b 0.85 0.07 0.06 0.59 1.91 1.01 1.30
Leptonic νe / νµ 0.97 1.06 0.73 0.88 1.76 0.77 1.71
Leptonic e / µ 0.48 0.33 0.52 0.35 1.47 0.43 1.02
Hadronic b 0.05 0.05 0.10 1.06 1.95 0.90 1.30
Hadronic q1 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.63 1.63 0.81 1.50
Hadronic q2 0.90 1.00 0.83 0.76 1.64 0.95 1.59
Leptonic W 0.10 0.11 0.46 0.37 1.39 0.30 1.27
Hadronic W 0.07 0.09 0.42 0.42 1.36 0.32 1.46
Leptonic t 0.09 0.10 0.35 0.32 1.61 0.30 1.43
Hadronic t 0.10 0.09 0.32 0.28 1.60 0.37 1.48
tt̄ System 0.06 0.09 0.26 0.24 0.82 0.21 1.68

Table 5: Particle Distance: Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Statistics
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VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

Leptonic b 1.50 0.01 0.01 0.49 5.91 0.27 1.44
Leptonic νe / νµ 0.14 3.45 0.87 1.43 0.76 0.88 2.48
Leptonic e / µ 0.14 1.35 0.44 0.93 3.66 1.04 3.43
Hadronic b 0.00 0.01 0.01 3.57 5.99 0.29 1.09
Hadronic q1 0.34 2.07 0.46 1.19 3.80 1.72 6.15
Hadronic q2 1.54 0.08 0.67 0.96 2.31 0.98 2.67
Leptonic W 0.02 0.03 2.94 2.59 2.39 0.69 2.13
Hadronic W 0.01 0.02 2.43 2.54 2.11 1.25 2.53
Leptonic t 0.02 0.03 1.22 1.47 2.50 0.98 2.24
Hadronic t 0.03 0.04 0.99 1.14 2.39 1.05 2.45
tt̄ System 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.48 0.04 3.59

Table 6: Particle Distance: KL Divergence with 128 bins.

VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

mass 2.06 2.61 17.76 19.12 87.24 20.91 113.29
pt 7.18 7.65 39.39 33.44 429.70 74.56 257.20
eta 0.37 0.26 0.47 0.40 0.44 0.51 4.35
phi 0.22 0.19 0.20 0.38 0.17 0.30 1.29
energy 27.33 16.26 140.80 152.24 772.94 155.16 1098.99
px 13.89 10.48 25.86 25.37 272.43 50.46 166.93
py 8.90 7.95 26.48 22.95 270.28 47.97 168.37
pz 48.80 28.16 138.66 148.42 645.15 134.69 1198.66

Table 7: Component Distance: Wasserstein Distances

VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

mass 0.51 0.76 3.77 3.50 15.30 3.00 9.70
pt 0.77 1.04 4.27 3.42 44.65 7.71 25.36
eta 0.26 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.33 2.76
phi 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.25 0.11 0.21 0.86
energy 1.40 0.96 7.50 7.36 53.11 8.32 70.01
px 1.25 1.05 2.23 2.20 20.68 4.13 12.49
py 0.87 0.81 2.23 1.88 20.54 3.90 13.15
pz 2.38 1.43 4.97 5.23 26.71 4.70 50.79

Table 8: Component Distance: Energy Distances

VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

mass 3.39 2.78 3.20 4.54 7.55 4.21 4.66
pt 0.08 0.14 0.36 0.31 3.30 0.67 1.92
eta 0.14 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.18 1.34
phi 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.10 0.39
energy 0.07 0.08 0.36 0.30 2.94 0.45 3.81
px 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.18 1.16 0.31 0.78
py 0.08 0.08 0.17 0.16 1.14 0.29 0.92
pz 0.15 0.09 0.18 0.17 0.88 0.17 1.91

Table 9: Component Distance: Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Statistics
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VLD UC-VLD C-VLD LDM VDM CVAE CINN

mass 3.69 7.04 9.78 15.80 22.78 8.53 12.34
pt 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.07 3.08 0.22 1.66
eta 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 1.87
phi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.07
energy 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.24 2.99 0.15 6.53
px 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 1.28 0.10 0.92
py 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.03 1.27 0.09 0.92
pz 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.13 0.86 0.05 5.89

Table 10: Component Distance: KL Divergence with 128 bins.
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Figure 17: Posterior distributions for example events. Included is an empirical posterior distribution
calculated from the training dataset.
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Figure 18: Posterior distributions for example events. Included is an empirical posterior distribution
calculated from the training dataset.
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Measurement of transverse single-spin asymmetries for dijet production in polarized
proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV

(STAR Collaboration)
(Dated: May 18, 2023)

We report a new measurement of transverse single-spin asymmetries for dijet production in col-
lisions of polarized protons at

√
s = 200 GeV. Possible correlations between the proton spin and

the transverse momenta of its partons, mutually orthogonal, with each perpendicular to the proton
momentum direction, are probed at high Q2 ≈160 GeV2. The associated Sivers observable 〈kT 〉, the
average parton transverse momentum, is extracted using simple kinematics. Nonzero Sivers effects
are observed for the first time in proton-proton collisions, but only when the jets are sorted by their
net charge, which enhances the u- or d-quark contributions to separate data samples. This also
enables a determination of the individual partonic contributions to the observed asymmetries.

Our understanding of the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the nucleon has progressed significantly in
the past decades [1, 2] and will be further advanced
at the future Electron-Ion Collider [3]. In momen-
tum space, nucleon structure is typically expressed
via transverse-momentum-dependent parton distribution
functions (TMD PDFs) with explicit dependence on the

intrinsic partonic transverse momentum (~kT ). One TMD
PDF of particular interest is the spin-dependent Sivers
function [4] f⊥1T which characterizes a scalar triple-vector
correlation for an unpolarized parton and its transversely

polarized parent proton: (~kT × ~S) · ~P , where ~kT , ~S and
~P are the parton transverse momentum, proton spin and
proton momentum, respectively. In hard scattering of
transversely polarized protons, this correlation leads to
a left-right asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of
produced particles. The Sivers effect was originally intro-
duced [4] to explain the large transverse single-spin asym-
metries (TSSA) observed in inclusive pion production,
whose persistence to high transverse momenta pT ap-
peared contrary to QCD expectations [5], with recent ex-
tensive experimental confirmation [6]. Currently, in addi-
tion to the TMD PDF and fragmentation function (FF)
framework, a collinear formalism involving twist-3 distri-
butions (quark-gluon-quark correlations) is being devel-
oped to understand such TSSA effects. The Sivers func-
tion and its twist-3 analog, the Efremov-Teryaev-Qiu-
Sterman (ETQS) distribution [7, 8], are related quanti-
tatively [9], providing additional constraints and insight.

Direct experimental evidence for the Sivers effect was
first observed [10] and studied in semi-inclusive deep in-
elastic scattering (SIDIS) [11–15]. Fits to these data
show opposite signs and similar scale for the u- and
d-quark Sivers functions [16–20], with sea quarks com-
patible with zero. Valence quarks nearly saturate the
Burkardt sum rule [21], leaving little room for gluon
Sivers contributions. There is considerable recent inter-
est in combining TMD data from SIDIS, e+e− annihila-
tion and pp scattering to arrive at a unified picture [22–
24]. While there is, as yet, no formal connection between
Sivers and orbital angular momentum (OAM), the lat-
ter is a prerequisite [25] for the Sivers effect. These and
other studies based on Sivers-related distributions [26]
point to an emerging nucleon 3-D structure and further

understanding of a possible contribution of OAM to the
nucleon spin.

A distinctive feature of the Sivers function is its
nonuniversality. QCD gauge invariance requires the
Sivers function to be process dependent, a manifestation
of the underlying color dynamics, resulting in opposite
signs for the Sivers asymmetries in SIDIS and the Drell-
Yan process [27]. Investigations are ongoing to confirm
this predicted sign change using W±/Z0 boson produc-
tion [28], with only rather qualitative support so far
observed [23, 29, 30].

Dijet production in polarized proton-proton collisions,
unlike SIDIS, can directly probe, via the opening-angle
kinematic tilt, the underlying average quark and gluon
transverse momenta 〈kT 〉 in a polarized proton, where
〈kT 〉 is the first Mellin moment of the Sivers function

f
⊥q/g
1T (x, kT ) and x is the parton momentum fraction.

The dijet channel in pp collisions avoids spin-correlated
fragmentation contributions, and at STAR investigates a
higher Q2 scale (& 160 GeV2). While it involves contri-
butions from gauge links associated with color in both the
initial (as in Drell-Yan) and final (as in SIDIS) states [31],
these measurements may serve to constrain uncertainties
associated with the overall process dynamics.

An early analysis from STAR at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) found Sivers asymmetries consistent
with zero in dijet production, mainly due to the cancella-
tion between the u and d quarks, as well as limited statis-
tics [32]. Deciphering any back-to-back dijet results in a
theoretical framework faces challenges from TMD factor-
ization breaking and resummation of large logarithmic
terms. New Sivers dijet measurements may enable bet-
ter insights and there are recent theoretical approaches
spurred by such interest [33, 34]. We revisit the Sivers
dijet measurement at STAR with a jet-charge tagging
method to separate the u and d contributions, together
with significantly improved statistics from a larger data
set. Increased precision arises from inclusion of charged
particle tracking in jet reconstruction.

In this analysis, we use 200 GeV transversely polar-
ized pp data collected in 2012 and 2015 at STAR, cor-
responding to an integrated luminosity of 22 pb−1 and
52 pb−1, respectively. The involved subsystems of the
STAR detector [35] are the Time Projection Chamber
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(TPC) [36], providing charged particle tracking for pseu-
dorapidity |ηdetector| ≤ 1.3, and the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (EMC), measuring the energy of electrons
and photons while providing jet triggering in the barrel -1
< ηdetector < 1 (BEMC [37]) and endcap 1.1< ηdetector <
2 (EEMC [38]) regions with full azimuthal (φ) coverage.
The polarization for the +z (direction at STAR) and −z
circulating beams is measured using Coulomb-nuclear in-
terference proton-carbon polarimeters, calibrated with a
polarized hydrogen gas-jet target. The average beam po-
larizations are 56% (2012) and 57% (2015), both with a
relative scale uncertainty of 3.2% [39].

The data are recorded using an EMC jet-patch trig-
ger with two levels of transverse energy (ET ) threshold
in a ∆η × ∆φ = 1×1 (radians) region: 5.4 GeV (JP1)
and 7.3 GeV (JP2). Jets are reconstructed using the

Anti -kT [40] algorithm with R =
√

∆φ2 + ∆η2 = 0.6,
employed with standard STAR selection criteria on the
TPC tracks, EMC towers and proto-jet quantities [41].
To ensure the quality of the dijets, we select events with
exactly two jets, one having pT > 6 GeV/c and the other
pT > 4 GeV/c, at an opening angle ∆φ > 120◦. Both
jets are required to originate from a single vertex with
|Zvertex| < 90 cm, and orientation within -0.8 < η < 1.8
and -0.7 < ηdetector < 1.7. In order to avoid false trigger-
ing effects, a trigger simulator is applied, which requires
the matching of offline reconstructed jets with triggered
jet patches. The resulting number of events is ∼33 times
more than that available in an earlier study [32].

The observable in this analysis relies on a precise
knowledge of the jet direction (as compared to the magni-
tude of its momentum) and is the same as used previously
[32], namely, the signed dijet opening angle (ζ) [42]. It is
defined as ζ = |∆φ| if cos(φb) < 0 and ζ = 360◦−|∆φ| if
cos(φb) > 0, where φb is the azimuthal angle of the bisec-
tor ray, which reverses direction when the beam polariza-
tion direction is flipped. The sensitivity of ζ to transverse
spin effects is not azimuthally even. It is maximized when
the two jets are parallel to the beam spin orientation, and
modulated by |cos(φb)|, is effectively zero when the two
jets are perpendicular to the spin orientation.

For our jet-pT range, ζ is directly sensitive [32, 42] to
~kT and embodies a tight linear dependency. This cor-
relation enables a conversion from the ζ asymmetries to
Sivers 〈kT 〉, discussed further below. Our method to ex-
tract an asymmetry for the spin-dependent dijet response
differs from a traditional single-spin analyzing power AN .
The asymmetry is calculated as the difference of ζ cen-
troids (〈ζ〉) between the spin-up and spin-down states:

∆〈ζ〉 =
〈ζ〉+ − 〈ζ〉−

P
, (1)

where 〈ζ〉+/− is the centroid of the Gaussian-like [32]
ζ distribution in the spin-up/spin-down state, and P is
the beam polarization. Equation 1 has the advantage of
avoiding several systematic uncertainties, such as relative
luminosity, asymmetric detector azimuthal acceptance

and similar potential contributions. 〈ζ〉 is extracted by
fitting the ζ distribution N(ζ) over a selected range with
a three-Gaussian function capturing its salient features:

N(ζ) = p0 ·(e−
(ζ−p1)2

2p2
2 +p3 ·e−

(ζ−p1)2

2p4
2 +p5 ·e−

(ζ−p1)2

2p6
2 ), (2)

where all the Gaussian components share the same peak
position p1, taken as 〈ζ〉. The values of the centroid
differences ∆〈ζ〉 subsequently extracted are largely in-
sensitive to variation of this empirically driven function
shape. Two fitting steps are performed: 1) spin-up and
spin-down distributions, scaled to the same integral, are
combined and fit to determine the individual Gaussian
parameters; 2) spin-up and spin-down ζ distributions are
separately fit with Eq. 2, during which only p1 is allowed
to vary, making the final fit results more sensitive to p1
and improving accuracy. A 2 GeV/c primordial kT of in-
cident partons [43] suggests a fitting range broader than
180±40◦ to fully utilize the dijet events. Since our anal-
ysed back-to-back dijet ζ range spans 180±60◦, we pick
the intermediate value of 180±50◦ as the fit range.

The resulting ∆〈ζ〉 vs. φb values are mapped to a range
[0◦, 90◦] with respect to the transverse spin direction and
fit with a cosine function, whose amplitude quantifies the
measured asymmetry. The ∆〈ζ〉 asymmetry is extracted
separately in each of four “jet charge” bins within the
subsets of JP triggers and 2012, 2015 data sets.
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FIG. 1. Efficiency for associating beam and jet correctly in
the embedding sample vs. ηtotal, the summed dijet η.

To avoid possible u-d cancellation, we divide the data
into multiple kinematic regions in the analysis, each with
a variant parton composition. The initial selection is
based on the “tagging” of a jet, which needs first to be
associated with the polarized beam. The more forward
of the two jets (largest detector |η|) is assumed to be
likely coming from the scattered parton originating from
the beam pointing into the same hemisphere. For in-
stance, in a dijet event with η1 > η2, jet1 is associated
with the +z beam and jet2 with the −z beam. Perfor-
mance of the beam-jet association is studied with sim-
ulation, developed based on Pythia 6.4.28 [44] (Perugia
2012 tune [43]) and GEANT 3 [45], and embedded into
randomly selected bunch crossings from data to mimic
real beam background, pileup and detector inefficiencies.
The Pythia energy scaling parameter PARP(90) is tuned
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down (0.240 to 0.213), improving agreement with inclu-
sive pion production data at low pT . Simulation reveals
that the resulting association efficiency for qg and qq′

subprocesses averages about 70%-75% (Fig. 1). This en-
sures good performance of jet tagging for the u and d
quarks in the next step. (Note: for identical partons, gg
and qq, the association is ambiguous).

During hadronization, the u quarks and d quarks pro-
duce relatively more positively charged and negatively
charged particles, respectively. This feature can be quan-
tified by jet charge (Q) [46] to help in tagging jets:

Q =
∑

|ptrack|>0.8 GeV/c

|ptrack|
|pjet| · q

track , (3)

where qtrack represents the electric charge of each track.
To reduce the influence from underlying events, only
tracks with |p| > 0.8 GeV/c are selected in the calcu-
lation. The distributions of Q for different scattered par-
tons are plotted using the embedding sample (Fig. 2),
for which the effect of beam-jet association has also been
folded in. Based on these plots, each data sample is di-
vided into four “jet-charge” bins:

• + tagging: Q ≥ 0.25, enhancing the fraction of u

• 0+ tagging: 0 ≤ Q < 0.25, less enhancement of u

• 0− tagging: -0.25 < Q < 0, less enhancement of d

• − tagging: Q ≤ -0.25, enhancing the fraction of d

The four binned regions are expected to show different
∆〈ζ〉 asymmetries in the presence of opposite signs of the
Sivers function for the u and d quarks.
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FIG. 2. The a) distribution of Q and b) respective parton
fraction from the embedded simulation. The tagging divides
the data sample into 4 bins (separated by the dashed lines).

Because the parton fraction is dependent on x, we fur-
ther divide the full data set into ηtotal bins (ηtotal =
η1 +η2 ∝ log(x1/x2)) [32]. We also combine the separate
+z and −z polarized beam results, by transforming (ro-
tation around the y-axis) the −z beam ∆〈ζ〉 asymmetries
into the +z beam direction. The resulting ∆〈ζ〉 asym-
metries, now over an extended ηtotal range, for the four
charge-tagged bins are shown in Fig. 3 a). We observe a

∼3.1σ separation between the averaged asymmetries in
the + tagging and the − tagging. A correlation between
∆〈ζ〉 and Q is also manifest, as the asymmetry shifts
from negative to positive with the increment of Q (less
d and more u). This is strong evidence that the Sivers
〈kT 〉 effect for u and d are opposite, as indicated in SIDIS
measurements [11, 12, 14] in a different type of analysis.

Our observed ∆〈ζ〉 asymmetries are validated through
several crosschecks. A null test made by calculating
the asymmetry in the direction orthogonal to the ex-

pected Sivers ~kT finds all the charge-tagged results con-
sistent with zero, ruling out the possibility of major spin-
dependent systematic effects. In the separated +z beam
and −z beam measurements, we see overall consistency
in sign and magnitude for the asymmetries within the
same ηtotal bins and the same charge-tagged bins. Sim-
ilar consistencies are also observed for the results using
only 2012 or 2015 data. These and other studies show a
statistical consistency in the measured asymmetries, in-
dicating the systematic uncertainty is well under control.

In dijet events, the opening angle is closely tied to the
pT imbalance. This allows extraction of 〈kT 〉 results by
correlating detector level ∆〈ζ〉 and parton level 〈kT 〉. To
do the conversion, we first correct the jet pT back to its
parton level, based on machine learning using the embed-
ded simulation sample. We adopt the same algorithm,
variables and training configuration as in a previous anal-
ysis [41], except that it is now targeted toward parton pT
instead of particle jet pT . The weights from the training
are applied to the jets in the real data to determine the
actual pT distribution. Next, the ∆〈ζ〉-〈kT 〉 correlation
is constructed using kinematics alone. We independently
add two opposite constant 〈kT 〉 vectors, (〈kT 〉, 0, 0) and
(-〈kT 〉, 0, 0), to the corrected events to mimic dijet tilts
in the spin-up and spin-down states, respectively. A ∆〈ζ〉
asymmetry can then be extracted following the analysis
method described above. By assigning 5 different 〈kT 〉
values in the range 1-20 MeV/c to the added vectors, a
linear relation between ∆〈ζ〉 and 〈kT 〉 is observed indi-
vidually for each ηtotal bin, which can be well fit with
a slope: ∆〈ζ〉 = slope · 〈kT 〉. Due to pT differences in
ηtotal bins, the slope ranges from 9.26◦ · c/GeV in the
mid-rapidity region to 9.97◦ · c/GeV in the intermediate
region.

The ∆〈ζ〉 results are converted to 〈kT 〉 results, Fig. 3
b), by applying the reverse of the above calculated slope,
〈kT 〉 = ∆〈ζ〉/slope. The average 〈kT 〉 is found to be 3.2
± 1.9 MeV/c for the +tagging bin, and -5.9 ± 2.2 MeV/c
for the −tagging bin. The untagged asymmetry, -0.4 ±
0.9 MeV/c, obtained from the error-weighted mean of
the four charge-tagged bins, is consistent with zero. We
observe a ∼2σ level linear ηtotal-dependency in the +tag-
ging 〈kT 〉 results. This appears to be mainly attributed
to the x-dependency of parton fractions. The possibility
of ηtotal-dependency in partonic 〈kT 〉 itself is discussed
below.

The tagged 〈kT 〉 results provide sufficient constraints
to solve for the 〈kT 〉 of individual partons once we learn
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the parton fractions in each charge-tagged bin, which can
be estimated from simulation. Combining the gluon and
sea quark contributions, there are four constraints from
charge tagging vs. three unknown variables: 〈kuT 〉, 〈kdT 〉
and 〈kg+sea

T 〉. The charge tagging mainly differentiates
the u and d quarks, offering only limited separation for
quark vs. gluon. Since the quark and gluon PDFs have
opposite dependencies on x, and ηtotal is tightly corre-
lated with x, the quark vs. gluon constraints can be
enhanced by involving two adjacent ηtotal bins in the in-
version. Therefore, the system of equations is extended
to consist of eight constraints:

fui,j〈kuT 〉+ fdi,j〈kdT 〉+ fg+sea
i,j 〈kg+sea

T 〉 = 〈kT 〉i,j , (4)

where f represents the parton fraction from simulation,
the right-hand side 〈kT 〉 is the tagged measurement in
data, i runs over all the charge tagging bins, and j runs
over the two adjacent ηtotal bins. The over-constrained
system is solved through Moore-Penrose inversion yield-
ing values for the individual parton 〈kT 〉, displayed in
Fig. 4 and discussed further below.

The systematic uncertainty of the parton 〈kT 〉 has ma-
jor contributions from two sources: the fitting range of
ζ and the more dominant error associated with the esti-
mation of parton fractions. Choosing a specific fit range
for ζ can cause a systematic shift in 〈ζ〉. This uncer-
tainty is estimated by scanning over the fit range from
180±40◦ to 180±60◦, extracting 〈ζ〉 for each trial, and
calculating the average absolute deviation from the nom-
inal fit range at 180±50◦, separately in each ηtotal bin.
The scale of the fit range uncertainty is less than 15%
in the +tagging/−tagging as indicated in Fig. 3 b). The
default matrix inversion process is then used to convert
the uncertainty for the tagged asymmetries to that for

individual partons. Separately, parton fractions are es-
timated with leading-order PYTHIA simulations, which
come with their own set of systematic uncertainties. The
largest contributing factors to the uncertainty are PDF
and initial/final state radiation (ISR/FSR), as well as
the statistics of the simulation sample. Different PDF
sets directly cause discrepancies in the fraction of par-
tons. The amount of ISR/FSR particularly affects event
selection in the low pT region, which leads to uncertain-
ties in the parton fractions. These uncertainties due to
PDF and ISR/FSR are estimated by varying respective
PYTHIA tunes, comparing to the default tune (370) and
quoting the average absolute difference. The statistical
uncertainties of parton fractions are about the same level
as the PDF and ISR/FSR uncertainties, and are added
in quadrature to the total systematics. These total un-
cetainties vary with parton purity in the various charge
bins and as a function of −3.6 < ηtotal < 3.6, ranging
from 18 to 7-12% for u and d, and 3-21% for g+sea. Aside
from the fit range and parton fractions, there is a minor
dilution effect in ζ. The detector-level ζ has a broadened
resolution compared to the parton level, which is unac-
counted for by the detector-to-parton jet pT correction.
The dilution mostly affects low-pT events. By comparing
detector and parton level ∆〈ζ〉 for a wide range of simu-
lated 〈kT 〉 in the embedding samples, this uncertainty is
estimated to be ∼5.6%.

totalη

 [
M

eV
]

〉
Tk〈

100−

50−

0

50

100

150

3− 2− 1− 0 1 2 3 4

STAR 2012+2015 p-p 200 GeV
+z & -z beam combined

 > 6 GeV/c & 4 GeV/c
T

dijet p

3.2% beam polarization uncertainty not shown

-quarku
gluon+sea

-quarkd
stat.uncert.
syst.uncert.

〉average〈

FIG. 4. The 〈kT 〉 for individual partons, inverted using par-
ton fractions from simulation and tagged 〈kT 〉, plotted as a
function of ηtotal, with rightmost points the ηtotal average.
Plotted points are offset in ηtotal for clarity, and systematic
uncertainties in ηtotal are set nonzero to improve visibility.

The inverted results and average over all the ηtotal bins
are shown in Fig. 4 and summarized here. The average
〈kuT 〉 is estimated to be +19.3 ± 7.6 (stat.) ± 2.6 (syst.)
MeV/c in which the positive sign means the u quarks
are correlated with the proton spin and proton momen-

tum following the right-hand rule: ~kuT · (~S × ~P ) > 0. To
the contrary, the average 〈kdT 〉 is estimated to be -40.2 ±
23.0 ± 9.3 MeV/c, showing an opposite sign and a similar
magnitude compared to 〈kuT 〉. This is roughy consistent,
as should be expected of the elemental Sivers 〈kT 〉, with
the u-d correlation in SIDIS measurements, where the
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Sivers moments at a much lower scale are observed as
96+60
−28 and −113+45

−51 MeV for u and d, respectively [47].
We also find that the gluon and sea quarks are consis-
tent with zero within a 10.0 MeV/c total uncertainty

(the average 〈kg+sea
T 〉 = 5.2 ± 9.3 ± 3.8 MeV/c). These

findings conserve the momentum sum rule and also verify
the inverted parton 〈kT 〉 results. The bin-by-bin parton
〈kT 〉 values are listed in the accompanying material [48].
There is no clear indication of a x-dependence within
the given statistics, which may imply a weak or absent
x-dependency for both 〈kuT 〉 and 〈kdT 〉 at Q2 & 160 GeV2.

In summary, transverse single-spin asymmetries for di-
jet production in pp collisions are measured in different
jet-charge bins using 200 GeV data at STAR. This is the
first time that nonzero Sivers signals in pp collisions are
observed. Through ∆〈ζ〉-to-〈kT 〉 conversion and pseudo-
inversion, the 〈kT 〉 for individual partons are unfolded.
The u- and d-quark 〈kT 〉 are found to have opposite signs
and similar magnitudes, while 〈kT 〉 for gluon and sea
quarks combined is consistent with zero. Analyses of
larger data sets, both in hand and in progress, with exten-
sion to more forward rapidity, should enable more precise
determination of Sivers partonic 〈kT 〉 values and poten-
tially further elucidate their detailed kinematic behavior.
Inclusion of these data in future global analyses will en-
hance a consistent extraction of Sivers observables and

may also impact our understanding of evolution effects,
process dependence and other important issues relating
to the Sivers TMD function.
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Supplemental Material to: Measurement of transverse single-spin asymmetries for
dijet production in polarized proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV

(STAR Collaboration)
(Dated: May 18, 2023)

I. 3-GAUSSIAN FIT

An example of a 3-Gaussian fit ( N(ζ) = p0 ·(e−
(ζ−p1)2

2p2
2

+ p3 ·e−
(ζ−p1)2

2p4
2 + p5 ·e−

(ζ−p1)2

2p6
2 ) ) of the N(ζ) distribution

for ζ within φb ∈ [15◦, 30◦] and ηtotal ∈ [0, 0.8] using
unpolarized +tagged +z beam data is shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Distribution of ζ in the range of φb ∈ [15◦, 30◦] and
ηtotal ∈ [0, 0.8] of the unpolarized +tagging data for the +z
beam. A 3-Gaussian fit is performed within the range ±50◦.
The lower panel shows a ratio of counts over the fit.

II. COSINE FIT

An example of a cosine fit (∆〈ζ〉(φb) = p0 · cos(φb))
for ∆〈ζ〉-vs-φb in the range of ηtotal ∈ [0, 0.8] is shown
in Fig. 2. In the toy model, a constant 5 MeV/c 〈kT 〉
is separately inserted in the corrected data along the +x
and −x directions to mimic a Sivers effect in the spin-up
and spin-down states, respectively.

FIG. 2. Example of a Cosine fit with 〈kT 〉 = 5 MeV/c man-
ually inserted in corrected data for ηtotal ∈ [0, 0.8].

III. INDIVIDUAL PARTON 〈kT 〉 RESULTS

The numerical values, including the statistical and sys-
tematic errors, for the bin-by-bin parton 〈kT 〉 values are
listed in Table I.

The average parton 〈x〉 and 〈kT 〉 [MeV/c]

ηtotal [-3.6, -1.6] [-1.6, 0] [0, 1.6] [1.6, 3.6]

〈xu〉 0.08±0.10 0.14±0.10 0.22±0.10 0.37±0.11

〈kuT 〉 [MeV/c] -36.4±139.4 11.2±20.3 20.0±9.7 26.6±21.8

〈xd〉 0.06±0.07 0.12±0.07 0.20±0.09 0.33±0.10

〈kdT 〉 [MeV/c] -46.5±247.9 -92.7±53.7 -34.1±31.9 9.8±63.7

〈xg+sea〉 0.04±0.03 0.09±0.05 0.16±0.07 0.29±0.10

〈kg+sea
T 〉 [MeV/c] 10.8±38.9 10.6±13.8 -0.2±16.2 -83.2±89.5

TABLE I. The average x and inverted parton 〈kT 〉 for u, d,
and g+sea in each ηtotal region. The rms of x and the total
uncertainty of 〈kT 〉 are also given in the table.

IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The total systematic uncertainty and each individual
contribution for the bin-by-bin and average parton 〈kT 〉
values are listed in Table II.

Systematic uncertainties of parton 〈kT 〉 [MeV/c]

ηtotal [-3.6, -1.6] [-1.6, 0] [0, 1.6] [1.6, 3.6] Avg

u

Simulation 53.5 6.5 2.6 8.0 2.3

Fitting 15.8 2.4 1.1 5.9 1.0

Measurement 4.4 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.5

Total 55.9 7.0 3.0 10.0 2.6

d

Simulation 85.7 23.6 9.8 28.5 8.6

Fitting 29.2 6.1 3.8 15.5 3.2

Measurement 14.0 2.9 1.5 2.2 1.1

Total 91.6 24.6 10.6 32.6 9.3

g+sea

Simulation 14.3 5.6 4.9 40.2 3.6

Fitting 4.5 1.6 1.9 22.0 1.2

Measurement 1.9 0.6 0.9 3.5 0.5

Total 15.1 5.8 5.4 46.0 3.8

TABLE II. The total systematic uncertainty [MeV/c] of each
parton 〈kT 〉 and breakdown of individual contributions for
each ηtotal region and the average of all ηtotal regions.
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1 Introduction

Haronic states in the bottomonium spectrum lying above the open-bottom threshold demon-
strate properties at odds with the standard quark model scheme. In particular, the struc-
tures Z(10610) and Z(10650), observed by Belle in 2012 [1], are charged and contain at least
four quarks. The mass splittings for the high-lying vector bottomonia do not follow the
quark model expectations either. The rates of their transitions to lower bottomonia with
the emission of light hadrons are much higher compared to the expectations for ordinary
bottomonium, in violation of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka rule [2, 3], and their η transitions are
not suppressed relative to the dipion transitions, which violates Heavy Quark Spin Sym-
metry [4, 5]. For a review, see, e.g. Ref. [6]. Studies of various cross sections above the
open-bottom threshold can help us to understand the properties of the resonances lying in
this energy region.

The total hadronic cross section in the bottomonium energy region was previously mea-
sured by both Belle and BaBar collaborations [7, 8]. It has a nontrivial shape, with peaks
near the Υ(4S, 10860, 11020) resonances, valley near Υ(10750), and dips near the BB̄∗,
B∗B̄∗, and B∗s B̄∗s thresholds. To some extent, the total bb̄ cross section has already been
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decomposed into exclusive cross sections up to the energy 11.02 GeV. The Belle experiment
measured the energy dependence of the cross sections e+e− → BB̄, BB̄∗, B∗B̄∗, B(∗)

s B̄
(∗)
s ,

Υ(nS)π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3), and hb(mP )π+π− (m = 1, 2) [1, 9–11]. The major missing con-
tribution is the B(∗)B̄(∗)π channels; it can be estimated using the difference between the
total cross section and the sum of the measured exclusive channels.

A combined fit of the available measurements was performed in Ref. [12] using a
coupled-channel approach. For the first time, the decay branching fractions of the Υ(10750),
Υ(10860), and Υ(11020) resonances were determined rigorously. Also, pole positions (masses
and widths) of the Υ states and energy dependence of the scattering amplitudes between
all considered channels were extracted. It was noted in Ref. [12] that the accuracy of the
data needs to be improved. This is especially true for the B(∗)

s B̄
(∗)
s channel, in which one

can not discriminate the models that predict different behavior of the cross section near the
threshold.

The previous measurement of the B(∗)
s B̄

(∗)
s final states was performed using full re-

construction of one B0
s . The efficiency of the full reconstruction was relatively low, which

resulted in large statistical uncertainties in the results.
Here we use an inclusive approach: first, we measure σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D±s X) and

σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D0/D̄0X), then σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) and σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) are deter-

mined based on the above measurements. The cross sections are measured in the energy
range from 10.63 to 11.02 GeV. Since isospin-violating channels B(∗)

s B̄
(∗)
s π0 are strongly

suppressed, the relation

σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) = σ(e+e− → B(∗)

s B̄(∗)
s ) (1.1)

is valid up to the B0
s B̄

0
sπ

0π0 threshold that opens at 11.004 GeV, thus, for most of the
energy range studied in this paper.

For brevity, in the following we denote Υ(10860) as Υ(5S) and Υ(11020) as Υ(6S).

2 Belle detector and data samples

The analysis is based on data collected by the Belle detector [13, 14] at the KEKB asymmetric-
energy e+e− collider [15, 16].

The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a silicon
vertex detector (SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel threshold
Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters
(TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) composed of CsI(Tl) crystals located
inside a superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-
return located outside of the coil is instrumented to detect K0

L mesons and to identify
muons (KLM). Two different inner detector configurations were used. For the first sample
of 156 fb−1, a 2.0 cm radius beam pipe and a 3-layer silicon vertex detector were used;
for the latter sample of 833 fb−1, a 1.5 cm radius beam pipe, and a 4-layer silicon vertex
detector (SVD2) and a small-cell inner drift chamber were used. This analysis is based only
on data collected with the SVD2 configuration. A detailed description of the detector can
be found, for example, in Ref. [13, 14].
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We use energy scan data with approximately 1 fb−1 per point: six points collected in
2007 and 16 points collected in 2010. We use also the Υ(5S) on-resonance data with a total
integrated luminosity of 121 fb−1 collected at five points with energies from 10.864 GeV to
10.868 GeV. The center-of-mass (c.m.) energies of these data samples are calibrated using
the e+e− → µ+µ− and e+e− → Υ(nS)π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3) processes [17]. We combine the
data samples with similar energies so that finally we obtain 23 energy points. The energies
and integrated luminosities of these 23 data samples are presented in Table 6 below. We
also use the SVD2 part of the Υ(4S) data sample with an integrated luminosity of 571 fb−1

and the data sample collected 40 MeV below the BB̄ threshold (c.m. energy 10.52 GeV)
with an integrated luminosity of 74 fb−1.

The signal e+e− → bb̄ and the continuum e+e− → qq̄ (q = u, d, s, c) events are gen-
erated using EvtGen [18]. The size of the Monte-Carlo (MC) samples corresponds to an
integrated luminosity six times that of the data. The detector response is simulated us-
ing GEANT3 [19]. The MC simulation includes run-dependent variations in the detector
performance and background conditions.

3 Analysis strategy

The method used in this paper was developed by the CLEO collaboration [20] and then
applied by Belle [21] for one energy point near the Υ(5S). We slightly modify the method
to mitigate low accuracy in inclusive B0

s branching fractions.
We measure the inclusive e+e− → bb̄ → D±s X and e+e− → bb̄ → D0/D̄0X cross

sections at various energies above the BB̄ threshold by subtracting the continuum contri-
bution from the total e+e− → D±s X and e+e− → D0/D̄0X cross sections. To perform
the subtraction, we use distributions in the normalized momentum xp, which is defined as
xp = p/

√
(Ec.m./2)2 −m2,1 where p is the D-meson (D corresponds to D+

s or D0) momen-
tum measured in the c.m. frame, Ec.m. is the c.m. energy, and m is the D-meson mass. The
xp spectra of D+

s mesons at the Υ(5S) energy in the simulated bb̄ and continuum events
are shown in Fig. 1. The bb̄ events are restricted to the lower half of the xp range, while
the continuum events are enhanced in the high xp region. We determine the shape of the
continuum contribution using the data collected below the BB̄ threshold, normalize the
contribution using the high xp region, and subtract. The events remaining after the sub-
traction are corrected for the efficiency in the xp bins, and their sum is used to determine
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D/D̄X).

In the considered energy range, the bb̄ events are of three types: with B mesons (B
corresponds to B+ or B0), with B0

s , and with bottomonium; the latter contributes at the
level of a few per cent. Neglecting D meson production in bottomonium decays, we write

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X) = 2σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) B(B0

s → D±s X)

+ 2σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D±s X),

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X) = 2σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) B(B0

s → D0/D̄0X)

+ 2σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D0/D̄0X).

(3.1)

1We are using c = 1 units.
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Figure 1. The xp spectra of D+
s mesons at the Υ(5S) energy in the simulated bb̄ (open blue

histogram) and continuum (hatched magenta histogram) events. Both distributions are normalized
to unity.

The multiplicity of D mesons is up to two in B decays and up to four in bb̄ events; the
branching fractions B(B(s) → D/D̄X) and the cross sections σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D/D̄X)

correspond to the average multiplicity of the D mesons in the considered processes. From
the system of equations (3.1), we find the ratio

C ≡ B(B0
s → D0/D̄0X)

B(B0
s → D±s X)

=
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X)− 2 σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D0/D̄0X)

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X)− 2 σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D±s X)
. (3.2)

We determine the ratio C by measuring σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D±s X) and σ(e+e− → bb̄ →
D0/D̄0X) at the Υ(5S) energy and using the value of σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) at this energy
reported in Ref. [9]. Then we re-write the system of equations (3.1) as

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X) = 2σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) B(B0

s → D±s X)

+ 2σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D±s X),

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X) = 2C σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) B(B0

s → D±s X)

+ 2σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D0/D̄0X).

(3.3)

We define X = σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X)B(B0

s → D±s X), Y = σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) and solve the
system of equations (3.3) with respect to X and Y :

X =
B U −AW
2(B −AC)

,

(3.4)

Y =
W − C U

2(B −AC)
,
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where we introduced notations

U = σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X),

W = σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X), (3.5)

A = B(B → D±s X),

B = B(B → D0/D̄0X).

To study energy dependence of the e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X cross section, it is convenient to

consider the product σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) B(B0

s → D±s X), since in this case a rather large
uncertainty in B(B0

s → D±s X) will affect only the overall normalization.
Based on the Υ(4S) data, we measure B(B → D±s X) and B(B → D0/D̄0X), and use

them in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) to reduce systematic uncertainties.

4 Event selection

All charged tracks are required to be consistent with originating from the interaction point
(IP): we require dr < 0.5 cm and |dz| < 2 cm, where dr and |dz| are the impact pa-
rameters perpendicular to and along the beam direction, respectively, with respect to
the IP. Information from the TOF, the number of the photoelectrons from the ACC,
and the dE/dx measurement in the CDC are combined to form a likelihood Lh for a
hadron hypothesis h [22]. Charged kaon candidates are required to have a likelihood ratio
PK/π = LK/(LK + Lπ) > 0.6. Charged pion candidates are required to have PK/π < 0.9.
The efficiency for kaon (pion) identification is about 90% (97%) with a misidentification
rate of a pion as a kaon (a kaon as a pion) of about 8% (20%).

The D+
s and D0 candidates are reconstructed using only the clean D+

s → φπ+ and
D0 → K−π+ decay channels.2 Since there might be several D mesons in an event, we
do not apply best candidate selection. The φ mesons are reconstructed from K+K− pairs.
The invariant mass of the two kaons should be within ±19MeV/c2 from the nominal φ mass
(Fig. 2). The helicity angle θhel is defined as the angle between the D+

s and K+ momenta

Figure 2. The K+K− mass distribution in the data without the helicity angle requirement. The
dashed vertical lines indicate the signal region.

in the φ rest frame; a requirement | cos(θhel)| > 0.25 is applied.
2Throughout this paper, charge conjugation is always included.
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5 Analysis of the Υ(4S) and Υ(5S) data samples

In this section, we describe the analysis of the Υ(4S) and Υ(5S) data samples. Here
our goal is to measure the cross sections σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D/D̄X), the branching fractions
B(B → D/D̄X), the B0

s production fraction fs, and the ratio B(B0
s → D0/D̄0X) / B(B0

s →
D±s X).

5.1 Measurement of σ(e+e− → bb̄→ DX)

We fit the mass distributions of the D+
s and D0 candidates in bins of xp. The signals are

described by a sum of four Gaussians with parameters determined from the MC simulation.
We introduce a shift and a broadening factor, common to all Gaussians, that are floated in
each xp bin. The background is described by a second-order polynomial. Examples of the
fits to the Υ(5S) data for xp bins (0.25, 0.3) and (0.65, 0.7) are shown in Fig. 3. We use
binned likelihood fits.

The dependence of the D+
s and D0 yields on xp for the Υ(5S), Υ(4S), and continuum

data samples is shown in Fig. 4. There is a clear enhancement at low xp in the Υ(5S) and
Υ(4S) data due to the production of the bb̄ events. We subtract the continuum contribution
using the xp spectra for the data collected below the BB̄ threshold. The shape of the
continuum spectrum changes noticeably between Ec.m. = 10.52 GeV and the Υ(5S) energy,
primarily due to the evolution of fragmentation with energy. We determine corrections with
the help of the event generator developed for Belle II that integrates KKMC and Pythia [23].
The KKMC generator is used to simulate initial state radiation and the Pythia generator is
used to simulate c-quark fragmentation. The correction factors for D+

s and D0, defined as
the ratio of the continuum xp spectra at the Υ(5S) energy and at Ec.m. = 10.52 GeV, are
shown in Fig. 5. In the Υ(4S) case, we find that no correction is needed since the Υ(4S)

energy is close to 10.52 GeV.
From the MC simulation, we find that bb̄ events contribute only at lower xp values: the

highest bin with a bb̄ contribution, imax, and the corresponding upper bin edge xmax
p , are

shown for D+
s and D0 in different data samples in Table 1. Thus, we use the xp > xmax

p

Table 1. The values of xmax
p , imax, k and kest for D+

s and D0 in different data samples; see the
main text for the definition of these quantities.

D+
s at Υ(5S) D0 at Υ(5S) D+

s at Υ(4S) D0 at Υ(4S)

imax 11 12 10 11
xmax
p 0.55 0.60 0.50 0.55
k 1.510± 0.004 1.499± 0.001 7.410± 0.008 7.460± 0.002

kest 1.516 7.430

region for the normalization of the continuum xp distribution and fit the Υ(5S) and Υ(4S)

data in this range using the (corrected) xp spectrum of the data below the BB̄ threshold
as the fitting function. The results of these fits are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 3. The mass distributions of theD+
s (left) andD0 (right) candidates in the 0.25 < xp < 0.3

(top) and 0.65 < xp < 0.7 (bottom) regions. Points with error bars are the Υ(5S) data, and
histograms are the fit results.

The normalization factors k for the continuum contribution obtained from the fits are
listed in Table 1. These factors can be roughly estimated as

kest
i =

Li
Lcont

(
Econt

Ei

)2

, (5.1)

where i runs over Υ(5S) and Υ(4S), “cont” denotes data sample collected below the BB̄
threshold, E and L are the corresponding energy and integrated luminosity. The values
of kest

i are in reasonable agreement with the fit results, as shown in Table 1. The xp
spectra after the continuum subtraction are shown in Fig. 7. The points in the subtraction
region are consistent with zero, which indicates that the continuum spectra are determined
correctly.

The D meson reconstruction efficiency as a function of xp is shown in Fig. 8. It takes
into account the known difference between data and simulation for particle identification
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Figure 4. The yield of D+
s (left) and D0 (right) in bins of xp for the data samples collected at

the Υ(5S) (top), Υ(4S) (middle) and below the BB̄ threshold (bottom).
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Figure 5. The ratio of the continuum xp spectra at the Υ(5S) energy and Ec.m. = 10.52 GeV
obtained using MC simulation. Red and blue points correspond to D+

s and D0, respectively.

efficiency; the corresponding momentum and polar angle dependent correction factors are
determined using the D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+ decays [22]. The presented D+

s recon-
struction efficiency includes the efficiency of the φ mass and helicity angle requirements.

We introduce a correction factor rφ = εdata
φ /εMC

φ to account for the difference in
M(K+K−) distribution between the data and the MC simulation. To determine εφ, we
fit the mass distributions for the D+

s candidates that satisfy the φ mass and helicity angle
requirements and that are rejected by them. Based on the corresponding signal yields, Nφ

and Nφ, we find

εφ =
Nφ

Nφ +Nφ

. (5.2)

Here we use events with 0.2 < xp < 0.95, where background is low and all bins are well-
populated. To estimate systematic uncertainty, we vary the considered xp interval. The
result is

rφ = 0.981± 0.005± 0.004. (5.3)

Here and throughout this paper if two uncertainties are shown, the first is statistical and
the second is systematic.

The inclusive visible e+e− → D/D̄X cross sections are calculated as

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X) =

imax∑
i=1

Ni(D
+
s )− k(D+

s ) ni(D
+
s )

L Ei(D+
s ) rφ B(D+

s → K+K−π)
(5.4)

and

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X) =

imax∑
i=1

Ni(D
0)− k(D0) ni(D

0)

L Ei(D0) B(D0 → Kπ)
, (5.5)
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Figure 6. The yield of D+
s (left) and D0 (right) in bins of xp for the Υ(5S) (top) and Υ(4S)

(bottom) data. Points with error bars show the data, solid hatched histograms show the fit results,
and open dashed histograms show the extrapolation of the continuum component into the bb̄ signal
region.

where i runs over the xp bins, the values of imax are given in Table 1, Ni and ni are the
numbers of the D mesons in the i-th xp bin in the on-resonance and continuum spectra,
respectively, Ei(D) is the D reconstruction efficiency in the i-th bin, L is the integrated
luminosity of the Υ(5S) or Υ(4S) data samples, B(D+

s → K+K−π) = (5.38± 0.10)% and
B(D0 → K∓π±) = (3.95± 0.03)% [24]; k is given in Table 1, and rφ is given in Eq. (5.3).
The cross section values measured at the Υ(5S) and Υ(4S) are listed in Table 2. Their
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Figure 7. The distribution of the xp of D+
s (left) and D0 (right) in the Υ(5S) (top) and Υ(4S)

(bottom) data after subtracting the continuum contribution. Insets show the high xp region with
an expanded vertical scale.

Table 2. The e+e− → bb̄→ D±
s X and e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X cross sections (in pb) measured at

the Υ(5S) and Υ(4S).

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X) σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X)

Υ(5S) 151.8± 1.0± 5.5 379.7± 1.6± 10.0

Υ(4S) 248.6± 0.6± 9.2 1468.5± 0.9± 36.6

statistical uncertainties are calculated as√√√√ imax∑
i=1

(
σi

∆Ni

Ni − k ni

)2

+

(
∆k

imax∑
i=1

σi ni
Ni − k ni

)2

, (5.6)
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Figure 8. The D+
s (left) and D0 (right) meson reconstruction efficiency at the Υ(5S) (blue points)

and Υ(4S) (red points) as a function of xp.

where σi is the inclusive cross section in the i-th momentum bin and ∆X is the statistical
uncertainty of the quantity X.

Below we list various contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the cross sections;
corresponding summary is presented in Table 3.

• We vary the fit model for the mass spectra of the D candidates. In particular, we (1)
introduce one additional shift for one narrow Gaussian; (2) introduce additional shift
and broadening factor for one narrow Gaussian; (3) change the background function
from 2nd- to 3rd-order polynomial. Variations (1) and (3) result in negligibly small
changes in the cross section. The uncertainties related to variation (2) are shown in
Table 3.

• Contribution of the statistical error in the continuum xp spectrum is calculated as

1

σ

√√√√ imax∑
i=1

(
σi

∆ni k

Ni − k ni

)2

. (5.7)

• The systematic uncertainty related to the continuum spectrum correction is estimated
as half of the change in the cross section obtained with and without this correction.

• The contribution of the MC statistical error is calculated as

1

σ

√√√√ imax∑
i=1

(
σi

∆Ei
Ei

)2

. (5.8)

• We account for the 0.6% uncertainty in rφ.

• The systematic uncertainty of the track reconstruction efficiency, estimated using
partially reconstructed D∗+ → D0π+, D0 → π+π−K0

S and K0
S → π+π− events, is

0.35% per track; thus we have 1.1% for D+
s and 0.7% for D0.
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• The uncertainty of the K/π identification efficiency is due to a small difference in the
identification efficiency between MC and data. The uncertainty is calculated as 2.3%
for D+

s → K−K+π+ and 1.4% for D0 → K−π+.

• The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 1.4%.

• The uncertainty in the world average B(D+
s → K+K−π+) is 1.9% and in B(D0 →

K+π+) is 0.8% [24].

The total systematic uncertainty is calculated by adding the various contributions in quadra-
ture.

Table 3. Systematic uncertainties in the e+e− → bb̄ → D±
s X and e+e− → bb̄ → D0/D̄0X cross

sections at Υ(5S) and Υ(4S) (in %).
Source D+

s at Υ(5S) D0 at Υ(5S) D+
s at Υ(4S) D0 at Υ(4S)

Fit model 0.6 0.3 1.0 1.1
Cont. xp spectrum stat. unc. 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.1
Cont. xp spectrum correction 0.3 1.3 - -
MC statistical unc. 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
rφ 0.6 - 0.6 -
Tracking 1.1 0.7 1.1 0.7
K/π identification 2.3 1.4 2.3 1.4
Integrated luminosity 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Branching fraction 1.9 0.8 1.9 0.8
Total 3.6 2.6 3.7 2.5

Cross sections σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D/D̄X) for various xp bins are presented in Ap-
pendix A.

5.2 Determination of B(B → D/D̄X)

The B → D/D̄X branching fractions are found as

B(B → D/D̄X) =
1

2

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D/D̄X)|Υ(4S)

σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(4S)

, (5.9)

where we use the cross sections measured at the Υ(4S). The total cross section σ(e+e− →
bb̄) is calculated as

σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(4S) =
N

Υ(4S)

BB̄

L
= (1102± 24) pb, (5.10)

where NΥ(4S)

BB̄
= (619.6±9.4)×106 is the total number of the BB̄ pairs in the Υ(4S) SVD2

data [14] and L = 562 fb−1 is the total integrated luminosity of this data sample. The
number NΥ(4S)

BB̄
is obtained by counting the hadronic events at the Υ(4S) and subtracting
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the continuum contribution determined using the data below the BB̄ threshold. The tran-
sitions from Υ(4S) to lower bottomonia have a total branching fraction of 0.26% [24] and
are neglected.

Using the cross section values presented in Table 2, we find

B(B → D0/D̄0X) = (66.63± 0.04± 1.77)%, (5.11)

B(B → D±s X) = (11.28± 0.03± 0.43)%. (5.12)

The systematic uncertainty due to the integrated luminosity is the same in the numerator
and denominator of Eq. (5.9) and, therefore, cancels.

The world-average results obtained by a similar method are (61.6± 2.9)% for D0 and
(8.3 ± 0.8)% for D+

s [24]. Our uncertainties are lower than those of the world-average
values; there is a 3.2σ tension in the D+

s channel. One can also use for comparison the
measurements performed with a full reconstruction of one B meson in the event [25]. In
this case, one has to add branching fractions for B+ and B0. The results are (71.6± 4.6)%

and (10.4+1.3
−1.8)%; the agreement with our measurements is better.

5.3 Production fractions at the Υ(5S)

We determine the average number of the D mesons produced at the Υ(5S) as

B(Υ(5S)→ D/D̄X) =
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ DX)|Υ(5S)

σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(5S)

. (5.13)

Using the values from Table 2 and σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(5S) = (340± 16) pb−1 [26], we find

B(Υ(5S)→ D0/D̄0X) = (111.7± 0.5± 6.0)%, (5.14)

B(Υ(5S)→ D±s X) = (44.7± 0.3± 2.7)%. (5.15)

These results agree with the previous measurements (108± 8)% for D0 and (46± 6)% for
D+
s [21], and supersede them.

The fraction of B0
s B̄

0
s X events produced at the Υ(5S) is defined as

fs =
σ(e+e− → B0

s B̄
0
s X)|Υ(5S)

σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(5S)

, (5.16)

where σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) can be found from the first equation of (3.1)

σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) =

σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X)/2− σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) B(B → D±s X)

B(B0
s → D±s X)

.

(5.17)
Then, using Eq. (5.9) for B(B → D±s X), we find

fs =
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X)|Υ(5S) − σ(e+e− → BB̄ X)|Υ(5S)

σ(e+e−→bb̄→D±s X)|Υ(4S)

σ(e+e−→bb̄)|Υ(4S)

2 B(B0
s → D±s X) σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(5S)

.

(5.18)
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Using σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D±s X) from Table 2, B(B0
s → D±s X) = (60.2 ± 5.8 ± 2.3)% [27],

and σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) = (255.5± 7.9) pb [9], we obtain:

fs = (23.0± 0.2± 2.8)%. (5.19)

While estimating the systematic uncertainty in fs, we take into account that the systematic
uncertainties of the quantities entering Eq. (5.18) are correlated and to a large extent cancel.

• The uncertainty due to the integrated luminosity is the same in all σ’s in Eq. (5.18)
and, therefore, cancels in fs.

• Both quantities σ(e+e− → BB̄ X)|Υ(5S) and σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(4S) contain the same
uncertainty due to NΥ(4S)

BB̄
[9] — it cancels in their ratio.

• The uncertainties due to the reconstruction efficiency and the D+
s -meson branching

fraction are fully correlated between the inclusive D+
s cross sections in the numerator.

They are treated as common correlated errors for the resulting value of fs, and, thus,
the total uncertainty in the difference is considerably reduced.

The individual contribution from each quantity and the correlated contributions are listed
in Table 4. We sum all presented errors in quadrature to obtain the total systematic
uncertainty.

Table 4. Systematic uncertainty in fs.

Source Systematic uncertainty (%)
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X)|Υ(5S) 1.4
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X)|Υ(4S) 0.7
σ(e+e− → BB̄ X)|Υ(5S) 1.4
B(B0

s → D±s X) 10.5
σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(5S) 4.5
Correlated contributions
– tracking 1.1
– K/π identification 2.3
– rφ 0.6
– B(D+

s → K+K−π+) 1.9
Total 12.0

To improve the accuracy in fs, we use the relation

fs + fBB̄X + fB/ = 1, (5.20)

where fBB̄X = σ(e+e− → BB̄ X)/σ(e+e− → bb̄) = (75.1 ± 4.0)% [9] is the fraction of the
BB̄ X events at Υ(5S) and fB/ is the fraction of bb̄ events without open-bottom mesons
in the final state. The fB/ fraction is due to the transitions to lower bottomonia with
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the emission of light hadrons. In Ref. [9], it was estimated that the known bottomonium
channels sum up to

fknown
B/ = (4.9± 0.6)%. (5.21)

We perform a fit to three measurements: fs, fBB̄X and fB/, applying one constraint –
Eq. (5.20). The free parameters of this fit are the fitted values of the production fractions.
Since potentially not all bottomonium channels are known, we use Eq. (5.21) as a constraint
from below. The production fractions contain a factor 1/σ(e+e− → bb̄)|Υ(5S) which results
in a correlated uncertainty of 4.5% (Table 4). The presence of σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5.18) results in an anti-correlated uncertainty in fs and fBB̄X of 1.4%
and 2.4%, respectively. The above value for fs is taken from Table 4; the value for fBB̄X
is obtained taking into account that the uncertainty in σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) in Eq. (5.18)
partially cancels. The correlated uncertainties are taken into account using the method
described in Ref. [28]. From the fit, we find

fs = (22.0+2.0
−2.1)%. (5.22)

This result for fs supersedes the previous Belle measurement fs = (17.2±3.0)% [26] obtained
with a model-dependent estimate B(B0

s → D±s X) = (92±11)%; it also supersedes the result
fs = (28.5± 3.2± 3.7)% reported in Ref. [27].

5.4 Determination of B(B0
s → D0/D̄0X) / B(B0

s → D±s X)

The measurements presented in Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12), and in Table 2 are substituted in
Eq. (3.2); we find

B(B0
s → D0/D̄0X)

B(B0
s → D±s X)

= 0.416± 0.018± 0.092. (5.23)

As in the case of fs, here we consider the correlations between the systematic uncertainties
of the quantities in Eq. (3.2).

• The uncertainty due to integrated luminosity cancels in the ratio of the cross sections.

• The uncertainty due to N
Υ(4S)

BB̄
cancels in the product of B(B → D/D̄X) and

σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) (we note that B(B → D/D̄X) is inversely proportional toNΥ(4S)

BB̄
).

• The uncertainties due to the reconstruction efficiency and theD-meson branching frac-
tions are completely correlated between the two terms in the numerator of Eq. (3.2).
This correlation considerably reduces the uncertainty in the difference of the two
terms. The same is true about the denominator.

• The uncertainty due to tracking efficiency partly cancels between the numerator and
the denominator (two tracks in the numerator and three tracks in the denominator).

• We conservatively assume that the uncertainties due to the particle identification are
not correlated between the numerator and the denominator because the corresponding
momentum spectra of kaons and pions are different.
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In Table 5 we list first the uncorrelated contributions from the quantities in Eq. (3.2), and
then the correlated contributions; the total uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of all listed
errors.

Table 5. Systematic uncertainty in B(B0
s → D0/D̄0X)/B(B0

s → D±
s X).

Source Systematic uncertainty (%)
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X) 13.3
σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±s X) 1.4
B(B → D0/D̄0X) 11.2
B(B → D±s X) 0.8
σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) 13.7
Correlated contributions
– tracking 0.4
– K/π identification 2.7
– rφ 0.6
– B(D+

s → K+K−π+) 1.9
– B(D0 → K−π+) 0.8

Total 22.2

The fractions of B+B− and B0B̄0 events at the Υ(4S) and Υ(5S) are different: at
Υ(4S) the ratio of production fractions f+−/f00 = 1.065±0.012±0.019±0.047 [29], while
at Υ(5S) this ratio is expected to be close to one since Υ(5S) is far from the BB̄ production
thresholds and no isospin violation is expected. Given that the branching fractions B(B+ →
D0/D̄0X) = (87.6 ± 4.1)% and B(B0 → D0/D̄0X) = (55.5 ± 3.2)% are considerably
different [24], we expect B(B → D0/D̄0X) at the Υ(5S) to be (0.71 ± 0.54)% lower than
at the Υ(4S), here B denotes the relevant mixture of B+ and B0. The effect is small and
is neglected.

6 Energy scan data

The analysis strategy described previously in Sec. 5 for the Υ(5S) and Υ(4S) data is now
applied at each energy point. We fit the mass distributions of the D+

s and D0 candidates
in each xp bin. As in the Υ(5S) and Υ(4S) analysis, the signal function is a sum of the
four Gaussians with parameters obtained from fitting the MC sample. The shift and the
broadening factor, introduced to describe the signal in the data, are common for all the
Gaussians. They are fixed to the values obtained from fitting the Υ(5S) data sample for all
energy points, except the three with the largest luminosity. At these three points, near the
Υ(5S) resonance, the shift and broadening factor are allowed to vary freely. The background
is fitted by a second-order polynomial.

We use the xp spectra for the data collected below the BB̄ threshold, shown in Fig. 4
(bottom), to subtract the continuum contribution at each energy point. First, the contin-
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uum xp spectrum for the D+
s and D0 mesons is corrected for the energy difference between

Ec.m. = 10.52 GeV and the energy of the relevant point. As before, these corrections are
obtained using the Belle II event generator. Then, the shape of the corrected continuum xp
spectrum is used in the fit to the high-momentum region of the xp distribution to obtain the
normalization factor k for the continuum contribution at the current energy. The results of
these fits are provided in Appendix B.

The inclusive e+e− → bb̄ → D±s X and e+e− → bb̄ → D0/D̄0X cross sections are
calculated according to formulas (5.4) and (5.5) with imax = 11 and imax = 12, respectively
(Table 1). The obtained values of the cross sections are listed in Table 6 and shown in Fig. 9.
The errors in this figure are statistical only; they are calculated according to Eq. (5.6).

Figure 9. The energy dependence of the inclusive e+e− → bb̄ → D±
s X (left) and e+e− → bb̄ →

D0/D̄0X (right) cross sections.

We consider the same sources of systematic uncertainty as listed in Table 3. We assume
that the systematic uncertainties are fully correlated at the various energy points and find
three types of the energy dependence of the systematic uncertainties:

• The contribution of the statistical uncertainty of the continuum xp spectrum is addi-
tive and is almost energy-independent (Fig. 10, blue points).

• The contribution of the xp spectrum correction is additive and shows a linear rise
with energy (Fig. 10, green points).

• Other sources are multiplicative; their relative uncertainties are energy-independent.
Their shapes repeat those of the cross sections themselves (Fig. 10, red points).

In Table 6 the contributions of these three types of systematic uncertainties are summed in
quadrature.
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Figure 10. The energy dependence of the absolute systematic uncertainties in the e+e− → bb̄ →
D+

s X (left) and e+e− → bb̄ → D0X (right) cross sections. Shown are contributions from the
statistical uncertainty of the continuum xp spectrum (blue triangles), the continuum xp spectrum
correction (green squares), and the sum of the other sources (red circles). The vertical scale is
chosen to coincide with the maximal statistical uncertainty in the corresponding cross section.

Substituting the obtained values of B(B → D0/D̄0X), B(B → D±s X), and B(B0
s →

D0/D̄0X) / B(B0
s → D±s X) (Eqs. (5.11), (5.12) and (5.23)) in Eqs. (3.4), we find

X = 0.54 · U − 0.09 ·W,
(6.1)

Y = −0.34 · U + 0.81 ·W.

The results for X = σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) · B(B0

s → D±s X) and Y = σ(e+e− → BB̄ X)

are presented in Table 6 and in Fig. 11. The e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X cross section shows a clear

peak near the Υ(5S) energy and a hint of a peak near the Υ(6S), while the non-resonant
contribution is small.

We separate the systematic uncertainties of the quantities entering Eqs. (3.4) into corre-
lated and uncorrelated parts, similarly as for the fs (Table 4). We add all the contributions
in quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty shown in Table 6.

7 Conclusions

We have measured the inclusive cross sections σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D±s X), σ(e+e− → bb̄ →
D0/D̄0X), σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) and the product σ(e+e− → B0

s B̄
0
s X) · B(B0

s → D±s X) in
the energy range from 10.63 to 11.02 GeV. Results are presented in Table 6. The energy
dependence of the e+e− → B0

s B̄
0
s X cross section shows a clear peak near the Υ(5S) energy

and a hint of a peak near the Υ(6S). The obtained results can be used in a combined
analysis of the data in various final states within coupled-channel approaches to investigate
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Table 6. Energies (in GeV), luminosities (in fb−1) for various data samples and the results for the
σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D±

s X), σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D0/D̄0X), σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) · B(B0

s → D±
s X), and

σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) (in pb). The first error in the cross section is statistical, the second is systematic.
Ec.m. L σ(D+

s X) σ(D0X) σ(B0
s B̄

0
s X) · B σ(BB̄ X)

10.6322 0.989 65.4± 7.4± 2.5 298.5± 12.9± 7.2 8.0± 4.2± 0.7 219.0± 10.7± 3.2

10.6810 0.949 51.3± 7.4± 2.1 292.2± 13.2± 7.3 1.0± 4.2± 0.8 218.7± 10.9± 3.6

10.7313 0.946 53.4± 7.4± 2.1 315.7± 13.2± 8.0 − 0.0± 4.2± 0.8 236.9± 10.9± 4.1

10.7712 0.955 33.9± 7.0± 1.5 201.2± 12.8± 6.1 − 0.1± 3.9± 0.7 151.0± 10.6± 3.8

10.8295 1.697 70.8± 5.8± 2.7 306.2± 9.8± 8.5 10.2± 3.2± 0.9 223.4± 8.1± 4.8

10.8489 0.989 116.0± 8.2± 4.3 364.4± 13.0± 9.7 29.2± 4.6± 1.5 255.2± 10.9± 6.3

10.8574 0.988 133.3± 8.4± 4.9 366.9± 13.0± 9.8 38.3± 4.7± 1.8 251.4± 10.9± 7.4

10.8642 47.648 146.9± 1.7± 5.4 385.3± 2.6± 10.1 43.9± 0.9± 2.0 261.7± 2.2± 8.0

10.8658 29.107 155.6± 2.1± 5.7 376.8± 3.3± 10.1 49.4± 1.2± 2.2 251.9± 2.8± 8.9

10.8676 45.284 155.2± 1.7± 5.6 376.3± 2.7± 10.0 49.2± 0.9± 2.1 251.6± 2.3± 8.8

10.8778 0.978 151.2± 8.6± 5.5 374.5± 13.2± 10.1 47.2± 4.8± 2.1 251.5± 11.0± 8.6

10.8828 1.848 140.3± 6.2± 5.1 367.0± 9.6± 10.0 42.1± 3.4± 1.9 249.1± 8.0± 8.0

10.8889 0.990 125.8± 8.2± 4.6 317.0± 12.9± 9.1 38.8± 4.6± 1.8 213.6± 10.8± 7.6

10.8983 2.408 78.4± 4.9± 3.0 276.0± 8.2± 8.4 17.0± 2.7± 1.1 196.5± 6.8± 5.4

10.9073 0.980 59.0± 7.3± 2.3 269.8± 12.7± 8.5 7.2± 4.1± 0.8 198.0± 10.5± 5.3

10.9287 1.149 53.0± 6.7± 2.1 230.3± 11.6± 8.0 7.5± 3.8± 0.9 168.1± 9.6± 5.3

10.9575 0.969 45.3± 7.2± 1.9 220.2± 12.7± 8.3 4.3± 4.0± 0.9 162.5± 10.5± 5.7

10.9753 0.999 53.2± 7.1± 2.2 246.2± 12.5± 8.7 6.2± 4.0± 1.0 180.9± 10.4± 5.8

10.9904 0.985 52.9± 7.2± 2.1 278.3± 12.7± 9.2 3.1± 4.0± 0.9 206.9± 10.5± 5.9

11.0039 0.976 89.0± 7.8± 3.3 356.2± 13.0± 10.5 15.4± 4.4± 1.1 257.6± 10.8± 6.4

11.0148 0.771 92.9± 9.9± 3.5 384.5± 14.7± 11.2 15.0± 5.5± 1.2 279.2± 12.3± 6.7

11.0185 0.859 82.1± 8.4± 3.1 354.3± 13.9± 10.8 11.9± 4.7± 1.2 258.4± 11.6± 6.6

11.0208 0.982 75.5± 7.6± 2.9 390.0± 13.0± 11.4 5.1± 4.3± 1.1 289.5± 10.8± 6.7

the nature and properties of the bottomonium and bottomonium-like states lying above the
BB̄ threshold.

We have measured the following inclusive branching fractions and production fractions:

B(B → D±s X) = (11.28± 0.03± 0.43)%, (7.1)

B(B → D0/D̄0X) = (66.63± 0.04± 1.77)%, (7.2)

B(Υ(5S)→ D±s X) = (44.7± 0.3± 2.7)%, (7.3)

B(Υ(5S)→ D0/D̄0X) = (111.7± 0.5± 6.0)%. (7.4)

There might be several D mesons in B decays and bb̄ events; the measurements correspond
to the average multiplicities. The results shown in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) supersede previous
Belle measurements reported in Ref. [21].

The fraction of the events containing the B0
s mesons at the Υ(5S) is found to be

(22.0+2.0
−2.1)%. (7.5)

This value supersedes the previous Belle results reported in Refs. [26] and [27].
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Figure 11. The energy dependence of the product σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) ·B(B0

s → D±
s X) (left) and

the σ(e+e− → BB̄ X) (right). Shown are statistical uncertainties calculated using Eq. (6.1) based
on the statistical uncertainties of U = σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D±

s X) andW = σ(e+e− → bb̄→ D0/D̄0X).
The dashed lines indicate the B0

s B̄
0
s , B0

s B̄
∗
s and B∗

s B̄
∗
s thresholds.

We also determined the ratio of the B0
s branching fractions

B(B0
s → D0/D̄0X)

B(B0
s → D±s X)

= 0.416± 0.018± 0.092. (7.6)

The inclusive method allows to measure energy dependence of the e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X

cross section with relatively high precision even if relatively low integrated luminosity is
available. It can be used by the Belle II experiment for exploratory studies of various
energy regions of interest, for example, near the B(∗)

s B̄
(∗)
s production thresholds or to search

for P -wave B0
s0 and B0

s1 states via σ(e+e− → B0
s B̄

0
s X) enhancements at the BsJ B̄

(∗)
s

thresholds [6]. Additional advantage of the method is that the inclusive e+e− → BB̄ X

cross section is also determined.
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A xp spectra of D+
s and D0 at the Υ(4S) and Υ(5S) resonances

To determine σ(e+e− → bb̄ → D/D̄X) for various xp intervals, we use Eqs. (5.4), (5.5),
and (5.6) without summing over index i. The results are presented in Table 7. We consider
the same sources of the systematic uncertainty as shown in Table 3.

Table 7. Cross sections σ(e+e− → bb̄ → DX) for various xp intervals at the Υ(5S) and Υ(4S)

resonances. The first and second uncertainties are statistical for on-resonance and continuum data,
respectively; the third uncertainty is multiplicative systematic.
xp interval D+

s at the Υ(5S) D0 at the Υ(5S) D+
s at the Υ(4S) D0 at the Υ(4S)

(0.00,0.05) 0.73± 0.08± 0.00± 0.06 4.10± 0.17± 0.00± 0.17 1.88± 0.06± 0.06± 0.11 15.69± 0.09± 0.00± 0.42

(0.05,0.10) 5.09± 0.27± 0.00± 0.24 24.29± 0.39± 0.00± 0.70 9.70± 0.15± 0.15± 0.40 86.67± 0.21± 0.00± 2.19

(0.10,0.15) 9.49± 0.34± 0.00± 0.41 45.94± 0.53± 0.01± 1.27 17.02± 0.20± 0.20± 0.68 162.73± 0.29± 0.00± 4.09

(0.15,0.20) 16.28± 0.40± 0.00± 0.64 60.70± 0.59± 0.01± 1.65 23.77± 0.22± 0.22± 0.92 214.84± 0.32± 0.01± 5.40

(0.20,0.25) 23.13± 0.40± 0.01± 0.89 61.56± 0.57± 0.02± 1.74 32.08± 0.22± 0.22± 1.23 239.29± 0.33± 0.01± 6.03

(0.25,0.30) 29.04± 0.39± 0.01± 1.11 60.81± 0.55± 0.03± 1.70 48.40± 0.21± 0.21± 1.82 233.92± 0.31± 0.01± 5.89

(0.30,0.35) 30.85± 0.36± 0.01± 1.16 49.63± 0.51± 0.04± 1.41 72.22± 0.21± 0.21± 2.67 223.39± 0.30± 0.02± 5.62

(0.35,0.40) 22.53± 0.32± 0.02± 0.87 35.31± 0.48± 0.06± 1.07 41.72± 0.18± 0.18± 1.57 167.71± 0.27± 0.03± 4.24

(0.40,0.45) 11.65± 0.27± 0.02± 0.51 21.41± 0.44± 0.08± 0.76 1.85± 0.12± 0.12± 0.30 96.56± 0.24± 0.03± 2.48

(0.45,0.50) 3.27± 0.23± 0.03± 0.29 10.61± 0.41± 0.10± 0.56 −0.07± 0.16± 0.16± 0.41 26.65± 0.21± 0.04± 0.85

(0.50,0.55) −0.22± 0.21± 0.04± 0.25 3.84± 0.39± 0.11± 0.48 − 1.08± 0.17± 0.04± 0.45

(0.55,0.60) − 1.53± 0.36± 0.11± 0.44 − −
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B Fits to the xp distributions at the scan energies

The fits to the xp distributions at various energies are shown in Fig. 12 for D+
s and Fig. 13

for D0.

Figure 12. The yield ofD+
s in bins of xp for the scan energies. Points with error bars show the data,

solid hatched histograms show the fit results, and open dashed histograms show the extrapolation
of the continuum component into the bb̄ signal region. The energy increases from left to right and
from top to bottom.
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Figure 13. The yield of D0 in bins of xp for the scan energies. Points with error bars show the data,
solid hatched histograms show the fit results, and open dashed histograms show the extrapolation
of the continuum component into the bb̄ signal region. The energy increases from left to right and
from top to bottom.
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Studies on the hadronization of charm and beauty quarks

Mattia Faggin, on behalf of the ALICE Collaboration

Department of Physics and Astronomy “Galileo Galilei”
University of Padova, Italy

In this contribution, the latest results on hadronization studies of charm and beauty quarks
obtained with the data collected with the ALICE experiment at the LHC are presented.
Measurements of prompt and non-prompt charm-hadron production in pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb
are shown. The results are also compared with theoretical models that consider different
implementations of the heavy-quark hadronization across collision systems.

1 Heavy quarks: a unique probe of high-density QCD

Given their large mass (mc ≈ 1.3 GeV/c2, mb ≈ 4.2 GeV/c2), charm and beauty quarks at the
LHC are produced mainly in the hard scattering processes among partons of the colliding protons
or nuclei. In addition, in Pb–Pb collisions charm and beauty quarks are produced before the
onset of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a deconfined state of the strongly-interacting matter
characterized by partonic degrees of freedom. Charm and beauty quarks are unique probes
of the QGP, since they experience its full evolution, and of hadronization mechanisms in any
hadronic collision system. Since the flavour is retained through the collision evolution, the
charm and beauty-quark hadronization can be tested experimentally via the measurement of
charm and beauty-hadron production. Such measurements in Pb–Pb collisions aim to study
the properties of the QGP and the effects on the heavy-quark dynamics and hadronization.
Heavy-flavour hadron production in p–Pb collisions is of great interest to study the influence of
the so-called cold nuclear matter effects, induced by the presence of nuclei in the initial state.
An important reference to the studies in p–Pb and Pb–Pb is provided by pp collisions. In
addition, measurements in such collision system are very important per se, because they provide
fundamental tests of perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations.

Calculations of heavy-flavour hadron production in e+e− → QQ̄ collisions are usually based
on a factorization approach, with the production cross section of charm and beauty hadrons
described as the product of: (i) the cross section of the hard scattering process between the two
leptons, calculated in pQCD; (ii) the fragmentation functions (FF), which encode the informa-
tion on the hadronization and quantify the probability for a heavy-flavour quark to produce a
hadron carrying a given fraction of the original quark momentum. This approach is adopted
also in pp collisions with the addition of the parton distribution functions, which quantify the
probability to pick-up a parton of a given momentum from the colliding protons. Model calcu-
lations based on a factorization approach, and relying on FF that are constrained from e+e−

and e−p measurements, well describe the charm and beauty meson production at the LHC 1.
Heavy-flavour mesons are also measured in Pb–Pb collisions, where their production is signifi-
cantly influenced by QGP-induced effects, as strangeness enhancement and coalescence of heavy
quarks with light quarks from the bulk 18. The interplay between these two phenomena explains
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Figure 1 – Left: pT-differential Ξ0
c/D0 ratio at midrapidity in pp and p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Right:

nuclear modification factor (RpPb) of Λ+
c and Ξ0

c baryons at midrapidity in p–Pb collisions.

the larger nuclear modification factor of D+
s mesons in 2 < pT < 8 GeV/c compared to that of

non-strange D mesons 3.

While measurements of heavy-flavour meson production are well described by model predic-
tions, models based on a factorization approach do not describe the baryon production in pp
collisions at the LHC, where a significant enhancement of the baryon-to-meson ratios compared
to those in e+e− collisions is observed 4,5. Moreover, a different trend as a function of the event
multiplicity is observed for pT-differential ratios including mesons and baryons 6. Therefore, the
charm and beauty hadronization mechanisms from e+e− to Pb–Pb collisions are still a puzzle.
To solve it, more precise and differential measurements are needed.

2 The ALICE experiment and recent experimental results

A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) is a general-purpose experiment conceived to study
the properties of the strongly-interacting matter. It comprises a central barrel covering the
pseudorapidity interval |η| < 0.9, where charged particles are tracked and identified via the
Inner Tracking System (ITS), the time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Time-Of-Flight
(TOF) detector. Profiting of the excellent pointing resolution to the primary vertex of some
tens of microns provided by the two innermost layers of ITS, the decay point of heavy-flavour
hadrons (secondary vertex) could be resolved from the beam interaction point (primary vertex).

ALICE measured the pT-differential production of prompt and non-prompt D mesons in pp
collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV 1 and 13 TeV for |y| < 0.5. The latter measurements allow an

experimental access to the beauty-meson production mechanisms. The meson-to-meson ratios
do not show any significant pT-dependence, being compatible with those measured in e+e−

collisions, and they are correctly described by pQCD-based models 7 employing a factorization
approach and FF constrained from e+e− and e−p measurements 1. On the other hand, the
Λ+
c /D

0 ratio in pp collisions for |y| < 0.5 shows an enhancement by a factor of about 5 at low
pT compared to the result in e+e− collisions, and a decreasing trend as a function of pT. Several
model calculations 9,10,11,12, implementing hadronization mechanisms different from the Lund
fragmentation model, agree with the measurement. Also in p–Pb collisions the Λ+

c /D
0 ratio is

larger than the measurement in e+e− collisions. In addition, the average pT of the Λ+
c -baryon is

observed to be larger in p–Pb than in pp collisions, suggesting a different pT redistribution for
baryons and mesons from pp to p–Pb collisions 8. ALICE performed also the first measurements
at midrapidity of the Ξ0

c/D
0 ratio in pp 13 and p–Pb collisions at the LHC (Fig. 1 left). They



are both larger than the results in e+e−, with none of the models mentioned above being able
to describe the ratio in pp collisions. The Ξ0

c/D
0 ratio in p–Pb collisions is higher than the

result in pp collisions for pT > 6 GeV/c, and the quark-combination mechanism (QCM) model
19 underestimates the data over almost the full pT range (Fig. 1 left). In addition, the RpPb of
Λ+
c and Ξ0

c show the same pT dependence and magnitude within uncertainties, being larger than
unity for 4 < pT < 8 GeV/c (Fig. 1 right). This latter result supports the hypothesis of a pT
redistribution in p–Pb collisions common to all charm baryons compared to pp collisions. The
baryon enhancement observed from the pT-differential charm baryon-to-meson ratio significantly
influences also the charm fragmentation fractions at midrapidity, measured for the first time in
both pp17 and p–Pb collisions. The Λ+

c fragmentation fraction in pp collisions at the LHC is
larger by a factor of about 3 compared to the results in e+e− and e−p collisions, and a reduction
of about 1.4-1.6 for the D mesons is observed. The fragmentation fractions, as well as the cc̄
production cross section σ(cc̄)/A, with A the mass number of the projectile, measured for the
first time at midrapidity (|y| < 0.5) in both collision systems as the sum of the ground-state
hadron cross sections, do not show any significant system dependence. An enhancement of
the baryon-to-meson yield ratio with respect to e+e− collisions is observed also for the beauty
sector, accessed experimentally via the measurement of non-prompt charm hadrons. ALICE
measured for the first time the production of non-prompt D0 and Λ+

c hadrons and their ratio
at midrapidity down to pT = 2 GeV/c in pp and p–Pb collisions (Fig. 2 left). In both collision
systems, the prompt and non-prompt Λ+

c /D
0 ratios show a similar enhancement compared to

e+e− results, and within the current uncertainties no system dependence is observed for the
non-prompt Λ+

c /D
0 ratio. To shed light on the possible presence of similar effects among pp, p–

Pb and Pb–Pb collisions, the prompt D+
s /D

0 and Λ+
c /D

0 ratios were also studied as a function
of event multiplicity 6. While the D+

s /D
0 pT-differential ratio does not show any significant

pT and multiplicity dependence, the Λ+
c /D

0 ratio decreases with pT and shows an increase in
1 < pT < 24 GeV/c with a significance of 5.3σ. This behaviour is qualitatively described by
PYTHIA predictions only if modes employing colour reconnection mechanisms beyond leading
colour approximation 9 are considered, while the default Monash tune underestimates the data.
The prompt Λ+

c /D
0 ratio further increases at intermediate pT in Pb–Pb collisions 14, though

the pT-integrated ratio does not show any significant dependence on event multiplicity, and
it is compatible among the different collision systems. This result further supports scenarios
explaining the increase at intermediate pT as a redistribution of pT acting differently for mesons
and baryons in pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions. This behaviour is not explained by model
calculations, which are not able to describe either the magnitude or the multiplicity dependence
of the measurement. Further insights on the charm-quark hadronization at the LHC are provided
by the first measurement of azimuthal-correlation function between Λ+

c baryons and charged
particles at midrapidity in pp collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV (Fig. 2 right). The near-side and

away-side peak yields for 3 < pT(Λ+
c ) < 5 GeV/c and associated particles within 0.3 < pT < 1

GeV/c are larger than those of the D-meson correlation function in the same collision system 15,
a feature not described by PYTHIA simulations. Possible explanation of this difference could
be related to the impact of decays of higher-mass charm baryons, as prescribed in Ref. 11, or to
the softer Λ+

c fragmentation, as pointed-out by the measurement of Λ+
c -tagged jets in the same

collision system16. Finally, ALICE performed the first measurement of D+
s1(2536) and D∗+

s2 (2573)
resonances in pp collisions, which provide further pieces of information with respect to those of
ground-state charm mesons to investigate the charm-quark hadronization and its dependence
on collision system and multiplicity. While no clear multiplicity dependence is observed for the
D+

s1(2536)/D+
s ratio, the D∗+

s2 (2573)/D+
s result shows a hint of decreasing trend, though with

large uncertainties. If confirmed by more precise measurements, such result might shed light
on the interplay between the different hadron lifetime and the hadronic rescattering, which is
expected to influence their abundance.

In summary, to solve the puzzle on the heavy-quark hadronization at the LHC, more precise
measurements of charm and beauty hadron production are required. During the Run 3, ALICE



Figure 2 – Left: prompt and non-prompt pT-differential Λ+
c /D0 ratio at midrapidity in p–Pb collisions at√

sNN = 5.02 TeV. Right: Λ+
c -hadron and D0-hadron azimuthal correlation functions at midrapidity in pp

collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV.

will collect a factor of hundreds more data than in Run 1 and Run 2, with an improved track
impact parameter to the primary vertex thanks to the upgraded ITS. These data will pave the
way to precise measurements of more differential observables (heavy-flavour jets, correlations,
. . . ) and to perform beauty measurements via the direct reconstruction of beauty hadrons.
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Electroweak penguins and radiative B decays at Belle II

C. Praz, on behalf of the Belle II collaboration
KEK, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization

Tsukuba, Japan

Decays of B mesons involving the transition of a b quark into an s quark are good probes of
physics beyond the standard model. Such decays are studied at the Belle II experiment, a
detector located along the SuperKEKB electron-positron collider, and with data corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 189 fb−1 collected at the energy of the Υ(4S) resonance. The
radiative decay of a B meson into inclusive final states involving a strange hadron and a
photon (B → Xsγ) is studied by fully reconstructing the partner B meson in a hadronic
decay. The photon-energy spectrum and the branching fraction of the inclusive B → Xsγ
decay are reported. In addition, the branching fraction of the decay of a B meson into an
excited K meson and a pair of charged leptons (B → K∗(892)`+`−, with `+`− either an
electron-positron or a muon-antimuon pair) is reported. A control channel for the study of
the charmless B → K`+`− decay is the decay B → J/ψ(`+`−)K, for which a lepton-flavour
universality ratio is reported. All the reported measurements are in agreement with the world
averages and the standard model predictions.

1 Introduction

The transition of a b quark into an s quark, which involves a flavour-changing neutral current,
is an excellent probe of physics beyond the standard model (SM). In the SM, flavour-changing
neutral currents are forbidden at the tree level, meaning that the lowest-order Feynman diagrams
contributing to a b→ s transition are of the loop type or the box type, as illustrated in Figure 1.
These loop or box diagrams have a low probability of occurrence, implying that the decays of
B mesons based on a b → s transition are rare, with branching fractions typically ranging
from O(10−7) to O(10−4) 1. In these decays, new particles or interactions may contribute to
the Feynman diagrams at the same level as the SM particles and interactions, and affect the
measured branching fractions and angular distributions of the final-state particles.

Decays of B mesons are studied by the Belle II experiment 2, which is located along the
SuperKEKB collider 3 in Tsukuba, Japan. SuperKEKB is colliding electrons and positrons at

b s

ℓ− ℓ+

u, c, t

ν

W− W+

(a) b→ s`+`−

b s

ℓ−

ℓ+

u, c, t

Z0, γ

W−

(b) b→ s`+`−

b s
u, c, t

γ

W−

(c) b→ sγ

Figure 1 – Lowest-order quark-level diagrams for the b→ s`+`− (a)(b) and the b→ sγ (c) transitions.
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the energy of the Υ(4S) resonance to produce pairs of B mesons, and Belle II is designed to
detect the products of the B-meson decays. Since the beginning of the data collection in March
2019, Belle II has recorded an integrated luminosity of 362 fb−1 at the Υ(4S) energy, which
corresponds to 387×106 pairs of B mesons, with an uncertainty of the order of 1%. The studies
presented below are based on a partial data sample of 189 fb−1 collected between 2019 and 2021.

In these studies, two important variables are derived for a given B-meson candidate: the
beam-constrained mass (Mbc) and the energy difference (∆E). They are defined as

Mbc ≡

√√√√(√s
2

)2

− p∗2B , ∆E ≡ E∗
B −
√
s

2
, (1)

where
√
s is the available energy in the center-of-mass system (CMS), and E∗

B and p∗B are the
energy and momentum of the B-meson candidate in the CMS, respectively.

This report is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a measurement of the photon-energy
spectrum and branching fraction of the inclusive B → Xsγ decay and is based on Ref.4, Section 3
presents the measurement of a lepton-flavour universality ratio for the B → J/ψ(`+`−)K decay,
with ` = e, µ, and is based on Ref. 5, and Section 4 presents a measurement of the branching
fraction of the B → K∗(892)`+`− decay and is based on Ref. 6.

2 Measurement of the photon-energy spectrum in inclusive B → Xsγ decays

This section reports a study of the inclusive B → Xsγ decay, where Xs denotes any final state
with a net strangeness. In addition to its sensitivity to new physics for the reasons mentioned
in introduction, this decay is also sensitive to the motion of the b quark inside the B meson 7.

The main experimental challenge is to suppress and subtract large background contributions
coming from e+e− → BB and e+e− → qq events, where q = u, d, c, s quarks. The strategy for
background suppression and signal selection relies on a technique called B-tagging, in which the
partner B meson (Btag) in an e+e− → BB event is reconstructed to infer information about the
signal decay.

The first step of the event selection is to reconstruct Btag candidates in hadronic decays.
An algorithm called full event interpretation (FEI 8) uses tracks and energy deposits in the
Belle II calorimeter to reconstruct final-state particle candidates and combine them to form
intermediate-state particle candidates. The FEI combines final-state and intermediate-state
particle candidates to build Btag candidates in more than 30 hadronic modes.

The signal-photon candidate is reconstructed from an energy deposit in the Belle II calorime-
ter. The energy of the signal-photon candidate in the signalB-meson frame, noted EBγ , is inferred
from the kinematic properties of the Btag candidate and the beam energy. Only signal-photon
candidates with EBγ > 1.4 GeV are considered, and the highest-energy candidate is chosen in
case of presence of multiple candidates in a single event.

Background arising from π0 → γγ and η → γγ decays is suppressed with a multivariate
statistical-learning classifier that combines information from the signal-photon candidate and
other photon candidates in the event. Background due to e+e− → qq events is suppressed with
another multivariate statistical-learning classifier trained in particular with variables that are
functions of the distribution of the momenta in the event.

The yield of e+e− → BB events with a correctly reconstructed Btag candidate is determined
from a fit to the Mbc distribution of the Btag candidate. The fit is done simultaneously in
multiple EBγ intervals, one of which is shown in Figure 2.

Events with a correctly reconstructed Btag candidate are either signal events or other, cor-
rectly tagged, e+e− → BB events. The latter case represents a remaining background, whose
yield in each EBγ interval is determined from a fit to the Mbc distribution of background-only
simulated events. Subtracting the yield of the remaining background (determined from the fit to
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Figure 2 – Beam-constrained mass of the Btag candidate in one interval of the signal-photon energy in data (black
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shown: correctly reconstructed Btag candidates (orange dotted curve), mis-reconstructed Btag candidates (blue
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Figure taken from Ref. 4.

Table 1: Branching fraction of the inclusive B → Xsγ decay measured with the hadronic-tagging method by
Belle II for two thresholds on the photon energy in the Bsig frame. For each measured branching fraction, the
first (second) quoted uncertainty denotes the statistical (systematic) uncertainty. The integrated luminosity (L)
of the dataset collected at the Υ(4S) resonance and the number of signal candidates are also given.

EBγ threshold [ GeV] B(B → Xsγ) [10−4] Experiment L [ fb−1] Signal Yield Ref.

1.8 3.54± 0.78± 0.83 Belle II 189 343± 122 4

2.0 3.06± 0.56± 0.47 Belle II 189 285± 68 4

1.6 3.49± 0.19 World average 1

background-only simulated events) from the total yield of events with a correctly reconstructed
Btag candidate (determined from the fit to data) allows to measure the branching fraction of
the decay in intervals of EBγ (Figure 3).

Table 1 shows the number of signal candidates after the background subtraction and the
measured branching fraction for several EBγ thresholds. The systematic uncertainties are dom-
inated by the background mis-modelling. The result is compatible with the world average and
competitive with the only other hadronic-tagging measurement from Ref. 9 by the BaBar exper-
iment with a similar sample size.

3 Measurement of a lepton-flavour universality ratio in B → J/ψK decays

The B → J/ψ(`+`−)K decay (with ` = e, µ) serves as a control channel for the study of the
charmless B → K`+`− decay, since both decays share the same final-state particles. The former
decay is allowed at the tree-level in the SM, and has therefore a larger branching fraction than
the latter. This section reports a measurement of the lepton-flavour universality ratio RK(J/ψ),
which is defined and measured as

RK(J/ψ) ≡ B (B → J/ψ(µ+µ−)K)

B (B → J/ψ(e+e−)K)
=
n
J/ψ(µ+µ−)K
sig

n
J/ψ(e+e−)K
sig

· ε
J/ψ(e+e−)K

εJ/ψ(µ+µ−)K
, (2)

where n
J/ψ(`+`−)K
sig and εJ/ψ(`

+`−)K are the number of signal candidates and the signal selection
efficiency of the B → J/ψ(`+`−)K mode, respectively.

Charged pion, kaon and lepton candidates are reconstructed from the information collected
by the tracking subdetectors of Belle II. A particle identification system (PID) combining the
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Figure 3 – Fitted yields of BB events (a) and partial branching fraction of the inclusive B → Xsγ decay (b) in
intervals of the photon energy in the Bsig frame. In (a), the data points (black dots with error bars) correspond
to the yields of BB events with correctly reconstructed Btag derived from the fit to data, and the histogram
corresponds to yields determined from a fit to background-only simulated events. In (b), the data points (black
dots with error bars) are the measured branching fractions, with the inner (outer) error bars denoting the statistical
(total) uncertainty, and the histogram shows the predictions of the signal model. Figure taken from Ref. 4.

Table 2: Number of B+ → J/ψ(`+`−)K+ and B0 → J/ψ(`+`−)K0
S candidates, with ` = e, µ, and measured

lepton-flavour universality ratio RK (J/ψ) defined in Equation (2) and taken from Ref. 5. For RK (J/ψ), the first
(second) quoted uncertainty denotes the statistical (systematic) uncertainty.

Mode n
J/ψ(µ+µ−)K
sig n

J/ψ(e+e−)K
sig RK (J/ψ)

B+ → J/ψK+ 4578± 62 3706± 62 1.009± 0.022± 0.008
B0 → J/ψK0

S 1343± 37 1052± 33 1.042± 0.042± 0.008

information of multiple subdetectors allows to suppress the background from mis-identified par-
ticle candidates. Pairs of oppositely-charged lepton candidates are used to define J/ψ candidates,
and pair of oppositely-charged pion candidates to define K0

S candidates. Requirements on the
invariant mass of the J/ψ and K0

S candidates suppress the background coming from wrong
combinations. B-meson candidates are built by combining a J/ψ and a kaon candidate.

Figure 4 shows the yields of signal and background candidates as determined from a combined
fit to Mbc and ∆E, defined in Equation (1), for the B+ → J/ψ(µ+µ−)K+ mode. After selection,
the sample is largely dominated by signal candidates, Mbc is peaking at the mass of the B meson,
and ∆E is peaking at zero. For this mode, one important remaining background is coming from
the B+ → J/ψ(µ+µ−)π+ decay, where the pion is mis-identified as a kaon.

The results are summarised in Table 2. The measured lepton-flavour universality ratios are
compatible with unity, and the uncertainty on each ratio is largely dominated by its statistical
component. On the other hand, the systematic uncertainty achieved by Belle II is better than
the one published by Belle in Ref. 10.

4 Measurement of the branching fraction of B → K∗(892)`+`− decays

This section reports a measurement of the branching fractions of the B → K∗(892)`+`− decays,
with ` = e, µ. These branching fractions are very small, of the order of 10−6, making their
determination challenging due to the relatively large level of background.

As in Section 3, charged pion, kaon and lepton candidates are reconstructed from the in-
formation collected by the tracking subdetectors of Belle II and selected using their PID infor-
mation. Neutral pion candidates are reconstructed from pairs of photon candidates, and K0

S
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Figure 4 – Beam-constrained mass (a) and energy difference (b) of B+ → J/ψ(µ+µ−)K+ candidates for data
(black dots with error bars) and as predicted by the fit (blue curve). The three components of the fit are shown:
signal candidates (red dashed curve), background from B+ → J/ψ(µ+µ−)π+ (blue histogram), and remaining
background (green dashed curve). Figure taken from Ref. 5.

(a) (b)

Figure 5 – Beam-constrained mass of B → K∗(892)µ+µ− candidates (a) and B → K∗(892)e+e− candidates (b)
for data (black dots with error bars) and as predicted by the fit (blue curve). The two components of the fit are
shown: signal candidates (red curve), and background (black dashed curve). Figure taken from Ref. 6.

candidates from pairs of oppositely-charged pion candidates. Excited kaon candidates are re-
constructed in the K∗0(892)→ K+π−, K∗+(892)→ K+π0 and K∗+(892)→ K0

Sπ
+ modes, and

B-meson candidates are built by combining aK∗(892) candidate and a pair of oppositely-charged
lepton candidates.

Background coming from B → J/ψK∗(892), B → ψ(2S)K∗(892) and B → γK∗(892) decays
is suppressed by vetoing regions of the di-lepton invariant mass. In addition, a multivariate
statistical-learning classifier is trained on simulated events to suppress the background coming
from non-resonant e+e− → qq events, where q = u, d, c, s quarks.

Similarly to what is done in Section 3, the signal and background yields are determined
from a combined fit to Mbc and ∆E, defined in Equation (1). Figure 5 shows the result of the
fit in Mbc for the electron and muon modes. The remaining background mainly comes from
mis-reconstructed e+e− → BB events.

The number of signal candidates and measured branching fractions are presented in Table 3.
The results are compatible with the world averages, and the uncertainty on each branching
fraction is largely dominated by its statistical component. A comparison between the B →
K∗(892)µ+µ− mode and the B → K∗(892)e+e− mode shows that Belle II achieves a good and



Table 3: Number of B → K∗(892)µ+µ− and B → K∗(892)e+e− candidates and measured branching fractions
taken from Ref. 6. For each measured branching fraction, the first (second) quoted uncertainty denotes the
statistical (systematic) uncertainty. The world average values are taken from Ref. 1.

Observable Signal Yield Measured value [10−6] World average [10−6]

B(B → K∗(892)µ+µ−) 22± 6 1.19± 0.31+0.08
−0.07 1.06± 0.09

B(B → K∗(892)e+e−) 18± 6 1.42± 0.48± 0.09 1.19± 0.20

similar identification of muons and electrons.

5 Summary

The result presented in Section 2 and detailed in Ref. 4 is the first measurement of the inclusive
b → sγ transition with the hadronic-tagging method by the Belle II experiment. This mea-
surement is competitive with the only other hadronic-tagging measurement from Ref. 9 by the
BaBar experiment. The results of the studies of B → J/ψ(`+`−)K and B → K∗(892)`+`−

decays, presented in Sections 3 and 4, and detailed in Refs. 5,6, are in agreement with the world
averages; these results show a good and similar identification of electrons and muons by the
Belle II experiment and prepare the ground for precision measurements of rare decays when
more data will be collected.
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Muon neutrino and antineutrino disappearance probabilities are identical in the standard three-
flavor neutrino oscillation framework, but CPT violation and non-standard interactions can violate
this symmetry. In this work we report the measurements of sin2 θ23 and ∆m2

32 independently
for neutrinos and antineutrinos. The aforementioned symmetry violation would manifest as an
inconsistency in the neutrino and antineutrino oscillation parameters. The analysis discussed here
uses a total of 1.97×1021 and 1.63×1021 protons on target taken with a neutrino and antineutrino
beam respectively, and benefits from improved flux and cross-section models, new near detector
samples and more than double the data reducing the overall uncertainty of the result. No significant
deviation is observed, consistent with the standard neutrino oscillation picture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutrino oscillations are described by the Pontecorvo-
Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix, Ulj , which re-
lates the neutrino mass eigenstates νj (with masses mj =
(m1,m2,m3)) to the left-handed neutrino flavor fields νl
(νe, νµ, ντ )[1, 2] as νl =

∑
j Uljνj . The matrix Ulj is

parameterized by three mixing angles θ12, θ13, and θ23,
and a CP-violating phase δCP. Two Majorana phases
appear on the diagonal terms in Ulj if the neutrino is
the same as its antiparticle, but they have no effect on
neutrino oscillations. In this framework, νµ and ν̄µ dis-
appearance probabilities are the same in the absence of
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matter effects (which are negligible at T2K energies and
baseline, but are included in their calculation) so a mis-
match could indicate a source of CPT violation (since
CPT[P (νµ → νµ)] = P (ν̄µ → ν̄µ) in vacuum) or a source
of non-standard interactions[3].

The results presented in this paper represent an up-
date to the previous T2K measurements [4–6]. Like these
previous analyses, we allow the oscillation parameters
for νµ (θ23, ∆m2

32) to vary separately from those of ν̄µ
(θ̄23, ∆m̄2

32), while all other oscillation parameters are
assumed to be the same for neutrinos and antineutrinos.

This work is organized as follows. First, an overview
of the T2K experimental setup is given in Section II. The
analysis method is then described in Section III. Finally,
the results are discussed in Section IV and conclusions
are presented in Section V.

II. T2K EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

T2K is a long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment
located in Japan [7]. A neutrino beam produced at the
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC)
is directed towards Super-Kamiokande (SK) [8, 9], a large
water Cherenkov detector.

The neutrino beam is produced by 30 GeV protons im-
pinging on a graphite target. Interactions in the target
produce hadrons, which are focused using three magnetic
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horns [10]. The polarity of the magnetic field produced
by the horns is reversible, allowing for the selection of
positively (negatively) charged hadrons which then decay
into a beam dominated by muon neutrinos (antineutri-
nos).

A suite of near detectors is situated 280 m downstream
of the beam production target. The stability and direc-
tion of the neutrino beam are monitored using the on-axis
near detector INGRID [11]. INGRID consists of 14 de-
tector modules arranged in a cross formation, with each
module containing sandwiched layers of iron plates and
scintillator planes [12]. A second near detector, ND280,
is positioned 2.5° off-axis from the neutrino beamline.
It is used to measure the unoscillated neutrino flux and
neutrino interaction parameters in order to constrain sys-
tematic errors in the oscillation analysis. ND280 consists
of a π0 detector [13] followed by three time projection
chambers (TPCs [14]) interleaved with two fine grained
detectors (FGDs) [15], all surrounded by an electromag-
netic calorimeter [16]. ND280 is also magnetized to al-
low for the charge identification of particles. The gaps in
the magnet yoke are instrumented by muon range detec-
tors [17].

SK is a 50 kt water Cherenkov detector situated 295 km
downstream of the neutrino production point and is po-
sitioned at the same off-axis angle as ND280. In this con-
figuration, the beam has a peak energy around 0.6 GeV
that maximizes the effect of neutrino oscillations. It has
optically separated Inner Detector (ID) and Outer De-
tector (OD) volumes. It uses 11,129 inward-facing 20-
inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) to detect Cherenkov
radiation from charged particles traversing the detector.
To reject interactions from outside the ID volume, 1,885
outward-facing 8-inch PMTs in the OD are used. SK
is able to discriminate between electrons and muons by
their Cherenkov ring profiles [18].

III. ANALYSIS METHOD

The analysis strategy presented here is similar to the
one employed in previous analyses [4–6]. First, we de-
fine a model that predicts the event spectra at both the
near and far detectors. Such predictions are extracted
by simulating the neutrino flux and cross-sections, tuned
to external experimental data, and the detector response.
This model is then fit to the ND280 data to obtain tuned
values and constraints for the flux systematic uncertain-
ties and a subset of the cross-section systematic uncer-
tainties. The results of the near-detector analysis are
propagated to SK as a multivariate normal distribution
described by a covariance matrix and the best-fit val-
ues for each parameter associated to neutrino flux and
cross-section systematic uncertainties. At this point, we
perform a fit to SK data to extract the oscillation param-
eters. Four significant updates have been made since the
previous analysis. First, the number of protons on target
(POT) collected in neutrino beam mode was increased

from 1.49×1021 to 1.97×1021 by including T2K data up
to February 2020. Second, the flux prediction was tuned
to the π± yields from the surface of a T2K replica target
measured by NA61/SHINE [19]. Third, the modeling of
neutrino interactions on nuclear targets was improved.
Finally, the selection of antineutrino events at ND280
was refined and the data set doubled.

A. Flux prediction

The neutrino flux prediction used for this analysis has
been upgraded from a tuning [20, 21] based on thin target
measurements [22] to a tuning of charged pion yields [19]
measured by NA61/SHINE using a replica of the T2K
target. The details of the new tuning are described in
Ref. [23], which is also summarized below.

Incoming protons are generated according to beam
profiles measured for each run, and their hadronic in-
teractions inside the 90 cm long graphite target are sim-
ulated ẁıth FLUKA version 2011.2x [24, 25]. The par-
ticles emitted from the target are then focused by the
three magnetic horns and tracked until they decay into
neutrinos in the decay volume using the GEANT3-based
Jnubeam package [21]. Charged pions exiting from the
target are tuned using tuning factors based on replica
target measurements, which depend on the exiting longi-
tudinal position, momentum, and direction with respect
to the target axis. For exiting particles not covered by the
replica target measurements, such as kaons and protons
and any hadronic interactions outside of the target, cross-
section, and multiplicity tuning based on thin target mea-
surements is applied to each interaction as in previous
analyses. The statistical and systematic uncertainties on
the NA61/SHINE measured yields are then propagated
to the flux to estimate the uncertainty on the hadron
interactions. For interactions unconstrained by external
data, uncertainties are assigned based on comparisons
between Monte Carlo (MC) hadron interaction models.
Together with other uncertainties on proton beam profile
parameters and beamline alignment, a covariance matrix
of the flux at the near and far detectors for each neu-
trino flavor in the two beam modes is constructed. This
is then used to propagate the neutrino flux constraint at
the near detector to the far detector prediction.

The new tuning reduces the relative uncertainty of the
νµ flux in ν-mode and ν̄µ flux in ν̄-mode from about 9–
12% to 5–8% near the flux peak. For the ν̄µ component
in ν-mode and νµ component in ν̄-mode (the so-called
“wrong-sign background”), the uncertainty has a larger
contribution from interactions occurring outside the main
target, resulting in a relative uncertainty of about 6–8%.

B. Neutrino interaction modeling

Neutrino and antineutrino interactions are simulated
using the MC event generator NEUT version 5.4.0 [26].
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The main interaction channels in the range of energies
relevant for T2K are: charged-current quasi-elastic scat-
tering (CCQE), 2p2h (“two particle, two hole”) interac-
tions, resonant pion production (RES), and deep inelastic
scattering (DIS). 2p2h interactions occur when neutri-
nos interact with correlated pairs of nucleons, ejecting
both from the nucleus. Furthermore, hadrons produced
in neutrino interactions on nuclei can interact with the
nuclear medium, undergoing so-called final state interac-
tions (FSI). CCQE interactions are simulated according
to the Llewellyn-Smith formalism [27] with a dipole axial
form factor and BBBA05 vector form factors [28]. In this
analysis, we moved from the relativistic Fermi gas (RFG)
nuclear model to the spectral function (SF) model de-

scribed in Ref. [29], with an axial mass MQE
A = 1.03 GeV

tuned to bubble chamber data [30, 31]. The 2p2h in-
teractions are simulated according to the Valencia model
described in Ref. [32]. The model for RES is based on
the Rein–Sehgal model [33] for events with an invari-
ant hadronic mass W ≤ 2 GeV (natural units are used
throughout the paper), with updated nucleon form fac-
tors [34]. The DIS interaction is calculated for events
with invariant hadronic mass W > 1.3 GeV, using GRV98
parton distribution functions [35] with Bodek-Yang cor-
rections [36]. For 1.3 GeV < W < 2 GeV, only DIS inter-
actions that produce more than one pion are simulated
to avoid double counting with the non-resonant single
pion production. For values of W ≤ 2 GeV a custom
hadronization [37] is employed, whilst for W > 2 GeV
Pythia/JetSet [38] is used. Pion FSIs are simulated
using a semi-classical intranuclear cascade model by Sal-
cedo and Oset [39, 40], tuned to recent π±-nucleus scat-
tering data [41]. Nucleon FSIs are described in an anal-
ogous cascade model [26]. The Coulomb interaction be-
tween the outgoing charged lepton and the nucleus is
implemented as a nucleus- and lepton flavor-dependent
shift in the momentum of the outgoing lepton. The size
of such a shift has been determined from an analysis of
electron scattering data to be ∼ ±5 MeV/c [42]. Every
parameter relevant to the particular channel described
above has uncertainties associated to it. The param-
eterization employed and such uncertainties are often
driven by theory, but additional empirically-driven pa-
rameters are used since the first alone cannot describe the
available neutrino cross-section data. Important changes
compared to the previous analysis are: a new treatment
of the removal energy for CCQE interactions, and the
freedom to change the CCQE cross-section normalization
for Q2 < 0.25 GeV2, instead of the Random Phase Ap-
proximation (RPA) [43] that was used in previous anal-
yses [23].

C. Near-detector analysis

The near detector complex is used to measure the prop-
erties of the neutrino beam before it oscillates. These
measurements allow for a reduction of the systematic un-

certainties that affect event rates at SK.

An extended likelihood fit as a function of the recon-
structed muon momentum and outgoing angle measured
at ND280 is performed to constrain the (anti)neutrino
flux and cross-section modeling. Prior constraints are in-
cluded as penalty terms. A total of 18 samples of νµ and
ν̄µ CC interactions with vertices in either of the FGDs are
employed in this fit. Their selection is optimized to max-
imize the sensitivity of ND280 to different features of the
(anti)neutrino spectra. Event selections are based on the
requirement that the highest-momentum track is com-
patible with the muon hypothesis according to the TPC
particle identification. This track is required to be neg-
atively charged if the selection is performed in ν-mode,
but either positively or negatively charged in ν̄-mode to
also identify the relatively large νµ background compo-
nent of the ν̄-mode. As in the previous analysis [4], in
ν-mode the sample of νµ CC interactions is further split
into three sub-samples according to the pion multiplicity
in the final state: CC events without reconstructed pions
(CC-0π), with one reconstructed positively-charged pion
(CC-1π+), and all remaining CC events (CC-Other). In
ν̄-mode, thanks to the increased statistics, we moved
from a selection based on the track multiplicity to one
that matches the selection adopted in ν-mode. Such im-
provement was possible for both ν̄µ and νµ background
components, resulting in 6 ν̄-mode samples for each FGD.
The main difference is related to the selection of ν̄µ CC
events with one reconstructed negatively-charged pion.
They are identified by employing the particle identifica-
tion capabilities of the TPC and FGD, and tagging the
Michel electron produced in the π → µ→ e decay chain.
Since negatively-charged pions are more likely to be ab-
sorbed in the material of the FGD, if a Michel electron
is tagged, the associated pion is most likely positively
charged. The detector response is evaluated using dedi-
cated control samples as detailed in Ref. [44]. Compared
with previous analyses, pion secondary interactions (SI)
are simulated using the semi-classical cascade model in
NEUT, in place of the model used in previous analy-
ses from GEANT4. The model was tuned to π±-nucleus
scattering data mentioned previously, which improved
the agreement with data, reducing the systematic error
associated with pion SI.

Once the likelihood fit is performed, we calculate the
p-value to quantify the ability of the best-fit point to
describe the data, i.e. the probability of observing an
outcome as or more extreme than data according to the
model. It is computed as the fraction of fits for which
the computed χ2 when varying the model is greater than
the one computed for the fit to the data. We define p-
values below 5% as indicating a significant disagreement
with the model. Over 895 variations of our model, we
find a p-value of 74%, much larger than this threshold.
The result of the near-detector analysis is parametrized
as a multivariate Gaussian constraint in the analysis em-
ployed to extract the oscillation parameters (θ23, ∆m2

32)
and (θ̄23, ∆m̄2

32).
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D. Far detector event selection

This analysis uses two muon-like event samples at the
far detector: one with the beam in ν-mode and one with
the beam in ν̄-mode. This allows for the oscillations of
νµ and ν̄µ to be measured separately despite the inability
of SK to distinguish negatively-charged and positively-
charged muons. The wrong-sign background in ν̄-mode
is constrained by the ν-mode samples by performing a
combined analysis of the ν- and ν̄-mode samples.

Charge and timing information from the SK PMTs are
used to reconstruct the vertex position, momentum, and
particle identification (PID) of events inside the detector.
Particles are identified by their Cherenkov ring profiles.
Due to their larger mass, muons are more resilient to scat-
tering, resulting in clear rings with well-defined edges. In
contrast, electrons scatter more and produce electromag-
netic showers, resulting in rings with diffuse edges. The
reconstruction algorithm [18] also counts Michel electrons
by identifying delayed hit timing clusters.

The samples used in this analysis, referred to as 1Rµ,
select for reconstructed events with one muon-like ring
and no other rings, and 0 or 1 delayed Michel electrons.
The number of predicted (post-near-detector analysis)
and observed events for both 1Rµ samples are shown in
Table I. Note that the number of ν̄-mode 1Rµ data events
differs from the previous analysis described in Ref. [4]
due to updated data processing at SK, as described in
Ref. [23].

TABLE I. Number of predicted events and data events se-
lected for both 1Rµ samples. The predictions are calculated
assuming ∆m2

21 = 7.53×10−5 eV2, ∆m2
32 = 2.509×10−3 eV2,

sin2 θ23 = 0.528, sin2 θ12 = 0.307, sin2 θ13 = 0.0218, δCP =
−1.601, Earth matter density of 2.6 g cm−3, and normal mass
ordering.

Sample Prediction Data

ν-mode 1Rµ 345.3 318
ν̄-mode 1Rµ 135.2 137

E. Impact of systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties we include in this analy-
sis are associated with neutrino beam flux modeling, neu-
trino interaction cross-section modeling, and detector re-
sponse. The first two sources of systematic uncertainties
are constrained by fitting our model to the ND280 near-
detector data as described in Section III C. The system-
atic uncertainties constrained by the near detector are
included as input constraints in the far-detector analy-
sis. Table II shows the contribution to the total rela-
tive uncertainty from each source of the systematic error
on the predicted number of events in each SK sample.
Both ν- and ν̄-mode are reduced from 12% to 3 and 4%
respectively thanks to the near-detector analysis. Some

cross-section systematics are not constrained by the near-
detector. The larger relative error on the 1Rµ ν̄ sample
is mainly due to the large uncertainty in low energy pion
production modeling. The far detector systematic error
(SK det.) includes uncertainties in ring counting efficien-
cies, event selection, fiducial volume, secondary particle
interactions, and photo-nuclear effects.

TABLE II. Uncertainties on the number of events in each SK
sample broken down by error source after the near-detector
analysis. The first two rows show the uncertainties when
flux and cross-section systematics (constrained by the near
detector) are propagated without correlation, whereas the
third (Flux+Xsec) has smaller uncertainties due to the anti-
correlations in the near-detector analysis, and corresponds to
what is used in the analysis. “SK det.” includes uncertainties
from the SK detector response.

Error source (units: %) 1Rµ ν-mode 1Rµ ν̄-mode

Flux 2.9 2.8
Xsec (ND constrained) 3.1 3.0

Flux+Xsec (ND constr.) 2.1 2.3
SK-only Xsec 0.6 2.5
SK det. 2.1 1.9
Total 3.0 4.0

F. Oscillation Analysis

The oscillation probabilities are calculated using a
slight modification of the 3-flavor PMNS oscillation
framework. The νµ survival probability is approximately
given by

P
(

(ν )
µ → (ν )

µ

)
' 1− (cos4 θ13 sin2 2

(

θ
)

23

+ sin2 2θ13 sin2(

θ
)

23)× sin2

(
∆(m)2

32L

4E

) (1)

where the barred parameters correspond to muon an-
tineutrino oscillations. The standard PMNS formalism
is recovered when (sin2 θ23, ∆m2

32) = (sin2 θ23, ∆m2
32).

The full νµ survival probability is employed in the anal-
ysis. In the oscillation analysis, neutrino and antineu-
trino parameters are varied independently and fitted si-
multaneously to data by minimizing the combined neg-
ative log-likelihood − lnL =

∑
i

(
N exp
i −Nobs

i + Nobs
i ×

ln(Nobs
i /N exp

i )
)

calculated for both muon neutrino and
muon antineutrino samples binned in reconstructed neu-
trino energy and muon scattering angle, where N exp

i is
the number of predicted events in the ith bin and Nobs

i is
the number of observed events. All systematic uncertain-
ties and other oscillation parameters, such as sin2 2θ13
and δCP, are treated as nuisance parameters and are
marginalized over according to their assigned priors. This
marginal likelihood is used to construct confidence in-
tervals using the fixed ∆χ2 method[45]. Since the µ-
like samples are not sensitive to neutrino mass ordering
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or sin2 2θ13, we assume normal ordering in this analy-
sis and constrain sin2 2θ13 by the Ref. [46] value from
reactor experiments. As the survival probability from

Eq. (1) is symmetric in the sign of ±(cos2 θ13 sin2(

θ
)

23 −
1/2), the constraints on sin2(

θ
)

23 will be symmetric about
0.5/ cos2 θ13 ≈ 0.511; in the standard PMNS formalism
analysis this symmetry is broken by the inclusion of νe
and ν̄e samples. A flat prior is used for δCP. The robust-
ness of the analysis is assessed by repeated tests using
a variety of simulated data sets with alternative interac-
tion models. The bias on the parameters of interest is
estimated as well.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reconstructed energy distributions for ν-mode and
ν̄-mode 1Rµ samples for data taken from January 2010
to February 2020 (run 1–10) and the best-fit predictions
are shown in Fig. 1. The results of the three-flavor anal-
ysis using both electron-like and muon-like samples as
described in Ref. [23] are also shown for comparison. In
both cases, the prediction and data agree within the sta-
tistical uncertainties indicated by the error bars.

The best-fit values obtained for oscillation parameters
describing neutrino oscillations are sin2 θ23 = 0.47+0.11

−0.02
and ∆m2

32 = 2.48+0.05
−0.06 × 10−3 eV2 and those describ-

ing antineutrino oscillations are sin2 θ23 = 0.45+0.16
−0.04 and

∆m2
32 = 2.53+0.10

−0.11 × 10−3 eV2. The best-fit values for
both neutrino and antineutrino oscillations agree within
the uncertainties.

Based on the robustness checks, the bias on ∆m2
32 in-

troduced by the choice of interaction model for ν-mode
(ν̄-mode) is estimated to be 1.40 (1.55)×10−5 eV2, which
is accounted for in the analysis by smearing the ∆χ2

contour with additional Gaussian uncertainty. As for the
analysis in Ref. [23], the biggest bias was observed using
an alternative model for pion secondary interactions. No
bias is observed on the other oscillation parameters.

In Fig. 2 we compare the constraints on sin2
(−)

θ 23 and

∆
(−)

m2
32 coming from the three-flavor analysis to muon-

like samples and the joint analysis to both electron-like
and muon-like samples [23]. Since the parameters for
νµ and ν̄µ are compatible, this analysis does not provide
indication of new physics. The νµ-only analysis results
are not sensitive to the θ23 octant due to the lack of
electron-like samples in the analysis.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison to the results obtained in the
previous analysis and an intermediate step to show the
contribution of the updated analysis model. The analysis
model is found to change the shape of the antineutrino
parameter contours, whereas the new data at SK improve
the background constraint and move the neutrino param-
eters away from maximal mixing. The new SK data also
move the antineutrino parameters to slightly larger val-
ues, but compatible, of ∆m̄2

32 and sin2 θ̄23, which is also
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FIG. 1. The reconstructed neutrino energy distributions for
neutrino (top) and antineutrino (bottom) mode 1Rµ samples.
The lines show the predicted number of events under two
hypotheses: “Joint νe + νµ analysis” uses the best-fit values
from a joint analysis of the PMNS model to electron-like and
muon-like samples[23], “3-flavor νµ analysis” (this analysis)
uses the best-fit from the analysis reported here. The error
bars indicate the statistical uncertainties.

affected by the updated data processing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results from the muon
(anti)neutrino oscillation analysis to T2K data corre-
sponding to a total of 3.6 × 1021 POT taken in neu-
trino and antineutrino mode. The predictions for each
SK sample are based on the constraints provided by the
near-detector analysis. We conclude that the measure-
ments of the parameters describing the oscillations of
muon neutrinos and antineutrinos are compatible with
the three-flavor prediction and provide no indication of
new physics. The data related to this work can be found
in Ref. [47].
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FIG. 2. Confidence regions of (sin2 θ23,∆m
2
32) for neutrinos

and their barred parameters for antineutrinos. Correspond-
ing regions from the standard PMNS formalism analysis [23]
including νe samples are also shown for comparison.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the 90% confidence level in
(sin2 θ23,∆m

2
32) and their barred counterparts for antineu-

trinos (dot-dashed lines) to those obtained in the previous
analysis (red line), an intermediate step showing the contri-
bution of the updated analysis model (blue line), and the final
results of this analysis including new SK neutrino mode data
and updated data processing (green line).
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We present the first use of a tunable superconducting radio frequency cavity to perform a scan
search for dark photon dark matter with novel data analysis strategies. We mechanically tuned the
resonant frequency of a cavity embedded in the liquid helium with a temperature of 2 K, scanning
the dark photon mass over a frequency range of 1.37 MHz centered at 1.3 GHz. By exploiting the
superconducting radio frequency cavity’s considerably high quality factors of approximately 1010, our
results demonstrate the most stringent constraints to date on a substantial portion of the exclusion
parameter space, particularly concerning the kinetic mixing coefficient between dark photons and
electromagnetic photons ε, yielding a value of ε < 2.2 × 10−16.

INTRODUCTION

The quest for new physics in fundamental research has
necessitated increasingly precise measurements in recent
years, such as detecting feeble signals from ultralight
dark matter candidates. Notable examples of such candi-
dates include axions [1–3] and dark photons [4, 5], which
are well predicted in many extra dimension or string-
inspired models [6–9]. A dark photon, a hypothetical
particle from beyond the Standard Model (SM) of parti-
cle physics, serves as the hidden gauge boson of a U(1)
interaction. Through a small kinetic mixing, dark pho-
tons can interact with ordinary photons, thus providing
one of the simplest extensions to the SM.

The detection of ultralight dark photon dark mat-
ter (DPDM) capitalizes on the tiny kinematic mixing,
which contributes to weak localized effective electric cur-
rents and enables experimental probing of these elusive
particles. Various search techniques for DPDM have
been employed, such as dish antennas [10–12], geomag-
netic fields [13, 14], atomic spectroscopy [15], radio tele-
scopes [16] and atomic magnetometers [17]. Additionally,
due to similarities with axion detection [18–22], axion-
photon coupling constraints have been reinterpreted to
set bounds on the kinetic mixing coefficient of dark pho-

tons [23, 24].

Haloscopes serve as a crucial tool for detecting ultra-
light dark matter. In these devices, the ultralight dark
matter field is converted into electromagnetic signals
within a cavity. Superconducting radio frequency (SRF)
cavities in accelerators [25] boast exceptionally high qual-
ity factors, reaching Q0 > 1010, allowing for the accumu-
lation of larger electromagnetic signals and reduced noise
levels [26–29]. Unlike axion detection, DPDM detection
does not require a magnetic field background, enabling
the full potential of superconducting cavities to be ex-
ploited. Moreover, a scan rate improvement of Q0/QDM

can be achieved for Q0 > QDM compared to conventional
methods [27], where QDM ≈ 106 is the quality factor of
the dark matter frequency distribution. In this study,
we demonstrated that an SRF cavity with Q0 ∼ 1010

can result in the most stringent constraints to date. The
vast unexplored region of DPDM parameter space neces-
sitates a realistic detector to scan the mass window. For
the first time, we conducted scan searches by mechani-
cally tuning the SRF cavity, reaching the deepest region
of DPDM interaction with a frequency range of 1.37 MHz
around 1.3 GHz and a total integration time of 32 hours,
achieving the fastest scan rate ever.
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A TUNABLE SRF CAVITY FOR DARK PHOTON
DARK MATTER

Dark photon field, denoted as A′µ, can kinetically
mix with the electromagnetic photon Aµ with a form
εF ′µνF

µν/2, where ε is the kinetic mixing coefficient, and
F ′µν , Fµν are their corresponding field strength. When
coherently oscillating DPDM is present within a cavity, it
generates an effective current denoted as ~Jeff = εm2

A′ ~A′

that pumps cavity modes, where mA′ is the dark pho-
ton mass. The DPDM field consists of an ensemble
sum of non-relativistic vector waves, with frequencies
distributed in a narrow window approximately equal to
mA′/(2πQDM) centered around mA′/(2π).

If the resonant frequency f0 of a cavity mode is within
the bandwidth around mA′/(2π), excitation of the elec-
tromagnetic field in that mode occurs, resulting in a sig-
nal power

Psig =
1

4
ε2

β

β + 1
V
C

3
m2
A′ ρA′ F(mA′ , f0), (1)

where β is the dimensionless cavity coupling factor, which
characterizes the ratio between the power transferred to
the readout port and the internal dissipation. V is the
cavity volume. C is the form factor, which character-
izes the overlap between a cavity mode and the DPDM
wave-function along a specific axis. The factor 1/3 ac-
counts for the random distribution of DPDM polariza-
tion. ρA′ ≈ 0.45 GeV/cm3 is the local energy density
of DPDM. F(mA′ , f) is the normalized frequency spec-
trum of DPDM (see Supplemental Material for detail).
In Eq. (1), we take the limit in which the cavity’s qual-
ity factor Q0 is much greater than QDM, and the signal
bandwidth is approximately (β + 1)f0/Q0. On the other
hand, both internal dissipation of the cavity and ampli-
fiers introduce noise, Pn = Pth + Pamp. Here, Pth repre-
sents the power of thermal noise in the cavity, which is
distributed within the same bandwidth as the signal. It
can be calculated using

Pth = 2π
β

β + 1
kbT

f0

Q0
, (2)

where kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the tem-
perature of the cavity. The noise from the amplifier is
proportional to its effective noise temperature Tamp,

Pamp = kbTamp ∆f0. (3)

The spectrum of the amplifier noise is flat within a fre-
quency bin ∆f0, which is taken to be the resonant fre-
quency stability range in this study and is larger than
f0/Q0. Consequently, the amplifier noise dominates over
the thermal noise when Tamp ≈ T .

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each scan step’s
search can be estimated by using the Dicke radiometer

equation: SNR =
√
tint∆f0Psig/Pn [30], where tint de-

notes the integration time. This estimation enables us to
determine the level of sensitivity towards ε in Eq. (1),

ε ≈ 2.8× 10−16
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(4)
where ξ ≡ ∆f0Q0/f0, and we require SNR = 1.64, and
take β ≈ 1, and T ≈ Tamp, as discussed below in experi-
mental calibration, and ρA′ = 0.45 GeV/cm3. One lesson
learned from Eq. (4) is that high-quality factors benefit

the sensitivity to ε, meaning that ε ∝ Q
−1/4
0 . Therefore,

a SRF cavity with a significant Q0 becomes a powerful
transducer for detecting DPDM [27].

In this study, we used a single-cell elliptical SRF cav-
ity, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The cavity has a volume
V ' 3.9 L. We employ the ground mode TM010 at
f0 ' 1.3 GHz, resulting in a form factor of C ' 0.53.
To search DPDM within a reasonable mass range, it is
imperative to scan the cavity at various resonant fre-
quencies. To achieve this, a double lever frequency tuner
[31, 32], as depicted in Fig. 1, was installed on the cav-
ity. This tuner includes a stepper motor with a tuning
resolution of approximately 10 Hz, and a piezo actuator
capable of fine-tuning at a level of 0.1 Hz.

EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION

Before carrying out DPDM searches, it is essential to
calibrate the relevant cavity and amplifier parameters.
All calibrated parameters and the corresponding uncer-
tainties are presented in Table. I. Both the volume of the
cavity and the form factor of the TM010 mode are deter-
mined by numerical modeling software COMSOL, with
< 1% uncertainty for Veff ≡ V C/3.

We present the experimental setup in which the mi-
crowave electronics are depicted in the right panel of
Fig. 1. The cavity is positioned within a liquid helium
environment at a temperature T ' 2 K and is con-
nected to axial pin couplers. The amplifier circuit con-
sists of an isolator, which serves to prevent the injection
of amplifier noise into the cavity, a high-electron mobil-
ity transistor (HEMT) amplifier (LNF-LNC0.2 3A), and
two room-temperature amplifiers (ZX60-P103LN+). Ini-
tially, we used the vector network analyzer (VNA) to
measure the net amplification factor Gnet of the am-
plifier circuit, which considers the sequential amplifica-
tion and potential decays within the line. Next, we con-
ducted decay measurements with a noise source that went
through the cavity, the amplifier line, and the spectrum
analyzer, to calibrate the cavity loaded quality factor,
QL ≡ Q0/(β+ 1). The cavity coupling factor β, was cal-
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FIG. 1: Left: the single-cell SRF cavity equipped with
frequency tuner. Right: Schematic of the microwave
electronics for DPDM searches. The VNA measures the
net amplification factor Gnet of the amplifier circuit con-
sisting of an isolator, a HEMT amplifier and two room-
temperature amplifiers. The noise source and the spec-
trum analyzer calibrate the resonant frequencies f i0. The
time-domain signals from the SRF, with sequential am-
plification, are finally recorded by the spectrum analyzer.

ibrated in combination with the results of the standard
vertical test stand.

For each scan step, we used the noise source to cali-
brate the resonant frequency f0 of the cavity by locating
the peak of the power spectral density (PSD). Immedi-
ately after, we switched off the noise source and applied
the 30 dB attenuator to prevent the external noise from
entering the cavity. We then used the spectrum analyzer
to record the time-domain signals from the SRF cavity
and amplifiers. Each scan took tint = 100 seconds. After
each scan, the value of f0 was adjusted by approximately
1.3 kHz and the calibration of f0 was restarted. A total
of Nbin = 1150 scans were conducted, covering a fre-
quency range of approximately 1.37 MHz. The highest
resonant frequency, denoted by fmax

0 , occurred when the
frequency tuner was not applied. The calibration process
for Gnet, QL, and β was conducted multiple times during
the whole scan process, with uncertainties given by the
measurement deviation.

One key challenge of DPDM searches using SRF is
to ensure any potential signal induced from DPDM is
within the resonant bin, as f0 may drift with time or os-
cillate due to microphnics effect [28, 32]. To determine
the stability range of f0, denoted as ∆f0, we measured
the drift of f0 every 50 scans, matching the integration
time tint of a single scan step, and also assessed the effect

of microphonics over the same duration (see Supplemen-
tal Material). The microphonics effect produces a reso-
nant frequency distribution with a root mean square of
δf rms
m = 4.1 Hz, which is dominant over the drift with a

maximum deviation of 1.5 Hz. To account for any poten-
tial deviations in f0, we conservatively selected ∆f0 to
be 2.8 δf rms

m ' 11.5 Hz, taking into consideration an effi-
ciency of ηbin = 84% for the recorded signal to optimize
the SNR.

Value Fractional Uncertainty
Veff ≡ V C/3 693 mL < 1%
β 0.634 ± 0.014 1.4%
Gnet (57.30 ± 0.14) dB 3.1%

QL (9.092 ± 0.081) × 109 /
fmax

0 1.2991643795 GHz /
∆f0 11.5 Hz /
tint 100 s /

TABLE I: Calibrated parameters for SRF cavities and
amplifiers used are shown, including their mean val-
ues, uncertainties and fractional uncertainties on DPDM-
induced power, Fj .

DATA ANALYSIS AND CONSTRAINTS

For each scan labelled i = 1, · · · , Nbin, we focused on
the frequency bin centered at f i0 with a bandwidth of
∆f0. During each scan, we obtained N = tint∆f0 sam-
ples at the resonant bin, and calculated the average value
P̄fi

0
and standard deviation σfi

0
. We tested the Gaussian

noise property by checking that σfi
0
' P̄fi

0
at each step.

0 500 1150
Scan step i
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60 120
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 Distribution

FIG. 2: The blue dots show the normalized power excess
δi ≡ (P̄fi

0
− P̄ )/σP̄ at each scan step i. Its distribution

is shown on the right panel, which can be well fit by a
standard normal distribution.

The values of P̄fi
0

for different f i0 indicate the total
noise in each resonant bin. The amplifier noise, Pamp,
is almost constant over the entire frequency range ex-
amined. Additionally, the subdominant thermal noise in
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Eq. (2) was linearly proportional to f i0, with a variation
much smaller than σfi

0
. Thus, we expected the noise in

the resonant bins to be independent of f i0. To mitigate
the potential effects of environmental variation, such as
helium pressure fluctuations and mechanical vibrations,
we have aggregated every 50 contiguous bins to ensure en-
vironmental stability within each group. For each group,
we performed a constant fit to P̄fi

0
for different f i0, i.e.,

P̄ ≡ (ΣiP̄fi
0
/σ2

fi
0
)/(Σi1/σ

2
fi
0
). We then define the nor-

malized power excess δi ≡ (P̄fi
0
− P̄ )/σP̄ , where σP̄ is the

sample standard deviation of P̄fi
0

subtracting P̄ , and pre-
sented them in Fig. 2. The right panel of the figure shows
a comparison between the counts of normalized power ex-
cess and the standard normal distribution to confirm its
Gaussianity. Notice that there is no 3σ deviation in all
the bins.

Compared to the analysis strategies employed by tra-
ditional haloscopes with Q0 � QDM, our resonant
bins cover only a fraction of the entire frequency band,
∆f0QDM/f

i
0. However, we can still test the DPDM with

masses within this range and thereby maximize the scan
rate. Additionally, the fitting function employed in our
study yields a signal power that is attenuated by a factor
of 98%. The attenuation effect is less suppressed when
compared to low Q0 experiments, where higher-order fit-
ting functions are utilized to account for the frequency-
dependent cavity response during each scan.

FIG. 3: The 90% exclusion on the kinetic mixing co-
efficient ε of DPDM based on SRF scan searches per-
formed in this study. Other constraints including FAST
radio telescope [16], distortion of cosmic microwave back-
ground [5], and SQMS prototype [27] are shown for com-
parison.

In addition to the uncertainty σP̄ characterizing P̄ ,
there are uncertainties in calibrated parameters that may
contribute to a biased estimate for DPDM-induced sig-
nals. To account for these variances, we introduce di-
mensionless signals pi normalized by a reference signal
power P iref ≡ ηbinηfitGnetPsig(mA′ , f i0, ε = 1), along with

the corresponding statistical uncertainties

pi ≡
P̄fi

0
− P̄

P iref

, σ2
pi =

(
σP̄
P iref

)2
1 + δ2

i

∑
j

F 2
j

 , (5)

where Fj represents the translation of uncertainties for
parameters j ∈ {Veff , β,Gnet} into variations of P iref , as
listed in Table. I and derived in Supplemental Materials.
The probability function is then the product of different
bins i given by

Pr (pi|ε,mA′) =
∏
i

1√
2πσpi

exp

(
− (pi − ε2)2

2σ2
pi

)
/Const,

(6)

where Const is the normalization factor irrelevant in the
calculation. In practice, due to the narrow bandwidth
∆f0 compared with DPDM width ≈ mA′/(2πQDM), the
products in Eq. (6) only consider the two nearby bins.
From Eq. (6) we can set the 90% upper limit on the ki-
netic mixing coefficient ε for a given DPDM mass mA′ .
The results are shown in Fig. 3. The high-quality factor
significantly boosts sensitivity, setting the most stringent
bounds currently as compared to other experiments [33].
The reached sensitivity is well-estimated by Eq. (4).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we utilized a tunable single-cell 1.3 GHz
elliptical cavity to search for DPDM. Our findings estab-
lish the most stringent exclusion limit at around 1.3 GHz,
achieving a depth of sensitivity of up to ε ∼ 2.2× 10−16.
This result demonstrates that employing cavities with
high-quality factors significantly enhances the sensitiv-
ity towards the kinetic mixing coefficient of DPDM.
Our experiment presents the first scan results using a
tunable SRF cavity, which covers a frequency range of
1.37 MHz within DPDM’s mass window. The scanning
process started from an initial resonant frequency of
fmax

0 ' 1.299 GHz. We are currently designing a tuning
apparatus to extend the scan window, and we will report
corresponding experimental results in future work.

The significantly high quality factors of SRF cavities
enables various further upgrades to enhance their sen-
sitivity. For example, coupling a single cavity mode
to a multi-mode resonant systems with non-degenerate
parametric interactions [34–38] can broaden the effective
bandwidth of each scan without losing sensitivity within
it. One can also exploit squeezing technology [39–42] or
non-demolition photon counting [26, 29] to go beyond the
standard quantum limit. A network of DPDM detectors
simultaneously measuring at the same frequency band
will not only increase the sensitivity [35, 43], but also re-
veal macroscopic properties and the microscopic nature
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of the DPDM sources, such as the angular distribution
and polarization [44, 45].
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Supplemental Materials: SRF Cavity Searches for Dark Photon Dark Matter: First
Scan Results

Resonant Frequency Calibration and Stability
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FIG. S1: An example of PSD injected by a noise source to calibrate the resonant frequency by finding the peak with
an integration time of 10 seconds.

Calibration of the resonant frequency is essential in the search for DPDM using SRF cavities, due to their high
quality factor and narrow bandwidth. We accomplished this by injecting a broadband noise source into the cavity and
recording the signal with a spectrum analyzer for 10 seconds. We then selected the frequency bin with the peak power
spectral density (PSD) as the resonant frequency. An example of the PSD is presented in Fig. S1. Following each
calibration, we switched off the noise source and waited for the excited field to decay until the cavity was dominated
by noise. Each data recording began immediately thereafter.

The stability analysis included both frequency drift and microphonics effect. For every group of 50 scan steps, we
tested the drift of the resonant frequency for 100 seconds, which is equivalent to the data recording time for one scan.
The drift of f0, denoted by δfd, is presented in the left panel of Fig. S2. As we selected the peak of the PSD as the
resonant frequency bin every 10 seconds, the 100-second interval included the 10-step evolution of δfd. In most cases,
we observed a gradual increase over time due to the resistance of the cavity to mechanical deformation. The maximal
value of the frequency drift, δfmax

d , is 1.5 Hz.

On the other hand, the microphonics effect that leads to oscillatory deviation of the resonant frequency [32] does
not necessarily reflect on the peak position of PSDs with 10-second intervals. Instead, we employed the Digital
Phase-Locked Loops (PLL) system available in the Vertical Test Facility (VTS) to evaluate the microphonics [32].
This system introduces a coherent field into the SRF cavity, and the oscillatory deviation of the resonant frequency
is reflected in the change rate of the relative phase, given by 2π δfm = dφ/dt. In the right panel of Fig. S2, we
present the results of the microphonics test for a 100-second interval. The histogram of δfm indicates the dominance
of the drift effect, which follows a Gaussian distribution with a root mean square (rms) value of δf rms

m = 4.1 Hz. The
DPDM signals are expected to broaden according to the same Gaussian distribution, with an efficiency ηbin given

by ηbin = erf
(

∆f0/(2
√

2δf rms
m )

)
, where erf(x) represents the error function. By maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) ∝ ηbin/
√

∆f0, the choice of ∆f0 can be optimized, which results in ∆f0 ' 2.8 δf rms
m ' 11.5 Hz and ηbin ' 84%.
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FIG. S2: Left: measurements of resonant frequency drift for a duration of 100 seconds. Every colored line represents
a test that was conducted every 50 scan steps. Right: histogram of resonant frequency’s oscillatory deviation.

Data Characterization

This section presents the recorded data obtained during the scan searches. Only the bin at the resonant frequency
is taken into account in the data analysis for each scan. Each bin consists of N = tint∆f0 = 1150 samples of measured
power, corresponding to the integration time tint = 100 s with the bin size ∆f0 = 11.5 Hz. In a power-law detection,
the observable is two-point correlation function in terms of voltage. The Gaussian nature of the voltage fluctuation
thus leads to a chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom of the measured power, satisfying P̄fi

0
≈ σfi

0
. We

show values of P̄fi
0
/σfi

0
for different scan step i in the left panel of Fig. S3. Their distribution is indeed centered on 1,

and follows a Gaussian distribution due to the central limit theorem.
We translate the power into the corresponding effective temperature T ieff of each scan through T ieff ≡

P̄fi
0
/(Gnetkb ∆f0). The right panel of Fig. S3 shows their distribution, ranging from 2.6 K to 3.4 K, with a mean

of 3.0 K. The variation is suppressed by a factor of
√
N ≈ 34 compared to typical values of σfi

0
. Although there

is a slight upward trend in the distribution due to environmental effects such as helium pressure fluctuations, the
deviation is not significant. We addressed this effect by grouping every 50 adjacent bins and testing for deviations
from a constant fit. The histogram of normalized power excess in Fig. 2 is well-modeled by a Gaussian distribution
with no observed deviations greater than 3σ.
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FIG. S3: Left: The values of P̄fi
0
/σfi

0
for each scan. Right: The power P̄fi

0
and the corresponding effective temperature

T ieff for each scan.

The application of constant fit and normalized excess introduces an attenuation factor ηfit to a potential signal. In
our case, there are 50 resonant bins in a group, so any signal entering the fit function P̄ will be reduced by a factor of
1/50, thereby resulting in ηfit = 98%. Note that increasing the number of bins in a group can decrease the influence
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of the attenuation factor. Moreover, the sample standard deviation of P̄fi
0

minus P̄ , denoted as σP̄ , can be increased
by a potential signal. However, we conservatively neglect this influence in our analysis.

Fractional Uncertainties from Calibrated Parameters

For a physical quantity N (x1, x2...) that is a function of measured observables x1, x2 · · ·xj , its uncertainty is
calculated through error propagation formula:

σ2
N =

∑
j

(
∂N
∂xj

)2

σ2
xj
. (S1)

In the maintext, we introduced the dimensionless signals pi ≡ (P̄fi
0
− P̄ )/P iref , whose variance can be calculated

using Eq. (S1),

σ2
pi =

(
∂pi
∂P̄fi

0

σP̄

)2

+
∑
j

(
∂pi
∂P iref

∂P iref

∂j
σj

)2

=

(
σP̄
P iref

)2
1 + δ2

i

∑
j

F 2
j

 .

(S2)

Here the sum of calibrated parameters include j ∈ {Veff , β,Gnet}, and the fractional uncertainties Fj are defined as

∑
j

F 2
j ≡

∑
j

(
∂P iref

∂j

σj
P iref

)2

=
σ2
Veff

V 2
eff

+

(
1

β
− 1

1 + β

)2

σ2
β +

σ2
Gnet

G2
net

. (S3)

Notice that in this calculation, we take Gnet as the dimensionless amplification factor, i.e., (56.52 ± 0.08) dB→
10(5.652±0.008).

Calibration of QL and β

The rate at which cavity mode decays is proportional to the inverse of its quality factor. The loaded quality factor,
QL, which quantifies the inverse of the total energy loss rate, is determined by contributions from both intrinsic loss
and energy extraction, as given by

1

QL
=

1

Q0
+

1

Qext
, (S4)

where Q0 and Qext represent the intrinsic and external quality factors, respectively. As QL is dependent on the field
strength within the cavity [46], it was calibrated using a noise source that excited low field strength, thereby enabling
it to converge to a value where only thermal noise exists in the cavity. Specifically, after turning off the noise source,
the excited field decayed exponentially, i.e.,

P (t) = P (t0)e−(t−t0)/τ (S5)

where τ represents the decay time. To determine the quality factor (QL) of the decay, the value of τ was fitted to
yield QL = 2πf0τ .

The cavity coupling factor β is defined as the ratio between the energy delivered to the readout antenna and the
internal dissipation, i.e.,

β =
QL

Qext −QL
. (S6)

Therefore, the measurement of Qext, whose value is independent of the field strength inside the cavity, can be used
to determine β. This measurement can be carried out using the standard vertical test stand [47] involving both the
measurement of forward and reflected power and decay measurement.
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Dark Photon Dark Matter and Cavity Response

In this section, we review the profile of dark photon dark matter (DPDM) used in the maintext, and presents how a
cavity mode is excited by DPDM or thermal noise. The standard halo model assumes that dark matter has undergone
the process of virialization, which balances the gravitational potential energy of the system with the kinetic energy
of its components. In the laboratory frame, the local dark matter velocity distribution satisfies

F(~v ) =
(
2πv2

vir/3
)−3/2

exp

(
−3(~v − ~vg)2

2v2
vir

)
, (S7)

where vvir ≈ 9× 10−4c is the virial velocity in terms of the speed of light, and |~vg| ≈ (2/3)1/2vvir is the Earth velocity
in the galactic frame [48, 49].

Bosonic dark matter with a mass below O(1) eV exhibits wave-like properties due to their high occupation number.
The frequency of non-relativistic wave-like dark matter is 2πf ≈ mDM(1 + v2/2). The distribution of this frequency
comes from Eq. (S7) and can be well approximated by [50, 51]

FDM(f) = 2

(
f − fDM

π

)1/2(
3

1.7fDMv2
vir

)3/2

exp

(
−3(f − fDM)

1.7fDMv2
vir

)
, (S8)

where 2πfDM ≡ mDM corresponds to the frequency of rest mass mDM. Eq. (S8) satisfies the normalization condition∫
FDM(f) df = 1.

For DPDM searches in this study, the signal power spectral density (PSD) in Eq. (1) of the maintext depends on
the two-point correlation function of DPDM wavefunctions. Under the Lorenz gauge condition ∂µA

′µ = 0, we can

determine the DPDM correlation from both the local energy density of dark matter, i.e., 〈∂t ~A′ · ∂t ~A′∗〉 = ρDM and
the energy distribution in Eq. (S8), yielding:

〈 ~A′(f) · ~A′∗(f ′)〉 = ρDM FDM (f) δ (f − f ′) /
(
4π2f̄f

)
, (S9)

where f̄ ≡
∫
fFDM(f)df ≈ mA′/(2π) is the average frequency. Here 〈· · · 〉 denotes the ensemble average of DPDM

fields. These fields can be described as an incoherent superposition of individual vector fields [45, 52]. The directions
of the DPDM fields are thus isotropically distributed, resulting in a factor of 1/3 for the correlation between DPDM
fields along a given axis, compared to Eq. (S9).

We next consider the Maxwell equation coupled with the effective current induced by DPDM, i.e., ~Jeff = εm2
A′ ~A′,

� ~E(t, ~x) = εm2
A′ ∂t ~A′(t, ~x). (S10)

The boundary condition of a cavity decomposes the electric field into a discrete sum of orthogonal cavity modes

~E(t, ~x) =
∑
n

en(t) ~En(~x), (S11)

where en(t) parameterize time-evolution of each mode. ~En(~x) form a complete and orthogonal basis within the cavity

∇2 ~En + (2πfn)2 ~En = 0,

∫
dV ~En · ~E∗m = δmn (S12)

with resonant frequency labelled by fn.
One can take Eq. (S11) into Eq. (S10), and project it with the ground mode ~E0 that has the largest overlapping

with DPDM. The equation of motion in the frequency domain becomes(
f2 − f2

0 − i
ff0

QL

)
e0(f) =

i εm2
A′ f

2π

∫
~E0 · ~A′(f) dV +

√
2f0

Q0
f u0(f), (S13)

where we take into account the cavity energy loss and dissipation due to intrinsic loss, characterized by the load quality
factor QL and intrinsic quality factor Q0, respectively. The last term in Eq. (S13) is the contribution of thermal noise
u0(f), which arises due to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The two-point correlation function of thermal noise is

〈u0(f)u∗0(f ′)〉 = f nocc δ(f − f ′), (S14)
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where nocc ≈ kbT/(hf) is the thermal occupation number, and h is the Planck constant.

The energy stored in the cavity mode, i.e., U0 ≡
∫∫

dfdf ′〈e0(f)e0(f ′)〉 come directly from Eq. (S13), which

contains both the signal and thermal noise U0 = Usig + Uth. The signal part is

Usig = ε2m3
A′

∫∫
dfdf ′

8π3

f ρDM FDM (f) δ(f − f ′)
(f2 − f2

0 )2 + (ff0/QL)
2 V

C

3

≈ QL
8πf0

ε2m2
A′ V

C

3
ρDM FDM(f0),

(S15)

where we assume that the cavity response width f0/QL is much narrower than the DPDM width of fA′/106 to simplify
the expression. The DPDM correlation in Eq. (S9) is used, rendering the form factor

C ≡ 3

V
〈
∣∣∣∣∫

V

~E0 · Â′ dV
∣∣∣∣2〉

=
3

V

∫
d2Ω

4π

∣∣∣∣∫ dV ~E0 · Ω̂
∣∣∣∣2

=
1

V

∣∣∣∣∫
V

~E0 dV

∣∣∣∣2
(S16)

for randomized DPDM. In Fig. S4, we show the electric field distribution of the TM010 mode of the single-cell SRF
cavity used in this study, which gives a form factor C ≈ 0.53.

FIG. S4: Single-cell SRF cavity with ground mode TM010 at 1.3 GHz. The electric field lines are shown in red, whose
length is proportional to the electric field strength.

The signal power is read from an antenna from the cavity, which takes the form

Psig =
β

β + 1

2πf0

QL
Usig =

1

4
ε2

β

β + 1
V
C

3
m2
A′ ρDM FDM(f0), (S17)

where β/(β + 1) is the fraction of energy delivered into the antenna in terms of the total energy loss of the cavity.
Similarly, the power of thermal noise is

Pth =
β

β + 1

2πf0

QL

2f0

Q0

∫
dfdf ′

ff ′ 〈u0(f)u∗0(f ′)〉
(f2 − f2

0 )2 + (ff0/QL)
2 = 2π

β

β + 1
kbT

f0

Q0
. (S18)
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Rotating quarks and hadronic systems, produced in peripheral heavy ion collisions, can experience
Coriolis force and other forces due to rotational motion. Considering only the effect of Coriolis
force, we have calculated the electrical conductivity for non-relativistic rotating matter using the
Relaxation Time Approximation based Boltzmann transport equation. A similarity in mathematical
calculations of electrical conductivity at finite rotation and finite magnetic fields is exposed, where
an equivalence role between Coriolis force on massive particle’s motion and Lorentz force on charged
particle’s motion is noticed. As the beginning level step, we consider only the Coriolis force in the
non-relativistic formalism, which will be extended in the future towards the relativistic case, and to
adopt other forces for a more realistic description of the rotating quark and hadronic system.

I. INTRODUCTION

During non-central heavy ion collisions (HICs), a substantial amount of orbital angular momentum (OAM) is
expected to be produced. Depending on the system size, impact parameter, and collision energy, this initial OAM can
vary from 103~ to 107~ [1–3]. Some fraction of this initial OAM gets transferred to the resulting plasma phase. The
initial velocity profile of the resulting quark-fluid encodes this OAM in the form of local vorticity [3]. Since large OAM
can affect the system, the impact of this initial OAM on heavy ion phenomenology, like spin-polarization, chirality, etc.,
becomes a contemporary matter of interest in the community. Refs.([3–10]) have used the global thermal equilibrium
under rotation to describe the thermodynamics of the medium and spin-polarizations of final state particles. Whereas
Refs.([11–27]) have used the Wigner function formalism to explain the polarizations and chiral effects associated with
the system. On the other hand, the Refs.([2, 28–32]) have used the spin-orbit coupling under strong interactions to
obtain the polarizations observed in HICs. More recently, the Refs.([33–43]) have developed a new framework called
spin-hydrodynamics by including spin tensor. Spin-polarization and vorticity, the two important quantities in HICs,
have been analyzed in various Refs.([44–55]) by using hydrodynamic and transport models.

There is an equivalence and similarity between magnetic field and rotation. Firstly, both are produced in peripheral
HIC. The magnetic field can change the motion of charged particles via Lorentz force, while rotation or vorticity do
the same for any massive particles via Coriolis force. The equivalence between Lorentz force and Coriolis force has
been nicely discussed in the Refs.([56–58]). The momentum and spin of the medium constituents (quarks and gluons)
produced in HICs would be affected by both rotation and magnetic field. The first quantity(momentum) will be
deflected in the presence of rotation via Coriolis force and in the presence of a magnetic field via Lorentz force. On
the other hand, the second quantity (spin) in the presence of a magnetic field and/or rotation will be affected by a
different mechanism which is linked with the polarization phenomenology. Along with polarization, magnetic fields
cause a variety of phenomena, including chiral magnetic effect, magnetic and inverse magnetic catalysis, and chiral
vortical effects [59–62]. Furthermore, it is evident that the magnetic field has sizeable effects on the observable, elliptic
flow [63–65]. The electrical conductivity of the medium is the critical property determining the space-time evolution
of the magnetic field in the medium. In this paper, we will show how the presence of rotation can affect the electrical
conductivity of a medium, contributing significantly to HICs. Similar to the magnetic field case, rotation causes
anisotropy in the transport coefficients; however, how both of them (magnetic field and rotation) combinedly affect
the transport property requires further investigation.

In the present article, we will focus on the calculation of the electrical conductivity of the medium due to the presence
of the Coriolis force. There may be other pseudo-forces that may or may not be equally important to consider in
our description; as a first work in this direction, we have focused only on the effect of the Coriolis force; however,
other pseudo-forces may have a significant effect that needs to be estimated in future. Moreover, for simplicity,
we will take a non-relativistic approach with the future aim of developing a relativistic framework to calculate the
conductivity of the rotating medium. In recent times, Refs.[66–78] have thoroughly studied the electrical conductivity
of a medium in the presence of a finite magnetic field. By linking the similar nature of the Coriolis force with the
Lorentz force, the present article has studied the problem- the effect of the Coriolis force on the electrical conductivity
of a rotating matter. In a zero magnetic field, the electrical conductivity of a medium is isotropic in nature, which
means that conductivity in all directions is the same. At a finite magnetic field, the isotropic conductivity breaks into
three components, i.e., parallel, perpendicular, and Hall. Similarly, the isotropic conductivity can break into three
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FIG. 1: Schematic depiction of a rotating cylinder and Coriolis force on the rotating particles.

similar parts during the transition from zero to finite rotation. The present article has demonstrated this picture by
introducing its essential formalism part in Sec. (II) and then by showing graphical descriptions in Sec. (III) with final
remarks in Sec. (IV).

II. FORMALISM

We know the following operator equation linking the time derivative of an arbitrary vector from classical
mechanics[79], (

d

dt

)
≡
(
d

dt

)′
+ ~Ω× , (1)

where unprimed and primed time derivative operators mean the derivative with respect to time should be performed

in space-fixed (inertial), and rotating frames, respectively. ~Ω is the angular velocity of the rotating frame with respect
to the space-fixed frame. One can apply operators in Eq. (1) two times on ~r to get,

~a = ~a′ + 2(~Ω× ~v′) + ~Ω× (~Ω× ~r′) + ~̇Ω× ~r′ , (2)

where the rotating frame quantities are identified with primes. We will work from a rotating frame, and our quantity
of interest will be ~v′. Since space fixed velocity ~v will not appear anywhere in the subsequent calculation, for the
sake of notational simplicity, we will drop the overhead prime and call ~v′ as ~v from now onwards. The first term in
the RHS of Eq.(2) contributes to the Coriolis force. In Fig. (1), we have schematically displayed a fluid (with simple

cylindrical geometry) rotating with angular velocity ~Ω, which means the fluid has global vorticity ~Ω. As is shown in
the picture, fluid can be assumed to be built by many fluid elements. We have zoomed in on a particular element to

illustrate that the particles inside it have a random part of velocity ~v in addition to the velocity ~Ω × ~r provided by

global vorticity ~Ω. The Coriolis force faced by the fluid particles of mass m is given by the equation ~F = 2m(~v × ~Ω).
There is a similarity between a system under finite rotation and a system under the background of a finite magnetic

field. The velocity-dependent Lorentz force ~F = q(~v × ~B), with Bi ≡ Bbi creates a momentum anisotropy in the
medium which results in the anisotropic conductivity with three independent conductivity components. The same
macroscopic structure of conductivity tensor can be expected for a medium under finite rotation or finite angular
velocity Ωi ≡ Ωωi with the replacement of magnetic field unit vector bi by angular velocity unit vector ωi.

Now, let us begin with the microscopic expression of electrical current density given by kinetic theory [68]:

ji = qg

∫
d3~p

(2π)3
vi δf , (3)
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where q is charge on the particles, δf is small change from the equilibrium distribution function, ji is electrical current
density in the medium, and g is the degeneracy associated with a particle. We know that the macroscopic expression
of ji is basically Ohm’s law ji = σijẼj , where it can be connected with electric field Ẽj via conductivity tensor σij .

Our aim will be to express δf of Eq. (3) in terms of Ẽj , for which we will take help from the Boltzmann equation.
Boltzmann transport equation in the relaxation time approximation (RTA) can be written as [80]:

∂f

∂t
+ ~v · ∂f

∂~r
+ [q ~̃E + 2m(~v × ~Ω] · ∂f

∂~p
= −δf

τc
, (4)

where τc is the relaxation time, and f = f0 + δf . The function f0 is known as the local equilibrium distribution
function, which for fermions is given by,

f0 =
1

exp
{
E−µ(~r,t)−~u(~r,t)·~p

T (~r,t)

}
+ 1

, (5)

where, µ is the chemical potential, E = 1
2mv

2 is the energy, ~u(~r, t) is macroscopic velocity or the velocity of the
quark fluid, ~p = m~v is particle momentum, and ~v is particle velocity. One can obtain the following identities from the
distribution (5):

∂f0

∂E
=
−f0(1− f0)

T
,

∂f0

∂~p
=
−f0(1− f0)(~v − ~u)

T
=
∂f0

∂E
(~v − ~u) . (6)

Since the present article is not structured for the calculation of viscosity or thermal conductivity, we will ignore the
first two terms in the LHS Eq. (4), which give rise to velocity and temperature gradient terms and rewrite Eq. (4) as
follows:

[q ~̃E + 2m(~v × ~Ω] · ∂f
∂~p

= −δf
τc

. (7)

Substituting the identities (6) in Eq. (7) and keeping the terms which are first order in δf , we have,

q ~̃E · ∂f
0

∂~p
+ 2m(~v × ~Ω) · ∂f

0

∂~p
+ 2m(~v × ~Ω) · ∂δf

∂~p
= −δf

τc

=⇒ q ~̃E · ∂f
0

∂E
(~v − ~u) + 2m(~v × ~Ω) · ∂f

0

∂E
(~v − ~u) + 2m(~v × ~Ω) · ∂δf

∂~p
= −δf

τc
.

Since conductivity (in general, any transport coefficient) is independent of the fluid velocity, we will put ~u = 0 in the
above equation to get:

=⇒ ∂f0

∂E
~v · (q ~̃E) + 2m(~v × ~Ω) · ∂δf

∂~p
= −δf

τc
. (8)

Let us assume that, δf = −~p · ~F
(
∂f0

∂E

)
with ~F = αê+βω̂+γ(ê× ω̂), where ~̃E = Ẽê, ~Ω = Ωω̂, and α, β, γ are unknown

constants, which would be determined from Eq. (8). By substituting δf in Eq. (8), we get:

∂f0

∂E
~v · (q ~̃E) + 2m(~v · ~Ω)× ∂δf

∂~p
=
−δf
τc

=⇒ [q ~̃E + 2m(~F × ~Ω)] · ~v ∂f
0

∂E
=
m

τc
~F ·
(
~v
∂f0

∂E

)
. (9)

Substituting the result, ~F × ~Ω = −γΩê+ γΩ(ω̂ · ê)ω̂+ αΩ(ê× ω̂), in Eq. (9) and using the fact that ~v is arbitrary we
have the identity, (qẼ

m
− 2Ωγ

)
ê+ 2γΩ(ω̂ · ê)ω̂ + 2αΩ(ê× ω̂) =

α

τc
ê+

β

τc
ω̂ +

γ

τc
(ê× ω̂) . (10)
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By equating the coefficients of the linearly independent basis vectors, we get the following three equations:

qẼ

m
− γ

τΩ
=
α

τc
,

γ

τΩ
(ω̂.ê) =

β

τc
,

α

τΩ
=

γ

τc
, (11)

where we have quantified τΩ ≡ 1
2Ω . Eq. 11 can be simplified as:

α =
τc
(
qẼ
m

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2 , γ =
τc
(
τc
τΩ

)(
qẼ
m

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2 , β =
τc
(
τc
τΩ

)2
(ω̂.ê)

(
qẼ
m

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2 . (12)

The Eqs. (12) can be used to get the expression of δf as:

δf = −~p · ~F ∂f
0

∂E

= −∂f
0

∂E
m~v · (αê+ βω̂ + γ(ê× ω̂))

= −∂f
0

∂E

[
qτcẼ

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2 ê · ~v +
τc
(
τc
τΩ

)2
(ω̂ · ê)qẼ

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2 ω̂ · ~v +
τc
(
τc
τΩ

)
qẼ

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

) (ê× ω̂) · ~v

]

= −∂f
0

∂E

(
qτc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2)[δjl +
( τc
τΩ

)2

ΩjΩl +
( τc
τΩ

)
εljkΩk

]
Ẽjvl . (13)

Now substituting expression of δf obtained in Eq.(13) in Eq.(3) current density ji is given by,

ji = qg

∫
d3~p

(2π)3
vi
∂f0

∂E

(
qτc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2

)[
δjl +

( τc
τΩ

)2

ΩjΩl +
( τc
τΩ

)
εljkΩk

]
Ẽjvl . (14)

We can calculate the angular average,∫
d3~p vivl =

∫
4πp2dp

(
v2

3

)
δil =

∫
d3p

(
v2

3

)
δil , (15)

where d3p ≡ 4πp2 dp. Substituting the result of Eq. (15) in Eq. (14) we have:

ji = −q2g

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∂f0

∂E

(
τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2

)
v2

3
δil

[
δjl +

( τc
τΩ

)2

ΩjΩl +
( τc
τΩ

)
εljkΩk

]
Ẽj

= −q2g

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∂f0

∂E

(
τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2

)
v2

3

[
δij +

( τc
τΩ

)2

ΩjΩi +
( τc
τΩ

)
εijkΩk

]
Ẽj . (16)

By comparing the RHS of Eq.(16) with the expression ji = σijẼj we obtain the conductivity of the system σij as:

σij = −gq2

∫
d3p

(2π)3

∂f0

∂E

(
τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2)v2

3

[
δij +

( τc
τΩ

)2

ΩjΩi +
( τc
τΩ

)
εijkΩk

]
. (17)

We can re-express Eq. (17) as follows:

σij = σ0δij + σ1εijkΩk + σ2ΩiΩj ,with σn =
gq2

T

∫
d3p

(2π)3

τc
(
τc
τΩ

)n
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2 × v2

3
f0(1− f0) . (18)

σ0, σ1, σ2 are scalars that make up the conductivity tensor. The current density can also be written as,

~j = σ0
~̃E + σ1( ~̃E × ω̂) + σ2(ω̂ · ~̃E)ω̂ . (19)
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For angular velocity in the z-direction, the conductivity matrix can be written as:

[σ] =

 σ0 σ1 0
−σ1 σ0 0

0 0 σ0 + σ2

 . (20)

The conductivity integral (18) with the substitution E = 1
2mv

2 becomes:

σn =
2
√
mgq2

3π2T
√

2

τc

(
τc
τΩ

)n
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2

∫
E3/2f0(1− f0)dE

=⇒ σn =
2
√
mgq2

3π2T
√

2

τc

(
τc
τΩ

)n
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2

∫
T
∂f0

∂µ
E3/2dE

=⇒ σn =
2
√
mgq2

3π2
√

2

τc

(
τc
τΩ

)n
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2

∂

∂µ

∫
E3/2

e(E−µ)/T + 1
dE

=⇒ σn =

√
mπgq2

2π2
√

2

τc

(
τc
τΩ

)n
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2T
5
2
∂

∂µ
f5/2(A)

=⇒ σn =

√
mπgq2

2π2
√

2

τc

(
τc
τΩ

)n
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2T
3
2 f3/2(A) , (21)

where we have used the results that ∂f0

∂µ = f0(1 − f0) 1
T , fj(A) = 1

Γ(j)

∫∞
0

xj−1dx
A−1ex+1 , and

∂f5/2(eµ/T )

∂(µ/T ) = f3/2(eµ/T ) =

f3/2(A) with A = eµ/T . Comparing the result with the conductivity tensor in the presence of finite magnetic field
[66–68, 70, 74] and following the similarities, one can define σ0 ≡ σ⊥, σ0 + σ2 ≡ σ||, and σ1 ≡ σ×. σ|| is also equal to
σ, which is the conductivity in the absence of vorticity [74]. Hence we have the following:

σ|| =
g
√
mq2

(2π)3/2
τc T

3
2 f3/2(A) ,

σ⊥ =
g
√
mq2

(2π)3/2

τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2T 3
2 f3/2(A) ,

σ× =
g
√
mq2

(2π)3/2

τc
(
τc
τΩ

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)T 3
2 f3/2(A) . (22)

III. RESULTS

Our general expressions (22) are also valid for degenerate matters found in systems like white dwarfs by taking
limit T −→ 0,

σ|| =
4g

3
√
π

√
mq2

(2π)3/2
τc µ

3
2 ,

σ⊥ =
4g

3
√
π

√
mq2

(2π)3/2

τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2µ 3
2 ,

σ× =
4g

3
√
π

√
mq2

(2π)3/2

τc
(
τc
τΩ

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)µ 3
2 . (23)

We got the general expressions (22) for the component conductivities in the previous section, which are valid for any
chemical potential (µ), temperature (T ), and angular velocity (Ω). The expressions obtained here can be promptly
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FIG. 2: Normalized electrical conductivity components vs temperature.

FIG. 3: Variation of (normalized) conductivity components with respect to Ω.

applied to non-relativistic fluids, namely, the condensed matter systems where the quantities µ, T , and Ω are of the
order of eVs in the natural unit. However, our aimed systems belong to relativistic high energy systems, namely,
quark-gluon plasma(QGP) and compact stars where the quantities µ, T , and Ω are of the order of MeVs. One can
identify two extreme domains from the T − µ diagram of the quark-hadron phase transition, specifically, the net zero
baryon density picture(at µ −→ 0) occurs in the early universe, which is reproducible in LHC and RHIC experiments,
and the degenerate nucleon or quark matter picture that occurs in white dwarfs and neutron stars(at T −→ 0). Our
general expressions (22) can be applied to both pictures by putting µ = 0 or T = 0. Although in such cases, there
would be some ubiquitous overestimation due to using a non-relativistic framework for the relativistic systems. Our
immediate future objective is to develop a relativistic framework that can be applied safely for the above cases.

FIG. 4: Representation of different components of conductivity.
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By taking the limit µ −→ 0 in Eq. (22) we get:

σ|| = 0.29g

√
mq2

(2π)3/2
τc T

3
2 ζ(3/2) ,

σ⊥ = 0.29g

√
mq2

(2π)3/2

τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2T 3
2 ζ(3/2) ,

σ× = 0.29g

√
mq2

(2π)3/2

τc
(
τc
τΩ

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)T 3
2 ζ(3/2) , (24)

since f3/2(1) = (1− 1
21/2 )ζ(3/2). We have used the results of Eq. (24) to plot σ||,⊥,×/

√
mT 3/2τc with respect to T in

Fig. (2). In Fig. (2), we get all horizontal lines because all the component conductivities are proportional to T 3/2. We
have used m = 0.002GeV , τc = 5fm, and τΩ = 6.8fm which correspond to angular velocity Ω = 1

2τΩ
= 0.014GeV −1

as inputs for the plot. The comparable values of τc and τΩ have been taken to see clearly the difference in magnitude of
different components of conductivity. The conductivity component σ|| is proportional to relaxation time, i.e., σ|| ∝ τc.
Other components are proportional to their effective relaxation times, i.e., σ⊥ ∝ τ⊥, and σ× ∝ τ×, where the effective
relaxation times are defined as:

τ⊥ =
τc

1 +
(
τc
τΩ

)2 ,

τ× =
τc
(
τc
τΩ

)
1 +

(
τc
τΩ

)2 .

One can easily understand that the non-zero ratio of τc and τΩ make different relaxation times unequal. The
magnitude of τc/τΩ determines the ordering of σ⊥ and σ×. To see the relative variation of different components of
conductivities with vorticity, we plotted the percentile of normalized conductivities(σ||,⊥,×/σ) in Fig. (3) with respect
to Ω at zero chemical potential with τc = 5fm and T = 200MeV . σ|| does not change with change in Ω. But it
can be seen in the figure that σ⊥ decreases with an increase in Ω in the whole range of Ω. On the other hand, σ×
initially increases but then decreases with Ω. It should be noticed that for low-value vorticity, σ⊥ is more dominant
than σ×, whereas, for the high vorticity value, σ× is more dominant than σ⊥ with the crossover happening around
Ω = 0.02GeV . One can see from Fig. (3) that σ⊥ merge to σ|| or σ in the absence of vorticity, i.e., σ⊥(Ω −→ 0) = σ
whereas σ× vanishes as one goes to the limit of zero vorticity, i.e., σ×(Ω −→ 0) = 0. It is clear from the above fact that
finite angular velocity or global vorticity creates anisotropy in the electrical conductivity of a system like a magnetic
field.

We have schematically depicted different components of conductivity tensor in Fig. (4). The scenario is similar
to the scenario in Ref. ([66–68, 70, 74]) if one replaces the magnetic field with vorticity. In the left panel of the
figure, the direction of the electric field and vorticity or angular velocity has been chosen to be along the positive Y
and Z-axis, respectively. Here, along with the conduction along the positive Y-axis with conductivity σ⊥, a flow of
charge along the X-direction also occurs due to the action of Coriolis force. The current density in the X-direction is
proportional to the σ×, i.e., jx = σ×Ey. In the right panel of the figure, the direction of the electric field and vorticity
or angular velocity has been chosen to be in the Z-direction. Since the conduction along this direction is unaffected by
the vorticity due to the null contribution of the Coriolis force, we obtain current density in the Z-direction with the
isotropic conductivity σ, i.e., jz = σEz. Similar to the case of the quantum hall effect in the quantum picture of the
magnetic field, the quantum hall effect in the presence of rotation may be seen, and the corresponding conductivity
may be derived by solving the Schrodinger equation in a rotating frame and using the energy eigenvalues in the
distribution function. One of our current plans is to calculate the transport coefficients of a medium, including the
energy quantization of the particles, by considering the quantum aspects of potentials present in a rotating reference
frame.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have explored the equivalence nature of the Lorentz force with the Coriolis force to calculate the
electrical conductivity of a medium with finite global vorticity. In the absence of a magnetic field, the system only
has an isotropic conductivity σ, which breaks into parallel, perpendicular, and Hall components in the presence of
a magnetic field due to the action of Lorentz force. Similarly, the conductivity of a medium turn from isotropic to
anisotropic during the transition from zero to nonzero global vorticity due to the action of the Coriolis force. Similar
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to the magnetic field case, the conductivity in the parallel direction remains unchanged, whereas, in the perpendicular
and Hall directions, one obtains different conductivities proportional to two different effective relaxation times. The
effective relaxation times are made up of relaxation time and cyclotron-type time periods. The mathematical steps in
calculating conductivity in the presence of global vorticity are quite similar to that of the magnetic field case. Here
we only considered calculating the electrical conductivity in the presence of vorticity, nevertheless, its equivalence
with the magnetic field case has been stated throughout. Firstly, the microscopic quantity- the deviation from the
equilibrium distribution, is guessed with three unknown constants. Secondly, the deviation is found by substituting
it in the relaxation time approximated Boltzmann equation with the Coriolis force term. Then, it is used to obtain
the microscopic expression of current density and is compared with the macroscopic definition of current density to
get the conductivity tensor.
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Applicability of the Klein-Gordon equation for pair production in vacuum and plasma
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In this paper, a phase-space description of electron-positron pair-creation will be applied, based
on a Wigner transformation of the Klein-Gordon equation. The resulting theory is similar in many
respects to the equations from the Dirac-Heisenberg-Wigner formalism. However, in the former case,
all physics related to particle spin is neglected. In the present paper we compare the pair-production
rate in vacuum and plasmas, with and without spin effects, in order to evaluate the accuracy
and applicability of the spinless approximation. It is found that for modest frequencies of the
electromagnetic field, the pair production rate of the Klein-Gordon theory is a good approximation
to the Dirac theory, provided the matter density is small enough for Pauli blocking to be neglected,
and a factor of two related to the difference in the vacuum energy density is compensated for.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in strong field physics has increased in
the past decades due to the rapid development of the
laser facilities [1, 2]. See, e.g., Ref. [3, 4] for the recent
developments in the research area. In the presence of a
strong electromagnetic field, the vacuum can decay into
electron-positron pairs. This process was first studied
by Sauter in 1931 [5] and a rigorous mathematical de-
scription of this process was derived by Julian Schwinger
in 1951 [6]. Since then, the basic mechanism has been
studied in a dynamical context and for more complicated
field geometries. In particular, a study of the interplay
between temporal and spatial variations of the fields has
been done in Refs.[7–10]. To maximize the number of pro-
duced particles in the case of sub-critical field strengths,
a geometry of colliding laser pulses has been suggested in
[11–14].

In spite of much progress in recent years [7–14], due to
spin and chiral effects associated with Dirac fermions, var-
ious simplifying assumptions are typically needed when
studying electron-positron pair production. A way to
relax some of these assumptions concerning e.g. the elec-
tromagnetic field geometry, is to study scalar QED, where
the spin of the particles is ignored. Scalar QED models,
based on the Klein-Gordon equation, are considerably less
complicated than those derived from the Dirac equation.
While it is known that many qualitative features regarding
pair-production are preserved when replacing fermionic
QED with scalar QED [15–17], a better understanding
of the differences/similarities are desirable, to know to
what degree results from scalar QED can be trusted. The
purpose of the present paper is to study pair produc-
tion in vacuum and plasmas, with and without including
the particle spin properties, to highlight differences and
similarities between the bosonic and fermionic results.

Various models and methods can be used when study-
ing electron-positron pair production from vacuum and in
plasmas. This includes quantum kinetic theories (QKT),

∗ haidar.al-naseri@umu.se
† gert.brodin@umu.se

which can be applied for fermionic and bosonic pair pro-
duction in electric fields [18]. Treatments, where a bosonic
model of pair production has been used, are given in Refs.
[19, 20], and works on both bosonic and fermionic pair
production in electric and magnetic fields can be found
in Ref. [21]. Moreover, lattice Quantum Electrodynamics
has been used to model scalar QED pair production [22].

In the present paper, we will use a phase-space ap-
proach, based on a gauge invariant Wigner transform
of the evolution equations. In the fermionic case, this
leads to the real-time Dirac-Heisenberg-Wigner (DHW)
formalism, first derived in Ref. [23]. For the bosonic case,
this corresponds to making a (gauge-invariant) Wigner
transform of the Klein-Gordon equation, as was first de-
rived in Ref. [24] with applications presented e.g. in Refs.
[24–29]. We will refer to these equations as the Klein-
Gordon-Wigner (KGW) equations. We note that since
both KGW and DHW are based on a phase-space ap-
proach, they are conceptually similar, and this facilitates
a direct comparison of the results.

An important conclusion from our study, which agrees
with previous findings [6, 30], is that KGW and DHW
are in exact agreement for pair-production in the zero
frequency limit, provided a factor of two is compensated
for. The factor of two is closely related to the differ-
ence between the fermionic and bosonic vacuum expec-
tation values. When the frequency of the applied field
is increased, the spin polarization current in the DHW-
formalism grows, which is associated with a gradually
larger deviation between the bosonic and fermionic re-
sults. For significant pair-production, the self-consistent
field generated by the plasma currents becomes appre-
ciable, and this tends to enhance the deviation between
bosonic and fermionic dynamics. For even higher plasma
densities, Pauli blocking can be important, which natu-
rally cannot occur in the bosonic case.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we
present the derivation of the KGW-formalism. In Sec-
tion III we derive the linear response of a plasma to
electromagnetic waves. We make a comparison both to
the classical dispersion relation (which is recovered in
the appropriate limit) and to the results based on the
DHW formalism. Next, numerical results for large fields
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(Schwinger) pair production are presented in Section IV.
Here we compared the particle production in KGW and
DHW using different scaling parameters. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section V.

II. KGW-MODEL

In this section, we will make a brief derivation of the
Klein-Gordon-Wigner (KGW) formalism that has previ-
ously been derived by Ref. [24], which the reader may
consult for more details. The starting point is the Klein-
Gordon equation[

(∂µ − ieAµ)(∂µ + ieAµ) +m2
]
φ(r, t) = 0 (1)

where e is the elementary charge, m is the mass of the
electron, and Aµ = (A0,A), where A0 A are the scalar
vector potential, respectively. This equation contains a
second-order derivative in time. To transform the Klein-
Gordon equation to phase-space and obtain an explicit
expression of the charge density in phase-space, we ex-
press the Klein-Gordon equation in the representation of
Feshbach and Villars [31]. In this representation, we have
a first-order time-derivative. The Klein-Gordon field is
expressed by the two-component wave function

Φ =

(
ψ
χ

)
(2)

where

ψ =
1

2

(
φ+

i

m

∂φ

∂t
− eA0

m

)
(3)

χ =
1

2

(
φ− i

m

∂φ

∂t
+
eA0

m

)
(4)

In matrix representation we get

i
∂Φ

∂t
=

[
1

2m

(
− i ∂

∂r
− eA

)2( 1 1
−1 −1

)

+m

(
1 0
0 −1

)
+ eA01

]
Φ (5)

where 1 is the identity matrix. This equation is first order
in the time-derivative and has a Schrödinger-type of time
evolution. The right-hand side of this equation can be
interpreted as a Hamiltonian operator that will be used
to find the time evolution in phase-space. Next, we use
the gauge-invariant Wigner transformation

Ŵ (r,p, t)

=

∫
d3z exp

(
ip·z+ie

∫ 1/2

−1/2
dλz·A(r+λz, t)

)
Ĉ(r, t)

(6)

where

Ĉ(r, t) = {Φ(r + z/2, t),Φ(r− z/2, t)} (7)

The Wigner function is defined as the expectation value
of the Wigner operator

W (r,p, t) = 〈Ω| Ŵ (r,p, t) |Ω〉 (8)

where |Ω〉 〈Ω| is the state of the system in the Hilbert
space. To find an evolution equation in phase space, we
take the time derivative of Eq. (6) and use the Hamil-
tonian operator in Eq. (5). We use the Hartree approx-
imation where the electromagnetic field is treated as a
non-quantized field. Finally, we have an equation of mo-
tion of the Wigner function

iDtW (r,p, t) = − i
2
Ô1 {σ3 + iσ2,W}

+ Ô2 [σ3 + iσ2,W ] +m [σ1,W ] (9)

where σi, with i = 1, 2, 3, are the Pauli matrices and

Ô1 =
p · ∇
m

+
p

m
· e
∫ 1/2

1/2

dλB(x+ i~λ∇p)×∇ (10)

Ô2 =
∇2

4m
− p2

m
− e~2

12m
∇ · (B×∇)

+ 2
p

m
· ie~

∫ 1/2

1/2

dλλB(x+ i~λ∇p)×∇p (11)

Dt = ∂t + e

∫ 1/2

1/2

dλE(x+ i~λ∇p) · ∇p (12)

For longer macroscopic scales, the non-local operators
given by the integrals can be expanded in powers of ~.
Thus, for example in the long-scale limit, we may use
Dt = ∂t + eE · ∇p, and similarly for the other operators
[24]. The interpretation of the variables described by
Eq. (9) is not simple. Thus we make an expansion of
the Wigner function over the Pauli matrices σi and the
identity matrix 1

W (r,p, t) = f3(r,p, t)1 +

3∑
i=1

f3−i(r,p, t)σi (13)

where the expansion coefficients fi, with i=0-3, will lead
to four coupled partial differential equations.

Dtf0 = −Ô1(f2 + f3)

Dtf1 = −Ô2(f2 + f3) + 2mf2

Dtf2 = Ô2f1 + Ô1f0 − 2mf1

Dtf3 = −Ô2f1 − Ô1f0 (14)

This PDE-system is the final one that covers all physics
of the Klein-Gordon equation. This system is closed by
Maxwell’s equations with the sources
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ρ = e

∫
d3pf0 (15)

J =
e

m

∫
d3pp(f2 + f3) (16)

Compared to the DHW-formalism [23] which is based on
the Dirac equation, this system contains only four instead
of 16 scalar equations. This makes the KGW-formalism
simpler to solve numerically. The 4 scalars of the KGW-
formalism have a straightforward physical interpretation,
as can be seen from the following observables

Q = e

∫
d3pd3xf0 (17)

J =
e

m

∫
d3pp(f2 + f3) (18)

W =

∫
d3pd3x

[ p2
2m

(f2 + f3) +mf3

]
(19)

M =

∫
d3pd3xp(f0 − f1) (20)

where Q is the total charge, J is the current density, W
is the particle energy and M is the momentum. Inter-
pretations that can be done from the above expressions
include, e.g., that ef0 is the (phase space) charge density
and ep/m(f2 + f3) the current density, as implied by the
sources in Maxwell’s equations.

The fi-functions have the vacuum-contribution

f0 = f1 = 0

f2 + f3 =
m

ε

f3 − f2 =
ε

m
(21)

where ε =
√
m2 + p2. The expressions above are ob-

tained by calculating the Wigner operator for the free
particle Klein-Gordon equation and taking the vacuum
expectation value. If we add a plasma to the back-
ground, we should modify the source terms for f2 + f3
and f3 − f2. Moreover, the charge density f0 should be
non-zero. Adding electron and positron sources we first
obtain f2+f3 = (m/ε)F and f3−f2 = (ε/m)F in Eq. (21)
where

F = 1 + 2fe(p) + 2fp(p) (22)

Here fe,p can be viewed as classical electron/positron
distribution functions. Note that we have a positive sign
between the particle and vacuum sources, instead of a
negative one as in the DHW-formalism [23, 32]. This
is related to the physics of the Pauli-exclusion principle,
which obviously is not included in the KGW-formalism,
as the model is derived for spinless particles. By con-
trast, in the DHW-formalism, the Pauli-principle will
be respected provided the correct expectation values for
the vacuum states are implemented. Moreover, we can

note that the particle contributions to F have an extra
factor of 2 in Eq. (22), as compared to DHW-formalism.
This is due to the fact that the magnitude of the vacuum
contribution is only half as large for spinless particles.
The functions fe/p can be picked as any common back-
ground distribution function from standard kinetic theory,
i.e., a Maxwell-Boltzmann, Synge-Juttner, or Fermi-Dirac
distribution, depending on whether the characteristic ki-
netic energy is relativistic and whether the particles are
degenerate. In conclusion, initial conditions for the KGW-
variables involving a homogeneous medium with electron
and positron distribution functions fe,p are given by

f0 = 2fp − 2fe

f1 = 0

f2 + f3 =
m

ε
F

f3 − f2 =
ε

m
F (23)

with F given by Eq. (22). The above expression gives a
time-independent solution to the KGW-equations in the
absence of electromagnetic fields (assuming that the total
charge density and current density are zero). The expres-
sions in Eq. (23), describing the equilibrium states, are a
necessary prerequisite for including dynamical scenarios,
leading to particle pair creation as will be studied in the
next sections.

III. LINEAR WAVES

In this section, we consider the linear response of a
plasma to an electromagnetic wave field, accounting also
for the contribution from the vacuum expectation values.
For our case with no background electromagnetic fields, as
described in the previous section, we get the unperturbed
vacuum contributions as the Wigner transform of the
expectation value of the free Klein-Gordon field operators.
Thus, Eq. (23) (including the plasma) applies for the
background. For the wave perturbation, we consider
electromagnetic waves with the following geometry

E = Eex

k = kez

B = Bey (24)

The ions will not be treated dynamically but will consti-
tute a constant neutralizing background. In the absence
of ions, naturally, the electron and positron background
charge densities must cancel for the background to be
in equilibrium. However, in the presence of a constant
(immobile) ion background, the electron and positron may
differ, in particular, the positron background may vanish.

Next, in order to study linear theory, we divide the
functions fi as

fi(z,p, t) = f0i (p) + f1i (p)ei(kz−ωt) (25)
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where the upper indices denote unperturbed and per-
turbed quantities. Furthermore, we use Ampére’s law to
obtain an implicit dispersion relation that can be written

as

D(k, ω) = ω2 − k2 + iωJx

= ω2 − k2 +
ieω

(2π~)3E

∫
d3p

px
m

(f13 + f12 ) = 0 (26)

After some algebra, we can compute the current sources
and deduce the explicit expression

D(k, ω) = ω2 − k2 +
e2

(2π~)3

∫
d3p

px
ω2 − k2 − 4ε2 + 4k2p2z/ω

2

[
(ω2 − 2(p+ ~k/2)2 − 4m2)×

[
∆1∇px −

2~k
ω2

(~k
12
− 2p∆2

)
· (ey ×∇p)

](2m2 + p2

2mε
F − p2

2mε
F
)
− 2∆1∇px

p2

ε
F + 8

k

ω
px∆1∇pz (fe − fp)

− 4
k2

ω2
pz(px∇pz − pz∇px)∆1

F

ε
− 4
(

(p+ ~k/2)2 + 2m2
)~k
ω2

(~k
12
− 2p∆2

)
· (ey ×∇p)

F

ε

]
= 0 (27)

where

∆1 =

∫ 1/2

1/2

dλ cos (~kλ∇pz) (28)

∆2 =

∫ 1/2

1/2

dλλ sin (~kλ∇pz) (29)

Here the operators are given by ∆1 = 1 and ∆2 =
~k∇pz/12 in the long-scale limit, where we have kept
contributions to the lowest non-vanishing order. We can
obtain the classical limit by letting ~ −→ 0 in Eq. (27).
Doing so, we get ∆2 = 0. The dispersion relation then
reduces to

D(k, ω) = ω2 − k2 − e2

~3π2

∫
dp p2

[(
1− p2

3ε2

)fe + fp
ε

− kp2

3ε2

( 1

ω + kpz/ε
− 1

ω − kpz/ε

)∂(fe + fp)

∂pz

]
= 0 (30)

which can be shown to agree with the standard result
based on the relativistic Vlasov equation, after some
straightforward algebra. Here, fe and fp behave as classi-
cal distribution functions with one important difference.
Since, in the underlying model, electrons and positrons
are described by the same evolution equations, we must
model the case of two identical beams moving with the
same beam momentum pd as fe(p − pd) = fp(p + pd).
This accounts for the fact that positrons can be viewed
as electrons moving backward in time. We note that
the appearance of ~ in the integration measure is just a
matter of normalization, and not a sign of any remaining
quantum features [33].

Now, we want to compare the dispersion relation
Eq. (27) with the DHW formalism. To be able to do
that, we take the homogeneous limit of Eq. (27) (since

only the electrostatic limit resulting from k −→ 0 has
been computed in the DHW-case) and compare it with the
corresponding result from the DHW-formalism [32, 34].
Letting k −→ 0 in Eq. (27), and including electrons only
in the background plasma f = fe, we get

ω2 = − 4e2

π2~3

∫
dp

p2ε

~2ω2 − 4ε2
×[(

1− p2

3ε2
− ~2ω2

4ε2

)
f − ~2ω2p2

24ε4

]
(31)

For the DHW formalism, we apply the k −→ 0- result of
the electrostatic case, see [32, 34], and we obtain

ω2 = − 4e2

π2~3

∫
dp

p2ε

~2ω2 − 4ε2
×(

1− p2

3ε2

)(
f − ~2ω2

4ε2

)
(32)

We can clearly see that the results agree in the classical
limit, and that the denominators coincide, i.e., the physics
related to wave-particle interaction is similar. Both for
the KGW and DHW, the real part of the wave frequency
ωr is given by the classical limit to a good approximation.
The reason is that for ~ω ∼ m, the Fermi energy EF will
be much larger than unity. Thus, even if ~ω ∼ m we will
have ~ω � Ef , which, in turn, implies a minor quantum
contribution to Eqs. (31) and (32). Nevertheless, there
are also some differences between Eqs. (31) and (32). To
focus on the most important one, we now concentrate
on the damping given by the imaginary part of the wave
frequency ωi, associated with the pole contribution of the
momentum integral. Using the Plemelj formula

1

u− a
= P

1

u− 1
+ iπδ(u− a) (33)
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where P is the principal value, we obtain from the KGW-
expression Eq. (31)

ωi = − e2p3res
6~4ω4

rπ

(
1 + 2f(pres

)
(34)

For the DHW-system, we instead obtain

ωi = − e2pres
12π~2ω

(
1 +

2m2

~2ω2
r

)(
1− f(pres)

)
(35)

Here pres is the resonant momentum, making the denom-
inators in the integrands zero, i.e. m2 + p2res = ~2ω2/4.
While some features of the two damping rates agree, it
can be noted that there are also significant differences.
These differences can be better understood in light of
certain numerical results presented in the next section.
Thus we will wait to make a more detailed comparison of
the damping rates.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Preliminaries

Before presenting the numerical results, we discuss the
issue of renormalization. For large momentum where we
can use the approximation ε ≈ p, it is straightforward to
see that the integrand in Eq. (31) scales as 1/p, and thus
the integral has a logarithmic divergence. In principle,
this needs to be dealt with, but in practice, for a nu-
merical solution, this is almost automatically solved by a
numerical cut-off in the momentum integration that acts
as an effective regularization. Due to the slow growth of
the logarithmic divergence, in the presence of a numerical
momentum cut-off, simply ignoring the issue of renormal-
ization does not result in a significant error. The technical
aspects are the same as for the DHW-case, which has
been described in more detail in Ref. [34, 35].

To able to compare the results of the numerical solution
of Eq. (14) with the ones from the DHW-formalism in
[35], we consider the homogeneous-limit of Eq. (14)

Dtf0 = 0

Dtf1 =
p2

m
(f2 + f3) + 2mf2

Dtf2 = −
(p2
m

+ 2m
)
f1

Dtf3 =
p2

m
f1 (36)

Apparently, in the homogeneous limit, f0 decouples, and
we only need to solve three equations. To simplify the
numerical solution, we define new variables as deviations
from the vacuum state, i.e.

f̃i = fi − fi,vac (37)

where

f1,vac = 0

f2,vac =
1

2mε
(m2 − ε2)

f3,vac =
1

2mε
(m2 + ε2) (38)

With this choice, we make sure that our basic variables
become small for large momenta, such that a momentum
cut-off is possible. By introducing f̃i, we remove the
vacuum contribution from the variables that we solve
numerically. Obviously, this does not mean that vacuum
physics is not included in our solution, we only do this to
handle certain numerical technicalities. The PDE-system
is now

Dtf̃1 =
p2

m
(f̃2 + f̃3) + 2mf̃2

Dtf̃2 =
eEpz
2mε

(
1 +

m2

ε2

)
−
(p2
m

+ 2m
)
f̃1

Dtf̃3 = −eEpz
2mε

p2 +
p2

m
f̃1 (39)

For notational convenience, we omit the tilde for variables
in what follows. In order to solve the system numerically,
we need to make some further adaptions. The next step
is to make the additional change of variable

f1 = f1

f+ = f2 + f3 (40)

f− = f2 − f3

introduce the canonical momentum q given by

q = p+ eA (41)

and use normalized variables: tn = ωcet, qn = q/m,
pn⊥ = p⊥/m, En = E/Ecr, An = eA/m, where ωce is
the Compton frequency. The final system resulting from
these changes, which will be solved numerically is

∂tnf1 = ε2nf+ + f−

∂tnf+ =
(qn −An)

ε3n
En − 2f1 (42)

∂tnf− =
qn −An
εn

En − 2ε2nf1

together with Ampere’s law

∂En
∂tn

= −η
∫
d2pn(qn −An)f+ (43)

where η = α/π, here α is the fine-stucture constant. Note
that, for notational convenience, we omit the subscript
”n” for variables in what follows. The system Eq. (42)-
Eq. (43) is solved numerically using a phase-corrected
staggered leapfrog method [36]. Typical parameters of
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Figure 1. The number of produced pairs from KGW (nk) and
DHW (nD) using the numerical solutions together with the
corresponding analytical results dnb/dt and dnf/dt.

the simulations are a time-step of the order of ∆t ∼ 0.001,
a parallel momentum step ∆q ∼ 0.01, and a perpendicular
momentum step ∆p⊥ ∼ 0.1. In spite of the rather good
resolution in parallel momentum, the q-dependence of the
produced data tends to look noisy in momentum space.
This is due to the zitterbewegung effect which produces
increasingly short scales. Nevertheless, the dynamics
of the larger scales are not sensitive to the small-scale
momentum details, i.e. changing ∆q does not affect the
results presented in this paper.

To confirm that the numerical scheme produces sound
results, we study the energy conservation law. An energy
conservation law of the system Eqs. (42) and (43) can be
written in the form

d

dt

[
E2

2
+
η

2

∫
d2p
(

(ε2 + 1)f+ − f−
)]

= 0 (44)

For the numerical resolutions used in the runs presented
below, the total energy of the system is conserved within
a relative error typically less than 10−4.

B. Effects due to the vacuum background

Before solving the Eq. (42)-Eq. (43) for more compli-
cated scenarios, we can check the validity of the numerical
solution by considering constant electric fields E = E0.

Figure 2. The electric pulse is plotted over time for three
different frequencies N = (10, 100, 500).

The rate for creating a fermionic pair from vacuum dnf/dt
is well-known [6, 30]

dnf
dt

=
1

4π3

(eE
~

)2
exp

(
− πEcr

E

)
(45)

By comparison, the rate for creating a bosonic pair as
described by the KGW-theory, is dnb/dt = 0.5dnf/dt.
This is a direct consequence of the factors given in Eq. (22),
where the relative contribution from the vacuum sources
is half of the contribution seen in the DHW-formalism.

To validate the numerics, we will solve Eq. (42) and the
corresponding equations in the DHW-formalism [32] for
the case of constant electric fields E0 and only vacuum
initially. Since our goal is to check the validity of the
numerics by comparing with theory without back-reaction
effects, we also neglect back-reaction, i.e., we don’t solve
Eq. (43) self-consistently. Then, we calculate the number
of produced particles nk in the KGW-formalism and nD
in the DHW-formalism, with nk given by

nk =
1

(2~π)3

∫
d3p

1

2ε

[
(ε+ 1)f+ − f−

]
(46)

In Fig. 1, we compare the numerical values of nk/D with
dnb/f/dt for different values of E0. As can be seen, the
numerical values follow the analytical ones with good
agreement.

Interestingly, nothing prevents us from making a toy
model where we use spinless dynamics for the evolution
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equations, but increase the vacuum expectation values
by a factor of two in the KGW-model. Doing this, for
constant fields nk will get the same behavior as nD and
thus the slightly modified version of the KGW-formalism
gives the exact same results as the DHW-formalism

C. High frequency effects

Now, we turn to the problem of time-dependent electric
fields. We solve Eq. (42)-Eq. (43) for the case with no
plasma and only vacuum initially using the following
representation of the time-dependent pulse

E(t) = E0sech
( t
b
− τ0

)
sinωt (47)

where τ0 is the phase-shift, b is the pulse length and
ω = Nωce/100. See Fig. 2 for a temporal plot of the
electric pulse. We use nk Eq. (46) to find the ratio nk/nD
of the produced pair in KGW-formalism and nD in the
DHW-formalism [32]. For constant fields E = E0, given
by the rate presented for fermions in Eq. (45) and for
bosons, we have

nk
nD

=
1

2
(48)

For the case with a time-dependent electric field, in
Fig. 3, we plot the ratio nk/nD versus N . We can note
that for small N , i.e., in the constant field limit, the
ratio is very close to 0.5 as expected. This is a good
agreement between numerical and analytical solutions.
For N = 200, we have ~ω = 2m and it is thus possible to
create an electron-positron pair from a single quanta. For
this case, the relative rate of the KGW pair production
has a minimum. Generally, the ratio nk/nD tends to be
smaller than 0.5 when processes involving few quanta (as
opposed to the pure Schwinger mechanism) are possible
to occur. This is because the probability of producing
pairs from few quanta is smaller in the KGW-description
than in the DHW-description. Looking specifically at
one-quanta processes, this fact is confirmed in the linear
damping results (where the linear damping is due to single
quanta pair creation) as given by Eq. (34)-Eq. (35). For
frequencies ~ω ≈ 2me, we have pres close to zero, and
thus the created pairs have very small momentum. From
Eq. (34), the damping of the wave in the KGW-formalism
scales as p3res, compared to the DHW-formalism, where
the wave damping is linear in pres. For higher frequencies,
we have larger pres and this lead to a somewhat larger
value of nk/nD, but it is still well below 0.5. The reason
for the saturation of pair creation for high frequencies
in the KGW-model is the scaling ωi ∼ ω−4r in Eq. (34),
more than compensating for the scaling ωi ∼ p3res.

Since the KGW-formalism is spinless, only free currents
are created. By contrast, the total current in the DHW-
formalism is the sum of free current, the magnetization
current [37], and the polarization current Jp [38]. Note,
however, that in the absence of spatial variations, the

Figure 3. The ratio nk/nD is plotted as a function of N , dis-
playing the validity of the KGW-formalism to model fermions
at different regimes. Here we have used E0 = 1.

Figure 4. Polarization current Jp and total current Jtot plotted
over time for N = (2, 20) in the upper and lower panels,
respectively. Note the different scales for Jp and Jtot
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Figure 5. Color mappings of the momentum distribution of
the created pairs from DHW nD(q, p⊥) (the first column) and
KGW nk(q, p⊥) (the second column). In the first panel, we
have used ω = 0.02ωce , τ0 = π, b = 20 and E0 = 1 and in the
second panel we have ω = 5ωce, τ0 = π, b = 2 and E0 = 2.

magnetization current vanishes. For pulses with ω � ωce,
the polarization current is small due to Jp = ∂P/∂t, and
the slow (compared to the Compton frequency) temporal
scale. Here P is the polarization due to the particle spin
properties. The smallness of the polarization current is
confirmed in Fig. 4, where the polarization and total
currents are plotted over time by solving the equations
of the DHW-formalism using the pulse in Eq. (47). For
the upper panel of Fig. 4 where we used N = 2, i.e.,
ω = 0.02ωce, the polarization current is roughly only
around 1% of the total current. When the frequency is
increased to N = 20, the polarization current increases to
about 10% of the total current. As the ratio nk/nD = 1/2
comes from the difference in the vacuum contribution only,
the deviation from this value depends on the different
dynamics of the KGW and DHW descriptions. For the
present case, as long as the polarization current density
Jp associated with the spin is small compared to the total
current density, the dynamical influence of spin effects
is comparatively small. Thus it is not surprising that
the ratio nk/nD = 1/2 is relatively unaffected by the
spin dynamics. However, a careful comparison of Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 shows that the deviation from nk/nD = 1/2
coincides with an increase in the relative importance of
the spin dynamics.

Next, we would like to make contact between the an-

alytical and numerical calculations. Specifically, we will
study where in momentum space the pairs are produced.
In Fig. 5, contour curves over the pair momentum den-
sity, i.e. the integrand in Eq. (46) is shown. The two
figures in the upper panel show the contour for DHW-
expression nD(p⊥, q) (the figure to the left) and the KGW-
expression nk(p⊥, q) (the figure to the right) using the
pulse in Eq. (47) with ω = 0.02ωcr , τ0 = π, b = 20 and
E0 = 1. In the upper panel, we can see that created
pairs have the same momentum distribution in both of
the models. It should be emphasized that we here have
used the toy model with the vacuum contribution twice
as large as for a scalar field in the KGW calculations, to
better mimic the behavior of fermions.

In the lower panel of Fig. 5, we have used the pulse
in Eq. (47) with ω = 5ωce, τ0 = π, b = 2 and E0 = 2.
For such a high frequency, single quanta pair-creation
processes dominate. Clearly, the polarization current Jp
is important in this regime. As can be seen, in spite that
pairs are created close to the region of resonant momenta,
satisfying the resonance condition m2 + p2res = ~2ω2, the
different models have different momentum distributions
nevertheless. For the KGW-model (the figure to the
right), the pairs created tend to have a higher value of
|q|, and a smaller value of p⊥. For the DHW-model, the
distribution in momentum space is the opposite.

To clarify the reason for this difference, we will rewrite
the previous expressions Eqs. (31) and (32) in cylindri-
cal momentum coordinates. In this case, the dispersion
relation Eq. (31) for the KGW-case becomes

ω2 =
e2

4π2~3

∫
dp⊥p⊥dpz

1/ε

~2ω2 − 4ε2
×[

2f(~2ω2 − 4ε2⊥) + ~2ω2 p
2
z

ε2

]
(49)

and the dispersion relation for the DHW-case is written

ω2 = − e2

2π2~3

∫
dp⊥p⊥dpz

ε2⊥/ε

~2ω2 − 4ε2
×(

f − ~2ω2

4ε2

)
(50)

where ε⊥ =
√
m2 + p2⊥. Note that we have regained pz

rather than q here [39] and also keep the un-normalized
variables of Section III. The key to understanding the
lower panels of Fig. 5 are the scalings with pz and p⊥ of
the integrands in Eqs. (49) and (50). What contributes to
the damping rates is the pair creation that results from
the pole contribution. That is, pair creation comes from
an integration over resonant momenta pres. The resulting
pair creation will have a distribution in momentum space
reflecting the magnitude of the integrand as a function of
pz and p⊥ along the curve given by a constant pres. As
we are now considering pair-creation in vacuum rather
than a plasma, we can inspect the integrand in Eq. (49)
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with only the vacuum contribution present, in which case
the integrand reads

∫
dp⊥p⊥dpz

p2z/ε
3

~2ω2 − 4ε2
(51)

Noting that the momenta which contributes to single-
quanta pair creation will be close to the resonant momenta,
we see that for resonant values with large pz (q) and small
p⊥, we will get the dominant pair creation contribution.
This is in agreement with the lower right panel of Fig. 5
as p⊥ ∼ 0 gives a negligible pair creation rate.

For the left figure of the lower panel in Fig. 5, we have
the contour curves of the momentum distribution for the
created pairs in the DHW-formalism. As noted above, we
see that the created pairs tend to have a high perpendic-
ular momentum. This effect has been seen in previous
works [32, 40]. Moreover, it is further confirmed by con-
sidering only the vacuum contribution to the integrand
in Eq. (50)

∫
dp⊥p⊥dpz

ε2⊥/ε
3

~2ω2 − 4ε2
(52)

We note that for resonant momenta, the integrand is
largest for high perpendicular momentum and has a
smaller value when |pz| is large, explaining why the mo-
mentum distribution of the single-quanta pair creation in
the DHW-formalism has the momentum distribution that
we see in Fig. 5.

Next, we will include the effects due to back-reaction,
i.e., we will solve Eq. (43) together with Eq. (42) using the
pulse in Eq. (47). We start from vacuum and divide the
electric field into the self-consistent electric field, given by
the current sources generated by the created pairs, and
the external electric field which is prescribed and given
by the same type of temporal profile as before.

In Fig. 6, we have a plot of the self-consistent elec-
tric field (as the prescribed part is the same) over time
comparing the results from DHW and KGW. In the first
panel, we have used N = 2, i.e., ω = 0.02ωce. For this
low frequency, we see a very good agreement between
DHW and KGW. The good agreement is dependent on
the choice to double the background vacuum contribu-
tion in the KGW-model, i.e., we have imitated initial
conditions for the fermions, even though the dynamical
evolution follows that of a scalar field, neglecting the spin.

In the second panel, we use a slightly higher frequency
N = 4. While the agreement is still good, we see a grau-
dally growing phase-shift between the DHW and KGW
models. While the fraction nK/nD was almost unchanged
when the frequency was increased to this value, when the
self-consistent dynamic is involved, we see a higher sen-
sitivity to the frequency. Increasing the frequency even
higher to 0.1ωce, the difference between DHW and KGW
is even more pronounced. Here, we see a more dramatic
phase-shift at an early stage and a qualitatively different

Figure 6. The time profile of the self-consistent electric field
from the KGW and DHW-formalism for three values of the
frequency of the initial electric pulse N = (0.02, 0.04, 0.1).

evolution of the wave amplitude. Thus, modeling electron-
positron pair creation with the KGW-model requires lower
frequencies in the case of self-consistent dynamics.

D. Non-degeneracy effects

In this subsection, we would like to illustrate the mecha-
nism of Pauli blocking. This mechanism is always present
in the DHW formalism, but not in the KGW-formalism
as the model is spinless. However, whether or not Pauli
blocking is an important feature dynamically, depends
on the number of free states where pairs can be created.
In particular, a degenerate initial distribution will block
the low-energy states in momentum space, which is the
region where particles are most easily created. Thus, in
this subsection, we will start with a plasma initially and
solve Eqs. (42) and (43) and the corresponding equations
in the DHW-formalism. As initial conditions in the runs,
we let E(t = 0) = E0 and A(t = 0) = 0. The initial
plasma is represented by a Fermi-Dirac distribution,

f(q, p⊥) =
1

1 + exp (ε− µ)/T
(53)

where µ is the chemical potential and T is the temperature
(we normalize both µ and T with the electron mass). For
µ� T , the chemical potential fulfills µ ≈ EF , where EF
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Figure 7. The number density nD/K(q) =∫
dp⊥p⊥nD/K(q, p⊥) as a function of the canonical mo-

mentum is plotted for E0 = 4, µ = 4 and T = 0.02 for DHW
and KGW. Here, the solid curve is for n(t=0) and the .... is
for n(t=T).

is the Fermi energy, in which case the distribution will
be degenerate (i.e., we will have f ≈ 1, i.e. all electron
states filled, for energies smaller than the Fermi energy,
and f ≈ 0 otherwise). Naturally, non-degenerate initial
distributions are still possible when using Eq. (53), by
letting µ < T . Also, by picking a large but negative
chemical potential, we get a Maxwell-Boltzmann type of
distribution.

In Fig. 7, we demonstrate the Pauli blocking mecha-
nism. In the upper panel, we have considered the DHW-
formalism using a degenerate distribution with µ = 4 and
T = 0.02, where all the low-energy electron states are
filled, preventing further pair-creation in the filled region.
As shown, due to a strong initial field E0 = 4, pairs are
still created at a high rate, but the low-energy region is
perfectly blocked. This is seen in Fig. 7 by comparing the
momentum distribution nD(q) after an oscillation period
with the initial momentum distribution nD(t = 0). Specif-
ically, it should be noted that the two curves coincide
(no further pair-creation) for a low or modest parallel
momentum. In the lower panel of Fig. 7, we have used
the KGW-formalism using the same input data as in the
upper panel. We note that pairs are still created for low
parallel momentum, in contrast to the DHW case. The
effect is expected as the KGW model does not include
the effect of the Pauli blocking dynamically, even if a

degenerate distribution is chosen as an initial condition.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have compared pair-creation in the
KGW-formalism, based on a Wigner transform of the
Klein-Gordon equation, and pair-creation in the DHW-
formalism, based on a Wigner transform of the Dirac
equation. Firstly, studying high-frequency pair creation
in low amplitude linear theory, we have noted that while
the DHW-formalism and the KGW-formalism share qual-
itative features (e.g. pair-creation when the same reso-
nance condition is fulfilled), the expression for the wave
damping rates due to pair creation are fundamentally
different.

Generally, the agreement between KGW and DHW is
better for lower frequencies of the electromagnetic field.
In particular, if one compensates for the larger magnitude
of the vacuum background in the DHW-case (by picking
a vacuum background a factor two larger than for a
genuine scalar field), the KGW and DHW equations agree
perfectly for the pair-production rate in the zero-frequency
limit.

Increasing the frequency of the electric field, the agree-
ment gradually deteriorates. The lack of agreement is
correlated with a simultaneous growth of the relative
contribution of the polarization current density to the
total current density. As the polarization current is a
direct consequence of the electron spin, this result is to
be expected.

Studying pair-production including the back-reaction
from the self-consistent current density created by the
pairs, the sensitivity to a finite frequency is increased.
That is, we need a lower frequency of the electromagnetic
field to still get a good agreement between the DHW-
theory and the KGW-theory. Practically speaking ω ∼
0.04ωc or smaller, Moreover, for a self-consistent theory
it is crucial to magnify the vacuum background by a
factor two in the KGW-case (as compared to a genuine
scalar field), as the nonlinear dynamics otherwise will be
heavily modified, in case the self-consistent response has
the wrong magnitude.

Furthermore, we have studied the dynamics for large
plasma densities, where Pauli blocking is prominent. As
expected, in the DHW-formalism pairs can not be created
in a region of momentum space where the states are occu-
pied. The same does not apply for the KGW-formalism,
naturally.

The present study is motivated by a desire to use the
KGW-formalism whenever it is a valid approximation, as
the 16 scalar equations of the DHW-formalism (as com-
pared to the 4 scalar equations of the KGW-formalism)
are considerably more difficult to solve, both numerically
and analytically. While the present study has certain
restrictions, e.g. with only minor exceptions we have
considered electrostatic fields and the homogeneous limit,
we expect that many of the present findings apply in
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more general scenarios. In particular, we expect that the
relatively good agreement between the DHW-formalism
and the KGW-formalism for low frequencies generalizes

to cases of spatial variations and electromagnetic fields,
at least qualitatively. However, more studies are needed
to give a definitive answer.
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Collective flow has been found similar between small colliding systems (p+p and p+A collisions)
and large colliding systems (peripheral A+A collisions) at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
In order to study the difference of collective flow between small and large colliding systems, we
employ a point cloud network to identify p + Pb collisions and peripheral Pb + Pb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV from a multiphase transport model (AMPT). After removing the discrepancies in

the pseudorapidity distribution and the pT spectra, we capture the discrepancy in anisotropic flow.
Although the verification accuracy of our PCN is limited due to similar event-by-event distributions
of elliptic and triangular flow, we demonstrate that collective flow between p + Pb collisions and
peripheral Pb + Pb collisions becomes more different with increasing final hadron multiplicity and
parton scattering cross section.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Quark-gluon plasma (QGP) at extreme conditions of
high temperature and density is thought to be a form of
the early universe, which has been produced in the labo-
ratory by relativistic heavy-ion collisions at the BNL Rel-
ativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [1–5]. The experimental results
have shown that this new type of strongly interacting
matter behaves as a perfect fluid, because it translates
initial spatial geometry or initial energy density fluctu-
ations into momentum anisotropy of the final particles
through pressure gradients in hydrodynamics with the
smallest ratio of shear viscosity over entropy [6–15], thus
generating strong collective flow [16, 17].

Over the last decade, the measurements of collective
flow in various colliding systems, such as p+p, p+Pb col-
lisions at the LHC [18–23], p+Au, d+Au, and 3He+Au
collisions at RHIC [24–28], have been performed. Sur-
prisingly, similar collective flow is found in peripheral
A+A and high multiplicity p+A collisions at the same
multiplicity, raising doubts about whether QGP droplets
can be also generated in small colliding systems. Many
theoretical efforts have been made to understand the
origin of collective flow in small colliding system [29–
31]. Basically, they can be divided into two categories
depending on whether the origin is from the initial or
final state. The color glass condensate (CGC) in the
initial state has also been proposed as a possible mech-
anism to interpret the experimentally measured “flow”
in small colliding systems [32–41]. Similarly to large

∗zhou@fias.uni-frankfurt.de
†glma@fudan.edu.cn

colliding systems, hydrodynamics in final sate also can
transform the initial geometric asymmetry into the final
momentum anisotropic flow through the pressure gradi-
ent of the QGP in small colliding systems [42–48]. It is
generally believed that the transport model will behave
more like hydrodynamics as the multiplicity or scattering
cross section increases, i.e., from non-equilibrium to equi-
librium. It has been demonstrated that a Multi-Phase
Transport (AMPT) model [49] is capable of describing
the experimental data in both large and small colliding
systems [50–52]. Since most of partons are not scattered
in the small colliding systems at RHIC and the LHC, a
parton escape mechanism has been proposed to explain
the formation of azimuthal anisotropies in the transport
model [53, 54]. It has been shown that parton collisions
are crucial for the generation of anisotropic flows [52, 55].
By using a new test-particle method, we recently proved
that collectivity established by final state parton colli-
sions is much stronger in large colliding systems com-
pared to that in small colliding systems [56].

On the other hand, the event-averaged flow vn mainly
reflects the averaged hydrodynamic response to the ini-
tial collision geometry of the produced matter. More
information, such as the event-by-event (EbyE) fluctua-
tions of the overlap region [12], can be obtained by mea-
suring event-by-event vn distribution P (vn) for charged
hadrons, which has been measured by the ATLAS Col-
laboration using unfolding method in Pb+Pb collisions
at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [57], which gives a good constraint

to the initial condition in A+A collisions. However, the
corresponding experimental measurements in small col-
liding systems are not yet available.

In addition to the similarity of the anisotropic flow vn,
the differences of other observables are worthy of inves-
tigation between large and small colliding systems, such
as pseudorapidity distribution and pT spectra. For ex-

http://arxiv.org/abs/2305.09937v1
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ample, previous experimental studies have shown power
law-shaped pT spectra in small colliding systems [58–63],
unlike exponential-shaped pT spectra in large colliding
systems [62–64].
With the advancement of computational hardware and

algorithms, machine learning (ML) techniques have be-
come a popular and powerful tool for extracting informa-
tion from big data, and has been applied in high energy
nuclear physics for various topics [65–72]. Among many
deep neural network architectures within ML, the point
cloud network (PCN) is a highly efficient and effective
architecture that can solve many problems by involving
point cloud structured record, such as 3D object segmen-
tation and scene semantic parsing [73]. It has also been
used in high energy nuclear physics, such as reconstruct-
ing the impact parameter of collisions precisely [74–76],
classifying the equation of state (EOS) [77], and identi-
fying weak intermittency signals associated with critical
phenomena [78] by learning the data for heavy-ion col-
lisions. In this work, by adopting PCN in supervised
training, we will find out if it is possible to distinguish
between p+Pb collisions and peripheral Pb+Pb collisions
from the multiphase transport (AMPT) model, and re-
veal the differences between small and large colliding sys-
tems.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce

the AMPT model, which generates the data for p+Pb
collisions and peripheral Pb+Pb collisions, and the rel-
evant observables in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe the
details of the PCN. In Sec. IV, the validation accuracy of
PCN is presented and the relevant physics is discussed.
Finally, we summarize the implications of our results in
Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

A. A multiphase transport model

The string melting version of AMPT model consists of
four main stages of heavy-ion collisions, i.e. initial state,
parton cascade, hadronization, and hadronic rescatter-
ings. The initial state with fluctuating initial conditions
is generated by the heavy ion jet interaction generator
(HIJING) model [79]. In HIJING model, minijet partons
and excited strings are produced by hard processes and
soft processes, respectively. In the string melting mech-
anism, all excited hadronic strings in the overlap volume
are converted to partons according to the flavor and spin
structures of their valence quarks [80]. The partons are
generated by string melting after a formation time:

tf = EH/m
2
T,H , (1)

where EH and mT,H represent the energy and transverse
mass of the parent hadron. The initial positions of par-
tons originating from melted strings are determined by
tracing their parent hadrons along straight-line trajecto-
ries. The interactions among partons are described by

the Zhang’s parton cascade (ZPC) model [81], which in-
cludes only two-body elastic scatterings with a g+g →
g+g cross section, i.e.,

dσ

dt̂
=

9πα2
s

2
(1 +

µ2

ŝ
)

1

(t̂− µ2)2
, (2)

where αs is the strong coupling constant (taken as 0.33),
while ŝ and t̂ are the usual Mandelstam variables. The ef-
fective screening mass µ is taken as a parameter in ZPC
for adjusting the parton scattering cross section. Note
that previous AMPT model studies have shown that a
parton scattering cross section of 3 mb can well describe
both large and small colliding systems at RHIC and the
LHC energies [51, 52, 82–85]. A quark coalescence model
is used for hadronization at the freeze out of parton sys-
tem. The hadronic scatterings in hadronic phase are sim-
ulated by a relativistic transport (ART) model [86].
In this study, we simulated 2 million events each for

peripheral Pb+Pb collisions and p+Pb minimum bias
collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, using a string-melting

version of the AMPT model with parton scattering cross
sections of 0 mb, 3 mb, and 10 mb, respectively.

B. Anisotropic flow

To quantify the azimuthal anisotropy vn in final mo-
mentum space, the azimuthal angle distribution of mea-
sured particles can be decomposed into a Fourier series,

dN

dφ
=

1

2π

[
1 +

∞∑

n=1

2vn cos (n(φ− ψn))

]
, (3)

where φ is the azimuthal angle, ψn is the nth harmonic
event plane angle, vn = 〈cos [n(φ− ψn)]〉 is the nth order
of harmonic flow coefficient [87]. The second (v2) and
third (v3) Fourier coefficients represent the amplitude of
elliptic and triangular flow, respectively. The linearized
hydrodynamic response shows that anisotropy flow vn is
correlated to the geometry asymmetry of energy density
profile in spatial space of initial state, namely the initial
eccentricity εn,

εn =

√
〈rn cos(nφr)〉2 + 〈rn sin(nφr)〉2

〈rn〉 , (4)

where r and φr are the polar coordinates of participat-
ing nucleons [12]. In hydrodynamics, harmonic flows are
responding to eccentricities,

vn = vn(εn, k), (5)

where the constant k is sensitive to the properties of the
QGP, such as the transport coefficient η/s [11].
On the other hand, the EbyE distribution of vn, P(vn),

can be obtained by an unfolding method, which sup-
presses the nonflow contribution. However, there is some
problem with the unfolding process for small systems.
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FIG. 1: The architecture of the devised point cloud network (PCN). In this network, it takes final state N points as input,
applies input and feature transformations, and then aggregates point features by max-pooling. The output is classification
scores for 2 classes, i.e., the probability of Pb+Pb or p+Pb colliding systems.

For p+ A systems, the response matrix in the unfolding
method can not be obtained reliably. For example, there
is no convergent result in p+p system. Therefore, the
unfolding method is not used in this paper.

III. TRAINING THE PCN FOR CLASSIFYING

TWO SYSTEMS

In this section, we introduce the detailed analysis pro-
cedures, including the input and output, the PCN archi-
tecture, training, and evaluation of the PCN.

A. Input to the machine

The AMPT events for both p+Pb and Pb+Pb col-
lisions are grouped into the data sets according to the
number of final charged particles Nch measured in the
kinetic window of |η| < 2.4 and pT > 0.4 GeV/c. These
data are divided into various centrality classes for the col-
liding systems, which are the Nch bins of 60-90, 90-120,
120-150, 150-185, 185-230. Each data set has about 0.2
million events which are separated into training events
and validation events by a ratio of 70% to 30%. All the
information about the final state particles within |η| <
2.4 in each event are the input to the PCN as a sample,
which consists of a list of particles with their information
on (px, py, pz, E) or (px, py). Simultaneously, the two
true labels, p+Pb and Pb+Pb, are marked on each event
to perform the supervised training.

B. Network architecture

The architecture of PCN is shown in Fig.1. It be-
gins with an input alignment network. The following
are a shared pointwise multilayer perceptron (MLP) im-
plemented by 1D-convolution neural network (CNN) to
extract 32 feature maps, a feature alignment network, a
shared MLP to extract 32, 64 and 512 feature maps, re-
spectively. A global max pooling then gets the maximum
values of each feature among all particles as one global

feature of the particle cloud. Finally, a shared MLP im-
plemented by 3 layers fully connected deep neural net-
work (DNN) with 256, 128, and 2 neurons tags each
event as p+Pb or Pb+Pb collision. Batch normaliza-
tion layers are present between every convolution layer.
The LeakyReLU(α=0.01) activation function is used for
all layers except the final layer. The sigmoid activation is
used on the final layer for binary classification. The mod-
els use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10−4

with total decay 10−4 and categorical cross entropy as the
loss function. In addition, a dropout layers (with drop
out probability 0.3) and L2 regularization are present to
tackle the overfitting issue. We use a maximum of 50
epochs with 32 batch size to train the data set.

IV. TRAINING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our study, two cases of input data have been inves-
tigated. In the case 1, the input for training is an EbyE
list of four-momentum (px, py, pz, E) of the selected fi-
nal state hadrons from the AMPT model. The input
data have a dimension of N × 4, where N is the max-
imum number of selected particles in an event. Events
with fewer particles are filled with zeros to maintain the
same input dimension. The case 2 is the same as the
case 1, but the input is a list of two-momentum (px, py)
of selected final state hadrons.

A. Case 1: training with four-momentum of final

hadrons

Figure 2 shows validation accuracy as a function of
the number of charged particles Nch by learning four-
momentum (px, py, pz, E) of final particles in three dif-
ferent pseudorapidity ranges. All the validation accura-
cies increase as the multiplicity increases, which indicates
that the two colliding systems are more distinguishable
for the events with higher multiplicity. The validation
accuracies are very close for the pseudorapidity ranges of
-2.4< η <2.4 and 0< η <2.4. However, there are about
10% drops in validation accuracy for the pseudorapid-
ity range of -2.4< η <0 relative to the above two cases.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Validation accuracy as a function of
the number of charged particles Nch by training with four-
momentum (px, py, pz, E) of final particles in pseudorapidity
ranges -2.4< η <2.4 (solid curve), -2.4< η <0 (dashed curve),
and 0< η <2.4 (dotted curve).

This indicates the discrepancy between the two colliding
systems mainly comes from the difference in the forward
pseudorapidity range, which is the proton-going direction
in p+Pb systems.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The pseudorapidity distributions of
final hadrons for different Nch classes in Pb+Pb collisions
(solid curve) and p + Pb collisions (dashed curve).

To find why the validation accuracy is sensitive to the
pseudorapidity range, Fig. 3 compares the pseudorapid-
ity distributions of final hadrons in Pb+Pb collisions
and p+Pb collisions for different Nch classes. Between
Pb+Pb and p + Pb systems, there is a significant differ-
ence in the pseudorapidity distribution due to the lower
hadron yield in p beam (forward) direction for p+Pb col-
lisions. This leads to the discrepancy in the above valida-

tion accuracies when considering different pseudorapidity
ranges. Since the difference in the pseudorapidity distri-
bution in the forward direction becomes more significant
at larger Nch, it explains why the validation accuracy in-
creases with multiplicity when we train PCN by learning
the four-momentum of final particles in Fig.2.

B. Case 2: training with two-momentum of final

hadrons

To investigate whether the PCN can learn the dif-
ference of collective flow between p+Pb collisions and
peripheral Pb+Pb collisions, three scenarios of lists are
used as training inputs, i.e., two-momentum (px, py), nor-
malized two-momentum (pnormx , pnormy ), and normalized

meanwhile randomly rotated two-momentum (pnorm,rand
x ,

pnorm,rand
y ), respectively. The normalized two-momentum
pnormx and pnormy are defined as,

pnormx =
px
pT
,

pnormy =
py
pT
, (6)

where pT is the transverse momentum of each particle.
The randomly rotated two-momentum prandx and prandy

are,

prandx = px × cosφrand − py × sinφrand,

prandy = px × sinφrand − py × cosφrand, (7)

where φrand is a random angle between 0 and 2π. While,
the normalized and randomly rotated two-momentum
pnorm,rand
x and pnorm,rand

y are,

pnorm,rand
x =

px × cosφrand − py × sinφrand
pT

,

pnorm,rand
y =

px × sinφrand − py × cosφrand
pT

. (8)

Figure 4(a) shows validation accuracy as a function
of the number of final charged particles Nch with input
to be two-momentum (px, py) and its random rotation
(prandx and prandy ) of final particles. Validation accuracy
of two-momentum input is over 60%, and it will drop
less than 2%, if two-momentum are randomly rotated. It
indicates that beside anisotropic flow there is other dis-
crepancy between the two colliding systems, like in pT
distributions. To eliminate the effect from different pT
distribution of hadron, we train the PCN with normal-
ized two-momentum (pnormx , pnormy ) and its random ro-

tation (pnorm,rand
x and pnorm,rand

y ) of final particles. The
validation accuracy as a function of the number of fi-
nal charged particles is shown in Fig.4(b). Compared to
the two-momentum training, there is more than 10% de-
crease of validation accuracy by learning two-momentum
after normalization, which indicates that pT distribu-
tion of hadrons is the main feature that distinguishes
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Validation accuracy as a function of
the number of charged particles Nch by learning with input
to be two-momentum (px, py) (a) and the normalized two-
momentum (pnormx , pnormy ) (b), each without (solid curve) or
with (dashed curve) random rotations.

the two colliding systems, if we train the PCN by two-
momentum. Furthermore, the PCN can not distinguish
the two colliding systems by learning normalized two-
momentum with random rotations of final hadrons, be-
cause these operations eliminate the information about
the magnitude of pT and anisotropic flow. Compared to
the training by the normalized two-momentum with ran-
dom rotations, the validation accuracy is improved by
a few percentages by learning two-momentum with the
normalization only. This discrepancy comes from the dif-
ference of anisotropic flow between two colliding systems.
However, the anisotropic flow between two colliding sys-
tems is so similar that the PCN can not distinguish be-
tween different colliding systems very well, even though
it is better than the case with random rotations.

Figure 5 shows validation accuracy as a function of
the number of final charged particles Nch by learning
two-momentum (px, py) of final particles with different
parton cross sections. It can be seen that all validation
accuracies increase with the increase of Nch and parton
cross section. In addition, the PCN can not distinguish
the two colliding systems with 0 mb parton cross section
at low Nch. These results can basically be explained by
Fig. 6, since the average transverse momentum 〈pT〉 can
quantify the feature of pT spectra shape.

Figure 6 shows average transverse momenta 〈pT〉 as
a function of the number of final charged particles Nch

with different parton cross sections. We can see that the
〈pT〉 in p + Pb collisions is larger than that in Pb + Pb
collisions, and the difference is more significant with a
larger parton cross section and higher multiplicity. Al-
though we observe that the difference of 〈pT〉 is almost
zero for 0 mb parton cross section, some validation accu-
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Validation accuracy as a function of the
number of charged particles Nch by learning two-momentum
(px, py) of final hadrons in the AMPT model with different
parton cross sections.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Average transverse momenta 〈pT〉 in
Pb + Pb collisions (solid curve) and p + Pb collisions (dashed
curve) as a function of the number of charged particles Nch

with parton cross section of 0 mb (a), 3 mb (b), and 10 mb
(c).

racies are larger than 0.5 for 0 mb in Fig. 5. It indicates
that there is a difference of non-flow effect between small
and large colliding systems. It could be attributed to
jets, because the effects of the jet transverse momentum
broadening and multiple scatterings [88] have been found
to be stronger in p + Pb collisions than in peripheral Pb
+ Pb collisions [62].

Figure 7 shows validation accuracy as a function of the
number of final charged particlesNch by learning normal-
ized two-momentum (pnormx , pnormy ) of final particle with
different parton cross sections. It can be seen that the
validation accuracy with 0 mb is close to the correspond-
ing result in Fig. 5, and both of them increase with Nch,
which indicates that the discrepancy of non-flow effect
between the two systems is larger for higher multiplicity.
However, the discrepancy between 0 mb and nonzero par-
ton cross sections must come from anisotropic flow. The
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discrepancy increases with parton cross section, which
indicates that there is larger discrepancy of anisotropic
flow between two colliding systems due to more parton
collisions.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Averaged output 〈ŷ〉 of the ensembles
of two systems identified by the model trained by normalized
two-momentum (pnormx , pnormy ) of final hadrons in the AMPT
model with different parton cross sections.

If an event is identified as p+Pb or Pb + Pb, it is
marked by the output of ŷ=0 or 1, respectively, in our
analysis. Thus the averaged output 〈ŷ〉 of our model
can represent the probability of Pb + Pb of a event. In
other words, The closer the 〈ŷ〉 is to 0, the more likely
the events are p+Pb collisions, and vice versa for Pb +
Pb collisions. Figure 8 shows the averaged output 〈ŷ〉
of the ensembles of each system identified by the model
trained by normalized two-momentum (pnormx , pnormy ) of
final hadrons in the AMPT model with different parton
cross sections. It can been seen that 〈ŷ〉 of the ensembles
of Pb + Pb events is larger than that for p+Pb events in
every situation, which indicates that the PCN is able to

distinguish two different ensembles of systems, according
to the difference of averaged anisotropic flow between two
systems.
To investigate the relationship between anisotropic

flow and parton cross section, we further calculate the
harmonic flow coefficients, e.g., elliptic flow v2, by fitting
the long range part of the two-particle azimuthal corre-
lation function C(∆φ), which defined as

C(∆φ) =
Ysame(∆φ)

Ymixed(∆φ)
×

∫
Ymixed(∆φ)d∆φ∫
Ysame(∆φ)d∆φ

, (9)

where Ysame(∆φ = φ2 − φ1) and Ymixed(∆φ) are the
number of particle pairs at a given ∆φ and within a given
pT range for the same and mixed events. This definition
of C(∆φ) removes a trivial dependence on the number of
produced particles [24, 50, 89].
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Integrated elliptic v2 and triangular v3
flow coefficient in Pb + Pb collisions (solid curve) and p +
Pb collisions (dashed curve) as a function of the number of
charged particles Nch with parton cross section of 0 mb (a),
3 mb (b), and 10 mb (c).

Figure 9 shows v2 and v3 as a function of the number
of final charged particles Nch with different parton cross
sections. It can be observed that v2 and v3 increases
with parton cross section for Pb+Pb collisions. But the
dependence on parton cross section is non-monotonous
for p+Pb collisions, which has already been found in
Ref. [90]. It indicates that collective flow can be not
only built up but also damaged by the parton collisions
in small colliding systems [56]. The most significant dif-
ference of v2 between the two systems appears when par-
ton cross section is taken as 10 mb for high-multiplicity
events, because there are the largest v2 in Pb+Pb col-
lisions and relatively small v2 in p+Pb collisions. On
the other hand, v3 of the two systems are similar for the
two parton cross sections of 0 mb and 10 mb. However,
there is more obvious difference of v3 between the two
systems with parton cross section of 3 mb, because there
are the largest v3 in p+Pb collisions and relatively small
v3 in Pb+Pb collisions. Surprisingly, the discrepancy of
v2 and v3 between two ensembles of each system can be
captured by the PCN, even the similar Nch and parton
cross section dependences are obtained in Figs. 7 and 8,
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although the validation accuracies are not high enough
for the PCN to distinguish two systems due to similar
EbyE flow distributions which will be shown next.
Figure 10 shows the EbyE 2-D distributions of v2 vs

v3 [P(v2, v3)] in Pb+Pb collisions and p+Pb collisions
with parton cross sections of 3 and 10 mb for different
Nch classes. Based on P(v2, v3), the percentage of the
overlapping area of P(v2, v3) between Pb+Pb collisions
and p+Pb collisions as a function of the number of fi-
nal charged particles Nch can be calculated, which is
shown in Fig. 11. Note that the result for 0 mb parton
cross section is not shown, since vn come from non-flow
for this case. We can see that the overlapping percent-
age decreases with parton cross section, which indicates
that v2 and v3 between two systems are more different
with a larger parton cross section. This is also consistent
with the result of validation accuracy in Fig. 7. It sug-
gests that more pronounced difference of collective flow
between the two colliding systems is produced by more
parton collisions. On the other hand, the large overlap-
ping volume percentage (over 80%) indicates that the
P(v2, v3) distributions between the two systems are so
similar that they are hard to be identified. This is also
in line with the observation that PCN can not distin-
guish the two colliding systems very well in EbyE man-
ner, when we train PCN with input to be the normalized
two-momentum of final particles, as shown in Fig. 7.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we employ the point cloud network to
identify the events of p+Pb and peripheral Pb+Pb col-
lisions from a multiphase transport model. Many dif-
ferent features between the two systems are learned and
captured by the point cloud network, such as pseudora-
pidity distribution, pT spectra, anisotropic flow. In the
transverse momentum plane, the point cloud network can
learn the different features of pT spectra that can clas-
sify two different colliding systems. After normalizing
transverse momentum of final hadrons, the point cloud

network finally distinguish two different colliding systems
according to their collective flow. It is difficult for the
PCN to distinguish two systems by EbyE collective flow
only, since the EbyE distributions of collective flow P(v2,
v3) are very close between p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions.
However, the PCN is able to distinguish between two en-
sembles of each system though the feature of v2 and v3,
and obtain the Nch and parton cross section dependence
of the discrepancy between two systems.
In this big data and ML approach, by changing the dif-

ferent input types, we confirm that the discrepancy be-
tween two systems is more reflected in the pseudorapidity
distribution and the pT spectra than in the anisotropic
flow. We also demonstrate that the collective flow be-
tween p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions are more different
with a larger parton scattering cross section, which is the
consistent with the characteristics of escape mechanism
for collective flow in transport model [53, 54].
Admittedly, the ability of our PCN to distinguish

p+Pb from peripheral Pb+Pb collisions in EbyE manner
by collective flow is limited. However, some meaningful
results have been obtained by using the useful tool of ma-
chine learning. In future, the method in this study could
be applied to investigate other rich physics topics, such
as identifying initial flow and final flow in small colliding
systems [40].
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1 Introduction

The mass of the known universe is dominated by a dark component that is not optically
observable. First observed by Fritz Zwicky’s 1930s study of the Coma Cluster, evidence
of this dark matter has gradually accumulated over the years. Its effects can be seen in
phenomena such as galactic velocity dispersion and gravitational lensing through galaxy
clusters [1, 2]. These effects cannot be explained by normal, luminous matter given the
known laws of gravity, leading to the hypothesis that halos of dark matter surround the
luminous components, which provides the mass necessary to explain these observations [3].
Current estimates place the dark matter contribution to the mass of the universe at 86% [4].
However, the composition of the dark matter remains unknown.

One of the most popular candidates are Weakly Interacting Massive Particles, or WIMPs.
As indicated by the name, these are hypothesized particles with a non-zero mass that interact
via a weak-scale force and, in many theoretical frameworks, are their own anti-particle [3, 5].
Assuming WIMPs were in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe, this weak-scale self-
annihilation naturally reproduces the observed relic density while maintaining the cold dark
matter state of the known universe [4, 6]. WIMPs are therefore one of the most promising
dark matter candidates and many contemporary experiments aim to find evidence of WIMP
interactions.

WIMP annihilation and decay can produce Standard Model particles through weak
interactions. These particles will, in turn, produce gamma-ray photons mainly via pion decay,
but also through inverse Compton scattering of photons off produced electron-positron pairs
[7]. The expected differential gamma-ray flux, dΦ, per unit energy, dE, from a dark matter
halo is described by the following equations modeling annihilation and decay, respectively:

dΦ

dE ann
=
J〈σv〉
8πM2

dN(M, channel)

dE
, (1.1)
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dΦ

dE decay
=

D

4πMτ

dN(M, channel)

dE
, (1.2)

where 〈σv〉 is the velocity-weighted annihilation cross section, τ is the decay lifetime, M is the
dark matter particle mass, and the J and D factors contain the astrophysical information
of the assumed dark matter density profile. See ref. [7] for a detailed derivation of these
functional forms.

The J-factor and D-factor are defined, respectively, as:

J =

∫ ∫
ρ2dm(l,Ω)dldΩ , (1.3)

D =

∫ ∫
ρdm(l,Ω)dldΩ , (1.4)

where ρdm is the dark matter density profile (typically containing both a smooth component
and a contribution from sub-halos), dl is the line of sight to the halo, and Ω is the solid
angle of the observation. The J-factor contains a density-squared factor due to annihilation
requiring two particles to interact, while the D-factor includes only one power of the density
profile since decay is a single-particle process.

The quantity dN
dE in eq. 1.1 and eq. 1.2 is the gamma-ray spectrum from a single dark

matter interaction [6]. This analysis uses spectra computed with the Poor Particle Physicist’s
Cookbook (PPPC) model as derived by Cirelli et al. [8], which include corrections arising
from the electroweak coupling.

2 The Galactic Halo

The Galactic Halo of the Milky Way galaxy is expected to yield an extremely high dark matter
gamma-ray flux and is a promising region for probing WIMP signals. The exact behavior
of the Galactic Halo density profile is not well constrained towards the center, so we will
consider different parameterizations consistent with numerical simulations and observational
data.

Many fits to numerically simulated halos consisting only of dark matter favor the Einasto
density profile, which is characterized by a sharp cusp towards the halo center [9–11] and
given by:

ρ(r) = ρse
−2
α

[(r/rs)α−1] , (2.1)

where ρs is a normalization constant on the dark matter mass density determined by the
total halo mass, rs is the characteristic scale radius of the halo, and α determines the profile’s
curvature, which is fixed to a value of 0.17 for the Galactic Halo [12]. Observations of dark
matter halos favor a Burkert density profile [13], which lacks the center cusp and instead
flattens towards the center (referred to as being “cored” in contrast to “cuspy”). The Burkert
profile is given by:

ρ(r) =
ρs

(1 + r/rs)(1 + (r/rs)2)
, (2.2)

where ρs and rs are again the density normalization and scale radius, respectively. Addi-
tionally, more recent N-body simulations that include baryonic matter favor the cored shape
parameterized by eq. 2.2 [14].

The behavior of the different density profiles is illustrated in figure 1 for the Galactic
Halo. Towards the center, the profile behavior diverges considerably. Therefore, any expected
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Figure 1: A comparison of the dark matter density profile behavior as a function of distance
from the Galactic Halo center. The Einasto (cuspy) profile [9–11] differs by many orders of
magnitude from the Burkert (cored) profile [13] towards the center, but by less than an order
of magnitude for the region considered in this analysis (to the right of the yellow line).

R� (kpc) ρ� (GeV/cm3) rs (kpc) α

8 0.4 15.7 0.17

Table 1: Parameters used in the assumed dark matter density profiles (eq. 2.1 and eq. 2.2).
R� and ρ� are the distance from the Sun to the Galactic center and the local dark matter
density of the solar system, respectively, which are used to define the normalization for the
density profiles (ρs in eq. 2.1 and eq. 2.2). The scale radius, rs, is chosen based on the value
from the Aquarius simulation, as is the value of α for the Einasto profile [15].

dark matter gamma-ray flux computed using only the region close to the center will have
large systematic uncertainties (over six orders of magnitude) arising from the choice of density
profile. However, an experiment with a large instantaneous field of view can observe a larger
portion of the Galactic Halo and is therefore more robust, as will be explained in section
3. For the particular declination range of this analysis, only galactic radii >1.27 kpc are
considered, where the Burkert and Einasto profiles are less than an order of magnitude
apart. The simulated values of the dark matter profile considered in this paper are given in
Table 1.

3 The HAWC detector

The High Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) detector is a gamma-ray observatory located
on the side of the Sierra Negra volcano in Mexico. HAWC observes particle-induced air
showers using an array of 300 Water Cherenkov Detectors (WCDs) and covers an area of
22,000 m2. It is one of the most sensitive instruments for measuring multi-TeV gamma rays
currently operating. HAWC is sensitive to gamma rays with energies of at least 300 GeV and
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up to over 100 TeV, and is therefore well-suited for detecting possible signals from multi-TeV-
mass WIMPs. In addition, HAWC operates on a near-continuous duty cycle with a roughly
2 sr instantaneous field of view that makes it ideal for performing survey-style observations
[16]. See ref. [17] for details on the standard HAWC reconstruction and binning techniques
used in this analysis and ref. [18] for more details on the HAWC design.

HAWC uses a forward-folding approach to fit the true energy spectrum of a source from
the binned data, taking into account the HAWC detector response obtained from simulation.
Events in this analysis are primarily binned by the fraction of available PMTs triggered,
which serves as an energy estimator as detailed in ref. [17]. Events are further categorized
into spatial bins (also referred to as “pixels” in later sections) using the healpix pixelization
scheme [19]. The best-fit spectrum for a given source is calculated by using a maximum-
likelihood approach as detailed in refs. [17] and [20]. The statistical significance is then
computed using the test statistic (TS) defined as:

TS = 2 log
(
Lmax/L0

)
, (3.1)

where Lmax is the maximum likelihood resulting from the fit, and L0 is the likelihood for a
background-only model (where the expected signal is zero in all bins).

Since the background-only hypothesis is contained entirely within the signal-plus-background
hypothesis, Wilks’ theorem can be used to interpret the TS. Wilks’ theorem shows that if
the background-only hypothesis is true, in the high-statistics limit, the TS will follow a χ2

distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the degrees of freedom between
the signal hypothesis and background-only hypothesis [21]. The binning scheme used in this
analysis has been previously shown to contain sufficient statistics to apply Wilks’ Theorem in
ref. [17] and [16]. Therefore, the appropriate χ2 distribution for a given signal hypothesis can
be used to transform the TS into a measure of the significance by which the background-only
model is rejected.

Due to its wide field of view, HAWC can probe a large region of the Galactic Halo for
dark matter gamma-ray signals. Using a large region of interest (ROI) farther away from
the Galactic Center substantially mitigates the density profile systematic, since the cored
and cuspy profiles do not differ as strongly. In the cored case, the sensitivity lost from the
lack of an assumed central cusp is also mitigated by the larger ROI, allowing more flux to be
observed over a larger area.

4 Large-scale background estimation

The majority of air showers detected by HAWC come from charged cosmic rays. Gamma-
ray and cosmic-ray events can be separated by the different characteristics of the lateral
charge distributions they create across the array. Using gamma-hadron discrimination cuts
to quantify this effect, HAWC is able to reject greater than 99% of the hadronic background
above ∼3 TeV [17]. However, due to the extremely high relative abundance of charged cosmic
rays to gamma rays, a substantial amount of background remains even after cuts.

This analysis estimates the background using a technique that is optimized for highly
extended source hypotheses [22]. The technique uses two datasets; one with standard gamma-
hadron cuts applied, and another with reversed cuts meant to pass hadrons, thereby creating
a dataset consisting primarily of cosmic rays. This approach then attempts to map the
behavior of the pure cosmic-ray maps back to the distribution of hadronic background in
the standard maps. A series of calculations are then performed to derive what is called the
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α-factor (analogous to the exposure factor used by Li and Ma [23])1. This α-factor is used
to compute the estimated hadronic background in the ith bin of the standard maps, where
i runs over both spatial and analysis (energy) bins. This technique is only applied to events
where more than 16.2% of the HAWC array triggers due to known biases for smaller events.
The α-factor is used to compute the estimated background in a given pixel, NBKG

i , via the
following equation:

NBKG
i = αi ×Hi , (4.1)

where Hi is the content of the hadron maps in a given pixel and αi is the pixel-by-pixel
computed α-factor.

To compute αi, it is decomposed into the RA-dependent and Dec-dependent terms (see
ref. [22]) as follows:

αi(RA,Dec) = ai(Dec)× bi(RA) , (4.2)

where the i index runs over spatial pixels. Assuming that each component is independent of
the other, the ai(Dec) component is calculated by:

ai(Dec) =
GDec

HDec
, (4.3)

where GDec and HDec are the counts averaged within a 0.5 degree window around the decli-
nation of a given pixel in the gamma and hadron maps, respectively. Since the HAWC event
rate is highly dependent on declination, the 0.5 degree averaging window was chosen to be on
the order of the size of a single spatial pixel to minimize mixing of counts between different
declinations. The RA-dependence, bi(RA), is expected to depend on the pixel-by-pixel count
ratio, Gi

Hi
, but with the declination dependence factored out. The equation is then:

bi(RA) = SG

(
Gi
Hi

1

ai(Dec)

)
, (4.4)

where SG is a Gaussian smoothing function with width σ (in degrees of RA). This is repeated
for each analysis (energy) bin, where the value of the smoothing function is determined by
the analysis bin index k as σ = 2k+ 15, where k ranges from 3 to 9. Since the average count
in each map falls off in the higher energy bins, the smoothing width is made wider in these
bins to gather additional statistics. See ref. [22] for further details.

Note that the α-background technique reveals a previously-undetected excess just to the
north side of the Galactic Plane, as shown in ref. [22]. This new excess is morphologically
inconsistent with gamma rays from dark matter emission originating from the main Galactic
Halo and we therefore include it as a part of the list of astrophysical sources and excesses to
be removed when the dark matter search is performed. 2

5 Analysis method

5.1 Region of interest selection

In order to estimate the ROI for this analysis, we combine the characteristic sensitivity of
HAWC from ref. [24] with the simulations of the Galactic Halo dark matter density profile.

1In order to be compatible with usage in the relevant literature, we are using the symbol α both for this
quantity, and the Einasto parameter in eq 2.1; the meaning should be from the context.

2The collaboration is currently looking into the nature of this gamma-ray source. However, to be conser-
vative we have included this in the masked exclusion region of the analysis presented here.
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We use the clumpy software package [12] to generate these simulations with input parameters
given in table. 1.

The α-background approach requires removing spatial bins expected to contain excess
from the background-estimation calculations. The optimal ROI may, in general, depend on
the choice of density profile. Since cuspy profiles peak sharply towards the Galactic center,
additional sensitivity could be gained by considering pixels at the extreme southern edge
of the HAWC field of view. In contrast, cored profiles are expected to derive almost all of
their sensitivity from regions overhead, since the increase in expected flux towards the center
is not enough to dominate loss of sensitivity at high zenith angles. The resulting plots are
shown from both a cuspy (Einasto) and cored (Burkert) profile in figure 2, where lighter
colors indicate pixels more favorable for DM searches.

Given the high number of detected HAWC sources associated with astrophysical emis-
sion in the Galactic plane, it is best to remove this region from the final ROI. Additionally,
all TeV-emitting sources with known astrophysical associations in the TeVCat catalog of
known TeV sources [25] are removed to minimize possible contamination from sub-threshold
sources. An additional constraint is made so the ROI excludes all pixels above zero degrees
declination (Dec = 0) in order to avoid the new excess found in the α-factor analysis [22].
Finally, we require a sensitivity cut such that the ROI at its widest spans no more than 180
degrees. This final constraint is added to prevent the ROI from becoming arbitrarily wide
and creating declinations where no pixels remain outside the ROI for use in the background
calculation. Under these constraints, both density profiles yield approximately the same op-
timal ROI, due to their shapes converging at distances far from the Galactic Halo center.
The chosen ROI that will be probed for Galactic dark matter emission, and also excluded
from the background calculation, is displayed in figure 3.

5.2 Source Modeling

To compute the expected flux from such a large extended source, it is necessary to convolve
the HAWC point spread function (PSF) and detector response with the source spatial profile.
This is done using The HAWC Accelerated Likelihood (HAL) plugin [26, 27] within the Multi-
Mission Maximum Likelihood (3ML) framework [28, 29]. To account for the varying HAWC
detector response function across different declinations, the Galactic Halo ROI is broken into
a set of smaller ROIs. The convolution is then performed separately over each of these sub-
ROIs and the resulting models linked to recover the full Galactic Halo extent. To perform
a fit, the likelihood approach summarized at the end of section 3 is generalized by simply
summing the log-likelihood contribution from each sub-ROI to obtain the full likelihood
profile.

In the event of a source as highly-extended as the Galactic Halo, the estimated back-
ground of the data maps will contain a substantial component of gamma rays from the dark
matter itself. It is therefore only possible to resolve gamma-ray signals in excess of the back-
ground gamma-ray component, which will be referred to as effective flux (in contrast to the
true total gamma-ray flux originating from hypothetical Galactic dark matter). We estimate
this effect by adding simulated dark matter emission from the Galactic Halo into the data
and recomputing the α-factor background (eq. 4.2). We then correct the expected excess in
our fits by this factor, analogous to the effective flux corrections considered in the previous
HAWC Galactic Halo analysis [30].

To account for possible systematic uncertainties in the modeling of the HAWC detector,
we consider the standard suite of detector uncertainties discussed in ref. [31]. The main source
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Figure 2: Relative sensitivity of each spatial bin to a dark matter gamma-ray signal, plotted
as a function of RA and Dec. Brighter coloring indicates more sensitive regions. The top
figure assumes an Einasto spatial profile while the bottom figure assumes a Burkert spatial
profile. Points more sensitive to dark matter will be included in the regions of interest for
the full analysis and excluded from the background estimation.

of systematic uncertainties within HAWC analyses come from discrepancies between the data
and the simulated Monte Carlo events, which originate from uncertainties in the modeling
of the detector, as detailed in ref. [31].

We consider both possible density profile models discussed in section 2. As neither the
Burkert (eq. 2.2) or Einasto (eq. 2.1) profiles are strongly favored by current observations
of the Galactic Center, both will be reported separately with neither being considered the
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Figure 3: Optimal ROI chosen for this analysis based on the sensitivity plots in figure 2. The
ROI extends over declinations between 0 degrees and −20 degrees. To avoid contamination
from normal-matter gamma-ray sources, known gamma-ray sources, as well as the extended
emission on the north side of the Galactic Plane detected in ref. [22], are removed during the
search for dark matter.

nominal case.

6 Results

6.1 Fit results

With an ROI selected and known contamination removed, the results of the dark matter
search are now shown. We consider a set of representative annihilation and decay channels
and a sample of dark matter masses between 10 and 100 TeV. This mass range was chosen
based on the dynamic range of the binning scheme used in this analysis as detailed in ref. [20].

The significance (
√

TS) values for various spectra are plotted in figure 4. No significant
emission is found for any spectrum. Therefore, we set 95% CL upper limits on the cross-
section 〈σv〉 and 95% CL lower limits on the decay lifetime τ .

As described in section 3, the TS (eq. 3.1) quantity asymptotically follows a χ-squared
distribution with one degree of freedom. The limits are then set by increasing the free
parameter corresponding to flux normalization (the cross-section, 〈σv〉, for annihilation and
reciprocal lifetime, 1

τ , for decay) from the maximum-likelihood value until the likelihood
ratio decreases by an appropriate amount for a given confidence level. To obtain 95% CL
limits, 1.355 is chosen as the appropriate value (see the Appendix of ref. [20] for details). For
annihilation this results in upper limits on 〈σv〉, while for decay this corresponds to a lower
limits on τ . The annihilation upper limits are shown in figure 5 and figure 6, while the decay
lower limits are shown in figure 7 and figure 8.
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Figure 4: Significance (
√

TS) as a function of dark matter mass and channel for annihi-
lation assuming a Burkert profile (top left), annihilation assuming an Einasto profile (top
right), decay assuming a Burkert profile (bottom left), and decay assuming an Einasto profile
(bottom right). No spectrum shows significant evidence of gamma-ray emission.

As expected, the density profile choice has a substantial effect on the limits. However,
the difference is only on the order of a factor of 2–3, rather than the many orders of magnitude
expected if the Galactic Center were to be the only part of the halo considered. Neither choice
of profile is treated as the nominal case here, so all systematics are computed independently
for the limits arising in both cases. The uncertainty bands in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 are
computed by adding the contribution from each systematic in quadrature. This quadrature
addition is done separately for the positive and negative halves of the bands, resulting in an
effect of about 11% on the positive side and 23% on the negative side.

The limits from the previous HAWC analysis (ref.[30]) are also plotted in figures 5, 6,
7, and 8. The current results show a strong improvement for the W+W− channel due to the
inclusion of electroweak corrections, while the other channels show consistent improvement
in the higher masses. At the lower masses, the previous results appear to produce stronger
limits in certain channels due to statistical fluctuations. As can be seen in Fig of ref. [30],
the results of the previous analysis were heavily influenced by strong downward statistical
fluctuations that are not present in the current analysis. This effect is discussed further in
section 6.2.
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Figure 5: 95% CL upper limits on the velocity-weighted annihilation cross-section, 〈σv〉, for
the bb (top left), τ+τ− (top right), tt (bottom left), and W+W− (bottom right) dark matter
spectra assuming the Einasto (red) and Burkert (blue) spatial profiles. The correspondingly
colored shaded regions are the systematic uncertainty bands. The corresponding limits from
the previous HAWC Galactic Halo analysis [30] are also plotted for comparison.

6.2 Statistical effects

To compute the effects of statistical fluctuations on the limits, 500 pseudomaps are gener-
ated, where the data in each bin is replaced with a randomly drawn value from a Poisson
distribution with a mean equal to the estimated background in that bin. The 95% upper
and lower limits are recomputed using these pseudomaps in place of the actual data. The
median of the resulting distribution results in “expected” limits; i.e., the limits one would
expect assuming the null hypothesis of a background-only model is true. The 68% and 95%
containment bands are computed about the null hypothesis. Assuming the background was
well-modeled in this analysis, the limits should be no further from the expected case than
the 95% band, being influenced only by Poisson fluctuations and not an undetected source
or mismodeled background.

As this process is computationally intense, the statistical bands for only two sample
spectra, bb and τ+τ−, are plotted for all masses and spatial profiles. These are, respectively,
the softest (most low-energy-dominated) and hardest (most high-energy-dominated) channels
and therefore span the extremes of the channel parameter space. The results are plotted for
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Figure 6: Additional 95% CL upper limits on the velocity-weighted annihilation cross-
section, 〈σv〉, for the e+e− (top left), µ+µ− (top right), and Z0Z0 (bottom) dark matter
spectra assuming the Einasto (red) and Burkert (blue) spatial profiles. The correspondingly
colored shaded regions are the systematic uncertainty bands. The corresponding limits from
the previous HAWC Galactic Halo analysis [30] are also plotted for comparison.

annihilation and decay, as well as the two spatial profiles considered, in figures 9, 10, 11, and
12. The expected limits from the previous HAWC analysis are also plotted for comparison
when available (figures 9 and 11). Comparing the expected limits more clearly shows the im-
provement in sensitivity gained from the current analysis by removing the effect of statistical
fluctuations. All of the plotted limits for this analysis fall well within the 95% band and are
highly consistent with expectation. Therefore, the results presented here are more robust to
statistical effects than those published in ref. [30].

To further verify the limits are within expectation true across all channels, a complete
set of plots with statistical bands for all channels was made for the Einasto profile annihilation
case and is shown in figures 13 and 14. The limits in these plots are also well within the 95%
bands.

7 Conclusion

Although no significant evidence of dark matter gamma-ray emission was found, the new
constraints on dark matter annihilation and decay derived from this analysis show a marked
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Figure 7: 95% CL lower limits on the decay lifetime, τ , for the bb (top left), τ+τ− (top
right), tt (bottom left), and W+W− (bottom right) dark matter spectra assuming the Einasto
(red) and Burkert (blue) spatial profiles. The correspondingly colored shaded regions are the
systematic uncertainty bands. The corresponding limits from the previous HAWC Galactic
Halo analysis [30] are also plotted for comparison.

improvement over the previous published results in ref. [30]. Additionally, the inclusion of
the electroweak corrections dramatically improves the results for the W+W− channel due to
the higher relative flux at the highest energies. Furthermore, the background is now better
estimated and the results are not biased toward negative flux as was seen in ref. [30]. As
expected, the limits are relatively robust against the large uncertainties arising from the
density profile choice. Rather than the multi-order-of-magnitude difference that one would
expect if only the Galactic Center were considered (see figure 1), these results differ by less
than a single order of magnitude between the profiles.

These results are therefore able to constrain dark matter gamma-ray emission from
the Galactic Halo for a wide range of possible density profile behaviors and do not rely on
the assumption of a strong central cusp. Current evidence from both observation and N-
body simulations that include baryonic components favors profiles that lack such a cusp,
necessitating the approach used to observe emission from a larger region of the Halo utilized
in this analysis [14]. Therefore, these results show the possibility of constraining dark matter
even in the less optimistic case favored by current astrophysical data. Future work from both
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Figure 8: Additional 95% CL lower limits on the decay lifetime, τ , for the e+e− (top left),
µ+µ− (top right), and Z0Z0 (bottom) dark matter spectra assuming the Einasto (red) and
Burkert (blue) spatial profiles. The correspondingly colored shaded regions are the systematic
uncertainty bands. The corresponding limits from the previous HAWC Galactic Halo analysis
[30] are also plotted for comparison.

HAWC and other wide-field-of-view experiments will build on these results and continue to
probe dark matter from the Galactic Halo, even if the exact density profile behavior remains
unknown.
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Figure 9: Statistical bands for 95% CL upper limits on the dark matter annihilation cross-
section,〈σv〉, for the bb (left) and τ+τ− (right) channels assuming an Einasto spatial profile.
In both cases, the actual limits fall well within the expected 95% range from statistical
fluctuations of the null hypothesis. The expected limits from the previous HAWC analysis
[30] are also plotted to more clearly show the improvement in sensitivity from this analysis
independent of statistical fluctuation effects.

Figure 10: Statistical bands for 95% CL upper limits on the dark matter annihilation cross-
section,〈σv〉, for the bb (left) and τ+τ− (right) channels assuming a Burkert spatial profile.
In both cases, the actual limits fall well within the expected 95% range from statistical
fluctuations of the null hypothesis.
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Figure 11: Statistical bands for 95% CL lower limits on the dark matter decay lifetime,
τ , for the bb (left) and τ+τ− (right) channels assuming an Einasto spatial profile. In both
cases, the actual limits fall well within the expected 95% range from statistical fluctuations
of the null hypothesis. The expected limits from the previous HAWC analysis [30] are also
plotted to more clearly show the improvement in sensitivity from this analysis independent
of statistical fluctuation effects.

Figure 12: Statistical bands for 95% CL lower limits on the dark matter decay lifetime, τ ,
for the bb (left) and τ+τ− (right) channels assuming a Burkert spatial profile. In both cases,
the actual limits fall well within the expected 95% range from statistical fluctuations of the
null hypothesis.
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Figure 13: Statistical bands on the 95% CL upper limits on the velocity-weighted annihila-
tion cross-section, 〈σv〉, for the bb (top left), τ+τ− (top right), tt (bottom left), and W+W−

(bottom right) dark matter spectra assuming an Einasto profile. This is a supplementary
figure meant to demonstrate the all channels are within the 95% CL statistical uncertainty
range for a null test case.
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Figure 14: Additional statistical bands on the 95% CL upper limits on the velocity-weighted
annihilation cross-section ,〈σv〉, for the e+e− (top left), µ+µ− (top right), and Z0Z0 (bottom)
dark matter spectra assuming an Einasto profile. This is a supplementary figure meant to
demonstrate the all channels are within the 95% CL statistical uncertainty range for a null
test case.
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ABSTRACT
If they exist, networks of superconducting cosmic strings are capable of injecting copious amounts of electromagnetic energy
into the background over a broad range of frequencies. We study this injection both analytically, as well as numerically using the
thermalization code CosmoTherm. With our refined analytic formalism, we update constraints from CMB spectral distortions by
following the injection of entropy, as well as energy, on the amplitude of the `-distortion, leading to a significant improvement in
those limits. Furthermore, we utilize the full shape of the distorted spectrum from CosmoTherm to include constraints from non-`,
non-𝑦 type distortions. Additionally, we use the outputs for the ionization history and global 21cm signal to derive and update
constraints on string model parameters using measurements from other datasets. Analysis of CMB anisotropies provides the
most stringent constraints, though with a slightly modified shape and strength when compared to previous results. Modifications
of the reionization history provide new bounds in the high current domain, and we also find that the observations of the low-
frequency radio background probe a small region of parameter space not explored by other datasets. We also analyze global
21-cm constraints, and find that the inclusion of soft photon heating plays a crucial role, essentially removing any constraints
in the considered parameter domain. Spectral distortion measurements from COBE/FIRAS are covered by other constraints, but
our conservative forecast shows that a PIXIE-type satellite would probe important unexplored regions of parameter space.

Key words: Cosmology - Cosmic Microwave Background; Cosmology - Theory

1 INTRODUCTION

We are well into an age of precision cosmology, with detailed ob-
servations being taken over much of the electromagnetic spectrum.
At radio frequencies, an anomalous background is being uncovered
(Fixsen et al. 2011; Dowell & Taylor 2018) with no known astro-
physical source. Meanwhile, data from the epoch of reionization is
slowly building up, with a first claimed detection of the differential
brightness temperature at cosmic dawn coming from the EDGES
experiment (Bowman et al. 2018). We also have exquisite measure-
ments of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies
from the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration et al. 2020), as well
as the frequency spectrum from COBE/FIRAS (Fixsen et al. 1996),
which teaches us still further about our thermal history. One of the
aims of these cosmological observations is to help us understand our
origins. Here, we will consider how the spectral signatures of a net-
work of superconducting cosmic strings can be probed using these
observations.
Cosmic strings are a class of topological defect that may form

at the interface of cosmological phase transitions if the true vacuum
manifold is degenerate, and not simply connected (see Brandenberger
1994; Hindmarsh & Kibble 1995; Vilenkin & Shellard 2000, for
comprehensive reviews). If they form, cosmic strings (also known
as line defects) are nearly one dimensional objects with a small,
but finite width. The interior of a string resembles the state of the
universe as it was in the false vacuum, consisting of a condensate
of scalar and gauge particles from this previously unbroken phase.

★ E-mail: bryce.cyr@manchester.ac.uk

The detection (or non-detection) of cosmic strings in the various
observations give us pieces of information about our thermal history
that would otherwise be very challenging to infer.
String models exhibit a property known as scaling, where the

macroscopic properties of the string network can be described by
one parameter. This parameter is known as the string tension (𝐺`),
and is related to the energy scale of the phase transition ([) through
𝐺` ' 𝐺[2, where 𝐺 is Newton’s gravitational constant. It has also
been shown that some symmetry breaking patterns can imbue the
strings with superconductive properties, leading to the generation of
significant currents,I, as the string traverses through the plasma (see
Witten 1985; Ostriker et al. 1986, for seminal examples). Supercon-
ducting cosmic string models are typically described by these two
parameters, 𝐺` and I.
As we will discuss below, a cosmic string network generally con-

sists of a small number of long strings which run through our Hub-
ble patch at any given time, as well as a distribution of smaller
loops with curvature radii on all scales up to some O(0.1) frac-
tion of the Hubble scale. Although these string loops act as seeds
for density perturbations at early times, detailed observations of the
microwave background have relegated them to only being a highly
subdominant component of structure formation (Perivolaropoulos
1995; Magueĳo et al. 1996; Pen et al. 1997; Albrecht et al. 1997),
requiring 𝐺` . 10−7. Even so, there are hints that the enhanced
gravitational effects of string loops could play a role in the forma-
tion of supermassive black holes (Bramberger et al. 2015; Cyr et al.
2022).
Superconducting loops are capable of producing copious amounts

of gravitational (Vachaspati & Vilenkin 1985) and electromagnetic

© 2023 The Authors
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radiation (Vilenkin & Vachaspati 1987; Garfinkle & Vachaspati
1987;Vachaspati 2008) during every epoch after their formation. This
has led to constraints on the 𝐺`-I parameter space from a number
of observations, including primordial CMB spectral distortions (Os-
triker & Thompson 1987; Tashiro et al. 2012a), anisotropies (Tashiro
et al. 2012b), radio transient events (Cai et al. 2012; Miyamoto &
Nakayama 2013), gamma ray bursts (Babul et al. 1987), changes
in the differential brightness temperature at cosmic dawn (Branden-
berger et al. 2019a,b), and more.
In this work, we revisit some of the constraints considered by these

authors using improved analytic estimates and the thermalization
code CosmoTherm (Chluba & Sunyaev 2012). First, we recompute
the spectral distortion signature obtained by following an approxi-
mate Green’s function approach, as described in Chluba (2016). Our
analytic approach improves upon the previous treatments in at least
two ways. First, we compute the negative `-distortion generated by
direct photon (entropy) injection into the pre-recombination plasma
(Chluba 2015), an effect that has been overlooked thus far but sig-
nificantly alters the overall constraints. Second, we include a more
precise treatment for the determination of the instantaneous spectrum
of emitted photons.
Following this, we implement the photon injection numerically

into the thermalization code CosmoTherm. This allows us to further
strengthen our constraints by analyzing the full shape of the string
induced spectral distortions, accounting for non-`, non-𝑦 type devia-
tions from the COBE/FIRASmeasurement (Fixsen et al. 1996). This
implementation also allows us to efficiently compare against other
independent datasets. Using the outputs from CosmoTherm, we gen-
erate constraints from the CMB anisotropies (Komatsu et al. 2011;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2020), the radio synchrotron background
(RSB) (Fixsen et al. 2011; Dowell & Taylor 2018), the EDGES ex-
periment (Bowman et al. 2018), and the optical depth to reionization
as measured by the Planck Collaboration et al. (2020). We also gen-
erate a conservative forecast to a PIXIE-type experiment (Kogut et al.
2011, 2016; Chluba et al. 2021), assuming a fiducial sensitivity to
energy release of Δ𝜌/𝜌 = 10−8 after foreground marginalization.
While the constraints we find fromCOBE/FIRAS are less stringent

than other datasets, it is important to stress that in principle, we have
had access to this spectral distortion data since the late 90s. Had a
more sophisticated analysis of the full shape of theCOBE/FIRAS data
been possible at that time, the constraints that were derived would
have been dominant for many years. This highlights the legacy value
that COBE/FIRAS still has today, and showcases the constraining
power that a next generation space-based spectrometer such as PIXIE
could obtain for exotic energy injection scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we de-

scribe the loop distribution model that we implement, and discuss the
microphysics of gravitational and electromagnetic wave production.
Section 3 discusses energy release rates for the string network, and
reviews the simple estimates for the ` and 𝑦 parameters. Afterwards,
in Section 4, we refine this estimate by including entropy release
contributions, which changes the analytic constraint curve signifi-
cantly. Section 5 describes how to implement this source term into
CosmoTherm, and derives a useful expression for the instantaneous
injection spectrum. In Sections 6 and 7, we discuss the output from
CosmoTherm and illustrate the constraints we derive from multiple
different datasets. We conclude in Section 8.
Throughout the analytic derivations, we use natural units where

ℏ = 𝑐 = 𝑘b = 1. When presenting the resultant spectra in Sections 6
and onwards, we use more astrophysicist-friendly units. To minimize
confusion, we include a particle physics to astrophysics conversion
dictionary in Appendix B.

2 NUMBER DENSITY OF COSMIC STRING LOOPS

If the universe undergoes a phase transition in which the true vacuum
manifold permits cosmic string solutions, the Kibble mechanism
states that a network of these defects will form (Kibble 1980, 1982).
Importantly, Kibble’s mechanism only guarantees the existence of
long cosmic strings, with curvature radius larger than the horizon
scale. A second population of smaller, sub-horizon loops is populated
by the intersections and self-intersections of the long strings.
Numerical simulations in which the widths of cosmic strings are

neglected (known as Nambu-Goto simulations) show that the distri-
bution of sufficiently large loops follow a scaling solution (Vanchurin
et al. 2006; Martins & Shellard 2006; Ringeval et al. 2007; Lorenz
et al. 2010; Blanco-Pillado et al. 2014). We should note that another
class of simulations (the so-called Abelian-Higgs type) use field-
theoretic input to resolve the cores of these strings, and observe no
significant loop production (Vincent et al. 1998; Moore et al. 2002;
Hindmarsh et al. 2009, 2017). This has sparked numerous debates
about the true nature of the string network on small scales, with no
consensus being reached as of yet.
One should not understate the numerical challenges that arise

when attempting to perform cosmological simulations over such a
wide range of scales, from the string core to the horizon at a given
time. For this work, we assume that a scaling loop distribution is
formed as indicated by the Nambu-Goto simulations.

2.1 Formation in the Radiation Era

We begin by examining the distribution of loops formed before
matter-radiation equality. In most regions of the 𝐺`-I parameter
space, they are the dominant source of primordial spectral distor-
tions, which makes them a useful case to study. Focusing now on the
results from Nambu-Goto simulations, one finds that the differential
number density of loops (in physical coordinates) with initial length
𝐿i is given by

d𝑁
d𝐿i

=


𝛼

𝑡4−𝑝𝐿𝑝

i
(𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq)

𝛼

𝑡
4−𝑝
eq 𝐿

𝑝

i

(
𝑡eq
𝑡

)2
(𝑡 > 𝑡eq).

(1)

Simulations performed in Blanco-Pillado et al. (2014) yield 𝛼 = 0.18
and 𝑝 = 5/2. For 𝑡 > 𝑡eq we simply redshift the loops which formed
during the radiation era, and discuss the formation and evolution of
matter-dominated loops in the next subsection.
Simulations indicate that at a given time, 𝑡, most string loops are

formed with roughly the same initial radius, given by some fraction
𝛽 ≈ O(0.1) of the Hubble length, i.e., 𝐿i (𝑡) ≈ 𝛽𝑡. After formation,
the loops oscillate with period𝑇 ≈ 𝐿, and develop transient substruc-
tures known as cusps and kinks. Their decay (in particular, the cusps)
releases energy in the form of gravitational waves, photons, and ex-
otic particles, causing the loop to shrink in size. All loops radiate
gravitational waves with an oscillation-averaged power (Vachaspati
& Vilenkin 1985)

𝑃g ' Γg𝐺`2 ' 1.5 × 1018
[
Γg
100

] [
𝐺`

10−11

]2
GeV2, (2)

where Γg is a normalization factor ' O(100). In some symmetry
breaking schemes, cosmic strings can acquire an electromagnetic
current, I, and are said to be superconducting (see Witten 1985, for
a seminal example).
A proper treatment of the current generation and dissipation on
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Spectral constraints on cosmic strings 3

a cosmological network of loops is beyond the scope of this work,
and so for simplicity we assume that all string loops carry the same
time-independent current. Superconducting string loops also gener-
ate sizeable electromagnetic bursts at their cusps. This leads to an
additional decay channel into photons (Vilenkin & Vachaspati 1987;
Cai et al. 2012), with

𝑃𝛾 ' Γ𝛾I`1/2

' 3.8 × 1018
[
Γ𝛾

10

] [
𝐺`

10−11

]1/2 [
I

104 GeV

]
GeV2, (3)

where Γ𝛾 ' O(10) depends on the precise geometry of a loop.
Superconducting strings gradually decay through these two main
channels, with a total rate that is determined by

Γ𝐺` ' (𝑃g + 𝑃𝛾)/` ' Γg𝐺` + Γ𝛾I`−1/2. (4)

By comparing the power emitted in both gravitational and electro-
magnetic waves, we can define a critical current,

I∗ =
Γg
Γ𝛾

𝐺`3/2 ' 3.2 × 103 GeV
[
Γg
100

] [
Γ𝛾

10

]−1 [
𝐺`

10−11

]3/2
. (5)

For a given string tension, 𝐺`, loops decay primarily into gravita-
tional waves if I < I∗, or into photons when I ≥ I∗. The dimen-
sionless decay coefficient Γ can then be expressed as

Γ = Γg

(
1 + I

I∗

)
. (6)

We note that Γ is a function of both the string tension and the current.
Given the decay coefficient Γ, the loop size then shrinks as

𝐿 = 𝐿i − Γ𝐺`(𝑡 − 𝑡i). (7)

Noting that 𝑡i = 𝐿i/𝛽 ≤ 𝑡eq, we then have 𝐿i = (𝐿 +Γ𝐺` 𝑡)/(1+_),
where _ = Γ𝐺`/𝛽 is the decay-rapidity parameter, a measure of
how long after formation a given loop will exist before complete
evaporation. Low values of _ describe long-lived loops, while for
_ > 1/𝛽 the loops decay within one oscillation, and the expressions
for the oscillation-averaged power should be re-examined. A loop
forming at 𝑡i decays at cosmic time 𝑡decay given by

𝑡decay =

(
1 + _

_

)
𝑡𝑖 . (8)

From this, it is easy to derive that the total lifetime of any given loop is
𝑡lifetime = 𝑡decay− 𝑡i = 𝑡i/_. At any given time, the initial loop lengths
that contribute to background injections are 𝐿i,min ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝛽𝑡i, where
𝐿i,min = 𝛽_𝑡/(1 + _) < 𝛽𝑡. As _ increases we find that 𝐿i,min → 𝛽𝑡,
such that the largest initial loops vanish rapidly.
For typical choices of our parameters, 𝐺` and I, the loops are

long-lived, implying 𝑡decay � 𝑡i, although we will also discuss more
extreme cases where fast loop decay is possible. Using 𝐿i = (𝐿 +
Γ𝐺` 𝑡)/(1 + _), with Eq. (1) we can then write

d𝑁loops
d𝐿

����
r
=

𝛼 (1 + _)3/2

𝑡3/2 (𝐿 + Γ𝐺`𝑡)5/2
×


1 (𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq)(
𝑡eq
𝑡

)1/2
(𝑡 > 𝑡eq),

(9)

where the distribution is defined for 0 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝐿max (𝑡). At 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq,
one has 𝐿max (𝑡) = 𝛽𝑡. However, for 𝑡 > 𝑡eq, the loops last sourced
at 𝑡 = 𝑡eq have shrunken to 𝐿max (𝑡) = 𝛽𝑡eq [1 + _ − _𝑡/𝑡eq] < 𝛽𝑡eq
at time 𝑡. This implies that the last loops sourced at 𝑡eq only exists at
𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end ≡ 𝑡eq (1 + _)/_. Figure 1 highlights the region of parameter
space which undergoes rapid decays (i.e. _ ≥ 1/𝛽). For reference we
also show the line for which 𝑡end ' 𝑡0 (i.e., 𝑧end = 0) is equal to the
age of the universe, 𝑡0, or _ ' 4 × 10−6.

2.2 Formation in the Matter era

For loops formed in the matter-dominated era, a very similar picture
can be developed. Simulations show that these evolve according to

d𝑁
d𝐿i

' 𝛼m

𝑡2𝐿2i
. (10)

We will assume that the sourcing scale in the matter-dominated era is
the same as in the radiation dominated era, i.e., 𝛽m𝑡 ' 𝛽 𝑡. Then, at 𝑡
the smallest loop scale is 𝐿min (𝑡) = 𝛽[𝑡eq − _(𝑡 − 𝑡eq)]. This implies
two regimes: at 𝑡eq ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end = 𝑡eq (1+_)/_ the minimal loop length
fulfills 0 ≤ 𝐿min (𝑡) ≤ 𝛽𝑡eq, while at 𝑡 > 𝑡end one has 𝐿min (𝑡) = 0.
The loop distribution is then defined at 𝐿min (𝑡) ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝛽𝑡.
To fix the normalization, 𝛼m, we assume that at 𝑡eq the radiation-

dominated loop distribution at the sourcing scale is the same as the
matter-dominated one. This gives the condition

𝛼m

𝑡2eq𝐿
2
i,eq

=
𝛼

𝑡
3/2
eq 𝐿

5/2
i,eq

→ 𝛼m = 𝛼/
√︁
𝛽 ≈ 0.57. (11)

with 𝐿i,eq = 𝛽𝑡eq. With these expressions we then have

d𝑁loops
d𝐿

����
m
=

𝛼m (1 + _)
𝑡2 (𝐿 + Γ𝐺`𝑡)2

(12)

at 𝐿min (𝑡) ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝛽𝑡 with 𝐿min (𝑡) = 0 at 𝑡 > 𝑡end.

3 ANALYTIC ESTIMATES - ENERGY RELEASE

The injection of non-thermal photons into themicrowave background
before recombination can lead to distortions in the frequency spec-
trum as the plasma attempts to thermalize this new radiation. The
time-dependence of photon injection determines the spectral shape
of this distortion, with roughly three eras emerging (Chluba 2015).
At high redshifts (𝑧 & 𝑧th, with 𝑧th ≈ 2 × 106), injections are fully
thermalized through a combination of Bremsstrahlung, Compton,
and double Compton scattering, producing an average (unobserv-
able) temperature increase. At lower redshifts, number changing
processes freeze out. However, repeated Compton scattering with
the background electrons drives the CMB photons towards kinetic
equilibrium with a spectrum described by the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution with a small chemical potential (`) for 𝑧 & 3×105 (Illarionov
& Sunyaev 1975; Burigana et al. 1991; Hu & Silk 1993). At redshifts
lower than this, Compton scattering becomes less efficient and the
distorted spectrum may be analytically described by a 𝑦-distortion
(Zeldovich & Sunyaev 1969).
The COBE/FIRAS instrument remains state-of-the-art when it

comes to upper bounds on these distortion parameters, providing
|` | < 9 × 10−5 and |𝑦 | < 1.5 × 10−5 at 2𝜎 (Fixsen et al. 1996).
Some improvements have been discussed in Gervasi et al. (2008b);
Bianchini & Fabbian (2022); however, only in the future can we
expect significant advances with PIXIE (Kogut et al. 2011, 2016),
BISOU (Maffei et al. 2021), COSMO (Masi et al. 2021), TMS (Ru-
biño Martín et al. 2020) or a spectrometer within the ESA Voyage
2050 space program (Chluba et al. 2021).
As a network of superconducting cosmic strings decay, they are

capable of injecting both significant energy, and entropy, into the
background radiation. Previously, Tashiro et al. (2012a) computed
analytic bounds on the string tension and current by considering
the ` and 𝑦 distortions caused by a pure energy injection. As we
will illustrate below, their analysis neglected a factor of Γ−1/2, an
omission which yielded more stringent constraints at high currents
than we find here. Our `-distortion estimates agree better with those
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Figure 1. Regions of parameter space affected by rapidly decaying loops.
The red area corresponds to _ ≥ 1/𝛽 ≈ 10 in which loops fully evaporate
within one loop oscillation time after their formation. The cusp evaporation
formalism may break down in this red region, and so constraints given there
should be taken with a grain of salt. The different contours correspond to the
surfaces of constant 𝑧end for a given parameter set. Regions to the right of,
and above the contours represent parameter values whose radiation loops will
have completely evaporated by the indicated 𝑧end.

presented in Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013); however, we will show
that the simple energy release arguments become inaccurate at late
times and for high currents, requiring amore detailed treatment of the
distortion evolution using CosmoTherm. Additional simple analytic
estimates for several astrophysical and cosmological observables can
be found in Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013).
In the following sections, we will further refine these analytic dis-

tortion estimates by including the resultant entropy injection, yielding
a novel shape for the constraints on 𝐺` and I. Later on, we vali-
date these approximations by comparing against the full numerical
solution, computed with the thermalization code CosmoTherm. The
numerical analysis allows us to go beyond the simple ` and 𝑦 esti-
mates, by comparing the full spectral shape obtained with a cosmic
string network to the residuals of the COBE/FIRAS experiment.

3.1 Pure Energy Injection - Radiation Loops

To obtain analytic approximations for the amplitude of these distor-
tion parameters, we apply a Green’s function approach (method B of
Chluba 2016) in which ` and 𝑦 are determined through

` ≈ 1.401
∫ ∞

𝑧`𝑦

d𝑧
1
𝜌𝛾

d𝑄
d𝑧

Jbb (𝑧) 𝑦 ≈ 1
4

∫ 𝑧`𝑦

𝑧rec
d𝑧
1
𝜌𝛾

d𝑄
d𝑧

. (13)

Here, we introduce the approximate distortion visibility function,
Jbb (𝑧) ≈ e−(𝑧/𝑧th)

5/2 with 𝑧th ≈ 2 × 106, which models the smooth
transition between the ` and thermalization eras.We approximate the
transition from ` and 𝑦 eras by a simple step function at 𝑧`𝑦 = 5×104,
the redshift below which energy redistribution becomes inefficient.
Finally, 𝑧rec ≈ 103 is the redshift of recombination, 𝜌𝛾 is the energy
density in the CMB at redshift 𝑧, and d𝑄/d𝑧 is the rate of non-thermal
energy (density) injection.
While more accurate estimates for the transition between ` and

𝑦 could be obtained using various analytic methods (e.g., Khatri &
Sunyaev 2012; Chluba 2013; Chluba & Jeong 2014), the precise
inclusion of photon production processes necessitates full numerical
treatments with the efficient scheme of CosmoTherm.
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Figure 2. Fractional energy injection rate per logarithmic redshift bin from
the decay of superconducting cosmic strings forming in the radiation era. The
injection rate is roughly constant (in log-space), with an overall scaling given
by Z𝜌 = I/Γ3/2𝐺` until the loops completely evaporate. The evaporation
redshift at which the last loop that formed in the radiation era will decay
can be determined by solving Eq. (8) with 𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡eq for a given 𝐺` − I
pair. Deviations from an overall Z𝜌 scaling are expected near the evaporation
redshift. The colour scheme of the contours is set to match that of Figure 1.

For superconducting strings, the energy release rate is given by
averaging the energy injection from one string over the entire loop
distribution:

d𝑄
d𝑡

����
r
=

∫ 𝐿max

0
d𝐿
d𝑁loops
d𝐿

����
r
𝑃𝛾 (𝐿) (14a)

𝐿max =

{
𝛽𝑡 (𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq)
𝛽𝑡eq [1 + _ − _𝑡/𝑡eq] (𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end),

(14b)

with 𝑡end = 𝑡eq (1+_)/_. Computation of this integral gives an energy
injection rate

d𝑄
d𝑡

����
r
=
2
3
𝛼Γ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I

Γ3/2𝐺`

(1 + _)3/2

𝑡3
(15)

×



[
1 −

(
𝑡eq
𝑡end

)3/2]
(𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq)[

1 −
(

𝑡

𝑡end

)3/2] (
𝑡eq
𝑡

)1/2
(𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end).

for loops created in the radiation-dominated era. The form of this
heating rate is illustrated in Fig. 2. Due to the continuous sourcing
of loops at 𝐿 ' 𝛽𝑡, the heating occurs at all redshifts until 𝑡 '
𝑡end, where the last loops injected at 𝑡eq vanish, and heating ceases.
In particular, in the `-distortion era, one finds 𝜌−1𝛾 d𝑄/d ln 𝑧 to be
redshift-independent. It is clear from this figure that the smaller loops
provide most of the heating.
As one can see from Eq. (15) and Fig. 2, a large value of _ leads

to a decrease in energy injection efficiency. This is because a loop
population with a rapid decay rate cannot build up its number density.
In other words, there are simply fewer loops around at any given time
to inject energy. Naively, it looks as if the injection is amplified for
large values ofI. However, we remind the reader that Γ ∝ I for large
currents, leading to an overall decrement in the injection. Physically,
this is another consequence of a rapidly decaying population of loops.
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However, in the very large current regime, one can also find regions
where _ � 1, such that the heating rate from radiation loops becomes

d𝑄
d𝑡

����high
r

≈
𝛼Γ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I

Γ3/2𝐺`

_1/2

𝑡3
=

𝛼Γ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I

Γ(𝐺`)1/2𝛽1/2
1
𝑡3

≈
𝛼Γ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I∗

Γg (𝐺`)1/2𝛽1/2
1
𝑡3

=
𝛼m
𝐺

𝐺`

𝑡3
(16)

independent of I at 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq. Here we used Γ ≈ ΓgI/I∗ for the decay
rate and 𝛼m = 𝛼/

√
𝛽. This expression is not valid for 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡eq, as for

_ � 1 the radiation loops fully evaporate at 𝑡end ≈ 𝑡eq.
One should note that the electromagnetic power generated by a

cusp decay (𝑃𝛾) is an oscillation-averaged quantity, as the loop must
undergo at least one oscillation for cusp formation to take place.
However, an implication of _ > 1/𝛽 is that the loop should fully
decay before a single oscillation can even take place. We therefore
urge the reader to be cautious about statements made in regions of
parameter space with _ > 1/𝛽, which is indicated by the red region
in Fig. 1.
Inserting the injection rate into Eq. (13), and noting that the back-

ground energy density (in natural units) is 𝜌𝛾 = (𝜋2/15)𝑇4, we find
the following estimates for ` and 𝑦 from only the radiation loops

` ' 5.5 × 10−6
[

Z𝜌

1011 GeV

]
(_ � 1) (17a)

𝑦 ' 1.3 × 10−6
[

Z𝜌

1011 GeV

]
(_ � 1), (17b)

where we introduced the variable Z𝜌 = I/Γ3/2𝐺`, which describes
the overall non-linear scaling of the total energy release with I and
𝐺`, provided the loop distribution is not at their evaporation redshift.
Note that Γ is a function of both parameters.
It can also be useful to phrase our constraints in terms of the

fractional energy injection into the background, Δ𝜌𝛾/𝜌𝛾 , which is
given by

Δ𝜌𝛾

𝜌𝛾

����
r
=

∫ ∞

𝑧rec
d𝑧
1
𝜌𝛾

d𝑄
d𝑧

����
r
Jbb (𝑧). (18)

The fractional energy release from superconducting cosmic strings
over the entire distortion window is therefore
Δ𝜌𝛾

𝜌𝛾

����
r
' 8.9 × 10−6

[
Z𝜌

1011 GeV

]
(_ � 1). (19)

This is the expression one should use in deriving constraints based
purely on the total amount of energy release. However, it neglects the
effects of partial Comptonization and also photon injection, which
can change the character of the distortion significantly (Chluba 2015).

3.2 Energy Injection from Matter Loops

At 𝑡 . 𝑡eq, loops that are formed during the matter-dominated era
can contribute. To compute the energy release rate from these loops,
we can follow the same steps as above but instead average over the
loop distribution from the matter-era:

d𝑄
d𝑡

����
m
=

∫ 𝛽𝑡

𝐿min

d𝐿
d𝑁loops
d𝐿

����
m

𝑃𝛾 (𝐿) (20a)

𝐿min =
[
𝛽𝑡eq (1 + _ − _𝑡/𝑡eq), 0

]
>
. (20b)

Here and below, we use the shorthand notation [𝑎, 𝑏]> = max[𝑎, 𝑏]
and [𝑎, 𝑏]< = min[𝑎, 𝑏]. Computation of this integral gives an en-
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Figure 3.Energy injection rate from loopswhich form in thematter dominated
era. The amplitude of the signal is primarily governed by the number density
of matter loops at any given time. A “knee" develops when 𝑡end is crossed for
a given parameter set. The slowing of the growth of the injection rate below
that redshift is because the distribution now exhibits a source-sink behaviour
as the smallest loops fully evaporate, in contrast to just a source before that
point.

ergy injection rate

d𝑄
d𝑡

����
m
=

𝛼mΓ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I (𝐺`)1/2

𝛽

1
𝑡3

×


[
𝑡

𝑡eq
− 1

]
(𝑡eq ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end)[

𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1
]

(𝑡end < 𝑡),
(21)

with 𝑡end = 𝑡eq (1+_)/_. Note that for _ . 4×10−6, all matter loops
survive until today (𝑡end ≥ 𝑡0).
In Fig. 3 we illustrate the contribution to the heating rate from

cosmic string loops created during the matter dominated era. The
overall amplitude of the signal is governed primarily by two factors:
the number density of the distribution, and the smallest loop size,
𝐿min, as is evident from Eq. (21). After matter radiation equality,
𝐿min decreases as the loops oscillate and decay, leading to a strong
increase in the injection rate as can be seen on the right hand side
of the knees in Fig. 3. At 𝑡end (the position of the knee), matter
loops begin leaving the distribution as they fully evaporate, leading
to a slowing of the injection rate. Since the distribution redshifts like
matter, their contribution to the background energy density grows
linearly in 𝑧 relative to the CMB.
For large currents, we can again approximate the heating rate in

the _ � 1 regime:

d𝑄
d𝑡

����high
m

≈
𝛼mΓ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I
√︁
𝐺`

𝛽 𝑡3
1
_
≈ 𝛼m

𝐺

𝐺`

𝑡3
. (22)

This is identical to Eq. (16), which is expected since fundamentally
nothing special happens to the loop distribution at 𝑡 = 𝑡eq. For _ � 1,
all of the energy in the newly formed loops is immediately emitted.
The steady rise in fractional energy injection shown in the _ → ∞
contour of Fig. 3 is obtained because the energy density in the loops
redshifts as 𝑎−3 while the CMB photons redshift as 𝑎−4.
We show the total contribution of both matter and radiation loops

in Fig. 4. Interestingly, the fractional injection rate converges at late
times for a wide range of parameters. This behaviour persists along
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Figure 4. The total energy injection rate from a string loop distribution. For
a constant𝐺`, the late time injection rate converges for I � I∗. In contrast,
contours of current I will experience amplitude shifts proportional to𝐺` in
the current-dominated regime.

contours of constant 𝐺` once I � I∗. In this current domination
region of parameter space, adjustments to 𝐺` will linearly shift the
amplitude of the late time emission signal, while in the gravitational
wave regime (I ≤ I∗), the scaling of the signal is more complicated.
The overall degradation of the signal with high currents is due to
the fact that a smaller density of loops is available at any given time
for these models. For I � I∗, we have we have Z𝜌 ∝ I−1/2, which
encodes this rapid decay effect.
With the injection function, we may now estimate the fractional

energy release from matter loops. For small _ (equivalently, 𝑡end �
𝑡eq), we find that from 𝑧rec ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝑧eq, the energy release is

Δ𝜌𝛾

𝜌𝛾

����
m
' 2.9 × 10−16

[
I

104 GeV

] [
𝐺`

10−10

]1/2
(_ � 1). (23)

Recall that small values of _ imply a long lifetime for a given loop.
Since most of the energy release comes from the smallest loops
present in a given distribution, matter loops will always source a
subdominant contribution to the primordial distortion signal relative
to radiation loops for _ � 1. As indicated in Fig. 3 and 4, matter
loops begin to play more of a role in pre-recombination injection for
_ & 0.1. While not a factor for primordial spectral distortions, low
redshift emission from the matter loops can be constrained by the
evolution of the ionization fraction. This emission may also play a
role in our understanding of the EDGES and ARCADE-2 signals, as
we will see below.
In Fig. 5 we show the constraints on energy injection in this picture

using the COBE/FIRAS data (Δ𝜌/𝜌 ≤ 6 × 10−5), as well as a sim-
ple forecast from a PIXIE-like instrument (Δ𝜌/𝜌 ≤ 2 × 10−8). For
COBE/FIRAS, the quoted energy release levels are consistent with
the 2𝜎 errors on ` and 𝑦, while for the PIXIE-like setup we assume
that a penalty from marginalization over foregrounds (Abitbol et al.
2017; Rotti & Chluba 2021) is already included.
The constraints are nearly symmetric about the I = I∗ contour,

with departures arising in the _ ' 1 regime due to rapidly decaying
loops. The work of Tashiro et al. (2012a) presented a flat constraint
in the I ≥ I∗ region, a symptom of them missing a factor of Γ−1/2
in their equivalent expression of Eq. (19). Our energy injection con-
straints are roughly consistent with the analysis of Miyamoto &
Nakayama (2013). In the next section, we include the effects of en-
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Figure 5. Solid lines indicate constraints on string parameters obtained by
requiring Δ𝜌/𝜌 ≤ 6 × 10−5 (2𝜎 for COBE/FIRAS), and Δ𝜌/𝜌 ≤ 2 × 10−8
(2𝜎 forecast for a PIXIE-type instrument). Statements in the _ ≥ 1 region of
the plot should be viewed skeptically, as rapid decays may cause the injection
framework to break down. The dash-dotted lines are constraints obtained by
` distortions over the redshift range 3 × 105 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 2 × 106, and may be
directly compared to the energy+entropy constraints illustrated in Fig. 11.

tropy injection which cause further significant modifications to these
constraints, as can be seen in Fig. 11.

4 ANALYTIC ESTIMATE - ENTROPY RELEASE

Energy release is not the onlyway one can disturb theCMB spectrum.
An often overlooked fact of distortion theory is that the production
of additional photons also perturbs the spectrum. In the ` era, the
total distortion should be expressed as (Hu 1995; Chluba 2015)

` ≈ 1.401
[
Δ𝜌𝛾

𝜌𝛾
− 4
3
Δ𝑁𝛾

𝑁𝛾

]
. (24)

Therefore, models which introduce direct photon production (such
as this one) must necessarily take into account both energy and
entropy injection when determining constraints. In fact, this entropy
injection is capable of producing a net negative distortion signature.
Of course, COBE/FIRAS is only sensitive to |` |, but as we will see
below, there are regions of parameter space in which the constraints
of Tashiro et al. (2012a) and Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013) are
significantly altered. There are also regions in parameter space that
cannot be easily estimated analytically, since strong non-`/non-𝑦
distortion signals are created (Chluba 2015), requiring the numerical
treatment presented below.
To obtain a description for the photon source term, we adapt the

work of Cai et al. (2012) who derived the power emitted in pho-
tons per unit frequency, per unit solid angle from a superconducting
cosmic string cusp annihilation (averaged over an oscillation time):

d2𝑃c𝛾
d𝜔dΩ

≈
(
Γ𝛾

3

)
I2𝐿. (25)

The cusp is a highly relativistic object, and so the radiation is heavily
beamed, with all emission in a solid angle Ω = (𝜔𝐿)−2/3. Here, 𝜔
is the frequency of emitted radiation. Integrating Eq. (25) over solid
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angle we find the instantaneous spectrum from a single loop

d2𝐸c𝛾
d𝑡d𝜔

≈
(
Γ𝛾

3

)
I2𝐿1/3

𝜔2/3
,

d2𝑁c𝛾
d𝑡d𝜔

≈
(
Γ𝛾

3

)
I2𝐿1/3

𝜔5/3
. (26)

Here, 𝐸𝑐
𝛾 and 𝑁𝑐

𝛾 are the total energy and number of photons pro-
duced by a given loop. We introduced the factor of Γ𝛾/3 in these
equations to properly match the total power produced by a loop with
Eq. (3).1 The numerical prefactor depends on the precise shape of a
loop, and so the Γ𝛾 factor averages over the geometries of a network
of loops. Upon integration of the differential energy spectrum, one
notices that the total power is dominated by the highest frequency
photons produced at a cusp. Cai et al. (2012) have estimated this
frequency to be

𝜔max ≈
`3/2

I3𝐿
. (27)

The cusp covers a finite spatial extent on the string, and so this result
is derived by requiring the total energy released in a cusp decay does
not exceed the rest-mass energy of this region.

4.1 Total emission from loops

To obtain the number density injection from all loops, one may first
determine the number of photons produced per unit time, and then
average over the full loop distribution. For our purposes, it will be
useful to introduce the dimensionless frequency as 𝑥 = 𝜔/𝑇 (𝑧).
The photon spectrum from cosmic strings in principle extends to
arbitrarily low energies2; however, low frequency photons are at risk
of being absorbed by the plasma and converted into heat (Chluba
2015; Bolliet et al. 2021). The survival probability,Ps (𝑥, 𝑧) ≈ e−𝑥c/𝑥
tells us how many photons survive as a true entropy injection.
At high redshifts (𝑧 & 105), we use the simple expression for the

critical frequency (Chluba 2014)

𝑥c ≈ 8.6 × 10−3
√︂
1 + 𝑧

2 × 106

√︄
1 +

[
1 + 𝑧

3.8 × 105

]−2.344
. (28)

This frequency is determined through the balance of Compton, dou-
ble Compton (DC), and Bremsstrahlung (BR) effects. At later times
(𝑧 . 105), the absorption probability is mainly determined by the
free-free process, without much contribution from Compton scatter-
ing. In this regime, we estimate the absorption probability by finding
the frequency at which the free-free optical depth is close to unity
(Chluba 2015; Bolliet et al. 2021).
The two regimes are merged in Fig. 6 over the relevant redshift

range. At recombination, the fraction of free electrons and protons
drops substantially, leading to a sharp decrease in the absorption
probability which then remains constant until reionization begins.
Integrating the right hand expression of Eq. (26) with the factor3

Ps (𝑥, 𝑧) ≈ e−𝑥c/𝑥 yields the total number of photons produced per

1 This can be easily confirmed by integrating over 𝜔 between 0 and 𝜔max,
which yields d𝐸c𝛾/d𝑡 ≈ Γ𝛾I2𝐿1/3 𝜔1/3max = Γ𝛾I `1/2, reproducing Eq. (3).
2 Plasma effects (i.e., the plasma frequency or the Razin effect) become
important at frequencies well below the domain of interest.
3 Although the free-free optical depth scales as 𝜏ff ∝ ln(2.25/𝑥)/𝑥2 at
low frequencies, we keep our estimates simple and just replace the critical
frequency with the free-free absorption frequency. This does not significantly
alter the illustrations that are presented below. For the final constraints, we
explicitly compute the distortion signal without these approximations.

10 2 100 102 104 106

redshift (z)
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10 7
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x c

zrec z

Survival Probability Low
(dN /dt 0)

Survival Probability High
(dN /dt 0)

Figure 6. Evolution of the dimensionless critical frequency over redshift.
Photons produced with a frequency 𝑥 < 𝑥c are absorbed by the plasma
quickly after their creation, and therefore do not contribute significantly to a
photon number injection. The approximate expression in Eq. (28) is valid for
𝑧 & 105, while belowwe use the pre-tabulated free-free absorption frequency
to estimate the absorption probability.

cosmic string which will contribute to an entropy injection
d𝑁𝑐

𝛾

d𝑡
=

Γ𝛾

3
I2𝐿1/3

𝑇2/3

∫ 𝑥max

0
d𝑥
e−𝑥c/𝑥

𝑥5/3

=
Γ𝛾

3
I2𝐿1/3

(𝑥c𝑇)2/3
Γ

[
2
3
,

𝑥c
𝑥max

]
. (29)

For most reasonable choices of 𝐺` and I, 𝑥c � 𝑥max,
where the incomplete gamma function is well approximated by
Γ[2/3, 𝑥c/𝑥max] ≈ Γ[2/3] ≈ 1.354. However, as is evident from
Eq. (27), large values of I and small values of 𝐺` serve to decrease
𝑥max, implying that for those parameter choices, most of the produced
photons are below 𝑥c and hence do not contribute as entropy.
With Eq. (29), we can compute the entropy injection rate from the

loop distribution in a similar way to the energy injection,

d𝑁𝛾

d𝑡
=

∫ 𝐿up

0
d𝐿
d𝑁loops
d𝐿

d𝑁𝑐
𝛾

d𝑡
. (30)

where 𝐿up depends on the case of interest (i.e. matter/radiation loops
at a particular redshift). For clarity, let us first focus on loops cre-
ated and evolving in the radiation-dominated era (i.e., 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq). The
relevant integral then becomes

d𝑁𝛾

d𝑡
=

𝛼Γ𝛾

3
I2 (1 + _)3/2

(Γ𝐺`)7/6 𝑡8/3
Γ[2/3]
(𝑥c𝑇)2/3

× Jr (𝑙up, ^) (31a)

Jr (𝑙, ^) =
∫ 𝑙

0
d𝑙 ′

𝑙 ′1/3

(1 + 𝑙 ′)5/2
Γ

[
2
3 , ^ 𝑙

′
]

Γ[2/3] , (31b)

where we have substituted 𝑙 = 𝐿/(Γ𝐺`𝑡) and 𝑙up = 𝐿up/(Γ𝐺`𝑡).
We also used 𝑥c/𝑥max = ^ 𝑙 with ^ = 𝑥c 𝑇 I3 Γ𝐺 𝑡/`1/2.
Figure 7 shows the general form of J𝑟 (𝑙, ^). Heuristically,

Γ[2/3, ^𝑙 ′]/Γ[2/3] acts as a normalized window function which
closes rapidly for ^𝑙 ′ & 1. Smaller loops emit higher frequency pho-
tons, meaning that they are able to contribute to entropy injections
more efficiently than the large loops. This is reflected by the fact that
the argument of the window function depends on the length of any
particular loop, as we illustrate in Fig. 8.
For 𝑡 > 𝑡eq, we need to consider the evolution of loops created
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Figure 7. The general functional form of Jr (𝑙, ^) for different 𝑙 values.
For parameter values yielding _ � 1, the 𝑙 → ∞ contour is representa-
tive of the emission from all loops in the distribution before matter-radiation
equality. Contours of smaller 𝑙 then show the contribution from correspond-
ingly smaller loops, with 𝑙 = 1 representing emission from all loops with
𝐿 ≤ Γ𝐺`𝑡 . The asymptotic expressions for small and large ^ can be found
in Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A3), respectively. Alternatively, for a given _, we note
that 𝑙 = 1/_ yields the total emission from all loops in the distribution.
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Figure 8. The normalized window function at different redshifts for entropy
injections from cosmic strings for two different benchmark loop lengths. The
solid lines characterize the largest loops in the distribution, 𝐿 = 𝛽𝑡 , while the
dash-dotted lines correspond to much smaller loops, with 𝐿 = Γ𝐺`𝑡 , who
will fully evaporate within one Hubble time of any given 𝑡 . One can clearly
see that the window function for the larger loops closes off much faster than
for the smaller loops once the current becomes large enough. The blue and
green dash-dotted lines are overlapping in this figure, and for I = 107.5
GeV the window function for the largest loops is completely closed. For all
parameter values displayed here _ � 1.

in the radiation dominated era as well as newly created loops. For
the former, two changes occur. One is due to the change in the
time-dependence of the evolution, which leads to an extra factor of
(𝑡eq/𝑡)1/2 and the other is due to the fact that the maximal loop scale
now evolves from 𝛽𝑡eq at 𝑡 = 𝑡eq to 𝛽𝑡eq (1 + _ − _𝑡/𝑡eq) at 𝑡 > 𝑡eq.
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Figure 9. The fractional entropy injection at different redshifts. Along con-
tours of constant𝐺`, increasing the current boosts the signal, until the current
becomes too high and the window function (see Fig. 8) rapidly shuts off emis-
sion. For the brown contour, 𝑧end marks the redshift at which all radiation
loops fully evaporate. All other sharp features are inherited from 𝑥c.

Put together, this yields

d𝑁𝛾

d𝑡

����
r
=

𝛼Γ𝛾

3
I2 (1 + _)3/2

(Γ𝐺`)7/6 𝑡8/3
Γ[2/3]
(𝑥c𝑇)2/3

×


Jr

(
𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1, ^
)

(𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq)

Jr
( 𝑡end

𝑡
− 1, ^

) (
𝑡eq
𝑡

)1/2
(𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end),

(32)

for the loops created in the radiation-dominated era. For loops created
in the matter-dominated era we similarly have

d𝑁𝛾

d𝑡

����
m
=

𝛼mΓ𝛾
3

I2 (1 + _)
(Γ𝐺`)2/3 𝑡8/3

Γ[2/3]
(𝑥c𝑇)2/3

(33a)

×


Jm

(
𝑡end
𝑡

− 1, 𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1, ^
)

(𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end)

Jm
(
0,

𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1, ^
)

(𝑡end < 𝑡),

Jm (𝑙𝑎 , 𝑙𝑏 , ^) =
∫ 𝑙𝑏

𝑙𝑎

d𝑙 ′
𝑙 ′1/3

(1 + 𝑙 ′)2
Γ

[
2
3 , ^ 𝑙

′
]

Γ[2/3] . (33b)

with 1/_ =
𝑡end
𝑡eq

−1. Note that the integral over the loop distribution is
slightly different from the one in the radiation era. Asymptotic forms
for both Jr (𝑙, ^) and Jm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^) can be found in Appendix A.
The total entropy injection rate is given by the sum of Eq. (32)

and Eq. (33) in the relevant redshift regimes. We show the fractional
injection rate in Fig. 9. One major difference between energy and
entropy injection is that here we do not have a constant _ → ∞
contour. This is because at large currents, ^ ∼ I4, and for large ^
the window function closes rapidly, as can be seen in Fig. 8. This
shuts off all emission above 𝑥c, causing a rapid decay of the signal.
For primordial spectral distortions, only the injection at 𝑧 ≥ 𝑧rec is
relevant. However, it is evident from the figure that large fractions of
photons are injected after recombination, hinting at potential syner-
gies with experiments detecting excess emission at low frequencies
such as ARCADE-2 or 21-cm surveys.
Deep in the ` era (3× 105 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 2× 106) energy redistribution of

the injected photons is still efficient throughCompton scattering. This
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Figure 10.The buildup of a ` distortion from energy and entropy injection for
a range of cosmic string parameters. Solid lines represent positive ` (where
energy injection is dominant), while dashed lines show negative ` (indicating
entropy injection is the stronger process). The green contour illustrates an
interesting case where a transition takes place between strong energy and
strong entropy injection, which would lead to an anomalously low total `.
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Figure 11. Constraints (2𝜎) obtained requiring |` | ≤ 8.4 × 10−5 from
COBE/FIRAS, and |` | ≤ 2.8 × 10−8 for a PIXIE-like experiment. At high
currents and string tensions, energy injection is responsible for sourcing a
positive ` distortion. However, as the string parameters are lowered, we see a
large strip of parameter space that is ruled out due to excessive photon produc-
tion, yielding a negative `. Finally, PIXIE is capable of constraining further
regions of parameter space from energy injection at still smaller currents and
tensions. Dashed-dotted lines correspond to negative ` distortions.

allows us to quantify the ` distortion by computing the relative energy
and entropy injections during this era and using Eq. (24). Figure 10
illustrates the net buildup of the ` distortion for some examples of
string parameters. The figure indicates that the amplitude of a |` |
distortion can be boosted substantially compared to the case where
entropy injection is neglected, leading to more stringent constraints
in some regions of parameter space.
In Fig. 11 we show the ` distortion constraints obtained by consid-

ering both entropy and energy injection from a distribution of string
loops. The figure clearly shows a region of parameter space that is
ruled out from entropy injection but was missed in the analysis of
Tashiro et al. (2012a) andMiyamoto&Nakayama (2013). ForPIXIE,
the left and right solid contours correspond to the usual energy injec-
tion constraints seen in Fig. 5, while the central contour is novel, and

comes from entropy injection. For the COBE/FIRAS results, the sen-
sitivity to |` | is too weak to resolve the energy injection constraint at
lower currents. The energy injection constraints appear weaker than
in Fig. 5 simply because here we consider a smaller redshift window
inwhich the injection is active. This choice is because for 𝑧 ≤ 3×105,
injected photons are not efficiently redistributed and hence Eq. (24)
is not valid. To consider the spectral distortions produced below this
redshift, one has to go beyond the simple analytic picture and solve
the problem numerically. In the remainder of this work we compute
and analyze these numerical solutions using CosmoTherm.

5 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION IN COSMOTHERM

In order to provide robust spectral distortion constraints, as well
as to validate our analytic treatment, we now aim to implement
source terms from cosmic strings into CosmoTherm (Chluba & Sun-
yaev 2012), which is a state of the art cosmological thermaliza-
tion code that allows explicitly treating multiple energy release and
photon injection scenarios.4 Practically, CosmoTherm takes as in-
put a redshift-dependent injection function describing the change in
photon occupation number, and evolves it forward to determine the
spectral distortion signature. To determine the total source term, we
average Eq. (26) over the full loop distribution present at any given
time. For clarity we first consider injection in the radiation era (i.e.,
cases with 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq), and then generalize to the matter-dominated era.
Inserting the corresponding loop distribution, we then have

d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔

�����
r
=

∫ 𝐿max

0
d𝐿
d2𝐸𝑐

𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔
d𝑁loops
d𝐿

����
r

=

(
𝛼Γ𝛾

3

)
I2

𝑡3/2
(1 + _)3/2

𝜔2/3

∫ 𝐿up (𝜔)

0

d𝐿 𝐿1/3

(𝐿 + Γ𝐺`𝑡)5/2
, (34)

where the upper bound of the 𝐿 integral depends on 𝜔. Since the
maximal frequency of the emission for a loop of length 𝐿 is given
by 𝜔max (𝐿) = `3/2/[I3𝐿] (Cai et al. 2012), at a given frequency 𝜔
this means that a limiting length,

𝐿lim (𝜔) =
`3/2

I3𝜔
, (35)

should not be exceeded, implying 𝐿up = [𝛽𝑡, 𝐿lim (𝜔)]<. With the
substitution 𝑙 = 𝐿/[Γ𝐺`𝑡] we then find

d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔

�����
r
=

(
𝛼Γ𝛾

3

)
I2 (1 + _)3/2

(Γ𝐺`)7/6 𝑡8/3
×

Fr (𝑙up)
𝜔2/3

, (36)

where Fr (𝑙) = Jr (𝑙, 0) with various approximations discussed in
Appendix A. Since 𝑙up scales strongly with frequency, the emission
spectrum steepens at high frequencies.
Also considering the evolution of loops from the radiation domi-

nated era at 𝑡eq ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end we then find

d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔

�����
r
=

(
𝛼Γ𝛾

3

)
I2 (1 + _)3/2

(Γ𝐺`)7/6 𝑡8/3
1

𝜔2/3
(37)

×


Fr

( [
𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1, 𝑙lim
]
<

)
(𝑡 ≤ 𝑡eq)

Fr
( [ 𝑡end

𝑡
− 1, 𝑙lim

]
<

) (
𝑡eq
𝑡

)1/2
(𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end).

4 www.Chluba.de/CosmoTherm
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Figure 12. The instantaneous spectrum of photons produced by a network of superconducting cosmic string loops as a function of the dimensionless frequency
𝑥 = ℏ𝜔/𝑘𝑇 . The left plot shows the response of the spectrum at constant 𝐺` and redshift, for variations of I. On the right we fix 𝐺` and I to observe how
the injection spectrum varies at different redshifts. For increasing current and decreasing redshift, the position of the knee moves to lower frequencies, indicating
that fewer high energy photons are produced by the network. The knee position 𝑥k = 𝜔H (𝑡)/[_𝑙c𝑇 ] by indicated as dashed vertical lines.

For the loops created in the matter-dominated era, we similarly find

d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔

�����
m
=

𝛼mΓ𝛾
3

I2 (1 + _)
(Γ𝐺`)2/3 𝑡8/3

1
𝜔2/3

(38)

×


Fm

(
𝑡end
𝑡

− 1,
[
𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1, 𝑙lim
]
<

)
(𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end)

Fm
(
0,

[
𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1, 𝑙lim
]
<

)
(𝑡end < 𝑡),

with Fm (𝑙𝑎 , 𝑙𝑏) = Jm (𝑙𝑎 , 𝑙𝑏 , 0) = Fm (𝑙𝑏) − Fm (𝑙𝑏) while 𝑙𝑏 > 𝑙𝑎
and zero otherwise. The expression for Fm (𝑙) is given in Eq. (A4).
This allows us to compute all the required emission spectra.
As a simple example, let us approximate the spectrum of photons

produced before matter-radiation equality. Starting from Eq. (36), we
can use the approximation for Fr (𝑙up) found in Appendix A to obtain

d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔

�����
r
≈

(
𝛼Γ𝛾

3

)
I2 (1 + _)3/2

𝜔2/3 (Γ𝐺`)7/6𝑡8/3
F∞

1 + (𝑙𝑐/𝑙up)7/6
, (39)

where F∞ = Γ

(
7
6

)
Γ

(
7
3

)
/
√
𝜋 ≈ 0.6232 and 𝑙c ≈ 1.314 were de-

termined by inspecting the asymptotic regimes of Fr (𝑙up) The ap-
proximation is valid to within 10% for 𝑙up & 0.1, and we discuss
better approximations in the Appendix. For a given frequency and
parameter set, 𝑙up can take on different values. Specifically,

𝑙up =


𝑡end
𝑡eq

− 1 = 1
_

(𝜔 ≤ 𝜔H)

𝐿lim (𝜔)
Γ𝐺`𝑡

=
1
_

𝜔H
𝜔

(𝜔 > 𝜔H) ,
(40)

where, 𝜔H ≡ 𝜔max (𝛽𝑡) = (𝐺`)3/2/[𝐺3/2I3𝛽𝑡]. For most parame-
ter values, _ � 1, allowing us to simplify the spectrum as

d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔

�����
r
≈

(
𝛼Γ𝛾

3

)
I2 (1 + _)3/2

𝜔2/3 (Γ𝐺`)7/6 𝑡8/3


F∞ 𝜔 ≤ 𝜔H

F∞
1+(𝜔/𝜔k)7/6

𝜔 > 𝜔H

≈
(
𝛼Γ𝛾

3

)
I2 (1 + _)3/2

𝜔2/3 (Γ𝐺`)7/6 𝑡8/3
F∞

1 + (𝜔/𝜔k)7/6
. (41)

Here, we defined 𝜔k = 𝜔H/[_𝑙c]. Going from the first to the second
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Figure 13. Contributions to the emission spectrum from loops formed in
the matter era (dashed) and radiation era (solid) at different redshifts near
𝑧end. At 𝑧 ' 𝑧end, the radiation loops play a dominant role only at the
highest frequencies. At low frequencies, the contribution from matter and
radiation loops is roughly equal at 𝑧 ' 20. Before this time, matter loops are
subdominant for the entire frequency range for the chosen parameters.

line, we note that for small _, we have 𝜔 ≤ 𝜔H � 𝜔𝑘 . At low
frequencies (𝜔 � 𝜔k), the spectrum decays as𝜔−2/3. Aswe increase
𝜔, we encounter a knee in the spectrum at 𝜔 ≈ 𝜔k after which the
spectrum decays much more rapidly as 𝜔−11/6. The position of this
knee can be seen for different values of the current and redshift in
Fig. 12, where we illustrate the exact spectrum which we compute
numerically.
In Fig. 13 we separately show the contribution to the emission

spectrum from loops formed in the matter and radiation eras for
𝐺` = 10−11 andI = 4.2×107 GeV. For 𝑧 � 𝑧end ' 10, the radiation
loops dominate the contribution at all frequencies. As one approaches
𝑧 ' 𝑧end, the matter loops play a more important role, except at the
highest frequencies. This is because the highest frequency photons
are produced by the smallest loops, which still date back to the
radiation era until 𝑧 drops below 𝑧end.
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To validate this approximation, we can readily integrate over fre-
quencies to find the total energy release rate

d𝑄
d𝑡

����
r
=
2
3
𝛼Γ𝛾

𝐺1/2
I

Γ3/2𝐺`

(1 + _)3/2

𝑡3
× 3𝜋F∞
7𝑙1/3c cos(3𝜋/14)

. (42)

This matches the exact result found in Eq. (15) to better than 3%.
This small departure is caused by corrections to the total emission by
means of our approximation to Fr (𝑙). When using a refined approxi-
mation for Fr (𝑙) in Eq. (A2) and numerically integrating the function
find agreement with the exact result at the level of ' 0.06%.
For the photon number injection, the integral over frequency must

be modulated by the probability factor, e−𝜔c/𝜔 , which makes it more
difficult to tract analytically. For applications we recommend sim-
ply taking the integral numerically. As input, CosmoTherm requires
a time-dependent occupation number injection function. Schemati-
cally this can be done for expressions (36)-(38) by noting

d𝑛𝛾
d𝑡

=
𝜋2

𝜔3
d2𝐸𝛾

d𝑡d𝜔
, (43)

where 𝑛𝛾 is the occupation number of the injected photons. We
validated our implementations for d2𝐸𝛾/d𝑡d𝜔 in multiple regimes,
finding excellent agreement with the exact analytic expressions.

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS

After feeding in a source term of the form Eq. (43), CosmoTherm
follows the direct evolution of photons with frequency 𝑥min ≤ 𝑥 ≤
𝑥max5. Heuristically, this code solves the coupled evolution equations
for the photons and electrons on a finely spaced grid of redshift slices,
which allows us to analyze spectral data at any time. In principle, the
source term can take any form, making CosmoTherm a powerful and
flexible tool to quickly and accurately assess the validity of many
beyond the standard model (BSM) scenarios, such as decaying dark
matter (Bolliet et al. 2021).

6.1 Spectral information

The main data product produced by CosmoTherm is the differential
spectra Δ𝐼 = 𝐼CT − 𝐼pl, the difference between the numerically com-
puted spectrumwith source functions and a pure blackbody. Figure 14
illustrates the buildup of spectral distortions for a range of different
redshifts and string parameters. In the top left panel, we note that
even in the absence of an external source term, a non-zero distortion
is observed. This comes from the fact that the adiabatic cooling of
electrons is more rapid than the photons (𝑇e ∝ 𝑎−2 vs 𝑇𝛾 ∝ 𝑎−1). In
reality, 𝑇e ' 𝑇𝛾 as the electrons are continuously heated by the pho-
tons through the process of Compton cooling, which is effective until
𝑧 ' 102. This process of energy extraction from the CMB produces
the observed distortion in this panel.
The remaining three panels show benchmark models with values

of I below, equal to, and above the critical current Ic. In each of
these three cases, we can observe the buildup of a low frequency
background of photons over time. Higher currents typically lead to
stronger backgrounds, though the background is only significant for
𝜔 . 𝜔k as can be seen by Fig. 12. This implies that low frequency
data such as that from theARCADE-2 (Fixsen et al. 2011) experiment
will not be sensitive to arbitrarily large values of I.
Positive ` and 𝑦 distortions are signified by an excess of photons

5 We usually use 𝑥min = 10−8 and 𝑥max = 150 with 4000 grid points.

at high frequencies, and a decrement at low frequencies when com-
pared to a blackbody. For I = 10 GeV and I = I∗, the distortion is
primarily sourced by energy release, while for I = 107 GeV, a strong
entropy release generates a negative distortion. Radio observations
and CMB experiments probe complementary regions of the induced
cosmic string spectra, and with CosmoTherm we are able to utilize
constraints from both datasets simultaneously. See Fig. 17, for addi-
tional illustration of the final distortion signals for these benchmark
scenarios.
Throughout this work we have chosen 𝐺` = 10−11 as a fiducial

value for illustrations. This choice has been made because these
contours highlight all of the relevant physical effects. Here, we would
like to discuss the changes one observes when varying 𝐺`, and
assuming that _ � 1. First, we note that the energy injection rate
scales as d𝑄/d𝑡 ∝ I/𝐺` in the gravitational decay regime (GDR,
I � I∗), and as d𝑄/d𝑡 ∝ (𝐺`)5/4/I1/2 in the electromagnetic
decay regime (EDR, I � I∗). This implies that the total energy
injection is maximized for I ' I∗, and that reducing 𝐺` causes a
faster decay of the signal compared to increases in I while in the
EDR. This broadly explains the constraints presented in Fig. 5.
In terms of direct photon production, the scaling is slightly more

complicated. In the GDR, the overall amplitude of the spectrum
follows d2𝑁𝛾/d𝑡 d𝜔 ∝ I2/(𝐺`)7/6, while in the EDR we have
d2𝑁𝛾/d𝑡 d𝜔 ∝ I5/6 (𝐺`)7/12. As expected, decreases of 𝐺` in the
EDR cause a decrease in the amplitude. In contrast to the energy
injection case, the total number of photons produced is not maxi-
mized on the I = I∗ contour, but instead increases with I5/6 in
the EDR. However, the constraints on direct photon injection are
sensitive to the precise frequencies of the produced photons. The
position of the spectral knee determines an effective upper cutoff
to the photon frequencies, and scales as 𝜔k ∝ (𝐺`)1/2/I3 in the
GDR, and 𝜔k ∝ (𝐺`)2/I4 in the EDR. Thus, decreases in 𝐺` and
increases in I rapidly degrade this effective cutoff frequency. Once
𝜔k . MHz, the vast majority of the photons are produced outside of
the sensitivity range of microwave and radio observations.

6.2 Treating recombination history changes

The emission produced by the cosmic string network also injects
photons above the ionization thresholds of hydrogen and helium.
This causes modifications to the recombination history of the Uni-
verse, which we treat approximately in this work. Specifically, pho-
tons outside the computational domain have to be added, leading to
treatments discussed now.
For the first treatment, we only include the total heating from pho-

tons outside of our computational domain, accounting for photons
injected at both 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥min and 𝑥 ≥ 𝑥max, but do not consider ion-
izations due to photons at frequency 𝑥 above the atomic ionization
thresholds. The energy density integrals are computed numerically
at every time-step and then converted into heating of the baryonic
matter. Since hotter electrons recombine less rapidly, this causes a
delay of recombination.
In the second treatment, we more carefully consider the interac-

tions of photons above the atomic energy levels. For photons injected
below the Lyman-𝛼 line of hydrogen, we simply directly follow their
evolution in the distortion domain, computing the Compton heating
internally.6 At 𝑥 ≥ 𝑥Ly−𝛼, we integrate the total energy density of
photons and then use the method of Chen & Kamionkowski (2004)

6 In our calculations we have 𝑥max ' 150, which means that at 𝑧 . 200,
the hydrogen Lyman-𝛼 line moves outside of the computational domain. We
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Figure 14. Snapshots of the distortion spectra Δ𝐼 = 𝐼CT − 𝐼pl as output from CosmoTherm at different redshifts. Dashed lines represent a deficit of photons (a
negative distortion) when compared with a blackbody. Top left: Output with no external heating sources. A small (negative) distortion is generated through the
adiabatic cooling of electrons, which continuously extracts energy from the photon background. Top right: Inclusion of a weak source term from string loops.
A positive ` distortion is now generated through injection of energy at early times. At late times, a low-frequency spectrum of photons is generated. Bottom
left: A string source with I = I∗, which produces a sizeable ` distortion as well as a low frequency excess. Bottom right: String source with a high current.
COBE/FIRAS is capable of constraining this model based upon entropy injection.

with refinements according to Chluba (2010) to add heating and
ionizations to the recombination problem. At 𝑧 ≥ 3000, we assume
all the injected high-frequency energy is converted into heat. At
𝑧 ≤ 3000, we do not add any photons at 𝑥 ≥ 𝑥Ly−𝛼, assuming that
these get efficiently absorbed and converted. A comparison of treat-
ments one and two are shown in Fig. 15 with the orange and green
contours respectively.
In principle, we can also directly follow the evolution of photons

in the Lyman continuum using CosmoTherm, though this also has
limitations. While this process gives a more direct correspondence
between the number of ionizing photons produced, and the total
amount of ionizations (see Bolliet et al. 2021, for details), it misses
out on an important reprocessing effect. Namely, high energy pho-
tons (𝑥 � 𝑥Ly−𝛼) will both ionize and heat the background. This
heating of the background can introduce important secondary ion-
izations, particularly in the high energy regime (e.g., Shull & van
Steenberg 1985; Slatyer et al. 2009; Valdés et al. 2010) that can be

neglect the related heating of photons between 𝑥max and 𝑥Ly−𝛼 at 𝑧 . 200,
which should have a minor effect.

missed otherwise. Bolliet et al. (2021) utilized this Lyman continuum
treatment for generic decaying particle scenarios and at high energies
found weaker bounds compared to different approaches employed by
Capozzi et al. (2023) and Liu et al. (2021). The approximate treat-
ment by Chen & Kamionkowski (2004) attempts to account for this
by partitioning a fraction of the energy above the Lyman-𝛼 threshold
to use for ionizations, excitation and heating. We neglect the effect of
excitations, which have been found to be minor (Galli et al. 2013). A
comparison of the free electron fraction for these two treatments can
be found in Fig. 16, where we see that the pure Lyman continuum
computation generically underestimates the effect.
Prior treatments of the ionization history in the presence of strings

(Tashiro et al. 2012b) utilized an incorrect spectral index for a large
region of parameter space, which we correct here. Additionally, their
analysis considered a simple photon counting procedure to derive
their anisotropy constraints, which misses out on the reprocessing
effect mentioned above. Ionization histories for our benchmark cases
can be found in the right panel of Fig. 17.
As mentioned above, our implementation is simplified and does

not take into account complications of high-energy cascades (e.g.,
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Figure 15. A comparison of the free electron fraction with and without
the direct production of ionizing photons from the string loops. When no
ionizing photons are included, all energy is injected in the form of heat. This
energy injection reduces the recombination rate and increases the collisional
ionization efficiency, leading to the mild deviation from the case with no
strings. When the direct production of ionizing photons is included, the 𝑋e
history is strongly modified, which leads to much stronger constraints.
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Figure 16. The free electron fraction for two different treatments of ionizing
photons. For the green curve, CosmoTherm directly computes the number
of ionizing photons produced by the strings, removing them as they liberate
electrons (see Bolliet et al. 2021, for details). This is computationally ex-
pensive, and can systematically underestimate the number of ionizations that
take place. To produce our constraints we follow the approximate treatment
described by Chen & Kamionkowski (2004).

Slatyer et al. 2009; Hütsi et al. 2009; Slatyer 2016), or most re-
cently Liu et al. (2023a,b). However, it allows us to approximately
follow the evolution of both the spectral distortions and the ioniza-
tion fractions, which also can be used to compute the related 21-cm
signals, as outlined in Acharya et al. (2022). Our treatment could
be further improved by directly treating the ionizations Bolliet et al.
(2021) and also adding secondary energetic particles. This would
also allow us to go beyond the ’on-the-spot’ approximation (Chen
& Kamionkowski 2004; Padmanabhan & Finkbeiner 2005), but we
leave a more detailed exploration to future work.

6.3 Evolution at late stages

At 𝑧 . 500, the effect of electron scattering on the evolution of the
spectral distortions starts to become very small. We can therefore
omit the broadening and shifting of distortions introduced at these
late times. The photon evolution equation then simplifies, and we
only have to include the 𝑦-distortion sources from differences in
the electron and photon temperature, the emission and absorption
of photons by the free-free process and the external photon source
from cosmic strings. This greatly simplifies the calculation, as the
evolution of the photon distribution in each frequency bin becomes
independent. We confirmed that the results remain largely unaffected
by this simplification.

6.4 Soft photon heating and the global 21-cm signal

As was recently discussed in Acharya et al. (2023), the presence of
a sufficiently steep radio background produces an important backre-
action effect on the 21-cm differential brightness temperature (𝛿𝑇b)
at cosmic dawn. This brightness temperature is given by

𝛿𝑇b =
(1 − e−𝜏21 )
1 + 𝑧

(𝑇s − 𝑇R), (44)

where 𝑇R is the temperature of the background at 21-cm (usually
assumed to be solely the CMB), 𝜏21 is the 21-cm optical depth, and
𝑇s is the spin temperature. The spin temperature is a measure of the
ratio of hydrogen atoms in the triplet state relative to the singlet.
Multiple prescriptions for calculations the evolution of 𝑇s can be

found in the literature (Furlanetto 2006; Hirata 2006; Venumadhav
et al. 2018). Overall, they can be expressed as

𝑇−1
s =

𝑥R𝑇
−1
R + 𝑥c𝑇−1

m + 𝑥𝛼𝑇
−1
𝛼

𝑥R + 𝑥c + 𝑥𝛼
. (45)

Here, 𝑇R, 𝑇m, and 𝑇𝛼 are the temperatures of the radiation, matter,
and the colour temperature of the Lyman-𝛼 radiation. Additionally,
𝑥R, 𝑥c, and 𝑥𝛼 are the radiative, collisional, and Wouthuysen-Field
couplings respectively.
During cosmic dawn, the dominant contribution to the spin tem-

perature comes from the kinetic motion of the hydrogen atoms. In
Acharya et al. (2023), it was shown that if an additional radio back-
ground is present with a significantly steep spectral index, the hy-
drogen atoms are heated and the spin temperatures rises. As the
magnitude of 𝛿𝑇b is proportional to 𝑇R/𝑇s, this soft photon heating
(SPH) dampens the expected signal relative to the case where SPH
is neglected.
Brandenberger et al. (2019b) considered the impact of supercon-

ducting strings on 𝛿𝑇b, but neglected this SPH. In addition, the es-
timates for the enhancement of the 21cm signal did not account for
the radiative transfer effects and reduction of photons by free-free
absorption. As a result, much of the string parameter space was ruled
out by taking the EDGES result as a strict upper bound. Here, we
find that by including soft photon heating, no string models can be
ruled out by taking the EDGES upper limit alone. Figure 18 shows
how the inclusion of SPH prevents a particular cosmic string model
from being constrained by the EDGES measurement.
We also note that Hernández (2014, 2021) has studied the effects

of cosmic string wakes on the brightness temperature at 21-cm and
found that a network can amplify the signal. In the case of super-
conducting cosmic strings, the amplitude reduction from soft photon
heating surpasses the potential amplification from the effect of the
wakes, meaning that our results do not change. However, this effect
is important for a network of non-superconducting strings.
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Figure 17. Left: A comparison of the final spectra that we would observe today from our benchmark string parameters. Vertical lines indicate to frequencies
bands probed by CMB and radio experiments. Higher currents tend to build up larger low frequency backgrounds, while parameters near the I = I∗ contour
deposit more raw energy/entropy into the CMB, and are therefore more easily constrained by COBE/FIRAS. Right: Ionization histories for the parameters.
Departures from the standard history are typically stronger for larger currents, until for a given set of parameters, 𝜔k . 13.6 eV. In that case, ionizing photons
are produced with a greatly reduced efficiency, as indicated in Eq. (41). Further details on this can be found in Fig. 20.

6.5 Reionization treatment

We give a brief description of our reionization modelling in this
section. We refer the readers to Acharya et al. (2022) for a more
detailed discussion. The evolution of the ionization fraction due to
hydrogen and helium is given by,
d𝑥HII
d𝑡

= bion (𝑧)
d 𝑓coll
d𝑡

− 𝛼𝐴𝐶 𝑥HII 𝑛e (46a)

d𝑥HeII
d𝑡

= bion (𝑧)
d 𝑓coll
d𝑡

− 𝛼𝐴𝐶 𝑥HeII 𝑛e, (46b)

where 𝑥HII = 𝑛HII
𝑛H
, 𝑥HeII = 𝑛HeII

𝑛H
are the hydrogen and helium ionized

fractions respectively, bion is the ionizing efficiency parameter, 𝑓coll
is the matter collapse fraction, 𝛼𝐴 is the case-A recombination co-
efficient, 𝐶 ≡ 〈𝑛2e〉/〈𝑛e〉2 is the clumping factor which is a function
of gas density, and 𝑛e is the total electron number density. We use
the fitting function of Shull et al. (2012) for the clumping factor.
The physics of this modelling can be explained as follows. Once we
have sufficiently massive dark matter halos which can form galaxies,
the photons emitted by these galaxies will ionize their environment.
Such massive halos are rare at higher redshifts (an effect captured by
the collapse fraction), leading to a few isolated ionization bubbles.
As more structure forms at lower redshifts, the number of photon
sources increases and reionization proceeds rapidly.
The ionizing efficiency parameter is given by

bion = 𝐴He 𝑓★ 𝑓esc𝑁ion, (47)

where 𝐴He is a correction factor due to the presence of helium,
𝑁ion is the number of ionizing photons per stellar baryon, 𝑓esc is
the fraction of ionizing photons escaping the host halo and 𝑓★ is
the star formation efficiency. Since bion is a degenerate combination
of parameters, there are multiple ways to get the same reionization
history using different parameter choices.
For our fiducial model, we use the following combination of pa-

rameters (𝑁ion, 𝑓★, 𝑓esc, 𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝑋 ) = (4000, 0.1, 0.1, 1.0, 1.0). We in-
clude the heating of electrons due to energetic X-ray photons through
the expression given by Furlanetto (2006),
2
3

𝜖𝑋

𝑘B𝑛H𝐻 (𝑧) = 103K 𝑓𝑋

[
𝑓★

0.1

] [
𝑓𝑋,ℎ

0.2

] [
d 𝑓coll/d𝑧
0.01

] [
1 + 𝑧

10

]
, (48)
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Figure 18.The brightness temperature for a benchmark stringmodel with and
without the inclusion of soft photon heating (SPH). As was recently discussed
in Acharya et al. (2023), the presence of a steep radio background increases
the spin temperature of the gas. This leads to a strongly subdued 𝛿𝑇b relative
to the estimation one would obtain by neglecting this heating. The EDGES
datapoint is plotted in green.

where 𝑓𝑋,ℎ ' (1+2𝑥e)/3 is the fraction of X-ray energy contributing
to the heating (Chen & Kamionkowski 2004), and 𝑓𝑋 is a scaling
factor.

7 CONSTRAINTS

To explore the 𝐺`-I parameter space, we run a finely spaced
grid of models to generate our numerical data, which directly pro-
duces the likelihood values. We then obtain constraints from these
CosmoTherm outputs using observational data from COBE/FIRAS
(Fixsen et al. 1996), CMB anisotropies (Planck Collaboration et al.
2020), the radio synchrotron background (RSB) (Fixsen et al. 2011;
Dowell & Taylor 2018), the EDGES experiment (Bowman et al.
2018), and the optical depth to reionization asmeasured by the Planck
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Collaboration et al. (2020). In addition, we also forecast constraints
from `, as well as non-`, non-𝑦 type distortions from a PIXIE-type
experiment (Kogut et al. 2011). In order to make contact with these
observations, we analyze the output produced by CosmoTherm using
a rudimentary likelihood analysis. This typically involves comparing
the output produced with strings, to that without, as a test of the null
hypothesis. An exception to this is when comparing against measure-
ments of the radio synchrotron background, in which we compare to
a best-fit power law of the datapoints. In this section we describe in
detail how we obtain the constraint curves presented in Fig. 21

7.1 CMB spectral distortions

The CMB spectrum can be well approximated by a Planck (black-
body) spectrum at a temperature 𝑇0 = 2.7255K, with upper limits
on the distortions of the order Δ𝐼/𝐼 . 10−5 − 10−4 at frequencies
a ' 60 − 600GHz from COBE/FIRAS (Fixsen et al. 1996). As we
have seen above, electromagnetic energy injection into the baryon-
photon plasma heats the electrons which in turn boosts the CMB
photons creating distortions to the CMB spectrum. Additionally, di-
rect photon injection (entropy) can create unique spectral patterns
which strengthen constraints in some regions of parameter space.
The current 2𝜎 upper limit for the amplitude of the ` and 𝑦 pa-

rameters is |` | . 9 × 10−5 and |𝑦 | . 1.5 × 10−5 (Fixsen et al.
1996), which translates into a constraint on the energy release as
Δ𝜌𝛾/𝜌𝛾 . 6 × 10−5, where 𝜌𝛾 is the CMB energy density today.
Using CosmoTherm, we can go beyond these simple ` and 𝑦 param-
eters by comparing the full shape of the string-induced spectra to the
residuals of the COBE/FIRASmeasurement. This allows a more pre-
cise determination of the validity of any particular model by utilising
all of the available data, therefore provides stronger and more robust
constraints when compared with previous analysis such as the work
by Tashiro et al. (2012a), or Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013). How-
ever, it assumes that the marginalization over galactic foregrounds
does not further alter the constraints. In addition, we automatically
deproject any contributions that are degenerate with a simple shift in
the CMB temperature. This is achieved using a simple scalar prod-
uct of the signal vector on the COBE/FIRAS bands weighted by the
inverse covariance matrix.
TheCOBE/FIRAS experimentmeasured themonopole of the back-

ground temperature to exquisite precision. After subtracting the best
fit blackboody from this measurement, one is left with a series of
residuals that are mostly consistent with 0 at the 1𝜎 level. The lowest
ordermonopole distortion expected in standard cosmology is a 𝑦-type
that comes from reionization at the level of Δ𝐼/𝐼 ' 10−7−10−6 (Hill
et al. 2015). This is far below the sensitivity of COBE/FIRAS, and so
we can be confident that any distortion which exceeds the residuals
comes from the cosmic strings and would therefore be constrained.
To compute the likelihood, we assume that the COBE/FIRAS data-
points are uncorrelated, and perform two 𝜒2 evaluations using the
residuals. The first using the output spectrum from CosmoThermwith
a cosmic string source term (𝜒2CS), and the second without the source
(𝜒20 ). Finally, we compute Δ𝜒

2 = 𝜒2CS − 𝜒20 and require Δ𝜒
2 ≤ 2 for

our 2𝜎 constraint curves.
The sensitivity of a PIXIE-type instrument is high enough that

it would see the reionization 𝑦-distortion at more than 100𝜎 (Abit-
bol et al. 2017). In principle, this means that in order to claim a
𝑦-distortion signature of cosmic strings from PIXIE, we would need
to subtract off the reionization signal at very high precision. The un-
certainties in the model of reionization implemented in CosmoTherm
make this a tricky procedure to pull off successfully. Therefore, we

also choose to deproject the 𝑦-distortion from the forecasted PIXIE
residuals, and search for distortions of the ` type, and the non-`,
non-𝑦 type that are much cleaner. We perform our likelihood anal-
ysis in the same way as for COBE/FIRAS, but with the deprojected
data. For the forecasting, we assume PIXIE has null residuals with
an effective (foreground-marginalized) sensitivity of Δ𝐼 = 5 Jy/Sr,
which roughly reproduces a 1𝜎 sensitivity to ` ' 1.4 × 10−8.
We show the results of this analysis in Fig. 19, and comparewith the

analytic approximations computed in Section 4. It is important to note
that the analytic approximations consider only an integration from
3×105 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝑧th, as it is impossible to analytically follow the entropy
injection constraints after this point. In contrast, the numerical result
considers the full evolution in the CMB distortion band down to
redshift 𝑧 = 0. We therefore expect some natural increase in the
contours between the analytic and numerical results. In general, the
approximate constraints computed from the negative `-distortion due
to entropy release are rather consistent with the numerical result. It
is clear that the analysis of the COBE/FIRAS residuals provides us
with significantly increased constraining power.

7.2 CMB anisotropies

The addition of energetic electromagnetic particles will ionize and
heat the background electrons during and after recombination, mod-
ifying the standard recombination history. As a result, temperature
anisotropies are damped while polarization anisotropies are boosted
(Adams et al. 1998; Chen & Kamionkowski 2004; Padmanabhan
& Finkbeiner 2005; Galli et al. 2009), and these effects have been
measured to great precision by CMB anisotropy experiments (Ko-
matsu et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2020). There have been
several studies in past years which have improved our knowledge of
recombination physics (Zeldovich et al. 1968; Peebles 1968; Sea-
ger et al. 2000; Sunyaev & Chluba 2009; Chluba & Thomas 2011;
Ali-Haïmoud & Hirata 2011) and one can now compute the recom-
bination history accurately using publicly available codes such as
CosmoRec (Chluba & Thomas 2011).
To avoid the time-consuming computations that individual sam-

ples of the CMB likelihood would entail, in this work, we use a
direct projection method developed in Hart & Chluba (2020). This is
a principal component analysis (PCA) method following the works
developed in Farhang et al. (2012, 2013). For our case, with energy
injections from string decay, we compute the changes to the stan-
dard recombination history of the universe, b (𝑧) = Δ𝑥e/𝑥e, using the
recombination module in CosmoTherm. We then compute the first
three principal component coefficients by projecting b (𝑧) onto the
eigenmodes, 𝐸𝑖 (𝑧), with the integral

`𝑖 =

∫
b (𝑥)𝐸𝑖 (𝑧) d𝑧. (49)

We use the covariance matrix of the `𝑖 obtained in Hart & Chluba
(2020) and compute the likelihood of the model assuming Gaussian
statistics. We do not include modifications to reionization in this
setup, therefore, the eigenmodes 𝐸𝑖 (𝑧) are sensitive to changes in the
ionization history only at high redshifts 100 . 𝑧 . 4 × 103 (Hart
& Chluba 2020). We treat the modification to reionization history
separately which is described below.
We show the 2𝜎 constraints from CMB anisotropies in Fig. 20. Of

the datasets we consider, variations in the electron recombination his-
tory are the most wide-sweeping and stringent. As mentioned above,
the photons produced from the strings heat the electrons (increasing
collisional ionization rates and quenching recombinations), as well as
directly ionize hydrogen and helium.Of these two effects, the produc-
tion of photons with 𝜔 ≥ 13.6 eV are the most potent (see Fig. 15).
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Figure 20. 2𝜎 limits on cosmic string parameters from the induced changes to
the free electron fraction 𝑥e. The coloured lines indicate when 𝜔𝑘 = 13.6 eV.
To the left of the lines, the spectrum of ionizing photons produced by the loop
network decays as 𝜔−5/3, while to the right it falls off much faster as 𝜔−17/6.
Consequently, the constraints are greatly relaxed in the latter region.

The spectrum of injected photons follows a broken power law given
by Eq. (41), which falls off very rapidly for 𝜔 & 𝜔k. Therefore, a
given parameter set with 𝜔k . 13.6 eV will be much less efficient
at ionizing the background. However, as discussed in Sec. 6.4, soft
photons can be efficiently absorbed for 𝑥 . 10−5 (Fig. 6), a process
that heats the electrons and in turn ionize the neutral hydrogen. Since
the total energy of photons within 𝑥 . 10−5 is similar for certain
choices of parameters, we see the almost horizontal feature in 𝑥e
constraint at high currents. We show contours of constant 𝜔k in the
figure, noting that constraints are greatly reduced for sufficiently low
values of the knee frequency.

7.3 Radio synchrotron background (RSB) data

We use the RSB data from ARCADE experiment (Fixsen et al. 2011)
and Dowell & Taylor (2018). The ARCADE-2 experiment measured

a RSB between 3-90 GHz. They reanalyzed earlier data at lower
frequencies and compiled it in their Table 4. With this, they found a
best fit power lawwith spectral index 2.6 and temperature𝑇 ' 24Kat
310 MHz. In Dowell & Taylor (2018), the authors redid this analysis
using independent data points around ' 40 − 80 MHz and found
the best fit slope to be consistent with ARCADE but with slightly
higher normalization with ' 30K at 310 MHz. In this paper, we use
the ARCADE data points within 3-90 GHz and the independent data
points of Dowell & Taylor (2018) within the 40-80 MHz band to
compute the likelihood.
In the analysis of these datasets, the contribution from resolved

extra-galactic sources were not taken into account. To isolate the
contribution to the radio background from string decay, we add an
irreducible extra-galactic background to our solution obtained from
CosmoTherm. The fitting function to the minimal extra-galactic back-
ground (MEG) is given by (Gervasi et al. 2008a),

𝑇bg (a) ' 0.23K
( a

GHz

)−2.7
. (50)

In contrast to the spectral distortion constraints, we compare the
induced radio background from a network of strings not to the
CosmoTherm output with no source term, but to a best-fit power
law to the RSB data. With the inclusion of the MEG, this power law
is given by

𝑇RSB (a) ' 1.230K
( a

GHz

)−2.555
. (51)

With this as our null hypothesis, we once again perform a 𝜒2 analysis
against the string induced RSB as described in Sect. 7.1 to obtain our
constraints. This allows us to treat the RSB as a strict upper bound
on the amount of radio emission which can be produced by the string
network. We note, however, that for the RSB limits presented below,
we do not add a penalty if the total background is not reproduced by
the sum of the MEG and our distortion outputs. The excluded region
is illustrated in Fig. 21.

7.4 Global 21-cm measurements

We use the claimed detection by the EDGES collaboration (Bowman
et al. 2018) as a figure of merit to constrain the energy injection pro-
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cess from cosmic strings. EDGES has claimed a detection of a 21-cm
absorption feature with 𝛿𝑇b ' −500mK originating from 𝑧 ≈ 18 and
a 1𝜎 error of 200 mK. Recently, SARAS, an independent experi-
ment, could not reproduce this result (Singh et al. 2022). Therefore,
our discussions on constraints from global 21-cm measurements are
broadly qualitative.
To constrain our energy injection cases, we demand that

−500 mK . 𝛿𝑇b . 0 at 𝑧 = 18. For 𝛿𝑇b ≤ −500 mK, we use a
Gaussian likelihood with an error of 200 mK to quantify the tension
with this data. We also penalize cases with 𝛿𝑇b > 0 at 𝑧 = 18 by
using a gaussian likelihood with an error of 84 mKwhich is the value
of 𝛿𝑇b at 𝑧 = 18 for our fiducial 21-cm model without any energy
injection.
We find that from the EDGES measurement alone, none of the

models exhibit a 2𝜎 tension with the data. This is why the left panel
of Fig. 21 does not show a constraint curve. We comment that the
soft photon heating effect described in Acharya et al. (2023) indeed
eliminates any regions in tension with the EDGES measurement.
Interestingly, we do find regions of parameter space where 𝛿𝑇b ≥ 0,
implying that the signal may be in emission in the presence of a string
network. This is also a direct consequence of the soft photon heating
effect. While we do make the choice to penalize these models, the
affected regions of parameter space have already been ruled out at
more than 2𝜎 by other datasets.

7.5 Optical depth constraints

We use the optical depth measurement of Planck Collaboration et al.
(2020) with 𝜏 = 0.0544 ± 0.0073 to constrain our energy injec-
tion cases. The significantly lower value of measured 𝜏 has sparked
great interest and has resulted in a shift of our understanding of the
reionization epoch (Kulkarni et al. 2019). However, these works use
detailed hydrodynamical simulations and include several physical ef-
fects such as a non-homogeneous ionizing photon background which
are difficult to capture in a simple analytic setup.
In this work, we assume that energy injectionsmodify the reioniza-

tion history, or 𝜏, only perturbatively. Since our fiducial reionization
model gives a 𝜏 = 0.078,7 we compute the difference of the optical
depth obtained with cosmic strings included, and then add a simple
Gaussian penalty to constrain the model. We checked that tuning the
reionization model parameters to more closely reproduce the mea-
sured 𝜏 value, does not alter the constraints much. In Fig. 21, we
show the optical depth constraints which becomes dominant at high
currents, i.e., 𝐼 & 107 GeV. As we discussed above, at these high
currents, the heating due to soft photons is an important process that
changes the ionization history of the universe appreciably.

7.6 Summary of constraints

In the left panel of Fig. 21 we show the 2𝜎 constraints ob-
tained through our likelihood analysis of the COBE/FIRAS, CMB
anisotropy, radio synchrotron background, EDGES, and optical depth
measurements. It is clear that of the datasets we analyzed, limits
coming from CMB anisotropies are by far the most stringent. Our
updated limits using a full spectral analysis of the COBE/FIRAS data
are superseded by more recent observational results. It is important
to realize, however, that the COBE/FIRAS data has been available
since the mid 90s. If it had been used to its full extent at the time,

7 For this we assume the starting redshift of reionization be 𝑧 = 30, though
it does not change significantly with small change to this starting redshift.

these constraints would have been relevant to the parameter space of
superconducting cosmic string models for many years.
Reionization and RSB constraints cover a region of high cur-

rents, which is perhaps unsurprising as strong photon emitters in the
late-time universe are easier to detect. Interestingly, regions on the
boundary of the RSB data may offer a viable solution to this observed
radio excess, as we discuss in a forthcoming publication.
The right panel of Fig. 21 presents a joint likelihood analysis of the

datasets analyzed by CosmoTherm, alongside our simple forecast for a
PIXIE-type instrument. As described above, we make a conservative
choice when forecasting by considering the PIXIE sensitivity only
to `, and non-`, non-𝑦 type distortions to avoid having to perform a
careful subtraction of the 𝑦-distortion induced by reionization. With
proper foreground subtraction and removal of this 𝑦-distortion, we
expect amarginal improvement in thePIXIE sensitivity to this cosmic
string scenario. Importantly, PIXIEwould be capable of constraining
an important region of parameter space that is currently not covered.
Finally, in Fig. 22 we present a more complete illustration of the

open regions of parameter space for superconducting cosmic string
models. In addition to our work, we add constraint curves from
Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013) from pulsar timing array data, big-
bang nucleosynthesis, and radio transients that could be observed by
the Parkes array. As a word of caution we mention that they utilize a
slightly different set of input parameters (𝛼 = 0.1 and Γg = 50) when
computing their results, and so their curves here should be taken as
a rough estimate rather than a robust boundary. They also consider a
third form of energy release for the string network, through so-called
plasma dissipation. The analysis of the plasma dissipation efficiency
depends on many uncertain parameters, such as the velocity of any
given loop, the local plasma viscosity and more. We choose not
to model these effects in our work, but note that in Miyamoto &
Nakayama (2013), that deviations from our results seem to appear at
very low values of the string tension (𝐺` ' 10−18).

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the spectral signatures produced
by a network of superconducting strings in place at early times
(𝑧form � 107). We have made improvements to the approximate
analytic understanding of the spectral distortions produced by this
network, and strengthened these results by performing full numerical
solutions to the thermalization problem using CosmoTherm.
Analytically, we have refined the previous estimates on primordial

distortion signatures made by Tashiro et al. (2012a) and Miyamoto
& Nakayama (2013) by including a non-trivial contribution to the
`-distortion coming from strong entropy injections. This negative `
contribution can be seen by comparing Fig. 5, which neglects the
entropy injection, to Fig. 11. Additionally, in Sect. 5 we also develop
a more sophisticated analytic formalism for describing the instan-
taneous spectrum of photons produced by such a string network,
given in Eq. (37) and Eq. (38). These can readily be applied to other
physical scenarios to produce more robust analytic estimates.
We then developed a simple module in CosmoTherm to handle the

injection and processing of the cosmic string source function. The
analytic approximations were compared against the full numerical
solution in Fig. 19, where we find the analytics to be a conservative
underestimate of the full constraining power of spectral distortions.
The extra constraining power achieved by CosmoTherm is the result of
being able to perform a full spectral analysis of theCOBE/FIRAS data
(and the PIXIE forecast). Previous estimates relied on constraining
the specific distortion parameters, ` and 𝑦. With the full spectral data
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Figure 21. Left: A breakdown of the individual (2𝜎) constraints analyzed by CosmoTherm. While changes to the ionization history are dominant for the majority
of the parameter space, late time effects such as an excess radio background and changes to the optical depth to reionization can become important for high
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Figure 22. A summary plot of the constraints analyzed in this work, as well as limits obtained by Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013) on pulsar timing array
measurements, big-bang nucleosynthesis, and transient radio bursts which we didn’t directly consider in our work. The work of Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013)
uses a slightly different string loop model, so their constraints should be viewed as approximate boundaries when compared with ours.

from CosmoTherm, we are able to go beyond this by comparing the
string induced spectrum to the residuals of COBE/FIRAS, yielding
constraints on non-` and non-𝑦 type distortions. This full shape
spectral analysis will generically increase the constraining power
of spectral distortions to models of exotic energy/entropy injection,
when compared against the simple analytic estimates.
With the numerical implementation, we also gain access to precise

spectral information at virtually any redshift (𝑧 . 107), which allows

us to easily and efficiently derive constraints from other datasets. In
the left panel of Fig. 21, we show 2𝜎 constraints from COBE/FIRAS
(Fixsen et al. 1996), CMB anisotropies (Planck Collaboration et al.
2020), the radio synchrotron background (Fixsen et al. 2011; Dowell
& Taylor 2018), and the optical depth to reionization as measured by
the Planck Collaboration et al. (2020). Additionally, we utilize the
EDGES (Bowman et al. 2018) datapoint as a strict lower limit on
𝛿𝑇b at 𝑧 ' 18 when combining all of our constraints. This analysis
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also presents an update and more robust treatment compared to other
analytic estimates presented by Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013), and
Tashiro et al. (2012b).

In Acharya et al. (2023) it was recently discovered that the pres-
ence of a sufficiently steep soft photon background (spectral index
& 2.5 at a . 1 GHz) can cause significant heating of gas in the late
universe, leading to an increase in the spin temperature 𝑇s. In turn,
this dampens the amplitude of the brightness temperature at cosmic
dawn (𝛿𝑇b), relaxing the constraints derived from EDGES. Branden-
berger et al. (2019b) derived strong limits on the high current region
of the string parameter space using an analytic approximation which
neglected this new effect as well as overestimated the photon flux due
to omission of radiative transfer effects. We find that by including
this effect, constraints driven by EDGES disappear.

A summary of our constraints, as well as other datasets that we
did not include, can be seen in Fig. 22. As with most models of
BSM physics, there exists some degree of theoretical uncertainty
that can be difficult to quantify. The form of the string loop den-
sity distribution is well established from Nambu-Goto simulations
for non-superconducting strings (Blanco-Pillado et al. 2014), but to
our knowledge, large-scale simulations with superconducting strings
have not been performed (though recent progress has been made in
Rybak et al. 2023). Another simplifying assumption is that all loops
carry the same, time independent current from their formation un-
til their eventual decay. Current generation and dissipation on these
loops will ultimately depend on the local environment in which they
propagate, and modelling of this is beyond the scope of our work. We
also note that Miyamoto & Nakayama (2013) include an additional
channel for the string decay through plasma dissipation. This is a
frictional effect which again depends on the dynamics of the local
environment, which we do not model. Based upon the work of these
authors, it appears that this effect may become important for very
low string tensions (𝐺` . 10−18), and so we advise caution in the
interpretation of our constraints at that level.

In addition to these BSM related uncertainties, we have treated
the injection of energy and photons in an approximate manner (see
Sect. 6.2). Similarly, significant uncertainties exist in the modeling
of reionization and the 21cm signal, although the latter do not drive
any constraint here. Finally, our treatment of the CMB anisotropy
likelihood (see Sect. 7.2) had the goal of quickly exploring the
range of models without a significant computational burden. Sim-
ilarly, marginalization over spectral distortion foregrounds will have
to be more carefully considered, in particular when assessing the
constraints from future CMB spectrometers. We leave these im-
provements to future work, anticipating that some of the details may
change, while leaving the broad conclusions unaltered.

To conclude, superconducting cosmic strings offer an interesting
and well-motivated model that can probe particle physics from the
top down. By hunting for their signatures in different cosmological
and astrophysical datasets, we learn more about the phase transitions
that may (or may not) have taken place in the very early universe.
CosmoTherm is a powerful and flexible tool capable of uncovering
themany spectral nuances of not just cosmic strings, but virtually any
scenario that injects energy or entropy into the background. Here, we
have focused on the derivation of constraints for cosmic strings, but
we plan to apply this toolbox to a wider array of physics beyond the
standard model in the future.
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APPENDIX A: ENTROPY INJECTION APPROXIMATIONS

In order to compute the entropy injection from a network of cos-
mic string loops, it was necessary for us to introduce the functions
Jr (𝑙, ^) and Jm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^) in Eqs. (31b) and (33b) respectively. Here,
we investigate the asymptotic regimes of these functions. These are
also useful when describing the average emission spectra caused by
cosmic strings.
For ^𝑙 � 1, Jr reduces to a simpler integral which can be ex-

pressed in terms of a hypergeometric function as

Fr (𝑙) = Jr (𝑙, 0) =
∫ 𝑙

0

𝑙 ′1/3d𝑙 ′

(1 + 𝑙 ′)5/2
=
3
4
𝑙4/3 2𝐹1

(
4
3
,
5
2
,
7
3
,−𝑙

)
≈ F∞
1 + (𝑙c/𝑙)7/6

(A1)

with F∞ = Γ

[
7
6

]
Γ

[
7
3

]
/
√
𝜋 ≈ 0.6232 and 𝑙c = [(7/6) F∞]−6/7 ≈

1.314. The approximation was obtained by inspecting the asymptotic
form of the solution at large 𝑙. The approximation does not capture
the limit 𝑙 � 1 very well, which is Fr ≈ (3/4) 𝑙4/3; however, usually
this regime does not contribute much and is only relevant to large
_. A slightly improved approximation that is valid to better than 1%
(10%) precision at 0.1 . 𝑙 (0.0002 . 𝑙) is

Fr (𝑙) ≈
F∞

1 + (𝛼f 𝑙c/𝑙) (7/6) 𝛽f+𝛾f ln(𝑙c/𝑙)
(A2)

with 𝛼f = 0.9044, 𝛽f = 0.9871 and 𝛾f = 0.0164, obtained from
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fitting the function. In numerical applications, we simply pre-tabulate
Fr for 10−2 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 102 and use fourth order Taylor expansions outside
of that domain.
In the opposite limit where ^𝑙 � 1, one finds

Gr (𝑙, ^) = Jr (𝑙, ^ → ∞) ≈ 1
^1/3

∫ 𝑙

0

d𝑙 ′

(1 + 𝑙 ′)5/2
e−^𝑙′

Γ[2/3]

≈ 3
4Γ[2/3]

1
^4/3

(A3)

For large values of ^ we find that G𝑟 (𝑙, ^) quickly goes to zero as all
of the produced photons are rapidly absorbed by the plasma. Figure 7
shows the validity of these approximations.
We can do similar approximations for the matter loops. For ^ = 0,

we have Jm (𝑙𝑎 , 𝑙𝑏 , 0) = Fm (𝑙𝑏) − Fm (𝑙𝑎) with

Fm (𝑙) =
∫ 𝑙

0

𝑙 ′1/3d𝑙 ′

(1 + 𝑙 ′)2
=
3
4
𝑙4/3 2𝐹1

(
4
3
, 2,
7
3
,−𝑙

)
=
1
3
ln

(
1 + 𝑙1/3

√
1 − 𝑙1/3 + 𝑙2/3

)
− 𝑙1/3

1 + 𝑙

+ 1√
3

[
𝜋

2
+ tan−1

(
𝑙1/3 − 2
√
3 𝑙1/3

)]
. (A4)

This function will be extremely important for the computation of the
emission spectrum in the matter dominated era.
Finally, for ^ → ∞ it is straightforward to show thatJm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^ →

∞) ≈ Gm (𝑙b, ^) − Gm (𝑙a, ^), where

Gm (𝑙, ^) ≈
1

^1/3

∫ 𝑙

0

d𝑙 ′

(1 + 𝑙 ′)2
e−^𝑙′

Γ[2/3]

≈ 3
4Γ[2/3]

1
^4/3

(
1 + O

(
1
^

)
− e−𝑙^

(1 + 𝑙)2

)
(A5)

This allows a final simplification

Jm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^ → ∞) ≈ 3
4Γ[2/3]

1
^4/3

(
e−𝑙a^

(1 + 𝑙a)2
− e−𝑙b^

(1 + 𝑙b)2

)
. (A6)

We show these expressions in Fig. A1. In Fig. A2 we illustrate the
evolution of Jm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^) for small values of _ soon after 𝑡eq. In
general, 𝑙a and 𝑙b are related through

𝑙a =


𝑡eq
𝑡
(𝑙b + 1) − 1 (𝑡eq < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡end)

0 (𝑡end < 𝑡),
(A7)

where 𝑙b = 1/_ at all times 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡eq.

APPENDIX B: PARTICLE PHYSICS TO ASTROPHYSICS
DICTIONARY

Astrophysical environments are often the ideal locations to probe
particle physics beyond the standard model. To simplify the nota-
tional burden, Particle physicists prefer to work in natural units where
ℏ = 𝑐 = 𝑘b = 1. This allows for a simplification in which all units can
be expressed in GeV to some power. To recover real physical units at
the end of a computation, one needs only to insert appropriate values
of ℏ, 𝑐, and 𝑘b until the desired units are acquired. Most of the results
we present are expressed in a dimensionless form, simplifying the
interpretation. To get a more physical understanding of the enormous
impact these strings can have on the astrophysical and cosmological
observables, we present a simple conversion to units that may be
more familiar to an astrophysicist in Table B1.
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Figure A2. The form of Jm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^) with 𝑙b → ∞ (equivalently, _ → 0). At
𝑡eq we have 𝑙a = 𝑙b, while afterwards 𝑙a steadily decreases as the loops shrink
in size. At constant ^ , the emission spectrum steadily rises until 𝑡 = 𝑡end
when 𝑙a = 0. In reality, ^ increases as 𝑙a decreases. Figure 8 shows the
redshift dependence of the window function which acts as a modulation on
Jm (𝑙a, 𝑙b, ^).

Table B1. Conversion table for physical parameters of interest in our work.
The value of ` is chosen such that𝐺` = 10−11. We also define 𝐿c = Γ𝐺`𝑡0,
the radius at which a loop existing today would decay within one Hubble time.
For the definitions of 𝐿c and 𝑃g, 𝑃𝛾 , we use𝐺` = 10−11 and I = 104 GeV.

Particle Physics SI Astrophysics

` 1.5 × 1027 GeV2 1.4 × 1016 kg/m 208 𝑀�/pc
I 104 GeV 8.0 × 109 Amps —————-
𝑃g ' 𝑃𝛾 3.0 × 1018 GeV2 7.3 × 1032 Watts 7.3 × 1039 erg/s
𝐿c 2.4 × 1033 GeV−1 4.7 × 1017 m 15.4 pc
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Abstract: We present a formulation of scalar effective field theories in terms of the ge-
ometry of Lagrange spaces. The horizontal geometry of the Lagrange space generalizes the
Riemannian geometry on the scalar field manifold, inducing a broad class of affine connec-
tions that can be used to covariantly express and simplify tree-level scattering amplitudes.
Meanwhile, the vertical geometry of the Lagrange space characterizes the physical validity
of the effective field theory, as a torsion component comprises strictly higher-point Wilson
coefficients. Imposing analyticity, unitarity, and symmetry on the theory then constrains
the signs and sizes of derivatives of the torsion component, implying that physical theories
correspond to a special class of vertical geometry.
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1 Introduction

The Lagrangian formulation of relativistic effective field theories (EFTs) suffers from a
redundancy of description associated with the field redefinition invariance of scattering am-
plitudes [1–4]. The insensitivity of EFT observables to field parameterization is reminiscent
of coordinate invariance in general relativity, suggesting that geometry should be a pow-
erful tool in both settings. Indeed, it has long been appreciated that scalar field theories
admit a geometric description in which the fields play the role of coordinates on the field
space manifold [5–12], and scattering amplitudes can be expressed in terms of corresponding
geometric quantities that reflect the underlying parameterization invariance [13, 14]. Not
only does geometry naturally organize EFT observables, it also reveals deeper properties
(such as the linearly realized symmetries) that can otherwise be obscured at the level of the
Lagrangian [14, 15].

The geometric approach to EFT has proven particularly fruitful in characterizing devi-
ations from the Standard Model [16–20]. Recent work has also explored the effects of loop
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corrections and renormalization on the Riemannian field space geometry [21–23], as well as
extensions to higher-spin theories [24, 25]. However, Riemannian field space geometry is
not without its limitations. The geometry of the scalar manifold is wholly determined by
the two-derivative part of the action, rendering it insensitive to the properties of higher-
derivative terms that encode essential physical information about analyticity, unitarity, and
locality of the EFT. It also fails to reflect the full invariance of scattering amplitudes by
encoding only invariance under non-derivative field redefinitions. Significant progress has
recently been made on the development of more general structures accommodating deriva-
tive field redefinitions [26, 27], but they involve significantly abstracted infinite-dimensional
manifolds. If geometry is to fully capture the structure of effective field theories, a new
approach is required.

In this work we take a first natural step towards a more comprehensive EFT geometry
by incorporating derivative coordinates and enlarging the geometric setting to include the
tangent bundle of the scalar field manifold, a substantial generalization that nevertheless
maintains an immediate relationship with the conventional Riemannian framework. We
find that a generic scalar Lagrangian with symmetric Wilson coefficients can be naturally
and wholly embedded in the tangent bundle, giving rise to what is known as a Lagrange
space [28]. Lagrange spaces have been studied in the context of differential equations and
the calculus of variations [29, 30]. Notably, their geometry can be canonically decom-
posed as horizontal or vertical. The horizontal geometry induces a broad class of affine
connections on the original scalar field manifold. This includes not only the familiar Rie-
mannian construction, but also alternative connections that intrinsically contain additional
information on scattering at higher orders in momentum. The vertical geometry can be
identified solely with higher-derivative operators in the Lagrangian. Constraints based on
physical principles, such as positivity [31–33] and unitarity bounds [34–38], then establish
a correspondence between the validity of effective field theories and classes of Lagrange
spaces with a special vertical geometry. Thus, unlike the existing Riemannian framework,
Lagrange spaces are able to characterize higher-derivative physics as geometry. This is
summarized in the schematic illustration in Fig. 1. While Lagrange spaces meaningfully
incorporate higher-derivative physics as geometry, it bears emphasizing that they do not
fully capture the invariance of scattering amplitudes under derivative field redefinitions.
Nonetheless, the inclusion of derivative coordinates already brings in new physics into the
EFT geometry.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the geometry of Lagrange
spaces and construct one from the Lagrangian of a generic scalar EFT. In Section 3 we
express scattering amplitudes covariantly using the horizontal geometry of the Lagrange
space, revealing that some higher-order derivative physics is more naturally described by
connections other than the Riemannian one. We turn to the vertical geometry of the
Lagrange space in Section 4, using the implications of unitarity and analyticity to establish
constraints on a vertical torsion component based on generic physical principles. Lastly, we
summarize our results and suggest directions for future investigation in Section 5.
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P

F

(x̄, 0)

x̄
Tx̄M

M×{0}

L

M

Figure 1. An illustration of the field theory Lagrange space (not drawn to mathematical accuracy).
The tangent bundle TM of the scalar field manifold M is built from the tangent space (dashed
line) at each point on the manifold (solid line). Endowing TM with a Lagrangian L makes it a
Lagrange space, whose geometry can be decomposed as horizontal (“parallel to the solid line”) or
vertical (“parallel to the dashed lines”). At a point (x̄, 0) which we call the vacuum, the horizontal
geometry characterized by the h-Christoffel symbols F describes scattering amplitudes in a fashion
similar to — but more general than — the Riemannian framework, whereas the vertical geometry
characterized by the torsion P describes strictly higher-order physics of the field theory.

2 A Generalized Geometric Framework for Effective Field Theories

It is well understood that tree-level scattering amplitudes in scalar quantum field theories
can be written as covariant tensors on a Riemannian scalar field manifold. As a review, let
us adopt the mostly minus spacetime metric and consider a theory of scalar fields φα labeled
by flavor indices α. The scalar field manifoldM is one that is charted by φ, with dimension
equal to the number of flavors, and coordinate transformations on M are non-derivative
field redefinitions φ(φ̃).1 A two-derivative Lagrangian can be written generically as2

L(φ, ∂µφ) = V (φ) + gαβ(φ)(∂µφ
α)(∂µφβ) +O(∂4) . (2.1)

1For notational brevity, flavor indices {αi} on tensors may be dropped after they are introduced, as we
have done here.

2We have adopted an unconventional sign for the potential term V (φ), as well as a different normalization
of the function gαβ(φ) compared to e.g. Refs. [14, 16, 19].
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Since the Lagrangian is invariant under field redefinitions, the following transformation
rules hold for terms of each order in (∂µφ):

Ṽ (φ̃) = V
(
φ(φ̃)

)
, (2.2a)

g̃αβ(φ̃) = gγδ
(
φ(φ̃)

) ∂φγ(φ̃)

∂φ̃α
∂φδ(φ̃)

∂φ̃β
. (2.2b)

Evidently, the potential V (φ) is a scalar function and gαβ(φ) is a symmetric 2-tensor onM.
Moreover, gαβ(φ) must be positive definite as a matrix in a unitary theory and hence can
be viewed as a Riemannian metric on M. There is then a metric-compatible Levi-Civita
connection with the usual Christoffel symbols

Γαβγ =
1

2
gαλ (gλβ,γ + gλγ,β − gβγ,λ) , (2.3)

and Riemann curvature tensor

Rαβγδ = Γαβδ,γ + ΓαλγΓλβδ − (γ ↔ δ) . (2.4)

We will write partial derivatives as commas like above, and Levi-Civita covariant derivatives
as semi-colons like below.

Since these geometric structures contain information from the Lagrangian, it is not a
far stretch to postulate that their derived quantities contain physical meaning. Indeed, it
turns out that tree-level scattering amplitudes can be expressed using such quantities at
each order in kinematics [19]:(

n∏
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

)
An = V̄;(α1...αn) − 2

n− 3

n− 1

∑
i<j

sij

[
R̄αi(α1α2|αj ;|α3...αn) +O(R̄2)

]
+ factorizable pieces . (2.5)

Let us unpack this expression:

• Here, An is the scattering amplitude of n particles each of flavor αi and ingoing
momentum pi; the Mandelstam variables are sij = (pi + pj)

2.

• Barred quantities are to be evaluated at the physical vacuum φ̄ ∈M that minimizes
the potential V (φ). Parentheses are used to denote (normalized) symmetrizations of
the flavor indices, and short vertical bars are used to demarcate segments of indices
that are not involved in the symmetrization.

• Coordinates that diagonalize V̄,αβ and ḡαβ with ratios V̄,αβ = −2 ḡαβm
2
α have been

adopted without loss of generality, so that wavefunction normalization factors can be
expressed as diagonal entries, even though these are really eigenvalues of the matrix
ḡαβ .

• Some terms have been made implicit for brevity, because they are either of higher
orders in curvature, or can be decomposed into lower-point amplitudes glued together
by propagator factors.
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As a concrete example of Eq. (2.5), take the four-point amplitude A4:(
4∏
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

)
A4 = V̄;(α1α2α3α4) −

2

3

∑
i<j

sijR̄αi(αkαl)αj

− V̄;(α1α2β)
ḡβγ

2(s12 −m2
β)
V̄;(α3α4γ) − V̄;(α1α3β)

ḡβγ

2(s13 −m2
β)
V̄;(α2α4γ)

− V̄;(α1α4β)
ḡβγ

2(s14 −m2
β)
V̄;(α2α3γ) . (2.6)

Here the factorizable pieces have been written out for explicitness, and the dummy flavor
indices β and γ are to be summed over all flavors of the scalar fields. At four-point, there
are no O(R̄2) pieces; they only begin to show up from six-point onwards. Note that the
propagators are in general the inverse matrices of what is in the parentheses below, arising
from the kinetic term in the Lagrangian:

L ⊃ 1

2
φβ
(
−2 ḡβγ ∂

2 + V̄,βγ
)
φγ . (2.7)

Since we are adopting coordinates that make this matrix diagonal, we will simply write the
propagators as diagonal entries like in the above.

The success of this approach suggests the question: are there alternative ways of encod-
ing the physics of effective field theories as geometry? It is worth highlighting from Eq. (2.5)
that the leading-order term in momentum, i.e. the order-s term, is fully captured by the
curvature tensor (and its covariant derivatives) alone, determined solely by the Riemannian
geometry following from gαβ(φ). However, the remaining information about the Lagrangian
has been relegated to other tensors on M like the potential V (φ). Can we meaningfully
encode the Lagrangian in just a single structure on some manifold? An answer arises upon
a quick detour into the geometric formulation of classical mechanics — Lagrange spaces.

2.1 What are Lagrange Spaces?

Lagrange spaces are the natural geometric setting for the Lagrangian formulation of classical
mechanics. The natural variables in classical mechanics comprise the positions and velocities
of a system, which we denote as xα and yβ = ∂t x

β respectively. Consider the space of all
positions the system can take. This is a manifold charted by x, which we call M. The
possible velocities at each point x ∈ M by definition form the tangent space TxM. The
collection of tangent spaces, known as the tangent bundle TM, is then a manifold charted
by (x, y), with twice the dimension of M. The slice M× {0} = {(x, 0) |x ∈ M} ∼= M is
termed the null section.

A time-independent classical mechanics Lagrangian L(x, y) can be interpreted as a
smooth real-valued function on TM. Let us additionally assume that L is regular — the
fundamental tensor

gαβ(x, y) :=
1

2

∂2

∂yα∂yβ
L(x, y) , (2.8)
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has full rank on TM.3 ThenM equipped with L is known as a Lagrange space [29]. The
dynamics of the system are embedded into the Lagrange space via what is known as a
semispray, whose coefficients are

Gα :=
1

4
gαγ

(
∂2L

∂yγ∂xδ
yδ − ∂L

∂xγ

)
. (2.9)

They arise from the Euler-Lagrange equations

∂2
t x

α + 2Gα = 0 . (2.10)

Note the use of the fundamental tensor gαβ and its inverse to lower and raise indices, which
requires a regular Lagrangian.

While understanding classical dynamics on Lagrange spaces is an interesting endeavor
on its own, there are other remarkable structures that follow from the semispray Gα. Con-
sider a coordinate transformation x(x̃) on M. The Lagrangian, a function on TM, will
depend on the new coordinates through

L
(
x(x̃) , y(x̃, ỹ)

)
. (2.11)

The chain rule yields the following induced transformation rules of other objects on TM:

xα = xα(x̃β) , dxα =
∂xα

∂x̃β
dx̃β ,

∂

∂x̃α
=
∂xβ

∂x̃α
∂

∂xβ
+
∂yβ

∂x̃α
∂

∂yβ
, (2.12a)

yα =
∂xα

∂x̃β
ỹβ , dyα =

∂xα

∂x̃β
dỹβ +

∂yα

∂x̃β
dx̃β ,

∂

∂ỹα
=
∂xβ

∂x̃α
∂

∂yβ
. (2.12b)

Let us define a distinguished tensor (or d-tensor) on TM to be an object Tα...β... (x, y)

whose indices run from 1 to dimM (not dimTM), and whose transformation rule under
an induced transformation x(x̃) is

Tα...β... =

(
∂xα

∂x̃γ
. . .

)
T̃ γ...δ...

(
∂x̃δ

∂xβ
. . .

)
. (2.13)

In other words, d-tensors live on TM but transform like tensors onM. Of the objects in
Eq. (2.12), y, dx and ∂/∂y are d-tensors while dy and ∂/∂x are not. We can fix the latter
by introducing the combinations

δyα := dyα +Nα
β dx

β , (2.14a)

δ

δxβ
:=

∂

∂xβ
−Nα

β

∂

∂yα
, (2.14b)

with
Nα

β =
∂Gα

∂yβ
, (2.15)

from the semispray. The coefficientsNα
β comprise what is known as a non-linear connection

on TM, while the sets {δ/δx, ∂/∂y} and {dx, δy} are known as the Berwald bases for the
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Fαβγ

Cαβγ 1

2
gαδ

(
∂gδγ
∂yβ

+
∂gδβ
∂yγ

−
∂gβγ
∂yδ

)
0

1

2
gαδ

(
δgδγ
δxβ

+
δgδβ
δxγ

−
δgβγ
δxδ

)
Cartan Chern-Rund

∂Nα
γ

∂yβ
Hashiguchi Berwald

Table 1. Common choices of h- and v-Christoffel symbols Fαβγ and Cαβγ for the N -linear con-
nection ∇ defined in Eq. (2.16).

tangent and cotangent bundles of TM, decomposing them into horizontal (those with x’s)
and vertical (y’s) sub-bundles.

Still, there is more to be asked for — can we, for instance, transport a horizontal
tangent vector from one point to another such that it remains horizontal? This is possible
if we define an additional affine connection ∇ on TM that satisfies

∇δ/δxγ
δ

δxβ
= Fαβγ

δ

δxα
, ∇δ/δxγ

∂

∂yβ
= Fαβγ

∂

∂yα
, (2.16a)

∇∂/∂yγ
δ

δxβ
= Cαβγ

δ

δxα
, ∇∂/∂yγ

∂

∂yβ
= Cαβγ

∂

∂yα
. (2.16b)

This so-called N -linear connection ∇ is specified by the horizontal (or h-) and vertical (or
v-) Christoffel symbols Fαβγ and Cαβγ , which are required to transform like Christoffel
symbols and (1, 2)-tensors onM respectively. A few common choices in the literature are
listed in Table 1.

The covariant derivative of the N -linear connection ∇ on a general d-tensor T decom-
poses into h- and v-covariant ones, which we denote using a short slash and a tall vertical
bar respectively:4

(∇T )α...β... = Tα...β.../µ dx
µ + Tα...β... |µ δyµ , (2.17a)

with

Tα...β.../µ =
δ

δxµ
Tα...β... +

(
Fαγµ T

γ...
β... + . . .

)
−
(
F γβµ T

α...
γ... + . . .

)
, (2.17b)

Tα...β... |µ =
∂

∂yµ
Tα...β... +

(
CαγµT

γ...
β... + . . .

)
−
(
CγβµT

α...
γ... + . . .

)
. (2.17c)

3In truth, it is sufficient for our purposes that the fundamental tensor has full rank at (and hence near,
by lower semi-continuity) a point we will also call the vacuum. Our requirements differ from mathematics
literature, which does not demand that the Lagrangian is smooth and regular on the null section.

4Again we deviate from mathematics literature, this time in notation. This is because we have reserved
the short vertical bars for denoting the exclusion of flavor index segments from symmetrization, as was done
in e.g. Eq. (2.5).
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With an affine connection comes two fundamental invariants — curvature and torsion.
We leave the enumeration of their components to Appendix A, but highlight two that will
be of vital importance, the hh-curvature R and the (v)hv-torsion P :5

Rαβγδ := dxα
(([
∇δ/δxγ ,∇δ/δxδ

]
−∇[δ/δxγ ,δ/δxδ]

) δ

δxβ

)

=
δFαβδ
δxγ

+ Fαεγ F
ε
βδ + Cαβε

δN ε
δ

δxγ
− (γ ↔ δ) , (2.18a)

Pαβγ := δyα
(
∇δ/δxβ

∂

∂yγ
−∇∂/∂yγ

δ

δxβ
−
[
δ

δxβ
,
∂

∂yγ

])

= Fαγβ −
∂Nα

β

∂yγ
. (2.18b)

2.2 The Lagrange Space of an Effective Field Theory

Let us return to quantum field theory, with attention to an otherwise generic scalar La-
grangian which contains only first derivatives in fields and symmetric Wilson coefficients:

L(φ, ∂µφ) = V (φ) + gαβ(φ) (∂µφ
α)(∂µφβ)

+
∑
k≥2

cγ1...γ2k(φ) (∂µ1φ
γ1)(∂µ1φγ2) · · · (∂µkφ

γ2k−1)(∂µkφγ2k) , (2.19)

where
cγ1...γ2k = c(γ1...γ2k) for all k ≥ 2 . (2.20)

Note the restrictions necessary for the map to Lagrange space: with no second or higher
derivatives, the Lagrangian is a function of x and y. The y coordinate cannot distinguish
spacetime derivatives ∂µφ with different indices µ, meaning the Lagrange space cannot dis-
tinguish between ∂µφγ1∂µφγ2∂νφγ3∂νφγ4 and ∂µφγ1∂µφγ3∂νφγ2∂νφγ4 . Thus, we symmetrize
the flavor indices of four- and higher-derivative operators.

The field derivatives transform as ∂µφα = (∂φα/∂φ̃β)(∂µφ̃
β) under a non-derivative

field redefinition φ(φ̃), and they always come in pairs with spacetime indices contracted. A
comparison with Eq. (2.12) then reveals that we can make the identification

φα → xα , (∂µφ
α)(∂µφβ)→ yαyβ , (2.21)

and encode the Lagrangian with no loss of information as a function

L(x, y) = V (x) + gαβ(x) yαyβ +
∑
k≥2

cγ1...γ2k(x) yγ1 · · · yγ2k , (2.22)

on the tangent bundle TM of the scalar field manifold. Henceforth, φ and x will be used
interchangeably, the latter not to be confused with spacetime coordinates.

5The prefixes mean that R is the component of the curvature with γ and δ horizontal, and P is the
component of the torsion with α, β and γ vertical, horizontal, and vertical respectively.
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For this Lagrangian, the fundamental tensor defined in Eq. (2.8) is given by

gαβ(x, y) = gαβ(x) +
∑
k≥2

k (2k − 1) cαβγ1...γ2k−2
(x) yγ1 · · · yγ2k−2 . (2.23)

One can similarly work out the semispray Gα defined in Eq. (2.9) and the non-linear con-
nection Nα

β = ∂Gα/∂yβ . In general, we see that these geometric quantities on the La-
grange space (M,L) contain all higher-order derivative interactions cγ1...γ2k(x). This is
in contrast with geometric quantities on the Riemannian space (M, g(x)), such as the
Levi-Civita Christoffel symbols Γαβγ(x) or the curvature Rαβγδ(x), which involve only the
two-derivative term gαβ(x).

Now let us examine the null-section (y = 0) properties of these geometric quantities on
the Lagrange space (M,L). Since the Lagrangian specified in Eq. (2.22) is an even function
in y, both the fundamental tensor gαβ(x, y) and the semispray Gα(x, y) will also be even,
following Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9). As a consequence, the non-linear connection Nα

β(x, y)

defined in Eq. (2.15) is odd and vanishes on the null section: Nα
β(x, 0) = 0. This has an

important consequence — the horizontal part of an N -linear connection ∇ on TM, when
restricted to the null section, reduces to an affine connection onM. To see why, consider
a general d-tensor Tα...β...(x, y). Its horizontal covariant derivative Tα...β.../µ(x, y) follows
from Eq. (2.17b). Focusing on its null-section value, we find

Tα...β.../µ(x, 0) =

(
∂

∂xµ
Tα...β... −Nλ

µ
∂

∂yλ
Tα...β...

)∣∣∣∣
y=0

+
[
Fαγµ(x, 0)T γ...β...(x, 0) + . . .

]
−
[
F γβµ(x, 0)Tα...γ...(x, 0) + . . .

]
=

∂

∂xµ
Tα...β...(x, 0) +

[
Fαγµ(x, 0)T γ...β...(x, 0) + . . .

]
−
[
F γβµ(x, 0)Tα...γ...(x, 0) + . . .

]
= Dµ T

α...
β...(x, 0) . (2.24)

The term that involves the non-linear connection Nλ
µ drops as long as

(
∂
∂yλ

Tα...β...
)∣∣
y=0

is well-defined, which follows from the analyticity of the d-tensor Tα...β...(x, y) at y = 0.
This allows us to write the last line above, in which we view Fαβγ(x, 0) as the Christoffel
symbols for an affine connection D on M. We can iterate Eq. (2.24) to show that this
applies to higher-order horizontal covariant derivatives as well:

Tα...β.../µ1...µn(x, 0) = Dµn · · ·Dµ1 T
α...

β...(x, 0) . (2.25)

Therefore, the horizontal geometry on the null section is completely governed by the con-
nection D (and the fundamental tensor gαβ(x, 0) = gαβ(x)).

Since Fαβγ(x, 0) determines the horizontal geometry of the null section of TM, it
is illuminating to compare its value under common choices of N -linear connections with
the Levi-Civita connection Γαβγ(x) on M. This is done in Table 2 for the field theory
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Connections Fαβγ (x, 0) R̄αβγδ Pαβγ (x, 0)

Levi-Civita Γαβγ(x) R̄αβγδ —

Cartan Γαβγ(x) R̄αβγδ −3cαδβγ(x)V,δ(x)

Berwald Γαβγ(x) + 3cαδβγ(x)V,δ(x) R̄αβγδ + 6c̄ ε
αβ[δ V̄,γ]ε 0

Table 2. A comparison of geometric quantities obtained from the Levi-Civita connection on M,
with those on the null section of TM obtained from common choices of N -linear connection. Γαβγ
and Rαβγδ are defined in terms of gαβ as in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). For brevity, we show the hh-
curvature R̄αβγδ only at the vacuum. The v-Christoffel symbols Cαβγ and all other curvature and
torsion components vanish on the null section.

Lagrangian Eq. (2.19).6 We see that the horizontal geometry of the Cartan connection
reproduces the Riemannian geometry onM, but extra information appears in the vertical
torsion component Pαβγ in the form of higher-point Wilson coefficients. Moreover, a special
status is granted to the new Berwald connection in Lagrange space, whose h-Christoffel
symbols are notably always the difference between Fαβγ and Pαβγ .

The point (x̄, 0) on the null section where x̄ minimizes V (x) will be called the vacuum
on TM, in analogy with the case of Riemannian geometry onM. All quantities at this point
are denoted with a bar, and in this paper we will study them in detail. While restricting
to the vacuum may not retain all the physics inscribed on TM at y 6= 0, it already yields
simple explicit expressions from which new and interesting lessons can be learned.

3 Scattering Amplitudes as Horizontal Geometry

We have seen how the Lagrange geometry ofM constructed in Section 2 is a generalization
of Riemannian geometry — the purely horizontal aspects of the Cartan connection match
the Levi-Civita connection on the null section. We also know that the Riemannian structure
ofM encapsulates tree-level scattering amplitudes in the geometry at the vacuum. It follows
at once that the Lagrange construction does the same via the horizontal geometry at its
analogous vacuum. In fact, the explicit result Eq. (2.5) from Riemannian geometry for a
two-derivative Lagrangian carries over essentially verbatim whether we adopt the Cartan
or Berwald connection:(

n∏
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

)
An = V̄/(α1...αn) − 2

n− 3

n− 1

∑
i<j

sij

[
R̄αi(α1α2|αj/|α3...αn) +O(R̄2)

]
+ factorizable pieces . (3.1)

6We listed four different N -linear connections in Table 1, but either choice of Cαβγ vanishes on the null
section. In fact, the choice of Cαβγ does not matter over the course of this paper, even when computing
the vertical covariant derivatives in Eq. (4.27) later, so two names — Cartan and Berwald — have been
selected without prejudice for simplicity.
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This is because they both agree with the Levi-Civita connection when higher-point Wilson
coefficients vanish (see Table 2). We see in Eq. (3.1) that order by order in kinematics, the
coefficients have been written in terms of geometric quantities of the Lagrange space at the
vacuum.7 Notably, aside from mass factors, the order-s piece is again strictly determined by
the fundamental tensor without the need for an additional structure given by the (d-)scalar
V . Thus, it is fair to say that the Lagrange (and Riemannian) construction encodes part
of the scattering physics in its intrinsic geometry alone.

What is new and hence more powerful about the horizontal geometry of the Lagrange
space is the fact that the Berwald connection on the null section differs from the Levi-
Civita connection on M for a generic Lagrangian in Eq. (2.19) that has higher-derivative
interactions. For simplicity, in this section let us focus on an example Lagrangian with up
to four-derivative interactions:

L(x, y) = V (x) + gαβ(x) yαyβ + cαβγδ(x) yαyβyγyδ +O(y6) . (3.2)

The question then is how the scattering physics from these four-derivative interactions can
be interpreted using the horizontal geometry of the Berwald connection — we would like to
find the generalization of Eq. (3.1) when cαβγδ(x) is turned on. In what follows, we will see
that the physics encoded in cαβγδ(x) can be described using the horizontal geometry of anN -
linear connection∇ on the Lagrange space. While anyN -linear connection∇ corresponding
to a torsion-free affine connection D onM will suffice, the choice of connection determines
whether the physics is attributed to the intrinsic geometry that follows from ∇, or to
additional contributions from the d-tensors V and c.

3.1 Encoding Amplitudes in the Geometry of General Connections

We have learned in the previous section that the null-section horizontal geometry of an
N -linear connection ∇ on TM is equivalent to that of an affine connection D onM. The
latter is moreover torsion-free for both the Cartan and Berwald connections:

Fαβγ(x, 0) = Fαγβ(x, 0) , (3.3)

as can be verified from Table 2.8 So let us tackle the same problem but forM endowed with
an arbitrary torsion-free connection D whose Christoffel symbols Fαβγ(x, 0) are different
from Γαβγ in general, so thatM is not necessarily Riemannian.

To find the generalization of Eq. (3.1) that incorporates cαβγδ(x), let us compute the
tree-level amplitudes for the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.2). They can be constructed from the
momentum space Feynman rules (again in diagonalized coordinates):

α β =
i ḡαβ

2 (p2 −m2
α)
, (3.4a)

7The masses-squared in the propagators of factorizable pieces can always be written as ratios of second-
order h-covariant derivatives of V to the fundamental tensor at the vacuum, if one demands a technically
fully covariant expression for the scattering amplitude. See Eq. (3.6).

8Note that torsion-freeness on M is equivalent to the vanishing of the (h)h-torsion Tαβγ on the null
section of TM, given in Eq. (A.6). This is not to be confused with other torsion components on TM like
the (v)hv-torsion Pαβγ .
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α1

α2

αr

= iXα1...αr , (3.4b)

where the r-point vertex function Xα1...αr is

X1...r = V̄, ... − 2
∑
i<j

(pi · pj) ḡij, ... + 8
∑

i<j, i<k<l

(pi · pj) (pk · pl) c̄ijkl, ...

= V̄, ... −
∑
i<j

sij ḡij, ... + (r − 1)
∑
i

p2
i ḡi(1, ...) + 2

∑
i<j, i<k<l

sijskl c̄ijkl, ...

− 2 (r − 3)
∑
i<j

sij
∑
k 6=i,j

p2
k c̄ijk(1, ...) + 2 (r − 2)(r − 3)

∑
i<j

p2
i p

2
j c̄ij(12, ...) . (3.5)

The shorthand αi → i has been adopted for particle flavor indices for concision, and the
ellipses represent indices from α1 to αr that have not been explicitly written. The explicit
indices i, j, k and l all need to be distinct.

Since each diagram is a tree, any momentum in the Feynman rules can be written as
sums of external momenta and traded into Mandelstam variables; they form the kinematic
portion of the amplitude and we need only worry about the geometric representation of
the remaining factors. Any mass-squared factor can be properly rewritten using V̄ and ḡ,
whether it multiplies a tensor:

− 2m2
i T̄...i... = V̄,ij ḡ

jk T̄...k... , (3.6)

or stands alone: −m2
i = ḡii V̄,ii / 2. Therefore, setting the kinematic portion aside, all

remaining factors in the amplitudes are in the form of partial derivatives of V , g, and c

evaluated at the vacuum.
For a moment, let us adopt the geodesic normal coordinates of D at the vacuum. These

are guaranteed to exist and be sufficiently well-behaved [39].9 In Appendix B, we show that
in such coordinates, one can replace partial derivatives with covariant ones:

V̄, ... −→ V̄/(...) , (3.7a)

ḡij, ... −→ ḡij/(...) +
r − 3

r − 1

[
R̄i(...|j/|...) + R̄j(...|i/|...)

]
+O(g/R, R2) , (3.7b)

c̄ijkl, ... −→ c̄ijkl/(...) +O(cR) , (3.7c)

Here the symbols / and R, originally meant for the connection ∇ on TM, have been
reused for the connection D on M, due to their equivalence explained in Section 2. Note
that Ri(...|j/|...) is not automatically symmetric between i and j, as the connection is not

9One may at first glance object that normal coordinates are typically not well-behaved for Finsler space,
a special class of Lagrange spaces. But here, we are constructing normal coordinates on M only and not
TM. The results derived in these coordinates apply to the field theory Lagrange space because we are for
now only interested in the horizontal geometry of the null section.
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necessarily Riemannian. The above replacements are valid only when the partial derivatives
on the left-hand side are in normal coordinates. But we know for a fact that scattering am-
plitudes are covariant, so the ensuing tensorial expression obtained for the overall amplitude
must hold for any coordinates, even if the intermediate factors do not.

Before we proceed to enumerate all diagrams and substitute covariant tensors for all
non-kinematic quantities, let us consider how each diagram can be decomposed into a)
“atomic” pieces that are polynomial in kinematic invariants, and b) pieces that can be
recursively constructed by stitching expressions for lower-point on-shell amplitudes together
using propagator factors. This allows a comparison of the “atomic” — i.e., non-recursively
constructible — pieces to the previous expressions Eqs. (2.5) and (3.1), which are a limiting
case with no four-derivative interaction and essentially Riemannian geometry.10 To this
end, consider the vertex function Xr, in which each leg has a particle flavor αi and an
ingoing momentum pi. When the vertex is part of an amplitude diagram, the momentum
of an external leg will be on-shell, i.e. p2

i = m2
i , while that of an internal line (propagator)

may be off-shell. Splitting each internal momentum into “on-shell” and “off-shell” pieces:

p2
i = m2

i +
(
p2
i −m2

i

)
, (3.8)

allows us to decompose the vertex function as

X1...r = V1...r +
∑
i

V1...i...r

(
p2
i −m2

i

)
+
∑
i<j

V1...i...j...r

(
p2
i −m2

i

) (
p2
j −m2

j

)
. (3.9)

An underline indicates a leg that is “off-shell”. For r ≥ 4, the coefficients can be directly
read off Eq. (3.5) as

V1...r = V̄, ... + (r − 1)
∑
i

m2
i ḡi(1, ...) + 2 (r − 2)(r − 3)

∑
i<j

m2
im

2
j c̄ij(12, ...)

−
∑
i<j

sij ḡij, ... − 2 (r − 3)
∑
i<j

sij
∑
k 6=i,j

m2
k c̄ijk(1, ...)

+ 2
∑

i<j, i<k<l

sijskl c̄ijkl, ... , (3.10a)

V1...i...r = (r − 1) ḡi(1, ...) + 2 (r − 2)(r − 3)
∑
j 6=i

m2
j c̄ij(12, ...)

− 2 (r − 3)
∑

j<k,j 6=i,k 6=i
sjk c̄ijk(1, ...) , (3.10b)

V1...i...j...r = 2 (r − 2)(r − 3) c̄ij(12, ...) . (3.10c)

10Note the difference between “recursively constructible” here and “factorizable” in the two-derivative
Riemannian case. This distinction accommodates for the possibility that higher-order polynomials in Man-
delstam invariants, arising from four- and higher-derivative terms in the Lagrangian, may cancel propagator
poles in the denominators of recursively constructed pieces.
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Note that per our definition, the symbol V is fully symmetric under indices that are not
underlined, while the positions of the underlined indices are not meaningful, so any ordering
of the indices in V refers to the same quantity.

Meanwhile, r = 3 is a special case — although Eq. (3.5) still holds, momentum conser-
vation relates the Mandelstam variables sij to the momentum squared p2

i , such as in

s12 = (p1 + p2)2 = p2
3 . (3.11)

In this case, there is not a unique way to separate the expression into the sij and p2
i terms.

We therefore combine these two types of terms:

X123 = V̄,123 −
∑
i

sjk ḡjk,i + 2
∑
i

p2
i ḡi(j,k)

= V̄,123 +
∑
i

p2
i (ḡij,k + ḡik,j − ḡjk,i) , (3.12)

leading to different expressions from Eqs. (3.10a) and (3.10b):

V123 = V̄,123 +
∑
i

m2
i (ḡij,k + ḡik,j − ḡjk,i) , (3.13a)

Vi j k = ḡij,k + ḡik,j − ḡjk,i , (3.13b)

Vi j k = 0 , (3.13c)

with i, j and k all distinct as before.
Using the replacements in Eq. (3.7), one can rewrite the V factors as covariant tensors.

For r ≥ 4, the expressions in Eq. (3.10) become

V1...r −→ V̄/(...) −
r − 1

2

∑
i

V̄/iγ ḡ
γ
(1/...) −

r − 3

2

∑
i

V̄/iγ ḡ
γjR̄(1···|j/|··· )

+
(r − 2)(r − 3)

2

∑
i<j

V̄/iγ V̄/jδ c̄
γδ

(12/...) + (r − 3)
∑
i<j

sij
∑
k 6=i,j

V̄/kγ c̄
γ
ij(1/...)

−
∑
i<j

sij

{
ḡij/(...) +

r − 3

r − 1

[
R̄i(...|j/|...) + R̄j(...|i/|...)

]}

+ 2
∑

i<j, i<k<l

sijskl c̄ijkl/(...) +O(g/R, cR, R2) , (3.14a)

V1...i...r −→ (r − 1) ḡi(1/...) + (r − 3) R̄(123|i/|...) − (r − 2)(r − 3)
∑
j 6=i

V̄/jγ c̄
γ
i(12/...)

− 2 (r − 3)
∑

j<k,j 6=i,k 6=i
sjk c̄ijk(1/...) +O(g/R, cR, R2) , (3.14b)

V1...i...j...r −→ 2 (r − 2)(r − 3) c̄ij(12/...) +O(g/R, cR, R2) , (3.14c)
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and for r = 3, Eq. (3.13) becomes

V123 −→ V̄/(123) −
1

2

∑
i

V/iγ
(
ḡγj/k + ḡγk/j − ḡjk/γ

)
, (3.15a)

Vi j k −→ ḡij/k + ḡik/j − ḡjk/i , (3.15b)

Vi j k −→ 0 . (3.15c)

We are now ready to build up the full n-point scattering amplitude An from its con-
stituents. As emphasized, our priority will be to collect the non-recursively constructible
pieces. We begin with the 3-point amplitude, which is simple as it receives contributions
only from the contact diagram, with all the legs having on-shell momenta:(

3∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A3 = X123 = V123 . (3.16)

This is the only piece in the amplitude.
At n = 4, propagator diagrams start to appear:(
4∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A4 = X1234 +

1

2

(
4

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
X125

ḡ56

p2
5 −m2

5

X346

]
. (3.17)

Within the square brackets, the minus sign collects the factors of i from the propagator
and the second vertex, and the factor 1/2 arises from the propagator. Similar to Eq. (2.6),
the flavor indices “5” and “6” in the propagator (which are abbreviations for α5 and α6) are
dummy indices summed over all field flavors, and we are working in coordinates such that
the propagator matrix is diagonal. For the 4-point amplitude, there are three distinct per-
mutations (channels) of the term in the square bracket; each of them yields both recursively
constructible and non-recursively constructible contributions. Recalling the decomposition
in Eq. (3.9) of the 3-point vertex function (with the V factors given in Eq. (3.15)):

X125 = V125 + V125

(
p2

5 −m2
5

)
, (3.18a)

X346 = V346 + V346

(
p2

6 −m2
6

)
, (3.18b)

we extract the non-recursively constructible pieces as follows:

X125
ḡ56

p2
5 −m2

5

X346 = V125 V5
34 + V345 V5

12 +
∑
α5

V125 V5
34

(
s12 + 1

2 ḡ
55V̄/55

)
+ V125

ḡ56

p2
5 −m2

5

V346

= V125 V5
34 + V345 V5

12 +
∑
α5

V125 V5
34

(
s12 + 1

2 ḡ
55V̄/55

)
+ recursively constructible pieces . (3.19)
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where indices on the V factors have been raised and lowered using ḡ. We see that the
last term takes the form of two (“atomic”) 3-point amplitudes, Eq. (3.16), multiplied by
an explicit propagator factor. This is recursively constructible from lower-point on-shell
amplitudes. Substituting this back in Eq. (3.17) yields(

4∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A4 = V1234 +

(
4

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
V125 V5

34

]

+
1

2

(
4

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2

∑
α5

V125 V5
34

(
s12 + 1

2 ḡ
55V̄/55

)]

+ recursively constructible pieces . (3.20)

We see how the V factors help organize the expressions for the non-recursively constructible
pieces.

Similarly, non-recursively constructible pieces for higher-point amplitudes An can be
systematically enumerated using the bookkeeping via V. In general, each diagram generates
a string of V factors following the rules below:

• The overall constant factor is −1/2 to the power of the number of propagators.

• Each propagator yields a dummy flavor index αi (abbreviated as i, like the “5” in
Eq. (3.20)) that splices a contracted pair of V factors.

• At least one in each pair of contracted dummy flavor indices i needs to be under-
lined, i.e. all propagators should be canceled. Otherwise, the term is a recursively
constructible piece. If both dummy indices i at a propagator are underlined (such as
in the second line of Eq. (3.20)), there will be an extra factor of p2

i −m2
i , which can

be rewritten using Mandelstam variables and

−m2
i =

1

2
ḡii V̄/ii . (3.21)

In this case, we will explicitly write out the sum for the dummy flavor index αi to
avoid confusion.

• Similar terms are obtained by permutations of the uncontracted indices in distinct
ways, watching out for the symmetries of the string of V factors.

For the sake of exposition, let us reduce the length of our expressions by assuming from now
on that the connection D on M satisfies ḡαβ/γ = 0,11 so that the 3-point vertex function
only has an on-shell piece, i.e. Vi j k = 0 (see Eq. (3.15b)) in addition to Vi j k = 0. Under
this assumption, the two terms from the propagator diagram in Eq. (3.20) are zero, and the
first non-recursively constructible contribution from propagator diagrams arises at n = 5

11Both the Cartan and Berwald connections correspond to connections on M that satisfy this condition.
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instead: (
5∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A5 = V12345 +

(
5

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
V1236 V6

45

]
+ recursively constructible pieces . (3.22)

Higher-point amplitudes follow in the same way. For example, A6 is given by(
6∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A6 = V123456 +

(
6

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
V12347 V7

56

]

+

(
6

3

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
V1237 V7

456

]

+
1

2

(
6

3

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2

∑
α7

V1237 V7
456

(
s123 + 1

2 ḡ
77V̄/77

)]

+
1

2

(
6

2, 2

)
distinct perms. of

[
+

1

4
V127 V7

348 V
8
56

]
+ recursively constructible pieces . (3.23)

Combined with the explicit covariant expressions of the V factors given in Eqs. (3.14)
and (3.15), these comprise tensorial expressions for An, valid in all coordinates since scat-
tering amplitudes are covariant quantities. Translating these results to field theory Lagrange
spaces is a simple matter of identifyingD with anN -linear connection∇ whose h-Christoffel
symbols are F and v-Christoffel symbols are zero at the null section. The tensors V (x),
g(x), and c(x) onM in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are to be replaced by the d-tensors V (x, y),
g(x, y), and c(x, y) on TM, the first and last being y-independent.

For the purpose of presentation, we have taken the example of a four-derivative La-
grangian of the form Eq. (3.2), and a connection that is h-metric-compatible at the vacuum
to first order, i.e. ḡαβ/γ = 0. The relaxation of these assumptions is straightforward — in
particular, since we have opted to geometrize higher-order derivative physics using a sepa-
rate d-tensor c, it need not be symmetric in its indices. However, the Berwald h-covariant
derivative will only register the symmetric part.

A comparison with the Riemannian result Eq. (2.5) under a two-derivative Lagrangian
reveals what is new— the introduction of higher-derivative interactions produces non-trivial
physics at higher orders in momentum, appearing in the form of order-s2 non-recursively
constructible pieces. Such physics can nevertheless be described using the horizontal geome-
try of an N -linear connection ∇ on the Lagrange space. Note that any N -linear connection
∇ that corresponds to a torsion-free affine connection D on M is able to capture these
higher-derivative interactions, as the expressions in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are fully general.
The choice of connection determines whether the physics is attributed to the intrinsic ge-
ometry that follows from ∇, or to the additional structures as given by the d-tensors V and
c. This makes one wonder: are there privileged connections that inherently capture more
higher-derivative physics through the intrinsic geometry?
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3.2 Higher-Derivative Physics as Expressed by Privileged Connections

The first instance of higher-derivative physics occurs at n = 4. Substituting the V factors
given in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) to the result in Eq. (3.20) produces the covariant total
scattering amplitude in its full glory:(

4∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A4 =

1

2

(
4

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
V̄/(125)

ḡ56

s12 −m2
5

V̄/(346)

]
+ V̄/(1234) +

∑
i

m2
i

[
3 ḡi(j/kl) + R̄(jkl)i

]
−
∑
i<j

sij ḡij/(kl)

− 1

3

∑
i<j

sij
[
R̄i(kl)j + R̄j(kl)i

]

+

4
∑
i<j

m2
im

2
j − 2

∑
i<j

sij
∑
k 6=i,j

m2
k + 2

∑
i<j,i<k<l

sijskl

 c̄1234 . (3.24)

We have written out the masses-squared in preference to V̄/ and ḡ, collected terms propor-
tional to c̄ at each order in s, and listed the recursively constructible pieces as well on the
first line. As always the indices i, j, k, and l are all distinct. Let us reinstate the assumption
that c is symmetric. The special status granted to the Berwald and Cartan connections in
generic Lagrange spaces motivates us to study their affine combinations, with h-Christoffel
symbols

Fαβγ (x, 0) = Γαβγ(x) + 3 (1− b) cαδβγ(x)V,δ(x) , (3.25)

on the null section for some constant b. The Berwald and Cartan connections correspond
to b = 0 and b = 1 respectively. The geometric quantities at the vacuum for any b can be
recast into those under the Cartan or equivalently the Levi-Civita connection as

V̄/ijk = V̄;ijk , (3.26a)

V̄/ijkl = V̄;ijkl − 12 (1− b)
(
m2
i +m2

j + 2m2
k

)
m2
l c̄ijkl , (3.26b)

ḡij/kl = 12 (1− b)m2
l c̄ijkl , (3.26c)

R̄ijkl = R̄ijkl − 6 (1− b)
(
m2
k −m2

l

)
c̄ijkl . (3.26d)

Our first objective is to verify as a sanity check that Eq. (3.24) indeed yields the same
scattering amplitude for any b. The kinematic identities of four-point scattering:

s := s12 = s34 , t := s13 = s24 , u := s14 = s23 , (3.27a)

s+ t+ u =
∑
i

m2
i , (3.27b)

can be used to show that all the b-dependence is contained in the second line of Eq. (3.24),
and conspires to cancel out. A change in connection by varying b amounts to a reshuffling of
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the contributions to the amplitude at different orders in momentum, which has to happen
if Eq. (3.24) is to hold for all values of b.

Our second objective is to choose a connection that simplifies Eq. (3.24) so that a
physically significant term is determined by a reduced number of geometric quantities.
Observe that the last two terms on the second line of Eq. (3.24) are all proportional to c̄
upon substituting Eq. (3.26). Merging them with the last line in Eq. (3.24), we obtain(

4∏
i=1

√
2ḡii

)
A4 =

1

2

(
4

2

)
distinct perms. of

[
−1

2
V̄/(125)

ḡ56

s12 −m2
5

V̄/(346)

]

+ V̄/(1234) −
1

3

∑
i<j

sij
[
R̄i(kl)j + R̄j(kl)i

]

+ 4

(3− 2b)
∑
i<j

m2
im

2
j − (st+ tu+ us)

 c̄1234 . (3.28)

Taking b = 3/2 would then eliminate all order-s0 and -s1 terms proportional to c̄.
Due to the on-shell kinematic relation in Eq. (3.27b), there is an ambiguity in the sij

order counting within the four-point amplitude. We now see that the simple expression
Eq. (3.1) from Riemannian geometry, applied to b = 3/2, actually contains all physics
up to order s even with c turned on, if the ambiguity is resolved by taking the order-s2

piece to be −4 (st+ tu+ us) c̄1234. In this sense, the connection with b = 3/2 is privileged
due to its minimal description of the physics up to order s, with c embedded only in the
connection and not additionally as a separate d-tensor on TM. It should be remarked that
the linear dependence of the Mandelstam variables allows some, but not arbitrary, freedom
in re-organizing the physics of c, so neither the reshuffling by the choice of connection nor
the privilege enjoyed by b = 3/2 is trivial.

At higher points, the analogs to the kinematic identities at n = 4 do not seem sufficient
in achieving the second objective above, although they must necessarily attain the first
objective. Nevertheless, the connections parameterized by b still comprise a favored family.
All of them satisfy ḡαβ/γ = 0 so that Vi j k = 0. In particular, the Cartan connection
is metric-compatible and eliminates h-covariant derivatives of g to all orders, as well as
symmetrizations of the first two indices of R.12 Hence, it is fair to say that in the quest
to encode more information from the Lagrangian in a single manifold, higher-derivative
physics has been more simply framed in terms of geometry.

One might argue up to this point that Lagrange spaces have not really provided any-
thing new. The horizontal geometry of the null section on TM is no more general than the
geometry of M with a general symmetric affine connection D, and the results above can
be reproduced so long as we agree to consider connections other than the Levi-Civita one.
This, however, understates the role that Lagrange spaces play in the choice of connection.
While endowing M with a well-chosen connection requires an inspired guess, Lagrange

12If we additionally impose c = 0, the result Eq. (3.1) at arbitrary points is recovered, with the contact
term being the only non-recursively constructible piece since all V1...i...r and V1...i...j...r vanish.
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spaces provide a canonical route to, e.g., the Berwald connection and hence a natural set-
ting for non-Riemannian geometry. Moreover, we will next see an instance when Lagrange
geometry is truly essential: the vertical geometry on TM.

4 Physical Validity as Vertical Geometry

Recall from Section 2 that the Lagrange space of a generic field theory Lagrangian Eq. (2.19)
features another non-vanishing geometric invariant apart from the hh-curvature R. For the
Cartan connection, and more generally any affine combination of the Berwald and Cartan
connections given in Eq. (3.25):

Fαβγ (x, 0) = Γαβγ(x) + 3 (1− b) cαδβγ(x)V,δ(x) , (4.1)

the (v)hv-torsion on the null section reads

Pαβγ(x, 0) = Fαγβ(x, 0)−
∂Nα

β

∂yγ
(x, 0) = −3 b cαδβγ(x)V,δ(x) . (4.2)

It vanishes at the vacuum, but its h-covariant derivative registers the four-point Wilson
coefficient:

P̄αβγ/δ = 6 bm2
δ c̄αβγδ , (4.3)

where for simplicity diagonalized coordinates have been adopted as before. Unlike the
horizontal geometry in Section 3 which mixes the four-derivative interaction cαβγδ(x) with
the two-derivative term gαβ(x), this vertical torsion component isolates cαβγδ(x) and thus
captures any strictly higher-derivative physics.13 As such, we expect the vertical geometry
to reflect physical constraints on higher-derivative operators, such as positivity bounds,
that follow from bedrock principles of the underlying quantum field theory. In this respect,
physical theories correspond to a restricted class of vertical geometry.

4.1 Four-Point Positivity Bounds as Sign Constraints

A prominent example of higher-derivative physics comes from positivity bounds, which
state that certain higher-order Wilson coefficients must be positive for an effective field
theory to be physical. In particular, for four-point amplitudes in the forward limit, crossing
symmetry, analyticity and unitarity will constrain the sign of the order-s2 term at small
s [33], the reason for which we briefly review below.

For simplicity, let us assume all flavors of scalars have the same mass m, so that it is
straightforward to construct the following superposed states:14

|1〉 = |3〉 =
∑
α

√
2ḡαα ρ

α
1 |φα〉 , (4.4a)

|2〉 = |4〉 =
∑
α

√
2ḡαα ρ

α
2 |φα〉 . (4.4b)

13We clarify that cαβγδ(x) is taken to be symmetric here since the torsion P arises from the intrinsic
geometry of the Lagrange space.

14The case with a general mass spectrum can be handled with some extra effort.
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Here |φα〉 denotes a single-particle state of flavor α, and the superposition coefficients are
taken to be real numbers satisfying∑

α

2ḡαα (ρα1 )2 =
∑
α

2ḡαα (ρα2 )2 = 1 . (4.5)

Suppose these states scatter in the forward limit, with external momenta:

p1 = −p3 , p2 = −p4 . (4.6)

The four-point amplitude Aρ4 is then a function of the center-of-mass energy squared

s = (p1 + p2)2 = 2 p1 · p2 + 2m2 . (4.7)

To obtain a positivity bound, consider an integral of the amplitude along a small
counter-clockwise contour γ around the origin:

I4 :=
1

2πi

∮
γ

ds

s3
Aρ4(s) . (4.8)

We assume a small analytic region for Aρ4(s) around s = 0 through which the contour
passes.15 The integral picks out the coefficient of the order-s2 term in Aρ4(s) at low energies.
This energy regime is well described by the EFT. Assuming, for simplicity, sufficiently weak
coupling that makes loop corrections negligible, we can use the tree-level result in Eq. (3.24)
for A4, whose order-s2 piece in the forward limit is(

4∏
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

)
A4 = 4s2 c̄α1α2α3α4 +O(s) . (4.9)

Dressing it up with the superposition in Eq. (4.4), we get

Aρ4 = 4s2 c̄α1α2α3α4 ρ
α1
1 ρα2

2 ρα3
1 ρα4

2 +O(s) , (4.10)

and therefore
I4 = 4 c̄α1α2α3α4 ρ

α1
1 ρα2

2 ρα3
1 ρα4

2 . (4.11)

On the other hand, let us invoke the fact that Aρ4(s) is everywhere analytic on the
complex s plane, except for poles and branch cuts on the real s axis. We can deform γ into
another contour γ′ running just above and below the positive and negative parts of the real
s axis, combined with a boundary contour at infinity. This does not change the value of
the contour integral due to Cauchy’s theorem. The boundary integral at infinity vanishes
due to the Froissart-Martin bound on the UV completion [40], leaving us with

I4 =
1

2πi

(∫ 0

−∞
+

∫ ∞
0

)
ds

s3
discAρ4(s) , (4.12)

where the discontinuity across the real axis is defined as

discAρ4(s) = Aρ4(s+ iε)−Aρ4(s− iε) . (4.13)

To proceed, we make use of several general properties of the scattering amplitude in the
forward limit:

15This can be guaranteed, for instance, whenever m2 > 0 by displacing the argument of the amplitude
by an infinitesimal (and inconsequential) positive amount.
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1. Crossing symmetry under the exchange of the two external legs

|2〉 ↔ |4〉 , (4.14)

implies that Aρ4(s) is invariant under p2 → −p2, namely

Aρ4(−s) = Aρ4(s+ 4m2) . (4.15)

This allows us to merge the two branches of the integral in Eq. (4.12) to get

I4 =
1

2πi

∫ ∞
0

ds

s3

[
discAρ4(s) + discAρ4(s+ 4m2)

]
. (4.16)

2. Hermitian analyticity [41] implies the Schwarz reflection principle

Aρ4(s∗) = [Aρ4(s)]
∗
, (4.17)

which then gives

discAρ4(s) = Aρ4(s+ iε)− [Aρ4(s+ iε)]
∗

= 2i ImAρ4(s) . (4.18)

Applying this to the expression in Eq. (4.16), we get

I4 =
1

π

∫ ∞
0

ds

s3

[
ImAρ4(s) + ImAρ4(s+ 4m2)

]
. (4.19)

3. Unitarity in the form of the optical theorem implies that

ImAρ4(s) ≥ 0 , (4.20)

for s real. This means the expression in Eq. (4.19) must be non-negative, I4 ≥ 0.

Applying the bound I4 ≥ 0 on the deformed integral to the original integral in the
low-energy s region, we get a positivity bound on the four-derivative Wilson coefficient of
the EFT:

c̄α1α2α3α4 ρ
α1
1 ρα2

2 ρα3
1 ρα4

2 ≥ 0 , (4.21)

for any choice of ρ1 and ρ2 [42]. This can be reinterpreted as a positivity bound on the
(v)hv-torsion:

P̄α1α2α3/α4
ρα1

1 ρα2
2 ρα3

1 ρα4
2 ≥ 0 . (4.22)

if b > 0, which includes the Cartan connection case and the b = 3/2 connection advocated
in Section 3.2. In other words, the h-covariant derivative of the (v)hv-torsion at the vacuum
is a positive semi-definite biquadratic form. Notably, each diagonal component P̄α1α2α1/α2

must be non-negative. In this sense, we can say that the (v)hv-torsion is zero but increasing
at the vacuum.

The geometric interpretation of the constraint is as follows. Imagine that an observer
travels along a path that starts horizontally at the vacuum. The observer carries a horizontal
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rod that points in the direction to move, and a vertical reference rod that is parallel-
transported. After a while, the vertical rod will begin to rotate relative to the horizontal
one, such that its movement is also vertical and aligned with the direction of the vertical
rod, in the sense that their inner product with respect to the fundamental tensor is positive.

It deserves emphasis that the geometry of the manifoldM does not typically allow us
to isolate the four-derivative term cαβγδ(x). There are two main geometric invariants arising
from a connection onM— curvature and torsion. Were the symmetric coefficient cαβγδ(x)

to appear in an invariant, it necessarily enters the curvature and is hence combined with the
standard Riemannian part from gαβ(x). Meanwhile, the geometry of TM grants a special
status to the Berwald connection so that its difference with a given N -linear connection
appears in a vertical torsion component, capturing cαβγδ(x) alone despite its symmetry. The
constraint we have obtained on the field theory Lagrange space using positivity bounds is
new and has no analog in the geometry ofM.

4.2 Positivity Bounds at Higher Points

From considering the four-derivative term, we now know that if the h-covariant derivative
of the (v)hv-torsion is non-zero at the vacuum, it must be positive. What constraint is
there were the four-derivative term to vanish? If so, the first non-zero higher-derivative
interaction appears at some n = 2k (c.f. Eq. (2.22)):

L(x, y) = V (x) + gαβ(x) yαyβ + cγ1...γ2k(x) yγ1 · · · yγ2k +O(∂2k+2) . (4.23)

Like in Eq. (4.1), we consider affine combinations of the Berwald and Cartan connections
with h-Christoffel symbols:

Fαβγ = (1− b) ∂N
α
γ

∂yβ
+ b

1

2
gαδ

(
δgδγ
δxβ

+
δgδβ
δxγ

−
δgβγ
δxδ

)
, (4.24)

leading to the (v)hv-torsion:

Pαβγ = Fαγβ −
∂Nα

β

∂yγ
= −b

∂Nα
β

∂yγ
+ b

1

2
gαδ

(
δgδγ
δxβ

+
δgδβ
δxγ

−
δgβγ
δxδ

)
. (4.25)

For n > 4, this is zero on the null section. Nevertheless, an analog to Eq. (4.2) can be
obtained by taking additional v-covariant derivatives — we find the first nonzero component
on the null section to be16

Pα1α2α3 |α4...αn−1(x, 0) = −b n!

8
cδα1...αn−1(x)V,δ(x) , (4.26)

and hence obtain an analog to Eq. (4.3):

P̄α1α2α3 |α4...αn−1/αn =

[
∂

∂xαn
Pα1α2α3 |α4...αn−1(x, 0)

] ∣∣∣∣
x=x̄

= b
n!

4
m2
αn c̄α1...αn . (4.27)

We can now extend the argument in Section 4.1 to higher-point amplitudes Aρn, gener-
alizing [43] to multi-scalar theories to obtain positivity bounds on the derivative of the
(v)hv-torsion above.

16The choice of Cαβγ does not matter for this result, as we are only computing the first nonzero v-covariant
derivative on the null section.
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The Case of Even k

Suppose k is even, and consider n-point scattering of the superposed states

|i〉 = |i+ k〉 =
∑
α

√
2ḡαα ρ

α
i |φα〉 for each i ≤ k , (4.28)

with forward momenta
pi = −pi+k for each i ≤ k , (4.29)

and the alternating assignment

pi = p1 for odd i ≤ k , (4.30a)

pi = p2 for even i ≤ k . (4.30b)

The forward amplitude Aρn is then a function of the center-of-mass energy squared:

s := (p1 + . . .+ pk)
2 =

k2

2
(p1 · p2) +

k2

2
m2 . (4.31)

The generalization of the integral in Eq. (4.8) is

In :=
1

2πi

∮
γ

ds

sk+1
Aρn(s) , (4.32)

which picks out the coefficient of the sk term in Aρn(s) at low energies. The only tree-level
diagram that contributes to this term is the n-point contact diagram — vertices below n

points each contribute at most one power in s, as they arise from horizontal derivatives of g
evaluated at the vacuum. Counting then reveals that for a propagator diagram to contribute
to sk, it must contain a 3-point vertex. But we can always go to normal coordinates on
the null section like in Section 3 to make the order-s part of the three-point vertex vanish.
Thus, near s = 0 in these coordinates:

Aρn =
∑
σ

(pσ1 · pσ2) . . . (pσn−1 · pσn) c̄α1...αn ρ
α1
1 . . . ραkk ρ

αk+1

1 . . . ραnk +O(sk−1) . (4.33)

Here σ runs over all permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n} and the symmetry of the Wilson coefficient
has been applied. By our choice of kinematics, each pair of contracted momenta must
contain one odd and one even index to contribute to sk, and the product of k pairs always
yields a positive sign. Hence

In =
(2kk!)2

kn
c̄α1...αn ρ

α1
1 . . . ραkk ρ

αk+1

1 . . . ραnk . (4.34)

We can again deform the contour and, assuming the Froissart-Martin bound to discard
the boundary integral, we get

In =
1

2πi

(∫ 0

−∞
+

∫ ∞
0

)
ds

sk+1
discAρn(s) . (4.35)
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Making use of crossing symmetry, Hermitian analyticity and unitarity:

Aρn(−s) = Aρn
(
s+ k2m2

)
, Aρn(s∗) = [Aρn(s)]∗ , ImAρn(s) ≥ 0 , (4.36)

we deduce that the integral must be non-negative:

In ≥ 0 , (4.37)

P̄α1α2α3 |α4...αn−1/αn ρ
α1
1 . . . ραkk ρ

αk+1

1 . . . ραnk ≥ 0 . (4.38)

In other words, the h-covariant derivative of the (n − 4)th v-covariant derivative of the
(v)hv-torsion is a positive semi-definite n-quadratic form.

The constraint Eq. (4.38) can actually be improved by extending the argument to
inelastic scattering [44–46]. Specifically, we consider the n-point amplitude Ai→f with the
initial and final states

|i〉 = |φα1 · · ·φαk〉 , (4.39a)

|f〉 = |φαk+1
· · ·φαn〉 , (4.39b)

under the same kinematics as before. The integral

Ii→f =
1

2πi

∮
γ

ds

sk+1
Ai→f (s) , (4.40)

is proportional to c̄α1...αn with a positive sign. Again, deforming the contour does not
change the value of the integral, but crossing symmetry now implies

Ai→f (s) = Af→i(s) and Ai→f (−s) = Ai′→f ′
(
s+ k2m2

)
, (4.41)

where in the latter, the new states after crossing are

|i′〉 = |φα1φαk+2
φα3φαk+4

· · ·φαk−1
φαn〉 , (4.42)

|f ′〉 = |φαk+1
φα2φαk+3

φα4 · · ·φαn−1φαk〉 . (4.43)

Invoking the Froissart-Martin bound, Hermitian analyticity, and the generalized optical
theorem, we find

Ii→f =
1

2π

∫ ∞
0

ds

sk+1
Im
[
Ai→f (s) +Af→i(s) +Ai′→f ′

(
s+ k2m2

)
+Af ′→i′

(
s+ k2m2

) ]
=

1

4π

∑
X

∫ ∞
0

ds

sk+1

[
Ai→X(s)Af→X(s)∗

+Ai′→X
(
s+ k2m2

)
Af ′→X

(
s+ k2m2

)∗
+ c.c.

]
, (4.44)

where X runs over intermediate states. Decomposing the various Aj→X into real and imag-
inary parts, the symmetry of c̄α1...αn means that up to a mass factor, P̄α1α2α3 |α4...αn−1/αn

is a (generally continuous) sum of symmetrized outer products of rank-k real tensors t, a
stronger positivity bound:

P̄α1α2α3 |α4...αn−1/αn = m2
αn

∑
t

t(α1...αktαk+1...αn) . (4.45)
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The Case of Odd k

Now suppose k is odd. For the same argument to hold, the contour integral must be defined
to pick out an even power of s in Aρn(s). The largest such power is k − 1, but even with
this choice there will be contributions from trees comprising k − 1 four-point vertices. Let
us assume that R̄ = 0 so that these diagrams vanish. The same setup for elastic scattering
means that pk = −pn = p1 and the highest power of s in Aρn(s) is k− 1, arising solely from
the n-point contact diagram. Here, the center-of-mass energy squared is

s =
k2 − 1

2
(p1 · p2) +

k2 + 1

2
m2 , (4.46)

and at low energies we have

In, odd k =
1

2πi

∮
γ

ds

sk
Aρn(s) = k! (k + 1)!

(
4

k2 − 1

)k−1

m2 c̄α1...αn ρ
α1
1 . . . ραkk ρ

αk+1

1 . . . ραnk .

(4.47)
We again deform the integration contour γ into γ′, and invoke the Froissart bound, crossing
symmetry, Hermitian analyticity, and the optical theorem to obtain Eq. (4.38). The stronger
result Eq. (4.45) can also be obtained in a similar fashion. The difference in sign compared
to [43] is merely due to spacetime metric signature convention, and the generalization
to R̄ 6= 0 is straightforward: we add to In, odd k the contribution from trees with four-
point vertices, and the positivity bound will apply to a sum of the Wilson coefficient and
contractions of R̄.

4.3 Unitarity Bounds as Size Constraints

Another example of constraints on higher-derivative physics comes from unitarity bounds,
which limit the size of the scattering amplitude and hence its leading-order term as momen-
tum grows. On the other hand, this term is encoded in the (v)hv-torsion at the vacuum,
so that the vertical geometry determines the energy scale up to which the effective field
theory can be a unitary description for scattering.

Let us adapt the computational techniques in [47, 48] and work out the unitarity
bounds of a weakly-coupled Lagrangian whose loop corrections are negligible. Denoting
the incoming and outgoing scattering states as |i〉 and 〈f |, the unitarity of the S-matrix
Sfi = δfi + iMfi implies∑

f 6=i
|Mfi|2 ≤ 1 =⇒ |Mfi| ≤ 1 for all f 6= i . (4.48)

Specializing to four-point s-wave scattering of type

|i〉 = |φα1φα2〉 → |f〉 = |φα3φα4〉 , (4.49)

we adopt for computational purposes the center-of-mass frame and work with the center-
of-mass energy

√
s and the angle θ between three-momenta p1 and p3. Then we have

Mfi ∝
1

16π

∫ π

0
dθ sin θA4(s, θ) , (4.50)
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where the proportionality constant is 1, 1/
√

2 or 1/2 depending on whether the particles
in each pair are distinguishable. Now, recall the covariant expression Eq. (3.24) for the
four-point tree-level scattering amplitude — the dominant piece when s is large is that of
order s2:

A4(s, θ) = 2
(
s2 + t2 + u2

) c̄α1α2α3α4∏4
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

+ subleading terms , (4.51)

which holds regardless of the choice of connection in Eq. (3.24). Taking the case that both
pairs in Eq. (4.49) are indistinguishable particles (which corresponds to a proportionality
constant 1/2 in Eq. (4.50)), we get

Mfi =
5

24π
s2 c̄α1α2α3α4∏4

i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

=
5

144π

s2

bm2
α4

P̄α1α2α3/α4∏4
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

. (4.52)

So long as f 6= i, we find

|P̄α1α2α3/α4
| ≤ 144π

5

|b|m2
α4

s2

4∏
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi . (4.53)

Bearing in mind the symmetry of P̄α1α2α3/α4
in its first three indices, this is a unitarity

bound on the size of every component apart from that with all indices equal. An immediate
improvement follows from summing |Mfi|2 over f 6= i. Combined with the four-point
positivity bound, the unitarity bound tells us that the (v)hv-torsion cannot be increasing
too fast at the vacuum — the faster it increases, the smaller the maximum scale for which
the effective field theory is valid.

Just like positivity bounds, unitarity also limits the size of higher-order derivatives of
the (v)hv-torsion if the first non-zero Wilson coefficient appears at n > 4. Consider again
the Lagrangian in Eq. (4.23). In the n-point scattering amplitude of the type in Eq. (4.39),
the leading-order piece in momentum is given by

An =

(
−1

2

)k∑
σ

(sσ1σ2) . . . (sσn−1σn)
c̄α1...αn∏n
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

+ subleading terms , (4.54)

where σ runs over all permutations of {1, 2, · · · , n}. Taking the case that both the initial
and final states comprise indistinguishable particles, the s-wave component is

Mfi =
1

k!

1√
VoliVolf

∫
dLIPSi

∫
dLIPSf An . (4.55)

Here Voli (Volf ) denotes the Lorentz-invariant phase space volume of the state i (f). For
either k-body state, the phase space volume in the large-s limit is

Volk =

∫
dLIPSk =

1

8π (k − 1)! (k − 2)!

( s

16π2

)k−2
. (4.56)

Using this we get

Mfi =
(k − 1)! (k − 2)!

k!
(2π)n−3 (−2)k Jn s

2 n!

4

c̄α1...αn∏n
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

=
(k − 2)!

k
(2π)n−3 (−2)k Jn s

2 P̄α1α2α3 |α4...αn−1/αn

bm2
αn

∏n
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi

, (4.57)
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where Jn is a number defined by a purely kinematic integral:

Jn = lim
large s

1

n!

∑
σ

∫
dLIPSi

∫
dLIPSf

sσ1σ2
s

. . .
sσn−1σn

s
, (4.58)

with e.g. J4 = 5/(576π2). For f 6= i, Eq. (4.57) then yields a unitarity bound:

|P̄α1α2α3 |α4...αn−1/αn | ≤
k

(2π)n−3 2k (k − 2)! |Jn|
|b|m2

αn

s2

n∏
i=1

√
2ḡαiαi . (4.59)

At this point, we remark that the choice of coordinates is inconsequential to the key
idea that positivity and unitarity bounds are synonymous with constraints on the vertical
geometry of field theory Lagrange space. The normal diagonalized coordinates that we
often work in are chosen to make the notion of positivity and magnitude precise yet simple.

By now, it should be clear that effective field theories that obey physical principles
we cherish correspond to a class of Lagrange spaces with special vertical geometry at the
vacuum — a particular torsion component must be zero but in some sense increasing, and
the rate of increase limits the scale of validity of the theory. The translation from physical
to geometric constraints in the framework of Lagrange spaces is truly a new insight that
has no counterpart in Riemannian geometry. By enlarging the manifold that we embed
the Lagrangian into from M to TM, there are now degrees of freedom to simultaneously
encode more d-tensors’ worth of information at one point. This is what makes Lagrange
spaces a more powerful framework for understanding effective field theories.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

An effective field theory is an expansion in both fields and derivatives — directions which
a Lagrange space naturally distinguishes by assigning separate coordinates to fields, here
denoted x, and their first derivatives, denoted y. We have demonstrated in this paper
how Wilson coefficients in scalar field theories map to d-tensors on a Lagrange space. The
d-tensors transform covariantly under non-derivative field redefinitions of the Lagrangian,
and therefore combine by necessarily simple rules — which we have enumerated — to form
the coefficients of field-redefinition-invariant scattering amplitudes.

Lagrange spaces have proven to be a powerful generalization of the existing Riemannian
framework, which builds covariant tensors on the scalar field manifold charted only by x.
While we ultimately restrict to y = 0, the horizontal geometry (i.e., the physics in the “x
directions”) of the Lagrange space at the vacuum benefits from a greater freedom in the
choice of connection, corresponding to a freedom in the amplitude to shuffle physics between
terms by momentum conservation. We found alternative connections to the Riemannian
Levi-Civita connection that can better capture the physics at higher orders in momentum.

Meanwhile, the extra vertical degrees of freedom (the physics in the “y directions”)
strictly accommodate Wilson coefficients of operators with four or more derivatives. Phys-
ical constraints on said operators stemming from positivity and perturbative unitarity are
thus given a geometric interpretation in terms of components of the torsion of the manifold
— physical theories translate to a special class of vertical geometry.
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Still, there is more to be understood about Lagrange spaces than what we have found so
far. For example, the vertical geometry at the vacuum, which results from the full tower of
higher-derivative operators, has yet to be fully characterized for a generic Lagrangian. We
have highlighted the key phenomenon of a vanishing but increasing (v)hv-torsion resulting
from positivity bounds, but limited our scope to the first non-vanishing Wilson coefficient.
Positivity bounds involving multiple Wilson coefficients and their geometric description are
promising topics for future investigation.

Additionally, there is a lot more information to be explored — in principle the whole
Lagrangian — embedded in field theory Lagrange space beyond the vacuum. Geometric
quantities take on complicated coordinate expressions at a generic point in Lagrange space,
where y 6= 0; nevertheless, there may be physical insights to be gained. In particular, one
could hope for a geometric description of scattering amplitudes that is truly canonical from
the Lagrangian with no additional d-tensor structures. Notably, the fundamental tensor
g(x, y) contains all the information of the Lagrangian, apart from the potential term, and
is strongly reminiscent of the momentum-dependent metric of [27]. In [27], all field and
derivative dependence is subsumed into a momentum-dependent metric, allowing the coef-
ficients of amplitudes to be expressed as momentum-dependent curvatures. The technology
of Lagrange spaces may shed light on underlying mathematical structures in amplitudes
that make such expressions possible. Furthermore, in the same spirit as extensions to the
basic Riemannian framework, one can also consider how the geometry of Lagrange spaces
changes once loop effects are introduced, or how the framework can be extended to theories
with higher spin.

Finally, there are motivations to look beyond the realm of Lagrange spaces. In par-
ticular, the present picture is only applicable to Lagrangians with flavor-symmetric Wilson
coefficients, and does not seem to exemplify the invariance of scattering amplitudes under
derivative field redefinitions. Both of these limitations are due to the inability of a Lagrange
space to accommodate the Lorentz structure of derivatives, as it cannot distinguish ∂µx for
different µ. One solution is to introduce more degrees of freedom to the tangent bundle,
hinting at more general geometries such as jet bundles. Each extra handle can broaden our
ability to delineate the large space of field transformations, and by extension, the intricate
subset of field redefinition invariant configurations on which on-shell physics resides.
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Appendices

A The Curvature and Torsion of N -linear Connections

An N -linear connection ∇, being an affine connection on TM, has the usual invariants of
torsion T and curvature R. The curvature tensor is a map

R (X,Y )Z =
(

[∇X ,∇Y ]−∇[X,Y ]

)
Z , (A.1)

where X, Y , Z and the output are tangent vectors on TM. Working in the Berwald
basis of horizontal δ/δx and vertical ∂/∂y, we can specify whether each of the tangent
vectors is horizontal or vertical. However, the fact that ∇ respects the horizontal-vertical
decomposition entails that there are actually only three independent d-tensor components
R, P, and Q [29]:

R

(
δ

δxγ
,
δ

δxδ

)
δ

δxβ
= Rαβγδ

δ

δxα
, R

(
δ

δxγ
,
δ

δxδ

)
∂

∂yβ
= Rαβγδ

∂

∂yα
, (A.2a)

R

(
δ

δxγ
,
∂

∂yδ

)
δ

δxβ
= Pαβγδ

δ

δxα
, R

(
δ

δxγ
,
∂

∂yδ

)
∂

∂yβ
= Pαβγδ

∂

∂yα
, (A.2b)

R

(
∂

∂yγ
,
∂

∂yδ

)
δ

δxβ
= Qαβγδ

δ

δxα
, R

(
∂

∂yγ
,
∂

∂yδ

)
∂

∂yβ
= Qαβγδ

∂

∂yα
. (A.2c)

The remaining possibilities follow from anti-symmetry in X and Y . Each component reads:

Rαβγδ =
δFαβδ
δxγ

+ Fαεγ F
ε
βδ + Cαβε

δN ε
δ

δxγ
− (γ ↔ δ) , (A.3a)

Pαβγδ = −
∂Fαβγ
∂yδ

+ Cαβδ/γ + Cαβε

(
F εδγ −

∂N ε
γ

∂yδ

)
, (A.3b)

Qαβγδ =
∂Cαβδ
∂yγ

+ CαεγC
ε
βδ − (γ ↔ δ) . (A.3c)

Meanwhile, the torsion is given by

T (X,Y ) = ∇XY −∇YX − [X,Y ] . (A.4)

Similarly, there are only five independent d-tensor components, one of which is the v-
Christoffel symbol:

T

(
δ

δxβ
,
δ

δxγ

)
= Tαβγ

δ

δxα
+Rαβγ

∂

∂yα
, (A.5a)

T

(
δ

δxβ
,
∂

∂yγ

)
= −Cαβγ

δ

δxα
+ Pαβγ

∂

∂yα
, (A.5b)

T

(
∂

∂yβ
,
∂

∂yγ

)
= Sαβγ

∂

∂yα
. (A.5c)
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The components read:

Tαβγ = Fαγβ − (β ↔ γ) , Rαβγ =
δNα

γ

δxβ
− (β ↔ γ) , (A.6a)

Pαβγ = Fαγβ −
∂Nα

β

∂yγ
, Sαβγ = Cαγβ − (β ↔ γ) . (A.6b)

where Rαβγ should not be confused with the hh-curvature.

B From Partial to Covariant Derivatives in Normal Coordinates

Normal coordinates for a general affine connection D at a point x̄ on a manifold M can
be constructed via the exponential map [39]. For every tangent vector y ∈ Tx̄M, there is
a unique geodesic γy(t) under D that originates from x̄ at t = 0 with initial velocity y.
The exponential map takes y to γy(1) ∈ M if the latter exists. Restricting to appropriate
neighborhoods of the origin in Tx̄M and x̄ inM makes this a diffeomorphism. We are then
free to identify Tx̄M with real coordinate space, thereby arriving at normal coordinates.
For the scalar field manifold, the identification can be chosen to simultaneously diagonalize
g and the second derivative of V at x̄.

While the exponential map is not the only way to construct normal coordinates, it
is the one we will use because partial derivatives of the Christoffel symbol F then vanish
under full symmetrization [49]:17

∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−1
F̄αβkβk+1) → 0 for all k ≥ 1 . (B.1)

Here, the symbol → is used to indicate an expression for the left-hand side that holds in
normal coordinates. Composing covariant derivatives, we find:

∂β1 . . . ∂βk V̄ → D(β1 . . . Dβk) V̄ , (B.2a)

∂β1 . . . ∂βk ḡγ1γ2 → D(β1 . . . Dβk) ḡγ1γ2

+ ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−1|

[
F̄ δγ1|βk) ḡδγ2 + F̄ δγ2|βk) ḡγ1δ

]
+ ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−2|

[
F̄ δγ1|βk−1

Dβk)ḡδγ2 + F̄ δγ2|βk−1
Dβk)ḡγ1δ

]
+ · · · · · ·

+ ∂(β1|

[
F̄ δγ1|β2Dβ3 . . . Dβk)ḡδγ2 + F̄ δγ2|β2Dβ3 . . . Dβk)ḡγ1δ

]
, (B.2b)

∂β1 . . . ∂βk c̄γ1γ2γ3γ4 → D(β1 . . . Dβk) c̄γ1γ2γ3γ4

+ ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−1|

[
F̄ δγ1|βk) c̄δγ2γ3γ4 + F̄ δγ2|βk) c̄γ1δγ3γ4 + . . .

]
+ ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−2|

[
F̄ δγ1|βk−1

Dβk)c̄δγ2γ3γ4 + . . .
]

17Note that no property peculiar to the Levi-Civita connection was used in [49] to derive this result.
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+ · · · · · ·

+ ∂(β1|

[
F̄ δγ1|β2Dβ3 . . . Dβk)c̄δγ2γ3γ4 + . . .

]
. (B.2c)

Notice that the upper index δ of F is never contracted with the index of D as the result
vanishes. Similarly, from the coordinate expression for the curvature tensor R, we find

k + 1

k − 1
∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−1

F̄αβk)γ → D(β1 . . . Dβk−2
R̄αβk−1βk)γ

− ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−2

[
F̄ δβk−1|γ F̄

α
δ|βk)

]
− ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−3|

[
F̄αδ|βk−2

R̄δβk−1βk)γ − (α↔ δ on F , δ ↔ γ on R)
]

− ∂(β1 . . . ∂βk−4|

[
F̄αδ|βk−3

Dβk−2
R̄δβk−1βk)γ − (α↔ δ on F , δ ↔ γ on R)

]
− · · · · · ·

− ∂(β1|

[
F̄αδ|β2Dβ3 . . . Dβk−2

R̄δβk−1βk)γ − (α↔ δ on F , δ ↔ γ on R)
]
. (B.3)

If F is symmetric, this equation can be used to recursively express partially symmetrized
partial derivative of F in terms of covariant derivatives of R, which can then be substituted
into Eqs. (B.2b) and (B.2c). We can hence obtain exact covariant expressions for partial
derivatives of g and c that are valid in normal coordinates. Suppressing any tensor products,
Eq. (3.7) is recovered:

V̄, ... −→ V̄/(...) , (B.4a)

ḡij, ... −→ ḡij/(...) +
r − 3

r − 1

[
R̄i(...|j/|...) + R̄j(...|i/|...)

]
+O(g/R, R2) , (B.4b)

c̄ijkl, ... −→ c̄ijkl/(...) +O(cR) . (B.4c)
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Looking forward to photon-coupled long-lived particles II: dark axion portal

Krzysztof Jod lowski∗

Particle Theory and Cosmology Group, Center for Theoretical Physics of
the Universe, Institute for Basic Science (IBS), Daejeon, 34126, Korea

The dark axion portal is a dimension-5 coupling between an axion-like particle (ALP), a photon,
and a dark photon, which is one of the targets of the intensity frontier searches looking for ∼ sub-
GeV long-lived particles (LLPs). In this work, we re-examine the limits set by existing detectors
such as CHARM and NuCal, and by future experiments such as FASER2, MATHUSLA, and SHiP.
We extend previous works by i) considering several mass regimes of the Dark Sector (DS) particles,
leading to an extended lifetime regime of the unstable species, ii) including LLPs production occur-
ring in previously neglected vector meson decays that actually dominate the LLP yield, and iii) by
implementing secondary LLP production. It takes place by Primakoff-like upscattering of lighter
DS species into LLP on tungsten layers of neutrino emulsion detector FASERν2. This process will
allow FASER2 to cover a significant portion of the γcτ ∼ 1 m region of the parameter space that
is otherwise difficult to cover due to the large (∼ O(100) m) distance between the primary LLP
production point and the decay vessel, where LLP decays take place, which is required in typical
beam-dumb experiments for SM background suppression. �

I. INTRODUCTION

The dark axion portal (DAP) has recently been pro-
posed [1, 2] as a novel interaction between an axion-like
particle (ALP), a dark photon (DP), and photon induced
by interactions in the Dark Sector (DS). Such a mecha-
nism can take place, e.g., due to 1-loop processes involv-
ing massive dark fermions charged under global Peccei-
Quinn symmetry U(1)PQ and gauge groups - U(1)Y (hy-
percharge), and U(1)Dark - which can be viewed as a
generalization of the KSVZ [3, 4] axion to DS containing
new U(1)Dark gauge group.

Recent works have shown that the dark axion portal
may have interesting astrophysical and cosmological im-
plications that differ from the well-studied photophilic
ALP. DAP can, e.g., provide a new mechanism for the
production of dark matter (DM) [5, 6], facilitate cos-
mological relaxation [7, 8], and lead to axion-photon-
dark photon oscillation [9–13], which affects 21 cm obser-
vations, supernovae cooling, and light-shining-through-
walls experiments, among other things. Similarly to an
ALP, which is one of the main benchmarks of the searches
for ∼ sub-GeV feebly-interacting BSM particles [14–16],
the DAP detection prospects have been investigated in B-
factories, fixed target neutrino experiments, reactor ex-
periments, and beam dumps [17–19].

In particular, it was shown that the long-lived particle
(LLP) displaced decay signature at CHARM, FASER,
MATHUSLA and SHiP is particularly effective in cov-
ering the ∼ O(100 m) region of the parameter space.
Since then, the FASER experiment, which began collect-
ing data in 2022 at the start of Run 3 of the LHC, has un-
dergone an intensive research and development phase. As
a result, a dedicated neutrino emulsion detector FASERν
[20, 21] has been installed in front of the main detector.
Although its main purpose is the detection of collider

∗ k.jodlowski@ibs.re.kr

neutrinos [22], because it is made of tungsten layers, it
can also act as a target for the secondary production
of LLPs; see [23, 24] for its impact within non-minimal
scalar, vector, and sterile neutrino portals.

Another development concerning FASER that moti-
vates our analysis is that, as shown in [24], FASER2 will
be sensitive to semi-visible two-body LLP decays. The
final states are an invisible particle (a neutrino or a DS
state) and a single high-energy photon: Eγ > 0.1 TeV for
FASER21, and Eγ > 0.1 TeV for FASERν2. This opens
up a possibility to constrain BSM scenarios with such
semi-visible LLP decays in FASER2, where the LLP can
be produced in either primary [25–27] or secondary [24]
production processes.

In this work, we study both of them for DAP, extend-
ing the results of [18] in multiple directions, such as: con-
sidering single photon LLP decays at FASER detectors,
taking into account secondary LLP production occurring
just in front of the main decay vessel, which allows to
cover the regime of shorter LLP lifetimes, and electron
scattering signatures; we note that in upcoming work we
investigate other BSM scenarios using similar signatures
[28, 29]. Moreover, we study both LLP candidates - when
it consists of a dark axion or a dark photon, and our sim-
ulation is adapted to the general case.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we dis-
cuss the physical aspects of DAP that are relevant to
the intensity frontier searches. In particular, we iden-
tify the region of parameter space corresponding to the
long-lifetime regime of a dark photon or a dark axion.
In Sec. III we provide the specifics of the LLP produc-
tion modes and the signatures under consideration, such
as: the displaced LLP decays, secondary LLP produc-
tion, and scattering of DS states with electrons. Our

1 In fact, recent work [25] considered an even lower energy thresh-
old, Eγ > 1-10 GeV. We follow the original thresholds from [24],
while results for lower energy thresholds, or other changes, can
be easily generated using the modified version of FORESEE.
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main results are discussed in Sec. IV. We show sensitiv-
ity reach for FASER2, MATHUSLA, NuCal, and SHiP
in two mass hierarchies, where either the dark photon
or the dark axion act as a LLP. For both scenarios, we
consider several fixed values of the mass ratio between
the two DS species, which correspond to different LLP
lifetime regimes. We also compare our results to the case
of photophilic ALP. In Sec. V we summarize our study.

II. DARK AXION PORTAL

The interaction Lagrangian of the dark axion portal is
[1, 2],

L ⊃ gaγγ′

4
aFµν F̃ ′µν , (1)

where gaγγ′ is a coupling of mass-dimension -1, and Fµν
and F ′µν are the EM and U(1)Dark field strength tensors,
respectively.

As described in Sec. I, the dark axion portal leads to an
interesting range of phenomena that can be distinct from
the photophilic ALP. In particular, dark axion portal was
proposed [17] as an explanation of the recently rejuve-
nated (g−2)µ anomaly [30–33]. The region of parameter
space relevant to such a solution was the long-lived dark
photon with ∼GeV mass. In fact, [17] analyzed the dark
photon displaced decays in the past beam dump and neu-
trino experiments: LSND [34], MiniBooNE [35, 36], and
CHARM [37] (missing energy searches at BaBar [38, 39]
and Belle [40] were also considered, and were shown to
provide the coverage of the high mass range) to exclude
such possibility. On the other hand, an extended dark
axion portal, involving also kinetic mixing with SM hy-
percharge or muon-philic interactions, has been shown
to be a viable solution [41, 42]. Moreover, such a sce-
nario could be tested in future lepton fixed target exper-
iments, such as NA64e [43, 44], NA64µ [45], LDMX [46],
and M3 [47]. These considerations further motivate ded-
icated sensitivity study of the long-lifetime regime of the
DAP at the far-forward region of the LHC.

In the following, we discuss two benchmarks where,
in each case, one of the DS species is massless, stable
particle. Then only the coupling gaγγ′ and the LLP mass
are free parameters of the model. In Sec. IV we present
results for both of these benchmarks, as well as for several
additional scenarios in which the masses of the DS states
follow a fixed ratio.

For both benchmarks, the lifetime of the unstable, and
typically long-lived, particle depends on the width of the
two-body decay into a photon and a DS state. The three-
body decays into a pair of charged leptons and a DS state
are also possible, especially form & 0.1 GeV, but they are
phase-space suppressed. As a result, they will contribute
to the total decay width typically only at the O(0.01)
level - see Fig. 1 in [18]; relevant formulas are given in
Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Dark photon production modes as a function
of its mass. The vector meson decays, which were not
included in previous works, dominate at both FASER2
and SHiP. The same relationship exists for other mass

schemes and for the dark axion production yields.

Since FASER detectors are ∼ 400 − 600 m away from
the p-p collision point of the LHC, the typical LLP decay
lengths they can probe are

dγ′ ' 100 m×
(

E

1000 GeV

)(
0.1 GeV

mγ′

)4(
7× 10−5

gaγγ′

)2

,

(2)
for the massless dark axion, while for the massless dark
photon analogous formula for da holds for gaγγ′ = 4 ×
10−5 GeV−1. We used d = cβτγ, where γ = E/m is the

boost factor of LLP in the LAB frame, β =
√

1− 1/γ2,
and τ = 1/Γ. The decay widths for the two-body final
states are [1]

(3)

Γγ′ →γa =
g2
aγγ′

96π
m3
γ′

(
1− m2

a

m2
γ′

)3

,

Γa→γγ′ =
g2
aγγ′

32π
m3
a

(
1−

m2
γ′

m2
a

)3

.

We note that when one DS particle is massless, the life-
time of a is smaller than the lifetime of γ′ by a factor of
3, coming from the average over dark photon polariza-
tion states. The same factor will occur for other pairs
of processes in which a and γ′ are exchanged which will
influence our results in Sec. IV.

III. LLP SIGNATURES

In this section, we describe the LLP signatures we use
to constrain the DAP, followed by details of the beam
dump and LHC experiments under consideration.
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Experiment
Target for
prim./sec.

prod.
Energy

Lumi.
or Nprot.

Transverse
size

xmin ∆ LLP signature
LLP

signature cuts
Ref.

CHARM Cu/- 400 GeV 2.4 × 1018 3 × 3 m2a 480 m 35 m decay
Ee+e− > 3 GeV: Nev = 3
Eγ > 7.5 GeV: Nev = 100

[17, 48]

NuCal Fe/- 69 GeV 1.7 × 1018 r = 1.3 m 23 m 64 m decay
Ee+e− > 10 GeV: Nev = 4.4
Eγ > 10 GeV: Nev = 4.4

[48, 49]

SHiP Mo/- 400 GeV 2.4 × 1018 2.5 × 5.5 m2 52.7 m 50 m decay
Ee+e− > 3 GeV: Nev = 3
Eγ > 2 GeV: Nev = 100

[17, 23, 25]

FASER2 Feb/-
√
s =

13 TeV
3000 fb−1 r = 1 m 480 m 5 m decay

Ee+e− > 100 GeV: Nev = 3
Eγ > 100 GeV: Nev = 3

[24, 50]

FASERν2 Fe/W
√
s =

13 TeV
3000 fb−1 r = 0.25 m 472 m 2 m

decay,
sec. prod.,
e− scat.

Eγ > 1000 GeV: Nev = 3,
300 MeV < Ee− < 20 GeV:c

Nev = 20
[23, 24]

FPF FASER2 Fe/-
√
s =

13 TeV
3000 fb−1 r = 1 m 620 m 25 m decay

Ee+e− > 100 GeV: Nev = 3
Eγ > 100 GeV: Nev = 3

[24, 50, 53]

FPF FASERν2 Fe/W
√
s =

13 TeV
3000 fb−1 0.4 × 0.4 m2 612 m 8 m

decay,
sec. prod.,
e− scat.

Eγ > 1000 GeV: Nev = 3,
300 MeV < Ee− < 20 GeV:

Nev = 20
[23, 24, 53]

FPF FLArE Fe/Ar
√
s =

13 TeV
3000 fb−1 1 × 1 m2 600 m 7 m

sec. prod.,
e− scat.

30 MeV < Ee− < 1 GeV:
Nev = 20

[27, 52–54]

a CHARM was placed at a distance of 5 m from the beam axis.
b By primary LLP production at the LHC, we mean the Primakoff process in which photons produced in pp collisions hit the iron

hadronic absorber TAN located 140 m further converting into a LLP particle; the same is assumed for other vesions of FASER
detector. This production mode has been used for photophilic ALP [50] and massive spin-2 portal [51].

c For FASERν2 and FLArE we also take into the account the angular cuts - see tables 1 and 2 from [52].

Table I: Technical parameters of the considered detectors sensitive to LLP decays, secondary LLP production or
scattering with electrons. We specify the technical parameters with the references of each experiment used in our
simulations. LHC-based detectors are separated from experiments using dedicated proton beams. See Tab. 1 from

[51] for a table of experiments sensitive to a massive spin-2 particle decaying dominantly into a photon pair.

A. LLP production

In the ∼1 MeV-1 GeV mass range, dark axion and dark
photon are mainly produced from decays of unstable
mesons. Compared to photophilic ALP, for which the
Primakoff conversion of an on-shell photon into ALP
dominates, the result is about an order of magnitude
smaller number of LLPs for DAP.

Moreover, with regard to meson decays, previous
works [17, 18] considered only three-body decays of
pseudoscalar mesons. As discusssed in [25, 55] for
dark fermions coupled to the SM via dimension-5 and
dimension-6 electromagnetic form factors, the branching
ratios of decays of pseudoscalar and vector mesons of
mass M into such DS states are approximately propor-
tional to M2. As a result, the heaviest vector meson pro-
duced in sufficiently large quantities dominate the pseu-
doscalar mesons contributions. We found agreement with
this argument for the DAP, as shown in Fig. 1, where we
present contributions of unstable mesons produced at the
LHC to the dark photon yield assuming the dark axion is
massless; analogous behavior takes place for other mass
scenarios.

We used the FORESEE [56] package to implement our
model, in particular we used Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A2) de-
scribing the branching ratios of vector and pseudoscalar
meson decays, respectively, which are used to obtain the
resulting LLP yield. For the far-forward LHC detectors
such as FASER2 [57–59] and Forward Physics Facility
(FPF) [53, 60, 61], which would accommodate multiple
detectors adapted to various searches, e.g., FASERν2
[52, 61] and FLArE [52], we used the included spectra
generated by EPOSLHC [62] and Pythia [63]. For beam
dump experiments such as CHARM [37], NuCal [64, 65],
and SHiP [66, 67], we used Pythia to generate the me-
son spectra, and we extended FORESEE to simulate the
production and decay of LLPs taking place in these de-
tectors.

B. Simulation details

After the production of a LLP, the number of events
linked to a LLP signature being detected inside the de-
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tector are [68, 69]

N =

∫ ∫
dEdθ

d2N

dEdθ
p(E, θ) qaccept.(E, θ), (4)

where the first term denotes the spectrum of the LLP
with a energy E and polar angle θ relative to the beam-
line; p(E) corresponds to the probability of the signature
taking place inside the detector, while experimental or
simulation-related cuts are described by qaccept.(E, θ, φ).

a. Primary production Displaced LLP decays re-
sulting from, e.g., proton-target collisions are the main
experimental signature in LLP searches [14, 15, 70]. The
experimental signal consists of high-energy SM particles,
typically a pair of photons or charged leptons, and the
probability of these decays occurring within a detector of
length ∆ is

p(E) = e−L/d(E) − e−(L+∆)/d(E), (5)

where d(E) represents the LLP decay length in the LAB
frame and L corresponds to the distance between the
LLP production point and the start of the detector. It is
evident that the majority of events arise from sufficiently
long-lived species, characterized by d & L, resulting only
in linear suppression with the decay length: p(E) ' ∆/d
[15, 71]. However, for short-lived species, the second term
in Eq. (5) can be neglected and p(E) ' e−L/d. It is

therefore clear that the distance L sets the scale of the
LLP decay lengths that can be probed in such a way.

In the DAP, the leading two-body decays deposit en-
ergy through a single photon, while decays into a DS and
e+e− are suppressed, see bottom panels of each plot in
Figs. 2 and 3. Despite the additional SM induced back-
ground for the single-photon LLP decay, it was shown
[24] that FASER2 will be sensitive to it with the same
cuts on the deposited energy and number of events as for
the two-photon decays; we refer to that work for discus-
sion of the backgrounds.
b. Secondary production Secondary production of

LLPs can take place by coherent upscattering of a lighter
DS species into the LLP on tungsten layers of neutrino
emulsion detector FASERν2; see fig. 1 from [23] for a
schematic illustration.

We study the displaced decay of the LLP produced in
this way, where the production takes place at FASERν2,
while the decay happens at FASER2. As the distance
between these two detectors is L ' 1 m, this production
mode could allow to cover a part of the d ∼ L ' 1 m
region of the parameter space. On the other hand, the
cross-section for the secondary production results in ad-
ditional ∝ g2

aγγ′ dependence in the number of decays. As
a result, we expect secondary production to cover larger
values of gaγγ′ than the ones covered by primary produc-
tion [23, 24].

The probability of secondary LLP production followed
by decay inside FASER2 is given by convolution of Eq. (5)
with upscattering cross-section [23]

p(E)sec. prod. =
1

Lint

∫ ∆̃

0

(
e−(xmin−t)/d − e−(xmin+∆−t)/d

)
dt =

d

mT /(ρ σ(E))
e−(xmin+∆)/d

(
e∆/d − 1

)(
e∆̃/d − 1

)
,

(6)

where Lint = mT /(ρ σ(E)) is the interaction length cor-
responding to the upscattering of DS species with energy
E on nucleus of mass mT inside the material of density
ρ and length ∆̃; σ(E) is the upscattering cross-section;
xmin is the distance from the beginning of the upscat-
tering material to the beginning of the detector; and the
dummy variable t parameterizes the length of the upscat-
tering material.

The cross-section for the upscattering process can be
obtained in the closed form following the method de-
scribed for photophilic ALP [72]; also see eq. B1-B3 from
[51], while the derivation of the equation below can be
found in the included Mathematica notebook,

σγ′N →aN '
αEMg

2
aγγ′Z

2

12

(
log

(
d

1/a2 − tmax

)
− 2

)
,

(7)

where a = 111Z−1/3/me, d = 0.164 GeV2A−2/3, me is
the electron mass, Z (A) is the atomic number (weight)
of a nucleus, and tmax ' −(m4

a +m4
γ′)/(4E

2
1).

This formula differs (it is smaller) from the one for
photophilic ALP only by a factor of 2/3, which results
from 2 (3) polarization states for photon (dark photon).

At FASERν2, Primakoff production process takes
place on tungsten (W), and the formula describing it has

the following form: σW
γ′N→aN ' 48

GeV2 ×
(
gaγγ′

1/GeV

)2

.

c. Electron scattering FASERν2 and FLArE detec-
tors will be sensitive to DS states scattering with elec-
trons, see [52] for an extensive discussion.

The corresponding probability for such scattering
events is simply given by

p(E)scat. =
∆

Lint
, (8)

where ∆ is the length of the FASERν2 or FLArE and Lint

denotes the interaction length of the scattering process,
which is described by the following cross-section:

(9)σγ′e− →ae− '
αEMg

2
aγγ′

12
log

(
EmaxR

EminR

)
,
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where ER ≡ Ee− is the electron recoil energy, while
the differential cross-section, dσ/dER, needed for angular
cuts indicated in table I, can be found in the Mathemat-
ica notebook.

IV. RESULTS

We present the sensitivity lines for the LLP signatures
within DAP in past and future experiments listed in ta-
ble I. In the upper rows, the characteristics of beam dump
experiments are displayed, whereas the lower rows ex-
hibit the far-forward LHC detectors. We consider two
versions of the FASER2 detector - an extension of cur-
rent FASER detector or new one placed within FPF. We
indicated all their relevant properties needed for simula-
tion of LLP signatures discribed in Sec. III.

Although, as indicated by similar formulas for decay
widths and Primakoff cross-sections for both DAP and
photophilic ALP, the main difference between the two
portals is the fact that DAP is composed of two DS
species and, depending on the mass hierarchy between
them, each can serve as a LLP.

In Sec. IV A we discuss the case when dark photon is
the LLP, which for massless dark axion was studied in
[17–19], while in Sec. IV B we consider dark axion as the
LLP.

A. Dark photon as the LLP

When mγ′ > ma, ∼ sub-GeV dark photon is the LLP,
and its decay width is described by Eq. (2). The sig-
natures described in Sec. III were simulated in modified
version of FORESEE, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.

We consider three mass ratios, ma/mγ′ , which are
fixed as follows: 0 (top), 0.5 (middle), and 0.9 (bottom).

In the first case, we checked that when the dark photon
is produced only by the three-body pseudoscalar meson
decays, we reproduce the results of [17, 18]. Moreover, for
the case of massless dark axion (and also in the opposite
case of massless dark photon), we denote with the light-
gray color the areas that are excluded by astrophysical
and cosmological bounds obtained in [13].

The richness of the DAP is indicated by the middle and
bottom plots of Fig. 2. They show that when the masses
of the two DS particles are comparable, the LLP decay
width is suppressed and, as a result, its lifetime is longer,
resulting in shifting the significant reach of FASER2 and
SHiP towards higher masses. Note that in this scenario
the existing bounds, especially from NuCal, are relaxed
due to the high energy threshold on the single photon,
which is more difficult to meet because of the compressed
spectra. On the other hand, FASER2 reach weakens only
mildly because of the typical high energy∼ O(100)′sGeV
of the produced LLPs.

Another feature of DAP that distinguishes it from
the photophilic ALP is that vector meson decays pro-

duce a pair of dark photon-dark axion, both of which
can travel virtually undisturbed from the production
point to FASERν2, which allows for the secondary LLP
production by Primakoff-like upscattering2. As a re-
sult, this production mode allows to cover part of the
d = γcτ ∼ 1 m region of the parameter space, see dashed
and dash-dotted lines in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that the
probability of LLP decay taking place inside the decay
vessel in short-lived regime is exponentially suppressed,
p(E) ' e−L/d for d� L, hence this region of the param-
eter space cannot be covered by a detector placed at a
significant distance from the LLP production point.

Lastly, the electron scattering signature allows cover-
age of the low-mass regime and is complementary to the
decays of the dark photons produced in both primary and
secondary production processes. It should be noted that
the electron scattering limit is typically weaker than in
the case of secondary production, mainly due to the lack
of Z2 enhancement, cf. Eq. (7) and Eq. (9).

B. Dark axion as the LLP

The results for the opposite mass hierarchy are shown
in Fig. 3. The formulas for the LLP production channels
are the same as for the case of the dark photon acting
as the LLP, while the LLP lifetime is smaller by a factor
of 3; see Eq. (3). As a result, the sensitivity lines are
shifted towards smaller masses. Moreover, the Primakoff
and electron scattering cross-sections are also smaller by
a factor of 3, resulting in smaller reach.

We only show one benchmark corresponding to mass-
less dark photon, while other mass scenarios are analo-
gous to the middle and bottom rows of Fig. 2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the prospects of detect-
ing the dark axion portal in the intensity frontier searches
adapted to a diverse set of LLP signatures. The main
difference between DAP with negligible kinetic mixing
and the photophilic ALP in the ∼ sub-GeV mass regime
is that the Primakoff conversion of an on-shell photon
into an ALP is no longer possible, and the leading LLP
production modes are vector meson decays, yielding ap-
proximately an order of magnitude fewer LLPs.

The second difficulty in probing DAP is that the LLP
decays semi-visibly, so its energy can only be deposited
by a single photon3. Such an experimental signature is
more challenging than the usual two-photon ALP decay

2 It also increases the number of events from electron scattering
by a factor of 2.

3 As Figs. 2 and 3 show, three-body semi-visible LLP decays into
a e+e− pair are suppressed by at least 2 orders of magnitude
with respect to the leading two-body decays.
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because of, among other things, the additional SM in-
duced background.

On the other hand, future detectors like FASER2 and
SHiP will be able to effectively probe such LLP decays,
resulting in coverage of the parameter space similar to
the photophilic ALP.

Moreover, secondary LLP production taking place just
in front of the decay vessel will allow to cover part of the
shorter LLP lifetime regime corresponding to d ∼ 1 m.

Finally, scatterings of either of the DS species with
electrons taking place inside FASERν2 or FLArE will
allow to probe the low mass regime of the LLP, m .
10 MeV. It is complementary to both the LLP displaced
decays and missing energy searches, which are restricted
to different LLP mass ranges.
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Appendix A: Meson decays

In this section, we present expressions for the leading
dark axion and dark photon production modes, see Fig. 1

for a comparison of their contributions.

1. Vector meson decays

We give the branching ratio of the two-body decays of
vector mesons into a-γ′, V (p0)→ γ∗(p1 + p2)→ a(p1) +
γ′(p2), which are mediated by an off-shell photon,

BRV→aγ′

BRV→ee
=
g2
aγγ′

(
(−M2 +m2

a +m2
γ′)

2 − 4m2
am

2
γ′

)3/2
32παEMM

√
M2 − 4m2

e (M2 + 2m2
e)

,

(A1)
where BRV→e+e− is the branching ratio of the vector
meson with mass M decaying into the e+e− pair [73].

We note that in the mγ′ → 0 limit Eq. (A1) reduces
to the result for photophilic ALP, see, e.g., Eq. 11 from
[74].

2. Pseudoscalar and vector meson decays

The subdominant production mode takes place by de-
cays of pseudoscalar mesons into a photon and DS states
mediated by an off-shell photon, P (p0)→γ(p1)+γ∗(p2 +
p3)→γ(p1) + a(p2) + γ′(p3).

We obtained the same averaged amplitude squared as
[17], while below we give the resulting differential branch-
ing ratio in a form convenient for Monte Carlo simulation:

dBRP→γaγ′

dq2d cos θ
= BRP→γγ×

[
g2
aγγ′

256π2m6
P q

6

(
m2
P − q2

)3
(cos(2θ) + 3)

(
(m2

γ′ +m2
a − q2)2 − 4m2

γ′m
2
a

)3/2]
, (A2)

where mP is the pseudoscalar meson mass, q2 ≡ (p2 +
p3)2, and θ is the angle between a(p2) and the off-shell
photon in the meson rest frame; BRP→γγ is the branch-
ing ratio of pseudoscalar meson decaying into two pho-
tons taken for PDG [73].

Appendix B: Three-body decays

Below, we give formulas for the three-body decay
widths of a dark photon and a dark ALP in the mγ′ �
ma,ml and ma � mγ′ ,ml limits, respectively; general
form of the differential decay width can be found in the
Mathematica notebook included in �.

(B1)

Γγ′ →l+l−a =
αEMg

2
aγγ′

576π2m3
γ

32m6
l coth−1

 mγ′√
m2
γ′ − 4m2

l

+mγ′

√m2
γ′ − 4m2

l

(
26m2

γ′m
2
l − 7m4

γ′ + 8m4
l

)

− 4m5
γ′ log

 2ml√
m2
γ′ − 4m2

l +mγ′

+ 12mγ′m
4
l log

16m4
l

(
mγ′ −

√
m2
γ′ − 4m2

l

)
(√

m2
γ′ − 4m2

l +mγ′

)5



 ,

https://github.com/krzysztofjjodlowski/Looking_forward_to_photon_coupled_LLPs
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(B2)

Γa→l+l−γ′ =
αEMg

2
aγγ′

192π2m3
a

32m6
l coth−1

(
ma√

m2
a − 4m2

l

)
+ma

√m2
a − 4m2

l

(
26m2

am
2
l − 7m4

a + 8m4
l

)

− 4m5
a log

(
2ml√

m2
a − 4m2

l +ma

)
+ 12mam

4
l log

16m4
l

(
ma −

√
m2
a − 4m2

l

)
(√

m2
a − 4m2

l +ma

)5
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Figure 2: Sensitivity reach for the dark photon acting as the LLP at the baseline (left) and the Forward Physics
Facility (right) location of FASER2. The mass ratio, ma/mγ′ , is fixed as follows: 0 (top), 0.5 (middle), and 0.9
(bottom). The contour lines for each experiment correspond to the number of events, Nev, as indicated in table I.

Lines derived by the missing energy signature at BaBar and Belle were taken from [17].
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2 but for dark axion acting as the LLP. We only show results for one mass scheme, massless
dark photon, as the other results are analogous to the middle and bottom plots of Fig. 2. The light-gray areas are

excluded by astrophysical and cosmological bounds which were obtained in [13].
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Using standard mathematical methods for asymptotic series and the large-β0

approximation, we define a Minimum Distance between the Fixed-Order pertur-
bative series and the Contour-Improved perturbative series in the strong coupling
αs for finite-energy sum rules as applied to hadronic τ decays. This distance is
similar, but not identical, to the Asymptotic Separation of Hoang and Regner,
which is defined in terms of the difference of the two series after Borel resumma-
tion. Our results confirm a nonzero nonperturbative result in αs for this Mini-
mum Distance as a measure of the intrinsic difference between the two series, as
well as a conflict with the Operator Product Expansion for Contour-Improved
Perturbation Theory.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The determination of αs from an analysis of the hadronic τ decay has a very long and
successful history, which is linked to the use of Finite Energy Sum Rules (FESRs) [1]-
[9]. These FESRs rely on the analyticity of the Vector (and Axial) two-point correlator to
relate integrals of the spectral function to complex contour integrals of perturbation theory
supplemented by the nonperturbative contribution from the Operator Product Expansion
(OPE). Because the mass of the τ lepton is not much larger than the scale of QCD, one
of the problems that one has to face is that of the (non)convergence of the perturbative
series, a property associated with renormalons [10]. Even the OPE as a whole has been
recognized as constituting a nonconvergent expansion, and this property is at the origin of
(quark-hadron) Duality Violations [11]-[18].

Although the QCD perturbative series is expected to be only asymptotic, multiple ideas
have been explored to compensate for this lack of convergence by a reorganization of the
terms in the series in order to help approach the final result at the fastest possible rate [19]-
[20]. Two of these organizations of the perturbative series have been predominant in analyses
of the hadronic τ decay: Fixed-Order Perturbation Theory (FOPT) and Contour-Improved
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Perturbation Theory (CIPT) [21]-[22].
The essential difference between FOPT and CIPT is in the choice of the renormalization

scale µ2 which is present in any perturbative calculation. Usually the natural choice for a
QCD correlator with an external scale s0 has been to take µ2 equal to this external scale
to minimize the contribution of the ubiquitous logarithms of the form log(s0/µ

2) appearing
in the perturbative series. This is the choice made in FOPT. However, the existence of the
contour of integration in the complex plane in the FESRs also allows the possibility to make
the choice µ2 = z to kill the logarithmic contribution of the form log(z/µ2) along the whole
contour of integration in the z complex plane, and this latter choice is the one made in
CIPT.

The proponents of CIPT defend their position by arguing that this choice resums the
perturbative series along the whole complex contour, resulting in a series which, at least for
the lowest orders that have been calculated in τ decay so far, seems to be better behaved,
i.e., with smaller term-by-term contributions. However, apart from its unique application,1

the partial resummation carried out by CIPT is potentially suspect. As mentioned above,
the QCD perturbative series is asymptotic and it turns out that this partial resummation
disrupts a cancellation between the leading perturbative orders from the Adler function and
the orders originating from the contour of integration. In fact, in the large-β0 approximation
this cancellation is exact [23].

Recently, the seminal work of Ref. [24] has substantially contributed to a clarification
of the difference between FOPT and CIPT. These authors have pointed out that the Borel
transform which generates the CIPT series is different from that of the FOPT series, result-
ing in a irreducible difference, of O(e−c/αs) (with αs the strong coupling and c some positive
constant), which they refer to as the “Asymptotic Separation” (AS). Since the renormalon
structure of the FOPT series, and in particular its associated ambiguities, match the contri-
butions from the OPE as expected,2 this extra nonperturbative contribution present in the
CIPT series is in conflict with the OPE or, at least, with its standard version [25], in that
it suggests the existence of nonperturbative terms which go beyond the OPE.

However, in spite of this, in some analyses it has been standard practice to assume the
same OPE for FOPT and for CIPT, taking an average of the results obtained for αs in both
cases, and taking the difference as some sort of systematic error [26]. In view of the results
of Ref. [24], this procedure now has turned out to be inconsistent.

What makes sense, once the source for this irregular behavior of the CIPT series has been
identified, is to design a cure for it. Reference [27] has presented a scheme to bring CIPT
into agreement with the OPE, and the results obtained largely confirm the results obtained
with the FOPT method.

The purpose of the present note is to discuss the difference between Fixed-Order Per-
turbation Theory (FOPT) and Contour-Improved Perturbation Theory (CIPT), following
the analysis of Hoang and Regner [24]. However, in contrast to the approach of Ref. [24],
which considers this difference at the level of a Borel transform of the contour integration
generally used in τ -decay analyses, in this work we will consider the asymptotic series which

1 To the best of our knowledge, a choice like CIPT has never been made in any QCD analysis apart from its

use in FESR analyses. It is far from obvious whether the CIPT αs is the same coupling as that extracted

from an observable for which there exists no contour to consider.
2 Any ambiguity generated by the perturbative series is expected to be cured by a contribution from the

OPE, since the combined result should be unambiguous.
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results after the integration over this contour is carried out, order by order, at the level
of the perturbative series expansion. The result of this analysis confirms that there is a
nonperturbative difference between the FOPT and CIPT asymptotic series, as pointed out
in Ref. [24], and we agree with the main message of that reference, namely, that this non-
perturbative difference is at odds with the OPE. In addition, we show how to reproduce the
results of Ref. [24] in a different way, at least in the large-β0 approximation. However, our
new result for the difference at the level of the series is not the same as the AS obtained at
the level of Borel sums in Ref. [24]

In this work we will limit ourselves to the large-β0 case. We do this because this case is
considerably simpler while at the same time containing the essential ingredients, allowing
for a clearer discussion of the main results. Therefore, let us define the variable α as

α =
1

2
β0αs , (1.1)

with (using µ dαs/dµ = −β0α
2
s)

β0 =
1

π

(
11Nc

6
− Nf

3

)
. (1.2)

The Renormalization Group equation in terms of α simply reads

−z d
dz
α(z) = α2(z) . (1.3)

For future reference, let us note that Nf = 3 and αs = 0.3 (the approximate value of αs
at the τ mass) correspond to α ' 0.2, which is the relevant value in the analysis of the
hadronic decay of the τ lepton. This is why in some examples we will use α = 1/5.

II. FOPT FOR THE ADLER FUNCTION AND ARBITRARY MOMENT xm

The Adler function, D(z) posseses a renormalon structure [10] which admits a Borel
representation given by

D(z) = −z dΠ(z)

dz
=
∫ ∞

0
dω B(ω) e−

ω
α(−z) (2.1)

=
∫ ∞

0
dω B(ω)

(
−z
µ2

)−ω
e
− ω
α(µ2)

in terms of the Borel function, B(ω), whose singularities closest to the origin are located at
integer values of ω. The second equation in Eq. (2.1) follows from Eq. (1.3). In Eq. (2.1),
Π(z) stands for the scalar function associated with the vacuum polarization tensor of the
two-point vector correlator.

One distinguishes the ultraviolet (UV) renormalons, as those sigularities located at neg-
ative values of ω, and the infrared (IR) renormalons, with singularities located at positive
values of ω. In most of this work we will concentrate on the IR renormalons, as they will
turn out to be mainly responsible for the FOP-CIPT difference, but we will also comment
on the UV renormalons and clarify their role, if any, in regard to this difference.

In general, these singularities are branch points but, in the large-β0 approximation, the
IR renormalons are simply poles in the Borel function B(ω): a simple pole at ω = 2 plus
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an infinite sequence of double poles at ω = 3, 4, 5, .... Therefore, we may concentrate on the
contribution of an individual pole to the Adler function by considering the integral

D(z)|p =
∫ ∞

0
dω

(
−z
µ2

)−ω
1

(p− ω)γ
e
− ω
α(µ2) . (2.2)

where, as we have discussed, γ = 1 or 2 in the large-β0 approximation.
At this level the distinction between FOPT and CIPT lies in the choice for the scale µ.

In FOPT, this choice amounts to taking µ2 = s0, where s0 is a typical external Euclidean
scale in the problem which, in the particular case of the hadronic τ decay, may be simply
identified with m2

τ . Because the τ mass is not much larger than the hadronic scale, analyses
of the decay of the τ lepton traditionally use the so-called Finite Energy Sum Rules (FESRs),
which consist of moments, Am(s0), of contour integrals of radius |z| = s0 around the origin
of the complex plane. Therefore, we will study integrals of the type

Am(s0) = − 1

2πi

∮
|x|=1

dx

x
xmD(xs0) . (2.3)

Upon inserting (2.2) into (2.3), and using the identity

− 1

2πi

∮
|x|=1

dx

x
xm (−x)−ω =

sin(πω)

π(m− ω)
, (2.4)

one easily obtains that

Am(s0) = − 1

2πi

∮
|x|=1

dx

x
xmD(s0x) =

1

π

∫ ∞
0

dω

(
sin(πω)

(m− ω)(p− ω)γ

)
e
− ω
α(s0) . (2.5)

The case γ = 1 is particularly simple as this integral is well-defined for all values of m
except m = p, for which it diverges. For m 6= p, the integrand in Eq. (2.5) is analytic
everywhere in the complex ω plane and has an infinite radius of convergence in ω. This
allows the integration to be carried out even after expanding the expression in parenthesis
in powers of ω, resulting in a convergent power expansion in α for the integral, whose radius
of convergence we show to be equal to 1/π in App. A. In this case, the Borel transform
of FOPT in Eq. (2.5) defines an analytic function which we will assume to be the exact
answer. This will be sufficient for our purposes.3 The situation will be different in the CIPT
case, which is key to the arguments of Ref. [24] and this paper.

In the general case, the pole at ω = p is not simple but double (i.e., γ = 2), or even
a branch point if one goes beyond the large-β0 approximation. In these cases, even FOPT
needs to be regulated and it is common practice to do so according to the Principal Value
prescription, defined as the average with respect to an ±iε shift in both singularities at
ω = p and ω = m, taking the limit ε → 0 at the end. The fact that the result has a finite
limit when ε→ 0 means that we are defining the Borel integral by analytic continuation.

The FOPT series, being an expansion in powers of α, can therefore be obtained as

Am(s0) = − 1

2πi

∮
|x|=1

dx

x
xmD(s0x) =

1

π

∫ ∞
0

dω

[
sin(πω)

(m− ω)(p− ω)γ

]
T

e
− ω
α(s0) , (2.6)

3 Even when a convergent power expansion defines an analytic function in α, this function might differ from

the exact solution by terms O(e−1/α).
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where the symbol [H(ω)]T denotes the Taylor expansion of the function H(ω) around ω = 0,
integrated term by term.

To study the difference between FOPT and CIPT and make contact with the Asymptotic
Separation defined in Ref. [24], it will prove convenient to split the sin(πω) = 1

2i
(eiπω−e−iπω),

and integrate each term in the difference separately. This requires the poles at ω = p and
ω = m to be regulated and we will do so using the common Principal Value prescription
mentioned above.

III. CIPT FOR THE ADLER FUNCTION AND ARBITRARY MOMENT xm

AND THE ASYMPTOTIC SEPARATION OF HOANG AND REGNER

Unlike in the case of FOPT, the CIPT choice for the scale µ2 in the contour moment
(2.3) corresponds to taking µ2 = z in Eq. (2.2). This leads to

D(z) =
∫ ∞

0
dω

[
1

(p− ω)γ

]
T

e−
ω

α(−z) =
∞∑
n=0

n!
B(−γ, n)

pn+γ
αn+1(−z) , (3.1)

where B(−1, n) = 1, B(−2, n) = n+ 1.
To obtain Am(s0) in CIPT, we again use the identity (2.4) and obtain

Am(s0) =
1

π

∫ ∞
0

dω

[
1

(p− ω)γ

]
T

sin(πω)

m− ω
e−ω/α(s0) , (3.2)

for its corresponding series expansion. This amounts to carrying out the contour integration
of Eq. (3.1) term by term, because sin(πω)

m−ω is an analytic function everywhere in the complex
plane, and thus equals its Taylor expansion everywhere. There is thus no need to deform
the contour, as was done in Ref. [24], where the series was Borel resummed first.

We note the difference between the FOPT series in Eq. (2.6) and the CIPT counterpart
in Eq. (3.2). Resumming the series in Eq. (3.2) by removing the symbol [ ]T immediately
reproduces the FOPT result in Eq. (2.5). Why are these two series different then? In
the particular case of a simple pole, γ = 1, one can easily see where the difference comes
from: The expansion of 1

p−ω in powers of ω and consequent integration term by term is a

mathematically illegal operation since this expansion converges only for |ω| ≤ p, whereas ω
is integrated all the way to infinity. This causes the series (3.2) to be asymptotic, unlike the
FOPT result in Eq. (2.6) since sin(πω)/((m− ω)(p− ω)) has no singularity in ω for m 6= p,
and therefore, an infinite radius of convergence in a power expansion in ω. This leads to the
finite radius of convergence of the FOPT expansion in powers of α found in App. A.

As an asymptotic expansion, CIPT in Eq. (3.2) will approach a certain value, in general
different from Eq. (2.5), before it diverges. In Ref. [24], a Borel sum for the CIPT expansion
was defined, and an explicit expression for the difference between the CIPT and FOPT Borel
sums, the “Asymptotic Separation” (AS) was obtained.

In order to calculate this AS we will follow a slightly different route from Ref. [24] which,
in our opinion, requires less mathematical complexity and may clarify some aspects of the
final result, at least in the large-β0 approximation. To do this, it is useful to split the sin(πω)
in Eq. (3.2) into two exponentials and consider the following difference (γ = 1, 2):

∆(α, p,m, γ, ε, k) = (3.3)

1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ
e−

ω
α

(1−ikπα)

m+ iε− ω
− 1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω

[
1

(p− ω)γ

]
T

e−
ω
α

(1−ikπα)

m+ iε− ω
,
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where α ≡ α(s0) and k = ±1. Notice how the poles now need to be regulated with the
addition of an iε (ε > 0), as the sin(πω) function is absent in the numerator. It is intuitively
clear that a nonzero difference has to be due to the position of the pole at ω = p + iε and
that, in physics terms, it should be nonperturbative with respect of the coupling α, the
expectation being a behavior of the form ∆ ∼ O(e−p/α).

To arrive at a result for ∆ in Eq. (3.3), we will first study a slightly simpler example.
Consider the difference

∆̃ =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
e−

ω
α

(1−iπα)

p+ iε− ω
− 1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω

[
1

p− ω

]
T

e−
ω
α

(1−iπα) . (3.4)

The second integral need not be regulated with an iε because, due to the implicit series
expansion in ω, the integrand has no pole.

If we could remove the symbol [ ]T in the second term of (3.4) (which of course we cannot,
because of the pole at ω = p which would then appear), the result for the difference would
be clearly zero. Instead, before we remove this symbol, we move away from the real axis.

The Taylor expansion of the second term does not contain the pole at ω = p and,
consequently, the second integral can actually be taken along any path which does not
touch the positive real axis, Γ, going from ω = 0 to ω = ∞ in the first quadrant of the
complex ω plane. For definiteness, we will take Γ to be a straight line with a finite angle
between 0 and π/2 with respect to the real axis. We then have

∆̃ =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
e−

ω
α

(1−iπα)

p+ iε− ω
− 1

2iπ

∫
Γ
dω

[
1

p− ω

]
T

e−
ω
α

(1−iπα) . (3.5)

If we now define a resummation by removing the symbol [ ]T , regulating the pole with the
same prescription as in the first term, the expression becomes

∆̃ =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
e−

ω
α

(1−iπα)

p+ iε− ω
− 1

2iπ

∫
Γ
dω

e−
ω
α

(1−iπα)

p+ iε− w

=
1

2iπ

∮
dω

e−
ω
α

(1−iπα)

p+ iε− ω
, (3.6)

which immediately shows the presence of the pole at p = ω with the help of the the residue
theorem (the contribution from the circular arc at infinity connecting the positive real axis
and Γ vanishes). This procedure defines a Borel sum for the 2nd term and yields for this
difference

∆̃ = (−1)p+1 e−
p
α . (3.7)

As we will see below, this result for ∆̃ previews the AS defined in Ref. [24] for this case of
Eq. (3.4). Figure 1 shows

∆̃n =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
e−

ω
α

(1−iπα)

p+ iε− ω
− 1

2iπp

∫ ∞
0

dω
n∑
k=0

(
ω

p

)k
e−

ω
α

(1−iπα) (3.8)

as a function of n. The resummed ∆̃ of Eq. (3.6) is purely real even though both integrals
in Eq. (3.6) are complex. This means that the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (3.8) behave
very differently. Indeed one can see on the left panel that the real part approaches a nonzero
value, given approximately by the expression in Eq. (3.7) before it diverges, whereas the
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Real part of Eq. (3.8) for α = 1/10 and p = 1, as a function of the order,

n, multiplied by 105. The dashed line is the result of ∆̃, Eq. (3.7). Right panel: same for the

imaginary part, with Im ∆̃ = 0.

imaginary part in the right panel oscillates around zero before diverging. If we had chosen
to regulate the pole with −iε instead, the pole at ω = p− iε would not be encircled by the
contour in Eq. (3.6) and the result would be zero. This choice of iε prescription would lead
to a plot like that in the right panel of Fig. 1, but now for both the real and the imaginary
part: The series oscillates around the result and there is no asymptotic separation.4

We are now ready to calculate the AS for the difference of FOPT in Eq. (2.5) and CIPT
in Eq. (3.2). To this end, it is convenient to define the integrals5

I(α, p,m, γ, ε, k) =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ
e−

ω
α

(1− iπα k)

m+ iε− ω
, (3.9)

and

IT (α, p,m, γ, ε, k) =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω

[
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ

]
T

e−
ω
α

(1− iπα k)

m+ iε− ω
. (3.10)

The result for the FOPT moment Am(s0) in Eq. (2.5) may be expressed as

AFOPT
m (s0) =

1

2

[
I(α, p,m, γ, ε, k = 1) + I(α, p,m, γ,−ε, k = 1) (3.11)

−I(α, p,m, γ, ε, k = −1)− I(α, p,m, γ,−ε, k = −1)
]
,

where the ε→ 0 limit at the end is understood.6 The equivalent CIPT version, ACIPT
m (s0) is

obtained from the above expression using the integral IT instead of I. Repeating the same

4 The behavior shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 is reminiscent of the case where p (the position of the

pole in the Adler function) is the same as m (the position of the pole generated upon contour integration

of the moment). See section IV A below.
5 As before, we choose ε > 0 in what follows but choosing ε < 0 leads to the same result.
6 When γ = 1 this limit is trivial due to the sin(πω) function in Eq. (2.5).
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steps which led to the result of ∆̃ in Eq. (3.6), we get (ε > 0):

∆AS(α, p,m, γ) =
1

2

[
∆(ε, 1) + ∆(−ε, 1)−∆(ε,−1)−∆(−ε,−1)

]
, (3.12)

where for simplicity we omit the arguments α, p, m and γ and

∆(ε, k) =
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ
e−

ω
α

(1− iπα k)

m+ iε− ω
(3.13)

− 1

2iπ

∫
Γk

dω
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ
e−

ω
α

(1− iπα k)

m+ iε− ω

−k Θ(kε) Res

{
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ
e−

ω
α

(1− iπα k)

m+ iε− ω
;ω = m+ iε

}

= k Θ(kε) Res

{
1

(p+ iε− ω)γ
e−

ω
α

(1− iπα k)

m+ iε− ω
;ω = p+ iε

}
. (3.14)

Here Γk is a straight line from ω = 0 to ω = ∞ in the first quadrant if k = 1 and in the
fourth quadrant if k = −1. The function Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 for x < 0, which
implies that ∆(−ε, 1) = ∆(ε,−1) = 0 because no pole is encircled in these cases. Therefore,
Eq. (3.12) simplifies to the sum of two separate contour integrals along two closed contours
(one counter-clockwise in the first quadrant when k = 1 and one clockwise in the fourth
quadrant when k = −1) and we find as the final result

∆AS(α, p,m, γ) = Res

{
1

(p− ω)γ
e−

ω
α cos(πω)

m− ω
;ω = p

}
, (3.15)

where we have already taken the limit ε → 0. This result immediately shows why the IR
renormalons are the ones responsible for the AS. UV renormalons, on the other hand, do not
contribute as their poles are located outside of both integration contours and, correspond-
ingly, their residues vanish.

We may now list a couple of explicit results:

∆AS(α, p,m, 1) = (−1)p
e−p/α

p−m
, (3.16)

∆AS(α, p,m, 2) = (−1)p e−p/α
(

1

(p−m)2
+

1

α

1

p−m

)
,

in agreement with the results found in Ref. [24].7 This shows the equivalence of both
methods, at least for the large-β0 approximation considered here. Clearly, the case m = p is
special as the above expressions for ∆AS(α, p, p, γ) are ill-defined. In this case, Hoang and
Regner in Ref. [24] choose to define ∆AS to be zero because the CIPT series shows in this
case a behavior similar to that in the right panel of Fig. 1. This is a situation where CIPT
crosses the FOPT result between two consecutive orders in the expansion, even though in
general there is no single order for which the CIPT series agrees with the FOPT result.

7 Note that Ref. [24] defines the moments with (−x)m, so that their expressions differ by (−1)m from ours.
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IV. THE MINIMUM DISTANCE (MD) BETWEEN THE FOPT AND THE CIPT

SERIES

In this section we would like to discuss another possible approach to the FOPT-CIPT
difference which, unlike that of Ref. [24], is based on the CIPT series for the contour moments
Am(s0) themselves rather than on its Borel resummation. After all, it is the series one
considers in the actual analyses of hadronic τ decays in practice.

The starting point of this discussion is the fact that the difference between the FOPT
Borel representation in Eq. (2.5) and the sum of the first n − 1 terms of the CIPT series
expansion in Eq. (3.2) can be written as (γ = 1, 2)

∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n) =
1

π

∫ ∞
0
dω

e−ω/α sin(πω)

(m− ω + iε)(p− ω + iε)γ

(
ω

p

)n (
p+ n(p− ω)

p

)γ−1

, (4.1)

where the limit ε → 0 will always be taken in the end. The series ∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n)
constitutes an asymptotic series as a function of the order n and, as such, it comes within
a minimum distance of zero for some value of n = n∗, where it stabilizes for a few orders
before it diverges. The value of this minimum distance at the order n = n∗ is the difference
between the FOPT Borel result and the CIPT series, ∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n∗), we are interested
in. General properties of asymptotic expansions suggest that we should expect this value of
n∗ to be of O(1/α), and this minimum distance of O(e−p/α).

In order to verify that this is indeed the case, we carry out a saddle point approximation
and express ∆SER as

∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n) =
1

π

∫ ∞
0

dω
eΦ(ω,n) sin(πω)

(m− ω + iε)(p− ω + iε)γ

(
p+ n(p− ω)

p

)γ−1

, (4.2)

where

Φ(ω, n) = −ω
α

+ n log
ω

p

≈ −ω0

α
+ n log

ω0

p
− n

2

(ω − ω0)2

ω0
2

, (4.3)

and ω0 = nα is the value at which the derivative vanishes, Φ′(ω0, n) = 0. Setting ω0 = nα,
and imposing the asymptotic stability condition Φ(ω, n∗) ∼ Φ(ω, n∗ + 1) leads to n∗ = p/α
and, consequently, ω0 = p.8 The exponential factor in (4.2), therefore, becomes

eΦ(ω,n∗) ≈ e−
p
α e−

1
2

(ω−p)2
pα , n∗ =

p

α
, (4.4)

which yields a nonperturbative correction O(e−
p
α ), as expected, times a gaussian centered at

ω = p with a narrow width of O(
√
pα). In fact, for α small enough, the gaussian is so narrow

that, when the integrand in Eq. (4.2) is well defined at ω = p (as it is the case for γ = 1 and
m 6= p), this gaussian may be replaced by a Dirac delta, i.e., ∼ δ(ω−p). In particular when
p = −|p| is a negative integer, as it is the case of UV renormalons, the iε prescription is

8 The factor p+n(p−ω)
p is equal to one for ω = ω0 = p.
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not necessary since the integrand is regulated by the sin(πω) and the integral (4.1) vanishes
like sin(πω) δ(ω − |p|)/(p − ω). If the gaussian is not approximated by the Dirac delta, it
will still be very much suppressed relative to the natural scale O(e−|p|/α). The net result is
that UV renormalons are not the main cause for the FOPT-CIPT difference, in agreement
with the conclusion based on the AS criterion of Ref. [24] and our discussion in the previous
section.

We have checked the results (4.4) in a number of cases and the agreement for small α is
very good, being optimal when the value of n∗ = p/α is employed in the initial integral ∆SER

in Eq. (4.1) rather than using the alternate expression obtained using the approximation
(4.3) in Eq. (4.2). A possible exception appears to be the double pole in the Adler function
for the case with m = p, for which, as we will see below, the subleading terms in n∗ = p/α+...
are not negligible.

In what follows, we will compare in a few cases the “Minimum Distance” (MD), defined
as ∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n∗) with n∗ = p/α, with ∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n) as a function of n, and also
with the corresponding result for the AS of Ref. [24].

A. The case p 6= m

An interesting case in this category is the case p = 2 and γ = 1, since that respresents
the simple pole corresponding to the first IR renormalon [28] (see also Ref. [10]). In this
case we can easily obtain an analytic expression for the MD with the help of the Dirac delta
approximation for the exponential in Eq. (4.4),

e−
1
2

(ω−p)2
pα ≈

√
2pπα δ(ω − p) , (α→ 0) , (4.5)

which, when inserted into Eq. (4.2), yields for the MD

∆SER(α, p,m, 1, n∗) ≈ (−1)p
√

2pπα
e−p/α

p−m
, (α→ 0) . (4.6)

This result should be compared to the expression for the AS in the first of Eq. (3.16).
In general, however, instead of the Dirac delta approximation, it is better to use the

value of n∗ = p/α in the expression (4.2). Choosing m = 1 for example, Fig. 2 shows a
comparison of the MD with the result for ∆SER(α, p,m, γ, n) as a function of n for α = 1/5
and for α = 1/40. From the figure one sees that the AS of Ref. [24] does well for a value
of α = 1/5, as the MD does too, but for a value of α much smaller, such as e.g. α = 1/40
(deeper in the asymptotic regime), the MD gives a better description of the FOPT-CIPT
difference.

Double poles in the Adler function at large-β0 start at p = 3 for which the exponential
suppression in Eq. (4.4) makes the contribution very small. For illustration, we may instead
look at a double pole at p = 2. Again, choosing m = 1, Fig. 3 shows the result of this
comparison. For α = 1/5 the AS and the MD fare well but for α = 1/20 the MD again
describes the FOPT-CIPT difference better.

B. The special case p = m

This case requires special attention as the result for the AS (3.16) is ill-defined for p = m.
In Ref. [24] the authors define the FOPT-CIPT asymptotic separation in this case to be zero.
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FIG. 2: Left panel: Comparison between ∆SER(1/5, 2, 1, 1, n) in units of e−
p
α (= e−10) as a function

of n (blue dots), the MD, i.e., the same function evaluated at n∗ = p/α (black dashed), and the AS

result of Ref. [24] (red dashed) . Right panel: same for α = 1/40 in units of e−
p
α = e−80.
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FIG. 3: Left panel: Comparison between ∆SER(1/5, 2, 1, 2, n) in units of e−
p
α (= e−10) as a function

of n (blue dots), the MD, i.e., the same function evaluated at n∗ = p/α (black dashed), and the AS

result of Ref. [24] (red dashed). Right panel: same for α = 1/20 in units of e−
p
α (= e−40).

Although it is true that the difference ∆SER(α, p, p, γ, n) crosses zero at some intermediate
real number between two consecutive integers, n and n + 1, in general this intermediate
value does not coincide with any integer n and, therefore, there is no order in the expansion
where one would really expect to find a vanishing result. A similar thing happens with the
well-known Stieltjes asymptotic expansion

I(α) =
∫ ∞

0
dt
e−t/α

1 + t
≈

N∑
n=0

(−1)nn! αn+1 (4.7)

which crisscrosses the exact result for this integral at multiple values of N around the
asymptotic value N∗ = 1/α. However, the minimum distance between the series and the
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FIG. 4: Left panel: Comparison between |∆SER(1/5, 2, 2, 1, n)| in units of e−
p
α (= e−10) as a function

of n (blue dots) and the MD, i.e., the same function evaluated at n∗ = p/α (black dashed). Right

panel: same for α = 1/30 in units of e−
p
α (= e−60).

exact integral is nonzero but √
πα

2
e−1/α , (4.8)

as is well known [29].
In Fig. 4 we show the comparison for the simple pole at p = m = 2 between the absolute

value |∆SER(α, 2, 2, 1, n)| and the corresponding MD at n∗ = 2/α for two values of α, α = 1/5
and α = 1/30. Showing the absolute value of ∆SER emphasizes the point at which the
distance between FOPT and CIPT is a minimum. Although the MD at n∗ is small on the
scale of e−p/α, it is not zero.

Finally, in Fig. 5 we show similar results for a double pole at p = m = 2, ∆SER(α, 2, 2, 2, n),
again in absolute value, and for α = 1/5 and α = 1/30. Again, the minimum value of |∆SER|
is nonzero. However, as the figure shows, in this case the asymptotic estimate n∗ = p/α is
not sufficiently accurate to exactly reproduce the minimum value of ∆SER represented by the
lower points. We have checked that using the value n∗ = p/α − 1, instead, does reproduce
the minimum shown in the right panel of Fig. 5 accurately.9 So this points to a situation
where the subleading terms in n∗ = p/α + ... are not negligible.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For many years the difference between FOPT and CIPT has been a source of systematic
uncertainty that has plagued the determination of αs from hadronic τ decay. Recently,
the authors of Ref. [24] have pointed out that there is a measure for this difference in
terms of the corresponding Borel transforms, which they termed the Asymptotic Separation.
This separation is nonperturbative, of O(e−1/αs), and therefore in conflict with the OPE,
which makes CIPT-based results for αs inconsistent with the OPE. For example, for m =
1 the results in Eqs. (3.16) and (4.6) show a nonperturbative result which has no OPE

9 The left panel is for a too small value of α for the asymptotic estimate to work.
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FIG. 5: Left panel: Comparison between |∆SER(1/5, 2, 2, 2, n)| in units of e−
p
α (= e−10) as a function

of n (blue dots), and the MD, i.e., the same function evaluated at n∗ = p/α (black dashed). Right

panel: same for α = 1/30 in units of e−
p
α (= e−60).

counterpart as the residue theorem removes any power corrections to the corresponding
moment.10 Consequently, CIPT results should not be included in any average for αs, at
least until schemes such as that proposed in Ref. [27], designed to fix the problems of CIPT,
lead to new determinations of αs consistent with the OPE.

In the present work, using the large-β0 approximation, we have confirmed the findings in
Ref. [24]. Using standard analysis tools for asymptotic series, we have introduced a measure
of the distance between the FOPT Borel sum and the CIPT perturbative series directly, and
not in terms of a Borel sum for the CIPT series, which we called the Minimum Distance. As
in the case of the AS, we have found several examples where this Minimum Distance is not
zero, and we believe this result to be generic. In the large-β0 approximation employed here,
there are cases (e.g. the simple pole, γ = 1 and m 6= p) where the FOPT series is convergent
to its Borel sum and, consequently, this sum can be taken to be the exact answer for this
series.

The Minimum Distance characterizes the nonperturbative difference between the FOPT
and CIPT series without the need to define a Borel sum for the CIPT series. As such, unlike
the AS, it relies on defining a Borel sum only for the FOPT series, which is consistent with
the OPE. It thus reinforces the conclusion that the CIPT series is inconsistent with the
OPE.
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Appendix A: Convergence of the FOPT series for Am(s0) in α for γ = 1 and p 6= m

Here we consider the FOPT series (2.6) for γ = 1 and p 6= m:

Am(s0) =
1

π

∫ ∞
0

dω

[
sin(πω)

(m− ω)(p− ω)γ

]
T

e
− ω
α(s0) , (A1)

which can be rewritten as

Am(s0) =
1

π(m− p)
(I(s0, p)− I(s0,m)) , (A2)

I(s0, p) =
∫ ∞

0
dω

[
sin(πω)

p− ω

]
T

e
− ω
α(s0) .

For m 6= p there can be no cancellation between the two terms. So, to obtain the radius of
convergence, we can study just one of them. Let us take the first integral and expand the
sin(πω) around ω = p:

sin(πω) =
∑
n≥1

(−1)pπn sin(nπ/2)

n!
(ω − p)n (A3)

= (−1)pπ(ω − p) +
∑
n≥3

(−1)pπn sin(nπ/2)

n!
(ω − p)n ,

and insert this identity into I(s0, p) to get (α ≡ α(s0))

I(s0, p) = (−1)p+1πα +
∑
n≥3

(−1)p+1πn sin(nπ/2)

n!

∫ ∞
0

dω e−ω/α(ω − p)n−1 (A4)

= (−1)p+1πα + e−p/α
∑
n≥3

(−1)p+1πn sin(nπ/2)

n!
αn Γ(n,−p/α) .

Given that Γ(n,−p/α) ≈ (n− 1)! as n→∞, the radius of covergence is that of the series

∑
n≥3

πn sin(nπ/2)

n
αn =

∑
k≥1

(−1)k
(πα)2k+1

2k + 1
= πα

∑
k≥1

(−1)k
(πα)2k

2k + 1
, (A5)

which results in a series in α2 which is convergent for α2 < 1/π2, or α < 1/π. Interestingly
the radius of convergence does not depend on p or m.

Appendix B: Another derivation of the AS

An alternative derivation of the AS results in Eq. (3.15) is the following. For simplicity,
we will consider only the simple pole case, γ = 1. Starting from the CIPT series for the
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moment Am(s0) =
∑∞
n=1 n!Am,n(s0) one has the expression Eq. (3.11) written in terms of

the IT integral in (3.10), instead of the Borel integral form I in Eq. (3.9). Making the change
of variables ω′ = ω(1± iπα) we obtain (ε > 0)11

n!Am,n(s0) =
1

2iπp

1

(1 + iπα)n+1

∫
Γ
dω′

(
ω′

p

)n
e−ω

′/α

ω′/(1 + iπα)−m− iε
(B1)

− 1

2iπp

1

(1− iπα)n+1

∫
Γ′
dω′

(
ω′

p

)n
e−ω

′/α

ω′/(1− iπα)−m− iε
,

where, as a consequence of the change of variables, the integral no longer is along the positive
real axis but is along a straight line Γ′ which runs from zero to infinity making an angle
− arctan(πα) with the positive real axis, or a contour Γ which runs from zero to infinity
making an angle arctan(πα) with the positive real axis.

These two contours Γ(′) may now be rotated to the positive real axis, picking up a
contribution from the pole at (m+ iε)(1± iπα), and yielding:

n!Am,n(s0) =
1

2iπp

1

(1 + iπα)n+1

∫ ∞
0

dω′
(
ω′

p

)n
e−ω

′/α

ω′/(1 + iπα)−m− iε

− 1

2iπp

1

(1− iπα)n+1

∫ ∞
0

dω′
(
ω′

p

)n
e−ω

′/α

ω′/(1− iπα)−m− iε

−(−1)m e−m/α
1

p

(
m

p

)n
. (B2)

One can now define the Borel sum by summing over n to obtain

ACIPT
m (s0) =

∞∑
n=1

n!Am,n(s0) (B3)

=
1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω′

1 + iπα

1

p− ω′

1+iπα

e−ω
′/α

ω′

1+iπα
−m− iε

− 1

2iπ

∫ ∞
0

dω′

1− iπα
1

p− ω′

1−iπα

e−ω
′/α

ω′

1−iπα −m− iε

−(−1)m

p−m
e−m/α .

Undoing the previous change of variables ω = ω′/(1± iπα) results in

ACIPT
m (s0) =

1

2πi

∫
Γ′
dω

e−iπω

(p+ iε− ω)(ω −m− iε)
e−ω/α (B4)

− 1

2πi

∫
Γ
dω

eiπω

(p+ iε− ω)(ω −m− iε)
e−ω/α

−(−1)m

p−m
e−m/α ,

11 We could follow the standard rule of the Principal Value prescription and average over ±iε but this is not

necessary.
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where we have also regulated the pole at p+ iε, as discussed in the main text.
It is intuitively clear that this back and forth of changing of variables is a way to detect the

difference between a function with a pole and the same function as a power series, through
the help of the residue theorem.

We can now look at the FOPT-CIPT difference:

AFOPT
m (s0)− ACIPT

m (s0) =
1

2πi

∫
C′
dω

e−iπω

(p+ iε− ω)(ω −m− iε)
e−ω/α (B5)

− 1

2πi

∫
C
dω

eiπω

(p+ iε− ω)(ω −m− iε)
e−ω/α

+
(−1)m

p−m
e−m/α ,

where C is the contour from 0 to∞ and back along Γ (which is clockwise), C ′ is the contour
from 0 to ∞ and back along Γ′ (which is counter-clockwise), and we regulated the poles at
ω = p and ω = m. We obtain

AFOPT
m (s0)− ACIPT

m (s0) = (−1)p
1

p−m
e−p/α . (B6)

One can verify that choosing ε < 0 gives the same result. The contribution from the pole at
ω = m is cancelled by the term on the third line of Eq. (B5). This is the result in the first
Eq. (3.16).
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The metastable hypermassive neutron star produced in the coalescence of two neutron stars can
copiously produce axions that radiatively decay into O(100) MeV photons. These photons can form
a fireball with characteristic temperature smaller than 1 MeV. By relying on X-ray observations of
GW170817/GRB 170817A with CALET CGBM, Konus-Wind, and Insight-HXMT/HE, we present
new bounds on the axion-photon coupling for axion masses in the range 1–400 MeV. We exclude cou-
plings down to 5×10−11 GeV−1, complementing and surpassing existing constraints. Our approach
can be extended to any feebly-interacting particle decaying into photons.

Introduction.—The first observation of a binary neu-
tron star (NS) merger event in gravitational waves and
electromagnetic radiation, GW170817, has shed new
light on the properties of NSs, the behavior of matter
at nuclear densities, as well as the synthesis of the ele-
ments heavier than iron [1–3]. Besides providing crucial
insights on fundamental physics, NS mergers can be em-
ployed as laboratories to test physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model, such as long-range interactions and general
relativity modifications (e.g. [4–15]), and their remnant
can produce light axions [16, 17], sterile neutrinos [18],
as well as dark photons [19]. Moreover, the compact ob-
ject resulting from the merger can potentially provide
new and complementary information on putative heavy
particles beyond the Standard Model, which could have
an impact on cosmology [20–23] or play the role of dark
matter mediator [24, 25], and that cannot be excluded
through the cooling of stars like horizontal branch stars,
red giants, or white dwarfs [26, 27]. Being hot and dense,
the remnant can produce particles with mass >∼ 1 MeV,
akin to core-collapse supernovae (SNe) and other ener-
getic transients [28–40].

The multimessenger signals of GW170817 are consis-
tent with the formation of a metastable hypermassive NS
(HMNS) which lived for up to 1 s [41, 42], before collaps-
ing into a black hole (BH). We show that one can probe
the production of heavy axion-like particles with mass
up to several hundreds MeVs with coupling to photons
− 1

4gaγγaF F̃ (axions for short) in the HMNS remnant.
After being produced, axions leave the HMNS and de-
cay radiatively into high-energy (' 100 MeV) photons,
as sketched in the top panel of Fig. 1. Since we focus on
heavy semi-relativistic axions, the daughter photons are
dense enough that they do not propagate freely. Rather,
they interact with each other rapidly producing a fireball,
a plasma shell with temperature ' 100 keV in the HMNS
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FIG. 1. Upper panel: Schematic representation of the NS
merger remnant and the fireball produced from axion de-
cay. Lower panel: γ-ray spectrum produced by axion decay
(blue line) and final spectrum reprocessed by the fireball (red
line). The photon energy is reduced from 100 MeV to less
than 1 MeV; the color bars on the bottom show the sensitivity
ranges of Fermi-LAT and CALET CGBM, which we use to set
bounds. Axion mass and coupling are set to ma = 202 MeV
and gaγγ = 2.2× 10−10 GeV−1 for illustrative purposes.

remnant frame, as we have recently pointed out in the
context of SNe in Ref. [38]. This gas later evolves simi-
larly to a “standard” fireball propagating in vacuum. Dif-
ferently from the fireball assumed to power gamma-ray
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bursts (see e.g. Refs. [43, 44]), the axion-sourced fireball
features little-to-no baryon loading, is not expected to ac-
celerate non-thermal particles, and forms almost instan-
taneously after the NS merger (hence the time of fireball
formation can be inferred from gravitational wave ob-
servations). The fireball first expands adiabatically and
then freely. The resulting photons reach Earth with a
quasi-thermal spectrum with low average energies.

Crucially, the signal arising from axions with a rela-
tively short life-time produced in a NS merger consists of
reprocessed photons that travel to Earth, and it should
therefore be detected by X-ray detectors, rather than, as
one may naively expect, γ-ray detectors such as Fermi-
LAT [45] (see lower panel of Fig. 1). In this Letter, we
present novel bounds on axions from the non-observation
of an axion-sourced fireball at GW170817/GRB 170817A
by CALET CGBM [46], Konus-Wind [47], and Insight-
HXMT/HE [48].

Reference neutron star merger remnant model for par-
ticle emission.—Observations of GW170817 suggest an
asymmetric NS merger with primary mass of 1.36–
1.89M� and secondary mass of 1.00–1.36M� assuming
high spin (respectively, 1.36–1.60M� and 1.16–1.36M�
for low spin scenarios) [49]. In order to compute the
axion production rate, we rely on the suite of binary
NS merger remnant models presented in Refs. [50–53]
and obtained though three-dimensional relativistic parti-
cle hydrodynamic simulations (see Refs. [50, 51] for more
details).

First, we consider as our fiducial model the simu-
lation of two non-rotating NSs with mass of 1.45M�
and 1.25M�, respectively, and nuclear equation of state
(EoS) SFHo. In the HMNS core, where axion production
occurs, the typical temperature is a few tens of MeV and
the baryon density is around 1014 g/cm3. The bench-
mark simulation we use tracks the NS merger remnant
evolution up to 10 ms, and we assume (in agreement
with results from Refs. [54, 55] that the remnant has
reached a steady state and does not appreciably changes
its thermodynamical properties up to 1 s, namely up to
the time considered for BH formation; we later investi-
gate the impact of this assumption on the axion bounds.
Then, we also compute the uncertainty introduced by the
EoS and the mass of the two NSs by considering another
EoS (DD2), and different NS masses (symmetric merger
model, with two NSs of 1.35M� mass) [50, 51, 53].

Axion and photon spectra.—Axions are produced in
the HMNS mainly via two different processes. One is
the Primakoff effect, i.e. photons that convert into axions
in the field generated by charged particles (γ + Ze →
a+ Ze), while the other is photon coalescence (γ + γ →
a) [31, 33, 34]. We obtain the axion spectrum integrating
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FIG. 2. Isocontours of the average photon energy at the end of
the fireball evolution, in the plane spanned by the axion mass
and coupling. In the white region, the fireball does not form.
As the coupling increases, the average energy first lowers, due
to more efficient bremsstrahlung, and then increases, due to
the larger axion production and the smaller fireball radius.

over the volume of the HMNS and time,

dNa
dωa

=
1

2π2

∫
dV dt

1

eωa/T − 1

×
(

ΓPωa

√
ω2
a − ω2

P + Γcωa
√
ω2
a −m2

a

)
, (1)

where ΓP and Γc are the Primakoff and coalescence pro-
duction rates, and ωP is the plasma frequency modi-
fying the photon dispersion relation inside the HMNS,
ω2 = k2 + ω2

P. We account for gravitational redshift cor-
rection of the energy. We refer the interested reader to
the Supplemental Material for additional details. Axions
subsequently decay into photons away from the HMNS,
at a distance of O(103–106) km. The photon spectrum
right after the axion decay (and before photons interact
with each other) is easily found assuming a box spectrum
for the daughter photons [33, 56, 57],

dN i
γ

dωγ
= 2

∫ ∞
ωγ

dNa
dωa

dωa
ωa

(2)

where i stands for “initial”.
Fireball production.—If the injected photons are dense

enough, they form a fireball which dilutes the photon av-
erage energy to the sub-MeV range. The physics behind
this process is described in Ref. [38], which we refer to for
technical details. We model injection as a uniform shell
of photons produced by the decay of axions and denote
the shell radius with r, and the shell thickness ∆. For
each axion mass and coupling, the fireball properties are
self-consistently determined following Ref. [38], account-
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ing for only those axions decaying outside a minimum ra-
dius of 1000 km, below which photons free escape would
be impeded [19]. Fireball formation requires both pair
production and the subsequent bremsstrahlung reaction
of e± to be fast enough. With this criterion, we identify
the region of parameter space in which the fireball can
form.

Photons initially thermalize with a large chemical po-
tential µγ,i < 0 and an initial temperature of the order
of the axion mass Tγ,i; the electron and positron popu-
lations both have the same chemical potential and tem-
perature. As bremsstrahlung proceeds, the average en-
ergy per particle is diluted, reducing both |µγ | and Tγ ;
as Tγ becomes smaller than the electron mass, the e±
population in the plasma is depleted by pair annihila-
tion. If it becomes sufficiently rarefied, bremsstrahlung
stops, with the plasma temperature determined by the
freeze-out condition

γne(Tγ , µγ)vthσee→eeγ∆ = 1 , (3)

where ne(Tγ , µγ) is the electron number density, vth is
the thermal velocity, and σee→eeγ is the bremsstrahlung
cross section, and γ the Lorentz factor. If the plasma
is dense enough, bremsstrahlung may completely equili-
brate the plasma, in which case the final state is rather
determined by the condition µγ = 0. In addition, conser-
vation of the total energy E and radial momentum P of
the plasma must be enforced. These three conditions to-
gether determine the final temperature Tγ , chemical po-
tential µγ , and Lorentz factor γ of the fireball. Finally,
the spectrum observed at Earth is a thermal spectrum
with effective temperature Tγ,f = 2γTγ .

Figure 2 shows the average energy E = 3Tγ,f of the
photons observed at Earth in the region of fireball forma-
tion. For a given mass ma, increasing the coupling first
lowers the average energy, since bremsstrahlung becomes
more effective in increasing the particle number; however,
at some point bremsstrahlung manages to enforce chemi-
cal equilibrium µ = 0, after which increasing the coupling
only increases the total energy density injected by the ax-
ions and therefore also the average energy. Overall, the
typical photon energy in the fireball is below MeV.
Axion constraints.—We now compare our pre-

dicted axion spectra with the data collected by
CALET CGBM [46], Konus-Wind [47], and Insight-
HXMT/HE [48] from GW170817/GRB 170817A (see
Table I). These three experiments were online on Au-
gust 17th, 2017 (at 12:41:04 UTC). Since it is estimated
that GW170817/GRB 170817A occurred at a distance of
DL = 41+16

−12 Mpc assuming high spin or DL = 39+7
−14 Mpc

for low spin [49], the upper limits on the X-ray emissivity
correspond to an integrated luminosity of 3×1046 erg. We
obtain novel stringent bounds on the axion coupling to
photons by requiring that the photon fluence at Earth is
smaller than the upper limit found by X-ray telescopes,

TABLE I. X-ray upper limits from the telescopes online dur-
ing GW170817/GRB 170817A. All the quoted upper limits
are at 90% C.L. and are taken from Ref. [1].

Telescope Flux Upper Limit Energy band
(erg cm−2 s−1)

CALET CGBM 1.3× 10−7 10–1000 keV
Konus-Wind 3.0× 10−7 (erg cm−2) 10 keV–10 MeV

Insight-HXMT/HE 3.7× 10−7 0.2–5 MeV

excluding part of the parameter space where an axion-
sourced fireball can form.

Even with just a single NS merger event, we can ex-
clude novel parts of the axion parameter space (red region
in Fig. 3). While the decay of axions was proposed as
a mechanism to produce the fireball powering gamma-
ray bursts [58], this would require luminosities above
1052 erg, in conflict with low energy SNe and GW 170817
observations.
One-zone model.—The dependence of the axion

bounds on the NS merger remnant model raises the ques-
tion: what parameters of the HMNS mostly impact our
bounds? To answer this question, we work out a one-
zone model showing the bound dependence on the NS
merger remnant properties. We model the HMNS as a
sphere with uniform temperature T and radius R, lasting
for a time δt. In the new region excluded in this work,
the dominant emission process is photon-photon coales-
cence, so we only consider this process. The total energy
injected in axions is

E =
g2aγγT

3m4
aR

3δt

96π2
e−ma/T

√
πm3

a

2T 3
, (4)

while the total number of axions injected is

N =
g2aγγT

2m4
aR

3δt

96π2
e−ma/T

√
πma

2T
. (5)

The excluded region is determined by two conditions;
first, the fireball must form, so that photons are repro-
cessed in the region below the MeV range. In the large
mass region, it is sufficient that pair annihilation is fast
enough. Assuming that axions decay at a typical radius
equal to their rest-frame decay length, and parameter-
izing the pair annihilation cross section as σγγ→e+e− =
8πα2/m2

a log(ma/me) evaluated at the typical center-of-
mass energy of the photons ma/2, we find:

g6aγγm
8
aα

2T 2R3δt

98304π4
e−ma/T

√
πma

2T
log

(
ma

me

)
> 1 . (6)

This qualitative condition determines the floor of our new
bounds. The second requirement is that the total injected
energy is larger than the threshold that would have been
visible at the X-ray telescopes, E :

g2aγγT
3m4

aR
3δt

96π2
e−ma/T

√
πm3

a

2T 3
= E . (7)
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FIG. 3. Constraints on the axion mass and coupling, obtained by investigating under which conditions fireball formation
occurs (black lines; below 1 MeV no fireball formation can occur since pair production cannot happen). The bounds due to
the non-observation of an axion-sourced fireball from GW170817/GRB 170817A are shown in red. For comparison, the SN
1987A cooling bounds [33, 34], bounds from low-energy SNe [34] (dotted and solid lines for conservative and fiducial bounds
respectively), γ-ray [37] and X-ray [38] bounds due to axion decays from SN 1987A are also shown. The thick and thin solid,
dashed and dotted contours have been obtained for our two different EoS, as well as for symmetric and asymmetric NS merger
remnant models. The non-observation of an axion-sourced fireball from GW170817/GRB 170817A excludes a new region of
the parameter space, complementary to the one excluded from core-collapse SNe.

This condition determines the largest masses at which
our new bound closes to the right in Fig. 3.

From these equations, we see that the main remnant
parameters affecting our new bounds are the average
temperature of the HMNS (T ), the average space vol-
ume, and time duration of the event (R3δt). Notice that
the bottom tail of the bounds in Fig. 3 is determined by
Eq. (6) and depends very mildly on these parameters,
given the strong g6aγγ dependence. The ballpark of our
bounds for our suite of NS merger remnant models can be
inferred by the typical values T ' 18 MeV, R = 16 km,
and δt ' 1 s.
Which among these parameters are more uncertain?—
The largest uncertainty is associated to δt, the dura-

tion over which the NS merger remnant thermodynamic
properties can be considered constant before BH forma-
tion. For simplicity, we assume δt ' 1 s, although our
benchmark NS merger remnant simulations run up to
10 ms. On the other hand, existing work shows that the
time it takes for a HMNS to collapse into a BH can be
anywhere between 20 ms and more than 1 s [54, 59–66],
depending on the EoS, NS masses, and angular momen-
tum of the compact HMNS. As for GW170817/GRB
170817A, Ref. [67] presents at least two arguments in sup-
port of δt ' 1 s, based on the time needed to eject enough

material to power the observed optical/UV emission and
on the delay time of 1.74 s between the gravitational
waves and the electromagnetic signal. Other studies on
the subject reach similar conclusions [68–71], and also the
end-to-end simulations presented in Ref. [72] support the
delayed BH formation of GW170817. Yet, the delay of
the electromagnetic signal is not sufficient to conclusively
claim that the HMNS lasted for 1 s; in fact the prompt
γ-ray emission may have been produced by the shock
breakout driven by the circumstellar material [73]. Even
in this case, a delay between the merger and jet break-
out should have been of the order of about 1 s, so the
collapse should still have happened after about 700 ms.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we assume
the temperature to be constant between 10 ms and the
time of BH formation, as found in numerical simulations,
see, e.g., Refs. [54, 55]. Notice that even if the collapse
happened earlier than 1 s our bounds would not suffer
significantly: our one-zone model shows that the floor of
the bound would be weaker by a factor (δt/1 s)1/6 while
the right boundary of the excluded region would weaken
at most by a factor (δt/1 s)1/2.

The thermodynamic properties of our benchmark NS
merger remnant simulations are conservative. Existing
models, e.g. the ones presented in Ref. [55, 74], reach
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peak temperatures several times larger than the ones as-
sumed here, e.g. up to O(100) MeV. Therefore, axion
emission could be even substantially larger than our es-
timate and extend to larger axion masses. On the other
hand, the trapping of the fireball by the ejecta expelled
after the merger can impact the chances of successfully
detecting the fireball, as discussed in the Supplemental
Material. Since these two effects go in opposite direc-
tions, we conclude that our results fall in the right ball-
park.
Discussion and outlook.—Multimessenger observations

of NS merger remnants provide us with the unique chance
to constrain the physics of feebly interacting particles
decaying radiatively. We compute the electromagnetic
emission due to axions produced in the HMNS resulting
from the NS coalescence. The daughter photons pro-
duced by the axions decaying after leaving the HMNS
form a shell whose temperature becomes smaller and
smaller, until the gas first expands adiabatically, convert-
ing the temperature into bulk momentum, and finally
expands freely. The low-energy photons (∼ 100 keV)
produced through these mechanism should have been
observed by the X-ray telescopes online at the time of
the GW170817/GRB 170817A detection. Since CALET
CGBM, Konus-Wind, and Insight-HXMT/HE reported
null results, we rely on their flux upper limits to con-
strain the axion parameter space. Intriguingly, we place
bounds for a new region of the parameter space and com-
plement existing core-collapse SN bounds.

Our analysis can be applied to other particles decay-
ing into photons, such as heavy neutral leptons [75–78].
More precise bounds could be derived in the future once
long-term sophisticated NS merger simulations will be-
come available. Moreover, dedicated differential energy
analyses of X-ray telescopes would improve the bounds,
since the method that we have adopted to compute the
photon differential spectrum can be used to compare the
predicted and observed emissivity per energy interval.
Finally, if upcoming observations of NS mergers should
feature a very hot HMNS, it will be possible to probe
axions with masses up to the GeV scale. Therefore, fu-
ture multi-messenger observations may provide us with
the tantalizing opportunity of observing an axion-sourced
fireball, with a quasi-thermal spectrum. Conversely, its
non-observation would give further, stringent constraints
on heavy axions coupling to photons.

Note added.—While this project was in its final
stages of completion, we became aware of Ref. [79]
which proposes constraints on long-lived axions from
GW170817 by relying on γ-ray observations. In con-
trast, our paper focuses on shorter axion lifetimes (that
Ref. [79] does not constrain). Moreover, compared to
Ref. [79], we assume a different NS merger remnant
benchmark model which reaches lower temperatures,
leading to more conservative axion constraints. More im-
portantly, we account for the fireball formation; the latter

allowed us to obtain novel bounds in unconstrained re-
gions of the parameter space, and invalidates part of the
future reach projections of Ref. [79].
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Supplemental Material for the Letter
Multimessenger Constraints on Radiatively Decaying Axions from GW170817

In this Supplemental Material, we provide further details about axion production in the HMNS, and discuss the
impact of ejecta on the evolution of the fireball.

A. Axion production

In this appendix, we recollect results from the litera-
ture and give explicit expressions for the axion produc-
tion rates appearing in the main text. We mainly follow
Refs. [33, 34, 80].

For masses below tens of MeV, the dominant produc-
tion mechanism is Primakoff conversion of photons scat-
tering on charged particles, γ +Ze→ a+Ze. Assuming
that the charged particle does not move (zero recoil), the
Primakoff production rate is

ΓP = 2n̂σP , (S1)

where n̂ is the charge number density and σP is the Pri-
makoff cross section,

σP =
Z2αg2aγγ

2
fP . (S2)

The function fP is

fP =

[
(k + p)2 + k2S

][
(k − p)2 + k2S

]
16k2Skp

log
(k + p)2 + k2S
(k − p)2 + k2S

− (k2 − p2)2

16k2Skp
log

(k + p)2

(k − p)2 −
1

4
, (S3)

where k and p are the photon and axion momenta respec-
tively, and kS is the Debye screening scale. We approx-
imate the HMNS plasma as being mainly composed by
electrons and protons (Z = 1). Since electrons are rel-
ativistic and degenerate, their contribution to Primakoff
production and Debye screening is cumbersome to evalu-
ate. We neglect it and assume the Debye screening scale
to be

k2S =
4παn̂

T
where n̂ = YenB , (S4)

with Ye being the number of electrons per baryon, and
nB the baryon number density.

In a medium, photons acquire a nontrivial disper-
sion relation that can be roughly approximated as ω2 =
k2 + ω2

P (for the transverse excitations), where ω2
P =

(4α/3π)(µ2
e + π2T 2/3), and µe is the electron chemi-

cal potential. The HMNS has typical parameters ωP '
10 MeV, to be compared with T ' 20 MeV and a typ-
ical photon energy ω ' 3T ' 60 MeV. Notice that the
temperature peak can be much larger than this value. In
the following and in the main text, we include the modi-
fications to the photon dispersion relations. However, we
stress that the low-energy tail of the spectrum (which is

largely subdominant in the fireball production) should be
taken with a grain of salt, as it would be also modified by
a wave-function renormalization factor (see e.g. Ref. [26])
that we do not include in our results. Moreover, we ne-
glect the contribution from longitudinal plasmons.

The other production channel considered in our pa-
per is the two-photons coalescence. The production rate
reads

Γc =
g2aγγm

4
afB

64πω
, (S5)

where

fB =
2T

p
log

[
e
ω+p
4T − e−ω+p

4T

e
ω−p
4T − e−ω−p4T

]
. (S6)

For all production processes we account for gravita-
tional redshifting by writing the local comoving energy as
ω′a = ωa/(1 + φ) where φ is the (negative) gravitational
potential in dimensionless units; for each snapshot of our
benchmark NS merger remnant models, we determine it
by solving the Poisson’s equation for the gravitational
potential:

φ(r, z) = −
∫

GNρ(r′, z′)√
(z − z′)2 + r2 + r′2 − 2rr′ cosφ′

r′dr′dz′dφ′ ,

(S7)
where GN is Newton’s gravitational constant. Notice
that in determining dNa/dωa no Jacobian factor needs to
be accounted for, since the production rate dNa/dωadt
is a relativistic invariant and we assume the times of
the profile snapshot are measured in the Earth frame
and not in the comoving frame. Finally, accounting for
gravitational trapping requires to only consider parti-
cles above the escape velocity with ωa > ma, namely
ω′a > ma/(1 + φ). For comparison, Ref. [79] only ac-
counts for the last requirement, but does not consider
the difference between energy detected at Earth and en-
ergy at production.

Equation (1) of the main text is integrated over a pro-
file model evolving over time. As an example, we show in
Fig. S1 isocontours of temperature, baryon density, elec-
tron number per baryon, and gravitational potential for
our fiducial NS merger remnant model for four snapshots
(2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 ms) [50, 51, 81].

B. Impact of fast ejecta

Fast ejecta with relativistic speeds could be produced
in NS mergers, see Ref. [82] for a review. The escape
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FIG. S1. Isocontours of temperature, baryon density, electron number per baryon, and gravitational potential for the NS merger
remant simulation with 1.25 and 1.45 M� NSs and with SFHo EoS [50].

velocity for the ejecta is of the order of 0.3 (we use natural
units throughout); however, shock heating can accelerate
the ejected material to speeds larger than 0.6 [83]. Axions
decaying within the fast ejecta could transfer their energy
to the ejecta without reaching Earth. In the main text,
we do not consider this possibility and account for energy
injection from all the axions decaying outside 1000 km.

In this appendix, we show how our results change by
requiring that only the axions decaying outside the ejecta
contribute, which is an overly conservative estimate of the
impact of the ejecta.

The main impact of the fast ejecta is to potentially
reduce the fraction of energy arising from axion decays
going into X-ray and γ-ray photons. We model the ejecta
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as a sphere with radius V t, where V is the maximum
velocity of the ejecta (see below). The radial position of
a photon at the time t, assuming collinear emission from
the axion decay, can be parameterized as

rγ = v(ωa)(tdec − ti) + t− tdec , (S8)

where ti is the time at which the axion is emitted, which
we assume to be uniformly distributed between 0 and
δt = 1 s; tdec is the time at which the axion decays; ωa
is the axion energy and v(ωa) is the axion velocity. The
probability distribution of tdec is an exponential,

P (tdec)dtdec = e−(tdec−ti)/τ dtdec
τ

, (S9)

where τ is the energy-dependent lifetime of the axions.
Accounting for the fast ejecta means that we require

that only those axions decaying outside of the ejecta,
namely those with v(tdec− ti) > V tdec must be included.
In addition, we must exclude the axions decaying inside
a radius of about R = 1000 km. The probability that an
axion satisfies both conditions is

Pdec =
1− e−µ

µ
e−R/vτθ(v − V ) , (S10)

where

µ =
V δt

(v − V )τ
(S11)

and θ(x) is the Heaviside function. Therefore, the total
energy E , particle number N , and radial momentum P
injected by axion decay must include this additional fac-
tor which suppresses the contribution of slow axions de-
caying at small radii. This is especially relevant at large
masses, where the production at large energies is expo-
nentially suppresses by the Boltzmann factor; because of
the fast ejecta, only those particles with an energy larger
than ma/

√
1− V 2 are actually contributing to the flux.

In addition to reducing the total energy injected in the
fireball, the presence of fast ejecta also slightly changes
the average radius and thickness of the photon shell. As
in Ref. [38], we obtain these quantities as the average
of r = 〈rγ(t̄)〉 and ∆ =

√
〈rγ(t̄)2〉 − 〈rγ(t̄)〉2, where the

average is performed over the energy distribution and the
probability distribution of the decay time tdec and the
time of emission ti, and t̄ = 〈tdec〉 is the average time of
axion decay. We do account for these changes, although
they have very limited impact compared to the reduction
in the total energy injected by axion decay.

The key unknown quantity here is the velocity of the
ejecta. Most of the material expelled from the merger
has a typical velocity 0.3 of the order of the escape ve-
locity at the radius of dynamical ejection. However, a
small percentage of mass, which various simulations re-
port between 10−6 and 10−4 M� [84, 85] is expelled with
faster velocities, in excess of 0.6. This material would
be more than enough to trap the photons by Thomson
scattering; in fact, using the Thomson cross section, one
easily finds that photons produced at a radius of about
1 s would be trapped by an amount of material as small
as 10−11 M�. Clearly, the critical parameter for our
purposes is the maximum speed with which the ejecta
are released. This is however a poorly known parameter
from numerical simulations, see, e.g., Ref. [84]. Refer-
ences [83, 86] claim a maximum asymptotic speed for the
ejecta of about 0.8. Therefore, for our purposes, we use
V = 0.8 as our benchmark value.

Figure S2 shows the bounds obtained with this ref-
erence choice. The bounds are obviously weaker than
the ones shown in the main text, since only the axions
moving with a speed larger than V contribute to fire-
ball formation. The excluded region has a clear vertical
cut; this can be easily understood, since the total en-
ergy injected into axions increases as g2aγγ , but only a
fraction of the axions of the order of τ/∆ ∝ g−2aγγ are
produced early enough that they can overcome the fast
ejecta (see Eq. (S9)), so the total energy visible at Earth
is independent of the coupling. The results show that
even accounting for the fast ejecta the bounds are still
competitive with the bounds set from low-energy SNe,
and are stronger than the most conservative version of
the low-energy SNe bound (gray dotted line) obtained
assuming a total energy in axions from SNe smaller than
1051 erg. One should also keep in mind the critical in-
terplay between fast ejecta and the temperature of the
HMNS core; for a larger temperature, axions with rela-
tivistic speeds are more easily produced and can therefore
escape the ejecta in larger quantities. As the one-zone
model illustrates, the axion emission is suppressed by a
factor e−ma/T

√
1−V 2 , where the factor

√
1− V 2 appears

since only axions faster than V can decay outside of the
ejecta. This shows that a temperature even a factor 2
higher could compensate the enhanced exponential sup-
pression from the factor

√
1− V 2 ' 0.6 for V = 0.8. The

profiles used in Ref. [55] have peak temperatures even
a factor 3 or higher than the ones used for the results
shown in the main text, therefore for such hotter profiles
the bounds would likely close at higher masses and still
exclude sizable new regions of parameter space.
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Effects of Kaluza-Klein Neutrinos on RD and RD∗
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Abstract

Recent measurements of RD and RD∗ by the LHCb collaboration show deviations from their

respective Standard Model values. These semileptonic B meson decays, associated with b → cτ ν̄

transition, are pointing toward new physics beyond the Standard Model via leptonic flavor univer-

sality violation. In this paper, we show that such anomaly can be resolved by the cummulative

Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of singlet right-handed neutrino which propagates in the large extra

dimensional space. We found that the number of extra dimension should be 2 to explain RD and

RD∗ . We show that both RD and RD∗ constraint the energy scale MF of this extra dimension

which are compatible with the limits from lepton flavor violating tau decays. In contrast, our

findings are in tension with the limits coming from the neutrino experiments which set the most

stringent lower bound on MF . The future measurements of Rexp
D(∗) with reduced uncertainties will

exclude this extra dimensional model with right-handed neutrino propagating in the bulk, if the

central values stay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Discrepancies between the Standard Model (SM) predictions and experimental data in

the decays of B mesons have gained much attention for years since they may be the hints of

new physics beyond the SM, in particular the violations of lepton flavor universality (LFU)

in the measurements of RK(∗) and RD(∗) . Even though the updated LHCb measurement [1]

confirmed the consistency with SM predictions in RK and RK∗ due to the b→ s transitions,

the LFU violation remains about 3σ away from the SM expectations in b→ cτ ν̄τ transition

in the RD and RD∗ measurements.

The definition of RD(∗) is given as

RD(∗) =
Br(B →D(∗)τ ν̄τ)

[(Br(B →D(∗)eν̄e +Br(B →D(∗)µν̄µ))/2]
, (1)

which is independent of ∣Vcb∣ and also of the B → D(∗) form factor to a large extent [2]. A

newly calculated world average [3] using the data from Belle, BaBar, and LHCb collabora-

tions in 2022 obtained Rave
D = 0.358 ± 0.027 and Rave

D∗ = 0.285 ± 0.013. The SM predictions

of the branching ratios RSM
D and RSM

D∗ are 0.298 ± 0.004 and 0.254 ± 0.005 [2], respectively,

which are clearly smaller than the measurements. After incorporating all the recent devel-

opments in B → D(∗) that include form factors for predicting RSM
D(∗) , the largest pull of the

combined new world average is 4.1σ from SM predictions [3]. Furthermore, even the most

updated results of LHCb [4] using the data collected in 2015 and 2016 are included, the

global picture of the combined new world average does not change. And this corresponds to

the most recent combined world average Rave
D = 0.356 ± 0.029 and Rave

D∗ = 0.284 ± 0.013. For

this large deviation, the new physics effect could be comparable to the tree-level SM contri-

butions, therefore many models have been proposed, such as introducing leptoquarks [5], or

new colorless vector W ′ [6], or scalar particles [7] as tree-level mediators.

In this work, we study a large extra-dimensional model in which three generations of

right-handed neutrinos propagate in the bulk [8]. As a result of the compactification of

these fields, active neutrinos become massive and eventually mix with KK neutrinos due

to the mass matrix diagonalization process. Concerning R
(∗)

D , it is important to note that

SM tree-level semileptonic processes with W ± as mediators preserved the LFU in the SM.

With the existence of KK neutrinos, there may be additional decay channels for b decays

into c and KK neutrinos, b → c`ν̄KK` , if KK neutrinos are light enough. Furthermore, if

2



b → cτ ν̄KKτ decay width is much lager than b → ceν̄KKe and b → cµν̄KKµ , the RD(∗) would

be larger than the SM prediction, and this is the case we consider in this study. Namely,

new physics contributes to R
(∗)

D from the cumulative effects of τ neutrino KK modes in

b→ cτ ν̄KKτ transition as a tree-level process via W ± exchange.

The following is how the paper is structured: we briefly discuss the extra-dimensional

KK model described by [8] in section II. Then in section III, we calculate the decay width

Γ(B → Dτν̄KKτ ) in a tree-level process to determine the total contributions of the KK

neutrinos to RD(∗) measurements. Section IV discusses the constraints we consider for the

lower limits of fundamental scale MF of extra dimension. In addition to this part, the results

of a combined analysis of several neutrino experiments performed in [9] to confront the upper

bound of the Large Extra Dimension (LED) size R has been implemented. From [9], the

upper bound for R at 90% confidence level (C.L.) is R < 0.20µm for normal ordering (NO)

and R < 0.10µm for inverted ordering (IO). Finally, in section V we present our conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section, we briefly review a model in the extra-dimensional framework, where

three right-handed neutrinos are introduced and able to propagate in the bulk, while all the

SM particles are on the brane [8].

The effective action of such interaction is given as [8]

S = ∫ d4xdy[Ψ̄iΓAi∂
AΨi] + ∫ d4x[ν̄ii /∂νi + νiλijψj(xµ,0)H + h.c.] , (2)

where A = 0,1,2,3,4, Ψi(x, y) and νi with i = 1,2,3 are respectively the right-handed

neutrino and active neutrino fields, H is the 4D Higgs doublet, and λ is the matrix of

Yukawa couplings. The right-handed neutrino fields can be written as

Ψj(x, y) =
⎛
⎜
⎝

ψj(x, y)

ψ̄cj(x, y)

⎞
⎟
⎠
, (3)

such that ψj and ψ̄cj are two-component Weyl spinors in five dimensions. Here, we denote

x ≡ xµ as the four-vector with µ = 0,1,2,3, where x0 is the time coordinate and xi are the

spatial coordinates for each i = 1,2,3. The extra-dimensional coordinates are represented by

y ≡ yk, where k = 1,2, ..., δ with δ the number of extra dimensions. Note that the fundamental
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scale MF is related to the Planck scale Mp ≃ 1019 GeV by M δ+2
F ≃M2

PR
−δ. Suppose Ψj(x, y)

are 2πR-periodic on variable y then we can express its components into Fourier modes as

ψj(x, y) =
1√
2πR

+∞

∑
n=−∞

ψ
(n)
j (x) exp(iny

R
) , (4)

ψcj(x, y) =
1√
2πR

+∞

∑
n=−∞

ψ
(n)c
j (x) exp(iny

R
) . (5)

With a redefinition of the standard left-handed neutrinos νi with its neutrino flavor

eigenstates, the relation

νfα,L = ∑
i=1,2,3

Vαiνi, α = e, µ, τ. (6)

and the compactification in coordinate y on a circle of radius R, the action (2), after

spontaneous symmetry breaking, will give S = ∫ Ld4x [8], where

L = ∑
i=1,2,3

(ν̄ii /∂νi +
+∞

∑
n=−∞

[ψ̄(n)i i /∂ψ(n)i + ψ̄(n)ci i /∂ψ(n)ci +miνiψ
(n)
i ] +

+∞

∑
n=1

n

R
(ψ(n)i ψ

(n)c
i − ψ(−n)i ψ

(−n)c
i ) + h.c.)

(7)

such that mi =
MF

MP

hiv√
2

as in [13], with hi as the corresponding Yukawa coupling for i = e, µ, τ .

It is important to note that mi is suppressed by a volume factor
MF

MP

of the extra compactified

dimensions [10, 11]. Finally the relevant mass terms in the action is given by

LKKmass =
3

∑
i,j=1

NT
LiMijNRj + h.c. , (8)

with KK index being suppressed, and the mass matrix is given by

M =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

mi

√
2mi

√
2mi ...

0 1
R 0 ...

0 0 2
R ...

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (9)

The corresponding basis vectors for this mass matrix are

NLi =
⎛
⎜
⎝

ν

νnL

⎞
⎟
⎠
i

, and NRi =
⎛
⎜
⎝

νR

νnR

⎞
⎟
⎠
i

, (10)
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where we have redefined the fields as [8]

νnR.i =
1√
2
(ψ(n)i + ψ(−n)i ), ν(n)L,i =

1√
2
(ψ(n)ci + ψ(−n)ci ) for n ≥ 1 and νR = ψ0

i . (11)

We diagonalize the matrix MMT for each generation i using a unitary matrix U (i) to obtain

the square of the masses of the mass eigenstates. Let’s call the eigenvalues of MMT to be

λ
(n)2
i

R2
which satisfies [8]

λ
(n)2
i − πλ(n)i ξ2i cotπλ

(n)
i = 0 , (12)

for n ≥ 0 and ξi =miR with i = e, µ, τ .

Following [13, 15] the mixing component of KK neutrinos for active neutrinos can be

written as

Ξ(i) ≡ (U
(i)
01

U
(i)
00

,
U
(i)
02

U
(i)
00

,
U
(i)
03

U
(i)
00

, ...) . (13)

As shown in [8, 11, 12, 14] by setting ξi =miR we obtain

U
(i)2
0n = 2

1 + π2ξ2i +
λ
(n)2
i

ξ2i

. (14)

In the case of ξi << 1 the approximation λ
(i)
n ≈ n for n > 0 gives

U
(i)2
0n ≈

2ξ2i
ξ2i + n2

. (15)

Consequently, for n = 0, λ
(i)
0 is approximately equal to ξi which yields U

(i)2
00 ≈ 1. Therefore

it can be easily checked in equation (13) that

Ξ(i) ≈ (U (i)01 , U
(i)
02 , U

(i)
03 , ...). (16)

The following is the relevant interaction Lagrangian involving the neutrino mass eigen-

states νl and χ(n), the charged leptons l, together with the weak bosons W ±, and their

corresponding Goldstone bosons G± given by [17]

LintW± = −
gw√

2
W −µ ∑

l=e,µ,τ

(Blνl l̄γµPLνl +
∞

∑
n=−∞

Bl,nl̄γµPLχ
(n) + h.c.) ,

LintG± = −
gw√
2MW

G− ∑
l=e,µ,τ

[Blνlml l̄PLνl +
∞

∑
n=−∞

Bl,nl̄(mlPL −m(n)PR)χ(n) + h.c.] , (17)
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where gw is the weak coupling constant and PR,L = 1 ± γ5
2

are the chirality projection op-

erators. Here m(n) and ml represent the masses of KK neutrinos and charged leptons

respectively. Also the expressions for the elements of the matrix B are given in [13]

Bl,n = ∑
i=e,µ,τ

V l
liU

ν
i,n , Blνk = ∑

i=e,µ,τ

V l
liU

ν
ik for each k = e, µ, τ , (18)

where the matrix V l diagonalizes the charged lepton mass matrix Indeed, the KK neutrino

mixing parameters emphasized in [13, 15, 16] are

(sνiL )2 =
+∞

∑
n=1

∣Bl,n∣2 ≈ Ξ(i)Ξ(i)T ≈
∞

∑
n=1

U
(i)2
0n . (19)

The discrete summation including all of the KK modes can be written into continuous

integration over all of its energy scale E as a prescription of [13, 16]

∞

∑
n=1

Ð→ SδR
δ ∫

MF

1
R

Eδ−1dE , (20)

with MF as the ultraviolet (UV) cut-off, R is the radius of the extra dimension, and Sδ =

2πδ/2/Γ( δ2) to be the surface area of the unit sphere in δ dimensions. As a result, the mixings

can be expressed as

(sνiL )2 ≈

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

πh2i v
2

M2
F

ln [
M2

P

M2
F

] for δ = 2

Sδh2i v
2

(δ − 2)M2
F

[(1 − (MF

MP

)2−
4
δ )] for δ > 2 .

(21)

III. b→ cτνKKτ TRANSITION AND CONSTRAINTS

In additional to the SM diagram, the relevant Feynman diagram in extra-dimensional

model that gives the the same experimental signatures as SM B → D(∗)τ ν̄ is shown in Fig.

1. Therefore, together with the new contributions from the KK neutrinos, the prediction

for RD(∗) is

RD(∗) =
Br(B →D(∗)τ ν̄τ) +Br(B →D(∗)τ ν̄KKτ )

[(Br(B →D(∗)eν̄e +Br(B →D(∗)µν̄µ))/2]
≈ RSM

D(∗) (1 + Γ(B →D(∗)τ ν̄KKτ ))
ΓSM(B →D(∗)τ ν̄τ))

)

(22)

≈ RSM
D(∗) (1 +

+∞

∑
n=1

ηnB
∗

τ,nBτ,n) = RSM
D(∗)

⎛
⎝

1 +
h2τv

2M
4
δ
−2

P

M
4
δ

F

SδR
δ−2∫

mB−mD(∗)−mτ

1
R

Eδ−1

m2 +E2
η(E)dE

⎞
⎠
,
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FIG. 1. The relevant Feynman diagram of b → cτ ν̄KKτ transition that contributes to the same

experimental signatures of B →D(∗)τ ν̄ decay.

where m2 =
h2τv

2M2
F

2M2
P

and ηn are the effects from three-body phase, having η(E) as the

corresponding transformation of ηn (see the Appendix for the details) after summing up

over all the contributions from KK neutrinos while invoking Eq. (20). Also note that we

have
1

R
≃
M

2
δ
+1

F

M
2
δ

P

from the fundamental relation between MP and MF . To fit the RD central

value, the needed MF is about 7 TeV for Yukawa coupling hτ = 1, which is excluded by the

LHC mono-jet plus missing energy search [18] that imposes a lower bound MF ≳ 11.2 TeV.

Therefore, we choose Yukawa coupling hτ = 5 for our benchmark value throughout this paper

unless otherwise stated. Fig. 2 shows the relation between fundamental scale MF and RD(∗) .

The plots are made by plugging in the SM central values of RSM
D(∗) [2] in eq. (41). The solid

and dashed lines represent the RD and RD∗ , respectively, for δ = 2,3,4,5, and 6. Clearly as

fundamental scale MF increases, RD(∗) approach to the SM values. The best fit of the most

recent experimental central values of Rexp

D(∗) [4] with Yukawa coupling hτ = 5 are

MF = 33 TeV, 748 GeV, 127 GeV, 46 GeV, 24 GeV for RD , (23)

MF = 42 TeV, 834 GeV, 135 GeV, 48 GeV, 24 GeV for RD∗ , (24)

corresponding to δ = 2,3,4,5,6. It is clear that the fundamental scales MF are excluded by

LHC searches, even when hτ is increased up to 4π, except for δ = 2. Hence, the only feasible

scenario is when δ = 2.

The Fig. 3 shows the (1σ,2σ,3σ) contour plots between RD and RD∗ taken from [3, 19, 20].

The Standard Model predictions are the crosses [21–24]. Along with the KK neutrinos
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FIG. 2. The plot of MF vs RD(∗) for a fixed Yukawa coupling strength hτ = 5. The solid lines

represent the RD while the dashed lines represent the RD∗ .

contributions to RD and RD∗ the four pairs of points (RD,RD∗) are plotted corresponding

to Yukawa couplings hτ = 1,5,8,10 with fixed MF = 110 TeV and MF = 128 TeV derived

from the lower bounds [9] in neutrino fittings for normal and inverted ordering, respectively.

It can be observed that as Yukawa coupling increases the contributions from KK neutrinos

increase, and as a result, predictions of RD(∗) are more close to the experimental central

values of the new world average [3].

In the case of normal ordering the two points corresponding to hτ = 5 and hτ = 8 lie

within the 3σ of the world average, while the point with hτ = 1 lies outside 3σ, and lastly

the point with hτ = 10 lies within 2σ. Moreover, in inverted ordering the points with hτ = 8

and hτ = 10 lie within 3σ, and the remaining two points lie outside 3σ. With regards to the

most updated results from LHCb shown in lower panel, the global picture of the combined

world average will not change.
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FIG. 3. The upper panel shows the (1σ,2σ,3σ) contour plots of the experimental results of RD

and RD∗ of the world average (red) [3] in mid-autumn 2022, [19] HFLAV 2021 average results

(dashed orange) and with [20](dashed purple). The Standard Model (SM) predictions are denoted

by the crosses [21–24]. The pairs of points (RD,RD∗) in normal (inverted) ordering are shown in

red squares (green triangles) with Yukawa couplings hτ = 1,5,8,10 and fixed MF = 110(128) TeV.

The lower panel shows the most updated results of the combined new world average using the most

recent results of LHCb [4], and the global picture is almost the same as in upper panel.
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IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM τ DECAYS

Now let’s consider constraints for the predictions of RD and RD∗ . Since the new contri-

butions come from the τ lepton sector only, the most relevant and stringent constraints we

consider are the experimental bounds for rare τ decays, including τ → eγ, τ → µγ, τ → eµ+µ−

and τ → µe+e−.

After summing up all the KK neutrino modes, the expression of the branching ratios of

τ → l
′
γ is given as [13]

Br(l → l
′
γ) ≈ α3

w s
2
w

1024π2

m4
τ

M4
W

mτ

Γτ
(sντL )2 (sνl′L )2 , (25)

where MW is the mass of W -boson, αw = g2w
4π with gw being the SU(2)L coupling strength,

sw = sin θw with θw being the weak mixing angle, and `′ = e, µ. The current experimental

value from, Brexp(τ → eγ) < 3.3×10−8 and Brexp(τ → µγ) < 4.2×10−8 [25] at 90% confidence

level (CL), and Γτ = 2.23×10−12 GeV using the mean-lifetime of τ lepton in [25], one obtains

the lower limits

MF >

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

67 TeV for τ → eγ ,

63 TeV for τ → µγ ,
(26)

by setting he = hµ = 1 and hτ = 5. The next constraints come from the three-body decay

of τ lepton, namely τ → eµµ and τ → µee. The corrresponding branching ratios are given

by [13]

Br(τ → eµµ) = α4
w

98304

m4
τ

M4
W

M4
F

M4
W

d2δ(sντL )2(sνeL )2
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(sνµL )4 + 2(1 − 2s2w)(s

νµ
L )4[ ∑

l=e,µ,τ

(sνlL )2]

+ 8s4w[ ∑
l=e,µ,τ

(sνlL )2]
2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (27)

Br(τ → µee) = α4
w

98304

m4
τ

M4
W

M4
F

M4
W

d2δ(sντL )2(sνµL )2
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(sνeL )4 + 2(1 − 2s2w)(sνeL )4[ ∑

l=e,µ,τ

(sνlL )2]

+ 8s4w[ ∑
l=e,µ,τ

(sνlL )2]
2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (28)

where dδ = d2 = π2

12 ln2(MP /MF )
≲ 1 is a dimension-dependent factor. The current experimental
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bounds Br(τ → eµµ) < 2.7 × 10−8 and Br(τ → µee) < 1.8 × 10−8 [25] give

MF >

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

54 TeV for τ → eµµ ,

60 TeV for τ → µee ,
(29)

with hτ = 5 and he = hµ = 1. The last constraints are from the fittings of various neu-

trino experiments. It is shown that the upper bounds on the size of the extra dimension

should be smaller than 0.2 µm and 0.1 µm at 90 % C.L. for normal and inverted ordering,

respectively [9].

The corresponding lower limits of fundamental scale for δ = 2 are given as

MF > 110 (128) TeV , (30)

for normal ordering (inverted ordering). Fig. 4 summarises the data of RD(∗) for δ = 2

with Yukawa coupling hτ = 5 together with the experimental bounds on MF from Br(τ →

eµµ), Br(τ → µee), Br(τ → µγ), Br(τ → eγ) and neutrino oscillations. The yellow bands

determine the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ regions of RD(∗) . The horizontal dashed lines give the central

values, and boundaries of 1σ, 2σ and 3σ of Rexp

D(∗) . The most stringent bound comes from

the size of extra dimensions for normal and inverted ordering in [9]. As determined in (30),

these lower limits correspond to RD = 0.304 (0.301) and RD∗ = 0.259 (0.257), for normal

(inverted) ordering, respectively. All these RD(∗) predictions can be found very near to the

boundary of 2σ below from the central values of Rexp

D(∗) for both NO and IO, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

A possible violation of the lepton flavor universality can be found in anomalies involving

rare B meson decays. This is a positive sign of physics beyond the SM. A newly calculated

world average of the data by different experimental groups BaBar, Belle, and LHCb col-

laboration strongly supports again the leptonic flavor universality violation in the b → cτ ν̄τ

transition. We show in this work that it is possible to explain these anomalies in the extra-

dimensional framework, where the Planck scale MP is lowered to the fundamental scale MF .

By introducing three right-handed neutrinos propagating in the bulk, the contributions from

their corresponding KK neutrino modes after compactification give a plausible description

of the anomalies through mixings from the active neutrinos. The central values Rexp
D = 0.356
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FIG. 4. The left (right) panel of Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) is the plot of MF vs RD(∗) for δ = 2 with

Yukawa coupling hτ = 5 together with the following constraints: (i.) Br(τ → eµµ) < 2.7 × 10−8

(dashed cyan), (ii.) Br(τ → µee) < 1.8 × 10−8 (dashed brown) , (iii.) Br(τ → µγ) < 4.2 × 10−8

(dashed green), (iv.) Br(τ → eγ) < 3.3 × 10−8 (dashed orange) [25], and (v.) neutrino bounds

(solid purple) [9]. The yellow bands give 1σ, 2σ and 3σ regions of Rexp
D(∗) . The dashed black lines

determine the central values of Rexp
D(∗) , while dashed blue and red lines are the boundaries of 1σ

and 2σ , and 3σ regions of Rexp
D(∗) . The data we used here is the most updated world average [4].
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and Rexp
D∗ = 0.284 ruled out the cases δ = 3,4,5, and 6 since the needed values of MF are lower

than the bounds from LHC searches. As a result, we only considered the very special num-

ber of extra dimensions δ = 2. The most severe bounds from neutrino experiments on the

size of large extra dimension are R < 0.2µm and R < 0.1µm for NO and IO, respectively. To

satisfy these bounds the lower limits for the fundamental scale MF must be 110 TeV and 128

TeV, for NO and IO, respectively. With Yukawa coupling strength hτ = 5, the predictions

for RD and RD∗ with the corresponding lower limits of MF from neutrino experiments are

0.304 (0.301) and 0.259 (0.257) on the boundary of 2σ contour, respectively, for NO (IO).

Apparently, there is a tension between central values of Rexp

D(∗) with the lower bounds from

neutrino experiments. The future measurements of Rexp

D(∗) will exclude this extra dimensional

model with right-handed neutrino propagating in the bulk, if the central values stay.
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APPENDIX

The three-body phase of B →Dτν
(n)KK
τ is given as

∫
ymax

y
(n)
min

∫
x
(n)
max

x
(n)
min

(x + y + s)(t(n) − x − y)dxdy , (31)

where

s = −(m2
D(∗) +m

2
τ), t(n) = (m2

B +m
(n)2
KK ) . (32)

. The lower and upper limits in variable y are

y
(n)
min = (m(n)KK +mτ)2, ymax = (mB −mD(∗))2 , (33)

while the lower and upper limits for variable x can be written in terms of y

x
(n)

max/min
=
−(y2 +A(n) − yB(n)) ±

√
(y2 +A(n) − yB(n))2 − 4y(yC(n) +D(n))

2y
, (34)
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such that the expressions for A(n),B(n),C(n), and D(n) are the following:

A(n) = (m2
τ −m

(n)2
KK )(m2

B −m2
D(∗)) , (35)

B(n) = (m2
B +m2

D(∗) +m
(n)2
KK +m2

τ) , (36)

C(n) = (m2
D(∗) −m

(n)2
KK )(m2

B −m2
τ) , (37)

D(n) = (m(n)2KKm
2
B −m2

D(∗)m
2
τ)(m2

B −m2
D(∗) +m

(n)2
KK −m2

τ). (38)

Here mB, mD(∗) , m
(n)
KK , and mτ are the masses of the B-meson, D-meson, KK mass eigen-

states, and tau lepton respectively. When we sum over n, the integration replacement of the

discrete sum in Eq. (20) transforms Eq. (31) into

SδR
δ−2∫

mB−mD(∗)−mτ

1
R

Eδ−1

m2 +E2
× ∫

ymax

ymin
∫

xmax

xmin
(x + y + s)(t − x − y)dxdydE , (39)

such that m2 =
h2τv

2M2
F

2M2
P

and every appearance of m
(n)
KK in the expression

∫
ymax

y
(n)
min

∫
x
(n)
max

x
(n)
min

(x + y + s)(t(n) − x − y)dxdy , (40)

is replaced by variable E. The prediction for RD(∗) with contributions from the KK neutrinos

is given by

RD(∗) =
Br(B →D(∗)τ ν̄τ) +Br(B →D(∗)τ ν̄KKτ )

[(Br(B →D(∗)eν̄e +Br(B →D(∗)µν̄µ))/2]
≈ RSM

D(∗) (1 + Γ(B →D(∗)τ ν̄KKτ ))
ΓSM(B →D(∗)τ ν̄τ))

)

(41)

≈ RSM
D(∗) (1 +

+∞

∑
n=1

ηnB
∗

τ,nBτ,n) = RSM
D(∗)

⎛
⎝

1 +
h2τv

2M
4
δ
−2

P

M
4
δ

F

SδR
δ−2∫

mB−mD(∗)−mτ

1
R

Eδ−1

m2 +E2
η(E)dE

⎞
⎠
,

where

ηn =
∫
ymax

y
(n)
min
∫
x
(n)
max

x
(n)
min

(x + y + s)(t(n) − x − y)dxdy

∫
ymax
ymin ∫

xmax
xmin

(x + y + s)(t − x − y)dxdy ∣
SM

, η(E) = ηn ∣
m
(n)
KK=E

. (42)
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Abstract: Recently, it was demonstrated that the discrepancy between the fixed-order
(FOPT) and contour-improved (CIPT) perturbative expansions for τ -lepton decay hadronic
spectral function moments, which had been affecting the precision of αs determinations
for many years, is related to the CIPT expansion being inconsistent with the standard
formulation of the operator product expansion (OPE). Even though the problem can be
alleviated phenomenologically for the most part by employing a renormalon-free scheme for
the gluon-condensate matrix element, the principal inconsistency of CIPT remains. The
CIPT expansion is special because it is not a power expansion, but represents an asymptotic
expansion in a sequence of functions of the strong coupling. In this article we provide a
closer look at the mathematical aspects of the asymptotic sequence of the functions the
CIPT method is based on, and we expose the origin of the CIPT inconsistency as well
as the reasons for its apparent good convergence at low orders. Our results are of general
interest, and may in particular provide a useful tool to check for the consistency of expansion
methods that are similar to CIPT.
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1 Introduction

The comparison of moments of the inclusive hadronic τ -decay invariant-mass spectral dis-
tribution obtained at LEP [1] with the corresponding theoretical predictions, based on
finite-energy sum rules involving the Adler function, is one of the most precise methods to
determine the QCD strong coupling αs at the scale of the τ lepton mass [2]. The theoretical
predictions for these finite-energy sum rules involve perturbative series for weighted contour
integrals over the invariant mass of the vacuum polarization function that encode the main
dependence of the moments on αs. For many years a systematic theoretical discrepancy
has persisted for these perturbative series [3, 4] related to two renormalization scale setting
prescriptions, called fixed-order perturbation theory (FOPT) and contour-improved per-
turbation theory (CIPT) [5, 6]. While FOPT represents a simple expansion is powers of
the strong coupling at a certain renormalization scale, CIPT is based on integrations over
the strong coupling renormalization scale and is therefore an expansion in non-trivial func-
tions of the strong coupling. In moments for which the leading nonperturbative correction,
coming from the dimension-four gluon-condensate matrix element (GC) in the operator
production expansion (OPE), becomes suppressed due to the integration with the corre-
sponding weight function (which are the most relevant for αs determinations) the CIPT
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scale setting leads to systematically smaller values for the truncated perturbative series(,)
resulting in larger values for the extracted strong coupling.

It was claimed already some time ago in Refs. [7, 8] based on from the study of renor-
malon models of the Adler function, that the discrepancy between CIPT and FOPT is due
to an inconsistency of the CIPT expansion. Recently, in Refs. [9, 10], it was shown that for
these moments the CIPT expansion, in contrast to FOPT, does not lead to a corresponding
suppression of the moment’s quartic sensitivity to infrared momenta, and the associated
suppression of the infrared (IR) renormalon does not take place. This renders CIPT, as a
matter of principle, inconsistent with the standard formulation of the OPE, even though
the CIPT series typically exhibits an apparently excellent behavior at low orders. As far
as the hadronic τ decay spectral function moments are concerned, where this issue is nu-
merically dominated by the dimension-four GC renormalon [9, 10], the CIPT problem can
be alleviated phenomenologically to a large extent by employing a renormalon-free scheme
for the GC matrix element [11, 12]. Even though the CIPT problem for hadronic τ -decay
spectral function moments can therefore be considered as resolved for phenomenological
purposes and a quantitative description of the CIPT inconsistency (called the “asymptotic
separation”) has been provided in Refs. [9, 10], the deeper mathematical background of why
CIPT turns out to be inconsistent with the OPE has not yet been studied.

It is the purpose of this article to provide such a mathematical examination. An
important motivation for our study is that, once the mathematical origin of the problem
is specified in a way independent of the application to the τ hadronic spectral function
moments, the consistency of other perturbative expansion methods where integrations over
the strong coupling renormalization scale are employed can be checked. For the most part of
our study we use the leading logarithmic (one-loop) approximation for the strong coupling
evolution and the large-β0 approximation, where essentially at all stages of our analysis
we can rely on fully analytical results. We also check by numerical analyses that all our
conclusions are (beyond any reasonable doubt) valid as well in full QCD. Our main finding
can be summarized in the following simple statement: “A convergent series in FOPT
in general leads to a divergent series in CIPT” . We provide the general mathematical
criteria on which this statement is based, and also clarify why CIPT frequently appears to
provide a more convergent series expansion than FOPT at low orders.

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we set up our notation and prove that the
set of expansion functions of CIPT indeed form well-defined asymptotic sequences, which
ensures that CIPT provides well-defined asymptotic expansions. However, these asymp-
totic sequences lack an important type of uniformity property due to zeros for coupling
values that become ever smaller at large orders. Here we also prove analytically that a
generic factorially divergent series contained in the Adler function (related to an infrared
renormalon), which yields a FOPT series with a finite radius of convergence when the cor-
responding OPE correction vanishes, leads to a divergent CIPT series for any value of the
strong coupling. This fact was already discussed in Refs. [9–11] based on phenomenological
finite-order studies, but not proved rigorously based on the all-order behavior of the actual
series. In Sec. 3 we discuss the reexpansion of CIPT series in terms of FOPT and vice versa.
We demonstrate that, while the functions defining the asymptotic expansion of CIPT can
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be represented by FOPT series with a finite radius of convergence, the reverse is not true.
In fact, the asymptotic expansion of a single power of the strong coupling in terms of the
CIPT expansion functions is divergent for any value of αs. We provide arguments support-
ing that this property is related to the non-uniformity and the zeros of the CIPT expansion
functions. This finding is the basis of the boldfaced statement above and the central result
of this work. All these results are based on explicit analytic expressions derived using the
leading logarithmic strong coupling evolution and the large-β0 approximation. Finally, in
Sec. 4 we provide numerical evidence that these findings also apply in full QCD, where
explicit all-order analytical expressions are not available. In Sec. 5 we conclude. Lastly,
we also add App. A, where we state a number of mathematical definitions, theorems and
corollaries that we use in the main body of the article concerning the convergence properties
of series, series of functions and the concept of asymptotic expansions. Even though we
assume that they are familiar to many researchers, we quote them in the article explicitly
for completeness, since some of them, such as the Weierstrass double series theorem, are
rarely used in high-energy physics applications. We in particular quote the definition for
so-called asymptotic sequences which generalize the concept of asymptotic power expan-
sions. This generalization is relevant because CIPT is not an expansion in powers of the
strong coupling but in more complicated functions of the strong coupling with a nontrivial
analytic structure. We recommend the reader not familiar with this general definition of
asymptotic expansions or the Weierstrass theorem to start the article with App. A.

2 Spectral Function Moment Series in the Large-β0 Approximation

2.1 Notation and Conventions

We write the perturbative series for the reduced Adler function for strange plus non-strange
light-quark production in the form1

D̂(s) =

∞∑

n=1

c̄n,1 a
n(−s) =

∞∑

n=1

an
n∑

k=1

k c̄n,k lnk−1(−x) , (2.1)

where we define (β0 = 11− 2nf/3 with nf = 3)

a(µ2) ≡ β0αs(µ
2)

4π
, (2.2)

for the rescaled strong coupling. In Eq. (2.1) and in what follows we use the shorthand
notation a ≡ a(s0) and x = s/s0, where frequently in phenomenological applications one
has s0 = m2

τ . The series for the τ hadronic spectral function moments which are derived
from the Adler function are defined by the contour integrals

δ
(0)
W (x)(a) =

1

2iπ

˛
|x|=1

dx

x
W (x)D̂(s0x) , (2.3)

1The coefficients c̄nk are defined in the perturbative expansion of the vacuum polarization function,
which reads Π(s, µ2) = − 1

4π2 [L +
∑
n=1 a

i(µ2)
∑n
k=0 c̄nkL

k], with L = ln(−s/µ2). The reduced Adler
function is defined by the relation D̂(s) = −4π2sdΠ(s)

ds
− 1 and is renormalization scale invariant.
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where the contour starts/ends at x = 1 ± i0 (or s = s0 ± i0) and is a counterclockwise
path in the complex x-plane (or s-plane) around the origin [6, 13]. The weight function
W (x) is a polynomial with the property W (1) = 0 for physical applications. Note that we
suppress the dependence of the moments on the physical scale s0 since it comes solely from
the argument of a = a(s0). In the following we also frequently use the shorthand notation
δ

(0)
` instead of δ(0)

W (x) when considering the simple monomial weight functionW (x) = (−x)`.

The CIPT expansion for δ(0)
W (x) starts from the perturbative series for D̂(s) given in

powers of a(−s), and the contour integral is done over powers of the complex-valued strong
coupling a(−s) = a(−xs0). This yields

δ
(0)
CIPT,`(a) =

∞∑

n=1

c̄n,1Hn,`(a) , (2.4)

where
Hn,`(a) ≡ 1

2iπ

˛
|x|=1

dx

x
(−x)`an(−xs0) . (2.5)

The resulting series is an asymptotic expansion in terms of the functions Hn,`(a) with
fixed ` depending on the reference strong coupling a, which is the quantity determined
from the comparison to experimental data in strong coupling determinations. The FOPT
expansion for δ(0)

W (x) starts from the perturbative series for D̂(s) given in powers of a = a(s0).
Complex phases then appear from the powers of ln(−x) in the coefficients of this series,
and the contour integral is computed over the polynomials in ln(−x). This yields

δ
(0)
FOPT,`(a) =

∞∑

n=1

dFOPT
n,` an , dFOPT

n,` =
n∑

k=1

k c̄n,kIk−1,` , (2.6)

where
Ik,` ≡

1

2iπ

˛
|x|=1

dx

x
(−x)` lnk(−x) . (2.7)

The integrals Ik,` can be determined analytically and read:

Ik 6=0,` 6=0 =
Γ(k + 1, iπ`,−iπ`)

2iπ(−`)k+1
= −k!(−1)`

2(−`)k
k−1∑

j=0

(i`π)j
[
1 + (−1)j

]

(j + 1)!
(2.8)

= πk(−1)`+k
∞∑

n=0

(π`)n

(k + 1)n+1
cos
[π

2
(k + n)

]
,

Ik,0 =
(iπ)k

[
1 + (−1)k

]

2(k + 1)
=
πk(−1)k

k + 1
cos

(
πk

2

)
, (2.9)

where Γ(n, a, b) ≡ Γ(n, a) − Γ(n, b) and I0,` = δ`,0. Note that the second equality of
Eq. (2.8) stems from Eq. (A.2) and the third from the identity in Eq. (A.5). The notation
(b)k stands for the Pochhammer symbol (b)k = Γ(b + k)/Γ(b). Note that for ` = 0 only
the leading term of the sum over n in the second line survives, yielding the expression for
Ik,0 given in the last line. The series δ(0)

FOPT,` is a common power expansion in a. Once
the CIPT and FOPT moment series are determined, it is not possible any more to change
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between the FOPT and CIPT expansions through a change of renormalization scale, since
the CIPT series represents a coherent analytic weighted combination of complex-valued
strong coupling series with different renormalization scales. It is this difference which is at
the core of our investigations.

In the large-β0 approximation the QCD β-function for the evolution of a(µ2) has the
simple leading logarithmic form da(µ2)/d lnµ2 = −a2(µ2) yielding

a(µ2) =
a(µ2

0)

1 + a(µ2
0) ln

(
µ2

µ2
0

) , (2.10)

as the relation of the coupling at different scales. In the large-β0 approximation the Adler
function is determined from single-gluon exchange diagrams dressed with infinitely many
insertions of one-loop massless-quark vacuum polarization bubbles with nf flavors. Subse-
quently the replacement nf → −3β0/2 is imposed to yield an approximation for the full
QCD results including gluonic corrections. This approximation provides the correct O(αs)

NLO QCD corrections and is known to have many qualitative features of full QCD con-
cerning corrections beyond NLO. It has the advantage that essentially all calculations can
be carried out analytically to all orders. It is this property which we rely on in most of the
following sections of this article. Still, it is essential to reconfirm that the qualitative in-
sights gained in the large-β0 approximation also apply in full QCD. This is what we address
in Sec. 4.

In the large-β0 approximation the all-order perturbative series for the Adler function
can be conveniently written down in closed form [14]

D̂(s) =

ˆ ∞
0

du
[
B(u)

]
Taylor

e
− u
a(−s) =

ˆ ∞
0

du
[
B(u)e−u ln(−x)

]
Taylor

e−
u
a , (2.11)

where the Borel functions in the brackets need to be Taylor expanded in powers of u and
the relation

´∞
0 duun−1 e−

u
x = Γ(n)xn is used. The two equalities yield the two expansions

in Eq. (2.1) in powers of a(−s) or a. The function B(u) reads [14]

B(u) =
128

3β0

e
5u
3

2− u
∞∑

k=2

(−1)k k

[k2 − (1− u)2]2
(2.12)

=
8

3β0

e
5u
3

(2− u)(u− 1)

[
ψ(1)

(
3

2
− u

2

)
− ψ(1)

(
2− u

2

)
+ ψ(1)

(
u

2
+ 1

)
− ψ(1)

(
u

2
+

1

2

)]

=
128

3β0
e

5u
3

{
3

16(2− u)
+

∞∑

p=3

[
d2(p)

(p− u)2
− d1(p)

p− u

]
−
−∞∑

p=−1

[
d2(p)

(u− p)2
+
d1(p)

u− p

]}
,

where ψ(1)(x) = d2

dx2 ln[Γ(x)] is the first-order polygamma function and d2(p) = (−1)p

4(p−1)(p−2) ,

d1(p) = (−1)p(3−2p)
4(p−1)2(p−2)2 . Each (single or double) pole at u = p along the positive real u

axis corresponds to an equal-sign factorially diverging asymptotic series contribution in
the coefficients of the Adler function, indicating a sensitivity of the Adler function to IR
momenta Λ of O(Λ2p). These poles (as well as the corresponding factorially diverging series
contributions) are called “IR renormalons”. Each such IR renormalon contribution has a
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one-to-one association with a higher dimensional OPE correction term ∼ 〈Op〉/sp0, which
effectively compensates for the resulting ambiguity of the perturbation series. Here, 〈Op〉
stands for a dimension 2p non-perturbative low-energy QCD matrix element that cannot
be determined with perturbative methods [15–17].

For a moment with weight function W (x) = (−x)` all OPE matrix-element corrections
of the form const.×〈Op〉/sp0 for p 6= ` are eliminated by the contour integration as can be seen
from the residue theorem. As a consequence, perturbative expansion methods consistent
with the OPE must yield a convergent series, at least within some region of a, for those
terms in the Borel function B(u) with a single pole renormalon of the form 1/(p−u) [15–17].
In the following two subsections we prove analytically that FOPT satisfies this requirement,
while CIPT does not. Therefore, we consider the moment δ(0)

` in the FOPT and the CIPT
expansions arising from the term Bp(u) = 1/(p − u) with p = 2, 3, . . ., which yields the
coefficients

c̄n,k,p =
(−1)k+1Γ(n)

pn−k+1Γ(k + 1)
, (2.13)

in the Adler function series of Eq. (2.1).

2.2 FOPT Series

The contribution of the single pole 1/(p − u) renormalon to the FOPT moment series
coefficients dFOPT

n,`,p , defined using the coefficients of Eq. (2.13) in Eq. (2.6), can be written
down immediately from the expressions given above. We found closed analytic expressions
for these coefficients, simply carrying out the sums in the rightmost expression of Eq. (2.6),
for any ` ∈ N0 and p ∈ N:

dFOPT
n,0,p =

(−1)pΓ(n+ 1, iπp,−iπp)
2iπnpn+1

, (2.14)

dFOPT
n,`>0,p 6=` =

`−nΓ(n, iπ`,−iπ`)− (−1)`+pp−nΓ(n, iπp,−iπp)
2iπ(`− p) ,

dFOPT
n,p,p =

Γ(n, iπp) + Γ(n,−iπp)
2pn

+
Γ(n+ 1,−iπp, iπp)

2πipn+1
.

Note that we have dFOPT
1,`>0,p = 0. Using the expansion of the incomplete gamma function

Γ(n, z) for |n| → ∞ quoted in Sec. A.3 we can obtain the large-n asymptotic expression for
the coefficients dFOPT

n,`,p which we can use to apply the root test according to Theorem A.2.
From Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) we find

dFOPT
n,`,p −

Γ(n)

pn
δ`,p = (−1)`+1πn

∞∑

k=1

(pπ)k−1

(n)k+1
sin

[
π

2
(k + n)

] k−1∑

j=0

(
`

p

)j
, (2.15)

where the sum over k on the RHS refers to the k-th leading term as n→∞ when p 6= `. This
sum is actually absolutely convergent. It is conspicuous that there is a universal formula for
the (asymptotic) expansion in the cases p = ` and p 6= ` as n→∞. Furthermore, for p 6= `

the leading large-n expression (for k = 1) does not depend on p, and its only dependence on
` is through the factor (−1)`. The latter property implies that for p 6= ` the leading term as
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n→∞ in Eq. (2.15) always cancels for physical weight functions which have the property
W (1) = 0. Interestingly, also the first j subleading terms cancel if also the first j derivatives
of W (x) vanish at x = 1 (W ′(1) = W ′′(1) = · · · = W (j)(1) = 0), i.e. if W is j-fold pinched.
So for the kinematic weight function Wτ (x) = (1− x)3(1 + x) = 1− 2x+ 2x3 − x4, which
is relevant for the inclusive τ hadronic decay width, we have W (1) = W ′(1) = W ′′(1) = 0.
Here the terms for k = 1, 2, 3 shown in Eq. (2.15) cancel for all p 6= 3, 4. We note that the
case p = 1 does not arise in the Adler function, see Eq. (2.12). It is now straightforward to
determine the limit superior that we need for the root convergence criterion:

lim sup
n→∞

∣∣dFOPT
n,`,p 6=`

∣∣1/n = π , (2.16)

lim sup
n→∞

∣∣dFOPT
n,`,p=`

∣∣1/n =∞ .

From the πn global factor displayed in Eq. (2.15) we see that the limit superior of Eq. (2.16)
is obtained also for any linear combination of dFOPT

n,`,p 6=` coefficients in ` including those arising
from physical weight functions where the leading k = 1 term or potentially subleading terms
for larger k cancel. Here we used that the limit superior of | cos(nπ/2)|1/n or | sin(nπ/2)|1/n
can be obtained from the infinite subseries with even (or odd) n for which the modulus is
unity. This proves that for ` 6= p the FOPT moment series is absolutely convergent for any
complex a within the circle of convergence |a| < 1/π. The FOPT expansion of Eq. (2.6) is
therefore consistent with the OPE. We also mention that for any region within this circle
of convergence the FOPT series is also uniformly convergent according to Corollary A.5.1.
We can analytically sum the FOPT series, and for the case of monomial weight functions
and positive real a we find:2

δ
(0)
FOPT,0,p 6=` =

1

πp
arctan(aπ) +

(−1)p

p
e−

p
a

[
1

2πi
Γ

(
0,−p

a
− iπp,−p

a
+ iπp

)
− 1

]
, (2.17)

δ
(0)
FOPT,`≥1,p 6=` =

1

p− `

{
e−

`
a

[
1

2πi
Γ

(
0,− `

a
+ iπ`,− `

a
− iπ`

)
+ 1

]

− (−1)`+pe−
p
a

[
1

2πi
Γ

(
0,−p

a
+ iπp,−p

a
− iπp

)
+ 1

]}
. (2.18)

For illustration, we have displayed the truncated moment series δ(0)
FOPT,`,p 6=` for the val-

ues (`, p) = (0, 2), (1, 2) in Fig. 1 as red dots using a = 0.2256 which corresponds to
α

(nf=3)
s (s0) = 0.315. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the series sums. The visible

oscillations of the FOPT series are substantially damped for physical weight functions due
to the cancellation of the leading asymptotic contributions mentioned before.

We note that since the size of the strong coupling αs is only known with an uncertainty
and furthermore depends on the observable (through the value of s0), we do not discuss
the particular case |a| = 1/π. This case does not have any specific meaning in practice.

2 At first sight it may appear that the small a expansion of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) is only a divergent
asymptotic series as it involves the asymptotic expansion in Eq. (A.6) for the incomplete gamma function
for a large second argument. However, the coefficients combine to the convergent coefficients dFOPT

n,`,p6=` when
all terms contributing to a single power an are combined. The same comment also applies to the small a
expansions of the Hn,`(a) functions in Eqs. (2.22) and (4.7).
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FOPT
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Figure 1. Partial sums in FOPT (red dots) and CIPT (blue dots) for the spectral function moments
δ
(0)
`,p defined in Eq. (2.3) using monomial weight functions of type (−x)` with ` = 0 (left panel) and
` = 1 (right panel), including up to n terms. The results assume the large-β0 approximation and
are obtained from the Adler function coefficients c̄n,k,2 given in Eq. (2.13). The horizontal, red,
dashed lines indicate the value the series converges to. For our numerics, α(nf=3)

s (m2
τ ) = 0.315

(a = 0.2256) is employed.

So when we talk about convergent series, we always refer to absolutely convergent series in
the rest of this article, and it is the fact that a finite interval of convergence for a exists
that matters for the consistency with the OPE. We also acknowledge that an indirect proof
of the convergence using the Borel representation of the spectral function moment series
based on Eq. (2.11) with the unexpanded Borel function Bp(u) = 1/(p− u) for p = 2, 3, . . .

and using the renormalon calculus has been given in the Appendix of Ref. [11]. The proof
presented above directly deals with the actual series.3

2.3 CIPT Series

In the large-β0 approximation the CIPT expansion functions Hn,`(a) can be readily com-
puted by rewriting the integral of Eq. (2.5) in terms of the phase angle x = eiφ, which
gives

Hn,`(a) =
1

2π

ˆ +π

−π
dφ ei`φ

(
a

1 + iaφ

)n
=
i

π
e−

`
a

ˆ t+

t−

dt (−2t)−ne−2`t , (2.19)

where the integral in the second equality is obtained by a change of variable to t = − 1
2a(−xs0)

with the integration boundaries t± = − 1
2a(−s0±i0) = − 1

2a±
= −1±iaπ

2a . TheHn,`(a) functions
have poles at a = ±i/π since the phase integral becomes singular at one of the boundaries
±π (or one of the t± is zero and starts at the pole singularity at t = 0). We define the
phase integral in the interval [−π,+π] strictly along the real axis. Since Re[t±] = −Re[a]

2|a|2

and Im[t±] = 1
2

( Im[a]
|a|2 ∓ π

)
this corresponds to a complex path in t that is in the straight

vertical downward direction. The definition with a fixed φ integration path with all points
having a finite distance to the origin at φ = 0 ensures that Hn,`(a) is analytic at least
in some finite neighborhood of the origin a = 0 and that lima→0Hn,`(a) = 0 from all

3The proof based on the Borel transform in Ref. [11] also applies in full QCD.
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directions in the complex a plane. In fact, at the origin the Hn,0(a) vanish like an, while
the Hn,`≥1(a) vanish like an+1 because of the complex phase ei`φ in Eq. (2.19). In other
words, Hn,`(a) = O(an+1−δ`,0) as a→ 0.4

Our path prescription provides an unambiguous definition of the integrals for all com-
plex a besides where there are cuts. Such cuts arise when the strong coupling Landau pole
at φ = i/a traverses through the path of φ that goes along the real axis from −π to +π (or
the straight path of t from t− to t+ traverses through t = 0). With our definition these cuts
are located along the straight lines (−i∞,−i/π) and (+i/π,+i∞) on the imaginary axis of
the complex a plane. Any other path definition would lead to the same poles and branch
points at a = ±i/π, but to a different curve of the cut connecting the branch points. A
path for φ deformed into the positive (negative) imaginary plane corresponds to a path for
x with |x| ≤ 1 (|x| ≥ 1) in Eq. (2.5). Thus, if the φ integration contour would be deformed
far away from the real axis, it is possible that the minimal distance of the cut curve to
the origin at a = 0 becomes smaller than 1/π. Our definition is the most obvious one, as
it is the standard path used for real a, see Eq. (2.5), and leads to branch cuts along the
imaginary axis away from the origin. However, these cuts only truly arise when the Landau
pole leads to a simple pole in the integrands in Eq. (2.19), i.e. when there is a finite residue
that can make a contribution when the Landau pole at φ = i/a crosses the integration
path. Since the residue has the general form 1

2πi
`n−1

Γ(n) e
−`/a, cuts only arise for (n, `) = (1, 0)

or when ` ≥ 1. There are no cuts for ` = 0 and n ≥ 2. Except for the poles and the cuts
(if they arise), the Hn,`(a) are analytic in the entire complex a plane. In any case, for any
sensible contour path choice (with φ being close to the real axis or |x| being equal or close
to 1) in Eq. (2.5)] the Hn,`(a) functions are all analytic within the circle with radius 1/π

around the origin, where they can also be expanded in a convergent an Taylor series.

The analytic results for complex a read

H1,0(a) =
1

2πi
log

(
a−
a+

)
=

1

π
arctan(πa) , (2.20)

Hn≥2,0(a) =
an−1
− − an−1

+

2πi(n− 1)
=

(
a√

1 + a2π2

)n−1 sin[(n− 1) arctan(aπ)]

π(n− 1)
, (2.21)

Hn,`≥1(a) =
(−1)`

π

n−1∑

k=1

`k−1

(n− k)k

(
a√

1 + a2π2

)n−k
sin[(n− k) arctan(πa)]

+
`n−1e−

`
a

Γ(n)

[
1

2iπ
Γ

(
0,− `

a+
,− `

a−

)
+ Θ(a)

]

=
(−1)`

π

n−1∑

k=1

`k−1

(n− k)k

an−k− − an−k+

2πi
+
`n−1e−

`
a

Γ(n)

[
1

2iπ
Γ

(
0,− `

a+
,− `

a−

)
+ Θ(a)

]

= e−
`
a `n−1

[
(−1)n

2iπ
Γ

(
1− n,− `

a+
,− `

a−

)
+

Θ(a)

Γ(n)

]
, (2.22)

4This is associated to the fact that the O(a) FOPT term in the moments δ(0)
FOPT,`≥1 always vanish. The

absence of this term for ` ≥ 1 entails some notation subtleties in expressions we present later in this article.
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with
Θ(a) = θ[Re(a)]θ

(∣∣∣∣a+
i

2π

∣∣∣∣−
1

2π

)[
1− θ

(
1

2π
−
∣∣∣∣a−

i

2π

∣∣∣∣
)]
, (2.23)

where in addition we have Hn,`(0) = 0 since one cannot simply insert a = 0 in Eq. (2.22).
The term proportional to Θ(a) arises from the definition of the incomplete gamma function
in Eq. (A.1) which otherwise leads to a mismatch related to the residue at t = 0 already
quoted above. We remind the reader that the residue becomes relevant due to the use the
incomplete gamma functions, which implies a path deformation in the t variable through
real +∞. The step function θ(x) appearing in Θ(a) is defined as θ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0

and θ(x) = 0 for x < 0. We note that the particular dependence of Θ(a) on the step
function θ(x)-definition at x = 0 arises due to the convention used for the incomplete
gamma function when the second argument is negative real. The result as shown above
arises due to the definition Γ(a, x) ≡ Γ(a, x + i0) for negative real x, as it is used e.g.
in Wolfram Mathematica [18]. We note that the analytic evaluation of the integrals in
Eq. (2.19) in terms of the incomplete gamma function (where the t path is always deformed
through positive real infinity) implies that for values of a on the cut curves, i.e. when i/a
is in the interval (−π,+π), the φ integration is deformed around the pole into the positive
imaginary half-plane. Also note that for the first two equalities in Eq. (2.22) we have used
Eq. (A.3). Interestingly, they provide the asymptotic expansion of Hn,`≥1(a) as n → ∞,
where the k = 1 term represents the leading contribution.

The analytic properties of the functions Hn,`(a) imply that they can be expanded in
Taylor series around a = 0 which are absolutely convergent for |a| < 1/π:

Hn,`(a) =
∞∑

k=n

s`n,ka
k , (2.24)

The expansion coefficients s`n,k are directly related to the expressions for Ik,` defined in
Eq. (2.7) and read

s`n,k =
(−1)k+nIk−n,`

Γ(n)(k)1−n
. (2.25)

where we note that s`n,n = δ`,0. Therefore, the s`n,k form upper-triangular matrices if we take
n and k as the row and column indices, respectively. Using the third equality of Eq. (2.8),
we also find the infinite series representation

s`n,k =
(−1)`πk−n

Γ(n)

∞∑

j=0

(`π)j

(k)j−n+2
cos

[
π

2
(j + k − n)

]
, (2.26)

which is absolutely convergent, but also provides an (asymptotic) expansion as k → ∞,
where the j = 0 term is the leading contribution. For ` = 0 only the first term in the j-sum
survives. Since there is an infinite subsequence in k such that the modulus of the cosine
functions is in the interval [δ, 1] for a 0 < δ < 1 and using Stirling’s formula for the gamma
functions (contained in the Pochhammer symbol) we find

lim sup
k→∞

|s`n,k|1/k = π . (2.27)
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Figure 2. The k-th root of the s and t expansion coefficients |s`n,k|1/k (panel a) and |t`n,k|1/k
(panel b) as a function of k, to visualize the Cauchy root test concerning the convergence of the
series in Eqs. (2.24) and (3.1). Red, blue, and green refer to (n, `) = (1, 0), (2, 2), and (4, 3),
respectively.

This reconfirms our statement above concerning the convergence radius of the Taylor ex-
pansion around the origin of the Hn,` functions in the complex a plane. For illustration
we have displayed the results for |s`n,k|1/k as a function of k in Fig. 2(a) for various combi-
nations of (n, `). We have explicitly checked that summing the series in Eq. (2.24) indeed
converges to the analytic expression in Eqs. (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22) for all complex a with
|a| < 1/π. It is an interesting fact that, similar to the FOPT coefficients dFOPT

n,`,p 6=`, as dis-
cussed following Eq. (2.15), the leading and potentially subleading asymptotic terms cancel
in linear combinations of ` that arise for physical weight functions W (x). But the limit
superior remains π even for such linear combinations due to the global factor of πk shown
in Eq. (2.26).

From the expressions in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) it is straightforward to determine the
limit superior of |Hn,`(a)|1/n as n→∞. The result reads

lim sup
n→∞

|Hn,`(a)|1/n = max(|a+|, |a−|) =
|a|√

1 + |a|2π2 − 2π|Im(a)|
. (2.28)

Interestingly, we yet again find that the leading (and potentially subleading) asymptotic
contributions as n → ∞ cancel in linear combinations of the Hn,` functions that arise
for physical weight functions W (x) in analogy to the discussion following Eqs. (2.15) and
(2.26). The limit superior given in Eq. (2.28) also applies for these linear combinations, as
we can see from the form of the subleading asymptotic terms given in Eq. (2.22).

From Eqs. (2.21) and (2.28) we see that the n scaling of the Hn,` functions is in powers
of a/

√
1 + a2π2. The fact that |a|/

√
1 + a2π2 < min(|a|, 1/π) for real a, is one of the reasons

why the CIPT expansion typically exhibits a better behavior of the series at low orders than
the power an expansion of FOPT, see also Fig. 3, were Hn,0(a)/(a/

√
1 + a2π2)n−1 is shown

for 1 ≤ n ≤ 10 in the interval [0, 1]. It is clearly visible that this scaling property does not
only arise for large n, but is active for all n values.

It is now straightforward to examine the convergence of the single pole 1/(p − u)

renormalon series contribution in the Adler function to the CIPT moment series δ(0)
CIPT,`,p 6=`
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Figure 3. The functions Hn,0(a)/
(
a/
√

1 + a2π2
)n−1 for 1 ≤ n ≤ 10 illustrating that they are

bounded in the interval [0, 1].

in Eq. (2.4). Using the leading asymptotic expressions of the coefficients c̄n,1,p = Γ(n)/pn

from Eq. (2.13) and the result of Eq. (2.28), we find

lim sup
n→∞

|c̄n,1,pHn,`(a)|1/n =∞ . (2.29)

We see that the limit superior diverges for any value of a. The outcome is the same for any
linear combination of Hn,` functions in ` including those arising from the physical weight
functions as can be seen from the form of the subleading asymptotic terms in Eq. (2.22).

We have displayed the truncated moment series δ(0)
CIPT,`,p 6=`, in Fig. 1 for (`, p) =

(0, 2), (1, 2) and a = 0.2256 as the blue dots. We can clearly see that CIPT shows a
much better apparent behavior at low orders than FOPT (red dots). The CIPT series does
in particular not show the oscillatory behavior of FOPT. This is due to the scaling of the
Hn,` functions just mentioned above, as well as the zeros of the Hn,` functions visible in
Fig. 3, which further suppress the size of Hn,`(a). These zeros, which appear to have a con-
siderable benefit at this point, turn out to play an important additional role in the further
considerations of this article. However, the fact that the CIPT series is divergent for any
value of a renders δ(0)

CIPT,`,p 6=` inconsistent with the OPE. The consistency with the OPE
demands that the series must be convergent for ` 6= p. The visible discrepancy5 between
the value the CIPT series appears to approach at intermediate orders 10 < n < 15 and
the (correct physical) value of the FOPT series (red dashed horizontal line) renders the
CIPT method phenomenologically inconsistent because the Adler function series contains
IR renormalon contributions.

We want to remind the reader, however, that CIPT can still be used as a viable phe-
nomenological method once the dominant IR renormalons (with the smallest values of p)
contained in the Adler function are removed by subtractions [11, 12] as the problematic
aspects of CIPT just discussed can then be suppressed to a negligible level in the presence
of the experimental uncertainties in τ -decay spectral data and truncations of the pertur-

5This discrepancy has been called the asymptotic separation and has been quantified analytically in
Refs. [9, 10].
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Figure 4. Positive zeros of Hn,`(a). All zeros are located on the real axis. Panel a: Position of the
zeros of Hn,`(a) in the interval (0, 0.2). Each horizontal line corresponds to a value of n, and lines
are grouped according to `. Panel b: Position of the positive zero closest to the origin as a function
of n for ` = 0 (blue), ` = 1 (red) and ` = 3 (green).

bative series. In the absence of any factorially divergent behavior in the coefficients c̄n,1,
such that lim supn→∞ |c̄n| would be finite (which it not true for the Adler function), the
CIPT series in Eq. (2.4) would have a finite interval of convergence and also yield not only
an absolutely but also a uniformly convergent series in any subinterval of the interval of
convergence. The important property of uniform convergence in such a situation6 can be
seen from Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). The expressions show that for real a the functions Hn,`(a)

(or any physical linear combination of Hn,`(a)) are bounded by
(
|a|/
√

1 + a2π2
)n−1 for n

larger than some integer n̄. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the functions Hn,0(a), which
are bounded by the function

(
|a|/
√

1 + a2π2
)n−1 for all n ∈ N. Since the latter expres-

sion is bounded in any subinterval, that CIPT series would also be uniformly convergent
in any such subinterval according to the Weierstrass criterion for uniform convergence in
Theorem A.5.

We conclude this section with the confirmation that the CIPT expansion in the func-
tionsHn,`(a) in Eq. (2.4) is indeed an asymptotic expansion from the mathematical perspec-
tive. Even though the CIPT expansion has now been used in phenomenological analyses for
a number of decades, it is useful to proceed with the discussion on the mathematical aspects
of CIPT at this basic level. Since the following considerations are somewhat mathematical,
we refer the reader not familiar with the quoted definitions and theorems to App. A.2.

According to the general definition of an asymptotic expansion as a → 0, quoted in
Def. A.11, it is mandatory that theHn,` functions form an asymptotic sequence {Hn,`(a)} =

{H1,`(a), H2,`(a), . . .} as a→ 0 for any complex domain R containing the origin as a limit
point. This means that they obey the “little o” order relation Hn+1,` = o(Hn,`) as a → 0

for all n ∈ N and for any ` ∈ N0, see Def. A.9. The definition of the little order relation

6We note that the uniformity of the convergence of a series in functions φ1(x), φ2(x), . . . and the property
of uniformity of the asymptotic sequences {φn(x)} discussed below are two different mathematical aspects
that must not be confused.
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is quoted in Def. A.8. The property of an asymptotic sequence then ensures that the
coefficients of the asymptotic expansion can be determined in an unambiguous way by the
recursion relation formulated in Corollary A.11.1. Since the Hn,` functions are non-zero in
at least some neighborhood of a = 0 (excluding a = 0, where the Hn,` functions vanish),
the little order relation already follows from the property

lim
a→0

|Hn+1,`(a)|
|Hn,`(a)| = 0 , (2.30)

for any n ∈ N. This can be seen from the form of their Taylor expansions in Eq. (2.24) and
the fact that the Hn,0(a) vanish like an and the Hn,`≥1(a) vanish like an+1 as a→ 0.

However, the {Hn,`(a)} form non-uniform asymptotic sequences, see Def. A.10, as one
has to consider smaller and smaller domains around the origin a = 0 such that the ratio
shown in Eq. (2.30) is small. This is due to the zeros already mentioned above and also
visible in Fig. 3. To see this at the analytic level let us first consider the case ` = 0. The
ratio of two consecutive Hn,0 functions reads

Hn+1,0(a)

Hn,0(a)
=

a(n− 1)

n
√

1 + a2π2

sin[n arctan(aπ)]

sin[(n− 1) arctan(aπ)]
. (2.31)

From the oscillatory properties of the sine function it is easy to see that, if R contains
intervals of the real axis (containing the origin or having the origin as a limit point), there
is no neighborhood Uε of a = 0 such that the ratio in Eq. (2.30) is smaller than a given small
ε for all n. In other words, there always exists such a neighborhood U (n)

ε for any n, but the
maximal distance of the points in U (n)

ε to a = 0 shrinks to zero as n increases if a can be
real. This is because the {Hn,0(a)} have zeros besides a = 0 along the real a axis, which
happen to approach zero as n increases. These zeros arise from the phase oscillations due
to the iaφ term in Eq. (2.19) and follow the condition (n− 1) arctan(aπ) = kπ with k ∈ Z
which holds only if arctan(aπ) ∈ R. Concretely, they are located at ã(0)(n, k) = 1

π tan
(
kπ
n−1

)

for −n−1
2 < k < n−1

2 , where k = 0 corresponds to Hn,`(0) = 0. While the number of zeros
increases with n, the zeros ã(0)(n, k 6= 0) all vanish like 1/n as n→∞ for any k. The zeros
are displayed graphically in Fig. 4 exemplarily for a number of n values. For ` > 0 zeros
with analogous qualitative characteristics ã(`)(n, k) arise as well since the factor (−x)` in
Eq. (2.19) only provides an additional modulation of the phase cancellations. However,
finding an analytic expression for the zeroes is harder. We have displayed them in Fig. 4
as well for a number of ` values obtained from numerical evaluations. An approximate
analytic insight on the zeros for ` > 0 can, however, be gained with the large-n asymptotic
behavior of the Hn,`≥0(a) functions as n→∞ already given in Eq. (2.22).

3 Having a deeper Look

After having discussed the analytic properties of the CIPT expansion functions Hn,`(a) in
the previous section we now proceed to have a deeper look into the mathematical circum-
stances why the expansion in terms of the asymptotic sequences {Hn,`(a)} is divergent in
cases where physics requires a convergent perturbative series. The aim is to identify the
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mathematical property of the functions Hn,`(a) that leads to this behavior, independently
of the application in the context of the τ hadronic spectral function moments. We remind
the reader that the motivation of this analysis is to identify mathematical criteria to scru-
tinize also other expansion methods where integrations over the renormalization scale are
employed.

To this end we consider transformations of the CIPT or FOPT series by reexpanding
one of the series in terms of the other expansion functions. We thus also need the expansion
of any power an in terms of the Hk,`(a) functions for each ` = 0, 1, 2, . . . in addition to the
reverse expansion already given in Eq. (2.24). It has the form

an =

∞∑

k=n+(δ`,0−1)

t`n,kHk,`(a) . (3.1)

Note that for ` ≥ 1 the relation only matters for n = 2, 3, . . ., and the Kronecker delta δ`,0
shown here and below arises for the reason explained in footnote 4 in order to make terms
that do not contribute explicit.

So we consider the series transformations
∞∑

n=1

cnHn,`(a) −→
∞∑

n=1

∞∑

k=n+δ`,0

cns
`
n,ka

k , (3.2)

∞∑

n=2−δ`,0

dna
n −→

∞∑

n=2−δ`,0

∞∑

k=n+(δ`,0−1)

dnt
`
n,kHk,`(a) , (3.3)

which represent the transformation of a single series into a double series. Note that at this
point our notation does not imply any particular ordering prescription for the summation
of the double series. So one should think of the emerging double series as two dimensional
arrays. For example, we have

∞∑

n=1

∞∑

k=n

en,k ∼




e1,1 e1,2 e1,2 · · ·
0 e2,2 e2,3 · · ·
0 0 e3,3 · · ·
...

...
...

. . .



, (3.4)

where the horizontal lines arise from the series of the expansion function used for the series
prior to the double series transformation. A particular summation prescription is indicated
explicitly by additional parentheses. Thus, in the example

∑∞
n=1(

∑∞
k=n en,k) stands for

summing the horizontal series first and the results of these horizontal sums afterwards. On
the other hand

∑∞
k=1(

∑k
n=1 en,k) stands for summing the vertical series first and the results

of these vertical sums afterwards. For the cases discussed below, the limits of the sums are
a bit more involved due to the appearance of δ`,0, which is, however, not significant for the
main purpose of the discussion.

3.1 Double Series Transformations

We start by discussing the transformation of a CIPT series into a double series of power
terms, see Eq. (3.2). Consider a CIPT series

∑∞
n=1 cnHn,`(a) that is convergent according
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to the root criterion for some a = a0 within the region of convergence. It is then also
absolutely convergent as well as uniformly convergent at least in the circle around zero with
radius |a0|. The property of uniform convergence follows from the fact that the Hn,`(a) are
bounded as we discussed already at the end or Sec. 2.3. In addition, the horizontal lines
from the expansion of the Hn,`(a) functions in powers of a are absolutely convergent in
the circle around zero with radius r < 1/π. According to the Weierstrass double series
theorem A.6 these conditions are sufficient so that doing either horizontal or vertical sums
first leads to the same result,

∑∞
n=1(

∑∞
k=n+δ`,0

cns
`
n,ka

k) =
∑∞

k=1+δ`,0
(
∑k−δ`,0

n=1 cns
`
n,ka

k) for
|a| < max(a0, r). In other words, an absolutely convergent CIPT series can be reexpanded
into a convergent FOPT series which sums to the same value. Furthermore, from the
discussions in Sec. 2 we also know that it is possible that a divergent CIPT series can be
reexpanded into an absolutely convergent FOPT series. So starting from a CIPT series
and reexpanding it in FOPT does not make its convergence property worse, but can even
improve it.

Let us now consider the transformation of a FOPT series
∑∞

n=1 dna
n into a double

series of Hn,`(a) functions, see Eq. (3.3). It is a straightforward but rather cumbersome
task to determine the coefficients of the expansion of a power an in terms of the Hk,`(a)

functions given in Eq. (3.1), but the expressions can also be determined in closed analytic
form by inverting the triangular matrix of the s`n,k coefficients. The result reads

t0n,k =
(iπ)k−n(2− 2k−n)Γ(k)

Γ(k − n+ 1)Γ(n)
Bk−n , (3.5)

t`≥1
n,k =

(−1)`

n− 1
×
{

(k − 1)t0n−1,k−1 n+ k even
−` t0n−1,k n+ k odd

,

where Bn are the Bernoulli numbers. It is now instructive to have a look at the asymptotic
expression for these coefficients as k →∞. Accounting for the factorial asymptotic growth
of the Bernoulli numbers, see Eq. (A.8), the result reads

t0n,k
k→∞� 2ik−nΓ(k)

Γ(n)
(1− 2n−k+1) cos

[
(k − n)π

2

]
. (3.6)

This gives

lim sup
k→∞

∣∣∣t`n,kHk,`(a)
∣∣∣
1/k

=∞ . (3.7)

The rather interesting outcome is that the expansion of a simple power an in terms of the
Hn,`(a) functions does not have any region of convergence and is factorially diverging for
any value of a. For illustration, we have displayed the expressions for |t`n,k|1/k as a function
of k for different values of (n, `) in Fig. 2(b). So if we start from an absolutely convergent
FOPT series, the resulting CIPT series will in general be divergent for any a. The simplest
example of an absolutely convergent FOPT series is that of a single term an. We have
shown the Hk,` expansions of an truncated at order N for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, ` = 0 and a = 0.25

in Fig. 5. We see that all the series look quite good and convergent at low orders, but
they eventually diverge. Furthermore, in the range of orders N , where the series stabilize
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Figure 5. The series of Eq. (3.1) for ` = 0: Expansion of an in terms of the functions Hk,0(a) for
a = 0.25. We show results for n = 1, 2 in panel a and n = 3, 4 in panel b. Dashed horizontal lines
represent the exact value for an.

(and closely approach a particular value), the truncated series show a finite systematic
discrepancy to the actual value of an (indicated by the horizontal dashed lines). Hence, for a
general absolutely convergent FOPT series the horizontal sums

∑∞
k=n+(δ`,0−1) dnt

`
n,kHk,`(a)

in Eq. (3.3) do not converge for any n or `. The sum over k of the vertical series values
sk =

∑k+δ`,0
n=2−δ`,0 dnt

`
n,kHk,`(a) (which by themselves are finite due to the zeros of the array

below the diagonal) is in general divergent as well, as we have demonstrated in the examples
discussed in Sec. 2.3. It is possible that the sum of the vertical series values sk is convergent
as we have seen just above for the opposite transformation. However, this case is not the
general one. For the application to τ hadronic spectral function moments, the latter case
would arise in the situation that the Adler function series of Eq. (2.1) were convergent.
This situation does, however, not take place due to the unavoidable appearance of IR
renormalons. It is also impossible that the divergent behavior of the coefficients t`n,k as
k → ∞ may somehow compensate for a divergent behavior in a FOPT series yielding a
convergent CIPT series for any value of a as this would contradict our findings from the
beginning of this subsection.

In the discussion above we have considered the CIPT expansion in terms of Hn,` func-
tions for a single `. In phenomenological applications, linear combinations of ` always arise
due to the property W (1) = 0 already mentioned several times before. In this case, the
same linear combinations of s`n,k coefficients arise in the analogue of Eq. (2.24). The as-
sociated inverse tn,k coefficients, however, cannot be determined from the expressions in
Eq. (3.5), and no closed analytic expressions in analogy to Eqs. (3.5) can be given due to
the many possible forms for the weight functions W (x). Analytic expressions for definite
values of n and k can, however, be obtained in a straightforward way. We have checked
for many physical weight functions, including the important kinematic weight function
Wτ (x) = (1 − x)3(1 + x) that the limit superior for the resulting expressions |tn,k|1/k as
k →∞ is divergent just as for a single `. In particular, we do not find any cancellations of
the kind discussed previously below Eqs. (2.16), (2.26) and (2.28) for the case of physical
weight functions that change the outcome of the discussion for a single `.
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of these coefficients is the same and hence are shown in a single plot.

3.2 On the Origin of the Behavior of the CIPT expansion

The overall observation from the previous considerations is that using the CIPT expansion
can turn a convergent FOPT series into a factorially divergent one, while the opposite
can never ever happen. This means that CIPT is a priori inconsistent with the OPE and
must be applied with great care, see Refs. [11, 12]. The diagnostic instrument to probe
this behavior is to analyze the convergence properties of the series in Eq. (3.1), where a
simple power an is expressed as a series in Hk,`(a) functions. This is the approach how the
consistency of other expansion methods with the OPE, which are based on functions of the
strong coupling, may be tested as well. If the series for a simple power an is showing a
factorial divergence or does not have a finite region of convergence, inconsistencies with the
OPE may arise. Even though this diagnostic tool is quite efficient and straightforward to
apply, it would be instructive to have a more direct qualitative insight into which particular
property of the Hn,`(a) function is actually responsible for this behavior, as this knowledge
may be highly useful in practice. It is the purpose of this section to explore this question.

An essential difference between the asymptotic power sequence {an} and the asymp-
totic sequences {Hn,`(a)} is that the latter are non-uniform. The uniform convergence of
series expansions in functions is an important aspect, as uniformity states that there is a
certain level of global rapidity of the convergence valid for the whole interval for which
the expansion is defined. The uniform convergence of the series expansion of a function
F (x) =

∑∞
n=1 fn(x) in terms of the functions fn(x) is frequently a sufficient condition such

that doing a linear operation on F (x) is equivalent to doing this operation on the individual
fn(x) and a subsequent summation. Uniform convergence is frequently assumed to be valid
without proof in many phenomenological particle-physics applications as it is frequently
also true. Even though the Hn,` functions are bounded and series of the Hn,` functions
can be uniformly convergent, as we mentioned in the discussion below Eq. (2.29), the non-
uniformity of them as asymptotic sequences {Hn,`(a)} appears to disrupt their convergence
properties in a serious way when a convergent power series is transformed into a CIPT
series.
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As we have seen in Sec. 2.3, this is because the ratio Hn+1,`(a)/Hn,`(a) to be small in
a region around a = 0 requires the size of the region to shrink with 1/n when n increases.
This is related to the zeros in the functions Hn+1,`(a) which approach a = 0 like 1/n when
n increases. We now explore whether these zeros, which are actually one reason why the
CIPT expansion exhibits a quite rapid convergent appearance at lower orders, could be
the origin of problem. In the following we consider a number of simple toy asymptotic
sequences to gain some more concrete insight concerning the answer of this question.

Let us discuss first the series transformation arising from a usual change of renor-
malization scale. Starting from a series in the powers an = [a(s0)]n we can consider the
reexpansion in terms of the powers [a(µ2)]n as an expansion in functions h(L)

n (a):

h(L)
n (a) = [a(µ2)]n =

an

(1 + aL)n
, (3.8)

with L = log(µ2/s0). The coefficients of the series h(L)
n (a) =

∑∞
k=n s

L
n,ka

k can be writ-

ten down immediately and read sLn,k = (−L)k−nΓ(k)
Γ(n)Γ(k−n+1) . The coefficients of the inverse rela-

tion an =
∑∞

k=n t
L
n,khk(a) are trivial to compute and read tLn,k = (−1)k+nsLn,k. We have

lim supk→∞ |sLn,k|1/k = lim supk→∞ |tLn,k|1/k = |L| and both series are absolutely convergent
for |a| < 1/|L|. We have displayed |sLn,k|1/k = |tLn,k|1/k for |L| = 1 as a function of k in Fig. 6.

The {hLn(a)} form a uniform asymptotic sequence since |h(L)
n+1(a)|/|h(L)

n (a)| = |a/(1 + aL)|
does not depend on n. There are zeros in the functions h(L)

n (a) at a = −1/L, but they
are independent of n as well. So, as we can conclude from the Weierstrass double series
theorem A.6, using a fixed-order expansion at a different renormalization scale does not
turn an absolute and uniformly convergent series into a non-convergent one or may change
the value of the series from the mathematical perspective, as long as L is not too large.
The usual approach of renormalization group improved calculations is to adapt L such that
the convergence happens in a rapid way.

Let us now consider the toy expansion functions

ĥ(m)
n (a) = an(1− ξna)m , (3.9)

with m a positive or negative integer and ξ some finite number. We write the series
of the ĥ(m)

n functions in powers of a as ĥ(m)
n (a) =

∑∞
k=n s

(m)
n,k a

n and the series of an in

terms of the ĥ(m)
n functions as an =

∑∞
k=n t

(m)
n,k ĥ

(m)
n (a) The {ĥ(m)

n (a)} form asymptotic
sequences, but they are non-uniform due to the zeros or pole singularities at a = 1/(ξn).
It is obvious that a series in ĥ

(m)
n functions for negative m has bad properties since the

singularities make it impossible to approximate any function that is continuous in some
finite neighborhood of a = 0. In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) we have displayed the values for
|s(−1)
n,k |1/k and |t(−1)

n,k |1/k for |ξ| = 1 as a function of k, clearly showing factorially diverging

behavior of the t(−1)
n,k coefficients while the s(−1)

n,k are well-behaved. In this case, this does
not come as a surprise. However, for positive m the situation appears not to be that bad
due to the absence of the singularities and the emergence of zeros. So, let us have a closer
look at the case m = 1. We have s(1)

n,k = δn,k − ξnδn+1,k. The series only has two terms and
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Figure 7. The k-th root of the |s(m)
n,k | (Panel a) and |t

(m)
n,k | (Panel b) expansion coefficients defined

on the model given in Eq. (3.9) for the values ξ = ±1. Panel a: red, and blue (red and green) use
m = −1 (n = 1) while green and orange (blue and orange) have m = −2 (n = 2). Panel b: red,
and blue (red and green) use m = −1 (n = 1) while green and orange have m = −2; green and
orange correspond to n = 1 and 5, respectively.

therefore trivially converges for all a. However, the coefficients of the inverse series read
t
(1)
n,k = Γ(k)ξk−n/Γ(n) with t(1)

n,k = 0 for k < n. We see immediately that this expansion is
factorially divergent and does not have any finite region of convergence. For illustration we
have displayed |t(1)

n,k|1/k for n = 1, 5 as a function of k in Fig. 7(b) as well. The interesting

insight gained by the toy expansion functions ĥ(m)
n (a) is that zeros (for positive m) as

well as singularities (for negative m) yield the same badly diverging behavior for the t(m)
n,k

coefficients.
We have tested a number of other toy expansion functions forming non-uniform asymp-

totic sequences due to zeros or singularities approaching a = 0 for large n, all leading to
factorially diverging tn,k coefficients. Even though we do not claim that out findings provide
the exact mathematical specification under which the tn,k coefficients factorially diverge as
k →∞, we believe that the presence (or absence) of the uniformity property of the asymp-
totic sequences {hn(a)} plays an essential role for the expansion functions to be consistent
with the OPE. While it is obvious that expansion functions, where the non-uniformity is
caused by pole-type singularities or other types of non-analytic properties, are not suitable
for phenomenological applications, the certainly surprising aspect is that even zeros, which
may appear to have advantages for a rapid convergence at first sight, can have the same
bad effect.

4 Generalization to full QCD

We conclude this article by considering the case of full QCD, where all terms of the QCD
β-function are accounted for. Even though it appears quite unreasonable to argue that
our observations concerning the asymptotic sequences {an} and {Hn,`(a)} in the large-β0

approximation may not apply in full QCD, it is worth having a closer look. However, in
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Figure 8. Left panel illustrates the root test for δ(0)FOPT,`,p with ` = 0 and p = 2 for various values
of b̂1. The horizontal dashed lines represent our estimates for the limit superior for this analysis,
which are shown to have a linear dependence on b̂1 in the right panel. The gray area represents the
result of Eq. (4.3).

contrast to the large-β0 approximation, we cannot obtain fully analytic results. We therefore
rely on numerical studies and evidences rather than strict proofs. Still some closed formulae
can be presented in the C-scheme for the strong coupling αs [19]. The C-scheme uses that
only the one- and two-loop coefficients of the QCD β-function are renormalization-scheme
invariant. It is therefore possible to adopt a scheme for αs where the QCD β-function takes
the all-order form

da(µ2)

d lnµ2
= − [a(µ2)]2

1− 2 b̂1a(µ2)
, (4.1)

where b̂1 = β1/(2β
2
0) and β1 = 102− 38nf/3. We furthermore demand that the C-scheme

strong coupling differs from the common MS strong coupling by terms of order α3
s and

higher, which unambiguously fixes the C-scheme strong coupling to all orders. Furthermore,
the QCD scale ΛQCD agrees with the one in the MS scheme.7 For b̂1 = 0 the C-scheme
agrees with the large-β0 approximation. In the following we gather sufficient evidence that
all qualitative insights obtained in the previous sections in the large-β0 approximation are
true as well in full QCD.

4.1 Spectral Function Moment Series in FOPT and CIPT

We start by considering the full QCD generalization of the spectral function moment anal-
ysis of Sec. 2. The full QCD generalization (in the C-scheme) of the single pole Borel
function in the large-β0 approximation corresponding to an OPE matrix-element correc-
tions of the form const. × 〈Op〉/sp0 in the Adler function reads Bp,b̂1(u) = 1/(p − u)1+2pb̂1

(with p = 2, 3, . . .) and consistency with the OPE again demands that the resulting pertur-
bative series of the spectral function moment δ(0)

`6=p have a finite region of convergence. The

7In Ref. [19] this strong coupling scheme was called (C = 0)-scheme and it is numerically very close to
the MS strong coupling, see also the Appendix of Ref. [11].
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resulting coefficients in the Adler function series of Eq. (2.1) read

c̄n,1,p =
Γ(n+ 2pb̂1)

pn+2pb̂1Γ(1 + 2pb̂1)
, (4.2)

c̄n,k≥2,p = −1

k

n−1∑

j=k−1

(2b̂1)n−j−1j c̄j,k−1,p .

Let us first analyze the FOPT series coefficients dFOPT
n,`,p 6=`. We have derived them for

many different choices for ` 6= p and find that the sequences |dFOPT
n,`,p 6=`|1/n in n are indeed

consistent with sequences that converge for all cases. We find that the limit superior
approached by these series does not depend on the values of ` and p, but it does on the
value of b̂1. We also find that this limit superior agrees with the one obtained for the series
of a± ≡ a(−s0 ± i0) in powers of a = a(s0). In Fig. 8(a) we have displayed |dFOPT

n,`=0,p=2|1/n
for orders up to n = 400 for different values of b̂1. Carrying out a quadratic fit in 1/n we
determined an accurate estimate for the limit superior which depends linearly on b̂1 to very
good approximation. We have displayed the outcome of this analysis for |dFOPT

n,`=0,p=2|1/n in
Fig. 8(b) together with a fit function quantifying the coefficient of b̂1. The outcome for
a combined analysis using the coefficients dFOPT

n,`,p for ` = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and p = 1, 2, 3, 4 with
` 6= p and including also the series for a± for orders 250 ≤ n ≤ 400 yields the result

lim sup
n→∞

∣∣dFOPT
n,`,p 6=`

∣∣1/n = π + (3.51± 0.05) b̂1 , (4.3)

where the quoted uncertainty represents the values covered by the individual analyses.
For b̂1 = 0 we obtain π with very high accuracy, consistent with our analytic results in
the large-β0 approximation in Eq. (2.16). Our results reconfirm the convergence proof in
Ref. [11] based on the renormalon calculus already mentioned at the end of Sec. 2.2 and
can be used to determine the radius of convergence of the FOPT series δ(0)

FOPT,` (and the
expansions of a± in powers or a = a(s0)). We have displayed the convergent FOPT moment
series for the cases (`, p) = (0, 2) and (1, 2) in Fig. 9 as the red dots. We note that we have
also checked the FOPT series coefficients for physical weight functions with W (1) = 0. In
analogy to our analytic findings for the large-β0 approximation we found that there is a
significant cancellation among the coefficients dFOPT

n,`,p 6=`, which does, however, not affect the
limit superior. Also for physical weight functions the result given in Eq. (4.3) applies.

For nf = 3, which is relevant for hadronic τ decays, we have b̂1 = 32/81 ' 0.395 which
yields lim supn→∞ |dFOPT

n,`=0,p=2|1/n = 4.528 ± 0.020 giving αs(s0) = 0.3083± 0.0013 as the
convergence radius in the C-scheme. This corresponds to αs(s0) = 0.3151 ± 0.0012 in the
MS scheme which for s0 = m2

τ is right within the world average of the MS strong coupling
at the τ lepton scale αs(m2

τ ) = 0.312± 0.015. This interesting fact was already pointed out
many years ago (albeit with much lower precision) by Pich and Le Diberder in Ref. [6]. So
using FOPT may have issues as well. In practice, however, the behavior of the FOPT series
at low orders is still quite good for all values close to the convergence radius due to the can-
cellation among the dFOPT

n,`,p coefficients for physical weight functions mentioned above. It is
furthermore easy to check that the FOPT series behavior at intermediate orders is similar
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Figure 9. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the C-scheme with b̂1 = 32/81 ' 0.395 and where the value of
the strong coupling in the MS is αs(m2

τ ) = 0.315.

regardless whether αs(m2
τ ) is chosen slightly above or below the convergence radius. At

this point we remind the reader that here we discuss the behavior of FOPT for a particular
contribution in the hadronic τ spectral function moment series. In full phenomenological
applications, the FOPT series is asymptotic due to the unavoidable appearance of coeffi-
cients dFOPT

n,`,p for ` = p. Our finding, however, implies that high-precision determinations
of the strong coupling from hadronic τ spectral function moments need to be interpreted
with some care.

The CIPT expansion functions Hn,`(a) in full QCD have been determined analytically
in Ref. [9]8 as an infinite sum for positive real a. In the C-scheme the sum terminates due
to the form of the β-function and the integral representation for the Hn,`(a) functions can
be written as

Hn.`(a) =
i

π
e−

`
aa−2`b̂1̂

t+

t−

dt

(
1 +

b̂1
t

)
e−2`t(−2t)−2`b̂1−n . (4.4)

The integral reduces to Eq. (2.19) in the large-β0 approximation, when b̂1 = 0. The results
can be given in closed form in terms of a± = a(−s0 ± i0) and read

H1,0(a) =
1

2πi

[
2b̂1(a+ − a−) + log

(
a−
a+

)]
, (4.5)

Hn≥2,0(a) =
1

2πi

[
2b̂1(an+ − an−)

n
− an−1

+ − an−1
−

n− 1

]
, (4.6)

Hn,`>0(a) =
`n+2`b̂1−1

a2`b̂1
e−

`
a

[
n

Γ(n+ 2`b̂1 − 1)
+ e−iπb̂1`hn,`(a+, b̂1)− eiπb̂1`hn,`(a−, b̂1)

]
, (4.7)

where

hn,`(a, b̂1) ≡ (−1)n+1

2πi

[
nΓ

(
−n− 2b̂1`,−

`

a

)
− e `a

(
−a
`

)n+2b̂1`
]
. (4.8)

8We take the opportunity to point out a typo in Ref. [9]: Eq. (3.13) should read H̃(n, 0,−1) =

−i/π(−t0)n ln(t+/t−). So the result on the RHS given in Ref. [9] is correct, but it belongs to a differ-
ent function than shown on the LHS.
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 4 for the C-scheme with b̂1 = 0.395 in full QCD.

Since the first two terms in the expansion of the strong coupling at some scale in terms of
powers of the strong coupling at another scale in full QCD and the large-β0 approximation
agree, the ratio of the Hn,` functions defined in Eq. (2.5) in full QCD to the ones in the
large-β0 approximation approach unity in the limit a → 0. It is therefore obvious that
the {Hn,`(a)} also represent asymptotic sequences in full QCD. We also find that the Hn,`

functions again exhibit zeros along the positive real a axis approaching zero as n→∞. In
Fig. 10 we display the positive zeros of theHn,` functions in full QCD for a large number of `
and n values for illustration in analogy to the large-β0 approximation shown in Fig. 4. This
shows that the asymptotic sequences {Hn,`(a)} in full QCD are non-uniform as well. Using
relation (A.6) it is straightforward to derive the asymptotic expressions for the Hn,`>0(a)

as n→∞ for positive real a yielding

Hn,`(a)
n→∞� e

`
(

Re(a+)

|a+|
− 1
a

)
(|a+|/a)2`b̂1 |a+|n

nπ

[
2b̂1 sin(θn)− sin(θn−1)

|a+|

]
, (4.9)

with θn ≡ (2`b̂1 + n) arctan[Im(a+)/Re(a+)] − ` Im(a+)/|a+|2. This allows us to also
determine the limit superior of |Hn,`(a)|1/n as n → ∞ in full QCD, which is surprisingly
simple:

lim sup
n→∞

|Hn,`(a)|1/n = |a+| . (4.10)

As for the large-β0 approximation, we can now see analytically that the CIPT series
δ

(0)
CIPT,` of Eq. (2.4) with the coefficients in Eq. (4.2) diverge for any value of a:

lim sup
n→∞

|c̄n,1Hn,`(a)|1/n =∞ . (4.11)

We have displayed the divergent CIPT moment series for the cases (`, p) = (0, 2) and (1, 2)

in Fig. 9 as the blue dots, showing, just like in the large-β0 approximation, the apparent
convergence of the CIPT series at intermediate orders and the discrepancy to the value of
the convergent FOPT series.

Finally, we also studied the large-order behavior of the s`n,k coefficient for the series
of the Hn,` functions in powers of a and the t`n,k coefficients for series of an in terms
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 2 in full QCD, using the C-scheme for a number of scenarios: blue, red
and purple correspond to (n, `, b̂1) = (1, 0, 0.395), (2, 2, 0.2) and (4, 3, 0.6), respectively.

of the Hn,` functions, see Eqs. (2.24) and (3.1), respectively. Our findings are briefly
summarized as follows: As for the large-β0 approximation, the former series has a finite
radius of convergence, while the latter does not converge for any value of a. Just like
in the large-β0 approximation, we find that the convergence radius arising from the s`n,k
coefficients for the expansion of the Hn,` functions in powers an agrees with the convergence
radius obtained from the FOPT series coefficients and the expansion of the a± in an powers,
see Eq. (4.3). For the Hn,0 this can also be seen directly from their analytic expressions
given in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) which are simple elementary functions of a±. Their Taylor
expansion in powers of a yields a limit superior determined by the Taylor expansion of
a±. For the Hn,`>0 the same property follows from the fact that the combination of the
asymptotic expansions of the two functions hn,` in Eq. (4.7) yields a convergent series, see
the comment in footnote 2. Exemplarily, we have displayed the results for |s`n,k|1/k and
|t`n,k|1/k as a function of k for different combinations of (n, `, b̂1) in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b),
respectively. For the t`n,k we again find that their sequence in k diverges factorially just as
in the large-β0 approximation for any `. The series of a and a2 in terms of the functions
Hn,`(a) is shown for different values of (`, b̂1) in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) exhibiting again the
apparent convergence at intermediate orders, the discrepancy to the actual value and the
eventual divergence. The results show a similar behavior for any other value of ` and the
divergence also arises for physical weight functions.

Overall, we find beyond all reasonable doubt that all features of the CIPT series ex-
pansion using the Hn,` functions we found in the large-β0 approximation are also present
in full QCD. In particular, any finite FOPT series is in general divergent when transformed
into a CIPT expansion.

5 Summary and Conclusions

In this article we have provided a detailed discussion on the mathematical aspects of CIPT
that has been used as a main method to make perturbative predictions for τ hadronic spec-
tral function moments. In contrast to the FOPT expansion in powers of the strong coupling
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Figure 12. Expansion (3.1) for full QCD using the C-scheme. The left panel shows the expansion
of a in terms of Hn,`(a) for three different values of b̂1: 0.2 (red), 0.395 (blue), and 0.6 (purple). The
right panel shows the expansion of a2 in terms of Hn,`(a) with b̂1 = 0.395 fixed, for three different
values of `: 0, 1, and 3 for red, blue, and purple, respectively. Both panels use a = 0.22.

at a particular renormalization scale, [αs(s0)]n, CIPT yields expansions in functions where
an integration over the renormalization scale is carried out. So CIPT provides series in
non-trivial functions of the strong coupling that differ fundamentally from the solutions of
the RGE equation for the strong coupling which are used in FOPT. While previous discus-
sions on the same subject were predominantly based on explicit calculations of the series to
a particular order [20–22] or the renormalon calculus, where different kinds of models for
the Borel transform of the actual series we considered [7–10, 23–25], we have carried out
our analysis at a more basic level analysing directly the actual series using the elementary
definitions and theorems on the (non-)convergence of series and on asymptotic expansions.

For the most part of this article we have used the large-β0 approximation, where all
results can be obtained in an analytic way and all conclusions and considerations can
be made in a mathematically rigorous way. We have reconfirmed that CIPT provides a
well-defined asymptotic expansion, like the common power series expansion. However, the
CIPT expansion functions represent non-uniform asymptotic sequences due to zeros along
the positive axis that approach αs = 0 at large orders. We have proved that CIPT yields
divergent series expansions without any region of convergence in cases where the OPE
demands the existence of a region of convergence. This is in contrast to FOPT which
indeed leads to series with a convergence region in these cases. We have found that the
reason why the CIPT expansions frequently exhibits better series behavior than FOPT
at low and intermediate orders is related to the zeros and because the CIPT expansion
functions are bounded.

The most important finding of our analysis is that, while each CIPT expansion function
has a finite region of convergence when written as a FOPT power series and represents an
absolutely convergent series in this region, the inverse is not true. In other words, any
FOPT power term [αs(s0)]n yields a divergent series when expressed as a sum of CIPT
expansion functions regardless of the value of αs(s0). There is a range of orders where
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the CIPT partial sum stabilizes before it diverges, but the truncated value of the CIPT
series at these orders differs systematically from the value [αs(s0)]n. In other words, a
convergent FOPT series will in general diverge in CIPT, and using CIPT will in general
yield a degradation of the convergence properties of a series and an apparent convergence
may yield an unphysical value inconsistent with the OPE. It is the latter property that
makes phenomenological applications of CIPT dangerous. This does not exclude the use
of CIPT as a phenomenological expansion method, but it must be used with great care. A
phenomenologically consistent way to apply CIPT was suggested in Refs. [11, 12].

Using models for expansion functions forming asymptotic sequences, we have shown
that this property appears to be related to the zeros of the CIPT expansion functions
which approach αs = 0 at high orders. It is kind of ironic that these zeros appear to be
harmless at first sight and even beneficial as they suppress the numerical size of the CIPT
expansion functions. We have provided numerical evidence that all our findings obtained
in the large-β0 approximation are also valid in full QCD. The primary use of our findings
is that they can be used as a tool to also test the consistency of other expansion methods,
where an integration over the renormalization scale is carried out.
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A Review of Definitions and Theorems for Mathematical Series

In this appendix we collect a number definitions, theorems and corollaries on series and
series of functions, as well as the concept of general asymptotic expansions, which we refer
to in the main body of the article. The statements can be found scattered throughout the
mathematical literature in various formulations, but we quote them based on the presen-
tations given in the classic text books by K. Knopp [26] (for Sec. A.1) and A. Erdélyi [27]
(for Sec. A.2), where also explicit proofs can be found.

A.1 Series and Series of Functions

We start from the common definition concerning the convergence of an infinite series.

Definition A.1. An infinite series
∑∞

i=1 ci is called convergent if there exists a number S
such that for any ε > 0 there exists an integer N(ε) with the property that the sequence of
partial sums sn =

∑n
i=1 ci satisfies |sn − S| < ε for all n ≥ N(ε). The number S is then

called the sum of the series, we say that the sum converges to S, and we write S =
∑∞

i=1 ci.
If no such number S exists the series is called divergent. An infinite series

∑∞
i=1 ci is called
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absolutely convergent if the series of absolute values
∑∞

i=1 |ci| is convergent. If
∑∞

i=1 ci
converges, but

∑∞
i=1 |ci| does not, the series is called conditionally convergent.

For considerations concerning the convergence of series we use the well-known and
powerful root comparison test, which is formulated in the following root criterion:

Theorem A.2 (Cauchy’s Root Criterion). Let
∑∞

i=1 ci be an infinite series. Let us denote
L ≡ lim supn→∞ |cn|1/n. Then the series is absolutely convergent if L < 1, is divergent if
L > 1 or L =∞. If L = 1 the series may be either convergent or divergent.

The root test specifies the property of absolute convergence which is sufficient for our
discussions. Since we apply our considerations for series in the strong coupling which has
uncertainties, the particular case L = 1 has no particular meaning for us, and will therefore
not be discussed in any way. Since we do not only consider power series, but also series of
functions we also introduce a generalization of the circle of convergence known for power
series.

Definition A.3 (Interval of Convergence). An interval I is called interval of convergence
of a series of functions

∑∞
i fi(x), if for any x ∈ I all functions fi(x) are defined and the

corresponding series converges.

For infinite series of functions
∑∞

i=1 fi(x) that converge to a function F (x) the property
of uniform convergence is important as linear operations on F (x) can then typically be car-
ried out by doing the operation on the individual functions fi(x) and summing afterwards.

Definition A.4 (Uniform Convergence). A series of functions
∑∞

i=1 fi(x) that converges to
the function F (x) in the interval I is said to be uniformly convergent in an interval I ′ ⊆ I,
if for any ε > 0, a number N(ε) independent of x exists such that |∑n

i=1 fn(x)− F (x)| < ε

for all n ≥ N(ε) and all x ∈ I ′.

Weierstrass has formulated a simple bound criterion for uniform convergence. This
theorem and the following corollary are important in our discussions as well.

Theorem A.5 (Weierstrass’ Uniform Convergence Theorem). If each of the functions fi(x)

is defined and bounded in the interval I, i.e., |fi(x)| ≤ γi for all x ∈ I, and if the series of
positive terms

∑∞
i=1 γi converges, the series

∑∞
i=1 fi(x) converges uniformly in I.

Corollary A.5.1. A power series
∑∞

i=1 ci x
i with interval of convergence I converges uni-

formly in every sub-interval I ′ ⊂ I.

We finally quote the powerful and important Weierstrass theorem on the reordering of
double series without referring to the absolute convergence of the double series.

Theorem A.6 (Weierstrass’ Double Series Theorem). Consider an infinite set of functions
fi(x) that are analytic for |x| < r, so that the power expansions fi(x) =

∑∞
k=0 a

(i)
k x

k exist
and converge at least for |x| < r for all i. Furthermore, consider a convergent series of these
functions F (x) =

∑∞
i=0 fi(x) that is uniformly convergent for |x| ≤ ρ for every ρ < r, so

that the series converges in particular everywhere within the interval |x| < r and defines the
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function F (x) there. Then, the infinite sums Ak =
∑∞

i=0 a
(i)
k are convergent and the infinite

sum
∑∞

k=0Akx
k converges to F (x) for |x| < r, so that F (x) =

∑∞
i=0(

∑∞
k=0 a

(i)
k x

k) =∑∞
k=0(

∑∞
i=0 a

(i)
k )xk and is analytic for |x| < r.

A.2 Order Symbols, Asymptotic Sequences and Asymptotic Expansions

In gauge quantum field theories perturbative series are typically not convergent, but only
asymptotic. We therefore also specify the basis of asymptotic expansions collecting the
relevant mathematical definitions. In the following, R is a domain in the complex plane
and x0 a point in R̄, the closure of R. The functions f(x), g(x), and the sequence of
functions φ1(x), φ2(x), φ3(x), . . . are analytic in R. We furthermore abbreviate the latter
sequence of functions as {φn(x)}. For the purpose of our considerations we always assume
that {φn(x)} is an infinite set so that n runs over all natural numbers.

We start by quoting the definition of the well known O-relation and the lesser known
“little” o-relation of two functions. While the O-relation is a statement on two functions
approaching a certain point at the same type of “speed” (e.g. linear or quadratic), the
“little” o-relation states that one of the two function approaches that point much faster. It
is important for the definition of asymptotic expansions.

Definition A.7 (O-relation). It is said that f = O(g) as x→ x0 if there exists a constant
A > 0 and a neighborhood U of x0 so that |f(x)| ≤ A|g(x)| for all x ∈ R ∩ U .

Definition A.8 (o-relation). It is said that f = o(g) as x→ x0, if for any ε > 0 there exists
a neighborhood Uε of x0 such that |f(x)| < ε|g(x)| for all x ∈ R ∩ Uε. When g(x 6= x0) 6= 0

in some neighborhood of x0, the condition is equivalent to limx→x0 f(x)/g(x) = 0.

So e.g. sin(x) = O(x) as x → 0, while x2 = o(sin(x)) as well as x2 = O(sin(x)) as
x→ 0. Note that f = o(g) always implies f = O(g).

Asymptotic expansions approximate a function as a sum of other functions, which in
order to be well-defined must form asymptotic sequences [27]. The latter are specified by
the following definitions, where the special property of uniformity plays an important role
in this article.

Definition A.9 (Asymptotic Sequence). An infinite sequence of functions {φn(x)} =

{φ1(x), φ2(x), . . .} is an asymptotic sequence as x → x0 in R if φn+1 = o(φn) for all
n.

Definition A.10 (Uniform Asymptotic Sequence). A sequence of functions {φn(x)} is an
uniform asymptotic sequence as x→ x0 in R if φn+1 = o(φn) uniformly in n. This means
that for any ε > 0 there exists a neighborhood Uε of x0 such that |φn+1(x)| < ε|φn(x)| for
all x ∈ R ∩ Uε and all n.

The requirement of an asymptotic sequence to be uniform excludes e.g. that the func-
tions φn have singularities, but also zeros which approach x0 for increasing n. The sequence
of power terms {xn} is a uniform asymptotic sequence as x → 0 in R as one can easily
check from the property that xn+1/xn = x independently of n.
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We are now ready to state the definition of an asymptotic expansion, where it is at this
point not relevant whether the asymptotic sequence involved is uniform in n or not.

Definition A.11 (Asymptotic Expansion). The series
∑∞

n=1 cnφn(x), with {φn(x)} an
asymptotic sequence as x → x0, is called an asymptotic expansion of f(x) as x → x0 if
f(x) −∑N

n=1 cnφn(x) = o(φN ) as x → x0 for all N ∈ N. At any finite order N we write
the asymptotic expansion in the form f(x)

x→x0� ∑N
n=1 cnφn(x).

From Definitions A.8 and A.11 one can derive the following corollary which states how
to determine the coefficients cn:

Corollary A.11.1. The coefficients of the previously defined asymptotic expansion of f(x)

as x → x0 with respect to the asymptotic sequence {φn(x)} can be determined through the
following recurrence formula: cn = limx→x0 [f(x)−∑n−1

i=1 ciφi(x)]/φn(x). Furthermore, this
implies that the coefficients are unique.

A.3 Useful Asymptotic Expansions of Special Functions

For the convenience of the reader we also quote some relations and (asymptotic) expansions
concerning the incomplete gamma function since they are used frequently in this article.
The incomplete gamma function is defined by the integral

Γ(n, x) ≡
ˆ ∞
x

tn−1e−tdt , (A.1)

for any n and x where for complex x the path is going horizontally to real +∞, with a
branch cut along the negative real x-axis if n /∈ N. For n ∈ N it can also be written as a
finite sum:

Γ(n, x)
n∈N
= e−xΓ(n)

n−1∑

j=0

xj

Γ(j − 1)
. (A.2)

It satisfies the recursive relation Γ(n + 1, x) = e−xxn + nΓ(n, x), such that for an integer
negative first argument it can be expressed in terms of Γ(0, x) and a finite sum:

Γ(−n, x)
n∈N0= (−1)n

[
Γ(0, x)

Γ(n+ 1)
+ e−x

n∑

j=1

(−x)j−n−1

(n+ 1− j)j

]
. (A.3)

Note that this expression also provides an asymptotic expansion for large n being j = 1 the
leading term. The expansion of Γ(n, z) as |n| → ∞ for any finite z and n 6= 0,−1,−2 . . .

reads

Γ(n, z)− Γ(n)
−n/∈N0= −zne−z

∞∑

k=0

zk

(n)k+1
. (A.4)

This expansion is even absolutely convergent for any finite z. A particular case frequent in
this work occurs when z = ±i`π, with ` a positive integer. The following identify holds:

Γ(n,−i`π, i`π) = Γ(n,−i`π)− Γ(n, i`π)
−n/∈N0= 2i(−1)`

∞∑

k=0

(π`)n+k

(n)k+1
sin
[
(n+ k)

π

2

]
. (A.5)
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The asymptotic expansion of Γ(n, z) for large |z| and arg(z) < 3π/2 reads:

Γ(n, z)
|z|→∞� zn−1e−z

∞∑

k=0

(n− k)k
zk

. (A.6)

For n ∈ N the sum terminates at k = n− 1 and Eq. (A.6) represents an exact identity.
The Bernoulli numbers Bn arise in the summation of powers of integers and can be

obtained from the Taylor coefficients of the generating function x/(ex − 1)

x

ex − 1
=

∞∑

n=0

Bn
n!
xn . (A.7)

For odd n ≥ 3 the Bernoulli numbers are zero. The leading term in the asymptotic expan-
sion of the Bernoulli numbers as n→∞ reads

Bn
n→∞� = − 2n!

(2π)n
cos
(nπ

2

)
, (A.8)

where the term cos(nπ/2) accounts for Bn being zero for large odd n and the correct overall
sign. We also quote Stirling’s formula Γ(n+1) = n!

n→∞�
√

2πn(n/e)n, which is used several
times.
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1. Introduction

The evidence for the existence of Dark Matter (DM) is overwhelming. Among the most
popular candidates for dark matter are Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPS), which have
the right properties to produce enough abundance to match cosmological observations, and to be
detected through interactions with the Standard Model (SM) in laboratory experiments. In spite
of the effort of the experimental community, no definite signal has been observed so far, and that
has led to strong bounds on the validity of WIMP models. The rigorous combination of existing
bounds and predictions for future experiments is therefore a critical endeavour as could determine
the survability of WIMPs as DM candidates.

There is a multitude of models that follow the WIMP paradigm, most of them designed to avoid
experimental constraints. Some WIMP models are UltraViolet (UV) complete, i.e. they are valid
to arbitrary high energies. One such type of models are known as Higgs-portal models, where the
only interaction of the DM particle with the SM is through the Higgs [1]. An alternative approach,
which allows for the study of multiple models simultaneously, is the Effective Field Theory (EFT)
approach. In this case new interactions are parametrised as effective higher dimensional operators
between the SM and DM particles [2]. This comes at a price, though, as such models are only valid
up to a given energy scale, where the EFT prescription breaks down. An intermediate approach,
known as the simplified model approach, parametrises the interactions of DM particles and the SM
via the exchange of a mediator particle [3].

Irrespective of the particular DM model, a rigorous analysis of its validity requires the com-
bination of multiple constraints, the exploration of potentially large and complicated parameter
spaces, and a proper statistical interpretation of results. These can all be done within the context
of global fits, which combine constraints into a composite likelihood function, explore parameter
spaces using smart sampling strategies and allow the interpretation of results in both Bayesian and
frequentist frameworks [4]. The most modern tool that can perform these studies is the Global and
Modular Beyond-the-Standard-Model Inference Tool (GAMBIT) [5].

In this conference article I will discuss the results from a global fit, using the GAMBIT
software, of a selection of singlet Higgs-portal DM models in Section 2, where I would focus on
the frequentist results (for the Bayesian results see [1]); and an EFT model of DM in Section 3.

2. Higgs-portal singlet DM

The various Higgs-portal DM models are differentiated by the DM particle spin, which de-
termines the type of interaction with the Higgs and which constraints are applicable. In all cases
the DM particle is a SM singlet, i.e. it does not interact with the gauge bosons of the SM. The
Lagrangian of a singlet scalar DM, with a Z2 symmetry to ensure stability, can be written as

L𝑆 =
1
2
`2
𝑆𝑆

2 + 1
2
_ℎ𝑆𝑆

2 |𝐻 |2 + 1
4
_𝑆𝑆

4 + 1
2
𝜕`𝑆𝜕

`𝑆, (1)

where 𝑆 is the DM particle, 𝐻 the Higgs, _ℎ𝑆 the dimensionless portal coupling, and _𝑆 and `𝑆 the
mass parameter and self-coupling of 𝑆. After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) the mass of
𝑆 is given by 𝑚2

𝑆
= `2

𝑆
+ 1

2_ℎ𝑆𝑣
2
0, with 𝑣0 the Higgs vacuum expectation value.
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The Lagrangian for the vector DM case is very similar and has the form

L𝑉 = −1
4
𝑊`a𝑊

`a + 1
2
`2
𝑉𝑉`𝑉

` − 1
4!
_𝑉 (𝑉`𝑉

`)2 + 1
2
_ℎ𝑉𝑉`𝑉

`𝐻†𝐻, (2)

where𝑉 is the DM particle,𝑊 the field strength tensor for𝑉 , _ℎ𝑉 the dimensionless portal coupling,
and `𝑉 and _𝑉 the mass parameter and self-coupling of 𝑉 . The mass of the vector DM particle 𝑉
is given by 𝑚2

𝑉
= `2

𝑉
+ 1

2_ℎ𝑉 𝑣
2
0.

Fermionic DM models are conceptually different from the bosonic ones above, as there are
no renormalisable interactions between the Higgs and the DM particle. However, one can write
non-renormalisable operators, by introducing a scale Λ up to which the effective theory is valid.
These models are therefore not purely UV-complete, as they involve effective interactions and a
cut-off scale, but they can still be classified as Higgs-portal models as the only, non-renormalisable,
interaction of the DM particle is with the Higgs. The Lagrangians for the fermionic DM models are

L𝜓 = �̄�(𝑖 /𝜕 − `𝜓)𝜓 −
_ℎ𝜓

Λ𝜓

(cos \�̄�𝜓 + sin \�̄�𝑖𝛾5𝜓)𝐻†𝐻, (3)

L𝜒 =
1
2
�̄�(𝑖 /𝜕 − `𝜒)𝜒 − 1

2
_ℎ𝜒

Λ𝜒

(cos \ �̄�𝜒 + sin \ �̄�𝑖𝛾5𝜒)𝐻†𝐻, (4)

where 𝜓 is a Dirac fermion, 𝜒 a Majorana fermion, `𝜓 and `𝜒 the mass parameters of the 𝜓 and 𝜒,
respectively, _ℎ𝜓 and _ℎ𝜒 the portal couplings, Λ𝜓 and Λ𝜒 the cut-off scales, and \ a CP-violating
phase. The masses of the fermionic DM candidates are

𝑚𝜒,𝜓 =

[(
`𝜒,𝜓 + 1

2
_ℎ𝜒,ℎ𝜓

Λ𝜒,𝜓

𝑣2
0 cos \

)2
+
(
1
2
_ℎ𝜒,ℎ𝜓

Λ𝜒,𝜓

𝑣2
0 sin \

)2
]1/2

. (5)

For each of these models one can make predictions that can be tested by experimental constraints
on the model parameters. One of the most relevant constraints is that of their thermal relic abundance.
If the DM particles do not annihilate efficiently before they freeze out, their abundance today may
be in tension with the measured abundance of ΩDMℎ2 = 0.1188 ± 0.0010, from the 2015 Planck
results [6], the one available at the time this work was performed. For each model and combination
of paramters we compute the relic density of DM using DarkSUSY [7]. As a conservative approach,
we do not require our DM candidate to saturate the relic abundance and hence for each DM candidate
𝑋 = 𝑆,𝑉, 𝜓, 𝜒, we define the DM fraction as 𝑓𝑋 = Ω𝑋/ΩDM. We use this fraction to scale the
spin-independent cross section for direct detection, with a factor of 𝑓𝑋 , and the annihilation cross
section for indirect detection, with a factor of 𝑓 2

𝑋
.

Direct detection of DM as it interacts with matter in underground laboratories is one of the
major strategies to search for DM. Using extremely purified materials, it is possible to measure the
recoil of a nucleus from the scattering of DM particles. This has historically imposed very strong
bounds on the spin-independent cross section for DM. We include direct detection constraints from
the experiments LUX 2016, PandaX 2016, CDMSLite, CRESST-II, CRESST-III, PICO-60 and
DarkSide-50 [8–13] for the scalar singlet model, and also XENON1T and PandaX 2017 [14, 15]
for the vector and fermion models. We used DDCalc [16] to calculate the likelihood contributions.

Efficient annihilation of DM particles in dense media, such as dwarf spheroidal galaxies, can
produce a burst of high-energy particles that are detectable by terrestrial telescopes. The Fermi-LAT

3
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sattelite has measured the 𝛾-rays coming from a combination of 15 dwarf galaxies, Pass-8 [17],
which posed strong constraints on the annihilation rate of DM particles. We included this constraint
in our analysis using the tool gamLike [16]. Captured DM in the Sun can also efficiently annihilate
and produce high energy final state neutrinos that can be measured by netrino detectors on Earth.
We used Capt’n General [18] to compute the capture rate of DM in the Sun, the produced neutrino
flux with nulike [19] and compare it with the 79-string IceCube search [20].

As these DM candidates interact with the Higgs boson, they can be produced via the decays of
Higgs bosons at colliders, if kinematically allowed, i.e. 𝑚ℎ > 2𝑚𝑋 . These decays would contribute
to the invisible decay width of the Higgs, which is contrained to be less than 19% at 2𝜎 CL [21].

The final bounds on Higgs-portal models are theoretical constraints. To avoid perturbative
unitarity issues in the vector DM model, we take the conservative bound 0 ≤ _ℎ𝑉 ≤ 2𝑚2

𝑉
/𝑣2

0.
Fermionic DM models include non-renormalisable operators as portal couplings, and therefore are
restricted by the validity of the EFT. Hence, to ensure the perturbativity of the couplings and EFT
validity, we assume the constraint _ℎ𝑋/Λ𝑋 ≥ 4𝜋/2𝑚𝑋 , with 𝑋 = 𝜒, 𝜓.
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Figure 1: Profile likelihood of the scalar singlet DM model in the mass 𝑚𝑆 vs coupling _ℎ𝑆 plane, for the
low mass range (left) and the high mass range (centre). The right-hand panel shows the spin-independent
cross section, with overlaid exclusions from PandaX 2016, LUX 2016 and LZ 2022.

Figure 1 show the profile likelihood results for the scalar singlet model where the star marks the
best fit point and the white contours at 1𝜎 and 2𝜎 confidence intervals. The shape of the contours
is mostly driven by the upper limit on the relic density, for small couplings, and by direct detection
constraints for large couplings. In fact, from the diret detection constraints, PandaX 2016 and LUX
2016 are the most constraining, as can be seen in the right-hand panel of Figure 1. We also overlay
the expected exclusion from the results of the LZ 2022 experiment, which were not included in the
scan at the time; it would exclude roughly half of the remaining parameter space for high masses.

Figure 2 shows the equivalent profile likelihood plots for the vector DM model, for low mass
(left) and high mass (centre). As it is expected the results are fairly similar to the scalar singlet
DM, with two notable differences. First there is a large grey shaded region, which is excluded
by perturbative unitarity. Second, the contours are much smaller, particularly for the high mass
region, which is mostly due to the stronger direct detection constraints from XENON1T and PandaX
2017. This is evident on the right-hand plot where the constraints from the newer direct detection
experiments are overlaid. We also show the predicted exclusions from LZ, which clearly would
exclude most of the high mass region.
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Figure 2: Profile likelihood of the vector singlet DM model in the mass 𝑚𝑋 vs coupling _ℎ𝑉 plane, for the
low mass range (left) and the high mass range (centre). The right-hand panel shows the spin-independent
cross section, with overlaid exclusions from PandaX 2016, LUX 2016 and LZ 2022.
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Figure 3: Profile likelihood of the Majorana fermion singlet DM model for combinations of the mass 𝑚𝜒,
coupling _ℎ𝜒/Λ𝜒 and CP phase b, for the low mass range (top left) and the high mass range (top right).

Lastly, Figure 3 shows the profile likelihood results for the Majorana fermion singlet model. We
do not show here the results for the Dirac fermion model, as they are effectively identical and do not
add further information. The most notable difference with respect to the bosonic DM models is that
the low and high mass regions are connected. This is due to the CP phase b 1, as can be seen in the
bottom left-hand panel, where the connection between the low mass and high mass regions occurs
mostly for maximal CP violation b = 𝜋/2. This is primarly due to the suppression of the direct

1The CP phase b is defined as b = \ + 𝛼 where 𝛼 a field rotation to eliminate unwanted pseudoscalar bilinears after
EWSB.
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detection constraints, as a consequence of the pseudoscalar nature of the interaction for b ∼ 𝜋/2.
As opposed to the scalar and vector models, the inclusion of the recent LZ constraint would not
exclude large regions of the parameter space, as the direct detection constraints are suppressed.

3. DM Effective Field Theory

An alternative approach to specific models with explicit couplings between the DM particles
and the SM, as the Higgs-portal models above, one can parametrise the interactions with an EFT
approach. In this paradigm we consider a Dirac fermion DM candidate 𝜒 with the following
Lagrangian

L = LSM + Lint + �̄�(𝑖 /𝜕 − 𝑚𝜒)𝜒, (6)

where LSM includes the SM-only Lagrangian terms, and Lint describes the interactions between the
DM particle and the SM, containing a series of high dimensional operators Q (𝑑)

𝑎 , of the following
form

Lint =
∑︁
𝑎,𝑑

C (𝑑)
𝑎

Λ𝑑−4Q
(𝑑)
𝑎 , (7)

where C (𝑑)
𝑎 are the Wilson coefficents (WCs) for each operator and Λ a common scale of new

physics.
For simplicity we assume that there are no interactions between DM particles and leptons This

is motivated because direct detection signals (often the most relevant) are due to the scattering of
DM particles with nuclei, which corresponds to interactions with quarks and gluons. Therefore,
the 6 and 7-dimensional operators that we consider in this study are

Q (7)
1 =

𝛼𝑠

12𝜋 (𝜒𝜒)𝐺
𝑎`a𝐺𝑎

`a ,

Q (7)
2 =

𝛼𝑠

12𝜋 (𝜒𝑖𝛾5𝜒)𝐺𝑎`a𝐺𝑎
`a ,

Q (7)
3 =

𝛼𝑠

8𝜋 (𝜒𝜒)𝐺
𝑎`a𝐺𝑎

`a ,

Q (6)
1,𝑞 = (𝜒𝛾`𝜒) (𝑞𝛾`𝑞) , Q (7)

4 =
𝛼𝑠

8𝜋 (𝜒𝑖𝛾5𝜒)𝐺𝑎`a𝐺𝑎
`a ,

Q (6)
2,𝑞 = (𝜒𝛾`𝛾5𝜒) (𝑞𝛾`𝑞) , Q (7)

5,𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 (𝜒𝜒) (𝑞𝑞) ,
Q (6)

3,𝑞 = (𝜒𝛾`𝜒) (𝑞𝛾`𝛾5𝑞) , Q (7)
6,𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 (𝜒𝑖𝛾5𝜒) (𝑞𝑞) ,

Q (6)
4,𝑞 = (𝜒𝛾`𝛾5𝜒) (𝑞𝛾`𝛾5𝑞) . Q (7)

7,𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 (𝜒𝜒) (𝑞𝑖𝛾5𝑞) ,
Q (7)

8,𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 (𝜒𝑖𝛾5𝜒) (𝑞𝑖𝛾5𝑞) ,
Q (7)

9,𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 (𝜒𝜎`a𝜒) (𝑞𝜎`a𝑞) ,
Q (7)

10,𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 (𝜒𝑖𝜎`a𝛾5𝜒) (𝑞𝜎`a𝑞) .

(8)

The WCs associated with each operator are defined at the input scale Λ, but they are required
at various other scales for the purpose of computing constraints. In particular, direct detection
constraints require the WCs at ` = 2 GeV, and we compute this running of the WCs using
DirectDM [22]. In addition, for Λ > 𝑚𝑡 , WCs get a contribution from mixing of the form

C (5)
1,2 = 4

𝑚2
𝑡

Λ2 log
Λ2

𝑚2
𝑡

C (7)
9,10,

ΔC (7)
𝑖

= −C (7)
𝑖+4,𝑞 (𝑖 = 1, 2), ΔC (7)

𝑖
= C (7)

𝑖+4,1(𝑖 = 3, 4). (9)
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ht

Figure 4: Illustrative coverage of the EFT parameter space, highlighting our approach (blue) over the naive
approach (red).

The issue of the EFT validity is critical in the study of of these models. In our study we
have decided to leave Λ a free parameter, instead of combining it with the WCs as 𝐶/Λ as the
naive approach. This allows us to cover more of the potential parameter space of the model, as
schematically shown in Figure 4. By taking Λ as a free parameter we are also able to set constraints
on the validity of the EFT. Direct detection constraints require a lower limit of Λ > 2 GeV on the
scale of new physics. Furthermore, in order to have sensible annihilations we also require that
Λ > 2𝑚𝜒. Lastly, since we include collider constraints on the model, we impose EFT validity as
a cut-off on the missing energy spectrum. We do not change the spectrum for /𝐸𝑇 < Λ, but when
/𝐸𝑇 > Λ we take two approaches, a hard cut-off, where we set 𝑑𝜎/𝑑 /𝐸𝑇 = 0, and a smooth cut-off
where we make the replacement 𝑑𝜎

𝑑 /𝐸𝑇
→ 𝑑𝜎

𝑑 /𝐸𝑇

(
/𝐸𝑇

Λ

)−𝑎
, where we keep the slope of the smooth

cut-off parameter 𝑎 as a free parameter in our study.
Regarding the constraints we include in this study, they are very similar to those for the Higgs-

portal models above, so here we only describe the differences. For direct detection, we perform
a matching from the relativistic operators in eq. (8) to the non-relativistic operators required for
direct detection with DirectDM and compute the likelihood contributions with DDCalc. This study
includes also the results from PICO-60 2019 [23]. To compute the annihilation cross section for this
model we have autogenerated the required code with GUM [24], computed the cross sections with
CalcHEP [25] and the relic abundance with DarkSUSY, comparing it to the 2018 measurement of the
relic density by the Planck satellite, Ω𝐷𝑀 ℎ2 ≤ 0.120 ± 0.001 [26]. Indirect detection constraints
are computed as in the Higgs-portal case above. Annihilations of DM in the early Universe
may inject energy into the primordial plasma and affect the CMB, which can be parametrised
with a constraint on the energy deposition efficiency 𝑓eff , computed with DarkAges [27, 28].
Lastly we include constraints from monojet searches at ATLAS [29] and CMS [30]. We have
generated interpolated tables of cross sections and efficiency-acceptance based on simulations
using MadGraph_aMC@NLO [31] and Pythia [32]. As there are some minor bin-wise excesses
on these searches, we analyse our results with either a capped LHC likelihood (exclusion only) or
uncapped (allowed to freely fit upwards fluctuations).

We show in Figure 5 the results for a scan with all dimension 6 operators from eq. (8). For the
results with dimension 7 operators we refer the reader to the original paper [2]. One of the most
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Figure 5: Profile likelihood in the 𝑚𝜒 −Λ plane (top-left and bottom) and the 𝑚𝜒 −Ω𝜒ℎ
2 plane (top-right).

In the top row we show the results when the LHC likelihood is capped, and the bottom row when it is allowed
to fit the excesses, with underabundant (left) or exact (right) relic density.

interesting results that can be extracted from these plots (top-left) is that there is an upper limit on
the scale of new physics of around Λ < 300 TeV, due to the the requirement of thermal freeze-out.
The top-right panel shows that it is not possible to saturate the relic density for masses below
𝑚𝜒 . 100 GeV, from a combination of direct and indirect detection contraints. The bottom-left
panel shows that there is a slight preference for masses around 𝑚𝜒 ≈ 300 GeV when the model can
fit the small excesses seen in ATLAS and CMS searches. This preferred mass shifts to much higer
values (around 𝑚𝜒 ≈ 400 GeV), when DM saturates the observed relic abundance.

4. Conclusions

In this conference paper I showed results from a global fit of various Higgs-portal DM models
and a DM EFT model. The results showed that bosonic Higgs-portal models are in strong tension
with experiments, where mostly only the low mass region around the Higgs resonance survives, due
to recent direct detection results. Fermionic DM (Majorana or Dirac) does not suffer the same fate,
as direct detection signals are suppressed when the CP violation phase is maximal. The study of the
DM EFT model showed that there is still a lot of parameter space available for models that can be
matched onto an EFT. Most notable, if WIMPs are the right candidate for DM, there is maximum
scale of new physics where they should appear.
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Abstract: We perform a comprehensive analysis of medium modifications on ungroomed
jet angularities, τa, within the framework of Soft-Collinear Effective Theory with Glauber
gluons (SCETG). Angularities are a one-parameter family of jet substructure observables
with angularity exponent a < 2 for infrared safety. Variation of the angularity exponent
allows to modify the relative weighting of the collinear-to-soft radiations in the jet. In this
article, we focus on angularity exponents a < 1 and provide detailed results for a = −1, 0, and
0.5. Within SCETG, the interaction between jet and medium constituents is comprehended
by off-shell Glauber gluons generated from the color gauge fields in the medium. While the
medium modifications are incorporated in the jet function via the use of in-medium splitting
functions, the soft function remains unmodified for a < 1. For all values of a, we find that in
the medium, the distributions are narrower and have a steeper fall compared to the vacuum
ones. This redistribution of the ungroomed angularity spectrum is more apparent for a jet
with a larger cone size. We also present results for the medium sensitivity towards pT of the
jet and for a jet initiated in a less central event (10− 30% centrality). Finally, we provide the
ratios of nucleus-nucleus and proton-proton differential angularity distributions for different
angularity exponents and for two values of the jet radius parameter.

Keywords: Heavy Ion Phenomenology, Jets, Glaubers, Effective Field Theory
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1 Introduction

Jets are complex objects that span over a wide range of length scales. Due to their sensitivity
to varied length and energy scales, they are useful in probing the properties of the quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) formed in high-energy nuclear collision experiments. Over the past decade,
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have provided measurements of a diverse set
of observables characterizing jets in heavy-ion (AA, particularly PbPb) collisions [1]. By com-
paring the cross-section in PbPb collisions, scaled by the inverse number of binary collisions,
to that in proton-proton (pp) collisions, it is possible to quantify the energy loss experienced
by partons as they traverse the QGP medium [2–7]. This energy loss causes a suppression in
the yields of jets in AA collisions, a phenomenon commonly known as jet quenching [8–11].
Since the propagation of partons in AA is related to the properties of the medium — for
example its temperature, its size, whether it is strongly or weakly coupled — this suppression
is a probe of the medium.

To fully exploit the power of jet measurements for evaluating medium properties, dif-
ferential jet substructure measurements must be considered. These measurements provide
information about the distribution of particles within the jet. In recent years, there has been
a growing interest in studying such observables in AA due to their potential role in providing
pivotal information about the microscopic properties of QGP. In particular, jet substructure
observables can be designed to focus on specific regions of the phase space. For instance,
some of the substructure observables that have been measured so far include jet mass [12], jet
fragmentation functions [13, 14], splitting functions [15], jet shapes [16, 17] and others [18, 19].
These substructure measurements provide an additional advantage in disentangling the effects
of the initial state, cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects, from jet-medium interactions [20].

One family of jet substructure observables of particular interest is called angularities [21].
The angularity of a reconstructed jet in pp (and AA) collisions is defined by

τa =
1

pT

∑
iεJ

|p iT |(∆RiJ)2−a , (1.1)

where ∆RiJ =
√

(∆ηiJ)2 + (∆φiJ)2 and piT denotes the transverse momenta of the particles
i in the jet. Here ∆ηiJ and ∆φiJ are the rapidity and azimuthal angle separation between
the particle i and the jet J . The sum i is over all particles of a reconstructed jet and pT
is the transverse momentum of the jet. Variation of the exponent ‘a’ provides sensitivity
to different sectors of the jet. For instance, when a < 0 it probes the collinear radiations
in the jet while for a > 0 the observable also gets a significant contribution from the soft
radiations. The jet constituents undergo a further redistribution in the case where the jet
passes through a medium. Thus, one can characterize the effect of a change in the energy-
momentum distribution of the jet constituents, expected in AA collisions compared to vacuum,
by a global fit to the differential angularity distributions for different exponents.

The phenomenology of angularity distributions in pp collisions has been extensively stud-
ied, and both Monte Carlo simulations [22, 23] and effective field theories (EFTs) of QCD, such
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as Soft Collinear Effective Theories (SCET) [24, 25], have been used to calculate and com-
pare with measured distributions [26]. However, the calculation of angularities in heavy-ion
collisions, where energetic partons pass through a thermal medium (QGP) before hadroniza-
tion, is less mature. To the best of our knowledge, so far, EFTs have not been employed to
calculate angularities in AA collisions. This paper presents the first attempt to perform such
a calculation.

The essence of the dynamics of an energetic parton traversing a weakly coupled medium
was detailed by BDMPS-Z [27–29]. While passing through the medium, the fast-moving
parton as well as the radiated gluon picks up multiple kicks transverse to their motion by
scattering off of medium constituents. As a result of these independent scatterings the effective
radiation spectrum gets modified, leading to more energy loss to the medium. This process
is dubbed as medium-induced radiation [8]. For reconstructed jets with radius R, this energy
loss can be collected as the out-of-cone jet radiation. In view of this, a jet with larger R
will pump less energy out of the jet cone compared to a narrower one. However, let us
keep in mind that a large R jet will interact more with the medium constituents, leading to
larger modifications. As a result of the above-stated effects—the out-of-cone energy loss and
the jet-medium interactions—the angularity distributions, for a given set of jet and medium
parameters, are modified. In particular, we will see that the angularity distributions in AA,
for a larger jet cone size, are narrower than in pp. Similar arguments can be made for a
strongly coupled medium [30, 31].

Numerous approaches [32–37] have been developed to model the propagation of partons
within the QGP in a quantitative manner. In this article, we will follow the method developed
in Refs. [38, 39]. This approach builds upon SCET and expands it to incorporate interactions
between collinear partons in a jet and the thermal constituents by "Glauber gluons" induced
by background color gauge fields. These gluons are off-shell space-like modes.

In the absence of a medium, SCET can be used to write down the differential cross-section
for angularities in a factorized form (see Eq. (3.1)) as a convolution of the parton distribution
functions with the hard function describing initial state production via hard scatterings, a jet
function describing the evolution of the collinear modes of the jet, and a soft function that
incorporates dynamics of soft emissions. With the factorization, one can arrive at an operator
definition of the EFT modes which can be used to systematically compute fixed order jet and
soft functions to any perturbative order. Additionally, it was shown in Ref. [40] that the same
fixed order jet function can also be obtained using the QCD splitting functions by integrating
them over appropriate collinear phase space factors. For the case of generalized angularities,
we show this explicitly in Appendix D.2.

This identification of the jet function with the splitting functions turns out to be important
since the effect of the medium can now be easily incorporated into the formalism by using
the in-medium splitting functions. A similar approach for other observables has been used
in Refs. [20, 41, 42]. With this modification, and the use of nuclear parton distribution
functions (Refs. [43, 44]), we compute the angularity distributions in heavy-ion collisions at
next-to-leading-logarithmic (NLL′) accuracy and compare it with the pp results. Our main
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new results are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 which show the angularity distributions for
fully reconstructed jets for various values of R, pT and for two different centrality bins i.e.,
0-10% and 10-30%. These plots are for

√
s = 5.02 TeV. In Figure 4, we present the ratios of

the angularity distributions for PbPb and pp collisions for R = 0.2, 0.4 and a = −1, 0, 0.5.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we review SCETG formalism. In

Sec. 3 we discuss the factorization theorem and introduce the definitions of the hard function,
the jet function, and the soft function. In Sec. 4 we evaluate the angularity jet and the
soft function and obtain the differential angularity spectrum at NLL′ accuracy. In Sec. 5 we
compute medium modified jet function and also provide the details of the medium parameters.
Further, we provide the results for pp and AA distributions in Sec. 5.3. Readers interested in
the final results can go directly to this section and look at Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4.
In Sec. 6 we summarize the results.

We have moved some details to the appendices. In Appendix A and Appendix B, we review
the form of the splitting functions and provide some details about the plus distributions. In
Appendix C, we write some simplifications of the measurement function for 1 → 2 splitting,
useful for calculating the jet function. In Appendix D, we provide explicit details of all the
perturbative calculations. Finally, in Appendix E, we provide the comparison of the ratios of
PbPb and pp distributions for the 0− 10% central events with the 10− 30% central events.

2 Soft-Collinear Effective Theory with Glauber gluons

SCET [45–50] is an effective field theory of QCD designed to separate scales in high-energy
scattering processes in order to describe the dynamics of energetic quarks and gluons. It
has been successfully applied to study jet production and its subsequent evolution. More-
over, the EFT has been used to compute a large class of jet substructure observables up to
the state-of-art next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy (see [51, 52] and refer-
ences therein). Before we discuss the EFT describing jet-medium interactions, we outline the
necessary ingredients of the usual SCET theories.

The relevant degrees of freedom described by SCET are the collinear and the soft modes.
Partons that are highly boosted along a specific direction constitute the collinear modes.
On the other hand, the momentum components of soft modes have a homogeneous scaling.
The large momentum component along the collinear direction makes the use of light-cone
coordinates more convenient to describe the EFT modes. In these coordinates, any four-
momentum pµ ≡ (p+, p−, p⊥), with p+ = n · p and p− = n̄ · p, can be expanded as

pµ =
nµ

2
p− +

n̄µ

2
p+ + pµ⊥ , (2.1)

where nµ, n̄µ are light-like vectors such that n2 = n̄2 = 0 and n · n̄ = 2. For a collinear
parton along n̄ direction, there exists a hierarchy between the various light-cone momentum
components as p+ � p⊥ � p− while for a soft parton, there is no such hierarchy in the
components and one has p+ ∼ p⊥ ∼ p−. More explicitly, for a jet observable like jet mass
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(mJ), in terms of the power counting parameter λ � 1 (corresponding to mJ � Q), the
momentum scaling of the SCET modes is as follows

pn ∼ Q(λ2, 1, λ), pn̄ ∼ Q(1, λ2, λ), ps ∼ Q(λ2, λ2, λ2) , (2.2)

where Q is the scale of the hard interaction which is typically of the order of pT for pp (and
AA) collisions.

The exact parametrization of λ in terms of relevant scales depends on the specific jet
substructure observable. For instance, for the observable of our interest, i.e. angularities, we

take the power counting parameter as λ ∼ τ
1

2−a
a . Therefore, in terms of this parametrization,

the scaling of the collinear modes holds as above while we take a more general scaling of the
soft mode as given in Ref. [53]

ps ∼ Q(λ2−a, λ2−a, λ2−a) . (2.3)

For the case of a < 1 angularities, this soft mode always scales smaller than O(λ) and hence
p2
s � p2

c . In literature, such soft modes are usually known as the ultrasoft modes and the corre-
sponding EFT with these degrees of freedom as SCETI. However, for the sake of convenience,
we will refer to these as the soft modes only.

The gauge invariant collinear quark and gluon fields are built out of the SCET collinear
fields (ξn,An) and the collinear Wilson line (Un), which read as

χn(x) = U †n(x)ξn(x), Bµn,⊥(x) =
1

g
U †n(x)iDµ

n,⊥Un(x) , (2.4)

whereDµ
n,⊥ is the transverse component of the collinear covariant derivative [49]. The collinear

Wilson line is built from the path-ordered exponentiation of the collinear gluons by integrating
out the heavy off-shell propagators from the theory and is defined as,

Un(x) = P exp

(
−ig

∫ ∞
0

dyn̄ ·An(x+ n̄y)

)
, (2.5)

where An is collinear gluon field operator. At leading order in λ, the interaction term between
soft gluons and the collinear fields in the SCET Lagrangian is decoupled through a BPS field
redefinition [49]. Thus, the leading order SCET Lagrangian reads formally as

LSCET(ξn, ξn̄, An, An̄, As) = Ln(ξn, An) + Ln̄(ξn̄, An̄) + Ls(As) , (2.6)

with As being the soft gauge field operator. This leading order SCET Lagrangian with its
given degrees of freedom is sufficient to describe a large class of jet substructure observables.
However, in order to describe jet dynamics in a medium, one needs additional degrees of
freedom that allow interaction between jet and medium constituents.

It is well known that when a jet passes through a medium, it interacts with the medium
constituents leading to further modifications of its internal structure as well as the jet yield. In
the literature, jet-medium interactions have been modeled by incorporating additional modes
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that can be thought to be originated from background color gluon fields of the medium and are
known as the ‘Glauber modes’. The corresponding EFT with such extra degrees of freedom
is known as SCETG [38, 54, 55]. Glaubers are non-propagating off-shell degrees of freedom
with transverse momentum much larger than their other light-cone momentum components,
k2
⊥ � k+k−.

A key point here is that the scaling of the Glauber mode depends on the scaling of the
source that emits these modes and the interaction of these modes with the collinear ones does
not change the collinear scaling. In the presence of the medium, the relevant characteristic
scale for the Glauber modes can be of the order of the medium temperature T or the Debye
screening mass mD. Thus, with the power counting written in terms of the medium scales,
the momentum scaling of the Glauber gluons is identified. For instance, for a collinear source
with momentum scaling Q(λ̃2, 1, λ̃), it scales as Q(λ̃2, λ̃2, λ̃) [54]; for soft source with scaling
Q(λ̃, λ̃, λ̃), Glauber modes scale as Q(λ̃, λ̃2, λ̃) and for a massive (static) source with scaling
Q(1, 1, λ̃), Glauber modes scale as Q(λ̃2, λ̃2, λ̃). Furthermore, in the static source limit, recoil
energy in the medium is negligible. For our EFT, we then require

λ̃ ∼ T

Q
. λ ∼ τ

1
2−a
a � 1 , (2.7)

to allow for the interactions between jet partons and the medium constituents. In this paper,
we will not distinguish between the scales λ and λ̃ and refer to both as λ from here onwards.

In an alternate approach, in Ref.[56], the interaction between the soft modes of the medium
and collinear modes of the jet has been studied by combining the relevant EFT [57] with the
open quantum system framework. Furthermore, a factorized expression within the Markovian
approximation with incoherent interactions for substructure observables has been obtained
in [58]. For coherent interactions and related hierarchies, see Ref. [59]. For radiative correc-
tions, see Ref. [60].

In the present study, we follow Ref. [38] and assume that the Glauber gluon sources in the
QGP medium are heavy quasi-particles. Therefore, such heavy particles can be described with
the heavy quark effective theory. By extending the framework of SCET to include collinear
quark-Glauber and collinear gluon-Glauber interactions, the Glauber Lagrangian in terms of
the source fields can be written as

LG(χn,Bn, η) =
∑
q,p,p′

e−i(q+p−p
′)·x
(

1

2
χ̄n,p′Γ

ν,a
qqG /̄nχn,p − iΓ

νµλ,abc
ggG (Bcn,p′)λ(Bbn,p)ν

)
η̄Γδ,as η∆νδ(q),

(2.8)
where ΓqqG and ΓggG are vertices for quark-quark-Glauber gluon and gluon-gluon-Glauber
gluon interactions, respectively (for more details see Refs. [38, 55]). Here η and η̄ are source
fields and ∆νδ is the Glauber gluon propagator which is the same as the time-like component
of resummed gluon propagator in the static limit [61]. A detailed calculation of the relevant
quantities such as medium modified splitting functions has been discussed in Ref. [38] utlizing
this set-up, therefore we shall not discuss it again in this paper.
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In the next section, we begin by discussing the form of factorization theorem for the jet
angularity observable.

3 Factorization Theorem for Angularities

The factorization theorem for angularities with a < 1 was first proved for e+ e− collisions in
Ref. [62]. For the case of pp collisions, an equivalent factorization theorem was worked out by
authors of Ref. [24], where a factorization formula was discussed using the SCETI framework.1

For pp collisions, described by the standard collinear and soft modes of SCET, the factorized
formula2 reads as [24]

dσpp→(jet τa)X

dτa dpT dη
=

2pT
s

∑
abc

∑
i

∫ 1

xmin
a

dxa
xa

fa(xa, µ)

∫ 1

xmin
b

dxb
xb

fb(xb, µ)

×
∫ 1

zmin

dz

z2
Hc
ab(xa, xb, ŝ, η̂, pT /z, µ)Hc→i(z, pT R,µ)

× J (τ ca, pT , µ)⊗ S(τ sa , pT , R, µ) , (3.1)

where f denotes the parton distribution functions (PDFs) and
√
s is hadronic center of mass

energy. Here Hc
ab denotes the hard scattering of partons a and b to produce the final state

parton c. Note that the hard function is expressed in terms of the partonic variables, i.e. the
partonic center of mass energy ŝ = xaxbs, transverse momentum p̂T = pT /z and rapidity η̂ =

η− 1
2 log(xa/xb). Defining new variables V andW with regard to the hadronic variables [64, 65]

V = 1− pT√
s
e−η , W =

p2
T

sV (1− V )
. (3.2)

In terms of these variables, the lower limits of the integrals in xa,b and z can be expressed as

xmin
a = W , xmin

b =
1− V

1− VW/xa
, zmin =

1− V
xb

+
VW

xa
. (3.3)

The hard function is observable-independent and only depends on the initial colliding particles.
To next-to-leading order (NLO), this has been worked out explicitly in Refs. [64, 66]. The
other ingredients appearing in the factorization theorem of Eq. (3.1) are the hard matching
function Hc→i and the observable dependent jet and the soft functions, J and S. The hard
matching function, Hc→i, gives the matching coefficient for the transition from the parton
generated at hard scattering, c, to the jet initiating parton i. This includes the effect of
parton c radiating any number of partons that are not contained inside the jet of radius
R. This has been computed to the desired NLO accuracy in Ref. [67]. Finally, the jet and

1When a is close to 1, the soft and collinear modes have similar offshellness, i.e. p2
s ∼ p2

c . Such modes are
described by SCETII framework and are not a part of this work.

2Note that as we are working with ungroomed angularities, the jet observable will have sensitivity to the
effect of non-global logarithms (NGLs) [63] due to the soft radiations at the jet boundary. A detailed analysis
of these effects is beyond the scope of this work.
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soft functions describe the dynamics of collinear and soft radiation inside the jet. τ c,sa is the
angularity in the collinear and soft sectors and the total jet angularity τa is given by the sum of
the two, τa = τ ca + τ sa . The symbol ⊗ in the final line of Eq. (3.1) represents convolutions over
the measurement observable τa. Note that, in principle, the jet function will also be a function
of the jet radius R. However, as it was shown in Ref. [68] that the leading power divergent
contribution to the jet function does not depend on the jet boundary R to NLO accuracy,
therefore we suppress this dependence in the jet function. A naive way to understand this is
as follows; since the jet function describes collimated radiation, it is expected to be insensitive
to the jet boundary.

The fixed-order jet and soft functions can be evaluated from an operator definition, for
both quark and gluon-initiated jets. More specifically, the jet function has the operator form

Jq(τ ca, pT , µ) =
1

2Nc
Tr

[
/̄n

2
〈0|δ(ω − n̄ · P)δ(τ ca − τ̂ ca)χn(0)|JX〉〈JX|χ̄n(0)|0〉

]
, (3.4)

Jg(τ ca, pT , µ) = − ω

2(N2
c − 1)

〈0|δ(ω − n̄ · P)δ(τ ca − τ̂ ca)Bn⊥µ(0)|JX〉〈JX|Bµn⊥(0)|0〉 , (3.5)

with Nc = 3 and ω being the large momentum component of the initial quark or gluon that
evolves into a collimated jet of partons. The jet function using this definition was previously
computed in Ref. [24]. However, as we show in the next section that the same fixed-order jet
function can also be equivalently computed utilizing the QCD splitting functions and taking
the collinear limit of the cross-section [40].

For the soft function, one obtains

Sq(τ sa , pT , R, µ) =
1

Nc
〈0|Ȳnδ(τ sa − τ̂ sa)Yn̄|X〉〈X|Ȳn̄Yn|0〉 , (3.6)

Sg(τ sa , pT , R, µ) =
1

N2
c − 1

〈0|Ȳnδ(τ sa − τ̂ sa)Yn̄|X〉〈X|Ȳn̄Yn|0〉 , (3.7)

where, Yn,n̄ are the soft Wilson lines along the n and n̄ directions, defined equivalently as in
Eq. (2.5) with the collinear gluon field An replaced by the soft gluon field As.

All the functions appearing in the factorization formula in Eq. (3.1) depend on the ul-
traviolet renormalization scale µ according to the familiar µ-renormalization group equations
(RGEs). The solution of these µ-RGEs further allows for the resummation of large logarithms
that appear as the ratio of various scales corresponding to the different functions involved
in the factorization theorem. The overall µ-dependence cancels out between these different
functions leaving the resummed cross-section independent of the choice of scale µ at all orders,
up to a residual µ-dependence at higher orders through αs.

Inspired by the works of Refs. [20, 39, 42], for the case of AA collisions, we assume a
similar factorization form as in Eq. (3.1) to hold in the presence of the medium with the
following modifications. First, the vacuum PDFs appearing in Eq. (3.1) are replaced by the
nuclear PDFs f̃ . Second, the jet and the soft functions are now modified due to the additional
interactions that the jet undergoes with the medium. However, it must be noted that for the
range of angularity exponents of interest in this work (a < 1), the soft mode of the jet which
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generally scales as Q(λ2−a, λ2−a, λ2−a) has a virtuality ∼ Q2λ4−2a which is smaller than the
virtuality of the Glaubers which is ∼ Q2λ2. Coupling with the Glauber gluons will increase
its virtuality driving it offshell. Hence within the EFT, we do not consider such couplings and
we keep the soft function unmodified. Thus, the medium modified factorization formula that
we employ for angularities, reads as

dσAA→(jet τa)X

dτa dpT dη
=

2pT
s

∑
abc

∑
i

∫ 1

xmin
a

dxa
xa

f̃a(xa, µ)

∫ 1

xmin
b

dxb
xb

f̃b(xb, µ)

×
∫ 1

zmin

dz

z2
Hc
ab(xa, xb, η, pT /z, µ)Hc→i(z, pT R,µ)

× Jmed(τ ca, pT , µ)⊗ S(τ sa , pT , R, µ) , (3.8)

where Jmed is the medium modified jet function which we will compute in Sec 5.1. For both
the vacuum and nuclear PDFs, we use the nCTEQ15 parton distribution function sets [44, 69].

In the next section, we outline the computation of angularity cross-section at NLL′ accu-
racy for the case of pp collisions, which forms the baseline for our analysis.

4 Jet Angularity Distributions in vacuum

Here we first compute to one-loop order, the vacuum jet function following the use of splitting
functions as motivated in Ref. [40]. For the sake of completeness, we then recapitulate the
result of the one-loop soft function [68]. From the NLO estimation of the EFT jet and
soft functions, we obtain the perturbative NLL′ resummed angularity spectrum. Finally, we
incorporate the relevant non-perturbative effects to attain realistic theoretical results that can
be compared to experimental data [26].

4.1 Jet function

The jet function can be computed from the operator form written in terms of the collinear
SCET fields as dictated by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) order-by-order in the perturbation theory. Al-
ternatively, it has been shown in Ref. [40] that the jet functions in SCET can be directly com-
puted from the spin-averaged QCD splitting functions with appropriate phase space factors.
Ref. [40] explicitly established this relationship up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
accuracy. This averts the use of the more complicated collinear Feynman rules of SCET. In
terms of the splitting functions, the jet function reads as

Ji(. . . ) =

(
µ2 eγE

4π

)ε
2g2
s

∑
i1i2...in

∫ m∏
n=1

ddkn
(2π)d−1

Pi→i1i2...in δ(. . . )δ(k2
n). (4.1)

Here the sum is over all the partonic splittings for a given jet initiating parton i and the
product is over m-body collinear radiation. In the above equation, Pi→i1i2...in is the splitting
function for m final state partons and δ(. . . ) represents the final-state measurement function.
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Thus, at the lowest order (i.e., l → k q), the jet function for generalized angularities along
with the appropriate collinear-matrix elements [70], can be expressed as

Ji(τa, pT , R, µ) =
αs(µ)

π

eεγEµ2ε

Γ(1− ε)
∑
j,k

∫
dx

dk⊥

k2ε−1
⊥
Pi→jk(x, k⊥)δ(τa − τ̂a) , (4.2)

where x is the momentum fraction carried by the final state parton and k⊥ is its transverse
momentum. Here i, j, k are the indices for the initial and final state partons and l, k, q are
their respective momenta. In the above equation, ε is the usual dimensional regulator and
µ is the associated scale for factorizing hard, collinear, and soft modes of the theory. The
measurement operator, τ̂a for the two final state partons with momenta k and q = l−k, upon
simplification, reads as

τ̂a = pa−2
T k2−a

⊥ (xa−1 + (1− x)a−1) . (4.3)

See Appendix C for more details on this step of computation. Furthermore, for the vacuum
case, the transverse momentum dependence trivially factors out from the splitting functions
as

Pi→jk(x, k⊥) =
1

k2
⊥
Pi→jk(x) , (4.4)

with Pi→jk(x) being the usual Altarelli-Parisi QCD splitting functions, as given in Ap-
pendix A.1. As discussed earlier, in the relevant kinematic regime, the collinear radiation
is so collimated that it is insensitive to the jet boundary, thus, to the one-loop order we
suppress R dependence in the computation of the jet function.

For a quark-initiated jet, there are two processes, i.e., q → qg and q → gq, that contribute
to the jet function given in Eq. (4.2). Summing over both the contributions and expanding in
ε, the angularity jet function, up to NLO, takes the form

J vac
q (τa, pT , µ) = δ(τa) +

αs(µ)CF
π|2− a|

{
δ(τa)

(
(2− a)2

2(1− a)

(
1

ε2
+

1

ε
ln
µ2

p2
T

)
+

3(2− a)

4 ε

)
− 2− a

1− a
1

ε

[
1

τa

]
+

+ δ(τa)

(
3(2− a)

4
ln
µ2

p2
T

+
(2− a)2

4(1− a)
ln2 µ

2

p2
T

+ fJq (a)

)
− 3

2

[
1

τa

]
+

+
2

1− a

[
ln τa
τa

]
+

− 2− a
1− a

ln
µ2

p2
T

[
1

τa

]
+

}
, (4.5)

where fJq (a) is an ‘a’ dependent finite term which reads as

fJq (a) =
7− 13 a/2

2
− π2

24

12− 20 a+ 9 a2

(1− a)
− 2

∫ 1

0
dx

1 + (1− x)2

x
ln[x1−a + (1− x)1−a] . (4.6)

For more details, see Appendix D.2. Similarly, for a gluon-initiated jet, the two processes that
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contribute are g → gg and g → qq̄. To NLO accuracy, this yields

J vac
g (τa, pT , µ) = δ(τa) +

αs(µ)

π|2− a|

{
δ(τa)

(
(2− a)2

2(1− a)
CA

(
1

ε2
+

1

ε
ln
µ2

p2
T

)
+
β0(2− a)

4 ε

)
− 2− a

1− a
CA
ε

[
1

τa

]
+

+ δ(τa)

(
(2− a)2

4(1− a)
CA ln2 µ

2

p2
T

− β0(2− a)

4
ln
µ2

p2
T

fJg (a)

)
− β0

2

[
1

τa

]
+

+
2

1− a
CA

[
ln τa
τa

]
+

− 2− a
1− a

ln
µ2

p2
T

CA

[
1

τa

]
+

}
, (4.7)

with β0 = (11
3 CA −

4
3TRNf ) and fJg (a) is given as

fJg (a) =
TRNf

2− a

(
23a− 20

9
+ 2

∫ 1

0
dx (2x(1− x)− 1) ln[x1−a + (1− x)1−a]

)
+

CA
2− a

×(
(1− a)

(67

18
− π2

3

)
− π2

12

(2− a)2

(1− a)
−2

∫ 1

0
dx

(1− x(1− x))2

x(1− x)
ln[x1−a + (1− x)1−a]

)
. (4.8)

Note that the NLO jet functions obtained here agree exactly with the ones computed from the
standard operator definition of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) (see Ref. [24]). From the one-loop result
for the jet functions, we can extract the renormalization constant by looking at the divergent
pieces in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7). This renormalization constant can be written as

Zvac
J (τa, pT , µ) =

αs(µ)

π

{
δ(τa)

(
(2− a)

2(1− a)

Ci
ε2

+
bi
ε

+
(2− a)

2(1− a)

Ci
ε

ln
µ2

p2
T

)
− 1

1− a
Ci
ε

[
1

τa

]
+

}
,

(4.9)
where

Ci , bi =

{
CF ,

3
4 CF : for quark jet ,

CA ,
1
4 β0 : for gluon jet .

From the renormalization constants given in Eq. (4.9), the associated RGEs can be obtained
which read as

µ
d

dµ
J vac
i (τa, pT , R, µ) =

∫
dτ ′a γJi(τa − τ ′a, pT , R, µ)J vac

i (τ ′a, pT , R, µ) , (4.10)

where the collinear anomalous dimensions are given by

γJi(τa, pT , R, µ) =
αs(µ)

π

{
δ(τa)

(
2bi +

(2− a)

(1− a)
ln
µ2

p2
T

Ci

)
− 2

1− a
Ci

[
1

τa

]
+

}
. (4.11)

Note that the jet anomalous dimension contains an angularity exponent a-independent piece
as well as a-dependent pieces. The observable dependent terms exhibit an apparent divergence
as a approaches 1. The reason is that the factorization theorem given in Eq. (3.1) does not
hold near the jet broadening limit.
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4.2 Soft Function

Unlike the jet function, the soft function gets a significant leading contribution from the jet
radius parameter, R. Therefore, the jet algorithm constraints appear in the computation of the
fixed-order soft function rendering it a function of R. For the kt-type jet algorithms [71–73],
this amounts to the restriction that the relative angle between any two pair of partons should
be less than R [68], i.e.,

Θalg ≡ Θ

(
ωx (1− x) tan

R

2
− k⊥

)
. (4.12)

For the case of a central emission (η = 0), ω = 2 pT . To NLO accuracy, the soft function
can be evaluated from the standard operator definition of SCET given in Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7).
This has been computed previously in Ref. [68] which reads for both quark and gluon jets as

Svac(τa, pT , R, µ) = δ(τa) +
αs(µ)Ci
π(1− a)

{(
− 1

2ε2
− 1

ε
ln
µR1−a

pT

)
δ(τa) +

1

ε

[
1

τa

]
+

− 2

[
ln τa
τa

]
+

+ 2 ln
µR1−a

pT

[
1

τa

]
+

+ δ(τa)

(
π2

24
− ln2 µR

1−a

pT

)}
. (4.13)

Extracting the renormalization constants from the divergent pieces, the corresponding RGEs
can be written as

µ
d

dµ
Svac
i (τa, pT , R, µ) =

∫
dτ ′a γSi(τa − τ ′a, pT , R, µ)Svac

i (τ ′a, pT , R, µ) , (4.14)

and the associated anomalous dimensions are given as

γSi(τa, pT , R, µ) =
2αs(µ)Ci
π (1− a)

{[
1

τa

]
+

− ln
µR1−a

pT
δ(τa)

}
. (4.15)

The final ingredient of our factorization theorem is the hard matching function Hc→i which is
observable-independent and has been computed in Ref. [67]. As this piece is independent of
the measurement observable, we move the discussion of the fixed-order result as well as the
solution of the RGEs to Appendix D.

4.3 Angularity spectrum at NLL′ accuracy

The anomalous dimensions for the jet and soft functions given in Eqs. (4.11) and (4.15) are
only the first terms in the perturbative expansion of a generalized form that holds to all orders
in αs. The structure of this all-order anomalous dimension, for angularities, has the form

γJi = γJ [αs]δ(τa)− ΓJ [αs]

(
2

jJ

[
1

τa

]
+

− ln
µ2

p2
T

δ(τa)

)
, (4.16)

γSi = γS [αs]δ(τa) + ΓS [αs]

(
2

jS

[
1

τa

]
+

− ln
µ2R2(1−a)

p2
T

δ(τa)

)
, (4.17)
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where jJ = (2 − a) and jS = 1. Here Γ[αs], γ[αs] denote the cusp and non-cusp parts of the
anomalous dimensions. The cusp and non-cusp pieces of the anomalous dimension exhibit
an expansion in powers of αs. At the desired NLL′ accuracy, one needs the two loop cusp
anomalous dimension coefficients Γ0,Γ1 [74, 75], one loop non-cusp piece γ0 along with the
two loop running of the beta function [76]. The expansions of the cusp, non-cusp anomalous
dimensions and the beta function is given in Appendix D. For the angularity exponents we
consider, the explicit form of the coefficients Γ0, Γ1 and γ0 for the jet and soft functions is
given by

Γ0
J = 8Ci

(1− a/2)

1− a
, Γ0

S =
4Ci

1− a
, (4.18)

Γ1
J,S = Γ0

J,S

[(67

9
− π2

3

)
CA −

20

9
TRNf

]
, (4.19)

γ0
J = 8 bi , γ0

S = 0 . (4.20)

Using the all-order anomalous dimensions listed above, we solve the RGEs given in Eqs. (4.10)
and (4.14) for the jet and soft functions. In the physical space of the observable, these are
written as convoluted integro-differential equations. In order to solve these integro-differential
evolution equations, we transform to the Fourier space so that the convolutions are turned
into multiplicative RGEs. We provide the details of the computation in the Fourier space in
Appendix D.3. Transforming back to the physical space of the observable, the solutions to
the jet and soft functions of Eqs. (D.18) and (D.19) are given as

JNLL
′

i (τa, pT , µ) = e
Ki
γJ

+2Ki
ΓJ

(
µJ
pT

)2ηiJ e2ηiJ/jJ

Γ(−2ηiJ/jJ)

1

τ
1+2ηiJ/jJ
a

(
1 +

αs(µ) fJi (a)

π(2− a)

)
, (4.21)

SNLL
′

i (τa, pT , R, µ) = e
−2Ki

ΓS

(
µSR

1−a

pT

)−2ηiS e−2ηiS/jS

Γ(2ηiS/jS)

1

τ
1−2ηiS/jS
a

(
1 +

αs(µ) fSi (a)

π(2− a)

)
, (4.22)

where KΓ, Kγ and ηΓ are the evolution kernels that encode the running of the anomalous
dimensions between various scales and for brevity, we have suppressed their scale dependence.
The definition and their explicit expressions are stated in Appendix D.3. Finally, fJ,Si ap-
pearing in Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) are the fixed order one-loop contributions of the jet and
soft functions, respectively. Their explicit form can be obtained from the one-loop results by
setting all logarithms to their natural scale. For the jet function, the form of fJq (a) and fJg (a)

is specified in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8).3 For the soft, this reads as

fSq,g(a) =
π2

24

2− a
1− a

Ci . (4.23)

The resummed jet and soft functions are evolved from their natural scales µJ ∼ pT τ
1/(2−a)
a ,

µS ∼ pT τaRa−1 to the scale of the hard matching function µH ∼ pTR which is then ultimately
run up to the hard scale µH ∼ pT .

3Note that fq should be multiplied with a factor of CF for obtaining the quark jet function at NLL′ as this
dependence was taken outside in Eq. (4.5).
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With all the necessary pieces from Eqs. (4.21), (4.22) and (D.31), we use the factor-
ization theorem of Eq. (3.1) to obtain the perturbative cross-section for angularities in the
vacuum. However, the perturbative angularity spectrum in the small-τa is also sensitive to
the hadronization effects. This dependence is stronger for smaller angularity exponents as
the distribution gets narrower. As a result, the peak of the distribution shifts into the non-
perturbative region. We incorporate these effects by implementing a shape function.

4.4 Non-perturbative Effects to Soft Function

The smallest scale in our problem is the soft scale and modes with a scaling of the order of
ΛQCD are allowed by the theory. The relevant region of the observable where non-perturbative
effects due to such modes are important can be identified by demanding µS ' ΛQCD and one
obtains

τa ≈
ΛQCD

pT Ra−1
. (4.24)

For consistency with the recently published ALICE analysis [26], we define the region of non-
perturbative dynamics for ungroomed angularities to be τa ≈ ΛQCD/(pT R), independent of
the exponent “a”.

It has been shown for SCETI-type observables that the non-perturbative dynamics can be
appropriately included in a shape function, Snp, which can be convolved with the resummed
perturbative distribution to obtain the final differential cross-section corrected for leading
non-perturbative effects [77, 78]. Thus, we have

dσ

dηdpTdτa
=

∫
dk

dσpert

dηdpTdτa

(
τa −

k

pTR

)
Snp(k) . (4.25)

For the non-perturbative shape function, we use the following form [79]

Snp(k) =
4k

Ω2
a

exp
(
− 2k

Ωa

)
, (4.26)

which is normalized to unity and has the first moment as Ωa. Note that the shape function
only relies on a single parameter, Ωa. Furthermore, for angularities, it was argued that the
‘a’ dependence factors out as [80]

Ωa =
Ωa=0

1− a
, (4.27)

and Ω0 ≡ Ωa=0 can be universally estimated from a global fit to the jet angularity data
for different choices of ‘a’ with the demand to provide an appropriate description in the
perturbative region of the distribution.

In Figure 1, we qualitatively compare our theoretical results with ALICE results [26] for
a jet of radius R = 0.4 and 80 < pT < 100 in pp collisions. The distributions are normalized
to unity. The theoretical error band is obtained by varying the scale µ from pT to 2 pT . It
may be observed that we capture the trend seen in the experimental data. We have checked
the same for other jet parameters as well, i.e., R = 0.2 and 40 < pT < 60. However, we
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Figure 1. Comparison of ungroomed jet angularity distributions τa in pp collisions, as reported by
ALICE [26] for R = 0.4 in the range 80 < pT < 100 against our analytical NLL′ results convoluted
with shape function, for various a values. The solid black lines on ALICE data correspond to the
statistical and systematic uncertanities added in quadrature. The shaded cyan region on the analytical
computation is the theory error obtained by setting µ = 2 pT .

emphasize the fact that a quantitative comparison will require the inclusion of other factors
such as the profile functions, NGLs, as well the effect of charged particle reconstruction in
jets. In this study, we do not consider these effects as our goal is to consistently (within the
EFT) understand medium modifications on jet angularity, which are presented in Sec. 5.1.

The vertical solid line, in Figure 1, represents the boundary below which the shape and
magnitude of the distribution is completely determined by the non-perturbative effects. Fixing
Ω0 such that we obtain a qualitative description of the experimental data for all the a values
in the perturbative regime, we choose Ω0 = 0.35 for a jet with 80 < pT < 100 and R = 0.4.

Having established the consistency of our theoretical calculations, we now discuss the
jet-medium interactions within the SCETG framework in the next section.

5 Jet angularity Distributions in the medium

In this section, we discuss medium modifications on angularity distributions. To set the stage,
we first discuss the medium modified jet function and write it in terms of the in-medium
splitting function, same as is done for the vacuum case. Next, we discuss the evaluation of
medium parameters such as temperature (T ), system size (L), and mean free path (λg); for
two centrality bins, i.e., 0 − 10% and 10 − 30% using the initial state Glauber model [81].
Finally, we present our results for the differential distributions and their ratios (PbPb/pp) for
various jet parameters.

5.1 Medium Modified Jet Function

Similar to the case of pp, for the given initial parton that initiates the jet, we evaluate the jet
function using the corresponding splitting functions. These splitting functions are calculated
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at leading order in opacity expansion in Ref. [39]. For recent developments, see Ref. [82].4

Note that now these splitting functions are modified by the interactions between jet parton
and medium constituents. This modification may depend on the scaling of the source that
emits Glauber modes. For example, for a soft source see Ref. [60]. In the present study we
follow the strategy of Ref. [38] and assume the source to be static. Nevertheless, in both the
cases one can compute the jet function as [40]

Jmed
i (τa, pT , R, µ) =

αs
π

eεγEµ2ε

Γ(1− ε)
∑
j,k

∫
dx

dk⊥

k2ε−1
⊥
Pmed
i→jk(x, k⊥)δ(τa − τ̂a) , (5.1)

where summation over j indicates that one needs to sum over all possible splittings for a given
parton i. The modification of the splitting functions also depends on the hierarchies between
the mean free path (λg) and the formation time of gluon (τf ) [84]. The latter quantity can be
obtained from the fact that the wavelength of the emitted gluon λ⊥ ∼ 1/k⊥ ∼ 1/ωθ at the
formation time is same as its transverse separation (x⊥ ∼ τfθ) from the parent parton. With
this condition, one obtains

τf =
ω

k2
⊥
, (5.2)

where ω is the energy of the radiated gluon and k⊥ is its transverse momentum. Within
the medium, the radiated gluon may further scatter off of thermal constituents during and
after formation. As a result, the emitted gluon receives multiple kicks and the transverse
momentum obtained during τf is k2

⊥ = q̂τf , where q̂ is the quenching parameter.
It is well known that if τf is of the order of mean free path in the medium (λg), i.e.

τf ∼ λg, then the scatterers scatter off jet parton independently from each other. In this case,
the fast-moving parton emits gluon as soon as it scatters off of the thermal parton and hence
radiates the gluons incoherently. This regime is known as the Bethe-Heitler regime. On the
other hand, if τf is larger than λg but smaller than the extent of the medium, i.e.

L > τf > λg , (5.3)

then the scatterers behave in a coherent manner and the radiated gluon undergoes multi-
ple scatterings before being resolved by the medium. As a result of this, the radiation is
suppressed. This mechanism is commonly known as Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM)
suppression.

4A new expansion and resummation scheme based on a harmonic oscillator whose frequency depends on
the transverse momentum scale has been proposed in Ref. [83].
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In this case, the splitting function for a light quark is given as5(
dN

dxd2~k⊥

)
q→qg
≡ Pmed

q→qg(x, k⊥) = CF
1 + (1− x)2

x

∫
dz

λg

∫
d2~q⊥

1

σ

dσ

d2~q⊥

[
~B⊥
~B2
⊥
·

(
~B⊥
~B2
⊥
−
~C⊥
~C2
⊥

)
(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω2)z]

)
+
~C⊥
~C2
⊥
·

(
2
~C⊥
~C2
⊥
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥
−
~B⊥
~B2
⊥

)(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω3)z]

)
+

~B⊥
~B2
⊥
·
~C⊥
~C2
⊥

(
1− cos[(Ω2 − Ω3)z]

)
+
~A⊥
~A2
⊥
·

(
~D⊥
~D2
⊥
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥

)(
1− cos[Ω4z]

)
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥
·
~D⊥
~D2
⊥(

1− cos[Ω5z]
)

+
1

N2
c

~B⊥
~B2
⊥
·

(
~A⊥
~A2
⊥
−
~B⊥
~B2
⊥

)(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω2)z]

)]
, (5.4)

where we have utilized the same notations as in Ref. [39]. Details about the quantities Ωi,
~A⊥, ~B⊥, ~C⊥ and ~D⊥ are given in Appendix A.2. The splitting function corresponding to the
process q → g q is simply obtained by the replacement x → 1 − x and λg → λq. Note here
that the cosine terms represent the LPM effect. For completeness, more details about other
splitting functions are given in Appendix A.2.

In Eq. (5.1), αs is the strong coupling which we keep as a constant, αs ∼ 0.3, for all values
of a and pT . Finally, λg in the splitting functions is the gluon mean free path in a system of
size L. The normalized collision kernel (dσ/σd2~q⊥) describes the elastic scattering between
the jet and thermal constituents and reads as

1

σ

dσ

d2~q⊥
=

m2
D

π(~q2
⊥ +m2

D)2
, (5.5)

where mD is medium Debye screening mass. We estimate the Debye mass from the average
temperature for a given centrality, which we shall discuss later in Sec. 5.2. Eq. (5.5) implies
that the scattering between jet and thermal partons is dominated by space-like exchange
gluons. In the EFT language, these modes are the Glauber modes.

With the splitting function as given in Eq. (5.4) and substituting for the measurement
operator τ̂a, one obtains

Jmed
i (τa, pT , µ) =

αs p
2
T

π |2− a|
τ

a
2−a
a

∑
j,k

∫
dx (xa−1 + (1− x)a−1)−

2
2−a

× Pmed
i→jk

(
x,

pT τ
1

2−a

(xa−1 + (1− x)a−1)
1

2−a

)
, (5.6)

where k⊥ has been replaced by the quantity pT τ
1

2−a
a /[xa−1+(1−x)a−1]

1
2−a using the constraint

imposed by the measurement operator (Appendix C). Assuming that the dominant contribu-
tion in the splitting functions come from the LPM regime, it provides constraints on the phase

5Note that the quantity dN/(dxd2~k⊥) has been referred to as the splitting kernel in Ref. [39]. For simplicity,
we call it splitting function throughout this paper.
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space integrations. More specifically, these constraints arise from the hierarchies in Eq. (5.3)
which limit the energy of the emitted gluon [84, 85]. One point to note in Eq. (5.6) is that for
all value a < 1, there is no new extra divergence introduced by the medium. Therefore, the
anomalous dimensions that are used in RGEs are the same as that of the vacuum. Following
this, the total medium modified jet function can be written as

Ji(τa, pT , R, µ) = Jmed
i (τa, pT , R, µ) + J vac

i (τa, pT , R, µ) . (5.7)

To obtain the resummed result, we solve Eq. (D.18) with jet function as given in Eq. (5.7).

5.2 Medium modifications on angularity spectrum

In this section, we discuss the medium modified angularity spectrum for various values of
angularity exponents. The differential distribution is given by Eq. (3.8) where the medium
modifications are incorporated in the jet function obtained in Eq. (5.6). These modifications
require information of medium temperature, Debye mass, mean free path, and system length.
We evaluate these parameters using the initial state Glauber model which provides necessary
ingredients such as the probability of binary collision, impact parameter (b), etc. For this
purpose, we consider Bjorken like flow of the medium and neglect the effects of radial and
transverse flow. In principle, the medium quantities in Eq. (5.4) are functions of the location
of scatters which also depends on the azimuthal angle. We will focus on η = 0. However,
to simplify our calculation, we take the average over angle as well as location in the overlap
region of two nuclei. With these assumptions, for a given centrality, the average size of the
medium is obtained from

L(b) =

∫
d2r l(b, r, θ)P (b, r, θ)∫

d2r P (b, r, θ)
, (5.8)

where l(b, r, θ) is the distance travelled in the medium from the hard scattering point. The r
integration is dominated by the overlap region and P (b, r, θ) is the probability of interaction
between two nuclei. See Ref. [81] for more details.

Furthermore, in order to estimate the average Debye mass (∼ gT for pure gauge theory)
we consider Bjorken profile for temperature evolution. Since jet travels with the speed of light,
one can replace time with the distance traversed by the jet and obtain

T (b, r, θ) = T0(b, r0, θ0)

(
l(b, r0, θ0)

τ0

) 1
3

, (5.9)

where τ0 is same as thermalization time which we take as 0.6 fm [86], and r0 = 0. We
ignore the short distance travelled in the first 0.6 fm/c. It is to be noted that in the above
equation, we have kept the angular dependence of T0 and initial position. For our purpose,
we assume that the initial temperature is symmetric in θ and drop θ0 from here onward. For
initial temperature (T0), we follow the prescription provided in Ref. [87]. Thus, with all these
ingredients, the average temperature is given by

T (b) =

∫
d2rT (b, r, θ)P (b, r, θ)∫

d2rP (b, r, θ)
. (5.10)
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parameter 0− 10% 10− 30%

b(fm) 5.01 8.68
L(fm) 4.36± 1.13 2.80± 0.85
T0(MeV) 456 437
T (MeV) 285± 97 309± 92
λg (fm) 1.16± 0.2 1.26± 0.18

Table 1. Medium parameters for PbPb collision obtained from Glauber model for 0 − 10% and
10− 30% centrality bins. The initial temperature (T0) is obtained following the method discussed in
Ref. [87].

Another quantity that enters in Eq. (5.6) is the mean free path of quark and gluon. For gluon,
this quantity is evaluated to be [88]

λ−1
g =

9ζ(3)

32π3

g4
s T

3

m2
D

(16 + 4Nf ) . (5.11)

For quarks, λ−1
q = (CF /CA)λ−1

g . In Table 1 we tabulate medium parameters obtained using
Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). To obtain the Debye mass, we take gs = 2. In the final plots, we
provide the theoretical bands by varying the renormalization scale µ from pT to 2pT . Since
it is more sensible to vary this scale we therefore take only central values for the medium
parameters.

There is another subtlety that one needs to care about while studying jets in heavy ion
collision [30]. The jet energy loss mechanisms in the medium is different from vacuum due to
additional interactions that jet partons undergo with thermal constituents. This implies that
a jet measured in a given pT range can have contributions from various higher pT initiated jets
that have lost a sufficient amount of energy [89, 90]. For instance, a high pT jet can loose a
large fraction of its energy and therefore can migrate to the observed bin. Moreover, a slightly
larger pT jet can lose a small fraction of energy and ends up within the same observed pT bin.

In this paper, we estimate this energy loss by computing the average out-of-cone radiation6

as [20]

εg = 4π

∫ 1
2

0
dxx

∫ 2pT x(1−x) tan
R0
2

2pT x(1−x) tan R
2

dk⊥ k⊥

[
Pmed
g→gg(x, k⊥) + 2NfPmed

g→qq̄(x, k⊥)
]
, (5.12)

εq = 4π

∫ 1
2

0
dxx

∫ 2pT x(1−x) tan
R0
2

2pT x(1−x) tan R
2

dk⊥ k⊥

[
Pmed
q→qg(x, k⊥) + Pmed

q→gq(x, k⊥)
]
, (5.13)

6We would like to point out that the energy loss computed in this manner is an averaged quantity which
only depends on the pT of the initiating parton and the jet cone size R. However, a more realistic estimation
of this quantity on a jet-by-jet basis may require detailed knowledge of the jet direction and path length in the
medium that go into the splitting functions of Eq. (5.4). A detailed investigation in this direction is interesting
and will be explored in future.
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Figure 2. Differential distributions in PbPb (central) and pp for a = 0, jet parameters 40 < pT < 60

and (a) R = 0.2, (b) R = 0.4. The turquoise region represents vacuum distributions and the magenta
region is the medium modified distribution. The theoretical error bands correspond to variation in µ
from pT to 2 pT . The non-perturbative parameter Ω0 is 0.85(0.8) for R = 0.2(0.4).

where εq,g is the energy loss for a quark (gluon) initiated jet and R0 ∼ O(1). A similar
idea has also been proposed in Ref. [91]. Having these expressions, we obtain 10-12% and
25-30% energy loss for quark-initiated jet and gluon-initiated jets with pT range 40− 60 GeV
and R = 0.4. One can use a similar expression to compute the jet energy loss in the case
of vacuum by appropriately replacing the medium splitting functions with the vacuum ones.
For the pT ∼ 40 − 60 GeV and R = 0.4, this qualitatively estimate 5%/12% energy loss
for quark/gluon-initiated jets [92]. Below we discuss the effect of medium modifications on
differential angularity distributions for various jet cone size, jet pT and centrality.

5.3 Discussion of medium modified angularity distributions

Before we discuss the results, we qualitatively outline the various contributions that may lead
to a modified angularity distribution in the medium. There are two effects that control the
distributions of medium modified angularities. First, the energy loss experienced by a jet
while traversing the medium, due to out-of-cone radiation, results in a pT shift of the jet
initiating parton. This leads to an overall shift in the distributions for all exponents. This
effect narrows the distributions in medium since the angularity distributions of higher pT jets
are narrower than lower pT jets. Second, the splittings are modified due to LPM effect which
further leads to a redistribution of the spectrum. However, the combined effect of these two
depends on the jet parameters for a given set of medium scales. For example, for a jet with
R = 0.4, 40 < pT < 60, we observe a shift in the peak of the distribution. Below we discuss
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Figure 3. Differential distributions for a = 0 with (a) 80 < pT < 100, 0 − 10% centrality and (b)
40 < pT < 60, 10 − 30% centrality, for a jet with R = 0.4. The non-perturbative parameter is taken
as; Ω0 = 0.35 for the left plot and Ω0 = 0.8 for the right one.

these effects in more detail.
In Figure 2, we show differential distributions normalised to unity for angularity exponent

a = 0 and two different values of jet radius i.e., R = 0.2 and R = 0.4, with jet momentum
40 < pT < 60 and centrality 0−10%. As may be seen from Figure 2 (a), a narrow jet (R = 0.2)
is less modified in the whole range of τa in contrast to R = 0.4. This can be interpreted as
follows. To the leading order, for the medium, the soft function is R dependent while the jet
function is less sensitive to the cone size. Therefore, smaller R jets are narrower which are
expected to be less modified. On the other hand, for R = 0.4, there is an apparent shift of
the distribution towards small τa region. Additionally, in the larger τa region the medium
modified distribution is steeper compared to the vacuum one. We have checked that a = −1

and a = 0.5 also show a similar trend. Note that the theoretical error bands for PbPb are
comparable to pp as we have not considered uncertainty in the distribution arising from the
uncertainty in medium parameters.

Next we analyze the effect of medium modification on jets (i) initiated by a parton with
a different pT , and (ii) created in off-central collisions. To this end, in Figure 3, we present
differential distributions for jets with R = 0.4, (a) 80 < pT < 100 with centrality 0− 10% and
(b) 40 < pT < 60 with centrality 10 − 30% , keeping the differential distribution of Figure 2
(b) as the baseline. In Figure 3 (a), we see that for a high pT jet, the position of the peak in
the medium is somewhat same as the vacuum one. This is in contrast to the one in Figure 2
(b). This can be understood as a high pT jet is more collimated, hence the tendency of the
jet to get narrower is reduced. However, we still observe an enhancement around the peak
position and a steeper fall of the distribution as a combined effect of the stated contributions.
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Figure 4. Ratio of differential distributions in PbPb and pp for various angularity exponents a =

−1, 0, 0.5; (a) for R = 0.2 and (b) for R = 0.4. For both the figures the jet pT is in the range
40 < pT < 60 and centrality is 0− 10%.

To see the effect of in off-central collisions, from Figure 3 (b), we find that jets are less
modified. As a result, we observe a smaller shift of the distribution. This is because for
off-central collisions, we expect smaller medium effects due to a smaller system size (refer to
Table 1). We further present the ratios of medium modified and vacuum differential angularity
distributions as a function of τa for the exponent a = 0 in Figure 5 of Appendix E.

Finally, to qualitatively understand the impact of varying the exponent “a”, we show
the ratio of angularity distributions in PbPb and pp collisions in Figure 4 for a jet with
40 < pT < 60 and for two different jet radius parameters R = 0.2 and R = 0.4. We
present these results for three different angularity exponents, namely, a = −1, 0 and 0.5. The
corresponding quantity shown in the figure is defined as

PbPb
pp

=

(
1
σ
dσ
dτa

)
AA(

1
σ
dσ
dτa

)
pp

, (5.14)

where each of the distributions are normalized to unity, respectively.
From Figure 4, we see that a narrower jet with cone size R = 0.2 is much less modified

in contrast to a jet with radius R = 0.4. Furthermore, as anticipated, the smaller angular-
ity exponents, which probe the collimated structure of the jet, are less sensitive to medium
dynamics. In particular, the distribution for a = 0.5 shows the largest modification due to a
higher sensitivity to the spread of a jet, for both the jet radius parameters. In fact, the jet
substructure modifications due to the medium become more pronounced for all the “a” values
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for R = 0.4. Additionally, note that the theoretical errors also depend on “a” with larger
errors for higher angularity exponents.

6 Summary & Outlook

In this paper, we perform a detailed study of medium modifications on ungroomed jet angu-
larities and restrict to the range of a < 1 exponents. Angularities are interesting observables
in the sense that one can vary the sensitivity of the observable to collinear radiation in the jet
by varying the exponent “a”. We present results for angularity exponents a = −1, 0 and 0.5,
although the framework holds for any value of “a” less than 1. To describe jet-medium interac-
tions, we utilize the framework of SCETG that incorporates these interactions via background
Glauber fields generated from the color charges in the QGP. Utilizing the collinear-matrix
elements and the in-medium splitting functions, we calculate the medium-modified angularity
jet function to NLO accuracy. We use nCTEQ15 nuclear PDFs to encapsulate initial state
effects. To capture medium effects, we estimate medium parameters within the Glauber model
and obtain the differential angularity spectrum.

In order to explore the medium modifications on the jet substructure, we present results
for various jet parameters, angularity exponents as well as for an off-central event. By looking
at a narrow jet cone size R = 0.2, we find the differential angularity distribution for a = 0 to
be less modified by the medium. Furthermore, from the ratio of the differential distributions
for R = 0.2, we observe little to no modification for all the angularity exponents, with the
a = 0.5 being the most modified.

We then investigate the medium effects for a wider jet cone with R = 0.4. We observe
a shift of the distribution towards small τa for a jet with 40 < pT < 60 and for exponent
a = 0. This apparent enhancement in the small τa region is an indication of the narrowing
of the distribution. Furthermore, for a high pT parton-initiated jet with 80 < pT < 100, this
shift in the peak is less apparent. This may be because as the jet parton is more energetic it
is less affected by the soft medium constituents. We also study the centrality dependence of
medium effects by investigating a jet with 40 < pT < 60 and R = 0.4. Here, we find the jet to
be less modified by the medium in the whole range of the τa distribution in contrast to that
in a central collision. Finally, from the ratios, we find a sizable jet substructure modification
for almost all the “a” values. We, therefore, conclude that experimental efforts to investigate
jet angularities in heavy ion collisions for a larger jet cone size would be more insightful.

We emphasize on the fact that ungroomed angularities, however, are sensitive to the
effects of jet selection bias, hadronization effects as well as the non-global logarithms, due to
soft radiations at the jet boundary. One simple strategy to minimize the selection bias effect is
to use γ/Z-tagged jet samples for measurement. As the γ/Z will not interact with the medium
constituents, one expects to be able to appropriately identify the parton’s energy that initiated
the jet, which then traverses the medium, thereby disentangling medium modifications on the
jet from these effects. More recently, a larger emphasis is being laid on the use of groomed
substructure observables both theoretically and experimentally [93–96]. Grooming reduces
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the sensitivity of the observable on soft fragments of the jet, thereby minimizing all the stated
effects arising from the boundary of the jet. This motivates the use of groomed angularities
for the thermal medium, in order to better understand the medium modifications for a class
of jet observables. This will be explored in a future publication.
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A Splitting Functions

Below we outline the splitting functions for both the vacuum and the medium cases which are
used for computing the fixed order jet functions.

A.1 Vacuum Splitting Functions

The leading order Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions for the process i∗(pi)→ j(pj) k(pk) where
i and j, k are initial and final state quark or gluon, respectively. These have the forms

Pq→gq(x) = CF

[
1 + x2

[1− x]+
+

3

2
δ(1− x)

]
, (A.1)

Pq→qg(x) = CF
1 + (1− x)2

x
, (A.2)

Pg→gg(x) = 2CA

[
z

[1− x]+
+

1− x
x

+ x(1− x)

]
+
β0

2
δ(1− x) , (A.3)

Pg→qq̄(x) = TR
[
x2 + (1− x)2

]
, (A.4)

where x = p+
k /p

+
i .

Note that the splitting functions Pq→qg(x) and Pq→gq(x) interchange amongst each other
for x→ 1−x while the other two splitting functions are symmetric under this transformation.
Additionally, the vacuum splitting functions (except Pq→qg and Pg→qq̄) exhibit a collinear
divergence for the real emission which is regulated by the use of plus distributions defined in
Appendix B.

A.2 Medium Splitting Functions

The medium splitting functions for the light quark were listed in Eq. (5.4) of the main text.
For completeness, here we also provide the splitting functions for the gluon-initiated processes
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computed in the framework of SCETG, which read as

(
dN

dxd2~k⊥

) g → gg

g → qq̄


=

 2CA

(
x

1−x + 1−x
x + x(1− x)

)
TR
(
x2 + (1− x)2

)

∫
dz

{
1

λg(L)

1
λq(L)

}∫
d2~q⊥

× 1

σ

dσ

d2~q⊥

[
2
~B⊥
~B2
⊥
·

(
~B⊥
~B2
⊥
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥

)(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω2)z]

)
+ 2

~C⊥
~C2
⊥
·

(
~C⊥
~C2
⊥
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥

)
(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω3)z]

)
+

{
−1

2

1
N2
c−1

}(
2
~B⊥
~B2
⊥
·

(
~C⊥
~C2
⊥
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥

)(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω2)z]

)
+2

~C⊥
~C2
⊥
·

(
~B⊥
~B2
⊥
−
~A⊥
~A2
⊥

)(
1− cos[(Ω1 − Ω3)z]

)
− 2

~C⊥
~C2
⊥
·
~B⊥
~B2
⊥

(
1− cos[(Ω2 − Ω3)z]

)
+2

~A⊥
~A2
⊥
·

(
~A⊥
~A2
⊥
−
~D⊥
~D2
⊥

)(
1− cos[Ω4z]

)
+ 2

~A⊥
~A2
⊥
·
~D⊥
~D2
⊥

(
1− cos[Ω5z]

))]
, (A.5)

where

~A⊥ = ~k⊥, ~B⊥ = ~k⊥ + x~q⊥, ~C⊥ = ~k⊥ − (1− x)~q⊥,

~D⊥ = ~k⊥ − ~q⊥, (A.6)

and

Ω1 − Ω2 =
~B2
⊥

p+
0 x(1− x)

, Ω1 − Ω3 =
~C2
⊥

p+
0 x(1− x)

,

Ω2 − Ω3 =
~C2
⊥ − ~B2

⊥
p+

0 x(1− x)
, Ω4 =

~A2
⊥

p+
0 x(1− x)

,

Ω5 =
~A2
⊥ − ~D2

⊥
p+

0 x(1− x)
, (A.7)

B Plus Distributions

For a generic function g(x) which is less singular than 1/x2 as x → 0, the plus distribution
with its boundary at x = x0 is defined as [97]

[θ(x) g(x)]x=x0
+ = lim

ε→0

[
θ(x− ε) g(x) + δ(x− ε)

∫ x

x0

dx′ g(x′)

]
, (B.1)

with the boundary condition ∫ x0

0
dx [θ(x) g(x)]x=x0

+ = 0 . (B.2)
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Furthermore, the plus distributions with two distinct boundary conditions can be related to
each other as

[θ(x) g(x)]x=x0
+ = [θ(x) g(x)]x=1

+ + δ(x)

∫ 1

x0

dx′ g(x′) . (B.3)

Utilizing this identity, in particular, we rewrite this relation for the distributions where one
has a boundary at infinity to the other one with a boundary at x = +1. This relation has
been employed, for instance, in Eq. (4.5) of the main text and reads as[

θ(x)

x1+α

]∞
+

= − 1

α
δ(x) +

[
θ(x)

x

]
+

− α
[
θ(x) lnx

x

]
+

+O(α2) . (B.4)

Another useful identity that we require is the rescaling identity, i.e., any constant parameter
ζ (with ζ > 0) can be scaled out of the distribution as

1

ζ

[
θ(x)

x/ζ

]
+

=

[
θ(x)

x

]
+

− ln ζ δ(x) , (B.5)

1

ζ

[
θ(x) ln(x/ζ)

x/ζ

]
+

=

[
θ(x) lnx

x

]
+

− ln ζ

[
θ(x)

x

]
+

+
1

2
ln2ζ δ(x) . (B.6)

C Measurement function for 1→ 2 splitting

The definition for angularity in pp collision is related to the one in e+e− collisions as

τa =

(
2EJ
pT

)2−a
τ e

+e−
a , (C.1)

where pT is the transverse momentum of the jet with respect to the beam direction and EJ
is its total energy. The angularity observable for e+ e− reads as

τ e
+e−
a =

1

2EJ

∑
iεJ

|~p iT |e−|ηi|(1−a) . (C.2)

For leading order splitting, i.e., l→ q k, the measurement function can be simplified as

τ̂a =

(
2EJ
pT

)2−a 1

2EJ

{
|~kT |e−|η|(1−a) + |~qT |e−|η|(1−a)

}
,

=

(
2EJ
pT

)2−a 1

2EJ

{
(k−)1−a/2(k+)a/2 + (q−)1−a/2(q+)a/2

}
, (C.3)

with k+ > k− and q+ > q−.
Utilizing the on-shell conditions, k− = k2

⊥/k
+, q− = q2

⊥/q
+ and writing k+ = xl+,

q+ = (1− x)l+, we get

τ̂a =

(
2EJ
pT

)2−a 1

2EJ

{
(l+x)a−1k2−a

⊥ + (l+(1− x))a−1q2−a
⊥
}
,

= p2−a
T

{
xa−1k2−a

⊥ + (1− x)a−1q2−a
⊥
}
, (C.4)

where we have used l+ = 2EJ in the last equation.
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D Perturbative results

In this section, we collect some necessary ingredients for our perturbative computations that
were left out of the main text.

D.1 Fixed-order computation of the medium jet function

Here we provide a detailed computation of the NLO medium modified angularity jet function
for a < 1, used in Eq. (5.7), following the splitting function approach proposed in Ref. [40].
The jet algorithm constraint to the jet function is power suppressed in the relevant kinematical
regime of τ1/2−a � R, i.e.,

Θalg ≡ Θ

(
ω x(1− x) tan

R

2
− k⊥

)
→ 1 . (D.1)

Following Ref. [40], the one-loop medium modified jet function is then given as

Jmed
i (τa, pT , µ) =

∫
dΦc

2 σ
c
2δ(τa − p2−a

T

{
xa−1k2−a

⊥ + (1− x)a−1q2−a
⊥
}

) . (D.2)

The two-particle phase space, dΦc
2, appearing in the above equation has the form

dΦc
2 = 2(2π)3−2ε(2EJ)

∫
ddk

(2π)d−1
δ(k2)θ(k0)

∫
ddq

(2π)d−1
δ(q2)θ(q0)δ(2EJ−k+−q+)δd−2(k⊥+q⊥),

(D.3)
and

σc2 =
∑
j,k

(
µ2 eγE

4π

)ε
2g2
sPmed

i→jk(x, k⊥) . (D.4)

Simplifying the phase space integrals using the delta functions, we obtain a simpler form that
reads as

Jmed
i (τa, pT , µ) =

αs
π

µ2εeεγE

Γ(1− ε)
∑
j,k

∫
dx

dk⊥

k2ε−1
⊥
Pmed
i→jk(x, k⊥)

× δ
(
τa − pa−2

T k2−a
⊥ (xa−1 + (1− x)a−1)

)
. (D.5)

Finally, carrying out the k⊥ integration using the measurement delta function, we obtain

Jmed
i (τa, pT , µ) =

αs
π|2− a|

µ2εeεγE

Γ(1− ε)
1

τ
2ε−a
2−a
a

∑
j,k

∫
dx
(
xa−1 + (1− x)a−1

) 2ε−2
2−a

× Pmed
i→jk

(
x,

pT τ
1

2−a

(xa−1 + (1− x)a−1)
1

2−a

)
. (D.6)

As discussed earlier, the LPM effect constrains the phase space integration of the above
equation rendering the medium modified jet function finite. Therefore, one can take the limit
ε → 0. As a result of which there is no extra divergence due to the presence of the medium
and the RGEs remain the same as the vacuum case.
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D.2 Fixed-order computation of the vacuum jet function

Following the same approach as outlined in the previous section, we obtain a form similar to
Eq. (D.5), however, now the in-medium splittings are replaced by vacuum splitting functions.
For a quark-initiated jet, the jet function then reads as

J vac
q (τa, pT , µ) =

αs(µ)

π

µ2εeεγE

Γ(1− ε)

∫
dx

dk⊥

k1+2ε
⊥
Pq→gq(x)δ

(
τa − pa−2

T k2−a
⊥ (xa−1 + (1− x)a−1)

)
,

=
αs(µ)

π|2− a|
eεγE

Γ(1− ε)

(
µ2

p2
T

)ε
1

τ
1+ 2ε

2−a
a

∫
dxPq→gq(x)

(
xa−1 + (1− x)a−1

) 2ε
2−a ,

=
αs(µ)CF
π|2− a|

eεγE

Γ(1− ε)

(
µ2

p2
T

)ε
1

τ
1+ 2ε

2−a
a

∫
dx

(
1 +

(
x

1− x

)a−1
) 2ε

2−a

×(
1 + x2

(1− x)1+2ε 1−a
2−a
− ε(1− x)1−2ε 1−a

2−a

)
, (D.7)

where in the second line we have used the delta function constraint to perform integration
over k⊥ and in the last step, we have factored out the term (1 − x)−2ε 1−a

2−a to regulate the
divergence at x→ 1 in the splitting function.

Now, performing the x integral by first expanding in ε, we obtain

J vac
q (τa, pT , µ) =

αs(µ)CF
π|2− a|

(
1− π2

12
ε2
)(

1 + ε ln
µ2

p2
T

+
ε2

2
ln2 µ

2

p2
T

)(
− 2− a

2ε
δ(τa) +

[
1

τa

]
+

− 2ε

2− a

[
ln τa
τa

]
+

)
×

{∫ 1

0
dx

[
− 1 + x2

2ε

2− a
1− a

δ(1− x) +
1 + x2

[1− x]+
− 2ε(1− a)

2− a
(1 + x2)

ln(1− x)

[1− x]+
− ε(1− x)

]
+

2ε

2− a

∫ 1

0
dx ln

[
1 +

(
x

1− x

)a−1
]
×
(
− 1 + x2

2ε

2− a
1− a

δ(1− x)

+
1 + x2

[1− x]+
− 2ε(1− a)

2− a
ln(1− x)

[1− x]+
− ε(1− x)

)}
. (D.8)

Note that for a < 1, the term x/(1 − x) is raised to a negative power, hence the term in the
logarithm is non-singular. Keeping only terms up to O(ε) in the above expression, we have

J vac
q (τa, pT , µ) =

αs(µ)CF
π|2− a|

(
δ(τa)

(
− 2− a

2ε
− 2− a

2
ln
µ2

p2
T

− ε

4
(2− a) ln2 µ

2

p2
T

+
π2

24
ε(2− 1)

)
[

1

τa

]
+

+ ε ln
µ2

p2
T

[
1

τa

]
+

− 2ε

2− a

[
ln τa
τa

]
+

)
×
{
− 2− a

1− a
1

ε
− 3

2
− ε
(1

2
+ 3

2(1− a)

2− a

)
+

2π2ε

3

1− a
2− a

+
2ε

2− a

∫ 1

0
dx

1 + (1− x)2

x
ln[x1−a + (1− x)1−a]

}
, (D.9)

which gives the result quoted in Eq. (4.5). For the gluon-initiated jet, we follow similar steps
by taking the contributions from Pgg and Pqg, providing the result given in Eq. (4.7).
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D.3 Fourier space solution of jet and soft functions

For the jet and the soft functions, the RGEs have the form of a convolution in the measurement
variable τa, as given in Eqs. (4.10) and (4.14). In order to solve these coupled RGEs, we define
a Fourier transform with respect to the observable such that the RGEs become multiplicative
in the Fourier space. The Fourier transform of a generic function F depending on a variable
x is defined as

F (y) =

∫ ∞
0

dx e−ixyF (x) . (D.10)

The RGEs for the jet and soft functions, in the Fourier space, then read as

µ
d

dµ
J̃i(y, pT , µ) = γJ i(y, pT , µ) J̃i(y, pT , µ) , (D.11)

µ
d

dµ
S̃i(y, pT , µ) = γSi(y, pT , µ) S̃i(y, pT , µ) , (D.12)

where the relevant anomalous dimensions are given as

γJ i(y, pT , µ) = ΓiJ [αs]

(
2

jJ
ln(i y eγE ) + ln

µ2

p2
T

)
+ γiJ [αs] , (D.13)

γSi(y, pT , µ) = −2 ΓiS [αs] ln

(
µR1−a

pT
(i y eγE )1/jS

)
. (D.14)

Here Γ and γ are the cusp and non-cusp anomalous dimensions. These exhibit an order-
by-order expansion in the strong coupling. To the desired NLL′ accuracy, we require up to
two-loop coefficient of the cusp piece, the one-loop non-cusp anomalous dimension, and two-
loops running of the beta function. The expansions of the anomalous dimension pieces as well
as the beta function in powers of αs are written as

Γ[αs] =

∞∑
n=0

Γn
(αs

4π

)n+1
, γ[αs] =

∞∑
n=0

γn
(αs

4π

)n+1
, β[αs] = −2αs

∞∑
n=0

βn
(αs

4π

)n+1
. (D.15)

Up to two loops, the β-function coefficients that we require are given as (in MS scheme)

β0 =
11

3
CA −

4

3
TRNf , (D.16)

β1 =
34

3
C2
A −

(
20

3
CA + 4CF

)
TRNf . (D.17)

Having the anomalous dimensions as given in Eq. (D.14), the solution of the RGEs for the jet
and the soft functions, in the Fourier space, reads as

J̃i(y, pT , µ) = J̃i(y, pT , µJ)× eK
i
γJ

+2Ki
ΓJ

[
(i y eγE )

2ηiΓJ
jJ

(
µJ
pT

)2ηiΓJ

]
, (D.18)

S̃i(y, pT , R, µ) = S̃i(y, pT , R, µS)× e−2Ki
ΓS

[
(i y eγE )

−
2ηiΓS
jS

(
µSR

1−a

pT

)−2ηiΓS

]
. (D.19)
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Note that both jet and soft functions are evolved from their corresponding natural scales
µJ,S to an arbitrary renormalization scale µ which we choose to be the hard matching scale
µH ∼ pTR. KΓ, kγ and ηΓ are the evolution kernels that depend on the characteristic scale
of the relevant dynamics described and the free renormalization scale. For brevity, we have
suppressed this scale dependence in Eqs. (D.18) and (D.19). These evolution kernels to all-
orders are defined as

Ki
Γ(µ0, µ) =

∫ αs(µ)

αs(µ0)

dαs
β(αs)

Γi[αs]

∫ αs

αs(µ0)

dα′s
β(α′s)

, ηiΓ(µ0, µ) =

∫ αs(µ)

αs(µ0)

dαs
β(αs)

Γi[αs] ,

Kγ(µ0, µ) =

∫ αs(µ)

αs(µ0)

dαs
β(αs)

γ(αs) , (D.20)

and their explicit expressions up to NLL′ are

KΓ(µ0, µ) = − Γ0

4β2
0

{
4π

αs(µ0)

(
1− 1

r
− ln r

)
+

(
Γ1

Γ0
− β1

β0

)
(1− r + ln r) +

β1

2β0
ln2 r

}
,

ηΓ(µ0, µ) = − Γ0

2β0

[
ln r +

αs(µ0)

4π

(
Γ1

Γ0
− β1

β0

)
(r − 1)

]
,

Kγ(µ0, µ) = − γ0

2β0
ln r , (D.21)

with r = αs(µ)/αs(µ0).

D.4 Fixed-order hard matching functions

The hard matching functions Hc→i(z, pTR,µ) encode in them any radiation with virtuality
of the order of O(pTR), i.e., radiation that fails to pass the jet algorithm constraint. Up to
NLO, it has been shown that they can be obtained by the out-of-jet radiation diagrams for the
inclusive jet substructure observables [67]. For the kt-type jets, the one-loop hard matching
functions are given by

Hq→q′(z, pTR,µ) = δqq′δ(1− z) + δqq′
αs(µ)

2π

{
CF δ(1− z)

(π2

12
− 1

2
L2 − 3

2
L
)

+ Pgq(z)L− 2CF (1 + z2)

[
ln(1− z)

1− z

]
+

− CF (1− z)
}
,

Hq→g(z, pTR,µ) =
αs(µ)

2π

{(
L− 2 ln(1− z)

)
Pqq̄(z)− CF z

}
,

Hg→g(z, pTR,µ) = δ(1− z) +
αs(µ)

2π

{
δ(1− z)

(π2

12
− CA

2
L2 − β0

2
L
)

+ Pgg(z)L−
4CA(1− z + z2)2

z

[
ln(1− z)

1− z

]
+

}
,

Hg→q(z, pTR,µ) =
αs(µ)

2π

{(
L− 2 ln(1− z)

)
Pqg(z)− TF 2z(1− z)

}
, (D.22)
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with the logarithm L defined as

L = ln
µ2

p2
TR

2
. (D.23)

In Eq. (D.22), for the purpose of brevity, we have suppressed the jet initiating parton’s index
i on the splitting functions. However, this can be easily understood by looking at the parton
flavor written to the right of the arrow in the subscript of the matching function.

From the knowledge of the one-loop structure of the hard matching functions, we can
compute the RGE which takes a DGLAP-like form. In order to solve it, we further decompose
the complete one-loop matching function as

Hc→i(z, pTR,µ) = Ec(pTR,µ) Cc→i(z, pTR,µ) . (D.24)

Here, Ec is the non-DGLAP piece and satisfies an RGE of the form

µ
d

dµ
ln Ec(µ, pTR) = γc(µ, pTR) , (D.25)

with the anomalous dimensions γc given as

γc =


αs(µ)CF

π

(
−L− 3

2

)
: for quark jet ,

αs(µ)
π

(
−CAL− β0

2

)
: for gluon jet .

The function Cc→i satisfies a DGLAP evolution equation which reads as

d

d lnµ2

(
Cq→g(µ, pTR, z)
Cg→g(µ, pTR, z)

)
=
αs(µ)

4π

∫ 1

z

dz′

z′

(
Pgq(z/z′) 2NfPqq̄(z/z′)
Pqg(z/z′) Pgg(z/z′)

)
⊗

(
Cq→g(µ, pTR, z′)
Cg→g(µ, pTR, z′)

)
.

(D.26)
The solution of the hard functions from Eqs. (D.25) and (D.26) when combined with the
jet and soft functions allows for the resummation of large logarithms of the measurement
observable, leaving only logarithms of the jet radius R. These large logarithms can then
resummed by evolving the result to the hard function scale. We provide the solution of the
RGEs corresponding to the matching function in the section below.

D.5 Renormalization Group evolution for matching functions

The function Ec in Eq. (D.24) exhibits a simple multiplicative RGE which has the solution

Ec(µ, pTR) = e
−Ki

ΓH
−Ki

γHEc(µH, pTR) , (D.27)

where Ki
ΓH

, Ki
γH are evolution kernels defined as in Eqs. (D.20) and (D.21) and the index

i = {q, g} is not summed over. For the hard function, the anomalous dimension coefficients
are

ΓH0 = 4Ci , ΓH1 = 4Ci

[(
67

9
− π2

3

)
CA −

20

9
TRNf

]
, (D.28)

γH,q0 = 6CF , γH,g0 = 2β0 . (D.29)
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Figure 5. Comparison of ratios of differential angularity cross-section for PbPb to pp for two centrality
bins 0− 10% (black) and 10− 30% (red). Jets are clustered with R = 0.4 and transverse momentum
in the range 40 < pT < 60. The result is shown for the angularity exponent a = 0 which is also related
to jet mass.

The function C exhibits a standard DGLAP structure (see Eq. (D.26)). In order to solve
Eq. (D.26), we take the Mellin transform of which the nth moment is defined as

f(n) =

∫ 1

0
dxxn−1f(x). (D.30)

This simplifies the convolution in Eq. (D.26) into a simple product, giving multiplicative cou-
pled RGEs. Solving these coupled differential equations in Mellin’s space using the eigenvalue
method one obtains(
Cq→g(µ, pTR, z)
Cg→g(µ, pTR, z)

)
=

(
e+(n)

(
αs(µ)

αs(µH)

)−r−(n)

+e−(n)

(
αs(µ)

αs(µH)

)−r+(n))(Cq→g(µH, pTR, z′)
Cg→g(µH, pTR, z′)

)
,

(D.31)
where the eigenvalues r± are given as

r±(n) =
1

4β0
(Pgq(n) + Pgg(n)±

√
(Pgq(n)− Pgg(n))2 + 8NfPqg(n)Pqq̄(n)) . (D.32)

The eigenvectors e± in Eq. (D.31) read as

e±(n) =
1

r±(n)− r∓(n)

(
Pgq(n)/2− r∓(n) NfPqq̄(n)

Pqg(n)/2 Pgg(n)/2− r∓(n)

)
. (D.33)

Finally, the initial conditions for C required to obtain the complete solution of Eq. (D.31)
are set by the explicit one-loop structure of the matching function. This gives the complete
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solution of hard matching functions in the Mellin space. In order to obtain the solution
in the physical space, we take the inverse Mellin transform of the solution obtained above
numerically [98].

E Centrality dependence of jet mass (a = 0)

The angularity exponent a = 0 is related to the more popularly studied jet observable, jet
mass (mJ), by the relation

τa=0 =
m2
J

p2
T

+O(τ2
a=0) . (E.1)

To leading power, the exponent a = 0 is then simply the jet mass scaled by a constant factor
of pT of the jet.

The differential angularity distribution for two centrality bins for a = 0 were specified in
Figure 3 (b). For completeness, in this section, we show the ratios (PbPb vs pp) for comparing
the effects of system size corresponding to different centrality bins. For convenience, we choose
0 − 10% ( L = 4.36 fm) and 10 − 30% (L = 2.80 fm). To this end, in Figure 5, we plot the
ratios of the angularity distribution for different centrality bins for a = 0, R = 0.4, and
40 < pT < 60. For 0−10% centrality bin, we expect more modification simply because the jet
will interact with the medium for a longer time. As a result, the ratio is more enhanced for
0−10% in the small τ region. Similarly, the fall in the tail region is more steeper compared to
10−30% centrality bin. The corresponding differential distributions are shown in Figure 2(b)
and Figure 3(b).
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The SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X symmetry actually studied is directly broken to the elec-

troweak symmetry SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y by a Higgs triplet, predicting a relevant new

physics at TeV scale. This work argues, by contrast, that the higher weak isospin

SU(3)L might be broken at a high energy scale, much beyond 1 TeV, by a Higgs

octet to an intermediate symmetry SU(2)L⊗U(1)T8 at TeV, before the latter U(1)T8

recombined with U(1)X defines (i.e., broken to) U(1)Y by a Higgs singlet. The new

physics coupled to SU(3)L breaking phase is decoupled, whereas what remains is a

novel family-nonuniversal abelian model, U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X , significantly overhauling

the standard model as well as yielding consistent results for neutrino mass, dark

matter, W -mass anomaly, and FCNC, differently from the usual 3-3-1 model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental evidences of neutrino oscillation [1, 2] and dark matter existence [3–5]

indicate that the standard model must be extended. Recently, the W -boson mass anomaly

measured by CDF collaboration with high precision at 7σ also requires an extension for

the standard model [6]. On the theoretical side, the standard model cannot explain the

quantization of electric charge and the existence of just three families of fermions.

Among compelling attempts that address the above questions, the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗

U(1)X (called 3-3-1) model is well-motivated due to its ability to predict the number of

families to match that of colors by anomaly cancellation condition [7–11]. Further, the

electric charge quantization in the 3-3-1 model naturally arises from specific fermion contents

under gauge symmetry principles [12–16]. The 3-3-1 model can provide both appropriate
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neutrino masses by implementing seesaw mechanisms [17–29] and dark matter stability by

supplementing global or residual gauge symmetry [30–47]. Recently, the 3-3-1 model has

been shown to give a suitable answer for the W -mass deviation [48].

The strong interest of the 3-3-1 model is perhaps associated with spontaneous symmetry

breaking sector, which leads to distinct kinds of new physics. The minimal, but nontrivial,

representations of Higgs fields under 3-3-1 symmetry must contain a triplet, a sextet, and

an octet, as well as their complex conjugates if any. The triplet and sextet are eventually

studied, since they directly couple to fermions, providing relevant fermion masses, besides

responsible for breaking the gauge symmetry. Hence, in the literature, the symmetry break-

ing scheme that breaks 3-3-1 symmetry directly down to the standard model due to such

Higgs fields is uniquely recognized. By contrast, the octet—which possesses a representation

as of the adjoint gauge field—does not couple to fermions in Yukawa Lagrangian.1 Hence,

such octet has eventually been suppressed.

This work considers all of the Higgs effects including the octet, indicating that there might

be two new physics phases for the 3-3-1 model, which has not been observed/recognized be-

fore. Indeed, the octet breaks the 3-3-1 symmetry down to an intermediate symmetry that

contains family-dependent abelian charges, whereas the triplet/sextet has a singlet compo-

nent, breaking the intermediate symmetry to the standard model symmetry. Interestingly,

given that the high symmetry phase broken by the octet is decoupled, the intermediate

abelian theory supplies interesting physical results for neutrino mass and dark matter, as

well as recent physical issues, which are not presented in the usual 3-3-1 model.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we reconsider the 3-3-1 model

when including the effect of a Higgs octet as well as imposing a matter parity that governs

this setup. In Sec. III, we investigate the family-dependent abelian theory that results after

the 3-3-1 new physics is decoupled, where the W -mass deviation and FCNC are discussed.

The fermion mass including that of neutrinos and dark matter stability are investigated

in the subsequent sections, Secs. IV and V, respectively. We summarize the results make

conclusion in the last section, Sec. VI.

1 This is obviously opposite to the similar situation of a weak-isospin scalar triplet in the standard model,

which can couple to leptons.
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II. REVISITING THE 3-3-1 MODEL

We first provide the necessary features of the 3-3-1 model, gauge symmetry and fermion

content. We then revisit the 3-3-1 symmetry breaking with the presence of a Higgs octet.

Lastly, we discuss B − L symmetry and its resultant matter parity.

A. Gauge symmetry and fermion content

In the standard model, the weak isospin SU(2)L forms left-handed fermions as isodou-

blets, lL = (νL, eL) and qL = (uL, dL), while putting right-handed partners, eR, uR, and dR,

as isosinglets. Additionally, the [SU(2)L]3 anomaly always vanishes, since Tr[{Ti, Tj}Tk] = 0

for every SU(2)L charge, Ti (i = 1, 2, 3). Enlarging SU(2)L to a higher weak isospin, say

SU(3)L, the relevant [SU(3)L]3 anomaly does not vanish, i.e. Tr[{Tm, Tn}Tp] 6= 0, for com-

plex representation, where Tm (m = 1, 2, · · · , 8) denotes SU(3)L charge. This subsequently

constrains fermion content by anomaly cancelation [49–52]. Notice that the new symmetry

must span SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L by imposing the color charge.

The SU(3)L group has two fundamental representations, 3 = 2 ⊕ 1 and 3∗ = 2∗ ⊕ 1,

as decomposed under SU(2)L. Hence we enlarge known fermion isodoublets (f1, f2) to

respective triplets/antitriplets, i.e. (f1, f2, fs) ∼ 3 or (f2,−f1, fs) ∼ 3∗, where (f2,−f1) ∼ 2∗

given that (f1, f2) ∼ 2, isosinglets fs ∼ 1 necessarily added, while other known fermion

isosinglets presumably transform as SU(3)L singlets by themselves. Obviously, the [SU(3)L]3

anomaly is nonzero for each family and cancelled over families if the number of triplets equals

that of antitriplets, since the anomaly contributions of 3 and 3∗ are opposite, and note that

the color number must be appropriately counted. It follows that family number is a multiple

of color number, 3. Further, QCD asymptotic freedom limits family number less than or

equal to 5, since each exotic quark isosinglet is added to a family that also contributes to

the strong running coupling. Therefore, the family number matches 3 as observed. That

said, the fermion content is arranged under SU(3)L as

ψaL =


νaL

eaL

NaL

 ∼ 3 (1)
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for three lepton families a = 1, 2, 3,

QαL =


dαL

−uαL
JαL

 ∼ 3∗ (2)

for first two quark families α = 1, 2, and

Q3L =


u3L

d3L

J3L

 ∼ 3 (3)

for third quark family, whereas relevant right-handed fermions eaR, NaR, uaR, daR, and JaR

are all put in SU(3)L singlets. Notice that minimal 3-3-1 versions assume either NL = (eR)c

or NL = (νR)c, while NR is suppressed.

Theoretically, N is an arbitrary new lepton. Let the electric charge of it be q, i.e.

Q(N) = q. We have Q = diag(0,−1, q) for a lepton triplet, implying an algebra

[Q, T1 ± iT2] = ±(T1 ± iT2), (4)

[Q, T4 ± iT5] = ∓q(T4 ± iT5), (5)

[Q, T6 ± iT7] = ∓(1 + q)(T6 ± iT7). (6)

As the standard model, Q does not commute with SU(3)L charge. With the aid of commu-

tation relations for T3,8 with T4 ± iT5 and T6 ± iT7, that is

[T3, T1 ± iT2] = ±(T1 ± iT2), [T8, T1 ± iT2] = 0, (7)

[T3, T4 ± iT5] = ±1/2(T4 ± iT5), [T8, T4 ± iT5] = ±
√

3/2(T4 ± iT5), (8)

[T3, T6 ± iT7] = ∓1/2(T6 ± iT7), [T8, T6 ± iT7] = ±
√

3/2(T6 ± iT7), (9)

one finds a new charge,

X = Q− T3 − βT8, (10)

that commutes with every Ti charge, i.e. [X,Ti] = 0, given that

β = −1 + 2q√
3
. (11)

On the other hand, Q does not algebraically close with SU(3)L charge, since otherwise

algebraic closure requires Q to be a linear composition of Ti, i.e. Q = xiTi, leading to
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Tr(Q) = 0, which is incorrect for present fermion representations. It follows that X is an

independent abelian charge, defining a symmetry,

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X , (12)

where the color group is also imposed, called 3-3-1. Comparing to the standard model, i.e.

Y = Q− T3, the hypercharge is identical to

Y = βT8 +X. (13)

It is easy to find electric charge of new quarks, Q(J3) = 2/3 + q and Q(J1,2) = −1/3 − q.

The fermion content transforms under the 3-3-1 symmetry as

ψaL ∼
(

1, 3,
q − 1

3

)
, eaR ∼ (1, 1,−1), NaR ∼ (1, 1, q), (14)

QαL ∼
(

3, 3∗,−q
3

)
, Q3L ∼

(
3, 3,

q + 1

3

)
, (15)

uaR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), daR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3), (16)

JαR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3− q), J3R ∼ (3, 1, 2/3 + q). (17)

In the literature, there exists an alternative fermion content that is anomaly free,

achieved by switching the current representations with conjugated representations, such

as (νaL, eaL, N
q
aL) → (eaL,−νaL, N q

aL), (dαL,−uαL, J−1/3−q
αL ) → (uαL, dαL, J

−1/3−q
αL ), and

(u3L, d3L, J
2/3+q
3L ) → (d3L,−u3L, J

2/3+q
3L ), whereas the right-handed fermion partners retain

the same. This correspondingly changes β → −β and leads to a model with rather similar

phenomena, which is not considered in this work. Surely, our results apply for both types

of fermion content. In what follows we consider 3-3-1 breaking.

B. Higher weak isospin decomposition and hypercharge realization

In the literature, the 3-3-1 symmetry is broken by a Higgs triplet,

χ =


χ−q1

χ−1−q
2

χ0
3

 ∼
(

1, 3,
−1− 2q

3

)
, (18)
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with vacuum expectation value (VEV),

〈χ〉 =


0

0

w/
√

2

 , (19)

directly down to the standard model, that is

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X

↓ w

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

This is because the new charges T4,5,6,7,8 do not annihilate the vacuum, i.e. T4,5,6,7,8〈χ〉 6= 0,

and are thus broken, while the weak isospin conserves the vacuum, i.e. T1,2,3〈χ〉 = 0.

Additionally, X〈χ〉 = −1+2q
3
〈χ〉 6= 0 for q 6= −1/2 yields that X is broken, but Y conserves

the vacuum similar to the weak isospin, since Y 〈χ〉 = 0. Note that for q = −1/2, i.e. β = 0,

one has X = Y , hence the above statement is valid for every q, i.e. every 3-3-1 model. It is

easily verified that a Higgs sextet designed for 3-3-1 breaking takes the same situation. As

a matter of fact, the symmetry breaking by a Higgs triplet or sextet has been extensively

studied, leading to a new physics consistently bounded at TeV scale.2

While such a new physics has not been confirmed, we would like to argue in this work that

the 3-3-1 symmetry may be broken at a very high energy scale, much beyond TeV scale, but

imprinted at TeV is an abelian theory entirely different from the usual 3-3-1 model. That

said, the 3-3-1 symmetry is broken at high energy by a Higgs octet,

S =
√

2TmSm =


S3√

2
+ S8√

6
S+

12 S−q13

S−12 − S3√
2

+ S8√
6
S−1−q

23

Sq13 S1+q
23 −2S8√

6

 ∼ (1, 8, 0), (20)

which transforms the same with the SU(3)L gauge field in adjoint representation. Notice

that in this case the SU(3)L generators are related to the Gell-Mann matrices, such as

Tm = λm/2 (m = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 8), while the non-Hermitian scalars

S±12 =
S1 ∓ iS2√

2
, S∓q13 =

S4 ∓ iS5√
2

, S
∓(1+q)
23 =

S6 ∓ iS7√
2

(21)

2 See, for a recent constraint on the 3-3-1 model, [53].
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are associated with the weight-raising and lowering operators, (T1± iT2)/
√

2, (T4± iT5)/
√

2,

and (T6 ± iT7)/
√

2, respectively. When S8 develops a VEV, i.e. 〈S8〉 = Λ, the Higgs octet

has a VEV structure,

〈S〉 =
1√
6


Λ 0 0

0 Λ 0

0 0 −2Λ

 . (22)

Such a S breaks the 3-3-1 symmetry to an intermediate symmetry,

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X

↓ Λ

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X

Indeed, only T4,5,6,7 are broken due to [T4,5,6,7, 〈S〉] 6= 0, whereas T1,2,3, T8, and X are all

conserved by Λ, because of

[T1,2,3,8, 〈S〉] = 0 = [X, 〈S〉], (23)

where note that Tm = λm/2, as mentioned. That said, the octet breaks SU(3)L → SU(2)L⊗

U(1)T8 , while conserving U(1)X , which differs from the cases of Higgs triplet and sextet.

Interestingly, this kind of breaking leads to a decomposition of every particle multiplet of

SU(3)L into those of SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 below the breaking energy scale, for instance, the

isodoublet-isosinglet splitting in 3 = 2⊕ 1 or in 3∗ = 2∗⊕ 1 in which T8 values of component

2 or 2∗ and 1 are appropriately taken. Generically, a SU(3)L multiplet separates into a

normal isomultiplet—a weak isospin multiplet that has normal B − L number as of the

standard model—simply called isomultiplet and an abnormal isomultiplet—a weak isospin

multiplet that has abnormal B − L number as of dark sector—called isopartner (see below

for imposing B − L and matter parity to this model).

Similar to the Higgs octet, the SU(3)L gauge field A =
√

2TmAm can be written in

terms of non-Hermitian gauge fields, W± = (A1 ∓ iA2)/
√

2, U∓q = (A4 ∓ iA5)/
√

2, and

V ∓(1+q) = (A6 ∓ iA7)/
√

2, coupled to the weight-raising and lowering operators, (T1 ∓

iT2)/
√

2, (T4± iT5)/
√

2, and (T6± iT7)/
√

2, besides neutral gauge fields, A3 and A8, coupled

to T3 and T8, respectively. Given that the 3-3-1 breaking scale is very high, say Λ� 1 TeV,

the new gauge bosons U∓q and V ∓(1+q) associated with broken charges T4,5,6,7 obtain a large

mass proportional to Λ, which can be integrated out. Correspondingly, this gauges away the

massless Goldstone bosons S∓q13 and S
∓(1+q)
23 as eaten by U∓q and V ∓(1+q), respectively. The
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remaining components of S all obtain a heavy mass at Λ scale, which must be integrated

out too. What imprints at TeV is a novel abelian theory, U(1)T8 ⊗U(1)X , besides the usual

group SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L, as in the above breaking scheme due to the Higgs octet. Hence,

in this 3-3-1 breaking phase, due to SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 decomposition the new fields N , J ,

χ3, A8, and U(1)X gauge field, called B, coexist but essentially separated from the standard

model fields. Also, although unified at Λ scale, the SU(2)L and U(1)T8 couplings at TeV

would be different due to the running coupling. As we will be seen, this new abelian theory

is very predictive than the usual 3-3-1 model at TeV. Last, but not least, the isosinglet χ3

has both T8 and X charges. Hence, it breaks these charges down to the hypercharge, i.e.

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X

↓ w

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

where Y = βT8 +X is as given, while w =
√

2〈χ3〉 is at TeV scale.

In summary, there may be two new physics phases for the 3-3-1 model, such as

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)X

↓ Λ

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X

↓ w

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

The first phase is governed by a Higgs octet S, while the second phase close to the standard

model is set by a Higgs singlet χ3. Given that Λ is large enough, i.e. Λ � w ∼ TeV,

only the second phase with abelian symmetry U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X affects the standard model,

which must be probed in detail. Notice also that in the second phase every isomultiplet

has its isopartner resulting from the higher weak isospin splitting according to SU(3)L →

SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 , except for original SU(3)L singlets. For instance, the isopartner of χ0
3

is the isodoublet (χ−q1 , χ−1−q
2 ), a potential candidate for dark matter since it is not eaten

by (U−q, V −1−q) gauge isodoublet unlike the usual 3-3-1 model. Additionally, normal Higgs

isodoublets (η0
1, η
−
2 ) and (ρ+

1 , ρ
0
2) necessary for breaking SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y → U(1)Q and

generating appropriate masses have isopartners as ηq3 and ρ1+q
3 isosinglets, respectively, other

potential candidates for dark matter. The new lepton isosinglet N q is the isopartner of (ν, e)
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isodoublet, possibly contributing to dark matter too, whereas the exotic quark isosinglet J—

the isopartner of (u, d) isodoublet—does not. All isomultiplet and corresponding isopartner

are collected in Table I for convenience in reading.

SU(3)L multiplet Lepton Quark Gauge Higgs Heavy-Higgs

Isomultiplet: P = 1

ν
e

 u
d



A1

A2

A3

⊕A8

η1

η2

 ρ1

ρ2

 χ3


S1

S2

S3

⊕ S8

Isopartner: P = P± N J

U
V

 η3 ρ3

χ1

χ2

 S13

S23


TABLE I. Isopartner of normal/known isomultiplet

C. B − L symmetry and matter parity

Before proceeding with the U(1)T8⊗U(1)X model, let us examine the symmetry of baryon

number minus lepton number B − L and its residual matter parity P , which governs the

current setup. By the same argument for Q, we can determine the behavior of B−L. Indeed,

since the new leptons Na are arbitrary, let their B − L be n, i.e. [B − L](Na) = n. One

has B − L = diag(−1,−1, n) for lepton triplets (νaL, eaL, NaL), which generically neither

commutes nor closes with SU(3)L charges, because of

[B − L, T4 ± iT5] = ∓(1 + n)(T4 ± iT5), (24)

[B − L, T6 ± iT7] = ∓(1 + n)(T6 ± iT7), (25)

and Tr(B − L) 6= 0 for present fermion representations. Using the given commutation

relations, we derive an independent abelian charge

M = B − L− β′T8, (26)

given that β′ = −2(1 + n)/
√

3. Since M and X are linearly independent as B − L and Q

are, this defines a symmetry SU(3)C ⊗SU(3)L⊗U(1)X ⊗U(1)M , called 3-3-1-1 [42, 46, 54].

Acting B−L = β′T8 +M on relevant multiplets, we derive B−L for exotic particles, apart

from that for new leptons as given, namely [B−L](Jα) = −2/3− n, [B−L](J3) = 4/3 + n,
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[B−L](χ1,2) = [B−L](η∗3, ρ
∗
3) = [B−L](S13, S23) = [B−L](U, V ) = −1−n, whereas other

new bosons have B−L = 0 like those of the standard model. Simultaneously, we obtain M -

charge for SU(3)L multiplets, M(ψaL) = (n− 2)/3, M(QαL) = −n/3, M(Q3L) = (n+ 2)/3,

M(χ) = −2(1 + n)/3, M(η, ρ) = (1 + n)/3, and M(S,A,B) = 0, while for right-handed

fermion singlets M coincides with B − L.

Since T8 is gauged, M (thus B − L) must be gauged due to the relation (26), a result of

noncommutative B −L. As proved in [42, 46, 54], the U(1)M physics (i.e., its gauge boson,

Higgs field, and νaR) may be decoupled at GUT scale, or at least above the Higgs octet

VEV, leaving the 3-3-1 symmetry besides a residual matter parity conserved, such as

P = (−1)3(B−L)+2s = (−1)3(β′T8+M)+2s, (27)

where s is spin. Note that the S, χ, η, and ρ vacua always conserve B − L and P . Isomul-

tiplets that possess a normal B−L number (i.e., independent of n), including the standard

model fields, η1,2, ρ1,2, χ3, A8, B, and S1,2,3,8, all have P = 1, whereas their isopartners

that have an abnormal B − L number (i.e., dependent on n), including Na, Ja, χ1,2, η3,

ρ3, S13,23, and U, V , all possess a nontrivial P = P± ≡ (−1)±(3n+1) 6= 1, which is odd, i.e.

P = −1, for n = 2k/3 = 0,±2/3,±4/3,±2, · · · , for which the matter parity of isomultiplet

and isopartner are indicated in Table I. Isopartner of normal isomultiplet is P -nontrivial,

since their B−L’s differ by an amount depending on n (β′), caused by T8 according to (26).

It is stressed that since P is always conserved, the lightest isopartner—the lightest abnor-

mal B − L particle—is stabilized, responsible for dark matter (cf. [54]). As specified, dark

matter candidates include N , η3, ρ3, and χ1,2 depending on q since they must be electrically

neutral too. Note that since the dark matter candidate must be colorless and stable, this ex-

cludes exotic quarks J and heavy fields (U, V ) although they are P -nontrivial too. Because

the matter parity P is conserved throughout all the phases of symmetry breaking, it may

be applied for low energy processes examined below. Additionally, we are investigating the

most interesting setup according to q = 0, thus β = −1/
√

3 and Y = −1/
√

3T8 + X, since

this kind of the model reveals a neutrino mass generation scheme at TeV, different from the

U(1)M physics at much large scale [42, 46, 54]; the other model according to q 6= 0 does not

supply such a TeV scheme for neutrino mass. The choice q = 0 also supplies a variety of

types for dark matter, unlike the value q = −1 and even no candidate for q 6= 0,−1. Also,

we consider only n = 0, thus P = −1 for isopartners, without loss of generality.
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III. U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X MODEL: FAMILY-DEPENDENT ABELIAN PHASE

In the standard model, the hypercharge Y is family universal; additionally, its mixed

anomaly with weak isospin vanishes for each family, i.e. [SU(2)L]2U(1)Y ∼ 3YqL + YlL = 0,

where 3 is the color number. On this theoretical ground, the family number may be left

arbitrarily, which is opposite to observation; additionally, the matching 3 = −YlL/YqL is

questionable, because the color charge and the hypercharge have a distinct nature. Inter-

estingly enough, the abelian charges T8 and X do not obey the properties of Y , since the

anomaly [SU(2)L]2U(1)D ∼ 3DqL+DlL 6= 0 for each family and D is not family universal, for

D = T8, X. Even not referring to 3-3-1 symmetry, the T8, X anomaly cancelation constrains

the number of families to be that of colors, similar to a model studied in [55]. Although T8

and X have a nature distinct from Y , their combination Y = βT8 +X yields the matching

and the universality for Y . In other words, the standard model with three observed families

may be induced by a family-dependent abelian phase. In the following, we will specify the

particle content and total Lagrangian of the U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X model. We then diagonalize

the gauge boson sector, determining the W -mass deviation and FCNC.

A. Particle content and Lagrangian

In the family-dependent abelian phase, the gauge symmetry and its particle content are

summarized in Table II, along with the matter parity P . Each fermion/Higgs isodoublet

or isosinglet that possesses P = 1 has a corresponding isopartner with P = −1 due to

the mentioned isodoublet-isosinglet splitting. For convenience, we relabel η ≡ (η1, η2) and

ρ ≡ (ρ1, ρ2) for the normal Higgs isodoublets and χ ≡ (χ1, χ2) for the isopartner of χ3,

without confusion with those from the higher symmetry. The isopartners N , η3, and χ1

are now electrically neutral, providing a dark matter candidate, whereas ρ3 and χ2 are

electrically charged, unavailable for dark matter. It is clear that six fermion doublets, laL and

q3L, have a T8 charge opposite to that of other six fermion doublets, qαL, where quark colors

must be counted. Hence, the anomaly [SU(2)L]2U(1)T8 is cancelled over three families that

match the color number, despite the fact that each family is anomalous. Since Tr(T8) = 0

for left-handed quarks (including exotic quarks) as well as for left-handed leptons (including

exotic leptons) in each family, the anomalies [SU(3)C ]2U(1)T8 and [gravity]2U(1)T8 vanish.
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Field P SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)T8 U(1)X

laL = (νaL, eaL) + 1 2 1
2
√

3
−1

3

NaL − 1 1 − 1√
3

−1
3

qαL = (uαL, dαL) + 3 2 − 1
2
√

3
0

JαL − 3 1 1√
3

0

q3L = (u3L, d3L) + 3 2 1
2
√

3
1
3

J3L − 3 1 − 1√
3

1
3

eaR + 1 1 0 −1

uaR + 3 1 0 2
3

daR + 3 1 0 −1
3

NaR − 1 1 0 0

JαR − 3 1 0 −1
3

J3R − 3 1 0 2
3

η = (η0
1, η
−
2 ) + 1 2 1

2
√

3
−1

3

η0
3 − 1 1 − 1√

3
−1

3

ρ = (ρ+
1 , ρ

0
2) + 1 2 1

2
√

3
2
3

ρ+
3 − 1 1 − 1√

3
2
3

χ = (χ0
1, χ
−
2 ) − 1 2 1

2
√

3
−1

3

χ0
3 + 1 1 − 1√

3
−1

3

TABLE II. Field content in family-dependent abelian phase.

The anomalies [SU(2)L]2U(1)X , [SU(3)C ]2U(1)X , and [gravity]2U(1)X vanish as a result of

substituting X = 1/
√

3T8 + Y , for which the relevant anomalies for T8 and Y are obviously

cancelled. Finally, it is easily verified that the anomalies [U(1)T8 ]
2U(1)X , [U(1)X ]2U(1)T8 ,

[U(1)T8 ]
3, and [U(1)X ]3 all vanish too.

Up to gauge fixing and ghost terms, the total Lagrangian takes the form,

L = Lkin + LYuk − V, (28)
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where the kinetic term is

Lkin =
∑

Ψ

Ψ̄iγµDµΨ +
∑

Φ

(DµΦ)†(DµΦ)

−1

4
GmµνG

µν
m −

1

4
AiµνA

µν
i −

1

4
A8µνA

µν
8 −

1

4
BµνB

µν , (29)

where Ψ and Φ are summed over every fermion and scalar multiplets, respectively, and the

covariant derivative and field strengths are

Dµ = ∂µ + igstmGmµ + igTiAiµ + ig1T8A8µ + ig2XBµ,

Gmµν = ∂µGmν − ∂νGmµ − gsfmnpGnµGpν ,

Aiµν = ∂µAiν − ∂νAiµ − gεijkAjµAkν ,

A8µν = ∂µA8ν − ∂νA8µ, Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,

where (gs, g, g1, g2), (tm, Ti, T8, X), and (Gmµ, Aiµ, A8µ, Bµ) correspond to coupling constants,

generators, and gauge bosons of (SU(3)C , SU(2)L, U(1)T8 , U(1)X), respectively. The kinetic

mixing term between U(1)T8,X gauge fields is small and suppressed.

The Yukawa term and the scalar potential are given, respectively, by

LYuk = hdαbq̄αLη̃dbR + hu3bq̄3LηubR + xdαbJ̄αLη
∗
3dbR + xu3bJ̄3Lη3ubR

+huαbq̄αLρ̃ubR + hd3bq̄3LρdbR + xuαbJ̄αLρ
−
3 ubR + xd3bJ̄3Lρ

+
3 dbR

+hJαβJ̄αLχ
∗
3JβR + hJ33J̄3Lχ3J3R + yJαβ q̄αLχ̃JβR + yJ33q̄3LχJ3R

+heabl̄aLρebR + zabN̄aLρ
+
3 ebR + hNabN̄aLχ3NbR + tabl̄aLχNbR

−1

2
µabN̄

c
aRNbR +H.c. (30)

V = µ2
1η
†η + µ2

2ρ
†ρ+ µ̄2

3χ
†χ+ µ̄2

1η
∗
3η3 + µ̄2

2ρ
−
3 ρ

+
3 + µ2

3χ
∗
3χ3

+λ1(η†η)2 + λ2(ρ†ρ)2 + λ̄3(χ†χ)2 + λ̄1(η∗3η3)2 + λ̄2(ρ−3 ρ
+
3 )2 + λ3(χ∗3χ3)2

+λ4(η†η)(ρ†ρ) + λ5(η†η)(χ†χ) + λ6(ρ†ρ)(χ†χ) + λ7(η†ρ)(ρ†η)

+λ8(η†χ)(χ†η) + λ9(ρ†χ)(χ†ρ) +
1

2
λ10[(η†χ)2 +H.c.] + λ11(η∗3η3)(ρ−3 ρ

+
3 )

+λ12(η∗3η3)(χ∗3χ3) + λ13(ρ−3 ρ
+
3 )(χ∗3χ3) +

1

2
λ14[(η∗3χ3)2 +H.c.]

+η∗3η3(λ15η
†η + λ16ρ

†ρ+ λ17χ
†χ) + ρ+

3 ρ
−
3 (λ18η

†η + λ19ρ
†ρ+ λ20χ

†χ)

+χ∗3χ3(λ21η
†η + λ22ρ

†ρ+ λ23χ
†χ) + [η∗3χ3(λ24η

†χ+ λ25χ
†η) +H.c.]. (31)

Above, h’s, x’s, y’s, z’s, t’s, and λ’s are dimensionless, while µ’s have a mass dimension,

and we define X̃ = iσ2X
∗ for X = η, ρ, χ. Particularly, to make sure that (i) the scalar
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fields have a vacuum structure properly (shown below) and (ii) the potential is bounded

from below (vacuum stability), the potential parameters satisfy

µ2
1,2,3 < 0, µ̄2

1,2,3 > 0, λ1,2,3 > 0, λ̄1,2,3 > 0. (32)

The conditions for scalar self-couplings are obtained by requiring V > 0 when the relevant

scalar fields separately tend to infinity. The vacuum stability also demands that V > 0 when

two or more scalar fields simultaneously tend to infinity, which would supply many other

conditions for scalar self-couplings, which will be skipped for simplicity.

The gauge symmetry breaking goes through two stages,

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8 ⊗ U(1)X

↓ w

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

↓ v1,2

SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)Q

The first stage induced by 〈χ0
3〉 = w/

√
2 has been given, while the last stage is done by

〈η〉 =

 v1√
2

0

 , 〈ρ〉 =

 0

v2√
2

 . (33)

Note that χ0
1 and η0

3 have vanished VEVs, prevented by the matter parity. We demand

w � v1,2 and v2
1 + v2

2 = (246 GeV)2 for consistency with the standard model.

B. Gauge sector and W -mass deviation

Substituting the VEVs of scalar fields to the kinetic term L ⊃
∑

Φ(DµΦ)†(DµΦ), gauge

boson masses are given. First note that gluons are massless since the color charge is unbro-

ken. For electroweak sector, the charged gauge boson W± = (A1 ∓ iA2)/
√

2 is a physical

field, i.e. a mass eigenstate, by itself with mass,

m2
W =

g2

4
(v2

1 + v2
2). (34)

By contrast, the neutral gauge fields A3, A8, and B mix through a mass matrix,

L ⊃ 1

2

(
A3 A8 B

)
M2


A3

A8

B

 , (35)
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where

M2 =
g2

4


v2

1 + v2
2

t1√
3
(v2

1 − v2
2) −2t2

3
(v2

1 + 2v2
2)

t1√
3
(v2

1 − v2
2)

t21
3

(v2
1 + v2

2 + 4w2) −2t1t2
3
√

3
(v2

1 − 2v2
2 − 2w2)

−2t2
3

(v2
1 + 2v2

2) −2t1t2
3
√

3
(v2

1 − 2v2
2 − 2w2)

4t22
9

(v2
1 + 4v2

2 + w2)

 , (36)

where we have defined t1 = g1/g and t2 = g2/g.

The mass matrix M2 has an exact zero eigenvalue corresponding to the photon mass with

an exact mass eigenstate corresponding to the photon field as

A

e
=
A3

g
− A8√

3g1

+
B

g2

, (37)

normalized by
1

e2
=

1

g2
+

1

3g2
1

+
1

g2
2

. (38)

Alternatively, since the photon field couples to the electric charge, Q = T3 + Y = T3 −

T8/
√

3 + X, the above solution can be derived by replacing every generator in the electric

charge relation by corresponding gauge field over coupling, i.e. Q by A/e, T3 by A3/g, T8 by

A8/g1, and X by B/g2. Further, the electromagnetic coupling is related to the sine of the

Weinberg’s angle as e = gsW , while the tan of this angle is tW = gY /g, where the hypercharge

coupling is given by gY =
√

3g1g2/
√

3g2
1 + g2

2. Additionally, we define gY = −
√

3g1sθ = g2cθ,

i.e. tθ = −g2/
√

3g1. The photon field is rewritten as

A = sWA3 + cW (sθA8 + cθB). (39)

The standard model Z field is given orthogonally to A,

Z = cWA3 − sW (sθA8 + cθB), (40)

as usual, while a new field,

Z ′ = cθA8 − sθB, (41)

is identified, orthogonal to the hypercharge field in parentheses in A,Z.

In the new basis with (A,Z, Z ′), the photon field is decoupled as physical field, while the

rest Z and Z ′ mix through a mass matrix,

L ⊃ 1

2

(
Z Z ′

) m2
Z m2

ZZ′

m2
ZZ′ m2

Z′

Z
Z ′

 , (42)
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where

m2
Z =

g2

4c2
W

(v2
1 + v2

2), (43)

m2
ZZ′ =

g2tW
6s2θcW

[
(1 + 3s2

θ)v
2
2 − (1− 3s2

θ)v
2
1

]
, (44)

m2
Z′ =

g2t2W
9s2

2θ

[
(1 + 3s2

θ)
2v2

2 + (1− 3s2
θ)

2v2
1 + 4w2

]
. (45)

Diagonalizing this mass matrix, we achieve two physical fields,

Z1 = cϕZ − sϕZ ′, Z2 = sϕZ + cϕZ
′, (46)

where the Z-Z ′ mixing angle (ϕ) is defined by

t2ϕ =
2m2

ZZ′

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

' 3

4

s2θ

sW

[(1 + 3s2
θ)v

2
2 − (1− 3s2

θ)v
2
1]

w2
, (47)

and the masses of Z1 and Z2 satisfy

m2
Z1

=
1

2

[
m2
Z +m2

Z′ −
√

(m2
Z −m2

Z′)2 + 4m4
ZZ′

]
' m2

Z −
m4
ZZ′

m2
Z′
, (48)

m2
Z2

=
1

2

[
m2
Z +m2

Z′ +
√

(m2
Z −m2

Z′)2 + 4m4
ZZ′

]
' m2

Z′ . (49)

The Z-Z ′ mixing angle is small, suppressed by (v1, v2)2/w2. Additionally, the field Z1

possesses a mass approximating that of Z, called the standard model Z-like boson, while

the field Z2 is a new heavy gauge field with mass at w scale.

Because of the Z-Z ′ mixing, the observed Z1 mass is reduced in comparison with the stan-

dard model Z mass. Because of this mass reduction, it gives rise to a positive contribution

to the T -parameter, such as

αT = ρ− 1 =
m2
W

c2
Wm

2
Z1

− 1 ' m4
ZZ′

m2
Zm

2
Z′
' [(1 + 3s2

θ)v
2
2 − (1− 3s2

θ)v
2
1]

2

4(v2
1 + v2

2)w2
. (50)

Since the Z1 mass is precisely measured, the positive value αT mainly enhances the W -boson

mass, such as [56, 57]

∆m2
W =

c4
Wm

2
Z

c2
W − s2

W

αT ' c2
Wg

2 [(1 + 3s2
θ)v

2
2 − (1− 3s2

θ)v
2
1]

2

16c2Ww2
. (51)

The standard model predicts mW |SM = 80.357 ± 0.006 GeV, which deviates from the

CDF measurement mW |CDF = 80.4335 ± 0.0094 GeV at 7σ [6]. Additionally, the precision

measurements of Z-pole physics at the LEP and SLC make a strong constraint on the Z-Z ′
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mixing angle ϕ to be of the order of 10−3 [58]. Hence, we contour both ∆m2
W = m2

W |CDF −

m2
W |SM taking the difference of centered values and |ϕ| = c × 10−3 concretely inputing

c = 1 and 3 as functions of v2 and w in Fig. 1. Here, notice that v1 =
√

(246 GeV)2 − v2
2,

s2
W = 0.231, and α = 1/128. Additionally, at SU(3)L breaking scale Λ, the couplings

g and g1 match, i.e. g = g1, as unified. When the energy decreases from Λ to w, the

SU(2)L coupling g increases while the U(1)T8 coupling g1 decreases, as generically implied

by the RGE. It yields g > g1 at w scale, implying |sθ| = tW√
3

g
g1
> tW√

3
= 0.316. Hence,

we have taken |sθ| = 0.35, 0.5, and 0.7 for the above contours. Obviously, the W -mass

deviation is solved if the solid line lies above the dashed line, for each |sθ|. Hence, given

that c = 3, we obtain viable parameter regime (v2 > 216, w > 3075), (v2 > 210, w > 4045),

and (v2 > 167, w > 4686), all in GeV, according to the choice of |sθ| = 0.35, 0.5, and

0.7, respectively. Otherwise, if c = 1, or exactly |ϕ| < 10−3, the model cannot explain the

W -boson mass anomaly, unless |sθ| → 1.
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FIG. 1. CDF W -mass deviation (solid lines) and EWPT Z-Z ′ mixing angle |ϕ| = c × 10−3 for

c = 1 and 3 (dashed lines) contoured as functions of (v2, w) for fixed values of |sθ|.

Last, but not least, this study suppresses a kinetic mixing effect between the two U(1)T8,X

gauge fields—which may be experienced in this family-dependent abelian phase but abso-

lutely does not occur in the 3-3-1 phase due to the symmetry protection—which may modify

the current result. However, due to the symmetry protection, such effect that arises at low
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energy would be small, which may be neglected.

On the other hand, the usual 3-3-1 model also predicts the W -mass shift that corresponds

to the case |sθ| = 0.316, i.e. g = g1 and Λ close to w [48]. The present result according

to c = 3 indicates that the Z-Z ′ mixing source responsible for the W -mass anomaly in the

usual 3-3-1 model would possess a narrow (viable) parameter regime, v2 → 246 GeV, limited

by the EWPT Z-Z ′ mixing angle and the FCNC below.

C. Tree-level FCNC

To extract FCNC, we consider the fermion couplings with neutral gauge bosons,

L ⊃ −
∑

Ψ

Ψ̄γµ[gT3A3µ + g1T8A8µ + g2(T8/
√

3 + Y )Bµ]Ψ, (52)

where X = T8/
√

3 + Y that couples to B is substituted. Since exotic fermions N, J are

matter parity odd, impossibly mixed with ordinary fermions, the charges T3 and Y conserve

all flavors. The Lagrangian that leads to FCNC includes only T8 couplings,

L ⊃ −
∑

Ψ

Ψ̄γµT8Ψ[g1A8µ + (g2/
√

3)Bµ]. (53)

Since T8 acts only on left chirality and conserves both lepton flavors and exotic quark flavors,

the FCNC is only relevant to ordinary left-handed quarks, i.e. Ψ→ qL. Additionally, we have

g1A8 + (g2/
√

3)B = −(gtW/
√

3sθcθ)Z
′, achieved from (41) with notice that g1 = −gtW

√
3sθ

and g2 = gtW/cθ. Hence, the Lagrangian becomes

L ⊃ gtW√
3sθcθ

∑
qL

q̄Lγ
µT8qLZ

′, (54)

Further, because of T8(q1,2L) = −1/2
√

3 = −T8(q3L) and by substituting mass eigenstates

of quarks, i.e. qaL = [VqL]aiqiL with V †qLVqL = 1, we obtain the FCNC,

L ⊃ gtW
3sθcθ

∑
i,j

[V ∗qL]3i[VqL]3j q̄iLγ
µqjLZ

′
µ, (55)

which flavor changes for i 6= j, where q denotes either up-type or down-type quarks.

Integrating Z ′ out, we achieve an effective Hamiltonian describing neutral meson mixing,

Heff =
([V ∗qL]3i[VqL]3j)

2

w2
(q̄iLγ

µqjL)2, (56)
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where we have used m2
Z′ ' (g2t2W/9s

2
θc

2
θ)w

2. Notice that due to Z-Z ′ mixing, the Z boson

also contributes to the effective Hamiltonian but being more suppressed than Z ′, since

tϕ ∼ m2
Z/m

2
Z′ � mZ/mZ′ . The effective Hamiltonian induced is independent of v1,2 and

θ due to w � v1,2. Additionally, it does not depend on the new physics phase associated

with Λ even for Λ � w or Λ ∼ w or even Λ not existed, since Λ does not contribute to

neutral gauge boson masses. In other words, the above result applies for every 3-3-1 model,

including the family-dependent abelian model.

The effective interactions (56) contribute to neutral-meson mixing amplitudes, which

have been extensively studied. The existing data requires

([V ∗dL]31[VdL]32)2

w2
<

(
1

104 TeV

)2

, (57)

([V ∗dL]31[VdL]33)2

w2
<

(
1

500 TeV

)2

, (58)

([V ∗dL]32[VdL]33)2

w2
<

(
1

100 TeV

)2

, (59)

corresponding to K0-K̄0 mixing (ij = 12), B0
d-B̄

0
d mixing (ij = 13), and B0

s -B̄
0
s mixing

(ij = 23), respectively [59, 60]. Particularly aligning quark mixing to the down sector, we

have VdL = VCKM, which is well measured, such as [VdL]31 = 0.00886, [VdL]32 = 0.0405, and

[VdL]33 = 0.99914 [61]. Hence, the above constraints yield

w > 3.6 TeV, w > 4.4 TeV, w > 4 TeV, (60)

corresponding to the mentioned meson mixings, which are in good agreement with the CDF

W -mass and EWPT Z-Z ′ mixing bounds.

IV. NEUTRINO MASS GENERATION: SCOTOGENIC SETUP

The Yukawa Lagrangian in (30) will generate tree-level masses for all relevant fermions,

when the scalar fields develop VEVs. The isopartners χ0
1 and η0

3 have vanished VEV due to

the matter parity conservation. However, η0
1, ρ0

2, and χ0
3 can develop the VEVs, as given,

inducing tree-level fermion masses. It is noted that since the matter parity is conserved,

usual quarks and exotic quarks, as well as usual leptons and new leptons, do not mix. We

first give a comment on charged fermions. The masses of exotic quarks are

[mJ ]αβ = −hJαβ
w√
2
, [mJ ]33 = −hJ33

w√
2
, (61)
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which are large at w scale as appropriate. The masses of up-type quarks are

[mu]αb = −huαb
v2√

2
, [mu]3b = −hu3b

v1√
2
, (62)

while those of down-type quarks are

[md]αb = hdαb
v1√

2
, [md]3b = −hd3b

v2√
2
, (63)

which are all at weak scales v1,2. Diagonalizing these matrices, we get consistent masses for

u, d, c, s, t, and b as well as CKM matrix. Similarly, charged leptons gain suitable masses,

[me]ab = −heab
v2√

2
, (64)

analogous to the standard model.

The Lagrangian that generates tree-level masses for neutral fermions contains,

L ⊃ tabl̄aLχNbR + hNabN̄aLχ3NbR −
1

2
µabN̄

c
aRNbR +H.c. (65)

The last two terms supply new lepton mass as

L ⊃ −1

2

(
N̄L N̄ c

R

) 0 m

mT µ

N c
L

NR

+H.c., (66)

where m = −hNw/
√

2, and family indices are suppressed for brevity. The new lepton N has

a Dirac mass m naturally given at w scale. Whereas, NR possesses a bare Majorana mass

µ, not protected by symmetry, since it is a singlet and has B − L = 0. Hence, µ may be

arbitrarily large, which is naturally taken at Λ scale. In other words, µ� w is appropriately

imposed. The above mass matrix obeys a seesaw form, such that

mNL ' −mµ−1mT ∼ w2/µ, mNR ' µ, (67)

while the NL-NR mixing is small and neglected. Since w ∼ TeV, we take µ ∼ Λ ∼ 100 TeV,

as expected. Therefore, we obtain mNL ∼ 10 GeV, while mNR ∼ 100 TeV.

The first term in (65) couples lepton doublets to the isopartners which are matter parity

odd, an inert scalar doublet χ and Majorana fermion singlets NR’s. This fully realizes a

scotogenic scheme for neutrino mass generation [62]. Indeed, the field χ couples to normal

Higgs doublets and singlet in the potential (31), collected as

V ⊃ µ̄2
3χ
†χ+ λ5(η†η)(χ†χ) + λ6(ρ†ρ)(χ†χ) + λ8(η†χ)(χ†η)

+λ9(ρ†χ)(χ†ρ) +
1

2
λ10[(η†χ)2 +H.c.] + λ23(χ∗3χ3)(χ†χ), (68)
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where the bare mass term of χ, i.e. µ̄3, is concerned as also included. When η, ρ, χ3 develop

the VEVs v1, v2, w respectively, the field

χ =

χ0
1

χ−2

 =

 1√
2
(R1 + iI1)

χ−2

 (69)

is separated in mass, such as

m2
R1

= µ̄2
3 +

λ5 + λ8 + λ10

2
v2

1 +
λ6

2
v2

2 +
λ23

2
w2, (70)

m2
I1

= µ̄2
3 +

λ5 + λ8 − λ10

2
v2

1 +
λ6

2
v2

2 +
λ23

2
w2, (71)

m2
χ2

= µ̄2
3 +

λ5

2
v2

1 +
λ6 + λ9

2
v2

2 +
λ23

2
w2. (72)

There exist R1-<(η3) mixing and I1-=(η3) mixing due to λ24,25 couplings. However, the

mixing effects are small, suppressed by (v1/w), which can be neglected. The physical fields

R1, I1, and χ2 obtain a mass naturally given at w scale. Especially, the R1 and I1 masses

are small separated by λ10 coupling, such as

m2
R1
−m2

I1
= λ10v

2
1 � m2

χ1
, (73)

where m2
χ1
≡ (m2

R1
+m2

I1
)/2 ' µ̄2

3 + (λ23/2)w2.

That said, the neutrino generation Lagrangian is given by

L ⊃ tab√
2
ν̄aL(R1 + iI1)NbR −

1

2
mNbRN

2
bR −

1

2
m2
R1
R2

1 −
1

2
m2
I1
I2

1 , (74)

where we assume the mass matrix mNR = diag(mN1R
,mN2R

,mN3R
) to be flavor diagonal, i.e.

NbR is a physical Majorana field by itself, without loss of generality. The neutrino mass is

induced by one-loop diagrams mediated by NR and R1/I1, as depicted in Fig. 2. Note that

in the gauge basis, the NR line is attached by Majorana mass term µab, while the R1/I1, i.e.

χ1, line is coupled to external η1 field via λ10 coupling, analogous to that in [62].

The neutrino mass matrix that is derived in form of L ⊃ −1
2
ν̄aL[mν ]abν

c
bL +H.c. reads

−i[mν ]abPR =

∫
d4p

(2π)4

(
i
tak√

2
PR

)
i

/p−mNkR

(
i
tbk√

2
PR

)
i

p2 −m2
R1

+

∫
d4p

(2π)4

(
− tak√

2
PR

)
i

/p−mNkR

(
− tbk√

2
PR

)
i

p2 −m2
I1

=
PR
2
taktbkmNkR

∫
d4p

(2π)4

m2
R1
−m2

I1

(p2 −m2
NkR

)(p2 −m2
R1

)(p2 −m2
I1

)
. (75)
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!L

R1, I1

NR

!L

FIG. 2. Dark isopartner contribution to neutrino mass.

Notice that the contributions of R1 and I1 have opposite signs because the product of two

neutrino vertices coupled to the real and imaginary parts of χ1 changes the sign. Hence, the

result depends on R1, I1 mass splitting for which the divergences according to each diagram

are cancelled out, matching the convergent integral (75). Given that x� y, z, one has∫
d4p

(2π)4

1

(p2 − x)(p2 − y)(p2 − z)
' i

16π2

y ln y/x− z ln z/x

x(y − z)
. (76)

Applying to this model for mNR � mR1,I1 , it gives rise to

[mν ]ab ' −
1

32π2

taktbk
mNkR

(
m2
R1

ln
m2
R1

m2
NkR

−m2
I1

ln
m2
I1

m2
NkR

)
' λ10

32π2

taktbkv
2
1

mNkR

(
ln
m2
NkR

m2
χ1

− 1

)
, (77)

where the last approximation uses the small mass splitting of R1, I1 in (73). The neutrino

mass is naturally small, as suppressed by the loop factor 1/32π2, the large scale mNR , and

the B − L violating coupling λ10 (notice that λ10 is also presented in the usual 3-3-1 model

and always conserves the matter parity). Indeed, taking λ10 ∼ 10−3, t ∼ 10−2, mNR ∼ 100

TeV, mχ1 ∼ TeV, and v1 ∼ 100 GeV, we have mν ∼ 0.1 eV, as expected.

Last, but not least, the above mechanism cannot work in the usual 3-3-1 model since χ0
1 is

a Goldstone boson, eaten by the corresponding gauge boson U0. Since the gauge interaction

of scalar field that induces a gauge boson mass always conserves CP, the field like U0 cannot

be separated in mass. Thus, the contribution of U0 to neutrino mass via a diagram similar

to Fig. 2 by replacing χ1 by U and NR by NL vanish, which is unlike a model in [63]. We

call the reader’s attention to recent scotogenic approaches in the 3-3-1-1 model [64–66].
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V. DARK MATTER STABILITY: SEESAW SETUP

The present model predicts the lightest state of NaL, denoted NL, to be the lightest

dark isopartner—the unique candidate for dark matter. Indeed, this candidate is naturally

stabilized by the matter parity P and the seesaw mechanism in (66), as given. The other

dark isopartners, say χ0
1, χ−2 , η0

3, ρ+
3 , and Ja, all have a mass at (i.e., proportional to) w

scale, while NaR like the vector doublet (U, V ) and the Higgs octet S all possess a mass at

Λ scale. The seesaw mechanism makes the NL mass ∼ w2/Λ naturally (far) below w scale,

i.e. setting NL to be the lightest dark isopartner. Hence, contrary to the scotogenic setup,

the present model predicts the light seesaw partner NL of the heavy scotogenic field NR to

be dark matter. Additionally, this setup differs from the usual 3-3-1 model for which several

candidates for dark matter are viable.

NL

N c
L

!3

e

ec

NL

N c
L

Z !
f

f c

FIG. 3. Dark matter annihilation to normal matter, where e denotes charged leptons while f

indicates usual leptons and quarks (except top quark).

The field NL annihilates to charged leptons via t-channel diagrams exchanged by ρ±3 as

well as to ordinary fermions (except top quark) via s-channel diagrams through Z ′ portal,

as depicted in Fig. 3, which sets NL relic density. The t-channel diagrams are governed

the Yukawa couplings zabN̄aLρ
+
3 ebR +H.c. as in the Yukawa Lagrangian, while the t-channel

diagrams are set by the Z ′ couplings to fermions, such as

gZ
′

V (f) =
sW
sθcθ

[
s2
θT3(fL)− 1√

3
T8(fL)− 2s2

θQ(f)

]
, (78)

gZ
′

A (f) =
sW
sθcθ

[
s2
θT3(fL)− 1√

3
T8(fL)

]
, (79)

which are explicitly collected in Tab. III. Here note that the Z-Z ′ mixing effect is small and

neglected. If the s-channel diagrams either contribute equivalently to or dominate over the
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f gZ
′

V (f) gZ
′

A (f)

νa
sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 + s2
θ

)
sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 + s2
θ

)
ea

sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 + 3s2
θ

)
sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 − s
2
θ

)
uα

sW
s2θ

(
1
3 −

5
3s

2
θ

)
sW
s2θ

(
1
3 + s2

θ

)
u3

sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 −
5
3s

2
θ

)
sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 + s2
θ

)
dα

sW
s2θ

(
1
3 + 1

3s
2
θ

)
sW
s2θ

(
1
3 − s

2
θ

)
d3

sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 + 1
3s

2
θ

)
sW
s2θ

(
−1

3 − s
2
θ

)
Na

sW
3sθcθ

sW
3sθcθ

TABLE III. Couplings of Z ′ to fermions.

t-channel diagrams, this yields an annihilation cross-section proportional to

〈σv〉s ∼
g4

16πc4
W

m2
NL

m4
Z′
'
(
mNL

mZ′

)2

×
(

1.5 TeV

mZ′

)2

× 1 pb, (80)

which is much smaller than the experimental value 〈σv〉 ' 1 pb, because of mNL � mZ′ .

Therefore, the expected annihilation cross-section must be dominated by the t-channel dia-

grams (necessarily enhanced by the z coupling), computed as

〈σv〉 =

∑
i,j |z∗1iz1j|2

8π

m2
NL

m4
ρ3

'
(∑

i |z1i|2

4π

)2

×
( mNL

10 GeV

)2

×
(

700 GeV

mρ3

)4

× 1 pb, (81)

where the dark matterNL, assumed asN1L for brevity, is heavier than charged leptons ei/j, so

the charged lepton masses are omitted. The dark matter relic density Ωh2 ' 0.1 pb/〈σv〉 '

0.11 [61] is explained, given that
∑

i |z1i|2/4π ∼ 1, mρ3 ∼ 700 GeV, with the dark matter

mass mNL ∼ 10 GeV as implied by the seesaw mechanism. Although the Z ′ portal that

drives the s-channel annihilation does not contribute to the dark matter abundance, it may

mark a direct dark matter detection signal, as interpreted hereafter.

Since NL is a Majorana field, it only scatters with quarks in direct detection experiment

through spin-dependent (SD) effective interaction induced by Z ′ similar to the right diagram

in Fig. 3 for f = q, such as

Leff ⊃
g2

4c2
Wm

2
Z′

[gZ
′

A (N)gZ
′

A (q)]2(N̄γµγ5N)(q̄γµγ5q), (82)
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where N ≡ NL +N c
L and the couplings gZ

′
A (f) for f = N, q have been given in Tab. III. We

obtain the SD cross-section describing the scatter of N with a target neutron (n),

σSD
NL

=
3g4

4πc4
W

m2
n

m4
Z′

[gZ
′

A (N)]2[gZ
′

A (u)λnu + gZ
′

A (d)(λnd + λns )]2, (83)

where the fractional quark-spin coefficients for neutron are λnu = −0.42, λnd = 0.85, and

λns = −0.88 [67]. The scatter with proton gives a similar bound and is not considered.

We take s2
W = 0.231, α = g2s2

W/4π = 1/128, andmn = 1 GeV, as usual. In Fig. 4, we plot

the SD cross-section as a function of Z ′ mass according to |sθ| = 0.35, 0.5, and 0.9, where the

first two values have previously been given, while the last one allows us examining a limit.

It is clear that this model predicts the dark matter signal strength in direct detection safely

below the current bounds ∼ 10−41 cm2 for mNL ∼ 10 GeV from various experiments [68],

even for large |sθ| and Z ′ mass beyond the weak scale. The SD cross-section reaches the

experiment bound when |sθ| → 1 (compared to a similar issue concerning the W -mass

anomaly and the EWPT Z-Z ′ mixing discussed above), which requires a large g, g1 coupling

splitting such as g1 = 0.316g, which is not signified as needing a study of the RGE, a task

out of the scope of this work.
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FIG. 4. SD cross-section of dark matter NL with neutron plotted as function of mZ′ according to

the fixed values of |sθ|.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have argued that there are two new physics phases associated with the 3-3-1 model,

the 3-3-1 phase governed by a Higgs octet and the family-dependent abelian phase set by a

Higgs singlet. This argument is valid for the 3-3-1 model with a high Landau pole like the

3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos considered in this work, while it is hard applying

to the minimal 3-3-1 model, which has a Landau pole around 4–5 TeV.3

Given that the Higgs octet VEV is much bigger than that of the Higgs singlet, the 3-

3-1 phase is decoupled and imprinted at low energy being only a conserved matter parity.

This matter parity may originate from a 3-3-1-1 symmetry as discussed in the paper or

an alternative unification, which is left for a further study.4 This work simply supposes

the matter parity working, neglecting its origin as well as any constraint from the more

fundamental theory (if any).

Contrary to the usual 3-3-1 model studied at TeV scale as well as the scotogenic setup, the

family-dependent abelian model instead yields compelling results for the W -mass anomaly,

neutrino mass, and dark matter. Indeed, the W -mass measured signals a Z-Z ′ mixing appro-

priate to the EWPT. The neutrino mass is induced by a scotogenic mechanism, naturally

working due to the matter parity and isopartner presence. The model predicts a unique

dark matter candidate, the light seesaw partner of the scotogenic Majorana field NR. The

family-dependent abelian phase is predicted at TeV scale and the large SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)T8

coupling-splitting is preferred.
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Abstract
Strange particles being produced only during high-energy collisions carry important information
regarding collision dynamics. Recent results of the ALICE Collaboration on strangeness enhancement
in high-multiplicity p+p collisions have pointed out the importance of rope hadronization in high-
energy nucleon-nucleon collisions. With the help of the PYTHIA8 model, we made an attempt to discuss
the strange particle production in high-energy p+p collisions at the LHC energy in the light of different
color reconnection models and rope hadronization mechanism. The effect of color reconnection ranges
on different observables is also discussed. The integrated yield of strange hadrons and bayon-to-meson
ratios as a function charged particle multiplicity in p+p collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV, is well described

by the hadronization mechanism of color ropes together with QCD-based color reconnections scheme.
The average transverse momentum, 〈pT〉, and its hardening as a function of 〈dN/dy〉 are explained
by MPI-based color reconnection mechanism with a reconnection range, RR = 3.6, whereas it is
underestimated by the rope hadronization model.

Keywords: p+p collisions; high-multiplicity; PYTHIA8; rope hadronization; color reconnection; reconnection
range

1 Introduction
Observables measured in high nucleus-nucleus
(A+A) collisions suggested the formation of decon-
fined hot and dense matter known as Quark-Gluon
Plasma (QGP) [1]. Collective flow is one of the
characteristic features of this hot and dense fireball
of strongly interacting matter where the pro-
duced matter after achieving thermal equilibrium,
expands collectively with an average flow veloc-
ity equal for each particle species. The collective
flow phenomena are expected to produce a mass
ordering of the mean transverse momentum, 〈pT〉,

for the produced particles, which in fact is seen in
nucleus-nucleus collisions as reported by various
heavy-ion collision experiments at the RHIC and
the LHC [2–6]. Of late, the heavy-ion physics com-
munity has been fascinated by the observation of
unexpected collective behavior in high-multiplicity
(HM) p+p collisions. The heavy-ion-like collective
behavior is reflected in the ridge-like structure on
the near side of two-particle correlations observed
by the CMS, the ATLAS, and the ALICE collabo-
ration at the LHC [7–9]. This ridge-like structure
is believed to be caused by long-range correlations
in particle production. The heavy-ion-like effect is
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also seen in the strangeness sector. Strange par-
ticles are believed to be the messengers of the
initial stage of the collision since they are produced
only during collisions. The enhancement of strange
particles in nucleus-nucleus collisions with respect
to baseline p+p collisions is known to be one of
the traditional signatures of the formation of the
QGP [10]. Enhanced production of strange hadrons
has also been reported in HM p+p collisions by
the ALICE Collaboration [11]. The observation of
strange quark ordering in the strangeness enhance-
ment pattern in HM p+p collisions is seen to be in
line with the heavy-ion collisions data as reported
by various experiments at the SPS, the RHIC, and
the LHC [12–21]. Currently, it is quite unclear if
the creation of QGP droplets or other non-QGP
effects in small systems is responsible for such
heavy-ion-like collective behavior. The PYTHIA8
model with a non-QGP effect such as the color
reconnection (CR) mechanism in which the pro-
duced strings in multiple parton interactions (MPI)
are connected through their color charges and has
to some extent, been able to explain the central-
ity dependent average transverse momentum, 〈pT〉,
for charged particles at the LHC energies [22–25].
The effect of the color reconnection range on the
magnitude of mean transverse momentum, 〈pT〉,
of kaons and protons have been reported recently
in Ref. [26], where the reconnection range, RR =
3.6, is found to describe the experimental data in
p+p collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV. Although PYTHIA8

Monash could not explain the strange baryon multi-
plicity and the observed strangeness enhancement,
the incorporation of the color rope formation mech-
anism in the PYTHIA8 model is able to explain the
strangeness enhancement data in p+p collisions at
the LHC energies [27–32]. It is, therefore, interest-
ing to see whether the production of color ropes
has any sizeable effect on other observables such
as mean transverse momentum, 〈pT〉. In the fol-
lowing contribution, an attempt has been made to
study the effect of color reconnection ranges on the
strange particle dynamics in p+p collisions at

√
s =

13 TeV. The effect of various CR schemes and color
rope formation mechanisms on strange (K0

s and Λ)
and multi-strange hadrons (Ξ and Ω) production
in PYTHIA8 are also discussed and compared with
the available experimental data.

The paper is structured as follows. A detailed
description of PYTHIA8 event generator is discussed

in Section 2. In Section 3, the event generation
and analysis methodologies are described. The
multiplicity dependent integrated yield 〈dN/dy〉,
average transverse momentum 〈pT〉, and the
baryon-to-meson ratios for strange hadrons are pre-
sented in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we will
summarize the important outcomes of the present
work.

2 The PYTHIA Model
PYTHIA8 is a widely used Monte Carlo event gen-
erator generally used for simulating p+p, e++e−,
and µ++µ− collisions at relativistic energies. It
is a pQCD-based model that incorporates factor-
ized perturbative expansion for the hard parton-
parton scattering, the initial and final state parton
showers, various models for hadronization, and
multiparton interactions [33]. In PYTHIA8, the
hadronization process is modeled via the Lund
string scheme [34, 35]. In this model, the massless
string is assumed to be formed due to the color
field existing between two interacting partons lead-
ing to linear confinement. As the string potential
energy increases, the partons start moving apart,
and hence the string breaks causing the production
of lighter parton pairs. These partons then undergo
interactions in the overlap region in hadronic col-
lisions. These constitute the MPI framework in
the PYTHIA8 model. One of the most important
features incorporated in PYTHIA8 is the CR mech-
anism, where the strings are rearranged between
partons in such a way that the total string length is
minimized. This mechanism is capable of explain-
ing a variety of heavy-ion-like effects observed in
p+p collisions [36–38]. Currently, three variants of
CR mechanisms are incorporated in the PYTHIA8
model. The default variant i.e. MPI-based mecha-
nism [39, 40] is based on the phenomenon in which
the partons of a lower-pT MPI system connect
with one in a higher-pT MPI system to reduce the
total string length. The next variant, known as the
QCD-based CR model [39], is the one where the
reconnection is allowed to happen based on QCD
color rules if and only if there is a reduction in the
total string length and the string potential energy.
The third variant of CR is based on the Gluon
move-based mechanism [41, 42] in which the par-
tons can be moved from one location to another to
reduce the total string length. The rope hadroniza-
tion model of PYTHIA8 is an extension of the Lund

2



string hadronization model. This model suggests
that several strings that are very close to each
other can fuse to form colored ropes. These color
ropes have a larger effective string tension, and
hence they fragment into more strange quarks and
diquarks. This fragmentation leads to enhanced
production of baryons and strange hadrons [42–
44]. Two mechanisms that are implemented in
rope hadronization to describe the interaction are
string shoving and flavor ropes. The string-shoving
model [42] allows the nearby strings to shove each
other with an interaction potential derived from
the color superconductor analogy. However, the
flavor ropes allow the formation of ropes between
strings overlapping in a dense environment, which
is hadronized with a larger effective string tension.

3 Event generation and
analysis details

PYTHIA 8.306 is used to generate 50 million inelas-
tic non-diffractive p+p collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV.

In the present analysis, we have used the PYTHIA8
Monash 2013 tune [45] with multipartonic inter-
actions (MPI) and color reconnection mechanisms
[39–42] (MPI-based CR and QCD-based CR) and
Rope Hadronization (RH) [42–44]. All the reso-
nances are allowed to decay except the ones used
in the current analysis. In this analysis, only those
events were selected for which at least one charged
particle is produced in the mid-rapidity range
|η| < 1. For the multiplicity estimation, charged
particles are measured in the acceptance of the
V0 detectors of the ALICE experiment, which has
pseudo-rapidity coverage of V0A (2.8 < η < 5.1)
and V0C (-3.7 < η < -1.7). These events are further
divided into ten V0 multiplicity (V0M) bins. How-
ever, the mean charged particle density, 〈dNch/dη〉
has been estimated at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.5). The
multiplicity classes and the corresponding charged
particle multiplicities used by the ALICE exper-
iment and the different mechanisms of PYTHIA8
are depicted in Table 1. It is noted that the aver-
age pseudo-rapidity density, 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5, of
primary charged particles is quite large when the
CR mechanism is not incorporated. This can be
explained from the fact that in the absence of
the CR mechanism, the individual particle inter-
actions are independent of each other [46] which

might result in an enhanced production of charged
particles.

4 Results and Discussion
In the present analysis, the study of strange
hadrons (K0

s, Λ, Ξ, and Ω) has been performed in
the mid-rapidity window (|y|< 0.5). To understand
the production mechanism of strange hadrons in
high-multiplicity p+p collisions, various observ-
ables, such as the pT-integrated yield, mean
transverse momentum 〈pT〉, particle ratio, etc.
as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5, are calculated
by employing different configurations of PYTHIA8
model and compared with the available data from
the ALICE experiment.

4.1 Integrated yields
Integrated yields, 〈dN/dy〉, of strange meson (K0

S)
and strange baryons (Λ, Ξ, and Ω) at mid-rapidity
are plotted as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5 as
shown in Fig. 1 for p+p collisions at

√
s = 13

TeV using the PYTHIA8 model. These results are
compared with the available experimental data
from the ALICE experiment at the LHC [47].
Fig. 1 displays the results from the PYTHIA8 model
with MPI-based CR mechanism for various color
reconnection ranges, RR = 1.8 and 3.6. For com-
parison, we have also shown the results for the
events without the CR mechanism. It can be clearly
seen from Fig. 1 that, except for the K0

s meson,
the MPI-based CR mechanism underestimates the
experimental data. The discrepancy increases with
increasing multiplicity as well as with the increase
in strange quark content. It can also be seen from
Fig. 1 that there is no significant effect of RR on
the integrated yield of strange hadrons.

In Fig. 2, multiplicity dependent 〈dN/dy〉 for
strange hadrons is shown for PYTHIA8Monash tune
(default), QCD-based CR mechanism, and rope
hadronization (RH). It is seen from Fig. 2 that the
PYTHIA8 Monash tune describes the 〈dN/dy〉 of
K0
s meson, whereas it underestimates the produc-

tion of strange baryons (Λ, Ξ, and Ω). However,
the QCD-based CR (RR = 1.8), which enables
the formation of junctions formed by joining the
three color lines, leading to enhanced production
of baryons, explains the yields of Λ but underesti-
mates multi-strange baryons. It also describes the
production of the K0

s meson. Furthermore, the RH

3



Table 1 Various V0M multiplicity classes and the corresponding average charged particle density (〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5) in
p+p collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV were used by the ALICE experiment [47] and different PYTHIA8 models.

Event
Classes

Centrality
(%)

〈dNch/dη〉

Experimental
Data

PYTHIA8 Model

No CR MPI-CR Scheme QCD-CR
Scheme RH

RR = 1.8 RR = 3.6

I 0.0-0.9 25.75 ± 0.40 42.713 ± 0.017 25.167 ± 0.014 22.859 ± 0.013 24.927 ± 0.014 23.846 ± 0.013
II 0.9-4.5 19.83 ± 0.30 33.011 ± 0.008 20.056 ± 0.006 18.381 ± 0.005 20.134 ± 0.006 19.341 ± 0.006
III 4.5-8.9 16.12 ± 0.24 25.798 ± 0.006 16.378 ± 0.005 15.107 ± 0.004 16.479 ± 0.005 15.830 ± 0.005
IV 8.9-13.5 13.76 ± 0.21 20.708 ± 0.005 13.780 ± 0.004 12.797 ± 0.004 13.828 ± 0.004 13.200 ± 0.004
V 13.5-18.0 12.06 ± 0.18 16.977 ± 0.005 11.770 ± 0.004 10.934 ± 0.004 11.774 ± 0.00 11.310 ± 0.004
VI 18.0-27.0 10.11 ± 0.15 12.712 ± 0.003 9.390 ± 0.002 8.722± 0.002 9.402 ± 0.002 9.199 ± 0.002
VII 27.0-36.1 8.07 ± 0.12 8.678 ± 0.002 6.966 ± 0.002 6.597 ± 0.002 7.016 ± 0.002 7.049 ± 0.002
VIII 36.1-45.3 6.48 ± 0.10 6.034 ± 0.002 5.182 ± 0.002 5.056 ± 0.002 5.271 ± 0.002 5.530 ± 0.002
IX 45.3-64.5 4.64 ± 0.07 3.583 ± 0.001 3.366 ± 0.001 3.379 ± 0.001 3.462 ± 0.001 3.921 ± 0.001
X 64.5-100.0 2.52 ± 0.04 1.799 ± 0.001 1.852 ± 0.001 1.862 ± 0.001 1.793 ± 0.001 1.956 ± 0.001

in combination with the QCD-based CR mecha-
nism explains the experimental data of K0

s, Ξ and
Ω whereas it clearly overestimates the yield of Λ
baryon with 〈dNch/dη〉 > 12.

4.2 Average transverse momentum
To shed light on the collective-like behavior in small
systems, a study has been performed where the mul-
tiplicity dependent average transverse momentum,
〈pT〉, of strange hadrons (K0

s, Λ, Ξ, and Ω) has been
calculated. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the 〈pT〉 of the
studied strange particles at mid-rapidity as a func-
tion 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5 in p+p collisions at

√
s = 13

TeV for different variants of the PYTHIA8 model
and compared with the available experimental data
from the ALICE experiment [47]. The increasing
trend of 〈pT〉 with multiplicity, as observed in both
PYTHIA8 and the ALICE data [47] is an outcome
of the hardening of pT-spectra with increasing mul-
tiplicity. It is important to note that the hardening
of 〈pT〉 is more pronounced in the case of heavier
particles. This mass-dependent hardening that has
also been observed in heavy-ion data [5, 6] is a
consequence of collective behavior.

It is clearly seen from Fig. 3 that the PYTHIA8
model without the CR mechanism is not at all able
to explain the measured 〈pT〉 by the ALICE exper-
iment for strange hadrons. On the other hand, the
inclusion of the MPI-based CR mechanism with RR
= 1.8 is still not able to describe the ALICE data.
But the description is better than the no-CR sce-
nario. The discrepancy with the experimental data
increases as one moves towards the hadrons with
higher strangeness content. One can see that the
MPI-based CR model with RR = 3.6 can describe

the experimental data for almost all multiplicity
ranges. However, the model slightly overestimates
〈pT〉 of K0

s meson and Ξ baryon for higher multi-
plicity, whereas it underestimates the Ω baryon for
the lowest multiplicity bin.

Fig. 4 depicts the multiplicity dependent 〈pT〉 of
strange hadrons for the PYTHIA8 Monash tune,
QCD-based CR and RH models and compares
them with the ALICE data. Although all the
variants of the PYTHIA8 model were found to under-
estimate the experimental data, the Monash tune
provided a comparatively better description of the
data. It can further be seen from the figure that the
deviation from experimental data increases with
the increasing strange quark content of hadrons.
It is interesting to note that the RH model that
explains the integrated yields of strange strange
hadrons totally fails to explain the multiplicity
dependent 〈pT〉. The above results can be explained
by the fact that in the RH model, due to higher
effective string tension, a large number of quarks
and di-quarks are produced leading to enhanced
production of strange hadrons. The energy for
the particle production is, therefore, redistributed
resulting in more hadrons with lower transverse
momentum. Thus, the 〈pT〉 will be shifted towards
lower values for the RH model.

4.3 Particle ratios
To study the enhanced production of strange
hadrons in small systems as reported by the
ALICE experiment [11], the ratio of yields of
strange hadrons (K0

s, Λ, Ξ, and Ω) with respect
to non-strange particles (π++π−) within the same
acceptance has been estimated. In Fig. 5 (left) these
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Fig. 1 Integrated yield of K0
s meson, Λ, Ξ and Ω baryons at mid-rapidity as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5 in p+p collisions

at
√
s = 13 TeV using PYTHIA8 MPI-based CR mode for various RR. The results are compared with the integrated yield

measured by the ALICE experiment [47].

ratios are plotted as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5

by using the PYTHIA8model with different values of
RR and compared with the results from the ALICE
experiment [48]. It can clearly be seen from this
figure that the PYTHIA8 model with MPI-based CR
mechanism having different RR underestimates the
ALICE data except for K0

s/π ratio. The discrep-
ancy between the experimental data and model

calculation increases with the increase of strange
quark content of hadrons.

Further, to gain more insight into the strange
particle production, the multiplicity dependent
strange-to-non-strange particles ratio has been cal-
culated and plotted in Fig. 5 (right) for different
variants of PYTHIA8 model such as the PYTHIA8
Monash tune, QCD-based CR and RH model and
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Fig. 2 A multiplicity dependent 〈dN/dy〉 of K0
s meson, Λ, Ξ and Ω baryons at mid-rapidity in p+p collisions at

√
s = 13

TeV using PYTHIA8 QCD-based CR and RH at RR = 1.8. The results are compared with the integrated yield measured by
the ALICE experiment [47].

compared with the ALICE data [48]. PYTHIA8
Monash tune clearly underestimates the experimen-
tal data for strange hadrons except for K0

s/π. The
strange baryons (Λ, Ξ and Ω) to pion ratios esti-
mated using PYTHIA8 QCD-based CR model also
underestimates the ALICE data except for Λ/π
and K0

s/π ratios. On the other hand, the model
based on the mechanism of the rope formations

reproduces the ALICE data for all the studied par-
ticle ratios. However, there is a slight disagreement
between the experimental data and PYTHIA8 RH
model at higher multiplicities for Λ/π and Ω/π
ratios. This discrepancy in Λ/π and Ω/π ratios can
be attributed to the higher production of Λ baryons
and lower yield of the pions at higher multiplicities
respectively in the RH scenario.
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Fig. 3 An average transverse momentum, 〈pT〉, distribution of K0
s meson, Λ, Ξ, and Ω baryons at mid-rapidity as a function

of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5 in p+p collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV using PYTHIA8 MPI-based CR mode for various RR and are compared

with the results of the ALICE experiment [47].

We have also estimated the ratio of yields of strange
baryons with respect to strange meson (K0

s) using
the various models of PYTHIA8. These ratios are
plotted as a function of charged particle multiplic-
ity and their comparison with the ALICE data
is shown in Fig. 6. One can observe from Fig. 6
(left) that the PYTHIA8 model with MPI-based CR
mechanism is not at all explaining the experimen-
tal data of Λ/K0

s, Ξ/K0
s and Ω/K0

s ratios. The

incorporation of the QCD-based CR mechanism
though improved the situation due to the produc-
tion of more baryons still could not able to explain
the experimental data. However, the QCD-based
CR model is able to describe the measured value
of Λ/K0

s ratio [47]. Furthermore, the inclusion of
color ropes to the QCD-based CR very well repro-
duces the ratio of yield of multi-strange baryons
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Fig. 4 A multiplicity dependent average transverse momentum, 〈pT〉, distribution of K0
s meson, Λ, Ξ and Ω baryons at

mid-rapidity as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5 in p+p collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV using PYTHIA8 QCD-based CR and RH at

RR = 1.8 is compared with the results of the ALICE experiment [47].

(Ξ and Ω) to yield of K0
s. This quantitative descrip-

tion by the RH model can be attributed due to
the enhanced production of strange quarks and di-
quarks, which leads to the enhanced production of
multi-strange baryons. It is to be noted that the
rope formation mechanism overestimates the Λ/K0

s

ratio. This observation can be explained by the fact
that the color rope formation overestimates the Λ
baryon production as already shown in Fig. 2.

5 Summary and Conclusion
A comprehensive study has been performed to
have a better understanding of strange parti-
cle production in p+p collision at LHC energy.
The PYTHIA8 model with different physics mecha-
nisms has been employed to study the multiplicity
dependent 〈dN/dy〉, 〈pT〉, and the ratio of strange
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Fig. 5 The ratio of yield of baryon (K0
s, Λ, Ξ and Ω)-to-pion (π+ + π−) at mid-rapidity as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉|η|=0.5

in p+p collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV using different variants of PYTHIA8 model and compared with the results of the ALICE

experiment [47].

hadrons to mesons and compared with the avail-
able experimental data. The multiplicity dependent
〈dN/dy〉 for K0

s can be nicely explained by the MPI-
based color reconnection mechanism in PYTHIA8.
However, it underestimates the production of
strange baryons (Λ, Ξ, and Ω). The disagreement
with experimental data increases with increasing
strange quark content. Furthermore, the reconnec-
tion range played no significant role as far as the
yield of strange particles is concerned. However,
the QCD-based CR model, which incorporates
the junction topology, poorly describes the inte-
grated yield of multi-strange baryons (Ξ and Ω) but
can describe the 〈dN/dy〉 of strange hadrons (K0

s

and Λ) containing single strange quarks. Moreover,
the rope hadronization model very well explains
the multi-strange baryons and K0

s production bar-
ring the integrated yield of Λ baryon at high
multiplicity.

The mass-dependent hardening effect of the 〈pT〉
which is believed to be the signature of collective
behavior, as already reported for small systems
at LHC energies, is observed in the current study
performed on strange hadrons using the PYTHIA
model. One can observe that the QCD-based CR
and RH mechanism of PYTHIA8 can not reproduce
the multiplicity dependent 〈pT〉. A slightly better
description of experimental data has been provided
by the MPI-based CR mechanism with RR = 1.8
(Monash tune). However, the MPI-based CR mech-
anism with RR = 3.6 shows a good agreement with
the experimental data for strange hadrons. The
magnitude of the RR in the CR mechanism plays
a very important role in explaining the collective
behavior of the produced particles and can mimic
the effects as observed in heavy-ion collisions.

The PYTHIA8 model having the rope formation
mechanism can give the best description of hadron-
to-pion ratios as a function of 〈dNch/dη〉. However,
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Fig. 6 The multiplicity dependent baryon (Λ, Ξ and Ω)-to-meson(K0
s) ratios at mid-rapidity in p+p collisions at

√
s = 13

TeV using various mechanisms of PYTHIA8 model and compared with the ALICE data [47]. It is to be noted that for this
particular case, Λ contains no contribution from Λ̄ baryons.

it overestimates the Ω/π ratio at higher multi-
plicities which may be due to the production
of less number of pions at higher multiplicities
by the rope hadronization model. The PYTHIA8
rope hadronization mechanism also mimics the
multiplicity-dependent strange baryons to K0

s

meson ratio as observed in ALICE. The ratio, on
the other hand, estimated by other variants of
PYTHIA8 model underestimates the experimental
data.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the
present study,

• MPI-based CR mechanism with RR = 3.6 can
describe the experimental data on multiplicity-
dependent 〈pT〉 of strange hadrons.

• QCD-based CR mechanism with rope hadroniza-
tion mechanism can explain the integrated yield
of strange particles and bayon-to-meson ratios.
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• The PYTHIA8model, therefore, in general, cannot
give a simultaneous and quantitative description
of both the strangeness enhancement and collec-
tivity for strange particles in p+p collisions.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to
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Abstract

The gravitational positivity bound gives quantitative “swampland” constraints on low-
energy effective theories inside theories of quantum gravity. We give a comprehensive dis-
cussion of this bound for those interested in applications to phenomenological model building.
We present a practical recipe for deriving the bound, and discuss subtleties relevant for realis-
tic models. As an illustration, we study the positivity bound on the scattering of the massive
gauge bosons in the Higgs/Stückelberg mechanism. Under certain assumptions on gravitational
amplitudes at high energy, we obtain a lower bound mV & Λ2

UV/gMPl on the gauge boson mass
mV , where g is the coupling constant of the gauge field, MPl is the reduced Planck mass and
ΛUV is the ultraviolet cutoff of the effective field theory. This bound can strongly constrain
new physics models involving a massive gauge boson.
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1 Introduction

It is one of the outstanding questions in present-day physics to uncover the origin and the identity of
the dark matter (DM). More broadly we are interested in the search for the dark sector containing
DM, or any physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM).

Traditionally, dark sectors have been analyzed in the framework of low-energy Effective Field
Theories (EFTs), where the effects of the dark sector have been incorporated by small couplings of
the dark sector to particles of the Standard Model (SM). It is often the case that such couplings
are severely constrained by experiments/observations, leading to very small (absolute) values of pa-
rameters. While certain fine-tunings are needed, the dominant attitude has been that such small
parameters are well-tolerated in the EFTs, as long as such small parameters are technically natu-
ral [1]. This raises a fundamental problem for dark-sector searches: while we can keep eliminating
parameter spaces for dark-sector-SM couplings, there is in principle no lower bound on their size,
and it seems that we can never exclude a “nightmare” scenario where the dark sector interacts with
the SM sector only through gravitational interactions.

The situation is different, however, once we impose an extra condition that the Infrared (IR) low-
energy EFT has a consistent ultraviolet (UV) completion with gravity. There has been mounting
evidence recently that there are necessary conditions for a low-energy EFT to have a consistent
UV completion, and such conditions are often called swampland constraints in the literature [2, 3].
One way to obtain such constraints is to invoke the so-called positivity constraints on scattering
amplitudes at low energy. The positivity constraints are well established in non-gravitational theories
and their application to the EFT of the Standard Model and cosmology has long been discussed:
see [4–7] for early references on QCD. For more recent developments, see e.g. [8], a review article
[9] and references therein. The advantage of this method is that we can derive an infinite set of
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� �
0. Write down the (renormalizable) Lagrangian of your model, couple the model to gravity,

and consider a 2→ 2 scattering process AB → AB.

1. Compute the amplitude Mnon-grav of diagrams without gravity:

iMnon-grav(s, t) =

A A

B B

+ · · · ,

and Mgrav,t-channel of graviton t-channel diagrams:

iMgrav,t-channel(s, t) =
A A

B B

h + · · · .

2. Compute Bnon-grav:

Bnon-grav(Λ) =
4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2

ds
ImMnon-grav(s, t = 0)

(s−m2
A −m2

B)
3 .

3. Compute series expansion of Mgrav,t-channel around t = 0 and s = m2
A + m2

B, and extract
Bgrav from the coefficient of t0(s−m2

A −m2
B)2.

4. Compute B(Λ) = Bnon-grav(Λ) +Bgrav(Λ) and check its positivity.� �
Figure 1: Workflow to get the gravitational positivity bound (scalar case).

inequalities on the EFT couplings by minimal assumptions on the scattering amplitudes such as
unitarity, analyticity, and locality, without relying too much on the details of the UV completion.

It is challenging to derive positivity bounds in the presence of gravity because scattering ampli-
tudes of quantum gravity are less understood in general. If one can derive such bounds, however,
the bounds will be understood as the swampland conditions on a given EFT. There are various
attempts to formulate positivity bounds in the presence of gravity: see e.g., [10–23].

In this paper, we discuss a particular version of positivity bounds with gravitational effects
included [14]. Interestingly, the effect of gravity modifies the positivity bound, and in some cases
strengthens it. While the effects of gravity are suppressed by the powers of the Planck scale, gravity
can still change the conclusions dramatically since we are interested in small couplings in dark sectors.
Indeed, it has been known that if the gravitational positivity bound is applied to the matter-matter
scatterings at loop level in D = 4 dimensions, we obtain nontrivial constrains on the spectrum and
renormalizable couplings of light particles well below the Planck scale [16, 24–29].

The gravitational positivity bound sometimes gives a lower bound on the size of the dark sector
couplings. When combined with upper bounds from observations, one can then in principle exclude
some dark sector models. The gravitational positivity bound relies on some assumptions of the
UV theory and hence can be violated in observations. This, however, inevitably implies a violation
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of some well-defined fundamental assumptions of the UV theories, and hence we can derive sharp
constraints of UV physics from the experiments of IR physics.

It is an interesting question to systematically apply the gravitational positivity bounds to vari-
ous BSM models. It is fair to say, however, that a systematic application of gravitational positivity
bounds for BSM physics remains mostly unexplored. Moreover, there are important unsolved prob-
lems whose solutions are required for such analysis, as we will see below.

The goal of this paper is to make the gravitational positivity bound more accessible to a broader
audience of phenomenologists interested in BSM physics. In Fig. 1, we show the procedures to obtain
the gravitational positivity bound for scalar fields. For this purpose, we list a concrete recipe for
deriving gravitational positivity bounds for a given EFT, and list some fine prints in such discussions.
We next illustrate the power and limitations of the bounds in the concrete example of a massive
dark U(1) gauge boson (dark photon). We will find that the resulting bound is impressively strong,
however, for applications for realistic models, there are some theoretical subtleties that need to be
addressed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we summarize the gravitational positivity
bound for non-experts. In Sec. 3 we present a practical recipe for deriving the gravitational positivity
bound. As a concrete illustration of our procedure, we write down the gravitational positivity bound
for a massive U(1) gauge boson in Sec. 4. We will find that the resulting bound is very strong and
rules out many parameter spaces. One should note, however, that there are important subtleties for
realistic model building, as we will discuss further in Sec. 5. The final section (Sec. 6) is devoted
to conclusions and discussions. We included an appendix for gravitational contributions beyond
graviton t-channel exchange.

2 Gravitational Positivity Bounds

In this section we summarize the gravitational positivity bounds of [14]. To make the presentation
friendly to non-experts, we outline the basic assumptions, definitions of quantities to be computed,
bounds, and their interpretations, and leave their derivations to original references. We begin with
the non-gravitational case and then include gravity. We will close with some remarks needed for
applications to realistic phenomenological model building.

2.1 Positivity Bounds without Gravity

Positivity bounds are formulated in terms of scattering amplitudes. For technical simplicity, this
subsection focuses on scalar scattering amplitudes in gapped theories.

Assumptions. Consider an s-u symmetric scattering amplitude M(s, t) of AB → AB type in a
given low-energy EFT, where s, t, u are the standard Mandelstam variables that satisfy s+ t+ u =
2(m2

A + m2
B), and mA and mB are the masses of the external particles A and B, respectively. We

assume that the forward amplitude M(s, t = 0) evaluated in the would-be UV complete theory
satisfies the following properties:

1. Analyticity: The amplitude M(s, t = 0) is analytic on the physical sheet1 of the complex

1There are in general unstable resonances, whose associated poles are however located in other sheets in the
complex s-plane.
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s-plane except for poles and discontinuities on the real axis required by unitarity.

2. Unitarity: The imaginary part is non-negative, i.e., ImM(s, t = 0) ≥ 0.

3. s2-boundedness: The amplitude is bounded by s2 at high energy, i.e., lim
|s|→∞

M(s, 0)/s2 =

0. This third condition is guaranteed in local quantum field theories thanks to the Froissart
bound [30, 31] and the Phragmén-Lindelöf theorem.

Positivity bounds. The aforementioned three properties imply an infinite set of consistency
relations among scattering amplitudes evaluated at the UV and IR. Let us define

a2n :=

[
∂2nM(s, t = 0)

∂s2n

]
s=m2

A+m2
B

(n = 1, 2, . . .) . (2.1)

Then, the following dispersion relation holds from the analyticity and s2-boundedness of the ampli-
tude:

a2n =
2 · (2n)!

π

∫ ∞
m2

th

ds
ImM(s, t = 0)

(s−m2
A −m2

B)2n+1
(n = 1, 2, . . .) , (2.2)

where mth is the threshold energy, i.e., the mass of the lightest intermediate state. Note that
the relation for n = 0 does not follow under the present assumptions, which requires a stronger
assumption that the amplitude is bounded by s0 at high energy.

The EFT is defined with a UV cutoff which we denote by ΛUV. The actual cutoff of the EFT,
namely the scale of new physics, is unknown from the low-energy perspective. We thus introduce a
reference scale Λ below which the EFT is assumed to be valid, i.e., Λ is assumed to satisfy Λ < ΛUV.

Let us define2 [35–37]

B2n(Λ) := a2n −
2 · (2n)!

π

∫ Λ2

m2
th

ds
ImM(s, t = 0)

(s−m2
A −m2

B)2n+1
(n = 1, 2, . . .) . (2.3)

We emphasize that B2n(Λ) is defined in terms of the amplitude at the IR scale below Λ, and therefore
it is calculable within the EFT. Then, the dispersion relation (2.2) implies

B2n(Λ) =
2 · (2n)!

π

∫ ∞
Λ2

ds
ImM(s, t = 0)

(s−m2
A −m2

B)2n+1
(n = 1, 2, . . .) , (2.4)

which provides a consistency relation between the IR physics below Λ (LHS) and the UV physics
above Λ (RHS). Furthermore, unitarity implies that the RHS is non-negative, so that

B2n(Λ) ≥ 0 for all Λ such that Λ < ΛUV (n = 1, 2, . . .) . (2.5)

These bounds are called the positivity bounds. Note that B2n(Λ) is a monotonically non-increasing
function of Λ because the integrand in (2.3) is positive. The typical behavior is shown in Fig. 2.
When the bounds (2.5) are satisfied at a certain scale, they also hold at any scale below it. The
positivity bound (2.5) is thus stronger for larger Λ.

2In general, we can have m2
th < m2

A +m2
B and branch cuts can run on the entire real s-axis. The definitions (2.1)

and (2.3) may become ill-defined. In such a case, B2n(Λ) should be defined through “arcs” of [32, 33] (see also [34]).
B2n(Λ) defined in this way agree with (2.3) [or (2.7)] when branch cuts do not run on the entire real s-axis, according
to the Cauchy integral theorem.
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B2n(!)

!0 !*

UV completion!

!UV

Figure 2: The expression (2.3) of B2n(Λ) is a monotonically non-increasing function as a function
of Λ, and crosses zero at the scale Λ = Λ∗. For a well-defined UV completion, we need B2n(Λ) ≥ 0,
which defines an upper bound Λ∗ on the scale Λ.

Interpretations. In a given EFT, one can compute the forward amplitude and evaluate B2n(Λ)
defined in Eq. (2.3) in terms of parameters of the EFT and a scale Λ. The positivity bounds (2.5)
then provide certain inequalities among the EFT couplings and Λ, leading to two complementary
interpretations:

1. Bounds on EFT couplings.
Suppose that the low-energy EFT describes a system below an energy scale E. We can then
identify Λ with the energy scale of interest E to find the bounds on the EFT couplings. These
are the necessary conditions for the EFT to have a standard UV completion and be valid below
the scale E = Λ. (In here we are agnostic on the value of the cutoff scale ΛUV.)

2. Bounds on the UV cutoff.
In some cases, one may want to assume certain values of the EFT couplings—for example,
coupling constants are already fixed by experiments or they need to take certain values for
phenomenological purposes (e.g., so that they can be searched in a particular experiment).
One can then ask up to which scale the EFT can be valid, i.e., at which scale the new physics
comes in. As shown in Fig. 2, B2n(Λ) may become negative at some energy scale Λ∗, in which
case we can derive an upper bound ΛUV < Λ∗ on the UV cutoff of the EFT.

The condition (2.5) is based on the assumptions on UV, but care must be taken to ensure because
we do not know the UV theory. If a violation of the inequality (2.5) is observed in the experiment,
it may indicate a violation of the original assumptions. In this sense, we can also use the positivity
bounds (2.5) to probe UV from IR.

2.2 Positivity Bounds with Gravity

We next explain how the positivity bounds are extended to theories with gravity. The main new
ingredient is that the t-channel graviton exchange contributes a new singularity to the low-energy

5



E0
MPl!QG!

Regge towerEFT particles UV states (if any)

Figure 3: Typical scenario: a UV completion of gravity is achieved well below the Planck scale by
an infinite tower of higher-spin states (Regge tower). There may also exist new UV states beyond
the EFT that are described within QFT model building and that are not directly related to the UV
completion of gravity.

scattering amplitudes as ∼ −s2/(M2
Plt) (MPl ' 2.4× 1018 GeV being the reduced Planck mass), in-

validating the definition (2.1) of a2 and hence the positivity argument for B2(Λ).3 In this subsection,
we summarize how the positivity bounds are formulated in the presence of gravity.

Assumptions. The basic assumptions are the same as before, namely analyticity, unitarity, and
the s2-boundedness lim

|s|→∞

∣∣M(s, t)/s2
∣∣ = 0 for small negative t.

While the argument below can be applied to any UV complete theory with these three properties,
a typical candidate of such a UV completion is a perturbative string theory with a particle spectrum
as shown in Fig. 3.

Gravitational positivity bounds. We define a2 by subtracting the graviton t-pole from the
amplitude and taking the forward limit as4

a2 := lim
t→−0

[
∂2M(s, t)

∂s2
+

2

M2
Plt

]
s=m2

A+m2
B

. (2.6)

With a2 defined in this manner, we introduce

B(Λ) := a2 −
4

π

∫ Λ2

m2
th

ds
ImM(s, t = 0)

(s−m2
A −m2

B)
3 . (2.7)

Here and in what follows we suppress the subscript 2 of B2(Λ) for notational simplicity. The
dispersion relation (2.4) is then modified as

B(Λ) = lim
t→−0

[
2

M2
Plt

+
4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2

ds
ImM(s, t)(

s+ t
2
−m2

A −m2
B

)3

]
. (2.8)

Due to the first term in the square bracket (which is negative for t < 0), the sign of B(Λ) is
undetermined. However, one can show that the positivity of B(Λ) holds at least approximately.

3Note that the positivity argument for B2n (n = 2, 3, . . .) is unchanged. In the following, we focus on B2.
4For simplicity, we focus on the amplitude up to O(M−2

Pl ) and only subtract the graviton t-pole as a divergent
term in the forward limit t→ −0 in the definition of a2. See [15, 20] for arguments with the O(M−4

Pl ) terms.
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The idea is that we split the integral of the dispersion relation into the quantum gravity part and
the other,

B(Λ) =
4

π

∫ Λ2
QG

Λ2

ds
ImM(s, 0)

(s−m2
A −m2

B)
3 + lim

t→−0

[
2

M2
Plt

+
4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2
QG

ds
ImM(s, t)(

s+ t
2
−m2

A −m2
B

)3

]
. (2.9)

When we take the forward limit t→ −0, the l.h.s of (2.9) is finite because it is defined by subtracting
the t-pole term. Then, although the t-pole term in the r.h.s diverges in the forward limit t → −0,
the sum in the square bracket should be finite as a result of a cancellation with the quantum gravity
part:

lim
t→−0

[
2

M2
Plt

+
4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2
QG

ds
ImM(s, t)(

s+ t
2
−m2

A −m2
B

)3

]
=:

σ

M2
PlM

2
(σ = ±1) , (2.10)

where we defined the sign σ and the mass scale M , which depend on details of the cancellation
mechanism. As a result, we find

B(Λ) ≥ σ

M2
PlM

2
for all Λ s.t. Λ < ΛUV < ΛQG , (2.11)

which we call the gravitational positivity bound.
The right-hand side of (2.11) is suppressed by powers of MPl, and hence disappears in the

decoupling limit MPl → ∞, where the gravitational positivity bound reduces to the positivity
bound without gravity.

The size of the right-hand side depends on both the scale M and the sign σ. While the derivation
here works irrespective of the details of the cancellation mechanism, the most plausible scenario is
the Regge behavior5: the gravitational amplitude is modified as ImM ∼ s2+α′t+··· with α′ ∼ Λ−2

QG

by an infinite tower of higher-spin states at s ≥ Λ2
QG (see Fig. 3). The perturbative string theory

is a typical example of this scenario in which the quantum gravity scale ΛQG corresponds to the
string scale. The cancellation of the t-pole can be explicitly shown under the assumption of Regge
behavior [14]. If we assume the gravitational Reggeization of the amplitude at high energy, then a
naive expectation is M ∼ ΛQG. If IR physics also plays a role in the Regge behavior, however, we
can encounter a much smaller value M � ΛQG. It is an interesting question to systematically study
the values of M and σ in string-theory compactifications.

Interpretations. In contrast to the non-gravitational positivity bound (2.5), the gravitational
positivity bound (2.11) contains not only the IR data B(Λ) determined by the EFT parameters up to
the scale Λ, but also the UV data (M,σ) of gravitational Regge amplitudes (or, generically speaking,
quantum gravity amplitudes). Therefore, there are three possible interpretations, depending on the
context [16, 17, 27–29]:

1. Quantum gravity constraints on IR physics.

If we specify/assume a quantum gravity scenario and the parameters (σ,M) of gravitational
Regge amplitudes, we can think of the bounds (2.11) as quantum gravity constraints on the
low-energy EFT at a scale Λ = E. Such constraints are useful to carve out the parameter space
of phenomenological models in the spirit of the Swampland Program.

5See also [38, 39] for connections between Reggeization and causality.
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2. Constraints on the scale of new physics.

As in the non-gravitational case, we can interpret (2.11) as the bounds giving the maximum
cutoff Λ∗ when we assume the parameters of the EFT and the UV data (σ,M). When the
bounds (2.11) are violated, one can try to increase the cutoff of the EFT by adding new
state(s) to EFT like Fig. 2. If the bounds (2.11) are inevitably violated at Λ > Λ∗, this is a
sign of the necessity for a UV completion of gravity. In this case, Λ∗ is not a maximum scale
of just new physics, but the upper bound on the quantum gravity scale ΛQG.

3. IR constraints on quantum gravity.

Once the parameters and the validity of the model are identified by experiments at a scale
Λ = E, we can use the bounds (2.11) to constrain the parameters (σ,M) of the gravitational
Regge amplitudes required for UV completion of gravity. Such constraints are useful as a
necessary condition for a quantum gravity theory to describe our real world.

As we mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the violation of original assumptions on UV theory leads to the
violation of (2.11). Differently from the non-gravitational case, however, experimental tests of the
violation of (2.11) require knowledge of the UV data (M,σ).

2.3 Generalizations for Realistic Theories

When one tries to apply the gravitational positivity bounds (2.5) to realistic phenomenological
models, the basic idea is the same as in the case of scalar scatterings of the previous subsection.
However, one encounters several new subtleties to be carefully addressed, which we list in the
following.

Spin. The positivity bound can be extended to a scattering of particles with spin, see [35, 40].6

There are extra technical complications, however, and here we highlight the issue of the kinematic
singularity, which is relevant for our discussion of gauge bosons in Sec. 3.

Let us consider two-to-two scattering amplitudes of massive spin-1 particles with mass mV . The
kinematic singularity is the singularity of the scattering amplitudeM from the pole s = 4m2

V of the
scattering angle θ as in

cos θ = 1 +
2t

s− 4m2
V

. (2.12)

The kinematic singularity disappears in the forward limit t → 0 if the scattering amplitude does
not contain the massless t-pole. However, in our setup, the kinematic singularity appears from
t-channel graviton exchange diagrams. We can deal with this singularity by defining a kinematic
singularity-free amplitude to be [40] (see also [42, 43]):

M̃(s, t) := s2
(
s− 4m2

V

)2M(s, t) . (2.13)

We can then derive the positivity bound by essentially the same arguments, as long as we replace
the amplitude M by M̃. In practice, this is the same as ignoring the contribution of kinematic
singularity to the t-channel graviton exchange diagrams.

6For this purpose, it is useful to diagonalize the crossing relation using the transversity formalism of [41]. For the
use of this formalism in the context of positivity bounds, see [40].
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Massless particles. The general properties of the scattering amplitudes have been established
only in gapped systems, and not when massless particles are present. Even worse, the traditional
non-perturbative S-matrix does not exist for massless particles, due to the issue of the IR divergence.
To avoid this IR issue, we estimate the contributions from IR divergent diagrams to the positivity
bounds by introducing an IR cutoff in Sec. 4. We find that they will be subdominant, and hence
we expect that the subtleties associated with the IR divergence will not affect our main conclusion.
However, this may not be the case in other models, in which case an appropriate prescription for
massless particles is required to derive the bounds.

Unstable particles. If a particle has a decay channel, such an unstable particle does not ap-
pear in the asymptotic states and the standard scattering amplitudes cease to exist for the parti-
cle [44]. However, unstable-particle scattering amplitudes can be unambiguously defined by residues
of higher-point amplitudes (see e.g. [45]) and their properties can be studied in the S-matrix theory.7

Unitarity of the S-matrix leads to certain constraints on the unstable-particle scattering amplitudes,
and in particular, there exists a positivity constraint on the imaginary part [46], suggesting the exis-
tence of positivity bounds even from scattering of unstable particles. In the present paper, however,
we will only focus on the scattering of stable particles and leave a precise treatment of unstable
particles for a future study.

Anomalous threshold singularities. Even for stable particles, the analytic structure of a scat-
tering of a heavier particle is not as simple as that of a lighter particle. It is known that the scattering
of the heavier particle can have a new singularity called an anomalous threshold, whose existence
does not immediately follow from unitarity. While general knowledge of anomalous threshold is
still missing to the best of our knowledge (see [47, 48] for recent discussions), we expect that the
anomalous thresholds appear only in the IR regime, i.e., they are detectable and controlled within
EFT. If this is indeed the case, the anomalous thresholds will give additional technical complications
but will not spoil the success of positivity bounds, as long as these thresholds are taken into account
in the derivation of the dispersion relations.

3 Practical Recipe for Gravitational Positivity

We are now ready to discuss practical recipes for deriving gravitational positivity bounds for EFTs.
Instead of making the presentation fully general, we focus on the case of 2→ 2 scattering V V → V V
of spin 1 particle V with mass mV . This will be the case relevant for the rest of this paper.

The gravitational positivity bound is an inequality for the quantity B(Λ). When we wish to
apply the gravitational positivity bound of the previous section, we run into one practical problem:
we can almost never compute an exact scattering amplitudeM(s, t) in an EFT. In fact, if we know
the exact expression for M(s, t), we can analytically continue the expression to the whole complex
plane, and we have effectively solved for the quantum gravity already. The best we can do is to
compute an approximate expression MEFT(s, t) for M(s, t), by including only a finite number of
parameters out of an infinite number of higher-dimensional operators. The differences between the
two are small in the regions of the validity of EFT (at scales Λ� ΛUV). Hence, the computation of

7There are still IR divergences, which need to be addressed separately.
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the approximate amplitude MEFT is sufficient for evaluating the quantity B(Λ) which only requires
information below Λ. In the following, we will discuss EFT scattering amplitudeMEFT and explain
a practical way to calculate B(Λ) from the EFT amplitudeMEFT: for notational simplicity we will
simply denote this approximate amplitude as M in the rest of this section.

We consider the scattering amplitude of the gauge bosons V V → V V . Corresponding to polar-
izations of the gauge boson, we define the following combinations of helicity amplitudes. For the
scattering of transverse modes,

MTT (s, t) :=
1

4

[
M
(
1+2+3+4+

)
+M

(
1+2−3+4−

)
+M

(
1−2−3−4−

)
+M

(
1−2+3−4+

)]
, (3.1)

where superscripts ± denote helicities. For the scattering of the transverse mode and the longitudinal
mode,

MTL(s, t) :=
1

2

[
M
(
1+2L3+4L

)
+M

(
1−2L3−4L

)]
, (3.2)

where superscripts L denote longitudinal polarizations. For the scattering of longitudinal modes,

MLL(s, t) :=M
(
1L2L3L4L

)
. (3.3)

These amplitudes are defined such that they exhibit s ↔ u symmetry (up to subtleties associated
with the kinematical singularity discussed around (2.13), which are not relevant to the following
discussion).

We provide a step-by-step procedure for deriving the gravitational positivity bound. The ba-
sic task is simple: we need to evaluate the cutoff-dependent quantity B(Λ) defined by a spin-1
generalization of (2.8):

B(Λ) := a2 −
4

π

∫ Λ2

m2
th

ds
ImM̃(s, t = 0)

(s− 2m2
V )

7 , (3.4)

where M̃ is a kinematic singularity-free amplitude defined in (2.13), mth is the threshold energy,
i.e., the mass of the lightest intermediate state, and a2 is basically defined as in (2.6), but with
gravitational corrections included (as we will soon see in (3.8)).

Step 1: Calculate M(s, t)
We compute the 2→ 2 scattering amplitude M(s, t) up to order O

(
M−2

Pl

)
:

M(s, t) =Mnon-grav(s, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(M0

Pl)

+Mgrav(s, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(M−2

Pl )

+ · · ·︸︷︷︸
O(M−4

Pl )

. (3.5)

Here Mnon-grav(s, t) is the contribution from diagrams with no graviton exchange, while Mgrav(s, t)
is the contribution from diagrams with one graviton exchange and is of the order O

(
M−2

Pl

)
. The

remaining terms are the order of O
(
M−4

Pl

)
and are neglected in the rest of the analysis. Once we

compute M, it is straightforward to obtain kinematic-singularity free amplitude M̃ (2.13), both
for non-gravitational and gravitational contributions. Note that such an amplitude exists for each
choice of helicity of external vector fields (as in (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3)).
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Step 2: Calculate Bnon-grav (Λ)
We compute the non-gravitational contribution Bnon-grav(Λ) to B(Λ). We assume that the EFT

of interest is renormalizable in the gravity decoupling limit MPl →∞.
In such a case, the amplitude Mnon-grav itself satisfies the analyticity and the s2-boundedness,

which is the s6-boundedness in terms of M̃non-grav, when the expression is analytically continued
throughout the complex plane, even outside the regions of validity of the EFT. The non-gravitational
part then satisfies the twice-subtracted dispersion relation, giving a formula

Bnon-grav(Λ) =
4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2

ds
ImM̃non-grav(s, t = 0)

(s− 2m2
V )

7 . (3.6)

This formula is practically useful since we only need to compute the imaginary part of the forward
amplitude. This expression further simplifies in the limit Λ� mV :� �

Bnon-grav(Λ) ' 4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2

ds
ImMnon-grav(s, t = 0)

(s− 2m2
V )

3 . (3.7)

� �
In other words, in this limit, we can in practice neglect the subtleties associated with the use of
the kinematic-singularity-free amplitude M̃, and use the original amplitude M for the evaluation
of Bnon-grav(Λ) in (3.7) (which coincides (2.4) with n = 1 and mA = mB = mV ).

Step 3: Calculate Bgrav (Λ)
We next compute the gravitational contribution Bgrav(Λ) to B(Λ). While this contains many

different Feynman diagrams in general, we will argue in Appendix A that it is enough to consider
the contribution from t-channel graviton exchange diagrams. In this case, the integral part of (2.7)

is absent for this contribution because M̃grav,t-channel(s, t) does not have the s-channel or u-channel
discontinuity at the non-gravitational one-loop order. Therefore the gravitational part of B (Λ) is
simplified to a2 defined in (2.6), evaluated for the gravity t-channel amplitude:

Bgrav (Λ) ' a2,grav,t-channel := lim
t→−0

[
2

6!

∂6M̃grav,t-channel(s, t)

∂s6
+

2

M2
Plt

]
s=2m2

V

. (3.8)

When we assume Λ� mV , we obtain an expression� �
Bgrav (Λ) ' lim

t→−0

[
∂2Mgrav,t-channel(s, t)

∂s2
+

2

M2
Plt
− (kinematic singularity)

]
s=2m2

V

. (3.9)

� �
Step 4: Write down the inequality for total B(Λ)

The constraints on EFT are obtained as the inequality (2.11) for the combined expression B(Λ) =
Bnon-grav(Λ)+Bgrav(Λ). There are three interpretations of this inequality, as we discussed in Sec. 2.2.
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4 Positivity Bound on Dark U(1) Gauge Boson

A gauge interaction is one of the cornerstones of the quantum field theory (QFT). Gauge symmetries
and their breakings are one of the most crucial ingredients of the Standard Model, and many BSM
models also introduce new gauge symmetries. In particular, a light gauge boson is one of the
candidates for the DM [49–51].

In this section, we work out the details of the gravitational positivity recipe for the dark U(1)
gauge boson. Here we study the Abelian Higgs mechanism of the simplest gauge theory, the U(1)
theory. We discuss theoretical constraints obtained by step-by-step computations spelled out in the
previous section.

4.1 Higgs Contribution

In the Higgs mechanism, the gauge boson gets a mass when a charged scalar field Φ gets a non-zero
vacuum expectation value (VEV) v. The renormalizable Lagrangian of the Higgs mechanism to
generate a mass for a U(1) gauge boson is

L = |DµΦ|2 − λ

4
(|Φ|2 − v2)2 , (4.1)

where Dµ = ∂µ − igΦVµ is the covariant derivative and gΦ is a charge of Φ and λ > 0. After
Φ = v+φ/

√
2+ iG develops the VEV, the Goldstone component G is absorbed into the longitudinal

component of the gauge boson. There are a massive gauge boson V and a real scalar φ after the
gauge symmetry breaking, and the gauge boson gets a mass mV =

√
2gΦv and a real scalar φ has a

mass mφ =
√
λv. The interaction of the Higgs and gauge bosons are given by

L 3
(
g2

Φ

2
φ2 + gΦmV φ

)
V µVµ − λ

(
v

2
√

2
φ3 +

1

16
φ4

)
. (4.2)

The gravitational interaction can be found by expanding the Lagrangian (4.1) in terms of the canon-
ical gravitational field hµν as

Lgrav = −hµνT
µν

MPl

+O(M−2
Pl ) ; T µν ≡ − 2√−g

∂(
√−gL)

∂gµν
. (4.3)

The Higgs-gauge boson interaction (4.2) does not make the gauge boson V unstable since it has a
Z2 symmetry V ↔ −V .

4.1.1 Calculation of B(Λ)

We calculate B (Λ) at the one-loop order using the recipe described in Sec. 3. In Figs. 4a and 4b, we
show some examples of the gravitational and non-gravitational processes. The one-loop diagrams are
calculated by using the Mathematica packages FeynRules [52–54], FeynArts [55], FeynCalc [56–58]
and Package-X [59].
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(b) t-channel graviton exchange diagrams.

Figure 4: Some examples of the Higgs loop contribution to B(Λ).

Non-gravitational contributions

Fig. 4a show some examples of the non-gravitational Feynman diagrams involving the Higgs boson
φ. From these (and other) diagrams we evaluate the non-gravitational part of B(Λ) to be

BTTnon-grav =
g4

Φ

4π2Λ4
+
g4

Φ

[
m4
φ(12 log

(mφ
Λ

)
+ 1) +m2

φm
2
V (12 log

(
Λ3mV
m4
φ

)
− 27) + 24m4

V

]
18π2Λ6m2

φ

+ · · · , (4.4)

BTLnon-grav =
g4

Φ

2π2Λ4
+
g4

Φ

[
−3
(
m3
φ − 2mφm

2
V

)
2 log

(mφmV
Λ2

)
+ 17m4

φm
2
V − 20m2

φm
4
V − 8m6

φ + 12m6
V

]
9π2Λ6m2

φm
2
V

+ · · · , (4.5)

BLLnon-grav =
g4

Φ

π2Λ2m2
V

+
g4

Φ

(
4m2

φm
2
V log

(
m2
V

Λ2

)
− 8m2

φm
2
V + 5m4

φ + 6m4
V

)
8π2Λ4m4

V

+ · · · . (4.6)

Here · · · represents contributions suppressed by higher powers of Λ, which scale is assumed to be
much greater than mφ and mV . We have also numerically estimated the two-loop contributions and
confirm that these effects are smaller than the one-loop contributions in the parameter region of
present interest.

Gravitational contributions

As the next step, we compute the one-loop diagrams of the gravitational contributions (Fig. 4b):

BTT
grav =

−g2
Φ

72π2m2
φM

2
Pl

gTT

(
mV

mφ

)
, (4.7)

BTL
grav =

−g2
Φ

144π2m2
VM

2
Pl

gTL

(
mV

mφ

)
, (4.8)

BLL
grav =

−g2
Φ

72π2m2
VM

2
Pl

gLL

(
mV

mφ

)
, (4.9)
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Figure 5: The functions gTT,TL,LL(x). These functions are real and positive for x > 0 and therefore
the gravitational contributions are negative for all the masses of the Higgs boson and the gauge
boson.

where the functions gTT,TL,LL are given by

gTT (x) =
2

x8 (1− 4x2)
2

×
[
− 6

(
2x2 − 1

) (
4x4 − 5x2 + 1

)2
log(x) +

(
200x8 − 346x6 + 230x4 − 63x2 + 6

)
x2

− 6

√
1

x2
− 4

(
4x10 − 32x8 + 52x6 − 35x4 + 10x2 − 1

)
x log

(
1

2

(√
1

x2
− 4 +

1

x

))]
, (4.10)

gTL(x) =
−1

x6 (1− 4x2)
2

×
[

6

√
1

x2
− 4x

(
51x2 + 2

(
8x6 − 92x4 + 147x2 − 93

)
x4 − 5

)
log

(
1

2

(√
1

x2
− 4 +

1

x

))

+
(
4x2 − 1

) (
−344x8 + 416x6 − 201x4 + 30x2 + 6

(
32x8 − 128x6 + 114x4 − 41x2 + 5

)
log(x)

) ]
, (4.11)

gLL(x) =
−244x6 + 268x4 − 123x2 + 18

x4 − 4x6
+

6x
(

28x4−19x2+3
x6 − 2

) (
1
x2 − 2

)2
log
(

1
2

(√
1
x2 − 4 + 1

x

))
(

1
x2 − 4

)3/2
+

6
(
−4x6 + 20x4 − 13x2 + 3

)
log(x)

x6
. (4.12)

We plot the functions gTT,TL,LL in Fig. 5. These functions are real and positive for any real values of
mV and mφ, and we find that the gravitational contributions from the Higgs to B(Λ) are negative.
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Figure 6: The fermion loop contributions to B.

In the limit of mV /mφ → 0 and →∞, the above expressions reduce to

BTT
grav =


− g2

Φ

72π2m2
φM

2
Pl

(mV /mφ → 0) ,

− g2
Φ

24πmVmφM2
Pl

(mV /mφ →∞) ,

(4.13)

BTL
grav =


− g2

Φ

144π2m2
VM

2
Pl

(mV /mφ → 0) ,

− g2
Φ

24πmVmφM2
Pl

(mV /mφ →∞) ,

(4.14)

BLL
grav =


− g2

Φ

72π2m2
VM

2
Pl

(mV /mφ → 0) ,

− g2
Φ

24πmVmφM2
Pl

(mV /mφ →∞) .

(4.15)

4.2 Fermion Contribution

Next, let us introduce a dark U(1) charged Dirac fermion ψ as a matter field, whose interaction is
given by

Lψ = iψ̄ /Dψ −mF ψ̄ψ , (4.16)

where Dµ = ∂µ − igFVµ is the covariant derivative. Note that this interaction can destabilize the
gauge boson, by allowing V → ψψ̄ decay if mV > 2mF and decay into gravitons.

If the mass of the charged particles is large (mF � Λ), these charged particles are integrated out
in the EFT and yield higher-derivative corrections to the EFT action. These effects to B(Λ) can
be estimated as O(g4

F/m
4
F ) and we can ignore them compared to contributions (4.4) from the Higgs

field. Hence, our interest is the charged particle within the regime of EFT (mF < Λ).

4.2.1 Calculation of B(Λ)

We calculate the contributions of fermion-loop diagrams to B(Λ) for the dark photon scattering
amplitudes at one-loop order.
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Non-gravitational contributions

The diagram for a non-gravitational fermion loop is shown in Fig. 6a. The one-loop contributions
are given by

BTT
non-grav,F =

g4
F

(
2 log Λ2

m2
F

+ 1
)

4π2Λ4
+ · · · , (4.17)

BTL
non-grav,F =

4g4
Fm

2
V

3π2Λ6
+ · · · , (4.18)

BLL
non-grav,F =

g4
Fm

4
V

(
4 log Λ2

m2
F
− 7
)

π2Λ8
+ · · · (4.19)

for Λ � mV,F . These contributions of LL and TL vanish in the limit mV /Λ → 0. Recall that
Bnon-grav is determined by the high-energy limit of the forward limit amplitude thanks to the dis-
persion relation. The behaviors BTL

non-grav,F , B
LL
non-grav,F → 0 as mV /Λ → 0 can be understood by

the decoupling of the longitudinal sector in the high-energy limit. The contributions of the charged
particles to BTL

non-grav and BLL
non-grav can be ignored in the limit Λ� mV .

We thus focus on the TT scattering. The charged spin-1/2 loops give positive contributions to
the non-gravitational diagram of the order BTT

non-grav,F ∼ g4
F/Λ

4, which is of the same order as the
Higgs counterpart (4.4). Therefore, the inclusion of charged spin-1/2 particles does not drastically
change the non-gravitational part. We reach a similar conclusion even in the presence of charged
spin-0 particles [16].

In contrast, as studied in [27, 29], charged spin-1 loops with the mass mspin-1 and the charge
gspin-1 lead to a different asymptotic behavior BTT

non-grav ∼ g4
spin-1/(m

2
spin-1Λ2) which dominates over

other contributions in the limit Λ� mspin-1. One may then wonder about contributions from higher-
spin particles. The scaling in Λ is determined by the high-energy behavior of the imaginary part
of the amplitude in the forward limit, i.e., the total cross-section. Roughly, spin-0, 1/2 loops give
ImM ∝ s0 while spin-1 loops yield ImM ∝ s/m2

spin-1 in high-energy limit. The faster growth in s
provides a larger contribution to Bnon-grav(Λ). However, the asymptotic growth of the cross-section
in s is bounded by the Froissart bound [30] as ImM < s ln2 s in gapped theories, implying that
the spin-1 contribution almost saturates the bound. Higher-spin particles, if they are described
by gapped theories like QCD, may not give drastically different contributions compared to spin-1
particles. For instance, in the case of light-by-light scattering, the hadronic contribution can be
estimated as ImM∝ s1.08 by employing the vector meson dominance model [60, 61].

In short, if a charged spin-1 or higher-spin particle appears at m, the non-gravitational con-
tribution BTT

non-grav needs to be modified in Λ > m. By contrast, spin-0 or spin-1/2 particles give
additional contributions but the qualitative behavior of BTT

non-grav is the same.
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Figure 7: The functions gTT ,F (x) (red), gTL,F (x) (green) and gLL,F (x) (blue). The solid and dashed
lines represent the real and imaginary parts, respectively.

Gravitational contributions

Next, we discuss the gravitational parts (Fig. 6b), which are given by

BTT
grav,F = − 11g2

F

360π2M2
Plm

2
F

gTT ,F

(
mV

mF

)
, (4.20)

BTL
grav,F = − 11g2

F

720π2M2
Plm

2
F

gTL,F

(
mV

mF

)
, (4.21)

BLL
grav,F = − g2

Fm
2
V

420π2M2
Plm

4
F

gLL,F

(
mV

mF

)
, (4.22)

where

gTT ,F (x) =
60 (x2 − 8) (x2 − 2) log

(
1
2
x
(√

x2 − 4− x
)

+ 1
)
− 20x

√
x2 − 4 (2x4 − 11x2 + 24)

11x5 (x2 − 4)3/2
,

(4.23)

gTL,F (x) =
60 (x4 − 22x2 + 56) log

(
1
2
x
(√

x2 − 4− x
)

+ 1
)
− 20x

√
x2 − 4 (x4 − 19x2 + 84)

11x5 (x2 − 4)3/2
, (4.24)

gLL,F (x) =
70
(
(120− 36x2) log

(
1
2
x
(√

x2 − 4− x
)

+ 1
)

+ x
√
x2 − 4 (x4 + 8x2 − 60)

)
3x7 (x2 − 4)3/2

. (4.25)

We plot the functions gAB,F (x) (A,B = T, L) in Fig. 7.
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Let us first discuss the limit mV → 0, which yields

BTT
grav,F = − 11g2

F

360π2M2
plm

2
F

, (4.26)

BTL
grav,F = − 11g2

F

720π2M2
plm

2
F

, (4.27)

BLL
grav,F = − g2

Fm
2
V

420π2M2
plm

4
F

. (4.28)

If the Higgs and the gauge boson are lighter than the charged particles (mφ,mV � mF ), we can
neglect these contributions to the gravitational process Bgrav in comparison to the contributions of
the gauge boson sector. Note that the LL part has an additional suppression m2

V /m
2
F because the

longitudinal mode should be decoupled from the charged particle in the limit mV → 0.
By contrast, a peculiar behavior appears in a heavy mass range of the gauge boson. The functions

gAB,F are singular at mV = 2mF and become complex numbers in mV > 2mF . The threshold
mV = 2mF corresponds to the value at which the decay of the gauge boson to the charged particles
starts to be kinematically allowed. The singularity at mV = 2mF is understood as an anomalous
threshold. Let us consider the triangle diagram of Fig. 6b, which gives rise to the gravitational form
factor of the gauge boson. The triangle diagram has a normal threshold at t = 4m2

F . In addition,
the anomalous threshold comes up on the first sheet of the complex t-plane in mV >

√
2mF and the

position of the singularity is at

t =
m2
V

m2
F

(4m2
F −m2

V ) . (4.29)

Therefore, the form factor at t = 0 is singular when mV = 2mF , generating the singularity of BAB
grav,F .

In Fig. 7, we have plotted the functions in the unstable range mV > 2mF as well. Recall that B(Λ)
has to be real according to the dispersion relation (2.8) if all the mentioned properties are satisfied.
This implies that at least one of the properties does not hold when the gauge boson decays. In
fact, amplitudes exhibit peculiar behaviors if the mass of the external particle is extrapolated to
the unstable region [46, 47]. The conventional positivity bounds need to be modified for unstable
particles.

We expect that the subtleties associated with the decay are negligible if the particle is long-lived
(gF � 1). In other words, although the fermion contribution to Bgrav(Λ) is quite subtle in the mass
range mV > 2mF , this subtle contribution can be smaller than the contribution from the Higgs
sector and could be simply negligible. In the following, we shall adopt this optimistic expectation
when discussing models in which the gauge boson decays into other particles. The issue of unstable
particles will be studied elsewhere.

4.3 Constraint on Dark Gauge Boson

In Table 1, we summarize our estimation of B(Λ) for a light gauge boson.
For simplicity of the presentation, we will in the following discuss the inequality B(Λ) > 0 for

assumed Λ (Interpretation 1 in Sec. 2.2). When we require B(Λ) > 0 for each helicity process, we
have non-trivial conditions for the parameters of the dark U(1) model.
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Table 1: Summary of the gravitational and non-gravitational contributions to B for mV � mφ,F � Λ
and mφ �

√
ΛmV .

Higgs loop Fermion loop
Bnon-grav Bgrav Bnon-grav Bgrav

TT
g4

Φ

4π2Λ4
− g2

Φ

72π2M2
Plm

2
φ

g4
F

(
2 log Λ2

m2
F

+ 1
)

4π2Λ4
− 11g2

F

360π2M2
Plm

2
F

TL
g4

Φ

2π2Λ4
− g2

Φ

144π2M2
Plm

2
V

4g4
Fm

2
V

3π2Λ6
− 11g2

F

720π2M2
Plm

2
F

LL
g4

Φ

π2Λ2m2
V

− g2
Φ

72π2M2
Plm

2
V

g4
Fm

4
V

(
4 log Λ2

m2
F
− 7
)

π2Λ8
− g2

Fm
2
V

420π2M2
Plm

4
F

TT
TL
LL
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Figure 8: The constraints on the dark gauge boson parameters in the Higgs mechanism. (a): Lower
limit of gΦ as a function of mV . The positivity bound is satisfied in the region above the lines. (b):
Contour of the lower bound of gΦ on mV −mφ plane from the positivity bound. The dashed lines
indicate the Higgs quartic coupling is large λ > π. We choose Λ = 1 TeV in both figures.

One should recall, however, that the actual bound is (2.11), which can deviate from the simplified
bound B(Λ) > 0 by the effects of the RHS of (2.11); the simplified bound coincides with the
actual bound (2.11) only if we assume that the scale M is large enough so that we can neglect
the RHS of (2.11). Note that non-trivial constraints on the dark gauge boson exist as long as
Bgrav − σ/(M2

PlM
2) < 0.

Abelian Higgs without matter fields

Let us first look at the case where there is no matter field and only gauge and Higgs fields exist.
For a very light gauge boson mV � mφ,F � Λ and mφ �

√
ΛmV , the following conditions can be
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Figure 9: The constraints on the dark gauge boson parameters for the Stückelberg U(1) gauge theory
with a fermion field. The positivity bound is satisfied in the region above the lines. We choose Λ = 1
TeV.

obtained from each helicity

BTT
non-grav +BTT

grav > 0 −→ mφ >
Λ2

3
√

2gφMPl

, (4.30)

BTL
non-grav +BTL

grav > 0 −→ mV >
Λ2

6
√

2gΦMPl

, (4.31)

BLL
non-grav +BLL

grav > 0 −→ gΦ >
Λ

6
√

2MPl

. (4.32)

In Fig. 8, we show the positivity conditions. Note that the higher terms of Λ for the non-gravitational
contributions can be dominant if mφ &

√
mV Λ or mφ . m2

V /Λ.

Stückelberg gauge boson with matter field

Next, let us discuss the case where the Higgs field φ is absent in the EFT, as in the case of the
Stückelberg mechanism. We find

BTT
non-grav +BTT

grav > 0 −→ gF & 0.2
Λ2

mFMPl

√
log(Λm−1

F )
, (4.33)

BTL
non-grav +BTL

grav > 0 −→ mV & 0.1
Λ3

gFmFMPl

, (4.34)

BLL
non-grav +BLL

grav > 0 −→ mV & 0.02
Λ4

gFm2
FMPl

√
log(Λm−1

F )
. (4.35)

In Fig. 9, we show the positivity conditions on mV − gF plane. Note that for mV > 2mF , delicate
arguments are required and the positivity conditions used previously cannot be applied as they are.
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More generally, it is possible to incorporate both Higgs and fermions. The helicity configurations
involving longitudinal modes provide stronger constraints. As discussed earlier, the Higgs contri-
bution is dominant when gΦ ∼ gF and mV � mφ,F , in which case the positivity conditions will be
similar to those of the Higgs scenarios.

Comparison with other swampland constraints for Stückelberg gauge bosons

Let us compare our swampland constraints with another swampland constraint on the gauge boson
mass [62] (see also [63]) motivated by the swampland distance conjecture [3]. This bound states that
the UV cutoff ΛUV of an EFT with a gauge boson should obey

ΛUV . min((mVMPl/g)1/2, g1/3MPl) , (4.36)

where (as before) mV is the gauge boson mass and g is the gauge coupling constant. In Fig. 10 we
compare our bounds and the bound (4.36) for sample values of parameters.
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Figure 10: Comparison between the swampland constraints for Stückelberg gauge bosons, the gravi-
tational positivity bound (in red) and other swampland bounds (4.36) (in blue) and the weak gravity
conjectures (in green). We take the cutoff scale Λ is 1 GeV (dotted lines), 1 TeV (solid lines) and 1
PeV (dashed lines). (a): Light fermion case mF = mV and (b): Heavy fermion case mF = 0.1Λ. In
this plot, the lines are chopped in the parameter space where mV > 0.1Λ.

One can see in Fig. 10 that overall our bound is stronger than the bound (4.36). Let us quickly
point out, however, that the two bounds are derived under a different set of assumptions/arguments,
and one needs to be careful in any meaningful comparison.

The gravitational positivity bound is derived by general properties of Reggeized scattering ampli-
tudes of a weakly-coupled UV theory. The assumptions are believed to be standard, but the bound
has some ambiguities due to the unknown UV mass scale/sign (M,σ) in (2.10). By contrast, the
bound (4.36) is derived from a set of swampland conjectures. The (mVMPl/g)1/2 bound in (4.36)
is derived by noting that the Stückelberg mass is obtained when the gauge boson eats a fundamen-
tal axion, for which we can apply an axionic version [62, 63] of the weak gravity conjecture [64];
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the g1/3MPl bound in (4.36) is derived from a combination of the (sub)lattice/tower weak gravity
conjecture [65, 66] (see also [25, 67]) and the species bound [68–70].

Let us also note that our bound applies to gauge boson masses both in the Higgs mechanism
and the Stückelberg mechanism, while the bound (4.36) applies only to those in the Stückelberg
mechanism. Our bound is more general in this respect.

In Fig. 10 we also plotted the bound from the weak gravity conjecture [64], which requires an
existence of a particle with charge g and mass m such that

√
2g ≥ m/MPl.

5 Toward Constraints on Realistic Phenomenological Mod-

els

The dark U(1) gauge sectors discussed so far have nothing to do with our universe and are entirely
theoretical constructs. However, any new physics describing our universe must necessarily coexist
with the Standard Model. Since some important subtleties arise at this point, we will first briefly
discuss them and then discuss the specific model (B−L gauge model) as a possible application of
the gravitational positivity.

If we apply the discussion of gravitational positivity bounds to, for example, the scattering of
photons and dark gauge bosons, the dark sector necessarily has interactions beyond those described
by the Standard Model and gravity [29]. In general, these interactions allow the dark gauge boson
to decay into photons and SM fermions and also decay into gravitons.

In this case, the dark gauge boson has a finite decay width, and hence care must be taken
when applying the positivity constraint. Despite those caveats, the decay rate of light and weakly
interacting gauge bosons is extremely small, and we expect no major practical problems.

As an example, we consider the U(1)B−L extension of the Standard Model. We assume the gauge
charge of the B−L breaking Higgs is same as that of the SM leptons. In Fig. 11, we show the
positivity bound on the U(1)B−L model and current experimental constraints. Here we take Λ = 1
GeV. In this plot, we assume that the B−L Higgs contributions are dominated over the SM fermions
and neglect the SM contributions. The dashed lines in the figure show the parameter region where
the dark gauge boson can decay into neutrinos. The stringent bound from the positivity constraint
comes from TL scattering mode. Note that the constraint is more severe for the higher cutoff, as seen
in the TL constraint (4.31). The gravitational positivity bound requires the larger gauge coupling
for smaller masses and has strong tensions with the experimental searches.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we discussed the practical procedure for deriving gravitational positivity bounds. We
illustrated the procedure for dark gauge bosons, and obtained the lower limit of the dark photon
mass.

There are two complementary comments regarding our results. First and foremost, our bound
is very strong—in Fig. 11 most of the parameter regions unexplored by experiments are already
excluded by the positivity bound. This is a clear demonstration of the power of the gravitational
positivity bound, and we believe that the gravitational positivity bound can give rather strong
constraints for many EFTs in BSM physics. It is a fascinating question to explore this point further.
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Figure 11: Implication to the U(1)B−L gauge boson from the gravitational positivity bound. Here
we adopt Λ = 1 GeV. The positivity constraint excludes the parameter region below the black
lines. The dotted lines indicate that the gauge boson mass is greater than neutrino masses and
our analysis cannot be directly applied. We also show several experimental constraints from the
fifth force searches [71–79], stellar cooling [80], cosmological constraints on the neutrino properties
[81, 82], and XENONnT constraint on the e − ν scattering [83, 84]. We assume that right-handed
neutrinos are heavy and not relevant to the constraints.

Despite this optimism, we should also be well aware of the fine prints and limitations of our results,
and we should be careful in interpreting the results. Our bound is derived from several assumptions
of UV physics as spelled out in Sec. 3, which can be violated in some UV scenarios. In particular,
the assumption Bgrav − σ/(M2

PlM
2) < 0 is crucial to obtain non-trivial constraints on IR physics

(Interpretation 1 in Sec. 2.2). This inequality is satisfied if either σ = +1 or M ∼ ΛQG, while the
validity of the inequality requires detailed knowledge of the gravitational Regge behavior if σ = −1
and M is an IR scale. Conversely, if the violation of the inequality B(Λ) > 0 is experimentally
verified, it can be regarded as an IR constraint on quantum gravity (Interpretation 3). Moreover,
there are other subtleties when we wish to apply the bounds to realistic models, as discussed in
Sec. 5. We expect in general that the dark photon interacts with the Standard Model via kinetic
mixings with the Standard-Model gauge bosons. This means that there are large non-gravitational
amplitudes from QCD that can have a significant impact on the dark photon constraint. Another
issue is the stability of the dark photon. The dark photon is expected to decay into Standard Model
fermions and photons once it interacts with the SM sector. In this case, the dark photon has a
finite decay width, and care must be taken when applying the positivity constraint, even though we
may have no major practical problems when the decay rate is sufficiently small. It requires careful
theoretical analysis to fully address these details, which we hope will be discussed in future works.
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A Gravitational Contributions Beyond Graviton t-channel

V V
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h

Figure 12: An example of a gravitational contribution beyond t-channel exchange.

The gravitational contribution Bgrav(Λ) to B(Λ) can be divided into Bgrav,t-channel(Λ) from the
graviton t-channel exchange and the remaining part Bgrav,others(Λ) (see Fig. 12). In this Appendix
we show that we can neglect Bgrav,others(Λ) in comparison with Bgrav,t-channel(Λ).

Calculation of Bgrav,others(Λ) is challenging due to the presence of IR-divergent diagrams in

M̃grav,others(s, t). While it is more desirable to define IR-finite amplitudes using the dressed state
formalism, it is beyond the scope of this work and will be pursued in future research. To regularize
this IR divergence, instead, we introduce an IR regulator µIR by deforming the graviton propagator
as

iPµνρσ
q2 + iε

→ iPµνρσ
q2 − µ2

IR + iε
, (A.1)

where Pµνρσ is defined by Pµνρσ = (ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ − ηµνηρσ) /2 in the harmonic gauge. Using

the deformed graviton propagator, we can confirm that |M̃grav,others(s, t)| is bounded by O(s6) as
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|s| → ∞. Along with the analyticity of M̃grav,others, this makes it possible to derive the relation

Bgrav, others(Λ) =
4

π

∫ ∞
Λ2

ds
ImM̃grav, others(s, t = 0)

(s− 2m2
V )

7 . (A.2)

Moreover, since ImM̃grav,others(s, t) is also bounded by O(s6), we obtain

Bgrav, others(Λ) = O
(

1

M2
PlΛ

2

)
. (A.3)

This is much smaller compared to the contribution from the graviton t-channel exchange diagrams
and can be safely neglected.
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CHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF A HADRONIC FIREBALL IN THE

FREEZE-OUT STAGE
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Abstract
This article explores the van der Waals gas model proposed to describe the hadronic stages of nuclear

fireball evolution during the cooling stage. Two different models were proposed for the early and late stages

of hadronization. At the initial stage, a two-component meson model consisting of π0 and π+ mesons

was suggested, and at the later stage, a two-component nucleon model consisting of protons and neutrons

was proposed. The interaction potential for both models was represented by a rectangular well, and the

statistical sum was calculated using the saddle-point method. The analytic expressions for pressure and

chemical potentials obtained from the model were compared with the corresponding numerical results of

other authors obtained earlier using quantum chromodynamics (QCD) methods. The possibility of applying

and using the effective chemical potential is also analyzed.
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Introduction

Experiments that observe an elliptical flow in non-central collisions of heavy nuclei at high

energies indicate that a state of quark-gluon plasma appears and thermalization occurs. This is due

to the fact that particles collide with each other more than once. The substance in this state can

be characterized by the thermodynamic quantities of temperature, viscosity, density, and others.

After the quark-gluon plasma cools, a hadron gas is formed, which can be described in terms of

statistical models of hadron gas, such as the van der Waals (vdW) model [1]-[10]. The vdW model

is especially useful as it takes into account the repulsion effect that prevents high density at high

temperatures. The Grand Canonical Ensemble (GCE) is a suitable mathematical formalism for the

phenomena observed in heavy-ion collisions as the number of particles is not fixed. The vdW model

proposed in [11] introduces the phenomenological parameters of the radii of the hard-core Rii and

Rij that significantly change the yield of particles with different types Ni.

Various authors have proposed the development of the vdW model to describe more subtle effects

in the dependence of the hadronic gas pressure on density (e.g. [12], [13] ). In a multicomponent

gas, the parameter a corresponding to attraction transforms into parameters aij, and the repulsive

parameter b transforms into parameters bij. The effective potential parameters depend on the

effective radii of repulsion R0
i and attraction Ri. However, the vdW model cannot be properly

developed when considering a finite nuclear system. For nuclear collisions, a nuclear fireball with

dimensions < r > ∼ 7 − 100 Fm is observed. In this case, the GCE formalism leads to the use

of a double sum, which can be transformed into a double integral, which can be integrated by the

saddle point method.

The problem has been solved for a two-component system using the GCE formalism, leading

to the use of a double sum that can be transformed into a multidimensional integral. A model

presented in [14] was believed to be applicable for collisions of heavy nuclei at CERN, with the

assumption that characteristic temperatures do not exceed the temperatures at which new particles

can be generated. The temperatures of the nuclear fireball are around T < 130 MeV, and the model

should have a transparent nonrelativistic limit while considering the law of conservation of the total

number of nucleons without the generation of new particles.

In Fig. 1, the different stages of a nuclear fireball’s evolution are presented, including the initial

state of two touching ultrarelativistic nuclei, followed by a hot and superdense nuclear system, the

quark-gluon phase, hadronization and chemical freeze-out, and finally, kinetic freeze-out. A more

detailed and comprehensive explanation of the mathematical model proposed in [14] is provided in

the article, which includes an evaluation of some finer effects such as additional corrections for pres-
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Figure 1: The successive stages of the evolution of a nuclear fireball [15]

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the chemical potential and the forms of the equations of
state in the crossover, critical region and first order region, respectively, from left to right

sure, density, and root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuations. For temperatures above the production

threshold, a new two-component meson model [16],[17] is proposed, where the number of mesons is

not conserved when T > 135 MeV.

In conclusion, the study of the quark-gluon plasma is an active field of research that involves

many theoretical and experimental efforts. The understanding of its properties is essential in un-

derstanding the early universe, the behavior of matter under extreme conditions, and the dynamics

of heavy-ion collisions. In the work [18], based on quantum chromodynamics (QCD) calculations,

it was obtained that if one approaches the critical point along the first-order phase boundary, the

corresponding shape of the potential looks like that of a second-order phase transition around a

non-zero order parameter, as shown in Fig. 2.:

I. ONE-COMPONENT VDW GAS

Based on Fig. 1, the lifetime of a nuclear fireball (t > 10−21c) is estimated to be much longer

than the characteristic nuclear interaction time of t′ ∼ 10−23 − 10−24 c. The relaxation time of the
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system is estimated to be of the order of τ ∼ 10−20 − 10−22 c for small local fireball volumes. As

a result, it can be assumed that a local statistical equilibrium is established in the subsystem at

each moment of time exceeding the relaxation time. This implies that the local fireball region is

quasi-stationary, and statistical physics methods can be used to describe it.

Since all thermodynamic potentials, entropy, and volume are extensive, the potentials of the

entire system can be defined as the sum of the corresponding thermodynamic potentials of quasi-

closed subsystems. This approach is based on the assumption that at each moment of time, a

standard representation of the partition function of a rarefied quasi-ideal van der Waals gas in the

canonical ensemble can be provided for such quasi-closed subsystems. This quantity has a specific

form in the approximation of pair interaction and when the condition B(T )N/V � 1 is satisfied

[19].

Z(V, T,N) =
1

N !
φ(T,m)N(V −B(T )N)N , (1)

where, respectively, N and m are the number and mass of particles, V and T are the volume and

temperature of the gas. Formula (1) uses the notation [11](~ = c = kB = 1):

φ(m,T ) =

=
1

2π2

∫ ∞
0

p2 exp

(
−
√
m2 + p2

T

)
dp =

m2T

2π2
K2(m/T ), (2)

where K2(z) is the modified Bessel function, and the second virial coefficient in (1) has the form:

B(T ) =
1

2

∫ ∞
0

(1− exp(−U/T ))dV (3)

and includes pairwise interaction of particles, U = Uij, (i 6= j).

In relativistic limit m� T one can easy obtain, given the asymptotes of the Bessel function:

φ(m,T ) ∼
(
mT

2π

)3/2

exp
(
−m
T

)
.

This formula further leads to the effect of exponential suppression of the particle yields with large

mass, which is important in the study of quark-gluon plasma.
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The pressure in the system is easy to find from the partition function:

P(V, T,N) = T
∂

∂V
ln[Z(V, T,N)] =

TN

V −B(T )N
. (4)

Note that if the Stirling formula is used in the partition function for the factorial:

N ! ≈
√

2πN(N/e)N ,

then the final pressure formula (4) will not change.

The model [16],[17] being used for calculations of subsystems involves applying methods of sta-

tistical physics, assuming local statistical equilibrium and the fulfillment of the statistical boundary

condition of N → NA, where NA is the Avogadro constant. This assumption is justified at the initial

stages of evolution, as the number of particles generated in a fireball is around 3-5 thousand during

high-energy nucleus-nucleus interactions. However, at later stages of evolution, the assumption

becomes doubtful, as the number of nucleons in the nonrelativistic limit is limited by the baryon

number conservation law and is equal to N ∼ 200. Nonetheless, the practical application of the

van der Waals equation often goes beyond the conditions under which the virial approximation has

been obtained. Therefore, the approximation is believed to be sufficiently justified, especially as

it is always possible to restrict calculations to the first stage. Although the saddle point method

is used when B(T ) < 0, the final formulas can be extended to a region where the second virial

coefficient B(T ) is not necessarily negative.

From the partition function Z(V, T,N) one can also get: free energy F (V, T,N) =

−T ln[Z(V, T,N)], chemical potential

µ =

(
∂F (V, T,N)

∂N

)
=

= T

[
ln(N/V )− ln(φ(T,m)) +

2B(T )N

V

]
(5)

and the derivative of the chemical potential which in the statistical limit has the form:

(∂µ/∂N) = −(∂P/∂V )(V/N)2 =

= lim
N→NA

(
T

N
+

2B(T )T

V

)
→ 2B(T )T

V
. (6)

Then, we obtain the Grand partition function (GPF) Z(V, T, µ) from the partition function

Z(V, T,N) taking into account the above physical considerations (see, e.g. [20],[21]):
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Figure 3: Graphic explanation of the saddle point method

Z(V, T, µ) =
∑
N

exp

(
µN

T

)
Z(V, T,N). (7)

At high temperatures (which, for example, are realized during collisions of heavy ions in the GCE,

and 4N/T → dN ′ ) one can turn from the sum to the integral using the Euler-Maclaurin formula.

In this case, the first integral term remains and the logarithm of the statistical sum is introduced

into the exponent. Let’s denote this indicator by Φ(N ′) :

Z(V, T, µ) = T
∫∞
0

dN ′ exp (µN ′ + ln[Z(V,N ′(T ))]) =

= T

∫ ∞
0

dN ′ exp (Φ(N ′)) . (8)

The saddle point method( see Fig.3) is utilized for further integration, as the integrand has a
clear maximum at high temperatures. The maximum point (N∗) for the integrand is obtained in
[16],[17] through the extremum condition imposed on the saddle point:

µ∗(N∗) = −
(
T

∂

∂N
ln[Z(V, T,N)]

)
N=N∗

−N∗(∂µ/∂N)N=N∗ ≈ (9)

≈ T [ln(N∗/V )− ln(φ(T,m))] , (10)

where µ∗ is the chemical potential at the saddle point.

As a result, obtaind [16],[17]:

P (T, µ∗) ≈ Tξ[1−B(T )ξ − ln (∂2Φ∗/∂N2)N=N∗/(2V ξ)]

≈ Tξ[1−B(T )ξ − ln [B(T )ξ]/(2V ξ)], (11)

where the saddle point, ξ = N∗(V, T, µ∗)/V , is defined according to (10) and (5) as ξ =
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φ(m,T ) exp (µ∗(ξ)/T ). The parameter ξ can be eliminated from Eq. (11) using the definition of

density, which in the thermodynamic limit turns into the well-known formula [19]:

n =
∂P (T, µ)

∂µ
= ξ[1− 2B(T )ξ]− 1

2V
→ ξ[1− 2B(T )ξ]. (12)

In the thermodynamic limit (N → NA, V → ∞ ) the chemical potential of the saddle point µ∗

from Eq. (10) when N∗ = N/(1−2B(T )N/V ) turns into the chemical potential µ ( µ∗ → µ ), which

is determined by the well-known thermodynamic equation Eq. (5).

Both equations (Eq. (11) and Eq. (12)) in parametric form (the saddle point ξ acts as a

parameter) determine the relationship between pressure P , temperature T , and density n . In

[16],[17] was obtained the state equation in GCE by excluding explicitly this parameter from the

system of Eq. (11) and Eq. (12):

P (T, n) ≈ Tn[1 +B(T )n] + dP. (13)

Of course, the resulting state equation is implicitly a parametric equation, since the saddle point ξ

(and, hence, n ) determines the chemical potential µ according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (10), as:

n = φ(T,m) exp(µ/T − 2B(T )n) (14)

The formula derived takes into consideration the pressure contribution from the finite volume

of the system, denoted as Vs. The author admits that the nature of this contribution is not fully

understood. It is possible that it is a non-physical outcome that can be reduced by considering

additional terms of the expansion by the saddle-point method. However, until further analysis is

conducted to confirm this, the author treats this contribution as real and proceeds to quantitatively

evaluate it. It is worth noting that this contribution disappears in the thermodynamic limit, where

there is no distinction between CE and GCE.

As we consider large but finite volumes, only the last term on dP remains in 13, which is similar

to what was observed in the meson and nuclear fireball model discussed in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4:

dP = limV→Vs
T
2V (1 +B(T )n− ln[B(T )n])→

dP = −T ln[B(T )n]

2Vs
. (15)

If we disregard the correction obtained from the volume of dP and assume that B(T )n << 1, then

by making the following substitution in the right-hand side of Eq. (13): (1+B(T )n) ∼ exp(B(T )n),
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taking into account Eq. (14), it will become the following:

P (T, µ) ≈ Tφ(T,m) exp(µ/T −B(T )n) =

= Tφ(T,m) exp(µint/T ) = P id(T, µint). (16)

Thus, the equation of state with interaction can be obtained by making the substitution µ− >

µint = µ−TB(T )n in the equation of state of the ideal gas. These equations are density functionals,

which, according to (5), at a fixed chemical potential, are found from the solution of a transcendental

equation n = φ(T,m) exp(µ/T − 2B(T )n). Assuming B(T )n << 1, this formula can be replaced

with (12) where, according to (10), ξ is expressed in terms of µ:

n ≈ φ(T,m) exp(µ/T )[1− 2B(T )φ(T,m) exp(µ/T )]. (17)

The RMS fluctuations of pressure and density calculated by known formulas (see, e.g.,[19] [24])

give estimates of the found corrections to the corresponding quantities:

< (4P ) >∼ T
√
n/V [1 +B(T )n], (18)

< (4n) >∼ 1√
nV 3

[1−B(T )n]. (19)

II. MULTICOMPONENT VDW GAS

It is easy to extend the results obtained in Sec. 1 to the case of a two-component vdW gas

(i = 1, 2)[16]:

µ∗i → µi =
(
∂F (V,T,Ni,Nj)

∂Ni

)
,

where F (V, T,N1, N2) = −T ln[Z(V, T,N1, N2)] is the definition of free energy a two-component

vdW gas, whis density of components:

ni = ∂P (T, µi, µj)/∂µi ∼ ξi[1− (2ξiBii + ξj(B̃ij + B̃ji))]. (20)

The virial expansion can be rewritten, taking into account Eq. (20), as a two-component vdW

equation in the approximation bijNi/V � 1 and aij/Tbij � 1) :

P (T, µ1, µ2) =
Tn1

1− b11n1 − b̃21n2

+
Tn2

1− b22n2 − b̃12n1
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−n1(a11n1 + ã21n2)− n2(a22n2 + ã12n1) + dP, (21)

where dP takes into account the "finite size of the fireball": dP ∼= −Tn ln[C(T,n11,n22)]
2V

, C(n, T ) =

|n11B11n22B22−n12B̃12n21B̃21|. When formula (21) was derived, the expression B̃ij ≈ b̃ij−ãij/T was

used (see, e.g., [12]), and for each type of particles the corresponding parameters of attraction and

repulsion were introduced: aij, ãij ≈ 2γaijaii/(aii + ajj), bij, b̃ij = 2
biibij
bii+bjj

, γ is a phenomenological

parameter reflecting the complexity of the problem.

The above analysis can be extended to a multi-component VdW gas consisting of any number of

different particles. By integrating over the particles’ momenta and making some changes analogous

to those made in the first example, an expression for the statistical sum of the multi-component

(K-component) VdW gas can be obtained. Then, by integrating the obtained formula over the

number of particles and making the corresponding changes to the formula, as was done in the

case of a single-component gas, the corresponding expression for pressure can be obtained in the

mathematical formalism of the Grand Canonical Ensemble[17]:

P (T, µ1, ..., µK) =
K∑
p=1

 Tnp

1−
K∑

(p 6=q)=1

(bppnp + b̃pqnq)



−
K∑

(p6=q)=1

np(appnp + ãqpnq) + dP (T, µ1, ..., µK), (22)

where µp =
(
∂F (V,T,N1,...,NK)

∂Np

)
are the chemical potentials (p = 1, ..., K). The particle densities

np = ∂P (T, µ1, ..., µK)/∂µp along with the pressure are obtained as the solutions of the system of

related equations depending on the parameter of the saddle points ξp (p = 1, ..., K).

Due to inelastic reactions between hadrons in the HG model in the grand canonical ensemble

formulation, there are no fixed numbers for N1, ..., NK . However, the conserved charges of baryonic

number B, strangeness S, and electric charge Q have fixed values. B corresponds to the number

of participating nucleons in the reaction, S is zero, and Q = eZ is 0.5eA for intermediate nuclei

and 0.4eA for heavy nuclei. Using the grand canonical formulation is more advantageous at high

temperatures, where the system properties are determined by the pressure function 22. The chemical

potentials µi (where i = 1, ..., K) are defined as a combination of the baryonic µB, strange µS, and

electric µQ chemical potentials, with coefficients of expansion (γB)i, (γS)i, and (γQ)i respectively.

In publications [14] - [17], a two-stage model was proposed to describe the nuclear fireball. At

9



Figure 4: Scalar part of the effective meson-meson potential

the first stage, since the considered nuclear-nuclear collisions (A+A) have very high energies, more

than 1 GeV per nucleon, the number of produced mesons is much larger than nucleons and it is

suggested that the main contribution to the process is made mainly by mesons (meson stage of the

fireball dynamics). Later, at the second stage, since the lifetime of mesons is much shorter than the

lifetime of nucleons, it is proposed that the main contribution at the final stage is made by nucleons

(nucleon stage of the fireball).

The meson model of the fireball is based on the following assumptions: The collision between

nuclei (A+A) generates high energies of over 1 GeV per nucleon. During the initial freeze-out stage,

mesons dominate. To explain these interactions above the new particles’ production threshold

(T>135 MeV), the vdW model is generalized to a medium-sized meson fireball. The mean semiaxes

of the ellipsoid and mass number of nuclei left in the fireball after the collision, <a>, <b>, and

<A>, respectively, are used to estimate the average potential energy. The fireball is composed

mostly of mesons, considering that the number of nucleons is significantly less than the number of

mesons. Only two types of particles are considered, namely the π0 and π+ mesons, with the average

internucleon energy not exceeding the production threshold of the heavy mesons. The π+ meson

production is twice as likely as the π0 meson production(also, the lifetime of π+ mesons is greater

than the lifetime of π0-mesons); thus, the densities are assumed to be equal to kn+ = n0, where

n0 and n+ are the densities of π0 and π+ mesons, respectively, and k < 1. The potential energy of

meson interaction is effective, and its scalar part is shown in Fig. 4.

It is assumed that the π0 meson hard-core radius is much smaller than the π+ meson hard-core

radius. The effective radius of the π+ meson is 0.46Fm, the π0 meson is 0.01Fm, and the average

volume of the meson fireball is estimated to be 600-1000 Fm3

The nucleon model of the fireball is based on the following assumptions: Mesons with a short

average lifetime (τ ∼ 10−8 − 10−16c) dominate in the initial stages of freeze-out, leading to their

quick decay. Baryons like protons and neutrons become dominant during the final stages of freezing.

The finite volume size effects become evident at low density values, which corresponds to the last

stages of fireball evolution. Although there is some uncertainty about the fireball’s existence during

10



Figure 5: The result of our calculations using formula 5 for the meson and nucleon stages of the
evolution of the hadron fireball

these late stages, a generalization of the vdW model to the nucleon fireball was proposed in [14] to

describe nucleus-nucleus interactions during the last stage of freeze-out when new particles are not

produced (T < 135 MeV). To simplify the model, the average energies of internucleon collisions are

restricted to not exceed the production threshold of other hadrons, and only two varieties (protons

and neutrons) are considered. The density of protons and neutrons is assumed to follow from

the conservation of baryon number, and the nucleon composition of colliding nuclei is assumed to

be known. The effective potential of the interactions between protons and neutrons, protons and

protons, and neutrons and neutrons can be represented using the same model as in Fig. 4. The

hard-core radius of the proton is assumed to be known, while the radius of the neutron is much

smaller than that of the proton.

Thanks to the known relationship between the number of protons and neutrons in heavy nuclei,

np = knn, where k < 1, the two-component nucleon model essentially reduces to a one-component

model. Similarly, since the lifetime of neutral pion mesons is much shorter than that of charged

mesons, the same can be said for the two-component meson model. Interestingly, despite the

crudeness of such a one-component approximation for the real multi-component vdW gas of the

hadron fireball, as shown in Fig. 5, a good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the results

of calculations by other authors is obtained for the chemical potential (see, for example, Fig. 2 and

Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Sketch of the QCD matter phase diagram in the plane of temperature T and
baryo-chemical potential µB(this figure is taken from [26]). The parton-hadron phase transition

line from lattice QCD [27]–[30] ends in a critical point E. A cross-over transition occurs at smaller
µB. Also shown are the points of hadro-chemical freeze-out from the grand canonical statistical

model

III. APPROXIMATION OF AN IDEAL GAS WITH AN EFFECTIVE CHEMICAL PO-

TENTIAL

In Sec. 1. (see 16), it was shown that the Van der Waals gas pressure formula can be approx-

imately rewritten as the pressure of an ideal gas with an effective potential µint = µ − TB(T )n

that takes into account interactions. However, this effective potential differs by 3TB(T )n from the

chemical potential obtained from the known formula 5.

The question arises as to how justified this approximation of the effective chemical potential is?

Figures 7-9 show a comparison of the effective chemical potential and the real chemical potential

at different parameter values for the nucleon and meson models.

It can be seen that while the nucleon model of the fireball at realistic radii of the solid nucleon

crust is practically indistinguishable when replacing the real chemical potential with the effective

one, for the meson model of the fireball at realistic parameter values, the effective chemical potential

yields an explicitly unphysical result.

12



Figure 7: Chemical potential calculated in the nucleon model of the fireball at hard core radii of
R0 = 0.5 Fm

Figure 8: Chemical potential calculated in the nucleon model of the fireball at hard core radii of
R0 = 0.9 Fm

IV. SUMMARY

The paper provides a detailed description of obtaining the equation of state with corrections that

take into account the finite size of the hadronic fireball, as well as the mean square fluctuations

of pressure and density. The pressure correction disappears in the thermodynamic limit when,

according to statistical physics, there is no difference between different statistical ensembles.

It is shown how, in the process of deriving the equation of state using the integration method near

the saddle point, expressions for the chemical potentials are naturally obtained, which essentially

serve as the extremum condition of the integrand.

The obtained formulas for chemical potentials, pressure, and density, obtained using the saddle

point method, are used to analyze numerical data obtained by other authors using the lattice QCD
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Figure 9: Chemical potential calculated in the meson model of the fireball at hard core radii of
R0 = 0.69 Fm

calculations and critical parameters in nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energy.

The influence of interaction on the two-component gas is analyzed: (i) π0 and π+ mesons; (ii)

baryons. The particles interact with a hard core potential at short distances and an attractive

potential at long distances (effective radii of attraction).

As an example of the use of the obtained formulas at temperatures above the particle production

threshold (T>135 MeV), a generalized van der Waals model was proposed for the asymmetric case

of the two-component model (π0 and π+ mesons) with realistic parameters of the hard core and

attraction.

At lower temperatures (T<90 MeV), a baryonic model was used, which takes into account the

conservation law of baryonic charge.

It was found that despite the roughness of the one-component effective models for the equations

of state and chemical potentials, they qualitatively, and sometimes quantitatively, agree with the

results obtained using the lattice QCD calculations.
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The use of an effective chemical potential, which can take into account the interaction in the

ideal gas equation of state, is also analyzed. It was found that under the conditions of applicability

of the baryonic model, the effective chemical potential differs little from the potential obtained using

the saddle point method. For the mesonic model, the use of an effective mesonic chemical potential

is much less justified.

The research was carried out within the framework of the initiative scientific topic 0122U200549

(“National Technical University of Ukraine «Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”).
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Axial anomaly effect to the chiral-partner structure of diquarks at high temperature
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Masses of positive-parity and negative-parity diquarks are investigated at finite temperature with
a quark chemical potential. We employ the three-flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model, in order to
delineate chiral properties of the diquarks, in particular, the mass degeneracy of chiral partners
under extreme conditions. We focus on the effects of U(1)A axial anomaly on manifestation of the
chiral-partner structures. We find that, in the absence of anomaly effects to the diquarks, the mass
degeneracies in all [ud], [su] and [sd] diquark sectors take place prominently above the pseudocritical
temperature of the chiral restoration. On the other hand, the anomaly effects are found to hinder
the [ud] diquark from exhibiting the mass degeneracy, accompanied by a slow reduction of the s̄s
condensate, while the [su] and [sd] diquarks are not much affected. Our present investigation will
provide useful information on the chiral-partner structure with the anomaly effects of diquarks for
heavy-ion collision experiments of singly heavy baryons and doubly heavy tetraquarks, and for future
lattice simulations of the diquarks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The light diquark, a cluster made of two light quarks
(u, d and s quarks), is not a direct observable due to
the color confinement but is known as a useful ingredi-
ent of hadrons. For instance, the mass spectrum and
decay properties of singly heavy baryons (SHBs) which
consist of one heavy quark (c or b quark) and two light
quarks (i.e., one diquark) can be understood from the di-
quarks dynamics of order ΛQCD, the typical energy scale
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), since the heavy
quark whose mass is larger than ΛQCD is regarded as a
spectator [1, 2]. Similarly, the diquark is also expected to
play an important role in dynamics of delineating doubly
heavy tetraquarks such as Tcc.

Light diquarks contain only light flavors, so that it
is useful to classify them from an appropriate chiral-
symmetry representation. Focusing on this fact, effective
models of diquarks from the viewpoint of chiral symme-
try have been constructed [3], and accordingly, investiga-
tion of SHBs based on the chiral models have been pro-
moted from field-theoretical approaches with both linear
and nonlinear representations [4–11] and from diquark-
heavy-quark potential description [12–14].

Employing the linear representation of chiral symme-
try, we can describe not only ground states but also or-
bitally excited states carrying opposite parities, known as
chiral partners, in a consistent manner. For diquarks as
well, the existence of chiral partners are expected, and
theoretically, for instance, properties of Λc(1/2

−) as a

∗ daiki.suenaga@riken.jp
† makoto.oka@riken.jp

chiral partner of the ground-state Λc(2286) is being ex-
plored [9]. However, no candidate of such Λc(1/2

−) has
been observed [15] and the quest for finding such an ex-
cited state is left as an important task.

The mass splitting between the chiral partners is sup-
posed to be generated by the spontaneous breakdown of
chiral symmetry. Thus, at extreme conditions such as
high temperature and/or density where chiral symmetry
may be restored, the masses of the chiral partners will
become degenerate [16]. As a precursor phenomenon,
it is expected that the masses of the chiral partners
may move towards the degeneracy at finite temperature
and/or density. If such reduction of the mass splitting of
Λc(1/2

−) and Λc(2286) is realized in hot and/or dense
matter which can be produced in, for example, heavy-
ion collision (HIC) experiments, we expect to observe a
suppression of the Λc(1/2

−) decay.

Thus far, chiral-partner structures of light mesons [16–
23], nucleons [24–28] and heavy-light mesons [29–32] have
been theoretically investigated. In addition, The part-
ner structures of diquarks and mesons in cold and dense
two-color QCD, where the diquarks become color-singlet
baryon, have been examined [33], motivated by the ap-
plicability of lattice simulations at density [34, 35].

In addition to chiral symmetry, QCD possesses an-
other prominent symmetric properties: the U(1)A axial
anomaly [36]. That is, a conservation law of the U(1)A
axial charge is violated by quantum effects induced by
external gluons, which may be understood by instanton
effects [37]. Chiral effective models demonstrate that, at
zero temperature and density, the anomaly triggers the
inverse mass hierarchy of negative-parity diquarks [7]; a
mass of non-strange diquarks [ud]− becomes larger than
that of strange diquarks [su]− or [sd]−. Such a peculiar
inversion indicates that the U(1)A anomaly effects have
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2

a significant influence on the chiral-partner structure of
the diquarks in medium.

In light of the above symmetric properties of QCD,
in the present study we examine diquark mass changes
at finite temperature with a quark chemical potential to
see the chiral-partner structures and roles of the U(1)A
axial anomaly for them. In particular, we employ the
three-flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model incorpo-
rating six-point interactions responsible for the U(1)A
axial anomaly effects [38–42]. In hot QCD matter, our
present investigation is expected to provide useful in-
formation on SHBs and doubly heavy tetraquarks from
the viewpoint of chiral symmetry and the U(1)A axial
anomaly for future HIC experiments and lattice simu-
lations. Meanwhile, in cold and dense regime, further
understandings of the onset of color superconducting
phase [43, 44] and roles of the U(1)A axial anomaly there,
which is related to the continuous transition from hadron
to quark phases [45, 46], are expected.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, our
three-flavor NJL model containing meson and diquark
channels is introduced, and in Sec. III our strategy to
evaluate the diquark masses in medium and our regu-
larization technique are explained. Based on them, we
present numerical results of the diquark masses at finite
temperature and chemical potential in Sec. IV. In Sec. V,
we discuss the SHB spectrum at finite temperature ex-
pected from our results on the diquark masses, and ar-
tifacts induced by our regularization. Finally, Sec. VI is
devoted to concluding our present study.

II. MODEL

In this section, we present our NJL model toward in-
vestigation of diquark masses at finite temperature with
a quark chemical potential.

Our NJL Lagrangian is separated into three parts of

LNJL = L2q + L4q + Lanom.
6q . (1)

The first part L2q includes kinetic and mass terms of
dynamical quarks as

L2q = ψ̄(i/∂ + µγ0 −M)ψ , (2)

where ψ = (u, d, s)T is a three-flavor quark multiplet.
The quantities µ and M are a quark chemical potential
and a mass matrix of the current quarks, respectively.
Under SU(2)I isospin symmetry M takes the form of
M = diag(mq,mq,ms).

The second part in Eq. (1), L4q, describes four-point
interactions among the quarks

L4q = G

8∑
A=0

[
(ψ̄λAf ψ)2 + (ψ̄iγ5λ

A
f ψ)2

]
+H

∑
A,A′=2,5,7

[
|ψTCλAf λA

′

c ψ|2 + |ψTCγ5λ
A
f λ

A′

c ψ|2
]
.

(3)

In this Lagrangian, λAf and λA
′

c are the Gell-Mann ma-
trices for flavor and color spaces, respectively, and C =
iγ2γ0 is the charge-conjugation Dirac matrix. As for the
H term in Eq. (3), we have included only A,A′ = 2, 5, 7
channels which are antisymmetric with respect to both
the flavor and color indices, since these combinations can
generate the most attractive forces in between the two
quarks [43]. At first glance, symmetric properties of the
two terms in Eq. (3) are obscure because they are written
in terms of parity-eigenstate bases. In order to see the
properties more clearly, we introduce the following quark
bilinear fields:

φij = (ψ̄R)aj (ψL)ai ,

(ηL)ai = εijkε
abc(ψTL )bjC(ψL)ck ,

(ηR)ai = εijkε
abc(ψTR)bjC(ψR)ck . (4)

In these fields, ψR(L) = 1±γ5

2 ψ is the right-handed (left-
handed) quark, and the subscript “i, j, · · · ” and super-
script “a, b, · · · ” represent flavor and color fundamental
indices, respectively. Under U(3)L × U(3)R chiral trans-
formation, ψL and ψR transform as ψL → gLψL and
ψR → gRψR, where gL ∈ U(3)L (gR ∈ U(3)R), and
accordingly, chiral transformation laws of φ, ηL and ηR
read

φ→ gLφg
†
R , ηL → ηLg

†
L , ηR → ηRg

†
R . (5)

Meanwhile, one can easily derive identities

tr[φ†φ] =
1

8

8∑
A=0

[
(ψ̄λAf ψ)2 + (ψ̄iγ5λ

a
fψ)2

]
,

ηTLη
∗
L + ηTRη

∗
R =

1

2

∑
A,A′=2,5,7

[
|ψTCλAf λA

′

c ψ|2

+|ψTCγ5λ
A
f λ

A′

c ψ|2
]
, (6)

and hence, the four-point interaction Lagrangian (3) is
rewritten into

L4q = 8Gtr[φ†φ] + 2H(ηTLη
∗
L + ηTRη

∗
R) . (7)

Equation (7) clearly shows U(3)L×U(3)R chiral symme-
try of the interactions. Moreover, (global) SU(3)c color
symmetry is also manifest since ηL and ηR belong to 3̄
representation of SU(3)c color group.

The third part of Eq. (1), Lanom.
6q , is of the form

Lanom.
6q = −8K(detφ+ detφ†)

+ K ′(ηTLφη
∗
R + ηTRφ

†η∗L) . (8)

This Lagrangian is again left unchanged under SU(3)L×
SU(3)R chiral and SU(3)c color transformations but is
not invariant under U(1)A axial transformation. That
is, Eq. (8) is responsible for leading contributions from
the U(1)A axial anomaly. In particular, K term is often
referred to as the Kobayashi-Maskawa-’t Hooft (KMT)
determinant term which plays an essential role in gen-
erating a large mass of η′ meson [38–41]. The K ′ term
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captures direct contributions of the anomaly effects to
diquarks through interactions with mesons [42].

When we derive the four-point interactions in Eq. (3)
from a one-gluon exchange vertex, the Fierz transforma-
tion yields H/G = 3/4. Similarly, one obtain K ′/K =
1/1 from the Fierz transformation of the instanton ver-
tex for the anomalous six-point interactions in Eq. (8).
However, in the present study, we regard all of them as
free parameters based on our effective-model description.

In the vacuum, i.e., at zero temperature and density,
it is well known that (approximate) SU(3)L × SU(3)R
chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken by emergence
of chiral condensates such that quarks acquire their
dynamical masses. Under an assumption of SU(2)I
isospin symmetry, the chiral condensates are described
by vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of φ as 〈φ〉 =
1
2diag(〈q̄q〉, 〈q̄q〉, 〈s̄s〉). In cold and dense regime, VEVs
of ηL and ηR can also become nonzero which represents
emergence of the color superconducting phase [43, 44].
However, in our present study, we mainly focus on hot
medium so that we do not take into account such con-
densates.

In order to evaluate fluctuations of diquark modes at
the one-loop level of quarks, we make use of the following
linearization of multi-quark couplings with the help of the
Wick’s theorem:

XY → XY + 〈X〉Y + 〈Y 〉X − 〈X〉〈Y 〉 ,
XY Z → 〈X〉Y Z + 〈Y 〉XZ + 〈Z〉XY + 〈X〉〈Y 〉Z

+〈Y 〉〈Z〉X + 〈Z〉〈X〉Y − 2〈X〉〈Y 〉〈Z〉 . (9)

Within this approximation, from NJL Lagrangian (1) dy-
namical masses of q(= u, d) and s quarks incorporating
the chiral condensates are read off as

Mq = mq − 4G〈q̄q〉+ 2K〈q̄q〉〈s̄s〉 ,
Ms = ms − 4G〈s̄s〉+ 2K〈q̄q〉2 , (10)

respectively. The mass fourmula (10) indicates that the
nonanomalous G term generates 〈q̄q〉 (〈s̄s〉) contributions
to Mq (Ms). Meanwhile, the anomalous K term gener-
ates 〈s̄s〉 (〈q̄q〉) contributions to Mq (Ms), that is, the lat-
ter term mixes different flavor contents. Besides, Eq. (10)
indicates that the modification of Mq is strongly con-
trolled by the change of 〈q̄q〉 regardless of the value of K
since 〈q̄q〉 appears in both the G and K terms, while that
of Ms is not. These noteworthy features play important
roles for temperature dependences of Mq and Ms, as will
be explained in Sec. IV A.

III. FLUCTUATIONS OF DIQUARKS

Diquark masses within the NJL model can be eval-
uated by pole positions of the corresponding Bethe-
Salpeter (BS) amplitudes. In this section, we show our
strategy to compute the BS amplitude.

A. BS amplitude

In this subsection, we provide explanations how to
evaluate pole positions in the BS amplitudes for diquark
channels [47].

The BS amplitude T is evaluated by infinite scatterings
of the quarks as

T = K +KJK +KJKJK + · · ·
= K +KJT , (11)

namely,

T = (1−KJ )−1K , (12)

where K is the interaction kernel and J is a loop func-
tion generated by quarks. In our present analysis, the
kernels are read off from effective four-point interactions
of quarks in Eq. (1) with the approximation (9). When
we take parity eigenstates of the diquarks as

(η+)ai =
1√
2

(ηR − ηL)ai =
1√
2
εijkε

abcψT,bj Cγ5ψ
c
k ,

(η−)ai =
1√
2

(ηR + ηL)ai =
1√
2
εijkε

abcψT,bj Cψck , (13)

the kernel K’s for respective diquark channels read

Kab[qq]+
= i

(
2H − K ′

2
〈s̄s〉

)
δab ,

Kab[sq]+
= i

(
2H − K ′

2
〈q̄q〉

)
δab ,

Kab[qq]−
= i

(
2H +

K ′

2
〈s̄s〉

)
δab ,

Kab[sq]−
= i

(
2H +

K ′

2
〈q̄q〉

)
δab . (14)

In these expressions, the subscripts [qq]± and [sq]± repre-
sent (η±)i=3 and (η±)i=1,2 channels, respectively, where
the former is made of u and d quarks while the latter is
of u and s (or d and s) quarks. The color factor δab guar-
antees the conservation of color charges. One sees that
the K ′ term incorporates the chiral condensates so as to
induce the mass differences of the positive- and negative-
parity diquarks.

As for the loop functions, within the present quark
one-loop approximation, J ’s for scalar diquark channels
are given by

J ab[qq]+
(q) = 4iδabT

∑
m

∫
d3p

(2π)3
tr
[
γ5S(q)(p

′)γ5S
c
(q)(p)

]
,

J ab[sq]+
(q) = 2iδabT

∑
m

∫
d3p

(2π)3
tr
[
γ5S(s)(p

′)γ5S
c
(q)(p)

+γ5S(q)(p
′)γ5S

c
(s)(p)

]
, (15)
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and those for pseudoscalar diquark channels are by

J ab[qq]−
(q) = 4iδabT

∑
m

∫
d3p

(2π)3
tr
[
S(q)(p

′)Sc(q)(p)
]
,

J ab[sq]−
(q) = 2iδabT

∑
m

∫
d3p

(2π)3
tr
[
S(s)(p

′)Sc(q)(p)

+S(q)(p
′)Sc(s)(p)

]
, (16)

with p′ = p + q. In these equations, we have defined
propagators of q quark by

S(q)(p) = F.T.〈0|Tq(x)q̄(0)|0〉 = i
∑
ζ=p,a

Λ
(q)
ζ (p)

p0 − ηζε(q)ζ (p)
,

Sc(q)(p) = F.T.〈0|Tqc(x)q̄c(0)|0〉 = i
∑
ζ=p,a

Λ
(q),c
ζ (p)

p0 + ηζε
(q)
ζ (p)

.

(17)

In Eq. (17), we have introduced a propagator of the
charge-conjugated quark field qc = Cq̄T so as to per-
form the Dirac trace of the one loops straightforwardly.

Besides, Λ
(q)
ζ is a projection operator with respect to the

positive-energy and negative-energy contributions of the
q quark

Λ
(q)
ζ (p) =

E
(q)
p γ0 + ηζ(Mq − p · γ)

2E
(q)
p

, (18)

with E
(q)
p =

√
p2 +M2

q and ηp = +1 (ηa = −1). The

charge-conjugated projection operator is simply given by
interchanging the subscripts p and a as

Λ(q),c
p (p) = Λ(q)

a (p) , Λ(q),c
a (p) = Λ(q)

p (p) . (19)

The single-quark dispersion relations affected by the
chemical potential µ read

ε
(q)
ζ (p) = E(q)

p − ηζµ . (20)

In the same way, propagators of the s quark are defined.
It should be noted that, in Eqs. (15) and (16), we have
replaced p0 integrations by the Matsubara summations
iT
∑
m with p0 = iωm ≡ i(2m+ 1)πT (m ∈ Z) being the

Matsubara frequencies in order to access hot matter [48].
As for the one-loop functions in Eqs. (15) and (16), ki-

netic contributions stemming from spin couplings among
quarks and diquarks are evaluated by the Dirac trace
formulas (f, f ′ = q or s)

tr[Λ
(f ′)
ζ′ (p′)Λc,(f)

ζ (p)] = 1 +
ηζ′ηζ(p

′ · p−Mf ′Mf )

E
(f ′)
p′ E

(f)
p

,

tr[γ5Λ
(f ′)
ζ′ (p′)γ5Λ

c,(f)
ζ (p)] = −1

−ηζ′ηζ(p
′ · p+Mf ′Mf )

E
(f ′)
p′ E

(f)
p

.

(21)

In addition, medium effects describing occupation proba-
bilities of the quarks are incorporated by the Matsubara
summation formula [48]

T
∑
m

1

(p′0 − ε′p′)(p0 − εp)
=
fF (εp)− fF (ε′p′)

iω̄n − ε′p′ + εp
,

(22)

with ω̄n ≡ 2nπT (n ∈ Z), where fF (ε) = 1/(eε/T + 1) is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The retarded one-
loop functions in our real-time world are obtained by the
analytic continuation of iω̄n → q0+i0 in the denominator
of Eq. (22).

With the help of Eqs. (21) and (22), the one-loop func-
tions in Eqs. (15) and (16) can be evaluated.

B. Regularization

In making use of the formula (22), one encounters ul-
traviolet (UV) divergences when either ε2(p′) or ε1(p)
is negative, which must be regularized. In the present
study, we employ a three-dimensional proper-time regu-
larization including not only a UV cutoff ΛUV but also
an infrared (IR) cutoff µIR [47, 49]. This treatment is
implemented by the following replacement:

1

q0 − ε′p′ + εp + i0
→
R(q0 − ε′p′ + εp)

q0 − ε′p′ + εp + i0
, (23)

where the function R(x) is defined by

R(x) ≡ e
− |x|

ΛUV − e
− |x|µIR . (24)

In this regularization, real and imaginary parts of
Eq. (23) are read off by the Cauchy principal-value inte-
gral

R(q0 − ε′p′ + εp)

q0 − ε′p′ + εp + i0
= P
R(q0 − ε′p′ + εp)

q0 − ε′p′ + εp
− iπ ×

δ(q0 − ε′p′ + εp)R(q0 − ε′p′ + εp) .

(25)

Thus, the remaining p integration yields a relation q0 −
ε′p′ + εp = 0 from the delta function for the imaginary

part, and using a property R(0) = e0 − e0 = 0 one can
find

R(q0 − ε′p′ + εp)

q0 − ε′p′ + εp + i0

Im
= 0 . (26)

Equation (26) implies that all imaginary parts of the
loop function J ’s are removed when both the UV and IR
cutoffs ΛUV and µIR are introduced [47, 49]. Therefore,
when focusing on diquarks in medium, the regulariza-
tion (23) allows us to remove physical processes of the
Landau dampings such as q → [qq] + q̄ as well as those
of the pair creations (annihilations) such as [qq]→ q + q
(q+ q → [qq]). Hence, the present regularization method
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enables us to define the masses of diquarks properly with
no influence from imaginary parts. Intuitively speaking,
disappearance of the physical processes implies that di-
quarks are doped into color-singlet matter and cannot
discriminate colorful quarks in medium, while they in-
deed feel the medium effects. In this sense, diquarks are
“confined” in our present study.1 Therefore, our present
treatment is expected to be useful for delineating modi-
fications of SHBs and Tcc in medium where the diquarks
are well confined in the hadrons. The existence of the
IR cutoff in QCD is suggested by, e.g., the usefulness of
inclusion of a bare gluon mass which represents nonper-
turbative nature of QCD both in the vacuum [50] and

in medium [51, 52].2 We note that the disappearance of
imaginary parts shown in Eq. (26) follows a cancellation
of UV and IR regulator parts in Eq. (24), so that the
imaginary parts are left finite when the IR cutoff is not
included. We also note that R(x)→ 1 is recovered when
we take ΛUV →∞ and µIR → 0.

C. Loop functions

We are now ready to get rather concrete analytic ex-
pressions of the loop functions. That is, using Eqs. (21)
and (22) together with the regularization (23), the loop
function J ’s of the diquarks at rest q = 0 read

J ab[qq]+
(q0) = 4iδab

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
T [qq]+

pp (p)
R
(
q0 − 2ε

(q)
p (p)

)
q0 − 2ε

(q)
p (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)]
− T [qq]+

aa (p)
R
(
q0 + 2ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 + 2ε

(q)
a (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)]}
, (27)

J ab[sq]+
(q0) = 4iδab

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
T [sq]+

pp (p)
R
(
q0 − ε(s)p (p)− ε(q)p (p)

)
q0 − ε(s)p (p)− ε(q)p (p)

[
1− fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)]
+ T [sq]+

pa (p)
R
(
q0 − ε(s)p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 − ε(s)p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

[
fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)]
− T [sq]+

ap (p)
R
(
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p)− ε(q)p (p)

)
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p)− ε(q)p (p)

[
fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)]
− T [sq]+

aa (p)
R
(
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

[
1− fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)]}
, (28)

J ab[qq]−
(q0) = 4iδab

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
T [qq]−

pp (p)
R
(
q0 − 2ε

(q)
p (p)

)
q0 − 2ε

(q)
p (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)]
+ 2T [qq]−

pa (p)
R
(
q0 − ε(q)p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 − ε(q)p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

[
fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)]
− T [qq]−

aa (p)
R
(
q0 + 2ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 + 2ε

(q)
a (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)]}
, (29)

1 It was shown that not only imaginary parts but also poles of the
BS amplitudes in the physical region disappear, when includ-
ing the next-to-leading order of the rainbow approximation. In

Ref. [47], the authors used the term “confinement” from these
two observations.

2 The massive-gluon description for chiral dynamics in low-energy
QCD was discussed in, e.g., Refs. [53, 54].
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and

J ab[sq]−
(q0) = 4iδab

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
T [sq]−

pp (p)
R
(
q0 − ε(s)p (p)− ε(q)p (p)

)
q0 − ε(s)p (p)− ε(q)p (p)

[
1− fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)]
+ T [sq]−

pa (p)
R
(
q0 − ε(s)p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 − ε(s)p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

[
fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)]
− T [sq]−

ap (p)
R
(
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p)− ε(q)p (p)

)
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p)− ε(q)p (p)

[
fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)]
− T [sq]−

aa (p)
R
(
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

)
q0 + ε

(s)
a (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

[
1− fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)]}
, (30)

where we have defined the kinetic contributions stem-
ming from spin-coupling properties by

T [qq]+
pp (p) = T [qq]+

aa (p) = 2 ,

T [sq]+
pp (p) = T [sq]+

aa (p) = 1 +
p2 +MqMs

E
(q)
p E

(s)
p

,

T [sq]+
pa (p) = T [sq]+

ap (p) = 1− p
2 +MqMs

E
(q)
p E

(s)
p

, (31)

for positive-parity diquarks and

T [qq]−
pp (p) = T [qq]−

aa (p) =
2p2(
E

(q)
p

)2 ,

T [qq]−
pa (p) =

2M2
q(

E
(q)
p

)2 ,

T [sq]−
pp (p) = T [sq]−

aa (p) = 1 +
p2 −MqMs

E
(q)
p E

(s)
p

,

T [sq]−
pa (p) = T [sq]−

ap (p) = 1− p
2 −MqMs

E
(q)
p E

(s)
p

, (32)

for negative-parity diquarks. The differences of these
quantities between the chiral partners are proportional
to Mq so that they vanish in a limit of Mq → 0, e.g.,

T
[qq]+
pp (p) = T

[qq]−
pp (p) → 2 and T

[sq]+
pp (p) = T

[sq]−
pp (p) →

1+ |p|/E(q)
p , which reflects a fact that all diquarks exam-

ined in this work contain at least one q quark.

From Eqs. (27) and (29), for instance, one can see
that variations of the loop functions between the chiral
partners are solely incorporated by the kinetic contribu-
tions (31) and (32). This is easily understood since [qq]+
and [qq]− diquarks differ by only their spin structures;
the former is 1S0 while the latter is 3P0 in a quark-model
sense, with the same color and flavor contents. Simi-
lar structures are found in [sq]+ and [sq]− sectors from
Eqs. (28) and (30).

The loop functions of antidiquarks [q̄q̄]± and [s̄q̄]± are
simply evaluated by changing the variable q0 to −q0 in

the corresponding J ’s as

J ab[q̄q̄]+
(q0) = J ab[qq]+

(−q0) , J ab[s̄q̄]+
(q0) = J ab[sq]+

(−q0) ,

J ab[q̄q̄]−
(q0) = J ab[qq]−

(−q0) , J ab[s̄q̄]−
(q0) = J ab[sq]−

(−q0) ,

(33)

due to the charge-conjugation properties.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our numerical results of
mass changes of the diquarks in medium.

A. Inputs

Before showing the results, in this subsection we ex-
plain our strategy to fix the model parameters.

Our NJL model contains eight parameters: the current
quark masses mq and ms, four-point couplings G and
H, six-point couplings responsible for the U(1)A axial
anomaly K and K ′, the UV cutoff ΛUV and the IR cutoff
µIR. Since H and K ′ do not affect pseudoscalar meson
properties in our treatment, first we fix the remaining
mq, ms, G, K, ΛUV and µIR from the meson sector.

As for inputs from the pseudoscalar sector, we adopt
vacuum values of a pion mass, a kaon mass, a pion decay
constant and a kaon decay constant as [15]

mπ = 0.138 GeV , mK = 0.496 GeV ,

fπ = 0.0921 GeV , fK = 0.110 GeV . (34)

These inputs allow us to determine the four parameters
mq, ms, G, K for a given set of ΛUV and µIR. The lat-
ter two parameters are fixed so as to derive a reasonable
temperature dependence of the chiral condensates 〈q̄q〉
and 〈s̄s〉 at µ = 0, where lattice simulations already ex-
plored [55]. Evaluations of mπ, mK , fπ and fK in our
present NJL model are not concise and not our main aim
of the present work, so we leave them to Appendix A.
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the chiral condensates
〈q̄q〉 and 〈s̄s〉 at vanishing quark chemical potential µ = 0
normalized by their vacuum values.

The chiral condensates 〈q̄q〉 and 〈s̄s〉 at finite T and µ
are computed by

〈q̄q〉 = −3iT
∑
n

∫
d3p

(2π)3
tr[S(q)(p)]

= −12Mq

∫
d3p

(2π)3

R
(
ε
(q)
p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

)
ε
(q)
p (p) + ε

(q)
a (p)

×
[
1− fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)]
, (35)

and

〈s̄s〉 = −3iT
∑
n

∫
d3p

(2π)3
tr[S(s)(p)]

= −12Ms

∫
d3p

(2π)3

R
(
ε
(s)
p (p) + ε

(s)
a (p)

)
ε
(s)
p (p) + ε

(s)
a (p)

×
[
1− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)]
, (36)

respectively.
When we take

ΛUV = 1.6 GeV , µIR = 0.45 GeV , (37)

and determine the model parameters

mq = 0.00258 GeV , ms = 0.0761 GeV ,

G = 1.15 GeV−2 , K = 10.3 GeV−5 , (38)

from fitting the inputs (34), the resultant T depen-
dence of the chiral condensates is obtained as depicted in
Fig. 1. Although reduction of 〈s̄s〉 at finite temperature
is slightly slow compared to lattice results, the pseudo-
critical temperature for 〈q̄q〉 reads

Tpc ∼ 0.15 GeV , (39)

which is close to the lattice estimation [55]. Therefore,
we expect that the parameters (37) and (38) are capable
of capturing qualitative behavior of chiral symmetry in

medium well, and in what follows we adopt those param-
eters.3

As seen from Eq. (10), Mq is proportional to 〈q̄q〉
when ignoring the current quark mass mq which is in-
deed small. Hence, at finite temperature Mq drops sub-
stantially above Tpc ∼ 0.15 GeV in accordance with the
sufficient reduction of 〈q̄q〉 as in Fig. 1. On the other
hand, Ms is generated by the comparably large ms and
〈s̄s〉 contributions, so Ms does not decrease prominently
even above Tpc. In Sec. IV B, we find that the former fast
reduction of Mq significantly affects the mass degeneracy
of the chiral partners of diquarks above Tpc.

One of our aims in this work is to examine the U(1)A
axial anomaly effects to the chiral-partner structures of
diquarks in medium. For this reason, as for the param-
eters in terms of diquarks, we regard K ′ as a free pa-
rameter and determine the remaining H from a lattice
result: mlattice

[qq]+
= 0.725 GeV [56]. In particular, we use

two parameter sets with no anomaly effects (K ′ = 0)
and with significant effects (K ′ = 15 GeV−5). The de-
terminedH and diquark masses in the vacuum with those
values of K ′ are tabulated in Table I. It should be noted
that we employ K ′ = 15 GeV−5 as a typical value of
K ′ such that the mass of chiral-partner Λc(1/2

−) reads
M [Λc(1/2

−)] = 2.99 GeV. The detailed discussion in
terms of the Λc baryons is provided in Sec. V A.

K′ H m[qq]+ m[qq]− m[sq]+ m[sq]−

[GeV−5] [GeV−2] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV]

Set(I) 0 1.77 0.725∗ 0.840 0.777 0.931

Set(II) 15 1.53 0.725∗ 1.43 0.854 1.38

TABLE I. Determined values of H and the diquark masses for
two parameter sets with K′ = 0 and K′ = 15 GeV−5. The
asterisk (∗) stands for an input from the lattice simulation.

From the table, one can see that, for positive-parity di-
quarks, m[qq]+ < m[sq]+ follows as naively expected since
the s quark mass is larger than the q quark mass. For
negative-parity diquarks, m[qq]− > m[sq]− which is of-
ten referred to as the inverse mass hierarchy is realized
when significant anomaly effects enter [7], while the nor-
mal mass hierarchy m[qq]− < m[sq]− is obtained when the
anomaly effects are absent.

B. T dependence of the diquark masses

Here, we present our numerical results on temperature
dependences of the diquark masses at a given µ, and see

3 We note that the mass of η′ meson cannot be reproduced by the
parameter set (38). However, our present study aims to shed
light on the diquark masses in medium which are dominantly
controlled by the remaining parameters H and K′, and hence,
we expect that the following discussion is not affected by this
shortcoming considerably at a qualitative level.
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<latexit sha1_base64="g8g5TWpGaW1OtJdXu0d6lujuFmg=">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</latexit>

[qq]+

<latexit sha1_base64="kvyttCU9iOuE6b/7/2e4TtcaZ70=">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</latexit>

[qq]�

<latexit sha1_base64="CTrTaj9l3MpLuXTZ8oZxJesdpGs=">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</latexit>

[sq]�
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Set (I) (w/o anomaly)

Set (II) (w/ anomaly)

Set (II) (w/ anomaly)
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µ = 0
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the diquark masses for the parameter Set (I) (left) with no anomaly effects and Set
(II) (right) with significant anomaly effects at µ = 0. The mass differences are defined by ∆m[qq] = m[qq]− − m[qq]+ and
∆m[sq] = m[sq]− −m[sq]+ .

their chiral-partner structures together with effects from
the U(1)A axial anomaly. We note that, in the present
paper, we define the diquark masses including the shifts
from µ.

Depicted in Fig. 2 is the resultant temperature depen-
dences of the diquark masses at µ = 0 for the param-
eter Set (I) with no anomaly effects and Set (II) with
significant anomaly effects in Table I. Mass differences
between the chiral partners, ∆m[qq] ≡ m[qq]− − m[qq]+
and ∆m[sq] ≡ m[sq]− −m[sq]+ , are also displayed to see
the chiral-partner structures more clearly.

The left panels of Fig. 2 indicate that the normal mass
hierarchy for both the positive and negative-parity di-
quarks is observed at any temperature when the anomaly
effects are absent. Besides, the mass difference between
the chiral partners always satisfies ∆m[sq] > ∆m[qq]. In
the absence of the anomaly effects, the kernels for [qq]+
and [qq]− ([sq]+ and [sq]−) are identical, and only the
kinetic contributions in the loop functions (31) and (32)
generate different effects to the two diquarks. As ex-
plained below Eqs. (31) and (32), such differences are
proportional to Mq which sufficiently drops above Tpc

for both the [qq] and [sq] diquark sectors. Therefore,
the mass degeneracy of the chiral partners takes place
prominently above Tpc, and as a result the chiral-partner

structures are clearly seen at high temperature.

On the other hand, from the right panels of Fig. 2,
one can see that the inverse hierarchy for the negative-
parity diquarks is always realized accompanied by the
significant anomaly effects. Moreover, the mass differ-
ence reads ∆m[qq] > ∆m[sq] at any temperature when
the anomaly is switched on, and the reduction of ∆m[qq]

at high temperature is tempered whereas ∆m[sq] is suf-
ficiently suppressed similarly to with K ′ = 0. The for-
mer tempered reduction is understood as follows. When
K ′ = 15 GeV−5, the kernels K[qq]+ and K[qq]− are sig-
nificantly affected by the 〈s̄s〉 contributions in addition
to the constant H, signs of which are opposite for [qq]+
and [qq]− channels as seen from Eq. (14). Besides, the
suppression of 〈s̄s〉 at finite temperature is hindered com-
pared to 〈q̄q〉 as in Fig. 1. Hence, the difference between
K[qq]+ and K[qq]− is left sizable even at T ∼ 0.3 GeV
and the resultant ∆mqq also reads considerably large, al-
though J[qq]+ and J[qq]− become approximately identical.
Meanwhile, the sufficient reduction of ∆msq is straight-
forwardly understood from the fast decrement of 〈q̄q〉
above Tpc, since the difference between K[sq]+ and K[sq]−
induced by K ′ contributions is proportional to 〈q̄q〉 and
the situation is similar to with K ′ = 0 at such high tem-
perature.
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<latexit sha1_base64="g8g5TWpGaW1OtJdXu0d6lujuFmg=">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</latexit>

[qq]+

<latexit sha1_base64="kvyttCU9iOuE6b/7/2e4TtcaZ70=">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</latexit>

[qq]�

<latexit sha1_base64="CTrTaj9l3MpLuXTZ8oZxJesdpGs=">AAACaXichVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdEN0QyQYN5LBEDWuiG5c8pBHgoS0dcBqaWtbSJD4A67cGXWliTHGz3DjD7jgEwxLTNy48FKaGCXqnczMmTP33DkzIxmqYtmMtT3C0PDI6Jh33DcxOTU94w/M5iy9bso8K+uqbhYk0eKqovGsrdgqLxgmF2uSyvPS0XZvP9/gpqXo2q7dNHipJlY1paLIok1Urmgdl8orZX+YRZkToUEQc0EYbiR1/z32sA8dMuqogUODTViFCItaETEwGMSV0CLOJKQ4+xyn8JG2TlmcMkRij2is0qroshqtezUtRy3TKSp1k5QhRNgLe2Bd9swe2Sv7+LVWy6nR89KkWepruVGeOQtm3v9V1Wi2cfCl+tOzjQo2HK8KeTccpncLua9vnFx0M5vpSGuJ3bIO+b9hbfZEN9Aab/Jdiqev4aMPiP187kGQW43G1qLxVDyc2HK/wosFLGKZ3nsdCewgiSyde4hzXOLK0xECQlCY76cKHlczh28hhD8BGniL4w==</latexit>

[sq]�

<latexit sha1_base64="6X4Ndv0XS0Y2p8OYi3zcCoeFrTI=">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</latexit>

[sq]+

Set (I) (w/o anomaly)

Set (I) (w/o anomaly)

Set (II) (w/ anomaly)

Set (II) (w/ anomaly)

<latexit sha1_base64="pTTIWcdwAIgv7/hc8E2iMiT/bsI=">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</latexit>

�m[qq]

<latexit sha1_base64="LJCDb36S63YStLHJ9xvCZy7A5hg=">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</latexit>

�m[sq]

<latexit sha1_base64="g8g5TWpGaW1OtJdXu0d6lujuFmg=">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</latexit>

[qq]+

<latexit sha1_base64="kvyttCU9iOuE6b/7/2e4TtcaZ70=">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</latexit>

[qq]�
<latexit sha1_base64="CTrTaj9l3MpLuXTZ8oZxJesdpGs=">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</latexit>

[sq]�

<latexit sha1_base64="6X4Ndv0XS0Y2p8OYi3zcCoeFrTI=">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</latexit>

[sq]+

<latexit sha1_base64="pTTIWcdwAIgv7/hc8E2iMiT/bsI=">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</latexit>

�m[qq]

<latexit sha1_base64="LJCDb36S63YStLHJ9xvCZy7A5hg=">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</latexit>

�m[sq]

<latexit sha1_base64="ktlLpFYdi7j/mS8f4hTvM/vF7fg=">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</latexit>

µ = 0.2 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="ktlLpFYdi7j/mS8f4hTvM/vF7fg=">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</latexit>

µ = 0.2 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="ktlLpFYdi7j/mS8f4hTvM/vF7fg=">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</latexit>

µ = 0.2 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="ktlLpFYdi7j/mS8f4hTvM/vF7fg=">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</latexit>

µ = 0.2 GeV

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the diquark masses and mass differences for the Set (I) (left) and Set (II) (right) at µ = 0.2
GeV.

As for behaviors of the diquark masses at tempera-
ture, particularly from the top-left panel of Fig. 2, one
can see that m[qq]− and m[sq]− once decrease around Tpc

but they turn to the increment above Tpc. Such nonlin-
ear temperature dependences are driven by the abrupt
reduction of 〈q̄q〉, namely, chiral-symmetry restoration.
In fact, when we neglect effects from chiral-symmetry
restoration, it can be shown that diquark masses ex-
hibit monotonic increments as the system is heated owing
to thermal effects [48]. Reflecting such a thermal-mass
property, at sufficiently high temperature where chiral
symmetry is mostly restored the diquark masses mono-
tonically increase.

In order to see effects from a quark chemical potential µ
to diquark masses at finite temperature, in Fig. 3 we also
depict the resultant diquark masses and mass differences
as a function of T at µ = 0.2 GeV. The figure indicates
that at T = 0 all the diquark masses are reduced by
2µ = 0.4 GeV since the diquarks carry the quark number
+2. Besides, mass degeneracies of the chiral partners
take place at a lower temperature compared to Fig. 2,
reflecting the fact that the pseudocritical temperature
Tpc decreases at finite quark chemical potential. Except
for these points, temperature dependences of the diquark
masses are qualitatively similar to the ones at µ = 0.

At µ = 0.2 GeV, diquark and antiduquark masses

differ due to the breakdown of charge-conjugation sym-
metry. Thus, in order to quantify such violation it is
worth investigating temperature dependences of the an-
tidiquark masses as well. The resultant temperature de-
pendences are displayed in Fig. 4. In contrast to the
results for the diquark masses in Fig. 3, the masses of an-
tidiquarks carrying the quark number −2 are increased
by 2µ = 0.4 GeV at T = 0. Besides, at higher temper-
ature where the mass degeneracies of the chiral partners
occur substantially, increment of the antidiquark masses
is tempered compared to those of the diquark masses.
Those are major consequences of the violation of charge-
conjugation symmetry. Meanwhile, the temperature
dependences of mass differences between the partners:
∆m[q̄q̄] ≡ m[q̄q̄]− −m[q̄q̄]+ and ∆m[s̄q̄] ≡ m[s̄q̄]− −m[s̄q̄]+ ,
are similar to those of ∆m[qq] and ∆m[sq], respectively.

C. µ dependence of the diquark masses

In Sec. IV B, the temperature dependences of the di-
quark masses have been examined and we have succeeded
in getting deeper insights into the chiral-partner struc-
tures of the diquarks and U(1)A axial anomaly effects to
them in hot matter. In this subsection, we investigate µ
dependences of the diquark masses at T = 0 in order to
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the antidiquark masses and mass differences for the Set (I) (left) and Set (II) (right) at
µ = 0.2 GeV. The mass differences are defined by ∆m[q̄q̄] = m[q̄q̄]− −m[q̄q̄]+ and ∆m[s̄q̄] = m[s̄q̄]− −m[s̄q̄]+ .

see the chiral-partner structures and anomaly effects in
cold dense matter.

Depicted in Fig. 5 is the resultant µ dependences
of the diquark masses for the parameter Set (I) (top)
and Set (II) (bottom) at T = 0. At lower µ regime,
µ . 0.28 GeV, all the diquark masses are simply eval-
uated by linear functions as m[qq]± = mvac

[qq]±
− 2µ and

m[sq]± = mvac
[sq]±

− 2µ, since in this region medium ef-

fects do not enter and the diquark masses are diminished
by the chemical potential solely. Beyond µ ∼ 0.28 GeV
the diquark masses behave nonlinearly as µ increases ac-
companied by the medium effects, but soon they reach
a critical chemical potential µ∗ at which m[qq]+ = 0 is
satisfied. Within our present NJL model, the µ∗ repre-
sents the onset of the two-flavor color superconductivity
(2SC) phase as explicitly shown in Appendix B [43, 44].4

In the 2SC phase, for instance, a positive-parity di-

4 In two-color QCD where diquarks become color-singlet baryons,
similarly to our present work, it is shown that the critical chem-
ical potential µ∗ which denotes the onset of emergence of the
diquark condensates (i.e., the onset of the baryon superfluid-
ity phase) is determined at which the 0+ diquark mass van-
ishes [33, 57–59]. Moreover, it is supported by the lattice QCD
simulations numerically [60–62].

quark (η+)a=3
i=3 defined in Eq. (13) creates a Bose-Einstein

condensate (BEC), and accordingly, the original baryon
(quark) number symmetry is violated such that the ro-
tated baryon (quark) number symmetry becomes realized
alternatively. As a result, mixings among diquarks and
mesons sharing the identical quantum numbers, e.g., f0

mesons (scalar and isoscalar mesons), [qq]+ diquark and
[q̄q̄]+ antidiquark, occur [63, 64]. Thus, although the
realization or indication of chiral-partner structures at
µ & µ∗ seems to be shown in Fig. 5, they may include
ambiguities. We leave investigation of the chiral-partner
structures in cold and dense matter including the 2SC
phase to future studies.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Decay of Λc(1/2
−) at finite temperature

So far, we have focused on the masses of diquarks in
medium which are not direct observable due to the color
confinement. Useful testing grounds to see the diquark
dynamics are color-singlet hadrons composed of a di-
quark and heavy quarks, such as SHBs and doubly heavy
tetraquarks. In this section, we examine the masses and
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FIG. 5. Quark chemical potential dependence of the diquark
masses for the Set (I) (top) and Set (II) (bottom) at T = 0.
The dotted vertical line corresponds to the critical chemical
potential µ∗ at which m[qq]+ = 0 is satisfied.

decay widths of the SHBs based on the analysis done for
the diquarks in Sec. IV.

The singly charmed baryons composed of [qq]± are the
ground-state Λc(2286) and its chiral partner Λc(1/2

−).
Experimentally, the chiral partner Λc(1/2

−) has not been
identified, while the ground-state Λc(2286) is well estab-
lished [15]. One possible reason why the Λc(1/2

−) is still
missing could be a too large decay width caused by a
comparably large mass of Λc(1/2

−). Based on this spec-
ulation here we particularly focus on the mass and decay
width of Λc(1/2

−) at finite temperature.
We here assume the masses of Λc(1/2

±) are given sim-
ply by the sum of the constituent c quark mass mQ and
the corresponding diquark ones m[qq]± as [7]

M [Λc(1/2
±)] = mQ +m[qq]± , (40)

based on the heavy-quark effective theory. From the par-
ticle data group (PDG) we find M [Λc(1/2

+)] = 2.286
GeV [15]. Hence, when we assume m[qq]+ = 0.725 GeV in
the vacuum as shown in Table I, the value of mQ is fixed
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the masses of Λc(1/2
+)

and Λc(1/2
−) for µ = 0 with the Set (II).
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⇤c(1/2�) ! ⇤c(1/2+)⌘

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the decay width of
Λc(1/2

−)→ Λc(1/2
+)η for µ = 0 with the Set (II).

to be mQ = 1.56 GeV. With this value, M [Λc(1/2
−)] in

the vacuum is evaluated to be M [Λc(1/2
−)] = 2.99 GeV

when we take the Set (II) in Table I. The estimated mass
is sufficiently larger than M [Λc(1/2

+)], which seems to
be suitable for the demonstration in this section. For this
reason, in the following analysis we will employ the Set
(II) to study the mass and decay width of Λc(1/2

−).5

Under an assumption that the value of mQ and in-
teractions between the heavy quark and the diquark do
not change in medium, the temperature dependence of
the masses of Λc(1/2

±) is simply evaluated by that of
m[qq]± . Depicted in Fig. 6 is the resultant temperature

dependences of M [Λc(1/2
±)] for µ = 0 with the Set (II).

The dependences are essentially identical to those of [qq]±
as in the top-right panel of Fig. 2, implying that the mass

5 As for the mass of Λc(1/2−), for instance, the nonrelativistic
quark model predicts M [Λc(1/2−)] = 2.89 GeV [65]. Within
the present chiral-model approach such a mass value is obtained
when the inverse mass hierarchy is realized as with the Set (II).
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of Λc(1/2
+) increases while that of Λc(1/2

−) decreases
as the system is heated.

The main decay mode of Λc(1/2
−) is Λc(1/2

−) →
Λc(1/2

+)η due to SU(2)I isospin symmetry. In the
previous analysis based on the linear representation of
SU(3)L × SU(3)R chiral symmetry, which is basically
equivalent to our present approach [9], it was found that
couplings of Λc(1/2

−)-Λc(1/2
+)-η are given by a gener-

alized Goldberger-Treiman relation as

Lint =
2i√
3fπ

[
MB1

(
cos θP +

1√
2

sin θP

)
+

MB2

(
cos θP −

√
2 sin θP

)]
ηΛ̄c(1/2

+)Λc(1/2
−) .

(41)

Here, MB1 and MB2 are evaluated by mass differences
between the chiral partners as

MB1 =
A∆MΞc −∆MΛc

2(A2 − 1)
,

MB2 =
A∆MΛc −∆MΞc

2(A2 − 1)
, (42)

with

∆MΛc ≡M [Λc(1/2
−)]−M [Λc(1/2

+)] ,

∆MΞc ≡M [Ξc(1/2
−)]−M [Ξc(1/2

+)] , (43)

and the mixing angle θP = −11.3◦ appears due to
the η-η′ mixing. The dimensionless constant A in
Eq. (42) quantifies a violation of SU(3)L+R flavor sym-
metry, which is estimated in our present approach as
A = (2fK − fπ)/fπ = 1.39. We note that M [Ξc(1/2

±)]
in Eq. (43) is the masses of Ξc(1/2

±) composed of a c
quark and a [sq]± diquark, which is defined similarly to
M [Λc(1/2

±)].
From the coupling (41) the decay width of Λc(1/2

−)→
Λc(1/2

+)η is computed, and the resultant temperature
dependence of the width is displayed in Fig. 7. In ob-
taining the figure, the value of η mass is fixed to be
mη = 0.548 GeV [15]. Besides, any thermal effects
such as the broadening effect are neglected, and only the
changes of M [Λc(1/2

±)] and M [Ξc(1/2
±)] at finite tem-

perature are incorporated through Eq. (42). The figure
indicates that the decay width vanishes above Tpc since
the threshold is closed (∆MΛc < mη) although the width
is exceedingly large in the vacuum (∆MΛc > mη).

Our demonstration in this section implies that, even
though it is difficult to observe Λc(1/2

−) in the vacuum
due to its too large decay width, there would be a pos-
sibility of observing Λc(1/2

−) when focusing on finite-
temperature system by e.g., HICs or lattice simulations.
Toward a realistic evaluation, thermal effects such as the
broadening effects are unavoidable, and we leave inclu-
sion of such effects for a future study.

Moreover, other decay modes of Λc(1/2
−) are ex-

pected. As a primary mode among them, Λc(1/2
−)

would decay into the ground-state Λc(1/2
+) by emitting

two pions sequentially via Σc resonances [9]. However,
such processes break heavy-quark spin symmetry so that
those channels are rather suppressed. In addition, in
Ref. [14] it was predicted that masses of Σc’s decrease
in accordance with the partial restoration of chiral sym-
metry, which leads to a closing of Σc → Λc(1/2

+)π chan-
nel. Therefore, we expect that the sequential decays of
Λc(1/2

−)→ Σcπ → Λc(1/2
+)ππ do not generate sizable

widths even at finite temperature.

B. Artifacts from of the proper-time regularization

As shown in Sec. III B, in our present analysis the
three-dimensional proper-time regularization including
UV and IR cutoffs is employed so as to evaluate the mass
of diquarks in a transparent way by removing the imagi-
nary parts. In this section, we discuss the appearance of
artifacts which would break chiral symmetry in the chiral
limit.

From Eq. (A7), the pion decay constant in the chiral
limit f̄π is evaluated to be

f̄π = 3
√

2Z̄πM̄q

∫
d3p

(2π)3

1

Ēp

×

e
− 2Ēp

ΛUV − e
− 2Ēp
µIR

2Ē2
p

+

1
ΛUV

e
− 2Ēp

ΛUV − 1
µIR

e
− 2Ēp
µIR

Ēp


×
[
1− fF (ε̄p(p))− fF (ε̄a(p))

]
, (44)

by taking a limit of mπ → 0. In Eq. (44), we have defined
the dynamical quark mass M̄q and dispersion relations
ε̄ζ(p) in the chiral limit as

M̄q = −4G〈q̄q〉+ 2K〈q̄q〉2 , (45)

and

ε̄ζ(p) = Ēp − ηζµ , (46)

respectively, with Ēp =
√
p2 + M̄2

q . It should be noted

that 〈q̄q〉 in Eq. (45) is the chiral condensate evaluated
in the chiral limit. The quantity Z̄π in Eq. (44) is the
renormalization constant for the pion in the chiral limit,
which is expressed as

Z̄−1
π = 3

∫
d3p

(2π)3

1

Ēp

(
e
− 2Ēp

ΛUV − e
− 2Ēp
µIR

2Ē2
p

+

1
ΛUV

e
− 2Ēp

ΛUV − 1
µIR

e
− 2Ēp
µIR

Ēp

+
1

Λ2
UV

e
− 2Ēp

ΛUV − 1

µ2
IR

e
− 2Ēp
µIR

)
×
[
1− fF (ε̄p(p))− fF (ε̄a(p))

]
, (47)
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from Eq. (A9). That is, within our proper-time regu-
larization scheme the decay constant and the dynamical
quark mass are related as

f̄π =
√

2Z̄−1/2
π M̄q + δf̄π , (48)

with

δf̄π ≡ −3
√

2Z̄πM̄q

∫
d3p

(2π)3

1

Λ2
UV

e
− 2Ēp

ΛUV − 1

µ2
IR

e
− 2Ēp
µIR

×
[
1− fF

(
ε(n)
p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(n)
a (p)

) ]
. (49)

On the other hand, we know that those quantities must

satisfy f̄π =
√

2Z̄
−1/2
π M̄q from the Glashow-Weinberg re-

lation due to exact chiral symmetry [66], and thus the
existence of Eq. (49) implies an artificial violation of chi-
ral symmetry. Such a troublesome contributions stem
from pion mass dependences in the exponents of Z̄π in
Eq. (A9), which is obviously induced by the use of the
proper-time regularization. However, the artifact (49)
is proportional to M̄q as the first term in Eq. (48), so
that the diquark masses at sufficiently high temperature
where the chiral-symmetry restoration takes place well
are not affected by the artificial violation significantly.
Thus, our qualitative conclusion in this paper does not
change. Besides, while 〈s̄s〉 is not prominently reduced
above Tpc as in Fig. 1, the violation of chiral symmetry
is dominantly triggered by the presence of the current s
quark mass ms, and again it is expected that our main
results are not affected by the artifact (49). Although our
regularization breaks the Glashow-Weinberg relation, we
note that the massless nature of a pion in the chiral limit
can be checked as it should be.

We emphasize that the artifacts are not obtained as
a direct consequence of the inclusion of IR cutoff µIR.
In fact, the artifacts remain finite when we take µIR →
0 keeping ΛUV finite in Eq. (49). Moreover, even the
widely-used four-dimensional proper-time regularization
with obvious Lorentz covariance in the vacuum suffers
from similar artifacts.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated diquark masses at
finite temperature and chemical potential based on the
three-flavor NJL model from the viewpoint of the (par-
tial) restoration of chiral symmetry and the U(1)A axial
anomaly. In particular, we have focused on the mass
degeneracies of the positive-parity and negative-parity
diquarks at high temperature to see the chiral-partner
structure. As a result, we have found that the inverse
mass hierarchy caused by the U(1)A axial anomaly for
the negative-parity diquarks remains valid at finite tem-
perature. We have also found that the mass degeneracies
take place clearly in all [ud], [su] and [sd] diquark sec-
tors in the absence of anomaly effects to the diquarks.
On the other hand, the anomaly effect defers the mass
degeneracy in [ud] sector, reflecting the slow reduction

of 〈s̄s〉 at finite temperature, whereas those in [su] and
[sd] sectors are manifestly realized reflecting the fast re-
duction of 〈ūu〉 and 〈d̄d〉. Those findings are expected to
provide future lattice simulations with useful information
on the chiral-partner structure for the diquarks together
with the magnitude of the U(1)A axial anomaly.

As for low temperature and high density regime, our
analysis indicates that the emergence of the color super-
conducting phase, especially the two-flavor superconduc-
tivity, is unavoidable toward delineation of the chiral-
partner structures of diquarks. Thus, we leave examina-
tion of diquarks in the color superconducting phase for a
future study.

Besides, based on the temperature dependence of
diquark masses, we have discussed decay widths of
Λc(1/2

−), the chiral partner of Λc(2286) which has
not been experimentally observed, at finite temperature.
As a result, we have found that the decay channel of
Λc(1/2

−) is closed accompanied by the partial restora-
tion of chiral symmetry, which would demonstrate a pos-
sibility of observing the missing Λc(1/2

−) in future HIC
experiments. To check such a feasibility, more realis-
tic evaluations including the broadening effects are in-
evitable and we leave such study for future publication.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of mπ, mK , fπ and fK

In this appendix, we give explanations how to evaluate
the pion mass mπ, kaon mass mK , pion decay constant
fπ and kaon decay constant fK in the vacuum.

Fist, we calculate the pion mass mπ and kaon mass
mK . Similarly to the diquark masses given in the main
text, those masses are also evaluated by pole positions of
the corresponding BS amplitudes

T = (1−KJ )−1K . (A1)

Kernels for pion and kaon channels are read off from ef-
fective four-point interactions of quarks in Eq. (1) with
the approximation (9), yielding

Kπ = i(4G− 2K〈s̄s〉) ,
KK = i(4G− 2K〈q̄q〉) , (A2)
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respectively. Besides, the respective loop functions read

Jπ = −3

∫
d4p

(2π)4
tr
[
iγ5S(q)(p

′)iγ5S(q)(p)
]
,

JK = −3

∫
d4p

(2π)4
tr
[
iγ5S(q)(p

′)iγ5S(s)(p)
]
. (A3)

Then, using the Dirac trace formula (21) and performing
the q0 integral, we arrive at

Jπ(q0)

= 6i

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
R
(
q0 − 2E

(q)
p

)
q0 − 2E

(q)
p

− R
(
q0 + 2E

(q)
p

)
q0 + 2E

(q)
p

}
,

(A4)

and

JK(q0)

= 3i

∫
d3p

(2π)3

(
1 +

p2 +MsMq

E
(s)
p E

(q)
p

)

×
{
R
(
q0 − E(s)

p − E(q)
p

)
q0 − E(s)

p − E(q)
p

− R
(
q0 + E

(s)
p + E

(q)
p

)
q0 + E

(s)
p + E

(q)
p

}
,

(A5)

at rest frame q = 0. In Eqs. (A4) and (A5) we have em-
ployed the same regularization technique as the diquark
loop functions so as to maintain the chiral symmetric
consistency. Inserting the kernels (A2) and the loop func-
tions (A4) and (A5) into the BS amplitude (A1), mπ and
mK are computed.

Next, we present analytic expressions of the decay
constants fπ and fK . The decay constants are defined
through matrix elements of

〈0|ψ̄γµγ5(λaf/2)ψ|πb(q)〉 = −ifπqµ (a = b = 1− 3) ,

〈0|ψ̄γµγ5(λaf/2)ψ|Kb(q)〉 = −ifKqµ (a = b = 4− 7) ,

(A6)

and in our present normalization they are computed as

fπ = −3i
√
Zπ√

2q2

∫
d4p

(2π)4
tr[/qγ5S(q)(p+ q)γ5S(q)(p)]

∣∣∣
q0=mπ,q=0

= −3
√

2ZπMn

mπ

∫
d3p

(2π)3

1

E
(q)
p

(
R
(
mπ − 2E

(q)
p

)
mπ − 2E

(q)
p

+
R
(
mπ + 2E

(q)
p

)
mπ + 2E

(q)
p

)
, (A7)

and

fK = −3i
√
ZK√

2q2

∫
d4p

(2π)4
tr
[
/qγ5S(q)(p+ q)γ5S(s)(p)

] ∣∣∣
q0=mK ,q=0

= − 3
√
ZK√

2mK

∫
d3p

(2π)3

(
Mq

E
(q)
p

+
Ms

E
(s)
p

){
R
(
mK − E(q)

p − E(s)
p

)
mK − E(q)

p − E(s)
p

+
R
(
mK + E

(q)
p + E

(s)
p

)
mK + E

(q)
p + E

(s)
p

}
. (A8)

In these expressions Zπ and ZK are renormalization constants for pion and kaon wave functions, respectively, which
are defined by

Z−1
π ≡ i

2mπ

∂Jπ(q0)

∂q0

∣∣∣
q0=mπ

= − 3

mπ

∫
d3p

(2π)3

[
F
(
mπ − 2E(q)

p

)
−F

(
mπ + 2E(q)

p

)]
, (A9)

and

Z−1
K ≡ i

2mK

∂JK(q0)

∂q0

∣∣∣
q0=mK

= − 3

2mK

∫
d3p

(2π)3

(
1 +

p2 +MsMq

E
(s)
p E

(q)
p

){
F
(
mK − E(q)

p − E(q)
p

)
−F

(
mK + E(q)

p + E(s)
p

)}
, (A10)

with

F(x) ≡ ∂

∂x

e
− |x|

ΛUV − e
− |x|µIR

x

 =
e
− |x|µIR − e

− |x|
ΛUV

x2
+

1
µIR

e
− |x|µIR − 1

ΛUV
e
− |x|

ΛUV

|x| . (A11)

At first glance, the function F(x) seems to yield a discon- tinuity at x = 0 originating from derivatives of |x| with
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respect to x. However, one can easily show

lim
x→+0

F(x) = lim
x→−0

F(x) =
1

2Λ2
UV

− 1

2µ2
IR

, (A12)

and no such discontinuities emerge. Therefore, the renor-
malization constants are well defined in our treatment.

Appendix B: Emergence of the 2SC phase

Here, we analytically show that the onset density of
2SC phase is estimated when m[qq]+ becomes zero within
our present model.

The 2SC phase is defined by emergence of diquark con-
densates made of u and d quarks. In particular, the
condensates are S-wave, flavor-singlet and color anti-
triplet [43, 44], so that the diquark gap takes the form

of, e.g.,

∆2SC ≡
√

2〈(η+)a=3
i=3 〉 = −1

2
〈qTCγ5τ

2
fλ

2
cq〉 , (B1)

where τAf is the Pauli matrix acting on two-flavor q =

(u, d)T space. Including the diquark condensate (B1) in
addition to the chiral condensates 〈q̄q〉 and 〈s̄s〉, at mean-
field level the Lagrangian (1) is reduced to

LMF = q̄(i/∂ + µγ0 −Mq)q + s̄(i/∂ + µγ0 −Ms)s

−
(
H − K ′

4
〈s̄s〉

)(
∆∗2SCq

T τ2
fλ

2
cCγ5q + h.c.

)
− 2G(2〈q̄q〉2 + 〈s̄s〉2)− 4H|∆2SC|2
+ 4K〈q̄q〉2〈s̄s〉+ 2K ′|∆2SC|2〈s̄s〉 , (B2)

where dynamical quark masses can be now affected by
the diquark condensate ∆2SC as

Mq = mq − 4G〈q̄q〉+ 2K〈q̄q〉〈s̄s〉 ,
Ms = ms − 4G〈s̄s〉+ 2K〈q̄q〉2 +K ′|∆2SC|2 . (B3)

From the mean-field Lagrangian (B2), a thermodynamic
potential per volume V is evaluated to be (β = 1/T )

Ω/V = −8

∫
d3p

(2π)3

[
ε̃
(q)
p (p)

2
+
ε̃
(q)
a (p)

2
+ T ln

(
1 + e−βε̃

(q)
p (p)

)
+ T ln

(
1 + e−βε̃

(q)
a (p)

)]

− 4

∫
d3p

(2π)3

[
ε
(q)
p (p)

2
+
ε
(q)
a (p)

2
+ T ln

(
1 + e−βε

(q)
p (p)

)
+ T ln

(
1 + e−βε

(q)
a (p)

)]

− 6

∫
d3p

(2π)3

[
ε
(s)
p (p)

2
+
ε
(s)
a (p)

2
+ T ln

(
1 + e−βε

(s)
p (p)

)
+ T ln

(
1 + e−βε

(s)
a (p)

)]
+ 2G(2〈q̄q〉2 + 〈s̄s〉2) + 4H|∆2SC|2 − 4K〈q̄q〉2〈s̄s〉 − 2K ′|∆2SC|2〈s̄s〉 , (B4)

where dispersion relations of q and s quarks are given by
(ζ = p, a)

ε
(f)
ζ = E

(f)
ζ − ηζµ , (B5)

with E
(f)
p =

√
p2 +M2

f , and those of quasiparticles cor-

rected by the diquark condensate read

ε̃
(q)
ζ (p) =

√(
ε
(q)
ζ (p)

)2

+ (4H −K ′〈s̄s〉)2|∆2SC|2 .(B6)

The factors for each quark contribution in Eq. (B4) are
understood by (spin)×(flavor)×(color) degrees of free-
dom.

From a stationary condition of Eq. (B4) with respect
to ∆2SC, a gap equation determining the value of diquark
condensate ∆2SC in the 2SC phase is obtained as

0 = 2(4H −K ′〈s̄s〉)2

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
R
(
2ε̃

(q)
p (p)

)
2ε̃

(q)
p (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε̃(q)p (p)

)]
+
R
(
2ε̃

(q)
a (p)

)
2ε̃

(q)
a (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε̃(q)a (p)

)]}

+ 6K ′Ms

∫
d3p

(2π)3

R
(
2E

(s)
p

)
2E

(s)
p

{
1− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)}
− 2H +K ′〈s̄s〉 , (B7)
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and thus, by taking ∆2SC → 0 in Eq. (B7), an identity which holds at the onset density of 2SC phase is found to be

0 = 2(4H −K ′〈s̄s〉)2

∫
d3p

(2π)3

{
R
(
2ε

(q)
p (p)

)
2ε

(q)
p (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)]
+
R
(
2ε

(q)
a (p)

)
2ε

(q)
a (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)]}

+ 6K ′Ms

∫
d3p

(2π)3

R
(
2E

(s)
p

)
2E

(s)
p

{
1− fF

(
ε(s)p (p)

)
− fF

(
ε(s)a (p)

)}
− 2H +K ′〈s̄s〉 . (B8)

This identity is further reduced; from the analytic expression of 〈s̄s〉 in Eq. (36), one can find that Eq. (B8) yields

1− 2(4H −K ′〈s̄s〉)
∫

d3p

(2π)3

{
1

ε
(q)
p (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)]
+

1

ε
(n)
a (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)]}
= 0 , (B9)

unless 4H = K ′〈s̄s〉. Meanwhile, from the kernel (14) and the quark loop function (27) for [qq]+ diquark channel,
we can see that the pole position of the BS amplitude (12) for this channel is determined by solving the following
equation with respect to q0:

δab −Kac[qq]+
J cb[qq]+

(q0)

= δab + 4δab(4H −K ′〈s̄s〉)
∫

d3p

(2π)3

{
1

q0 − 2ε
(q)
p (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)p (p)

)]
− 1

q0 + 2ε
(n)
a (p)

[
1− 2fF

(
ε(q)a (p)

)]}
= 0 .

(B10)

Therefore, from the identity (B9), we can conclude that
Eq. (B10) has a solution when q0 = 0, and it is shown

that the onset of the 2SC phase is certainly triggered
when [qq]+ diquark mass becomes zero.
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We study a class of models in which the particle that constitutes dark matter arises
as a composite state of a strongly coupled hidden sector. The hidden sector interacts
with the Standard Model through the neutrino portal, allowing the relic abundance
of dark matter to be set by annihilation into final states containing neutrinos. The
coupling to the hidden sector also leads to the generation of neutrino masses through
the inverse seesaw mechanism, with composite hidden sector states playing the role
of the singlet neutrinos. We focus on the scenario in which the hidden sector is
conformal in the ultraviolet, and the compositeness scale lies at or below the weak
scale. We construct a holographic realization of this framework based on the Randall-
Sundrum setup and explore the implications for experiments. We determine the
current constraints on this scenario from direct and indirect detection, lepton flavor
violation and collider experiments and explore the reach of future searches. We
show that in the near future, direct detection experiments and searches for µ → e
conversion will be able to probe new parameter space. At colliders, dark matter can
be produced in association with composite singlet neutrinos via Drell Yan processes
or in weak decays of hadrons. We show that current searches at the Large Hadron
Collider have only limited sensitivity to this new production channel and we comment
on how the reconstruction of the singlet neutrinos can potentially expand the reach.

Keywords: Beyond the Standard Model, Dark Matter, Neutrino Portal, Composite Dark
Matter, Conformal Hidden Sector
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1 Introduction

Despite the remarkable success of the Standard Model (SM) in explaining the interactions
of the elementary particles, there is now indisputable evidence that it is incomplete. In
particular, cosmological and astrophysical observations have established that more than
80% of the matter in the universe is composed of some form of non-luminous, cold dark
matter (DM), but there is no particle in the SM that can play this role. Furthermore,
although the SM predicts that the neutrinos are massless, over the last few decades various
oscillation experiments have established that the masses of the neutrinos, although tiny
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relative to those of the other SM fermions, are non-vanishing. Any explanation of these
puzzles require new physics beyond the SM.

At present, the nature of the particles of which DM is composed remains completely
unknown. One interesting possibility is that the particles that constitute DM are the
composites of a strongly coupled hidden sector. Within this class of theories, the DM
candidates that have been studied include dark glueballs [1, 2], dark pions [3–6] and dark
baryons [7–9]. For a clear review of composite DM with many additional references, see [10].
Another intriguing possibility is that there is a close connection between the particles that
constitute DM and the SM neutrinos. Examples of such theories include sneutrino DM in
supersymmetric extensions of the SM [11–13], sterile neutrino DM [14–16], and scotogenic
models of neutrino masses [17–19].

In this paper, we propose a new class of composite DM models that can account for
both the observed abundance of DM and the origin of neutrino masses. We consider a
scenario in which the particle that constitutes the observed DM arises as a composite state
of a strongly coupled hidden sector. The stability of DM is ensured by a discrete symmetry
of the hidden sector. The SM is assumed to couple to the hidden sector through the
neutrino portal. 1 This allows the relic abundance of DM to be set by annihilation to a
final state consisting of a SM neutrino and antineutrino, or alternatively, to a final state
consisting of a SM (anti)neutrino and a composite hidden sector particle. The neutrino
portal interaction leads to mixing of the SM neutrinos with composite fermions of the
hidden sector. The neutrinos thereby acquire tiny Majorana masses through the inverse
seesaw mechanism [23, 24]. In this framework, the neutrinos are partially composite. 2 We
focus on a scenario in which the compositeness scale lies below the weak scale, leading to
rich experimental signals.

The strong dynamics of the hidden sector is taken to be approximately conformal in
the ultraviolet. This can allow the small parameters necessary to explain the observed
neutrino masses within the framework of a low-scale seesaw model to naturally arise from
the scaling dimensions of operators in the conformal field theory (CFT) [33]. To explore
the dynamics of this class of models, we construct a holographic realization of this scenario
based on the AdS/CFT correspondence [34–37]. The correspondence relates large-N CFTs
in four dimensions to theories of gravity in warped space in a higher number of dimensions.
Our realization takes the form of a five-dimensional (5D) Randall-Sundrum (RS) model
with two branes [38]. Operators in the hidden sector CFT are dual to fields in the bulk
whereas the SM fields, being elementary, are mapped to states localized on the ultraviolet
brane. Within this framework, we can calculate the relic abundance of DM and explore the
phenomenology associated with this class of models.

Within the framework of the RS solution to the hierarchy problem, several authors
have addressed the generation of neutrino masses, for example, [39–43], and the origin of
DM, for example, [44–47]. However, an important difference is that because these models
are built around the RS solution to the hierarchy problem, all the SM quarks and leptons

1For earlier work on models in which DM couples to the SM through the neutrino portal see, for example,
Refs. [20–22].

2For earlier work on models of composite neutrinos see, for example, Refs. ([25–28]). Neutrino com-
positeness has been linked to DM in [29–31] and to the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the universe
in [32].
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are necessarily partially or entirely composite. The compositeness scale is then constrained
to lie above a TeV, and so the implications for experiments are very different. A holographic
model of neutrino masses with a lower compositeness scale that shares some features with
our construction was considered in [48] (see also [49]).

This class of DMmodels gives rise to signals in direct and indirect detection experiments
and at colliders. Since the couplings of the hidden sector to the SM through the neutrino
portal will in general violate flavor, we also expect signals in experiments searching for
lepton flavor violating processes, such as µ → eγ and µ → e conversion. We determine
the constraints from existing searches and explore the reach of future experiments. In
this framework, although the hidden sector is neutral under the weak interactions, the DM
acquires a coupling to the Z-boson at loop level through the neutrino portal interaction and
can therefore be searched for in direct detection experiments. We find that for some range
of DM masses, future direct detection experiments such as LZ [50] and XENONnT [51]
will have sensitivity to this scenario. In some regions of parameter space, in addition to
neutrinos, other SM particles are also produced as the result of DM annihilation. This
can be used to constrain the model in indirect detection experiments, both from precision
observations of the CMB and from searches for gamma rays and positrons that are the
products of DM annihilation.

The spectrum of composite states includes singlet neutrinos that carry a small charge
under the weak interactions through their mixing with the SM neutrinos. These particles
fall into the category of heavy neutral leptons (HNLs), which are being searched for at
the LHC and at beam dumps. However, the composite singlet neutrinos differ from con-
ventional HNLs in that, in some regions of parameter space, their primary decay mode is
completely invisible. For the case when the dominant decays of the composite singlet neu-
trinos are visible, we use the current limits on HNLs to place bounds on this scenario and
study the reach of future searches. Since the hidden sector couples to the SM through the
neutrino portal, DM particles can also be produced in association with a composite singlet
neutrino. The challenge in detecting DM is therefore to identify the effects of additional
invisible particles on top of standard HNL signatures. We study the sensitivity of existing
experimental HNL searches for events produced via this new channel, and we also explore
a strategy involving the reconstruction of the HNL that would extend the reach for DM
particles. We find that, although the parameter space of the model is highly constrained by
non-collider observations, there is nevertheless a limited region where these searches have
sensitivity.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We discuss the general framework in Sec. 2. In
Sec. 3, we lay out the extra-dimensional model and determine the mass spectra, couplings
and mixing angles. In Sec. 4, we present a comprehensive phenomenological analysis of DM
with a focus on its production, direct and indirect detection. The collider aspects of the
phenomenology are presented in Sec. 5. We conclude in Sec. 6.

2 A Framework for Composite Dark Matter and Neutrino
Masses

In this section, we outline the general features of the scenario we are exploring. We consider
a framework in which the particle that constitutes DM arises as a composite state of a
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strongly coupled hidden sector that is approximately conformal in the ultraviolet. We
show that couplings between the hidden sector and the SM through the neutrino portal
can give rise to the observed abundance of DM, while also generating the neutrino masses.
We discuss the current constraints on this class of models and outline the possibilities for
discovering the DM candidate in direct and indirect detection experiments and collider
searches.

2.1 Composite Dark Metter through the Neutrino Portal

Consider a hidden sector composed of a strongly coupled CFT, to which we add a relevant
deformation Odef ,

LUV ⊃ LCFT + λdefOdef . (2.1)

When the deformation grows large in the infrared (IR), it causes the breaking of the con-
formal dynamics. This occurs at a scale that we denote by Λ.

We assume that the spectrum of light hidden sector states includes three composite
Dirac fermions Nα, which play the role of composite singlet neutrinos. Here α = 1, 2, 3

represents a flavor index. The low energy effective Lagrangian contains kinetic and mass
terms for the singlet neutrinos,

LIR ⊃ iN̄γµ∂µN −mN N̄N, (2.2)

where we have suppressed the flavor indices. Here mN is the singlet neutrino mass, which is
expected to be of the order of the conformal symmetry breaking scale Λ. We can decompose
N into components with left- and right-handed chiralities, N = (NL, NR).

The hidden sector interacts with the SM through the neutrino portal,

LUV ⊃ −
λ̂

M
∆
N̂
−3/2

UV

L̄H̃ÔN + h.c., (2.3)

where L is the SM left-handed lepton doublet, H̃ ≡ iσ2H
∗ where H is the SM Higgs

doublet, and ÔN represents a primary operator of scaling dimension ∆
N̂

that transforms
as a right-handed Weyl fermion. Here λ̂ is a dimensionless coupling constant and MUV

denotes the ultraviolet (UV) cutoff of the theory. At the conformal breaking scale Λ, this
interaction gives rise to the following term in the low-energy Lagrangian,

LIR ⊃ −λ L̄H̃NR + h.c., (2.4)

where the dimensionless coupling λ scales as

λ ∼ λ̂
(

Λ

MUV

)∆
N̂
−3/2

. (2.5)

This represents a coupling of the SM to the composite singlet neutrinos NR through the
neutrino portal. Once Higgs acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV), this interaction
and the mass term in Eq. (2.2) lead to mixing between the SM neutrinos and the composite
fermions NL. Therefore the light neutrinos contain an admixture of hidden sector states,
while the composite singlet neutrinos acquire an admixture of the SM neutrino. In this way
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the composite singlet neutrinos acquire a small coupling to the weak gauge bosons of the
SM.

The scaling dimension of the primary fermionic operator ÔN is bounded from below
by unitarity, ∆

N̂
≥ 3/2, where the limiting case of ∆

N̂
= 3/2 corresponds to the case of

a free fermion. On the other hand, for scaling dimensions ∆
N̂
≥ 5/2 the interaction in

Eq. (2.3) leads to the theory becoming ultraviolet sensitive, which requires the addition of
new counterterms involving the SM fields for consistency [33]. Therefore, in this work, we
limit our analysis to values of the scaling dimension of ÔN in the range 3/2 < ∆

N̂
< 5/2.

With this choice of ∆
N̂
, the coupling λ in Eq. (2.5) is hierarchically small for Λ � MUV,

so that the mixing between the SM neutrinos and their singlet counterparts is suppressed.
As we explain below, this feature of our model can help explain both the smallness of the
neutrino masses and the observed abundance of DM. In this work, we focus on low values
of the compositeness scale, corresponding to values of Λ at or below the electroweak scale.

We now assume that at the scale Λ, in addition to the composite singlet neutrinos N ,
the spectrum of hidden sector states also includes a composite Dirac fermion χ, which plays
the role of DM. Then the low energy Lagrangian at scales of order Λ includes the terms,

LIR ⊃ iχ̄γµ∂µχ−mχχ̄χ . (2.6)

Here mχ is the DM mass, which we again take to be of the order of Λ. To ensure the
stability of DM we assume that the hidden sector respects a discrete Z2 symmetry under
which χ is odd, but the singlet neutrinos N as well as the SM fields are even. We further
assume that there are no Nambu-Goldstone bosons or other light states, so χ is the lightest
state in the hidden sector.

In our framework, the neutrino portal interaction keeps the hidden sector in equilibrium
with the SM in the early universe. Because of the composite nature of the fermions χ and
N , the low energy theory at the scale Λ contains nonrenormalizable interactions between
the DM particle and the singlet neutrinos of the schematic form,

LIR ⊃ −
κ̃

Λ2
(χ̄N)(N̄χ) , (2.7)

where κ̃ is of order 16π2/N 2 in the large-N limit. Once the temperature falls below mχ,
these interactions allow the DM particles to annihilate away through processes such as
χχ̄ → (νN̄ ,Nν̄) and χχ̄ → νν̄. Naively, the annihilation rate would be expected to be
enhanced compared to the freeze-out of DM of weak scale mass because of the low scale Λ

that sets the mass of χ and the strength of its interactions, resulting in a too low abundance
of DM. However, this can be compensated for by the small mixing between the SM neutrinos
and the composite singlet neutrinos. This class of theories can therefore easily accommodate
the observed abundance of DM.

2.2 Neutrino masses via the Inverse Seesaw Mechanism

In this subsection, we outline how this framework can naturally incorporate the generation
of neutrino masses through the inverse seesaw mechanism. Our discussion is based on
the analysis in [33]. We now assume that the hidden sector possesses a global symmetry
under which the operator ÔN is charged. The charges under this global symmetry can be
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normalized such that ÔN , and therefore NR, carries charge +1. Then, we see from the
coupling Eq. (2.4) that this symmetry can be subsumed into an overall lepton number
symmetry under which both NR and NL carry charge +1.

In order to employ the inverse seesaw mechanism to generate the SM neutrino masses,
we require a source of lepton number violation in the model. Accordingly, we add to the
theory a lepton number violating deformation arising from an operator O2N , which has
scaling dimension ∆2N ,

LUV ⊃ −
µ̂

M∆2N−4
UV

O2N + h.c. (2.8)

Here µ̂ is a dimensionless constant that parametrizes the strength of the deformation. We
assume that O2N carries a charge of +2 under the global symmetry of the hidden sector,
so that this deformation violates lepton number by two units. In the low-energy effective
theory at the scale Λ, this gives rise to terms in the Lagrangian of the form,

LIR ⊃ −(µNLNL + µ′NRNR) + h.c. , (2.9)

where the Majorana masses µ and µ′ parameterize the strength of lepton number violation.
Their values scale with the parameters of the theory as

µ ∼ µ′ ∼ µ̂Λ

(
Λ

MUV

)∆2N−4

. (2.10)

The scaling dimension ∆2N of the lepton number violating scalar operator O2N is con-
strained by unitarity to satisfy ∆2N ≥ 1, where the limiting case ∆2N = 1 corresponds to
the case of a free scalar. For ∆2N > 4, the Majorana mass terms µ and µ′ are hierarchically
smaller than Λ.

With the inclusion of the lepton number violating terms in Eq. (2.9) the low-energy
effective theory now possesses all the ingredients required to realize inverse seesaw mecha-
nism,

LIR ⊃iN̄γµ∂µN −mN N̄N −
[
µNLNL + λL̄H̃NR + h.c.

]
. (2.11)

By integrating out the composite singlet neutrinos N we obtain a contribution to the masses
of the light neutrinos,

mν = µ
(λvEW

mN

)2
. (2.12)

Here vEW ≡ 〈H〉 ' 174 GeV. When the effects of higher resonances are included, this
relation is only approximate, so that

mν ∼ µ
(λvEW

mN

)2
. (2.13)

Note that the neutrino masses depend on both the parameter λ, which controls the mixing
with the composite states as seen in Eq. (2.5), and the parameter µ, which controls the
extent of lepton number violation as seen in Eq. (2.10). Then the smallness of the SM
neutrino masses can naturally be explained by either the small parameter λ that sets the
size of the neutrino mixing or the small lepton number violating coupling µ. Since the small
values of these parameters admit a simple explanation in terms of the scaling dimensions
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of the operators ÔN and O2N , this class of models can provide a natural explanation for
the smallness of neutrino masses.

Note that in this construction both the Dirac mass term λvEW and the Majorana mass
term µ need to be smaller than the compositeness scale Λ. This leads to the following range
for the coupling λ,

√
mνmN

vEW
. λ . mN

vEW
, (2.14)

where we have employed Eq. (2.13) in obtaining the lower bound, after setting mN ∼ Λ.
The neutrino mixing angle to the physical mass eigenstates in the limit mN � λvEW

is defined as,

UN` ≡
λvEW

mN
. (2.15)

It follows from Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) that the mixing angle UN` lies in the range√
mν

mN
. UN` . 1 . (2.16)

2.3 Abundance of Dark Matter

In this subsection, we outline how this class of models can reproduce the observed abundance
of DM. At high temperatures in the early universe, the hidden sector was in thermal contact
with SM through the portal operator in Eq. (2.3). This interaction populates the hidden
sector, bringing it into thermal equilibrium with the SM. Once the temperature falls below
their masses, the hidden sector states begin to exit the bath. The observed DM today is
composed of the lightest Z2 odd Dirac fermion χ that survives as a thermal relic.

We first show that the hidden sector is in thermal equilibrium with the SM at tem-
peratures of order the compositeness scale. The hidden sector states can be produced from
SM neutrinos via processes such as νν → UN , νν → νUN , νUN → νUN , where the label
UN denotes hidden sector states. To see this, note that the strongly coupled nature of the
hidden sector implies large self-interactions between the composite singlet neutrino states,

LIR ⊃ −
κ

Λ2

(
N̄γµN

)2
+ · · · , (2.17)

where the size of the coupling κ is of the order of ∼ (4π)2/N 2 in the large-N limit and
the ellipses denote other Lorentz contractions. These interactions are characteristic of the
composite nature of the singlet neutrinos. To see that the hidden sector is in equilibrium
with the SM at temperatures T of order Λ, we estimate the rate for the νν → UN process.
When T ∼ Λ, this rate is expected to be parametrically of the same order as the νν → NN

rate. From Eq. (2.17) we can estimate the cross section for this process as,

σνν→UN ∼ σνν→NN ∼
1

4π

(
κ

Λ2

)2∣∣UN`∣∣4 T 2. (2.18)

From this, we can write the thermally averaged interaction rate as,

n̄ν〈σνν→NN v〉 ∼
κ2

4π

∣∣UN`∣∣4 T 5

Λ4
, (2.19)
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for DM annihilation are shown above where the composite DM–
neutrino effective vertex κ/Λ2 is denoted by a red-square and neutrino mixing UN` is shown as a
blue circle. For the left diagram, there is an analogous process for the final state N̄ν. Flavor indices
on the neutrinos have been suppressed.

where n̄ν ∼ T 3 represents the equilibrium number density of SM neutrinos. In order to
keep the SM and hidden sector in thermal and chemical equilibrium at the compositeness
scale the above interaction rate should be larger than the Hubble rate H ∼ T 2/MPl at
temperature T ∼ Λ, where MPl denotes the Planck mass. Taking κ ∼ (4π)2, the condition
for thermal equilibrium condition at temperature T ∼ Λ can be translated into a lower
bound on the neutrino mixing angle UN` as,

|UN`|2 &
√

Λ/4πMPl . (2.20)

As we shall see, this result means that the SM and the hidden sector will be in equilibrium
at early times for the range of mixing angles that leads to the observed abundance of DM
after thermal freeze-out.

In our framework the abundance of DM is set by the standard thermal freeze-out
mechanism. As the temperature falls below the compositeness scale, DM annihilates to the
visible sector through the neutrino portal and eventually freezes out as a thermal relic. The
dominant DM annihilation channels to the visible sector are,

χχ̄→
(
Nν̄, νN̄

)
χχ̄→ νν̄. (2.21)

The Feynman diagrams for the above DM annihilation processes are shown in Fig. 1, where
the vertex shown as a red-square corresponds to the interaction between DM and singlet
neutrinos given in Eq. (2.7) and a blue-circle denotes the neutrino mixing angle UN`.

The cross sections for the above DM annihilation processes at temperatures T of order
Λ can be estimated as,

σχχ̄→Nν̄ ∼
κ̃2 U2

N`

4π

T 2

Λ4
, σχχ̄→νν̄ ∼

κ̃2 U4
N`

4π

T 2

Λ4
. (2.22)

DM freeze-out happens when its thermally averaged interaction rate becomes comparable
to the Hubble rate, n̄χ〈σv〉 ∼ H ∼ T 2/MPl, where n̄χ ∼ (mχT )3/2 e−mχ/T is the non-
relativistic equilibrium number density for DM. The freeze-out happens at temperatures T
of order mχ/10.

The thermally averaged DM annihilation cross sections at DM freeze-out, i.e. for
T = Tfo ∼ mχ/10, can be estimated as,

〈σχχ̄→Nν̄v〉fo∼
κ̃2 U2

N`

40πΛ2
, 〈σχχ̄→νν̄v〉fo∼

κ̃2 U4
N`

40πΛ2
, (2.23)

where we have made the simplification mN ∼ mχ ∼ Λ. The observed DM relic abundance
can be obtained when 〈σv〉fo ∼ 10−8/ GeV2.
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Provided that the χχ̄ → (Nν̄, N̄ν) channel is kinematically open, this will be the
dominant annihilation mode. For values of the composite scale Λ ∼ 1 GeV and κ̃ ∼ (4π)2,
we obtain the correct relic abundance from the χχ̄ → (Nν̄, νN̄) process with elementary-
composite neutrino mixing UN` ∼ 10−4. For values of the DM mass mχ < mN/2, this
annihilation channel is kinematically forbidden. In this case the relic abundance of DM
is set by the χχ̄ → νν̄ channel. However, in this case, larger values of the mixing angle
UN` are required. For instance, for a compositeness scale Λ ∼ 1 GeV and κ̃ ∼ (4π)2, we
require UN` ∼ 10−2 to obtain the correct relic abundance. The discussion above implies
that the neutrino mixing angle UN` plays a crucial role in setting the DM relic abundance
within this framework. Although this analysis has been based on rough estimates, in Sec. 4
we perform detailed relic abundance calculations within the holographic realization of this
model. After solving the full set of Boltzmann equations, we find that these conclusions
are robust.

A characteristic feature of composite DM within this class of theories is that the DM
particles have sizable self-interaction cross sections of order,

σself ∼
κ2
χ

8π

m2
χ

Λ4
. (2.24)

These self-interactions arise from terms in the Lagrangian of the form,

LIR ⊃ −
κχ
Λ2

(χ̄γµχ)2 + · · · , (2.25)

where the size of the coupling κχ ∼ (4π)2/N 2 in the large-N limit and the ellipses denote
alternative Lorentz contractions.

There are several constraints on the DM self-interactions. The most stringent are based
on observations of the Bullet Cluster and lead to σself/mχ . 0.7 cm2/g ∼ 3000/GeV3, (for
a review see [52]). It is straightforward to convert this to a constraint on the DM mass as

mχ & 2

3

( κχ
16π2

)2/3(mχ

Λ

)4/3
GeV. (2.26)

Going forward, we will consider the above result as a rough lower bound on the DM mass.
There could also be constraints on this class of models from effects arising from neutrino

self-interactions inside supernovae [53]. However, the region of parameter space where
these effects are likely to be important is already disfavored by the constraints on DM
self-interactions.

2.4 Signals

Before we close this section, we would like to briefly remark on the implications of this class
of models for direct and indirect detection experiments and for collider searches.

• Indirect detection: Since the DM particle is a thermal relic, its annihilation cross
section is of order 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−8/ GeV2 ∼ 10−26 cm3/s. The dominant annihilation
channels are either χχ̄ → (Nν̄, N̄ν) or χχ̄ → νν̄. When the dominant annihilation
channel is χχ̄→ (Nν̄, N̄ν), the visible end products such as electrons and photons pro-
duced in the decay of composite singlet neutrinos are constrained by indirect detection
experiments and precision observations of the CMB. When the dominant annihilation
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channel is χχ̄→ ν̄ν, the constraints from indirect detection are much weaker. All the
annihilation channels give rise to monochromatic neutrinos and antineutrinos in the
final state. Currently, the most stringent constraints on such a signal are provided by
Super-Kamiokande (SuperK) [54], and the reach will be further expanded by Hyper-
Kamiokande (HyperK) [55] , DUNE [56–58] and JUNO [59]. Unfortunately, as we
show in Sec. 4, for both the χχ̄ → (Nν̄, N̄ν) and χχ̄ → νν̄ annihilation channels
the region of parameter space that can be probed by these future searches is already
disfavored by other considerations.

• Direct detection: The dominant contribution to DM scattering off nuclei arises
from Z-boson exchange. However, since the coupling of DM to the Z-boson is only
generated at loop level and is suppressed by the square of the mixing angle UN`,
the scattering cross section is small. Direct detection is therefore challenging. The
spin-independent DM-nucleon cross section can be estimated as,

σχn ∼
g4 κ2 U4

N`

64π(4π)4

µ2
χn

m4
Z

, (2.27)

where g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling constant and µχn is the reduced mass of the
DM-nucleon system. The factor of (4π)4 in the denominator arises from the loop-
suppressed coupling of the DM particle to the Z-boson. Since κ is big and can be
as large as (4π)2, this can compensate, at least partially, for the loop suppression
of the cross section. Hence, in this class of models, the DM-nucleon cross section is
primarily determined by the DM mass and mixing angle UN`. Currently the most
stringent limits on the DM-nucleon cross section have been set by the first results
from LZ experiment [60]. In the near future, LZ [50] and XENONnT [51] will be able
to explore some part of the unconstrained parameter space.

• Collider Searches: The composite singlet neutrinos N in this class of models fall
into the category of HNLs, for which the collider signals have been well studied in
the literature. At colliders and beam dumps, these particles can be produced through
Drell-Yan processes and in weak decays of hadrons. In the region of parameter space
where mχ > mN/2, corresponding to the χχ̄ → (ν̄N, N̄ν) annihilation channel, the
dominant decay mode of the N is the same as that of a conventional HNL, and
therefore the bounds from HNL searches in beam dumps and the LHC are directly
applicable. However, in the region of parameter space for which mχ < mN/2, where
the relic abundance is set by χχ̄→ νν̄, the dominant decay channel of N is into νχχ̄.
This decay is completely invisible, and so many of the standard collider and beam
dump searches for HNLs do not apply.

At colliders and beam dumps, DM can be pair produced in association with one or
more composite singlet neutrinos. In our analysis we focus on the regimemχ > mN/2,
where the resulting signals are similar to those from the production of a conventional
HNL, but come with additional missing energy. Bounds on this scenario are less well
studied, as the event rates and kinematics are model-dependent. In this scenario,
to discover the DM candidate, it is necessary to first discover the composite singlet
neutrinos. Singlet neutrinos are typically produced in association with a charged
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lepton. In this regime they then decay to another charged lepton (or neutrino) and
two SM fermions. In the case of a Majorana N , the smoking gun signature is a pair
of same-sign leptons. When mN is heavier than several GeV, the strongest limits
come from Drell-Yan production, while for lower values of mN the strongest limits
are from meson decays. Searches for N are broadly divided based on whether N
decays promptly, via displaced vertices, or whether it is long-lived. In Sec. 5, we
map the existing bounds from ATLAS and CMS on HNLs onto the parameter space
of our model and project the reach of the HL-LHC and the proposed MATHUSLA
experiment [61]. We then turn our attention to the production of DM in association
with N . For both the prompt and displaced searches, we describe how optimizing
the cuts can increase the efficiency for events in the DM+N signal. We also describe
how reconstructing the N (in a fully visible decay channel such as N → `qq̄) would
offer the most promising avenue to detect the additional signal. Unfortunately, most
of the parameter space of interest for future collider searches is in tension with the
existing constraints from indirect detection. However, the allowed parameter space
can be expanded if χ constitutes only a subcomponent of DM.

3 Holographic Realization

In this section we present a holographic realization of our framework for composite DM
via the neutrino portal. Theories in which the strong conformal dynamics is spontaneously
broken are dual [62, 63] to the two-brane Randall-Sundrum (RS) construction [38]. Accord-
ingly we consider a slice of 5D anti-de Sitter (AdS5) space bounded by two 3-branes. The
metric in the AdS5 slice is given by

ds2 =

(
R

z

)2

ηMN dx
MdxN , (3.1)

where xM = (xµ, z) with µ= 0, 1, 2, 3 represent the familiar four-dimensional (4D) coordi-
nates and the fifth coordinate z is confined to the interval between the two branes. The
branes are located at z ≡R and z ≡R′, i.e. R ≤ z ≤ R′. The AdS/CFT correspondence
relates the location in the fifth dimension in the AdS space to the energy scale in the dual
CFT. The locations of the two branes correspond to the UV and IR scales, MUV ∼ 1/R

and ΛIR ∼ 1/R′ ≡ Λ, and so the two branes will be referred to as the UV-brane and the IR-
brane. The presence of the UV-brane is associated with the 4D theory being defined with
a cutoff, while the presence of the IR-brane is associated with the spontaneous breaking
of conformal dynamics. The singlet neutrinos and the states that constitute DM arise as
composites of the hidden sector, therefore arise from bulk fields in the higher-dimensional
construction. On the other hand, since the SM fields are elementary, they are localized on
the UV-brane.

We introduce Dirac fermions Ψ̂N and ΨN in the bulk of the extra dimension. The
Dirac fermion Ψ̂N is the holographic dual of the operator ÔN in the CFT, and will give
rise to the right-handed composite singlet neutrino NR in the low-energy theory. Similarly,
NL arises from the bulk Dirac fermion ΨN , which is assumed to be dual to an operator
ON of dimension ∆N in the CFT. In addition, we introduce bulk Dirac fermions Ψ̂χ and
Ψχ, which will give rise to the right- and left-handed chiralities of the Dirac fermion DM
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particle χ. These are assumed to be dual to operators Ôχ and Oχ of dimension ∆χ̂ and ∆χ

in the CFT. These bulk fields can be written out in terms of two-component spinors that
transform as Weyl fermions under the Lorentz group in four spacetime dimensions,

ΨN =

(
NL

N ′R

)
, Ψ̂N =

(
N ′L
NR

)
, Ψχ =

(
χL
χ′R

)
, Ψ̂χ =

(
χ′L
χR

)
. (3.2)

The CFT operators ON and ÔN transform as two-component Weyl fermions under the
Lorentz group. In contrast, the bulk fermions ΨN and Ψ̂N transform as four-component
Dirac fermions. Therefore, to realize the duality we must impose boundary conditions on
the UV-brane such that only one of the two Weyl fermions contained in each bulk Dirac
fermion is sourced by the fields on that brane. Accordingly, on the UV-brane we impose
the boundary conditions

ψ′L, ψ
′
R

∣∣
UV

= 0 , (3.3)

where we have employed the notation (ψ = N,χ) to denote the bulk fermions. Furthermore,
since we wish to consider a theory without any light states below the compositeness scale,
on the IR-brane we impose the boundary conditions,

ψL, ψR|IR = 0 . (3.4)

The action for the bulk fermions includes kinetic terms and mass terms,

Sbulk ⊃
∫
d4x

∫
dz
√
g

[
i

2

(
Ψ̄Ne

M
a γ

a∇MΨN −∇M Ψ̄Ne
M
q γ

aΨN

)
− cN

R
Ψ̄NΨN

+
i

2

(
Ψ̄χe

M
a γ

a∇MΨχ −∇M Ψ̄χe
M
q γ

aΨχ

)
− cχ
R

Ψ̄χΨχ +
{

Ψ→ Ψ̂, c→ ĉ
}]
. (3.5)

Here ∇M ≡ ∂M + ωM where ωM represents the spin connection and eaM ≡ (R/z)δaM is the
vierbein that relates the locally flat 5D coordinates xa to the warped 5D coordinates xM .
The bulk mass parameters cψ and ĉψ with ψ = (N,χ) are related to the scaling dimensions
of the corresponding CFT operators [64, 65]

∆ψ = 2 + cψ ∆
ψ̂

= 2− ĉψ . (3.6)

The scaling dimensions of primary fermionic operators are bounded by unitarity to be
∆ψ,∆ψ̂

≥ 3/2, where the limiting case corresponds to a free fermion. Furthermore, it
was noted earlier that fermionic scaling dimensions larger than 5/2 render the theory UV
sensitive. Therefore, in this work we consider scaling dimensions of the fermion fields in
the range 3/2 < ∆ψ,∆ψ̂

< 5/2. For the bulk mass parameters this translates to the
range −1/2 < cψ, ĉψ < 1/2. Given that the bulk fields corresponding to N and χ satisfy
similar equations of motion and boundary conditions, the desired mass ordering mN > mχ

can be obtained from an appropriate choice of the scaling dimensions, i.e. the bulk mass
parameters.

In the higher-dimensional framework, the SM is localized on the UV-brane. Then
the interaction of the SM neutrinos with the hidden sector in the 4D theory, Eq. (2.3),
corresponds to the following brane-localized interaction in the higher-dimensional theory,

SUV ⊃
∫
d4x

∫
dz

(
R

z

)4

δ(z −R) λ̂
√
R L̄H̃NR + h.c. (3.7)
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Here λ̂ is a dimensionless coupling constant. To generate a Majorana mass term for N as
required by the inverse seesaw mechanism, we add a brane-localized term

SUV ⊃
∫
d4x

∫
dz

(
R

z

)4

δ (z −R) µ̂ NLNL + h.c. , (3.8)

where µ̂ parametrizes the strength of lepton number violation. This term is the dual of
Eq. (2.8) in the 4D theory, with the role of the holographic dual to the operator O2N being
played by NLNL. In order to generate the Dirac mass terms between NR and NL in the
low energy theory, Eq. (2.2), and between χL and χR, Eq. (2.6), we introduce Dirac mass
terms for ψ = (N,χ) on the IR-brane,

SIR ⊃
∫
d4x

∫
dz

(
R

z

)4

δ
(
z −R′

)
κψ
(
ψ̄LψR + ψ̄′Lψ

′
R + h.c.

)
, (3.9)

The value of the parameter κψ determines the size of the resulting mass term. Note that
the boundary conditions for the fermions NL and NR are modified on both the UV- and
IR-branes because of the brane-localized terms Eq. (3.7), Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9). However,
the boundary conditions for the DM fields χL, χR are only modified on the IR-brane due
to the brane-localized term in Eq. (3.9).

In order to mediate interactions between the DM candidate and the neutrinos, we
introduce a complex scalar field Φ in the bulk. In addition to the kinetic term and mass
term, the action for the scalar contains a Yukawa interaction,

Sbulk ⊃
∫
d4x

∫
dz
√
g

{
gMN∂MΦ∂NΦ∗ − a2

R2
|Φ|2 +

(
ŷ
√
RΦΨ̄χΨ̂N + h.c.

)}
. (3.10)

Here a is the mass parameter for the bulk scalar which is related to the scaling dimension
∆Φ of the corresponding primary operator OΦ as,

α ≡
√

4 + a2 = ∆Φ − 2. (3.11)

We choose the following boundary conditions for the scalar field,

Φ|UV = 0, and ∂zΦ|IR = 0. (3.12)

These boundary conditions ensure that the bulk scalar does not give rise to any light states
below the compositeness scale.

The interactions in Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.10) respect an overall lepton number symmetry
under which Ψ̂N and Φ carry charges of +1 and −1, respectively. This symmetry is violated
by the term in Eq. (3.8), giving rise to masses for the light neutrinos. All the interactions
respect a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the DM fields Ψχ and Ψ̂χ and the scalar Φ

are odd, while the remaining fields are even. This discrete symmetry ensures the stability
of DM.

3.1 Kaluza-Klein Decomposition and Mass Spectrum

In this subsection, we perform a Kaluza-Klein (KK) decomposition of the bulk fields and
obtain the profiles of the various modes and their mass spectra. In what follows we will
use the notation ψn to denote the nth-KK mode (n=1 being the lowest mode) of the bulk
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fermion field ψ (ψ = N,χ). We will employ the analogous convention for all other bulk
fields. The bulk fermion fields give rise to a tower of Dirac states,

ψL(x, z) =
∑
n

gψn (z)ψn,L(x), ψ′L(x, z) =
∑
n

gψ
′

n (z)ψn,L(x), (3.13)

ψR(x, z) =
∑
n

fψn (z)ψn,R(x), ψ′R(x, z) =
∑
n

fψ
′

n (z)ψn,R(x), (3.14)

where the ψn(x) = (ψn,L, ψn,R) satisfy the Dirac equation in the usual four spacetime
dimensions at linear order. Substituting these expansions into the equations of motion for
the bulk fermions we obtain the following equations for the bulk profiles of the KK modes,

∂zf
ψ
n −

ĉψ + 2

z
fψn +mψ

ng
ψ′
n − κψgψn δ

(
z −R′

)
= 0, (3.15)

∂zf
ψ′
n −

cψ + 2

z
fψ
′

n +mψ
ng

ψ
n − κψgψ

′
n δ
(
z −R′

)
= 0, (3.16)

∂zg
ψ
n +

cψ − 2

z
gψn −mψ

nf
ψ′
n + κψf

ψ
n δ
(
z −R′

)
= 0, (3.17)

∂zg
ψ′
n +

ĉψ − 2

z
gψ
′

n −mψ
nf

ψ
n + κψf

ψ′
n δ
(
z −R′

)
= 0 . (3.18)

Here we have neglected the UV-localized Dirac and Majorana mass term contributions,
assuming that λvEW and µ̂ are small compared to the other terms. The solutions to these
equations for gψn and fψn are given by,

gψn (z) = −z
5/2

Nψ
n

ZψL (mψ
nz) ≡ −

z5/2

Nψ
n

[
J−cψ−1/2(mψ

nz) + bψnY−cψ−1/2(mψ
nz)
]
, (3.19)

fψn (z) =
z5/2

Nψ
n

ZψR(mψ
nz) ≡

z5/2

Nψ
n

[
Jĉψ−1/2(mψ

nz) + b̂ψnYĉψ−1/2(mψ
nz)
]
. (3.20)

The solutions for gψ
′

n and fψ
′

n can be obtained by the replacements: ψ → ψ′, cψ ↔ ĉψ, and
bψn ↔ b̂ψn . Imposing the above boundary conditions on the UV-brane, we obtain expressions
for the b̂ψn and bψn ,

b̂ψn = −
J−ĉψ−1/2(mψ

nR)

Y−ĉψ−1/2(mψ
nR)

, bψn = −
J−cψ+1/2(mψ

nR)

Y−cψ+1/2(mψ
nR)

. (3.21)

Then imposing the boundary conditions on the IR-branes will determine the mass spectra.
The normalization factors Nψ

n can be obtained from the condition that the kinetic terms of
the KK modes be canonically normalized. For the fermions, implementing the appropriate
jump conditions in the limit of large Dirac mixing parameter κψ leads to

ZψL
(
mψ
nR
′)ZψR(mψ

nR
′) ' −Zψ′R (mψ

nR
′)Zψ′L (mψ

nR
′). (3.22)

The mass spectrum in units of the IR scale can be obtained by determining the values of
mnR

′ for which this equation is satisfied. This is most easily done numerically. However,
approximate analytical expressions can be obtained from the large and small argument
expansions for the Bessel functions. These approximate forms are given by

mψ
n

Λ
≈ nπ

2
+
(

∆ψ + ∆
ψ̂
− 5
)π

4
. (3.23)
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Note that the expressions for the spectra of χ and N have the same form and hence the
desired ordering of the masses of the lightest KKmodes can be obtained by suitably choosing
the scaling dimensions. Furthermore, we note that if the lepton number violating Majorana
mass parameter µ̂ in Eq. (3.8) is small and the Dirac mass parameter κN in Eq. (3.9)
is large, the two-component Weyl fermions NR and NL form a quasi-Dirac state N =

(NL, NR)T . Similarly, the two-component Weyl fermions χR and χL also form a Dirac
state χ = (χL, χR)T .

The bulk scalar Φ(x, z) can be expanded out in KK modes as,

Φ(x, z) =
1√
R

∑
n

φn(x)fφn (z), (3.24)

where the quadratic terms in the action for the φn(x) satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation.
The bulk profile fφn (z) can be obtained from the equation,

∂2
zf

φ
n −

3

z
∂zf

φ
n +

(
(mφ

n)2 − a2

z2

)
fφn = 0 . (3.25)

This admits a solution of the form,

fφn (z) =
z2

N φ
n

Zφα(mφ
nz) ≡

z2

N φ
n

[
Jα(mφ

nz) + bφnYα(mφ
nz)
]
. (3.26)

Imposing the boundary condition on the UV-brane we have,

bφn = −Jα(mφ
nR)

Yα(mφ
nR)

. (3.27)

Applying the IR boundary condition then determines the spectrum of scalar KK-modes,
i.e. mφ

n. We find that scalar modes are typically heavier than the corresponding fermion
modes.

3.2 The Effective Four-Dimensional Lagrangian

In this subsection we determine the effective 4D Lagrangian for the light KK modes. We
begin with a discussion of the mixing of the KK modes of the bulk singlet neutrinos with
the SM neutrino. This mixing arises from the brane localized interaction in Eq. (3.7). The
resulting neutrino mixing term is given by,

LUV ⊃
∫
dz

(
R

z

)4

δ(z −R) λ̂
√
RvEW ν̄LNR(x, z) + h.c.,

≡
∑
n

λn vEW ν̄LNn,R(x) + h.c. (3.28)

Here λn is the parameter that controls the mixing between the nth-KK mode and the SM
neutrino. After performing a KK decomposition of the NR(x, z) field and integrating over
the z coordinate we obtain an expression for λn,

λn ≡ λ̂
R3

NN
n

∣∣ZNR (mNnR)
∣∣ . (3.29)
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The parameters in the equation above can be evaluated numerically to determine λn. The
mixing angle between the SM neutrino and the n-th KK mode in the limit, mNn � λnvEW

is given by,

UNn` ≡
λnvEW

mNn

. (3.30)

After performing the KK decompositions of all the bulk fields, the 4D Lagrangian takes
the form,

LIR ⊃ iχ̄nγµ∂µχn + iN̄nγ
µ∂µNn + ∂µφn∂

µφ∗n +m2
φn |φn|2 −mχnχ̄nχn −mNnN̄nNn

−
[
µmn(Nm,LNn,L) + λnL̄H̃Nn,R + ynpq χ̄n,LNp,R φq + h.c.

]
, (3.31)

where we have employed four-component Dirac notation for Nn= (Nn,L, Nn,R)T and χn=

(χn,L, χn,R)T . In this expression summation over repeated indices is implied. The Majorana
mass µmn for the KK modes is defined through Eq. (3.8) as

µmn ≡ µ̂ R5

∣∣∣∣ZNL (mNmR) ZNL (mNnR)

NN
m NN

n

∣∣∣∣. (3.32)

The effective 4D coupling corresponding to the bulk ΦχN interaction can be obtained from
the overlap integral,

ynpq = −
∫
dz

ŷ R5z2

NN
n N χ

p N φ
q

ZNR
(
mN
n z
)
ZχL
(
mχ
pz
)
Zφα
(
mφ
q z
)
. (3.33)

We expect the effective coupling between the lightest KK modes, y111, to be of the order
of ∼4π/N , where the value of N is set by the dual large-N CFT. In our analysis we will
consider values of y111 in the range from 1 to 4π.

At each KK level n, the scalars φn are heavier than the fermions Nn and χn. For the
greater part of our analysis, we will restrict our attention to just the lightest KK mode of φ
and the two lowest KK modes of N and χ. This turns out to be an excellent approximation.
There are regions of parameter space where decays of N2 to φ1 + χ1 are kinematically
allowed but decays to three N1 are forbidden. This opens up interesting phenomenological
prospects. Going forward, when there is no danger of ambiguity, we will omit the subscript
n = 1 for the lightest KK-mode of these fields, and only include a subscript n ≥ 2 when
explicitly referring to one of the higher KK-modes.

We now consider the flavor structure of the model. The bulk fermions Ψ̂N and ΨN and
the scalar Φ each come in three flavors. However, we have just a single flavor of the DM
fields Ψ̂χ and Ψχ. We assume that the bulk theory respects an SU(3) flavor symmetry under
which the fermions Ψα

N and Ψ̂α
N transform in the fundamental representation. Here α is an

SU(3) flavor index. The complex scalar Φα is assumed to transform in the antifundamental
representation under this bulk flavor symmetry, while the DM fields Ψχ and Ψ̂χ are singlets.
Then the interaction in Eq. (3.10) is invariant under this symmetry. This flavor symmetry
ensures that the different flavors of Nn,L, Nn,R and φn are degenerate up to effects arising
from the coupling to the SM in Eq. (3.7) and the lepton number violating term in Eq. (3.8).
These need not respect the bulk flavor symmetry, and can give rise to a realistic spectrum
of neutrino masses.
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∆N = ∆
N̂

mN1/Λ mN2/Λ ∆χ = ∆χ̂ mχ1/mN1 ∆Φ mφ1/mN1

2.25 1.12 2.75 1.75 0.4 2.0 1.5
2.25 1.12 2.75 1.91 0.6 2.0 1.5
2.25 1.12 2.75 1.91 0.6 1.5 1.95
2.25 1.12 2.75 2.0 0.7 2.0 1.5

Table 1: In this table we present the masses of the lowest KK-modes for a few benchmark points.
The values of Λ = 1 GeV and MUV = 106 GeV are the same for all the benchmark points.

Restoring the flavor indices, the neutrino portal interaction in the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.31)
takes the form,

LIR ⊃ λiαn L̄iH̃Nα
n,R + h.c. , (3.34)

where i = 1, 2, 3 is a SM flavor index. Similarly, the neutrino mixing Eq. (3.30) can be
written as,

UNα
n `i ≡

λiαn vEW

mNn

. (3.35)

In general the neutrino mixing matrix λiαn will give rise to mixing between the different
flavors of the SM neutrino νi and composite neutrinos Nα

n . However, for simplicity, in
most of the phenomenological studies that follow we will take the portal coupling λiαn to
be flavor-diagonal and universal, so that UN1

ne
= UN2

nµ
= UN3

nτ
≡ UNn`. We will relax this

assumption when considering the implications of this scenario for lepton flavor violation 3.
In the following sections we shall suppress the flavor indices unless there is a need to
distinguish between flavors.

In Table 1 we have given some representative values of the masses of the lightest KK
modes. These correspond to the choices ∆N = ∆

N̂
= 9/4 and Λ = 1 GeV. We have set

MUV = 106 GeV, the flavor scale.
A comment regarding the spectrum of KK-gravitons and their potential effects on the

dynamics under consideration is in order here. In RS-like warped geometries, with the 5D
Ricci scalar and a negative cosmological constant in the bulk along with UV- and IR-brane
tensions, the effective 4D Planck mass is related to the UV scale of the 5D theory MUV [38]
as,

M2
Pl ' RM3

UV ∼M2
UV, (3.36)

where we have employed the relation R ∼ 1/MUV and R′ � R. The above correspondence
implies that in order to obtain 4D gravity in the low-energy effective theory, one requires
MUV ∼ MPl. However, in our holographic setup discussed above, we are taking MUV, the
scale of the UV-brane, as a free parameter. In the case when MUV � MPl, the effective
4D gravity cannot be reproduced in this minimal gravitational setup. In such a scenario, in
order to obtain effective 4D gravity when MUV �MPl, it is necessary to add an Einstein-
Hilbert term localized to the UV-brane to the action, see for example [67, 68]. Accordingly
we add to the action the term,

SUV ⊃
∫
d4x

∫
dzδ (z −R)

√
−ĝ 2M2

0 R̂, (3.37)

3In some cases, extra dimensional models can provide a natural explanation for the suppression of
flavor-violating couplings, see e.g. [66].
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Figure 2: The dominant DM annihilation processes in the mass ranges mχ/mN & 0.8 (left),
0.5 . mχ/mN . 0.8 (center), and mχ/mN < 0.5 (right). For the center diagram, there is an
analogous process for the final state N̄ν. A grey-dot denotes an effective coupling yeff and a blue-
square denotes an effective coupling yeffUN`. The flavor indices have been suppressed.

where ĝ is the determinant of the induced metric ĝµν and R̂ is the corresponding Ricci
scalar. The parameter M0 has the dimensions of mass. In the presence of such a brane
localized Einstein-Hilbert term, the effective 4D Planck mass in the limit R′ � R is given
by,

M2
Pl ' RM3

UV

[
1 +

M2
0

RM3
UV

]
'M2

0 . (3.38)

Hence, taking the parameter M0 to be of the order of the Planck mass, i.e. M0 ∼ MPl,
we recover 4D gravity. In this scenario, as noted in [68], the spectrum of graviton KK
modes remains similar to that of the RS model. In particular, the graviton KK spectrum
is approximately given by the zeros of the Bessel function J1(mg

nR′). From a more precise
calculation we find that the first KK-graviton has a mass mg

1 ∼ 3Λ and its dependence
on the UV scale MUV is negligible. The masses of the higher graviton KK modes can be
approximated as,

mg
n

Λ
≈
(
n+

1

4

)
π . (3.39)

Note that the first graviton KK-mode mg
1 is typically about twice as heavy as the first KK-

mode of any other bulk particle in our model, as can be seen from the benchmark values in
Table 1. This large mass, coupled with the fact that the KK-graviton wave functions are
highly suppressed at the location of the UV-brane where the SM particles reside, allows us
to safely neglect the effects of the KK gravitons on the dynamics we are studying.

4 Dark Matter Phenomenology

In this section, we study the phenomenological aspects of our model in detail. We determine
the regions of parameter space where we reproduce the observed abundance of DM and
explore the prospects for direct and indirect detection. Our analysis is based on the 4D
Lagrangian obtained after the KK decomposition of the higher dimensional theory.

4.1 Relic Abundance

We begin our phenomenological analysis with a study of the DM relic abundance. Anni-
hilation processes mediated by the scalar φ play the dominant role. Their rate depends
sensitively on the coupling yeff ≡y111. In our analysis we will consider values of yeff in the
range from 1 to 4π. In the early universe, the states of the composite sector are initially in
thermal equilibrium with the SM states through the neutrino portal via processes such as
Nν ↔ Nν and NN ↔ νν. The thermal freezeout of χ can occur through annihilation into
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three different final states, as shown in Fig. 2. The relative importance of these processes
depends on the ratio mχ/mN :

• mχ/mN ≥ 0.8: Note that χ can be stable even when mχ > mN , as long as mχ < mφ.
The dominant DM annihilation process in this mass range is χ̄χ→ N̄N . Even though
this process cannot proceed at zero temperature ifmχ < mN , the kinetic energy of the
χ particles means that it can be important at finite temperatures. From numerical
calculations we find that it continues to be the dominant annihilation process for
values of mχ/mN above about 0.8. This is an example of forbidden DM [69]. For
this annihilation channel, the thermally averaged cross section is proportional to y4

eff ,
which in a strongly coupled theory is expected to be large. Therefore, the annihilation
is extremely effective and the observed dark matter abundance is only obtained in a
limited region of parameter space.

• 0.5 . mχ/mN . 0.8: In this mass range the dominant annihilation process is χ̄χ →
(N̄ν, ν̄N). The thermally averaged cross section is proportional to y4

effU
2
N`, and the

observed DM relic abundance can be obtained at sufficiently small mixing.

• mχ/mN < 0.5: In this case the dominant annihilation process is χ̄χ → ν̄ν and the
thermally averaged cross section is proportional to y4

effU
4
N`. Therefore larger mixing

angles are favored compared to the mass range above.

We used the package micrOMEGAS-5.2 [70] to determine the relic abundance. In our
analysis we were careful to include the coannihilation processes involving higher KK modes.
However, for pedagogical reasons, in the discussion below we limit ourselves to an approx-
imate analytic calculation of the DM relic abundance that involves only the lowest KK
modes.

We first consider the case when the dominant DM annihilation channel is χ̄χ →
(N̄ν, ν̄N). In the limit m2

φ � t, we can approximate the spin-averaged cross section to
a single flavor of the final state neutrinos (χ̄χ→ N̄ν) as∑

spins

∣∣∣M(χ̄χ→ N̄ν)
∣∣∣2 ≈ y4

effU
2
N`(m

2
χ − t)(m2

χ +m2
N − t)

4(t−m2
φ)2

, (4.1)

where t is the Mandelstam variable. After summing over the different flavors and thermally
averaging the cross section, we obtain

〈σχ̄χ→N̄ν,Nν̄v〉 ≈
3 y4

eff U
2
N`

(
4m2

χ −m2
N

)2(
4m2

χ +m2
N

)
512πm4

χ

(
2m2

χ −m2
N + 2m2

φ

)2 . (4.2)

The Boltzmann equation for the yield (Yχ ≡ nχ/s) as a function of x ≡ mχ/T is given by,

dYχ
dx

= −
λχ
〈
σχ̄χ→N̄ν,Nν̄v

〉
x2

[
Y 2
χ − Ȳ 2

χ

]
, (4.3)

where nχ is the DM number density and s is the entropy density. In this expression the
equilibrium yield Ȳχ and the parameter λχ are defined as

Ȳχ ≡
n̄χ
s

=
45

4π4

gχ
g?S

x2K2(x), λχ ≡
x s

H
=

√
8π2

45

g?S√
g?
MPlmχ . (4.4)
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Here MPl is the reduced Planck mass, H is the Hubble rate and K2(x) is the modified
Bessel function. The parameters g? and g?S represent the effective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom for the energy and entropy densities of radiation respectively, while gχ
denotes the number of degrees of freedom in DM.

Equivalent expressions for the χ̄χ→ ν̄ν annihilation channel are

∑
spins

∣∣∣M(χ̄χ→ ν̄ν)
∣∣∣2 ≈ y4

effU
4
N`(m

2
χ − t)2

4(m2
φ − t)2

. (4.5)

and

〈σχ̄χ→ν̄ν v〉 ≈
3 y4

eff U
4
N`m

2
χ

32πm4
φ

. (4.6)

The present-day DM relic density can be obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation,

Ωχh
2 =

h2s0

ρcr
mχY

(0)
χ = 2.742× 108

( mχ

GeV

)
Y (0)
χ , (4.7)

where Y (0)
χ is the DM yield, s0 = 2970 cm−3 is the total entropy density today, and ρcr =

1.054 × 10−5h2 GeV cm−3 is the critical density. The observed DM relic abundance is
Ωobsh

2 = 0.12± 0.012 [71].
In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of the DM relic abundance as a function of x = mχ/T

for a benchmark spectrum with mχ = 0.6 GeV, mN = Λ = 1 GeV and mφ = 1.7 GeV,
the dominant annihilation channel being χ̄χ→ (N̄ν, ν̄N). We have taken yeff =

√
4π, and

considered two values of the mixing, |UN`|2 = 10−6 (red) and 10−8 (blue). The solid lines
result from the approximate analytic calculation presented above, whereas the dots show
the numerical results obtained with micrOMEGAS, which include the effects of the higher
KK modes. Fig. 4 shows an equivalent plot for a benchmark wherein mχ/mN = 0.4, Λ =

mN/1.11 = 1 GeV and mφ = 1.7 GeV, the dominant annihilation channel being χ̄χ→ ν̄ν.
With the same value for yeff , we consider larger values for the mixing |UN`|2 = 10−3 (red)
and 10−4 (blue). This is necessary because of the extra factors of the mixing that appear in
the corresponding annihilation cross section. The good agreement between the analytic and
numerical results confirms that neglecting the higher KK-modes is a good approximation.

4.2 Direct Detection

Direct detection experiments are significantly less sensitive to composite DM that couples
to the SM through the neutrino portal than to conventional WIMPs. This is because the
DM-nucleon interactions are induced only at the loop level and are further suppressed by
the small mixing between the SM neutrinos and their singlet counterparts. While this has
the effect of weakening the constraints on the model, it of course also makes the model
more challenging to discover in direct detection experiments. In particular, we will show
below that in a large region of parameter space, the DM-nucleon cross section lies below
the neutrino floor.

The loop diagram shown in Fig. 5 leads to an effective Zχ̄χ vertex of the form

gZχ̄χ Zµχ̄γ
µPLχ , (4.8)
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Figure 3: The DM relic abundance as a function of x = mχ/T is shown for a benchmark spectrum
with the parametersmχ = 0.6 GeV, mN = Λ = 1 GeV, mφ = 1.7 GeV and two choices of the mixing
angle, |UN`|2 = 10−6 (red) and 10−8 (blue). The dominant annihilation channel is χ̄χ→ (N̄ν, ν̄N).
The dots show the numerical results obtained using micrOMEGAS. The dashed-grey line represents the
equilibrium density and the orange horizontal band corresponds to the observed DM relic density.

Figure 4: The DM relic abundance as a function of x = mχ/T is shown for a benchmark spectrum
with mχ/mN = 0.4, Λ = mN/1.11 = 1 GeV, mφ = 1.7 GeV and two choices of the mixing
angle, |UN`|2 = 10−3 (red) and 10−4 (blue). The dominant annihilation channel is χ̄χ → ν̄ν. The
dots show the numerical results obtained using micrOMEGAS. The dashed-grey line represents the
equilibrium density and the orange horizontal band corresponds to the observed DM relic density.

where PL is the projection operator for left-handed states. This gives rise to DM scattering
off nuclei via Z exchange. In what follows, we calculate the cross section for this process,
working in the physical mass eigenbasis. Although an effective coupling to the Higgs boson is
also induced, the Higgs exchange contribution to direct detection is additionally suppressed
by the small coupling of the Higgs to nuclei, and can therefore safely be neglected. The
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χ χϕn
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•

Figure 5: The figure shows the Feynman diagram for the loop-induced coupling of DM to the
Z-boson. The subscripts on the fields in the loop denote the KK modes. The blue dot denotes the
coupling of the Z in the mass eigenbasis to Nr and Ns, which is suppressed by mixing angles.

effective coupling gZχ̄χ is given by

gZχ̄χ =
∑
n,r,s

UNr` UNs` yr1n ys1n
16π2

3gmNrmNs

2 cos θW
C0

(
m2
χ,m

2
χ, q

2;mNr ,mφn ,mNs

)
, (4.9)

where the sum is over the KK modes of N and φ. Here C0 is the scalar Passarino–Veltman
three-point function as defined in Ref. [72] and qµ is the four-momentum carried by the
Z. Since each term in the sum is proportional to the fermion masses in the loop, the
contribution from the light neutrinos is negligible. All the terms in the sum are suppressed
by the squares of the mixing parameters. On the other hand, since the couplings yr1n arise
from strong dynamics, they are expected to be large.

The contribution to gZχ̄χ from just the lowest KK-modes of N and φ in the limit
mφ � mN is given by

gZχ̄χ =
U2
N` y

2
eff

8π2

g

2 cos θW

m2
N

m2
φ

[
1 + ln

(
m2
N

m2
φ

)]
. (4.10)

However, we find that including the higher KK-modes of N in the loop corrects this expres-
sion by an order one factor. We therefore provide formulas for the general terms appearing
in the sum. In particular, in the limit q2 � m2

χ, one can simplify the above Passarino–
Veltman C0 function. For r = s, the C0 function simplifies to

C0(m2
χ,m

2
χ, 0;mNr ,mφn ,mNr)=−

(m2
χ −m2

Nr
+m2

φn
)Λ
(
m2
χ,mNr ,mφn

)
λ
(
m2
χ,m

2
Nr
,m2

φn

) − 1

2m2
χ

ln

(
m2
Nr

m2
φn

)
.

(4.11)

For r 6= s, we get instead,

1

m2
Nr
−m2

Ns

[(
Λ
(
m2
χ,mφn ,mNr

)
−

(m2
χ +m2

Nr
−m2

φn
)

2m2
χ

ln
(m2

Nr

m2
φn

))
− (r ↔ s)

]
. (4.12)

The Källén kinematic triangular polynomial λ(a, b, c) and the function Λ(m2
0,mi,mj) ap-

pearing in the formulae above are defined as

λ
(
a, b, c

)
≡ a2 + b2 + c2 − 2ab− 2bc− 2ca , (4.13)

Λ(m2
0,mi,mj) ≡

1

m2
0

√
λ
(
m2

0,m
2
i ,m

2
j

)
ln

(m2
i +m2

j −m2
0 +

√
λ
(
m2

0,m
2
i ,m

2
j

)
2mimj

)
. (4.14)
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Figure 6: We plot the current exclusion from the LZ experiment (2022) [60], along with the
expected sensitivity of the XENONnT experiment [51] and the mixing angle corresponding to the
neutrino floor [51], for the benchmark model parameters listed at the top of the figure. The gray-
shaded region is ruled out by a variety of collider and beam dump searches. The solid blue curve
represents the contour of yeff =

√
4π which produces the observed DM relic abundance.

The DM–nucleon spin-independent cross section σSI
χn mediated via Z exchange is given

by,

σSI
χn =

g2g2
Zχχ̄

64π cos2 θWm4
Z

(
mχmn

mχ +mn

)2 [(
1 +

Z

A

)
Vu +

(
2− Z

A

)
Vd

]2

, (4.15)

where mn is the nucleon mass, Z/A is the ratio of the atomic and mass numbers of the
target nucleus, and Vf = (2T 3

f − 4Qf sin2 θW ) for a fermion f with electric charge Qf and
isospin number T 3

f . Using this cross section, we plot in Figs. 6 and 7, for a set of benchmark
model parameters, the mixing angles as a function of mχ that correspond to the current
exclusion from the first results of LZ experiment [60] and the expected sensitivity of the
XENONnT experiment [51]. Also shown is the mixing angle that would result in a cross
section equal to the neutrino floor [51].

4.3 Indirect Detection

The indirect detection signals of this class of models are very different for the (N̄ν, ν̄N)

and ν̄ν annihilation channels. In the case when the primary annihilation channel is χ̄χ→
(N̄ν, ν̄N), the singlet neutrino in the final state decays to leptons, neutrinos, and hadrons
with O(1) branching ratios. When all the unstable particles have decayed, a continuum
spectrum of electrons, positrons, photons, and neutrinos is produced. On average, their
energies do not significantly exceed mN/3, since the N -decay is 3-body. There are strong
astrophysical and cosmological constraints on these final states from indirect detection ex-
periments. In particular, cosmic microwave background (CMB) measurements provide a
robust probe of DM annihilations to energetic electrons and photons around the recom-
bination epoch. The energy injected into the plasma by annihilations of DM particles
modifies the ionization history as well as temperature and polarization anisotropies. The
measurements of the CMB by the Planck collaboration [71] set stringent constraints on
DM annihilation for GeV-scale or lighter DM. There are also constraints on this class of
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Figure 7: We plot the current exclusion from the LZ experiment [60], along with the expected
sensitivity of the XENONnT experiment [51] and the mixing angle corresponding to the neutrino
floor [51], for the benchmark model parameters listed at the top of the figure. The gray-shaded
region is ruled out by a variety of collider searches. The solid blue curve produces the observed DM
relic abundance for yeff =

√
4π.

theories from present-day observations of gamma rays from the galactic center and from
dwarf galaxies. In the case of annihilation to ν̄ν, none of these constraints apply.

Since the DM particles are nonrelativistic, it follows that for both the (N̄ν, ν̄N) and ν̄ν
channels, the SM neutrinos produced in the annihilation process are monochromatic. The
neutrino energy is given by Eν = mχ(1 −m2

N/4m
2
χ) for the (N̄ν, ν̄N) annihilation mode

and Eν = mχ for the ν̄ν annihilation mode. A monochromatic neutrino line is a striking
signature for indirect detection experiments. After identifying the regions in parameter
space that are consistent with the CMB and gamma-ray constraints, we will estimate the
reach for such a signature in Sec. 4.3.3.

4.3.1 CMB constraints

As mentioned above, CMB observations constrain the (N̄ν, ν̄N) annihilation channel since
the subsequent decays of composite singlet neutrinos inject energy into the intergalactic
medium (IGM) at the recombination epoch. The constraints from the Planck collabo-
ration [71] are expressed as channel-dependent upper-bounds on the thermally averaged
annihilation cross section 〈σv〉 at 95% C.L.,

feff(mχ)
〈σv〉
mχ

< 3.2× 10−28 cm3 s−1 GeV−1, (4.16)

where feff(mχ) is the effective fraction of energy transferred to the IGM from DM anni-
hilation at a redshift z ∼ 600 where the CMB anisotropy data is most sensitive. In our
model, 〈σv〉 ∼ few × 10−26 cm3 s−1 in order to produce the observed DM relic abundance.
Therefore, the CMB constraint can be translated directly into a limit on feff(mχ), which is a
function of the DM mass and the final state particles that result from the DM annihilation
process.

Since the Planck limits are most sensitive to electrons and photons in the final state,
we calculate feff(mχ) as a weighted average of the electron and photon spectra (dNe−,γ/dE)
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Figure 8: The left (right) panel of this figure shows the photon (electron) energy spectrum arising
from the annihilation channel χ̄χ→ Nν and the subsequent decay of N .

predicted by our model for the DM annihilation process χ̄χ→ Nν̄ as,

feff(mχ) =
1

4mχ

∫ mχ(1+m2
N/4m

2
χ)

0
dEE

[
2fe

−
eff (E)

dNe−

dE
+ fγeff(E)

dNγ

dE

]
. (4.17)

To compute this we employ the results of Ref. [73], which provides data on fe
−,γ

eff (E), the
fraction of energy transferred to the IGM for energies in the range [keV–TeV]. We use
pythia8 [74] to calculate the photon and electron spectra arising from the DM annihilation
χ̄χ→ (N̄ν, ν̄N). This incorporates the effects of showering and hadronization in the decays
of N to SM states. We sum over all the flavors of N in the final state. In Fig. 8 we show the
photon (left-panel) and electron (right-panel) energy spectra for a few benchmark values of
the DM mass.

In Fig. 9 we plot our result for the fractional annihilation energy transferred per unit
DM mass, feff(mχ)/mχ, as function of mχ. The horizontal dashed orange line corresponds
to the Planck constraint from Eq. (4.16). As can be seen in this figure, the Planck CMB
constraint excludes DM annihilating to the (N̄ν, ν̄N) final states for mχ . 4 GeV. There-
fore for DM masses lower than this value, only the annihilation channel to ν̄ν, where no
energy is injected into the IGM, is consistent with CMB bounds. We also show the sensi-
tivity of future CMB-S4 experiments as the horizontal dotted orange line. This projected
sensitivity is based on the analysis of Ref. [75], where it is shown that the most opti-
mistic configuration of the CMB-S4 experiment could be sensitive to feff(mχ)〈σv〉/mχ ∼
1.17×10−28 cm3 s−1 GeV−1 at 95%C.L. Hence the resulting projected exclusion reach from
CMB-S4 on the DM mass is mχ ∼ 10 GeV for the (N̄ν, ν̄N) annihilation channel.

4.3.2 Gamma Ray Constraints

In this subsection, we consider constraints on this class of models based on measurements of
gamma rays from the galactic center (GC) of the MilkyWay and from dwarf spheroidal satel-
lite (dSphs) galaxies. In recent years these measurements have provided powerful bounds
on DM models. GC searches have the advantage of a potentially large signal component,
especially if the DM profile is cuspy, but suffer from large astrophysical backgrounds, while
dSphs have much lower backgrounds but also contain a smaller signal component.

Galactic Center (GC): We employ the Fermi-LAT Fourth Source Catalog (4FGL) [76]
with 8 years of data for our analysis of the GC and follow the procedure adopted in Ref. [77].
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Figure 9: The blue curve shows feff(mχ)/mχ, the fraction of energy transferred to the IGM due
to DM annihilations around the time of recombination divided by mχ, as a function of mχ, for
the benchmark spectrum listed above the figure. The dominant annihilation channel is χχ̄ →
(N̄ν, ν̄N). The horizontal dashed line represents the 95% constraint on this quantity from the
Planck collaboration [71] for 〈σv〉 = 2.2 × 10−26 cm3 s−1. As a result, this annihilation mode is
ruled out for DM masses in the shaded region. The horizontal dotted line shows the projected
sensitivity of CMB-S4 at 95%C.L., which implies a sensitivity to DM annihilation in this channel
up to mχ ∼10 GeV.

Assuming universality among the different flavors of composite singlet neutrinos, the ex-
pected photon flux per unit energy from DM annihilation is given by,

dΦγ

dEγ
=

1

4π

〈σv〉
4m2

χ

dNγ

dEγ
J, (4.18)

where 〈σv〉 is the total thermally averaged cross section. The calculation of the photon
energy spectrum using pythia8 has been described in the previous subsection, with the
result shown in the left panel of Fig. 8. The J-factor is given by

J ≡
∫
dΩ

∫ `max

0
d` ρ2

χ(`), (4.19)

where dΩ is integrated over the region of interest and the d` integral is over the line of sight.
We consider two different DM density profiles, the standard Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
profile [78] and a cored DM halo profile proposed by Read et al. [79]. The standard NFW
profile is given by

ρχ(r) = 4 ρs

(
rs
r

)(
1 +

r

rs

)−2

, (4.20)

where r is the distance from the GC and ρs is the DM density at the scale radius rs = 20 kpc.
We take ρs = 0.065 GeV/cm3, which gives the local DM density as ρ(r0) = 0.3 GeV/cm3

for r0 = 8.5 kpc, the distance of the sun from the center of the Milky Way. The line of sight
` is related to r by

r =
√
r2

0 − 2`r0 cos θ + `2, (4.21)
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Figure 10: We show the 95% CL limit on 〈σv〉 from Fermi-LAT GC (blue curves) and dSphs (green
curve) as a function of the DM mass mχ for the benchmark value mχ/mN = 0.7, the dominant
annihilation channel being χ̄χ → (N̄ν, ν̄N). The horizontal gray line denotes the value required
for the observed DM relic abundance Ωχh

2 ' 0.12. The solid and dashed blue curves correspond
to cored and NFW DM halo profiles respectively, based on data from Fermi-LAT fourth source
catalogs.

where θ is the angle between the GC and the line of sight. We take the integration limit
`max in Eq. (4.19) to satisfy

`max =
√
r2
MW − r2

0 sin2 θ + r0 cos θ, (4.22)

where rMW ∼ 40 kpc is the size of the Milky Way halo.
For the cored halo profile, we employ a core radius rc = 1 kpc. The mass of the cored

profile Mcore(r) asymptotically approaches that of the NFW profile MNFW(r) in the outer
regions as [77, 79],

Mcore(r) = MNFW(r) tanh(r/rc). (4.23)

In Fig. 10 we present the results of our analysis. For the cored DM halo profile, shown as
the solid blue curve, we find that the range of mχ between 2 GeV and 20 GeV is excluded
at 95% C.L. for the benchmark case mχ/mN = 0.7. For the NFW DM halo profile, shown
as the dashed-blue curve, the exclusion range is found to be between mχ = 1 GeV and
mχ = 30 GeV. As expected, the limits from the NFW profile are somewhat stronger.

Dwarf Spheroidal Satellite Galaxies: We also calculate the constraints from a set of
dSphs galaxies with well-determined J-factors. We employ the log-likelihood profiles for
the dSphs from Fermi-LAT data [80, 81] and we take the uncertainties in the J-factors
from [82]. These uncertainties are calculated from fits to the stellar kinematic data using
generalized NFW profiles. From the analysis, we find an exclusion at 95% CL for DM in
the mass range mχ∼(5− 10) GeV for mχ/mN = 0.7. This is shown in Fig. 10 as the green
curve. This limit is weaker than the bound on gamma rays from the GC.

4.3.3 Neutrino Line Signal

Several experiments including SuperK [83], IceCube [84], and ANTARES [85] have placed
limits on a neutrino line signal from DM annihilations. Their data has also been reanalyzed
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Experiment/analysis DM mass range Best upper-limit 〈σv〉
SuperK [83] 1− 104 GeV 1.2× 10−24 cm3/s

IceCube [84] 5− 200 GeV 3.5× 10−25 cm3/s

ANTARES [85] 50− 105 GeV 1.5× 10−24 cm3/s

KamLAND [90] 8− 21 MeV 5× 10−25 cm3/s

HyperK [88, 89] 17 MeV− 50 GeV 3× 10−26 cm3/s

JUNO [87, 88] 10− 80 MeV 4× 10−26 cm3/s

DUNE [87, 88] 10− 80 MeV 3× 10−26 cm3/s

Table 2: Existing (top half) and projected future (bottom half) experimental limits (90%C.L.) on
DM annihilating directly to neutrinos, along with the corresponding DM mass range.

by independent groups seeking to extend the constraints to lower values of the DMmass [86–
89]. Recently, the KamLAND experiment [90] also reported a bound on DM annihilation
to neutrinos in the low mass range mχ ∼ [8 − 30] MeV. In the top half of Table 2, we
summarize a variety of experimental constraints on the thermally averaged cross section
〈σv〉, along with the mass range for which they are applicable.

For an annihilation cross section compatible with obtaining the correct DM relic abun-
dance, these experiments are only sensitive when the DM mass is below a GeV, because
then the DM number density is high and therefore the flux in the neutrino line is large.
Since we have concluded that the (N̄ν, ν̄N) annihilation channel is ruled out for light DM
masses by CMB constraints, in this section we limit our attention to the ν̄ν annihilation
channel.

The existing bounds only go down to values of 〈σv〉 of order 10−25 cm3/s, which is
still significantly above the value required to obtain the observed DM density. However,
future experiments such as HyperK [91], JUNO [59] and DUNE [92] are projected to have
the necessary level of sensitivity to detect thermal relic DM in the mass range 15 MeV -
90 MeV. In the lower half of Table 2 we report recent 90% projections on the reach of these
future experiments from independent analyses [87–89, 93]. In our numerical analysis below,
we make use of the most optimistic projections for these experiments.

In what follows, we map the sensitivity of these future experiments to the parameter
space of our model. Since the sensitivity projections for different experiments use somewhat
different assumptions (about the DM density profile, etc.), we will also need to make all
dependencies on these assumptions explicit, so that the sensitivity of different experiments
can be directly compared.

Note that most experimental searches are performed for a specific neutrino flavor.
Assuming universality among neutrino flavors, the expected flux on the Earth for each
neutrino and antineutrino flavor from DM annihilation is given by,

dΦν

dEν
=

1

4π

〈σv〉
4m2

χ

1

3

dNν

dEν
J, (4.24)

where the neutrino spectrum is mono-energetic, i.e.

dNν

dEν
= κν

mχ

E2
ν

δ
(
1− Eν/mχ

)
. (4.25)

Here κν = 2 for the annihilation channel χ̄χ→ ν̄ν, and the J-factor is given in Eq. (4.19).
Note that using a more cuspy DM profile results in a larger J-factor, and therefore a
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Figure 11: We plot the projected indirect detection constraint from the SuperK experiment
(shaded orange region), along with future experiments (colored curves). Note that the sensitiv-
ities of SuperK and HyperK in this low mass range are based on Refs. [88, 89], not on the official
results from the collaborations on which the numbers listed in Table 2 are based. All the constraints
correspond to a standard NFW DM density profile. The green line denotes the annihilation cross
section that reproduces the observed relic abundance. At the lower end of the DM mass range,
∆Neff bounds from CMB and BBN disfavor values of mχ below 8 MeV [94–96].

stronger DM signal. For an NFW DM halo profile, we obtain an all-sky J-factor of
J ∼ 9 × 1022 GeV2/cm5. In Fig. 11 we present the resulting experimental constraints
and projections [87–89, 93]. As shown in this figure, the sensitivity of these experiments
can reach the thermal relic cross section in the DM mass range 10–100 MeV. Unfortunately,
this mass range is disfavored by the existing constraints from beam dumps and the bounds
on DM self-interactions.

4.4 Results

We are now ready to combine the conclusions of the different parts of this section and
identify viable regions in the parameter space of our model. For the case when the dominant
annihilation channel is χ̄χ → (N̄ν, ν̄N), we present all the relevant constraints in Fig. 12,
for the choices of ∆N = ∆

N̂
= 9/4 (corresponding to mN ' 1.12 Λ) and ∆χ = ∆χ̂ ' 2

(corresponding to mχ = 0.7mN ). At each point, yeff has been chosen such that the correct
DM relic abundance is obtained. The inequalities in Eq. (2.16) are satisfied throughout this
parameter region so that realistic neutrino masses can be obtained. The various shaded
regions in the plot are excluded (see the figure caption for more detailed information on
each constraint). The DM self-interaction constraint from Eq. (2.26) for this benchmark
point is only relevant for mχ . 0.5 GeV, and has therefore not been shown. The gray-
shaded region corresponds to the bounds on HNLs from colliders and beam dumps. The
reason that this constraint weakens for larger masses is that the N particles become too
heavy to be produced from on-shell W decays. Therefore the signal cross section drops
precipitously while the background cross section falls more gradually, resulting in greatly
reduced experimental sensitivity. We see from the plot that near-future direct detection
experiments will have sensitivity for values of the DM mass above about 40 GeV. In the
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Figure 12: We show the constraints on our model in the parameter space of DM mass and the
N -ν mixing angle for the benchmark parameters listed above the figure. The dominant annihilation
channel is χ̄χ→ (Nν̄, N̄ν), and yeff at each point has been chosen to reproduce the correct DM relic
abundance. Contours of constant yeff are shown as purple lines. The grey-shaded region is excluded
by collider, beam dump, and astrophysical constraints [33]. The light-gray region corresponds to
the current exclusion from the lepton flavor violating processes µ→ e conversion and µ→ eγ under
the assumption of maximal lepton mixing, whereas the dotted gray curve represents the projected
future sensitivity from these processes. The orange-shaded region on the left is excluded at 95% C.L.
by Planck CMB data as discussed in Sec. 4.3.1. The red-shaded region in the top-right corner is
excluded by the direct detection constraint from the LZ (2022) experiment as discussed in Sec. 4.2.
The red-dotted curve shows the projected sensitivity of the LZ/XENONnT experiment and the
brown-dashed curve corresponds to the mixing angle below which the signal in direct detection
experiments would fall below the neutrino floor. The gamma-ray constraints of Fig. 10 are depicted
by the green and blue shaded regions. The purple shaded region corresponds to yeff > 4π and is
accordingly disfavored by unitarity considerations.

longer term, DM masses as low as 20 GeV may be accessible to direct detection. In the
next section, we will evaluate the reach of future collider searches in this parameter space.

In this plot we have included the constraints (light-gray region) from the lepton flavor
violating processes µ → e conversion and µ → eγ, after relaxing the assumption that the
couplings of the composite singlet neutrinos to the SM are flavor diagonal. Then, at the
one-loop level, they contribute to these lepton flavor violating processes [33]. The light-gray
region is the current constraint in the limit that we have maximal mixing between the µ
and e flavors, i.e.

∣∣∑
n U
∗
Nnµ

UNne
∣∣ =

∣∣UN`∣∣2, where the sum over n is over the KK modes in
the loop. We adopt the strongest constraint from the MEG experiment [97] for the µ→ eγ

process and from the SINDRUM II experiment [98] for µ→ e conversion. In the near future
the Mu2e [99] and COMET [100] experiments will be searching for µ→ e conversion. The
future constraints in the absence of a signal are shown in Fig. 12 as the dotted-gray curve.
Note that relaxing the assumption of maximal lepton mixing would lead to a weakening of
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the corresponding constraints.
For the case when the primary annihilation channel is χ̄χ→ ν̄ν, we present the relevant

constraints in Fig. 13, for the choices of ∆N = ∆
N̂

= 9/4 (corresponding to mN ' 1.12 Λ)
and mχ/mN = 0.4 (corresponding to ∆χ ' 7/4). As before, yeff at each point has been
chosen to obtain the correct DM relic abundance, and the entire parameter region in the plot
is compatible with Eq. (2.16). The shaded regions correspond to exclusions, except for the
red and blue vertical hatched bands denoting the regions of sensitivity to future neutrino-
line searches, as discussed in Sec. 4.3.3. Unfortunately, these regions are already excluded by
the existing collider and beam dump bounds. Moreover, the DM self-interaction constraint
in Eq. (2.26), i.e. σself/mχ.0.7 cm2/g, leads to a lower bound on the DM masses shown as
the green solid band. In obtaining this bound we have taken κχ ' y2

eff to be consistent with
large-N counting. We see that the DM self-interaction constraint also disfavors a part of
the region where future HyperK and DUNE searches are sensitive to a neutrino line signal.

5 Collider Phenomenology

Let us now turn our attention to the collider signatures of this class of models. As described
earlier, composite singlet neutrinos can be produced at colliders via the neutrino portal.
When mχ < MN/2 (i.e. when the annihilation channel is χχ̄ → νν̄), N can decay fully
invisibly into χχ̄ν. This decay occurs via the NN̄χχ̄ interaction in the hidden sector, with
an insertion of N -ν mixing. Since any N decay channels into SM final states also require
at least one mixing angle (in the form of the portal coupling), and are further suppressed
by G2

Fm
4
N due to the off-shell W or Z bosons that mediate the process, the decays to χχ̄ν

will completely dominate over the SM decays. Therefore, in this region of parameter space,
N decays are completely invisible, making discovery at colliders extremely challenging. As
a result our analysis below will focus solely on the region where mχ > MN/2, i.e. the
annihilation channel is χχ̄→ (Nν̄, N̄ν).

As we have seen in the previous section, when the annihilation channel is χχ̄ →
(Nν̄, N̄ν), only heavier (>∼ 20 GeV) DM masses are consistent with the existing constraints.
However, in this section we will explore the collider signatures across the entire parameter
space for this annihilation channel, even for regions that may not be compatible with the
constraints outlined in the previous section. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, it is
worth considering the possibility that χ constitutes only a fraction of DM, in which case
the indirect detection constraints on DM can be weakened. Secondly, similar signals may
arise in the larger class of DM models where a dark sector couples to the SM through the
neutrino portal. Accordingly, we will proceed with our analysis assuming only that we are
in the regime mχ > MN/2.

The lowest energy state that can be probed via the neutrino portal is single N , and
therefore single-N production will generally have the highest production cross section. In
collider physics contexts, neutral fermionic particles such as N are typically categorized as
HNLs (see, for example, [102]). Depending on the mass of the N , it can be produced in
Drell-Yan processes or from the decays of heavy mesons. The latter will have a significantly
larger production cross section (and also significantly larger backgrounds). However, those
channels will only be present when the N is lighter than the heavy meson, while for mN >∼
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Figure 13: This plot shows the constraints on our model in the parameter space of DMmass and the
N -ν mixing angle for the benchmark parameters listed above the figure. The dominant annihilation
channel is χ̄χ → ν̄ν, and yeff at each point has been chosen to reproduce the correct DM relic
abundance. Contours of constant yeff are shown as purple lines. The grey-shaded region is excluded
by beam dump and electroweak precision constraints [101]. The light-gray region corresponds to
the current exclusion from the lepton flavor violating processes µ→ e conversion and µ→ eγ under
the assumption of maximal lepton mixing, whereas the dotted gray curve represents the projected
future sensitivity from these processes. The red-shaded region in the top-right corner is excluded
by the direct detection constraint from the LZ (2022) experiment as discussed in Sec. 4.2 and to the
left of the brown-dashed verticle line the direct detection experiments would fall below the neutrino
floor. The orange-shaded region on the left is excluded by the CMB and BBN constraints on the
effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom ∆Neff . The blue and red vertical hatched bands
are projected regions where future HyperK and DUNE experiments, respectively, have sensitivity
for the detection of a neutrino-line. The green-shaded region is excluded due to DM self-interaction
constraints discussed in Sec. 2.3. The purple shaded region corresponds to yeff > 4π and is disfavored
by unitarity considerations.

5 GeV, only Drell-Yan production is available. Since charged leptons are preferable to
neutrinos in collider searches, searches for HNLs generally focus on Drell-Yan production
via W bosons as opposed to Z bosons. This results in a richer set of possible charge and
flavor combinations of final states, allowing backgrounds to be better controlled.

Once an HNL has been produced, the standard searches assume that it decays into a
charged lepton and an off-shell W boson (which can produce another charged lepton and
a neutrino, or hadrons), or a neutrino and an off-shell Z boson (which can produce an
opposite sign same flavor pair of leptons, a pair of neutrinos, or hadrons). We can therefore
expect that the beyond-the-SM channel that may be the easiest to observe might be single-
N production, followed by a leptonic decay of the off-shell W . This channel is the most
commonly searched-for channel at the LHC for HNLs, with only null results thus far.

While LHC searches assume the HNL to be a weakly coupled particle, the searches are
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parameterized in terms ofmN and the small mixing angle between N and the SM neutrinos,
so the bounds can be applied to our model as well. However, there is one important caveat.
Even in the region mχ > MN/2, it is possible for the dominant decay mode of N to be
invisible. This is because interactions of the form NN̄NN̄ , which are characteristic of
the composite nature of the singlet neutrinos, can give rise to decays such as N → ννν̄

("N → 3ν") through the mixing with the SM neutrinos. The corresponding width scales as
ΓN→3ν ∼ |UN``|6. This decay mode is highly suppressed for the range of masses and mixing
angles for which χ can constitute all of DM. However, it can play a role for larger values
of the mixing angle, corresponding to a reduced abundance of χ. When the mixing angle
is sufficiently large, the presence of this channel weakens the bounds on HNL-like searches.
For nearly all of the parameter space we are interested in, the effect of this N → 3ν channel
remains negligible. Hence, we will treat N as though it decays as a conventional HNL
for our analysis, but in the figures we will show the region in which the N → 3ν channel
becomes competitive or dominates over more typical HNL decay channels. As we shall see,
very little of the parameter space we consider is affected by this channel.

Let us now imagine what the timeline of collider searches may look like. Most likely, the
first signal will be seen at a traditional HNL search, though, as we will describe below, this
may still correspond to prompt N decays, displaced N decays or very long-lived N decays.
The question will then become whether the discovered particle is a single weakly coupled
particle, or whether it is the harbinger of a new sector with many states, as in our model.
Once the N discovery is firmly established, therefore, the focus will shift to searching for
additional particles that are produced along with the N in subleading channels. If the dark
sector is a strongly coupled one, as in our model, and has a connection to DM, one may
expect to see multiple N production (such as 3N in our setup) which would most easily be
identified in multi-lepton channels, or N production along with other particles such as the
DM particle itself, which would manifest itself as a presence of additional missing energy in
channels that naively look like single N production. In our analysis, we will first determine
the region of parameter space where N can be detected in future searches at the LHC, and
then explore the possibility of subsequently detecting DM in the N -χ-χ̄ (hereafter labelled
Nχχ̄) channel. The Nχχ̄ final state is most easily accessed from decays of N2. Since
the mixing between N2 and the SM neutrino increases as ∆N is increased, we focus on a
benchmark with ∆N > 2. The Feynman diagrams for the single N and N -χ-χ̄ channels,
with Drell-Yan production and leptonic decays, are shown in Figure 14.

Below, we will organize our discussion by first focusing on the regions of parameter
space (which are not already excluded) that may yield sensitivity for single N discovery
in future runs of the LHC. We will then turn our attention to regions of parameter space
that may yield additional sensitivity to the discovery of the N -χ-χ̄ final state, after the
discovery of N has been established. In our discussion, the nth−KK mode Nn may refer
to either (Ne)n or (Nµ)n, the flavors of the KK mode coupling to e and µ respectively.

Our estimates below for the sensitivity to the single-N and Nχχ̄ signals are based on
Monte Carlo (MC) studies. The particles N , χ, φ and N2, and their interactions with each
other as well as with SM fields are included in a custom Madgraph5 (version 2.8.2) [103]
model, where the input parameters to the model are the scale Λ and the mixing angle of
N with ν. Events generated in this way are then passed through Pythia 8.244 [74] for
showering and hadronization, and through Delphes 3.4.2 [104] for detector simulation. We
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Figure 14: Collider signal processes of interest for this work. The initial W may be on or off-
shell. Note that the leptons labeled ` in each diagram may have the same sign and flavor if N is a
Majorana particle.

use Delphes cards modified from delphes_card_ATLAS.tcl and delphes_card_CMS.tcl.
For both, we adjust the lepton efficiency formulas to include leptons with pT down to 2 GeV.
Where necessary, we adopt additional lepton ID/reconstruction efficiencies by matching
on to existing ATLAS/CMS analyses for the single-N signal. For simplicity, we consider
bounds separately on the Ne coupled only to e via the effective coupling UNee and on the
Nµ coupled only to µ via UNµµ. For notational compactness we use N to represent either
Ne or Nµ with the N flavor implied by its coupling to its respective charged lepton. As a
benchmark, we use ∆N = 9/4, and we take over existing bounds for |UNe|2 from Ref. [33].
For current bounds on |UNµ|2, we consider the bounds adapted from [105–113] and applied
to the unparticle model in Ref. [33].

Using the effective Lagrangian of our holographic model, we can calculate the partial
widths

Γ(W± → `± +Nn) =
g2mW

48π
|UNn`|2

(
2 +

m2
Nn

m2
W

)2(
1−

m2
Nn

m2
W

)2

(5.1)

for the W -boson to decay decay to the n-the KK-mode of N where ` is either µ or e, and

Γ(Z → ν` +Nn) =
(g2 + g′2)mZ

96π
|UNn`|2

(
2 +

m2
Nn

m2
Z

)2(
1−

m2
Nn

m2
Z

)2

(5.2)

for the Z-boson.

5.1 Collider Searches for Single-N

As mentioned above, the single-N signal maps easily onto HNL searches parameterized
in terms of mN and |UN`|2, and does not depend strongly on details of the UV model.
Therefore, it is straightforward to use the results of CMS [114] and ATLAS [115] searches,
as well as the projected sensitivity of searches for long-lived HNLs at MATHUSLA [61], to
identify the regions of interest in the parameter space of our model.

We divide the parameter space into three regions according to the decay lifetime of N
particles, namely the prompt decay region (region A), the displaced decay region (region
B), and the long-lived region (region C). We illustrate this in Figure 15. We assume for
simplicity that N comes in three degenerate copies, where each N couples exclusively to a
single lepton flavor, and we assume these couplings are flavor-universal. Since bounds on
|UNτ |2 are significantly weaker than on |UNµ,e|2, we focus our attention on the electron and
muon channels. We also assume that N can be treated as a Majorana particle, that is, an
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Figure 15: Contours of cτ for generic HNL particles (in meters) in the mN − |UN`|2 plane. In
region A, shaded light red, the HNL decays fast enough for prompt searches to be sensitive. In
region B, shaded light green and partially overlapping regions A and C, displaced vertex searches
in the tracker have sensitivity. In region C, shaded light blue, the HNL is too long-lived to be
searched for by ATLAS or CMS, but dedicated long-lived particle detectors such as MATHUSLA
may have sensitivity. In the grey-shaded region, the N → 3ν decay channel dominates and the
lifetime contours above are not accurate.

N can decay to `± with equal probabilities, resulting in charge and flavor combinations of
leptons that have very small SM backgrounds. This is in contrast to an N that preserves
lepton number, and can therefore decay to only one of `± (while N̄ decays to the other).
The necessary criterion for this is ∆mN & ΓN [116], where ∆mN is the splitting between the
pseudo-Dirac mass eigenstates of N . This criterion is satisfied for all regions of parameter
space that will be explored below.

In Region A, the N lifetime is relatively short, and hence singlet neutrinos produced in
colliders can be detected in prompt searches at the LHC. In Region B, the N lifetime is cτ ∼
O(10−4−10) m, which is long enough to possibly register as a displaced vertex. The existing
ATLAS displaced search in this regime has sensitivity to HNLs with mN ∼ O(1) GeV and
|U |2 ∼ 10−3.5 − 10−5.5. In Region C, the N is long-lived with cτ ∼ O(100 − 107 m), and
can be searched for in dedicated long-lived particle (LLP) detectors such as the proposed
MATHUSLA experiment. The MATHUSLA sensitivity region for HNLs extends up to
around mN ∼ 5 GeV and to about |U |2 ∼ 10−9.
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5.1.1 Region A: Prompt

The leptonic N decay channel, on which HNL searches are based, can be seen in the left
panel of Fig. 14. Let us consider the flavor and charge correlations of the three leptons in
this diagram (the same considerations are also valid for the right panel of the same figure,
which corresponds to the Nχχ̄ signal). Note that the most “upstream” lepton ` in this
diagram is produced directly from the initialW . The other two leptons are produced in the
N decay, and since we assume the N to couple flavor-diagonally, the next lepton has the
same flavor as the most upstream one. We will therefore label it as ` as well. The third and
most “downstream” lepton on the other hand is produced from an off-shellW , and therefore
is flavor uncorrelated with the first two - we will label it as `′. If the N were Dirac, then
the first two ` leptons would be charge correlated as well as flavor correlated. However, for
a Majorana N , the two leptons ` are equally likely to be same sign as to be opposite sign.
The two leptons ` and `′ arising from the N decay are of course always opposite sign due
to charge conservation. In summary, when an N is produced and decays through a W , the
final state includes a pair of same-sign or opposite-sign leptons of the same flavor, and a
third lepton that is uncorrelated in flavor but charge-correlated with the initial state. The
final state also includes a neutrino, a source of MET in the event. We focus on the existing
CMS search [114] in this region.

The CMS search focuses on the "eeµ" and "µµe" channels, with 35.9 fb−1 of luminosity.
The analysis considers a high mass (mN ∼ O(100 GeV)) and a low mass (mN ∼ O(10 GeV))
region. Only the latter is relevant for us, since in the high mass region the N can only be
produced via an off-shell W . This process has a much smaller cross section, which is
challenging to observe above the background. The low mass region analysis demands that
there are no opposite-sign same-flavor lepton pairs, which in our model requires N decays
to violate lepton number, and hence be Majorana. We list the cuts used in the low-mass
analysis in Table 3. We check that our results based on MC estimates agree well with the
CMS signal distributions at benchmark masses ofmN = 5, 20, 30, 50 GeV and |UN`|2 = 10−5

presented in the appendix of Ref. [114]. We take this as a validation of our study of the
Nχχ̄ signal in the same search channel, which will be presented below.

SM backgrounds to this channel are nontrivial, and include backgrounds due to lepton
fakes and misidentified leptons, which are difficult to simulate carefully. Projecting back-
grounds for HNL signals at the HL-LHC with 14 TeV of energy is therefore beyond the
scope of this work. However, we include the limits from Ref. [114] in our plots. Ref. [117]
has projected a potential optimistic reach of searches for promptly decaying HNLs at the
LHC with 300 fb−1 of data at s =

√
13 TeV. Their projection is shown in Figure 21 as the

solid brown line.

5.1.2 Region B: Displaced

For moderately long-lived N , displaced vertex signatures provide a relatively clean channel
for discovery. ATLAS has set exclusion limits for displaced N decays in the µµe signal
channel (N coupling to muons) in the range from 4 − 10 GeV with L = 32.9 fb−1 of data
[115]. The cuts used in the analysis are listed in Table 4, and the SM background has been
found by ATLAS to be negligible. Using MC event simulation, we populate the parameter
region mN = 4 − 8 GeV and |UNµ|2 = 10−3.5 − 10−6, and find good agreement with the
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eeµ prompt signal cuts: µµe prompt signal cuts:
Event must contain 2 electrons
and 1 muon

Event must contain 2 muons and
1 electron

electron pT > 10 GeV electron pT > 10 GeV
muon pT > 5 GeV muon pT > 5 GeV
lepton |d0| < 0.5 mm lepton |d0| < 0.5 mm
lepton |z0| < 1.0 mm lepton |z0| < 1.0 mm
No opposite-sign same-flavor
lepton pairs

No opposite-sign same-flavor
lepton pairs

MET < 75 GeV MET < 75 GeV
leading lepton pT1 > 15 GeV leading lepton pT1 > 15 GeV
subleading lepton pT2 > 10 GeV subleading lepton pT2 > 10 GeV
M3` < 80 GeV M3` < 80 GeV
If softest lepton is a muon
with pT3 > 8 GeV,
then either pT2 > 15 GeV
or pT1 > 23 GeV

If softest lepton is a muon
with pT3 < 8 GeV,
then both pT1 > 25 GeV
and pT2 > 15 GeV
If softest lepton is an electron
with pT3 < 15 GeV,
then pT1 > 23 GeV

Table 3: Summary of the cuts applied to MC events for the benchmark points in Search Region
A, adapted from CMS’s prompt HNL search [114]. Here d0 is the transverse impact parameter and
z0 is the longitudinal impact parameter.

µµe displaced signal cuts:
Event must contain 2 muons
and 1 electron
electron pT > 4.5 GeV
muon pT > 4 GeV
leading muon pT > 28 GeV
subleading muon pT > 5 GeV
Event tracks contain displaced
vertex within 4 < r < 300 mm
made from 2 opposite-charge tracks
(at least one being a muon track)
For track pairs forming a displaced vertex,√

(η1 + η2)2 + (π − (φ1 − φ2))2 > 0.04

For track pairs forming a displaced vertex,
minv > 4 GeV

Table 4: List of cuts applied to MC events for single-N samples generated in Search Region B,
following from cuts applied in the ATLAS displaced vertex search [115]. Here r is the transverse
displacement of the vertex from the interaction point.

exclusion range described in the ATLAS plots. Once again, we will take this as a validation
of our MC methods, which we will later apply to the Nχχ̄ signal.
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Figure 16: Existing and projected exclusion curves for displaced HNLs in the case where N mixes
only with µ. The navy-shaded region is currently excluded by existing prompt searches. The light
grey shaded region is excluded by the CMS displaced search Ref. [118]; the exclusion reach of
Ref. [119] is shown in darker grey. The region where we project σNχχ̄ > 5 in an extension of the
ATLAS displaced search is entirely excluded by the grey region (see Section 5.2.2), and therefore
not shown. The solid (dotted) blue contour shows the exclusion limit projected by Ref. [120] for
single N in the µ− (e-)channel at ATLAS with L = 3 ab−1.

We note that there have been other recent studies exploring the potential reach of
displaced HNL searches at the LHC. During the preparation of this work, CMS published
Ref. [118] placing limits on displaced HNLs at the LHC with 138 fb−1 of data. The bounds
reported are stronger than those of ATLAS’s study in Ref. [115], as CMS’s search uses a
larger sample of data. ATLAS also produced an updated search for displaced HNLs in
Ref. [119] with 139 fb−1 of data with comparable reach to Ref. [118]. For the purpose of
validating our own MC procedure to project the approximate sensitivity to future Nχχ̄
searches (see Section 5.2.2), matching any of these studies suffices. We match our proce-
dure against Ref. [115], but display the stronger bounds from [118, 119] in Figure 16 and
Figure 21.

Additionally, Ref. [120] projects the potential reach of CMS and ATLAS at the HL-
LHC with L = 3 ab−1 of data in the HNL parameter space using their own search developed
independently from CMS and ATLAS. In Figure 16 we include their projected exclusion
reach for ATLAS. This region is larger than our projection of the ATLAS analysis in part
due to their having slightly looser pT cuts and utilizing both the tracker and muon chamber.

5.1.3 Region C: Long-Lived

If the N is long-lived, dedicated detectors for LLPs such as the proposed MATHUSLA
facility [61], which aims to detect particle decays far from the LHC interaction point, can
be optimal for discovering the N . In contrast, FASER [121] has sensitivity mainly to highly
boosted particles in the forward region, and is not as sensitive as MATHUSLA to HNLs in
the mass range of interest to us. Therefore, here we focus our attention on the sensitivity
of MATHUSLA.
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The MATHUSLA detector is planned to form a rectangular prism which we take to
have dimensions 200 x 200 x 20 meters and be located 100 meters directly above and along
the beamline from the interaction point. The detector will be equipped with trackers with
nanosecond-scale timing sensitivity. The MATHUSLA whitepaper includes projected limits
for sterile right-handed neutrinos [61]. MATHUSLA’s sensitivity starts at mN & 300 MeV,
and the range that is of interest to us is up to 5 GeV. For heavierN , not only does the lifetime
become smaller but the cross section also drops significantly. This is because below 5 GeV
the cross section is dominated by heavy meson decays to N (i.e. QCD initiated processes),
while above 5 GeV, N ’s are primarily produced through electroweak Drell-Yan processes.
At the lower end of this mass range, the bounds can be as strong as |UNe|2 ∼ |UNµ|2 ∼ 10−9.

To reproduce the expected sensitivity of MATHUSLA in the single-N channel, we
simulate charm and bottom production using Pythia [74]. Depending on the kinematics, we
simulate the dominant 2-body or 3-body decay of the meson into a final state containing N
using MadGraph [103], with branching ratios adapted from Refs. [121, 122]. The MadGraph
model includes the correct spin assignments for the meson and the final state particles, but
the decays are approximated as fully perturbative, i.e. we do not include form factors. The
N ’s are then decayed using the appropriate cτ value at each point of the mN -|UN |2 plane
(neglecting effects of the aforementioned N → 3ν process induced in the hidden sector,
which is negligible in nearly all the parameter space of interest). MATHUSLA’s efficiency
to detect N decays within its volume is taken to be 100%, and we take the backgrounds to
be negligible. Our projected sensitivity using this procedure agrees well with projections in
the MATHUSLA whitepaper.

5.2 Collider Searches for Nχχ̄

In this section, our main focus will be to evaluate whether a statistically significant sample
of Nχχ̄ events can be observed at the LHC. Since the only observable difference between
single-N events and Nχχ̄ events is the presence of additional missing energy, the single-N
signal acts as a background in addition to the SM backgrounds already present. Much of
the background involves fake or misidentified leptons and other challenging backgrounds to
simulate, and hence careful estimation of the SM background is beyond the scope of this
work. Instead, we focus on the prospect of seeing an excess Nχχ̄ signal over the single-N
signal. We therefore organize the discussion in this section in the same way as for the single
N channel, both in evaluating the sensitivity of the existing searches that we have presented
in the previous section and for the proposed future searches to be described below. In order
to reach this goal, we will use cuts that are optimized to take advantage of the differences
in the kinematics of the two types of signals, such as the presence of additional MET and
less visible energy in the Nχχ̄ events. Our estimates of the significance of the excess are
based on NN/NNχχ̄ statistics, where NN and NNχχ̄ are the Poisson mean values of the two
expected signals.

Note that in this subsection we will only be interested in whether a statistically sig-
nificant number of Nχχ̄ events (over the single-N events) will pass the selection cuts of
the existing analyses. We will not consider this as a sufficient criterion for discovery of the
added signal component by itself, since without prior knowledge of the model parameters
such as the N mass or mixing angle, the combined signal may in fact fit a single-N signal
template with values of mN and UN` different from the true ones. Unless the experimental
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collaborations find other innovative methods to separate the two signal components, an ac-
tual discovery of this new channel will require first measuring the N mass, for example by
performing a search for fully visible decaying N ’s. If the mass of N can be thus measured,
and the mixing angle determined from the cross section, then our results below indicate
that there would be sufficient statistical power to resolve the new signal component. In
fact, in section 5.3 we propose a search that can be run in the visible N channel that has
a more straightforward path towards the discovery of the Nχχ̄ signal component.

It is worth noting that, unlike the single N channel, which can be parameterized in
the same way as in HNL searches and is therefore largely independent of the UV model,
the expected number of Nχχ̄ events depends on a number of choices of parameters in the
UV theory. The chief dependences are on the values of ∆N , ∆

N̂
, ∆χ, ∆χ̂ ∆Φ, and the

compositeness scale Λ. Below, we will work with the benchmark point ∆N = ∆
N̂

= 2.25,
∆χ = ∆χ̂ = 1.9 and ∆Φ = 1.5. In terms of IR theory parameters important for collider
searches, this translates to mN/Λ = 1.11, mN2/Λ = 2.74, mχ/Λ = 0.65, mφ/Λ = 2.2,
and |UN2`|2/|UN`|2 = 2.42 × 10−1. We take mN (or Λ) and |UN`|2 to be free parameters,
with the rest of the mass spectra and couplings determined by our choices of the scaling
dimensions.

5.2.1 Region A: Prompt

We conduct a MC study to assess the signal size of the Nχχ̄ component in the prompt N -
decay region of the parameter space using the same procedure as described in Section 5.1.1.
We limit our study to mN ≤ 25 GeV since, beyond this point, N2 becomes too heavy to be
produced from on-shell W decays and so the Nχχ̄ event rate drops drastically.

We consider two kinematic variables to discriminate between single-N and Nχχ̄ events:
MET and the invariant mass of the three final state leptons (M3`). Due to the additional
missing energy in the Nχχ̄ events, the former is expected to be larger compared to a single-
N event, while M3` is expected to be smaller due to there being less energy left for the
visible particles. For the same reasons, the Nχχ̄ events have a lower efficiency under lepton
pT cuts compared to the single-N events. Therefore, we relax the lepton pT cuts of the
analysis (only demanding that the leptons can reach the ECAL), but we leave the other
cuts of Table 3 unchanged. The reduced lepton pT cuts will result in higher SM background
rates. Unfortunately, the leading source of these backgrounds is fake leptons, which cannot
be studied reliably based on MC methods alone. Hence, as stated above, we focus our
attention on the comparison of the single-N and Nχχ̄ signal components, while the search
may need to be modified in other ways to control SM backgrounds.

We look for optimal cuts on MET andM3` to maximize the statistical significance of the
Nχχ̄ signal component. Due to the lower rate of Nχχ̄ events, high statistical significance
is only possible at 3 ab−1 of luminosity at the HL-LHC. For both the eeµ and the µµe
channels, we find that for mN ∼ 10− 20 GeV, 5σ significance can be achieved by applying
a cut M3`,max ∼ 40− 45 GeV, and modest MET cuts in the range METmin ∼ 2− 15 GeV.
The region where 5σ significance can be achieved is shown in Figure 17. Note that here we
are not attempting to kinematically reconstruct the composite singlet neutrinos. A proposal
for a search with full N reconstruction will be presented below.
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Figure 17: Potential sensitivity reach of the HL-LHC for Nχχ̄ signals for the electron-mixing
angle (left) and muon-mixing angle (right). The grey regions indicate current exclusion limits from
CMS prompt searches in [114], while navy regions are excluded by other collider and beam dump
searches. Dashed lines bound the region where 5-σ significance can be obtained for the Nχχ̄ signal
over the single-N signal, with L = 3000 fb−1.

5.2.2 Region B: Displaced

As in the prompt region, for the displaced region we apply the same methods as for our
single-N study (Section 5.1.2) to the Nχχ̄ signal. We expect this search to be most sensitive
in the same parameter region as for the single-N search, since for mN below this range,
the N is too long-lived to decay in the tracker region, while for mN above this range, the
mixing angle must be very small to allow mN to decay displaced, which results in too low
a cross section.

As with the prompt analysis, we look for cuts in the M3` and MET variables to max-
imize the significance of the Nχχ̄ component in the signal for each parameter point. We
find that for the full HL-LHC luminosity (L = 3 ab−1), even with optimized MET and M3`

cuts, the region in which 5σ significance can be obtained for the Nχχ̄ events over single-N
events is entirely contained within the region already excluded by the ATLAS single-N
displaced search; therefore no contour for future displaced search projections for the Nχχ̄
signal is shown. Moreover, CMS’s recent displaced single-N search Ref. [118] places even
stronger limits than ATLAS’s search (the ATLAS exclusion region is entirely contained
within CMS’s). A displaced search optimized specifically for the Nχχ̄ signal could provide
more promising results. In Section 5.3 we discuss the possibility of a search looking for fully
visible N decays.

5.2.3 Region C: Long-Lived

Note that in the parameter region where MATHUSLA is most sensitive to long-lived N ’s,
the production mechanism is through heavy meson decays (mediated by virtual electroweak
bosons). As before, in order to get Nχχ̄ events, we need to replace the N in the single-N
signal by an N2, which subsequently decays. This has two important consequences. First,
there is a range where N2 is heavier than the meson, while N is lighter than the meson.
In this range, the Nχχ̄ signal will be negligible compared to the single-N signal because
N2 production is kinematically forbidden. Therefore, we only expect MATHUSLA to have
the capability to observe an Nχχ̄ excess over the single-N signal for the lower mN range of
its sensitivity to the single-N signal. Secondly, there can exist ranges of parameter space
where, due to chirality suppression, the decays of specific mesons to N2 are preferred over
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Figure 18: Projected reach for HNL decays in MATHUSLA (orange contour) at L = 3 ab−1. The
dashed purple curve bounds the region where an Nχχ̄ excess of events can be observed with 5σ

or greater statistical significance. The navy-shade region is excluded by existing collider and beam
dump limits on |UNe|2.

decays to N . In this scenario, the amplitudes for two-body decays of the meson into N + `

or N2 + ` are enhanced by mN or mN2 respectively [121, 122]. Hence there are corners of
parameter space where the Nχχ̄ signal may be enhanced over the single-N signal compared
to naive expectations.

We calculate a statistical significance for the Nχχ̄ excess by counting the total events
expected to be seen in MATHUSLA for each point in the parameter space. In Figure 18,
the region bounded by the purple dashed curve is where the Nχχ̄ excess has a statistical
significance of 5σ or above (and where the single-N signal is not excluded by existing
constraints). In comparison, the orange line represents the projected reach for the single-N
signal at the full HL-LHC luminosity of 3 ab−1.

5.3 Possibility of Searching for Fully Visible N decays

Until now, we have mainly focused on existing searches and projecting their sensitivity to
single-N production and Nχχ̄ production at high luminosity. These searches are all based
on the leptonic decays of N . Since the leptonic decay of N contains a neutrino in the
final state, the N itself cannot be reconstructed. In this section, we want to consider a
different type of search based on the fully visible decay channel N → `±qq̄′. Since the
Nχχ̄ signal is always subdominant, we should expect that N will be discovered first in the
single-N channel, probably in one of the fully leptonic channels. But once this happens,
more challenging final states also become very interesting and may yield better sensitivity
to subdominant processes such as Nχχ̄. If mN can be fitted after the discovery of N in
a traditional channel, it will be an important variable in reducing the backgrounds in the
fully visible search channel.

Fortunately, due to the Majorana nature of N , the two leptons in the fully visible chan-
nel (one produced in association with N and the other arising from its decay) can be the
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Figure 19: The distribution of mN` with L = 3 ab−1 for a single-N signal events (red) and Nχχ̄
events (blue) at the parameter point mN = 10 GeV and |UN`|2 = 10−5. The error bars correspond
to statistical uncertainties in our analysis, and they include uncertainties due to the finite size of
our Monte Carlo event samples.

same sign (and they will always have the same flavor in our model). This helps eliminate
the largest SM backgrounds such as Z+jets. Unfortunately, the remaining background is
expected to be dominated by fakes and detector effects such as lepton charge mismeasure-
ment, and their reliable estimation is beyond the scope of this paper. In this section, we will
simply compare the Nχχ̄ signal to the single-N signal in the fully visible channel and study
the statistical significance of the excess. Projections for a dedicated search in this channel
should be conducted by experimental collaborations. In other words, below we simply aim
to demonstrate what might be possible if the backgrounds can be sufficiently reduced.

The fully visible decay channel of N not only has a higher branching fraction compared
to the leptonic one, but it has the very important advantage that the N momentum can be
fully reconstructed. As before, we take finite energy resolution into account in the study
below by passing all events through Delphes [104]. In order to discriminate between the two
signal components, we focus on the variable mN`, the invariant mass of the N − ` system,
where ` is the lepton produced in association with the N . While for single-N events we
expect the distribution of mN` to be sharply peaked around mW , the distribution for Nχχ̄
events will be broad and peak at mN` < mW due to the DM particles carrying away energy.
An example of this for the parameter point mN = 10 GeV and |UN`|2 = 10−5 is shown in
Figure 19.

Accordingly, we perform a MC study for this final state (a same-sign, same-flavor lepton
pair plus jets, e and µ channels combined) with 3 ab−1 of luminosity, with only minimal pT
requirements for the leptons and pT > 10 GeV for jets. We require that two jets and one of
the leptons reproduce a particle of mass mN within a tolerance of 20%. We also demand
that the invariant mass of the two leptons not be within 15 GeV of mZ , since a Z-veto will
almost certainly be used in a dedicated search to reduce the Z+jets background with the
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Figure 20: Above the magenta dot-dashed curve, a shape analysis of mN` in the visible N decay
channel can yield a 5σ statistical significance for the Nχχ̄ signal component in the absence of SM
backgrounds. The navy-shaded region is currently excluded by searches for single-N events. The
regions shaded pink, green, and blue correspond to parts of parameter space optimally sensitive to
prompt, displaced, and long-lived particle searches respectively.

charge of one lepton misidentified. By performing a shape analysis of the mN` distribution,
we evaluate the statistical significance of the σNχχ̄ excess. Our results for the two combined
channels assuming UNe = UNµ are shown in Figure 20. This search can reach as far as
|UN`|2 ∼ 10−7. Below mN . 2 GeV, N becomes too long-lived to decay consistently in
the LHC tracker system, but more sophisticated techniques such as searches for particles
decaying in the muon trackers could in principle extend sensitivity beyond this limit. For N
masses above 30 GeV, the N2 becomes too heavy to be produced via Drell-Yan processes.

In Figure 21 we show our results for the µ- and e-channels separately. Focusing first
on the reach of collider searches independently from other constraints, it is easy to see
that as the LHC continues its operation, the reach for the discovery of N will be increased
significantly both in the prompt and displaced regions via ongoing HNL searches, as well
as in the long-lived region if the MATHUSLA experiment. Furthermore, a discovery of
N in the prompt and displaced regions could be followed up with a visible search along
the lines we described, providing sensitivity for the associated production of a χ-χ̄ pair,
establishing their connection to the neutrino portal. There is a region of parameter space
where MATHUSLA would be sensitive to χ-χ̄ production for long-lived N as well.

If χ constitutes all of DM, then as we saw in the previous section. the indirect detection
constraints push the χ mass to 20GeV and above in the mχ > MN/2 case, which pushes
the N mass even higher. While this leaves room for the discovery of N itself at the LHC,
it eliminates all but the highest possible mass values for which there is sensitivity to Nχ-χ̄
production. As previously mentioned however, if χ does not constitute all of DM, then the
indirect detection constraints are weakened, opening up the part of parameter space where
DM production may be detectable.
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Figure 21: Parameter space of |UN`|2 plotted against mN , with contours of the N lifetime in
meters overlaid (diagonal), for the muon mixing angle (above) and electron mixing angle (below).
The navy-shaded regions in each plot are excluded by existing collider and beam dump constraints.
Solid colored lines represent projected exclusion limits for single-N sensitivity. Dashed contours
represent exclusion limits for Nχχ̄ sensitivity. The dot-dashed magenta contour is our optimistic
Nχχ̄ sensitivity for a visible collider search. In the gray-shaded region, the lifetime of N in our
model varies by more than a factor of 2 from that of a generic HNL due to the presence of the
N → 3ν decay channel.

6 Conclusions

We have explored a class of models with a strongly interacting dark sector coupled to the
SM via the neutrino portal that can provide an explanation for both the origin of DM and
the smallness of neutrino masses. We have studied the phenomenology of this scenario
by modeling it in a warped extra dimensional framework. Within this higher-dimensional
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construction, we have discussed how neutrino masses can be generated via the inverse seesaw
mechanism and we have shown how a stable state in the dark sector can play the role of
a DM candidate. We determined the region in the parameter space of the model where
the correct DM relic abundance can be obtained through thermal freeze-out, and we have
studied the signals of this class of models in direct and indirect detection experiments and
in collider searches.

Referring to the state interpolated through the neutrino portal as N , and to the DM
candidate as χ, the experimental signatures of the model depend strongly on the mass
ratio mχ/mN . When this ratio is smaller than 1/2, N will dominantly decay invisibly,
weakening constraints on the model, but also making it challenging to discover. In this
scenario, indirect detection is relatively insensitive and collider and beam dump searches
that rely on visible decay products have no sensitivity. The main constraints on the model
arise from DM self-interactions, bounds on lepton flavor violating processes (since the N
mass basis may not align with the flavor basis), direct detection experiments, precision
electroweak measurements, and beam dump searches that do not require that N decay in
a visible channel. When the mass ratio is larger than 1/2, the dominant decay of N occurs
through the neutrino portal into SM states, and therefore indirect detection experiments
and collider searches have sensitivity. The lower bound on mχ is significantly higher in this
case due to constraints from the CMB and from the Fermi experiment. Near-future searches
for lepton flavor violation will be able to probe a major part of the allowed parameter space.
Future direct detection experiments will also have some level of sensitivity.

When N decays visibly, for the purposes of collider searches, it falls into the category
of a heavy neutral lepton (HNL). For HNL searches to have sensitivity, N needs to be
light enough to be produced from on-shell W -bosons (or even lighter to be produced in
the decays of heavy mesons). Therefore, a potential discovery at the LHC is in tension
with the existing constraints from indirect detection. The latter can however be weakened
if χ constitutes only part of DM. In that case, as the luminosity of the LHC increases,
additional regions in parameter space will be probed by searches looking for prompt as well
as displaced decays of N , and complementary experiments such as MATHUSLA can probe
the very long-lived N region. An additional challenge is posed by discovering not only
N itself, but the production of DM particles along with it. We have shown that existing
search strategies would not be sensitive to this production channel in regions of parameter
space that are not already in tension with existing bounds. However we have proposed
an extended search strategy based on the reconstruction of N in a visible decay channel
that would have sensitivity in the prompt and displaced N decay regions. An interesting
direction for future study would be the sensitivity of future experiments such as a high
energy lepton collider to N production channels such as e+e− → Nν̄ which would not
be limited to low N masses as in the case of Drell-Yan production. Such a search may
be sensitive to the region of parameter space that is compatible with indirect detection
searches even when χ constitutes all of DM.
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Abstract: In double parton scattering (DPS), two partonic collisions take place between
one pair of colliding hadrons. The effect of DPS can be significant for precision measure-
ments due to the additional radiation from secondary partonic collisions, and especially for
specific processes such as same-sign WW production. Its effect is usually included through
Monte Carlo parton showers. In a factorization approach to DPS, the initial state is de-
scribed by double parton distributions (DPDs). These are currently poorly constrained by
experiment, but provide a view on interesting correlations between partons in the hadron.
Here we show that the Large Momentum Effective Theory approach can be applied to DPDs.
Specifically, we present a general matching relation between DPDs and lattice-calculable
quasi-DPDs for general flavor, spin and color structures. We furthermore calculate the one-
loop matching coefficients for the quark-quark DPDs, verifying that the infrared logarithms
and divergences cancel in the matching. While we restrict to the flavor-non-singlet case, we
do take color and spin correlations into account. Interestingly, quasi-DPDs combines non-
trivial features from both the collinear and transverse momentum dependent quasi-parton
distribution functions. This represents a first step in extending the quasi-PDF approach to
DPDs, opening up a new way to constrain these distributions using lattice QCD.
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1 Introduction

Experimental studies at hadron colliders largely focus on hard scattering processes, in which
heavy particles (such as Higgs bosons or top quarks) or jets with large transverse momenta
are produced. In the theoretical description of these processes, one usually considers a
single partonic scattering between a pair of colliding hadrons. Monte Carlo parton showers
account for the underlying event through multiple parton interactions [1–4] to describe
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the data. These additional partonic collisions are much less energetic, but the resulting
radiation may e.g. affect jet measurements such as the jet mass [5, 6].

In a factorization approach to double parton scattering (DPS), the initial state is de-
scribed by double parton distributions (DPDs). DPS was already considered in the early
days of the parton model [7–11], and since then there has been substantial progress in for-
malizing the theoretical framework [11–20], see ref. [21] for a comprehensive review. DPDs
describe the possibility of extracting two partons out of a hadron, in direct analogy to the
parton distribution functions (PDFs) that describe the extraction of a single parton. DPDs
depend on the transverse separation of the partons, as well as their flavor, spin and color
states, opening up the exciting possibility of studying correlations between the partons in
the hadron [10, 13, 14, 16].

While there is clear experimental evidence for double parton scattering, the result of
such measurements is often expressed in terms of a single number: the effective cross section
σeff . This assumes that both scatterings are independent of each other, as summarized
in the “pocket formula” for the DPS cross section: σDPS = σ1σ2/(Sσeff), where σ1,2 are
the cross sections of the individual partonic scatterings and S is a symmetry factor [11].
Though there are many measurements of σeff from different processes [22–36], the field has
not progressed to the point that an extraction of DPDs is within reach. In the meantime,
sum rules [37, 38] and positivity bounds have been investigated [39, 40], DPDs have been
studied using various models of the proton [41–47], and moments of the DPDs have been
extracted from lattice data [48–50] (similar to the lattice extraction of moments of parton
distributions).

In recent years, a new method of obtaining PDFs form lattice QCD has been pro-
posed [51–59], which makes use of Large Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET) and has
been referred to the quasi-PDF (or pseudo-PDF) approach. In this method one defines
an analogue of the PDF in which the fields are now space-like separated, known as the
quasi-PDF, which corresponds to the PDF under an infinite Lorentz boost. The quasi-PDF
is defined such that it can be calculated using lattice methods. It agrees with the PDF
in the infrared (nonperturbative) limit, and the difference in the ultraviolet limit can be
encoded by a perturbative matching correction, in principle providing access to the entire
momentum fraction dependence of the PDF. More recently, this method has been extended
to the case of transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs) [60–69]. This
extension was rather non-trivial because the definition of the physical TMDs, the ones
that enter the factorization formulae, contains a soft function. The soft function involves
two opposite light-like directions, which presents a difficulty to implement on a Euclidean
lattice. Fortunately, it has been shown that the soft function can be split up into a rapid-
ity independent part and a part that only involves the Collins-Soper kernel and that each
individual part can be calculated on the lattice [61, 63, 70–73].

In this paper, we extend the quasi-PDF approach to the case of DPDs. We define
lattice-calculable quasi-DPDs and construct a matching formula that relates them to their
physical counterparts. The matching relation we present is general: it holds for DPDs of
all flavor combinations, spin structures and color structures. We further present a one-loop
calculation of the matching kernels that are relevant to the quark flavor non-singlet case,
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and we include results for spin and color correlations. This calculation verifies, at least
to one-loop order, that the quasi-DPDs and the physical DPDs share the same infrared
behaviour, which is a necessary condition for the matching to apply. With this matching
relation, DPD and the nonperturbative correlations of partons in a hadron they encode,
can be accessed through lattice QCD.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In sec. 2 we provide a brief introduction to
LaMET and its application to quasi-PDFs and TMDs. Similarly, in sec. 3 we provide a
brief introduction on DPDs, including their field-theoretic definition. (These sections can
be skipped by those familiar with these topics.) The matching between quasi-DPDs and
physical DPDs is discussed in sec. 4, and an explicit one-loop calculation for the quark flavor
non-singlet case is carried out in sec. 5, with expressions for individual diagrams relegated
to app. B. We conclude in sec. 6. Notation regarding plus distributions are summarized in
app. A.

2 Quasi-PDFs, TMDs, and LaMET

After establishing our notation and conventions in sec. 2.1, we start in sec. 2.2 with a recap
of the field-theoretic definition of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and transverse-
momentum-dependent parton distribution functions (TMDs). We review the current ap-
proach to extract PDFs (sec. 2.3) and TMDs (sec. 2.4) from lattice calculations using Large
Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET).

We refer the reader to the original literature on LaMET [51, 52, 56], as well as a
paper [65] proving the possibility of determining TMDs using lattice calculations, on which
much of our understanding is based. We generally follow the notation established in ref. [65].

2.1 Notation and conventions

In defining parton distribution functions, it is useful to work in lightcone coordinates. We
denote the components of a vector in lightcone coordinates by (v+, v−,v⊥), where

v± =
v0 ± vz√

2
, v⊥ = (vx, vy) . (2.1)

The dot product takes the following form

v · w = v+w− + v−w+ − v⊥ ·w⊥ , (2.2)

and the factors of
√

2 ensure that the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation is unity,
d4x = dx+dx−d2x⊥. Corresponding to a transverse vector b⊥, we write

b⊥ = (0, 0,b⊥) , (2.3)

and we will use b⊥ and b⊥ interchangeably when there is no potential for confusion. We
will use na = (1+, 0−,0⊥), nb = (0+, 1−,0⊥) to denote the light-like basis vectors.

The definition of parton distributions involve Wilson lines, which are path ordered
exponentials of gauge field operators. For a general path γ, the Wilson line is defined as

W [γ] = P exp

(
ig

∫
γ

dxµAaµ(x)ta
)
. (2.4)
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In general the ta depends on the SU(3) representation of the partons, but in this work we
restrict ourselves to quarks and therefore only need the fundamental representation. Hence
there is no need for a label to indicate the representation.

In the TMDs we will encounter Wilson lines that follow a staple-shaped path, for which
we introduce the following notation

WA(b, ηv, δ) = W

[
b← b+ ηv − δ

2
← ηv +

δ

2
← 0

]
. (2.5)

This describes a Wilson line consisting of straight-line segments going from the origin to
b along a staple-shaped path, where the sides of the staple have length η and lie in the
direction of v. Note that our convention for the direction of the arrows is opposite that
of [65], i.e. our “←" corresponds to their “→". The argument δ concerns the shape of the
transverse segment of the Wilson line and is chosen such that the transverse segment is
perpendicular to the longitudinal pieces (to avoid angle-dependence in the renormalization
of the soft function). Besides the staple-shaped Wilson line, the definition of TMDs also
involves a Wilson loop that is obtained by gluing together two staple-shaped Wilson lines
at their end-points, which we denote by

S (b, ηv, η̄v̄) = tr
[
W [b← b+ η̄v̄ ← η̄v̄ ← 0← ηv ← b+ ηv ← b]

]
. (2.6)

2.2 Lightcone PDFs and TMDs

The (bare) parton distribution functions are defined as hadronic matrix elements of fields
separated along the lightcone. For quarks,

fq(x, ε) =

∫
db−

4π
e−ixP+b− 〈P | ψ̄(b−)γ+W [b− ← 0]ψ(0) |P 〉 , (2.7)

where (0+, b−,0⊥) is abbreviated to b− and ε regulates the UV divergences. Here, W [b− ←
0] is a straight Wilson line from 0 to b− that ensures the gauge invariance of the parton
distribution, and is defined in eq. (2.4). The finite length Wilson line in eq. (2.7) can be
regarded as the remnant of two Wilson lines extending to infinity with opposite orientation,

W [b− ← 0] = W [b− ← −∞nb]W [−∞nb ← 0] , (2.8)

describing the remaining color-charged objects in the process and accounting for the inter-
actions of the extracted parton with their color-potential. The bare lightcone PDFs have
ultraviolet divergences and require renormalisation, leading to a dependence on a renormal-
isation scale µ in the renormalized PDFs.

Next, we consider the field theoretic definition of lightcone TMDs, for which we will
only consider the quark case and hence suppress flavor labels. Since TMDs also encode the
dependence on the transverse momentum of the parton, they naively correspond to PDFs in
which the fields also have a separation along the transverse directions. This transverse gap
prevents the cancellation of the anti-parallel Wilson lines in eq. (2.8). As a consequence, we
encounter the rapidity divergences typically associated with infinite-length light-like Wilson
lines. Many different regulators have been introduced to handle these rapidity divergences,
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see e.g. refs. [74–80]. In this work we consider two of these: the off-lightcone regulator used
in the Collins scheme [76] and the δ-regulator [74, 79]. The off-lightcone regulator takes all
light-like Wilson slightly off the lightcone,

W [a−∞na ← a]→W [a−∞nA(yA)← a] ,

W [a−∞nb ← a]→W [a−∞nB(yB)← a] , (2.9)

where nA(yA) and nB(yB) are space-like vectors with rapidities of respectively yA and yB,

nA(yA) = (1,−e−2yA ,0⊥) ,

nB(yB) = (−e2yB , 1,0⊥) . (2.10)

The delta regulator is implemented by modifying the definition of infinite-length Wilson
lines as follows,

W [a−∞na ← a]→ P exp

(
ig

∫ −∞
0

ds esδ
−
Ac,−(a+ sna)t

c

)
W [a−∞nb ← a]→ P exp

(
ig

∫ −∞
0

ds esδ
+
Ac,+(a+ snb)t

c

)
. (2.11)

The effect of this regulator is that the ±i0 in eikonal propagators get replaced by finite
imaginary numbers.

To construct a lightcone TMD that is free of rapidity divergences, we begin by defining
a beam function, also known as the unsubtracted TMD. In the Collins scheme the (bare)
beam function is defined as

B(x, b⊥, ε, yB, P
+) =

∫
db−

4π
e−ixP+b− 〈P | ψ̄(b)γ+WA

(
b,−∞nB(yB), b−nb

)
ψ(0) |P 〉 ,

(2.12)

where b = (0, b−,b⊥) andWA is a staple-shaped Wilson line defined in eq. (2.5). It extends
from one quark field along the lightcone to minus infinity, bridges the transverse gap, and
returns to connect to the second quark field in the correlator. The third argument in this
Wilson line is chosen such that the transverse gap is perpendicular to the longitudinal
segments of the Wilson line. In the above, yB is associated with the rapidity of nB, as
given in eq. (2.10), and acts as a rapidity regulator by taking the Wilson line slightly off
the lightcone.

The dependence on a rapidity regulator is indicative of a missing piece in our calcula-
tion, given here by a soft function encoding the dependence on soft emissions radiated by
the energetic colour-charged particles in the process. In the Collins scheme, the (bare) soft
function is defined as

S(b⊥, ε, yA, yB) =
1

Nc
〈0|S

(
b⊥,−∞nA(yA),−∞nB(yB)

)
|0〉 , (2.13)

with the Wilson loop S defined in eq. (2.6). The soft function encodes information about
the full process, as soft emissions — isotropic and long-ranged — can mediate interactions
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between the different collinear sectors. For the definition of one single TMD, this means that
only one Wilson staple’s direction is fixed to match the beam function (A), the other (A′)
must be matched up with the TMD describing the other incoming parton (or outgoing spray
of hadrons, for semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering), such that the full cross-section is
well-defined. As a result, the geometry encoded by the soft function resembles that of an
open book, with the spine along the transverse separation between the partons (and with
infinitely wide pages). It carries two rapidity regulators, yA and yB, due to the fact that
there are two staple-shaped Wilson lines in its definition (the two open pages of the book).

The physical TMD is defined as the ratio of the beam function and the square root of
the soft function1. In the Collins scheme,

f(x, b⊥, µ, ζ) = lim
ε→0

Zuv(ε, µ, ζ) lim
yB→−∞

B(x, b⊥, ε, yB, P
+)√

S(b⊥, ε, yA, yB)
, (2.14)

which is free of rapidity divergences regularized by yB, but depends on an auxiliary variable

yn = 1
2(yA + yB) , (2.15)

which cancels in the full cross-section, through a dependence on a rapidity scale

ζ = 2(xP+)2e−2yn (2.16)

as a remnant of the rapidity regulator cancellation. After the rapidity divergences are
cancelled, the UV divergences are regularized and renormalized through Zuv, to arrive at a
TMD that can be used in calculations.

2.3 Quasi-PDFs and matching with lightcone-PDFs

The PDFs and TMDs as defined above are, unfortunately, not compatible with calculations
on the lattice. This is mainly due to the sign problem. Lattice QCD circumvents the
sign problem by making use of a Euclidean lattice, prohibiting the calculation of matrix
elements where operators are separated in time. Since the parton distributions in eqs. (2.7)
and (2.12) involve fields that are separated along the lightcone, and hence also separated
in time, they cannot be directly accesed on the lattice.

A solution arises from the insight that the ultra-relativistic limit of a space-like tra-
jectory “looks” light-like, and so we may expect to be able to relate a highly-boosted off-
lightcone parton distribution to a PDF (or TMD). This is the fundamental insight behind
the quasi-PDF approach, and has its root in the view of the parton picture as envisioned by
Large Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET) [51, 52, 56]. LaMET posits that in the large-
momentum limit the structure of a proton (typically chosen to travel along the z-direction)
is independent of the exact value for P z — a Large Momentum symmetry — and so we
should expect results for PDFs (or TMDs) defined with separation along the z-direction to

1The reason we divide, rather than multiply, with by the square root of the soft function is due the
zero-bin [81], that accounts for the overlap between the beam function and soft function. Here this overlap
is equal to the inverse of the soft function [82–84].
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agree with those separated along the lightcone up to corrections of O(Λ2
QCD/P

2
z )2. As a

consequence, we can define a quasi-PDF, with exactly this type of separation.
Quasi-PDFs have the same definition as their lightcone counterparts, but with the

lightcone correlators replaced by correlators where the fields are only separated along the
z-axis. For quarks, the (bare) quasi-PDF is defined as

f̃q(x, ε, P
z) =

∫
dz

4π
eixP zz 〈P | ψ̄(z)γzW [z ← 0]ψ(0) |P 〉 . (2.17)

where we use a tilde to distinguish it from the light-cone PDF in eq. (2.7). The time-
independence of this matrix element makes the quasi-PDF well suited for lattice calcula-
tions. In contrast to the boost-invariant lightcone-PDF, the quasi-PDF is boost dependent,
which is captured by its P z dependence. Applying an infinite boost to the quasi-PDF is
therefore identical to considering the P z →∞ limit.

As P z →∞, one naively expects the quasi-PDF to approach the lightcone-PDF. How-
ever, they are inherently different due the order of limits concerning the ultraviolet regulator
and P z →∞: For the lightcone-PDF that enters in factorization formulae, a UV regulator
is introduced after already having taken the limit of infinite hadron momentum. For the
quasi-PDF, the infinite boost is only performed after UV divergences have been regulated.
Instead of equality, one can however derive a matching relation relating the lightcone- and
quasi-PDFs in the limit that P z is much larger than ΛQCD and the mass of the hadron
M [51, 52, 58]:

f̃a(x, µ, P
z) =

∑
a′

∫ 1

−1

dx′

|x′|
Caa′

( x
x′
,

µ

|x′|P z
)
fa′(x

′, µ) +O
(
M2

P 2
z

,
Λ2

QCD

x2P 2
z

,
Λ2

QCD

(1− x)2P 2
z

)
.

(2.18)

Here C is a perturbative matching kernel and the sum over a′ accounts for mixing between
parton species. This matching relation also holds for polarised PDFs (a = ∆q, δq). It should
be noted that the above equation relates the renormalized lightcone- and quasi-PDFs, so
the matching kernel depends on the renormalization schemes for the lightcone- and quasi-
PDFs. Though scale-invariance requires that the matching coefficient depends on the value
of µ and the partonic momentum |x′|P z, any perturbative expansion will involve αs(µ) as
well.

The matching kernel for the quark flavor non-singlet case (Cqq) was first calculated to
one-loop order for all polarizations in ref. [59] and is now known up to two-loop order [85, 86].
The complete matching for all parton species and polarizations has been performed to one-
loop order [87].

Much progress has been made in extracting parton distributions from lattice data. The
unpolarized quark flavor non-singlet distribution was recently extracted from lattice data
using the two-loop matching kernel [88] and the gluon PDF has been calculated using the
one-loop matching coefficient [57, 89]. Additionally, the above matching relation has been
extended to the case of generalized parton distributions (GPDs) [90].

2The power corrections also depend on x, b⊥ and the mass of the hadron.
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2.4 Quasi-TMDs and matching with physical TMDs

In this section we review the recent progress for quasi-TMDs. We start by providing their
field-theoretic definition, present the matching relation with the physical TMDs, and then
sketch the proof for this matching that was given in ref. [65].

The (bare) quasi-beam function corresponding to the beam function in eq. (2.12) is
defined as,

B̃(x, b⊥, a, η̃, xP̃
z) =

∫
dz
4π

eixP zz 〈P̃ | ψ̄(b)γzWA(b, η̃ẑ, bz ẑ)ψ(0) |P̃ 〉 , (2.19)

where b = (0,b⊥, z), a denotes a UV regulator (e.g. ε or the lattice spacing), and the Wilson
staple is now along the z-axis. The finite length of the Wilson line η̃ renders this object
calculable on the lattice. The limit of large η̃ is divergent, so η̃ has to be chosen large
but finite for calculations on the lattice. The external proton state and choice of rapidity
regulator influence each other as will be discussed below (see eq. (2.27)), which is the reason
we write |P̃ 〉 and P̃ z in this section (which was not needed in sec. 2.3).

As for the physical TMD in eq. (2.14), the quasi-TMD requires a soft function. Defining
a quasi-soft function that is related to the soft function by a Lorentz boost and is lattice
calculable is challenging: the soft function knows about the color flow in the full process,
as indicated by the two Wilson staples extending in different light-like directions. Here
we contend ourselves to provide a definition of a soft function that leads to a consistent
matching, deferring a discussion of how to calculate it on the lattice to sec. 2.5. The quasi-
soft function can be defined by taking the Collins soft function, where the two staples are
slightly off the lightcone, and boosting it such that one of its staples lies along the z-axis.
Since the soft function is boost invariant, one does not have to make this boost explicit.
One does, however, need to take into account that the quasi-soft function is to be calculated
on the lattice, and therefore one has to impose a restriction on the length of the Wilson
lines. This leads to the following definition

S̃(b⊥, a, η̃, yA, yB) =
1

Nc
〈0|S

(
b⊥,−η̃

nA(yA)

|nA(yA)|
,−η̃ nB(yB)

|nB(yB)|

)
|0〉 , (2.20)

Note that, because of the finite length η̃ of the Wilson lines, the quasi-soft function is
rapidity finite. Rapidity divergences appear as η̃ →∞.

The quasi-TMD is then defined as the ratio of the quasi-beam function in eq. (2.19)
and the square root of the quasi-soft function in eq. (2.20),

f̃(x, b⊥, µ, ζ̃, xP̃
z) = lim

η̃→∞
lim
a→0

Z̃uv(a, µ, yA − yB)
B̃(x, b⊥, a, η̃, xP̃

z)√
S̃(b⊥, a, η̃, yA, yB)

. (2.21)

The quasi-beam and soft function can both be renormalized multiplicatively, and we in-
cluded one renormalization factor Zuv for both. The divergences that appear as η̃ → ∞
cancel between the beam and the soft function. Note that the dependence on yA and yB
on the right-hand side is hidden in the

ζ̃ = (2xP̃ zeyB−yn)2 (2.22)
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on the left-hand side3.
The quasi-TMD in eq. (2.21) can be matched perturbatively onto the physical (Collins

scheme) TMD,

f̃(x, b⊥, µ, ζ̃, xP̃
z) = C(xP̃ z, µ) exp

[
1

2
γζ(b⊥, µ) ln

(
ζ̃

ζ

)]
f(x, b⊥, µ, ζ) , (2.23)

where C(xP̃ z, µ) is a perturbative matching factor. This matching was proven in ref. [65] in
two steps: First the quasi-TMD was related to a so-called large rapidity (LR) scheme TMD,
which is then subsequently related to the physical (Collins scheme) TMD. The LR scheme
can be viewed as an intermediate scheme between the quasi-TMD and the Collins-TMD,
and is defined as the Collins scheme but with the order of the yB → −∞ and ε→ 0 limits
reversed:

fLR(x, b⊥, µ, ζ, yP − yB) = lim
−yB�1

lim
ε→0

ZLR
uv (ε, µ, yn − yB)

B(x, b⊥, ε, yP − yB)√
S(b⊥, ε, yA, yB)

, (2.24)

where

yP = 1
2 ln(P+/P−) = ln[P+/(

√
2mh)] (2.25)

is the rapidity of the hadron momentum P . It was then shown, by an analysis of all Lorentz
invariants that a TMD can depend on, that the quasi-TMD of eq. (2.21) and the LR-scheme
TMD in eq. (2.24) are related by

f̃(x, b⊥, µ, ζ̃, xP̃
z) = fLR(x, b⊥, µ, ζ̃, yP − yB) . (2.26)

Additionally, this analysis leads to the conclusion that

yP̃ = yP − yB , (2.27)

where yP̃ is the rapidity of P̃ , which is the hadron momentum for the quasi-TMD.
Finally, the authors of [65] relate the LR scheme TMD to the Collins TMD, which

differ only by the order of limits yB → −∞ and ε → 0. Using asymptotic freedom, they
argue that the difference between the two schemes can be accounted for by a perturbative
matching factor. Combining this with the relation between the quasi- and LR scheme TMD
of eq. (2.26), they arrive at the matching relation in eq. (2.23).

The first lattice calculation of the unpolarized flavor non-singlet quark TMD was carried
out in [69] and an application to spin dependent TMDs can be found in [91]. Additionally,
the matching relation in eq. (2.23) has been used to extract the Collins-Soper kernel from
lattice calculations [71, 73]. The matching factor in eq. (2.23) is currently known to two-
loops [68].

3This would seem to diverge as yA → ∞ and yB → −∞, but is not the case when expressing P̃ z in
terms of the momentum P+ for the physical TMD using eq. (2.27).
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2.5 Lattice calculability of the quasi-soft function

Unfortunately, the quasi-TMD in eq. (2.21) that appears in the matching relation eq. (2.23)
is not directly calculable on the lattice. The problem lies with the quasi-soft function that
enters the definition of the quasi-TMD. The quasi-soft function consists of two Wilson line
staples that are slightly off the lightcone staples, only one of which can be boosted to lie
along the z-axis. Consequently, the matrix element defining the quasi-soft function is time
dependent and cannot be calculated on the lattice directly.

In the literature this issue has been addressed by introducing a naive quasi-soft function.
The (bare) naive quasi soft function is defined in terms of a rectangular Wilson loop, whose
longitudinal sides lie along the z-axis,

S̃naive(b⊥, a, η̃) =
1

Nc
〈0|S (b⊥, η̃ẑ,−η̃ẑ) |0〉 . (2.28)

This soft factor can then be used to define a naive quasi-TMD that is directly calculable
on the lattice,

f̃naive(x, b⊥, µ, xP̃
z) = lim

η̃→∞

B̃(x, b⊥, µ, η̃, xP̃
z)√

S̃naive(b⊥, µ, η̃)
, (2.29)

and the structure of the renormalization is the same as in eq. (2.21). However, this naive
quasi-TMD cannot directly be matched to the physical TMD, because it has different IR
behavior.

The final step consists of relating the quasi- and naive quasi-TMD, by considering the
ratio of the two functions

f̃(x, b⊥, µ, ζ̃, xP̃
z)

f̃naive(x, b⊥, µ, xP̃ z)
= lim

η̃→∞

√
S̃naive(b⊥, µ, η̃)

S̃(b⊥, µ, yA, yB, η̃)
=

√
S̃naive(b⊥, µ)

S(b⊥, µ, yA, yB)
, (2.30)

where the dependence on yA and yB on the right-hand-side is hidden in the ζ̃ and P̃ z, see
eqs. (2.22) and (2.27). In the second equality the divergences as η̃ →∞ cancel in the ratio.
Crucially, the S(b⊥, µ, yA, yB) in the final expression is the same soft function that enters
the definition of the physical Collins scheme TMD. We can further reduce the above ratio
by using the fact that for large yA and yB the Collins soft function behaves as

S(b⊥, µ, yA, yB) = SI(b⊥, µ)e(yA−yB)γζ(b⊥,µ) . (2.31)

Here, SI(b⊥, µ) is the rapidity-independent part of the soft function. It is referred to in the
literature as the intrinsic soft function, and has been related to a lattice-calculable meson
form factor [63]. Furthermore, the Collins-Soper kernel can be calculated on the lattice by
calculating ratios of quasi-beam functions at different hadron momenta [61]. Summarizing,
the quasi-TMD is related to the naive quasi-TMD by

f̃(x, b⊥, µ, ζ̃, xP̃
z) = f̃naive(x, b⊥, µ, xP̃

z)

√
S̃naive(b⊥, µ)

SI(b⊥, µ)
exp

[
−1

2
γζ(b⊥, µ) ln

(
(2xP̃ z)2

ζ

)]
,

(2.32)

where all ingredients on the right-hand-side can be calculated on the lattice. Results for
lattice calculations of the soft function can be found in [70, 92].
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3 Double parton distribution functions

We start with a brief introduction to double parton scattering in sec. 3.1, including a short
overview of the theoretical framework. For a more comprehensive presentation, we refer to
the book on this subject [21]. The definition of the double parton distributions are discussed
in sec. 3.2, which is the starting point for their extracting from lattice QCD using LaMET,
and their renormalization is treated in sec. 3.3.

3.1 Introduction to double parton scattering

Double parton scattering (DPS) refers to two partonic scatterings between the same collid-
ing hadrons. In contrast to pile-up, in which there are collisions between different hadrons
in the same bunch crossing, the two partonic collisions in DPS are not independent of each
other. Within the area of multi-parton interactions, there are different kinematic regions of
interest: For many LHC measurements, there is a single energetic collision and additional
partonic scatterings take place at lower energies. These additional partonic scatterings still
produce radiation that affect measurements and are modeled in Monte Carlo parton show-
ers. On the other hand, there is also an interest in two energetic collisions, for which a
field-theoretic description in terms of factorization formulae is available. This is the case
we focus on, and the one investigated in measurements of DPS that extract σeff .

A given process, say double Drell-Yan for concreteness, can receive contributions from
both DPS as well as single parton scattering (SPS). In the SPS contribution, only one
parton is extracted from each of the colliding hadrons, and the two electroweak bosons are
produced by a single hard scattering, rather than from two separate partonic scatterings.
The contribution of DPS to the total cross section is suppressed by Λ2

QCD/Q
2 compared

to SPS, where Q is the typical energy scale of the hard collisions (the invariant mass of
an electroweak boson in double Drell-Yan). To enhance the contribution of DPS, one can
consider processes where the energies of the hard collisions are fairly low, such as charm
production [93]. Alternatively, one can restrict to the region of phase-space where the total
transverse momentum of each of the individual hard scatterings is small (for double Drell-
Yan this is the transverse momentum of each of the electroweak bosons). For single parton
scattering the contribution is also power suppressed in this region as the two electroweak
bosons are unlikely to each have a small transverse momentum, so the size of the SPS
contribution will be of the same order as the DPS contribution [13].

The factorization formula for the double Drell-Yan cross section takes the following
form [16, 19]

dσDPS

dQ2
1 dY1 dQ2

2 dY2
=

1

S

∑
a1,a2,a3,a4

∑
R1,R2,R3,R4

cR1,R2,R3,R4

∫
dx1

x1

dx2

x2

dx3

x3

dx4

x4

∫
d2b⊥Φ2(|b⊥|ν)

× σa1a3(x1, x3, Q1, Y1, µ)σa2a4(x2, x4, Q2, Y2, µ)

× R1R2Fa1a2(x1, x2,b⊥, µ, ζp)
R3R4Fa3a4(x3, x4,b⊥, µ, ζ̄p) . (3.1)

Here R1R2Fa1a2(x1, x2,b⊥, µ, ζ) is the double parton distribution (DPD) describing the prob-
ability of extracting partons a1 and a2 from a proton with moment fraction x1 and x2 and
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transverse separation b⊥. The superscripts Ri label the color representation of the par-
tons, and in principle there are also interference effects in fermion number (that we will not
consider). Because color singlets are produced, the dependence on the color representation
can simply be encoded in an overall coefficient cR1,R2,R3,R4 . The regulator Φ2(|b⊥|ν) will
be discussed below.

The partonic cross section σa1a3(x1, x3, Q1, Y1, µ) in eq. (3.1) describes the scattering
process in which the partons a1 and a3 collide to form an electroweak boson with invariant
mass Q1 and rapidity Y1. Beyond leading order in perturbation theory, additional partons
are produced in the final state and infrared poles in the partonic cross sections need to
be subtracted. The coefficient S describes a symmetry factor. The parton flavors ai and
representations Ri are summed over, and the momentum fractions xi and the transverse
separation b⊥ between the two collisions are integrated over.

Even for unpolarized protons, the cross section in eq. (3.1) receives contributions from
DPDs such as F∆q∆q, that describes extracting two longitudinally polarized quarks. While
a non-vanishing distribution for a single longitudinal quark requires a polarized proton,
F∆q∆q describes spin correlations of the two partons in an unpolarized proton. The sum
over polarizations is included in the sum over flavors, e.g. a1 = ∆q is part of the sum over
a1.

As an example of color correlations encoded in the superscripts R1, R2, R3, R4, two
pairs of color-correlated (anti-)quarks can produce two color singlet electroweak bosons,
corresponding to a term 88Fqq

88Fq̄q̄ in the DPS cross section.4 The tree-level cross section
for double Drell-Yan, including spin and color correlations and interference effects, is shown
in eq. (43) of ref. [16]. For color correlations, the currents in the DPDs at position 0 and b⊥
are not color singlets. (The complete operator in the DPD of course is.) Consequently, soft
radiation resolving the large distance b⊥ ∼ 1/ΛQCD between the currents must be included.
The corresponding soft functions are shown explicitly in ref. [16] but have been absorbed in
the DPDs in eq. (3.1). As for the case of TMDs in sec. 2.2, there is an associated rapidity
resummation, for which a corresponding argument ζp and ζ̄p is included in the DPDs (this
is absent for the color-summed DPDs).

DPDs can receive contributions from PDFs in the b⊥ → 0 limit [95, 96], known as the
double parton splitting singularity [97]. For example, Fqq̄ receives a contribution from fg
where the gluon splits, g → qq̄. In particular, one has to make sure to avoid double counting
between DPS and SPS. While several proposals for how to address this problem were put
forward [15, 98–101], a first complete solution was presented in ref. [19]. This leads to the
inclusion of the regulator Φ2(|b⊥|ν) in eq. (3.1), which goes to zero for b⊥ → 0 and becomes
one for large |b⊥|. This does not play a role in our calculations because we only consider
the flavor-non-singlet DPDs and restrict to the one-loop matching. One crucial ingredient
in proving factorization is the cancellation of Glauber gluons, which was established for
double Drell-Yan in ref. [18].

We will conclude this section by explaining how the “pocket formula" with σeff arises

4Since the proton is colorless, there is no corresponding distribution for single parton scattering. However,
the proton is not an electroweak singlet, so there is a corresponding (perturbative) electroweak effect [94].
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from eq. (3.1). We assume all spin and color correlations and interferences effects can be
ignored, such that we only need to consider 11Fa1a2 and can drop the argument ζ. The
following ansatz [11]

11Fa1a2(x1, x2,b⊥, µ) = fa(x1, µ)fb(x2, µ)G(b⊥, µ) , (3.2)

is then made, where fa,b are the collinear PDFs. Due to the constraint x1 + x2 < 1, this
can only hold if xi is small (which we assume). This implies

dσDPS

dQ2
1 dY1 dQ2

2 dY2
=

1

S

dσ

dQ2
1 dY1

dσ

dQ2
2 dY2

∫
db⊥Φ2(|b⊥|ν)G(b⊥, µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

1/σeff

, (3.3)

so the two partonic scattering can be treated independently. The effective cross section can
then be interpreted as a measure of the transverse size of the proton. It will be interesting
to confront these assumptions with lattice data, using the LaMET approach.

3.2 Field-theoretical definition of DPDs

Definitions of DPDs as proton matrix elements of operators in quantum field theory, have
e.g. been given in refs. [14, 16]. For convenience, we repeat the definition for the quark-quark
DPD here.

As for TMDs, the definition of DPDs involve infinite-length light-like Wilson lines and
therefore contain rapidity divergences. These divergences cancel in the cross section when
the DPDs are combined with their associated soft functions. The DPDs that appear in
eq. (3.1) can be defined as the ratio of an unsubtracted DPD and the square root of the
corresponding soft function.

Let us now define the unsubtracted quark-quark DPDs, for general color and spin
structures:

F unsub
ijk` (x1, x2,b⊥, ε, yB, P

+) (3.4)

= −πP+

∫
db−1
2π

db−2
2π

db−3
2π

e−ix1P+b−1 e−ix2P+b−2 eix1P+b−3

× 〈P | T̄
{[
ψ̄(b1)W

[
b1 ← b⊥ −∞nB(yB)

]]
i

[
ψ̄(b2)W

[
b2 ← −∞nB(yB)

]]
j

}
× T

{[
W
[
b⊥ −∞nB(yB)← b3

]
ψ(b3)

]
k

[
W
[
−∞nB(yB)← 0

]
ψ(0)

]
`

}
|P 〉 .

Here i, j, k, ` denote the color and spin indices, which are uncontracted, T (T̄ ) denotes
(anti-)time ordering. The coordinates bi are

b1 = (0+, b−1 ,b⊥) , b2 = (0+, b−2 ,0⊥) , b3 = (0+, b−3 ,b⊥) , b⊥ = (0+, 0−,b⊥) , (3.5)

The Wilson line W was defined in eq. (2.4), and for definiteness we use the off-lightcone
rapidity regulator yB in eq. (2.10).

The quark-quark DPD as defined above can be decomposed into several color and spin
structures. Following the conventions of ref. [20],

11Fq1q2 = (Γq1)ik(Γq2)j`Fijk` , (3.6)
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88Fq1q2 =
2Nc√
N2
c − 1

(Γq1t
c)ik(Γq2t

c)j` Fijk` , (3.7)

where Nc = 3 is the number of colors, tc is the SU(3) generator in the fundamental rep-
resentation and the Dirac structures Γq1 ,Γq2 ∈ {γ+, γ+γ5, γ+γµ⊥γ

5} are labelled q, ∆q and
δq, respectively. The free Lorentz index in the δq can be contracted with b⊥ or the index
of another δq.

For the color correlated DPD, the currents at b⊥ and 0⊥ are not separately gauge
invariant and a transverse Wilson line at infinity is required. While this transverse Wilson
line can be eliminated in covariant gauges by setting the gauge field at infinity to zero, they
will be important when we introduce a lattice calculable quasi-DPD in sec. 4.1. In that
case the Wilson lines are located at a finite distance η̃ along the z direction, and can no
longer be set to unity.

Next we discuss the soft functions needed to obtain the physical DPD from the un-
subtracted one in eq. (3.4). For the case of the quark-quark DPDs there are only two soft
functions corresponding to the two different color structures: 1S and 8S (in principle there
are more when one considers interference contributions). The soft function corresponding
to the color-summed DPD is trivial, 1S = 1, so in this case no soft subtraction is needed.
The (bare) soft function for the color-correlated DPD can be written as

8S(b⊥, ε, yA, yB) = − 1

2NcCF
+

1

2NcCF
〈0|S†

(
b⊥,−∞nB(yB),−∞nA(yA)

)
×S

(
b⊥,−∞nB(yB),−∞nA(yA)

)
|0〉 , (3.8)

where yA and yB are two off-lightcone rapidity regulators and S is the Wilson loop defined
in eq. (2.6).

For general flavor, spin and color we now define the (bare) DPDs by performing the
soft subtraction:

R1R2F bare
a1a2

(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, ζp) = lim
yB→−∞

R1R2F unsub
a1a2

(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, yB)√
R1/2S(b⊥, ε, yA, yB)

. (3.9)

This ratio is finite as yB → −∞, but a dependence on a rapidity scale ζp remains. This
rapidity scale dependence is described by a Collins-Soper evolution [20],

∂

∂ ln ζp
R1R2F bare

a1a2
(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, ζp) =

1

2
R1/2Jbare(b⊥, ε)

R1R2F bare
a1a2

(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, ζp) , (3.10)

with a similar equation being satisfied by the renormalized DPDs. Here RJ is the rapidity
anomalous dimension or rapidity evolution kernel. This kernel depends only on the dimen-
sion of the representation R with |R1| = |R2| being implied. The rapidity evolution kernels
are related to the familiar Collins-Soper kernel by a color factor. Note that in contrast to
the TMD case in eq. (2.16), the rapidity scale associated to DPDs contains no momentum
fractions,

ζp = 2(P+)2e−2yn . (3.11)
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This general form will be used in sec. 4, but in our actual calculations in sec. 5 we
will only consider the color-summed (R1 = R2 = 1) and color-correlated (R1 = R2 = 8)
quark-quark DPDs.

3.3 Renormalization of DPDs

The bare DPDs defined in eq. (3.9) contain UV divergences and need to be renormalized.
The reason for discussing renormalization in some detail here is that the structure of the
renormalization group equations will play a key role in constructing the matching relation
between the lightcone- and quasi-DPDs. This renormalization has been discussed exten-
sively in refs. [20, 102–104], and includes results at order α2

s.
The renormalization of DPDs can be performed either in position or momentum space.

These bare DPDs are related by a Fourier transform

R1R2F bare
a1a2

(x1, x2,∆⊥, ε, ζ) =

∫
dd−2b⊥ e

ib⊥·∆⊥ R1R2F bare
a1a2

(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, ζ) . (3.12)

This same formula does not hold for the renormalized DPDs, because of the double parton
splitting singularity which occurs in the b⊥ → 0 limit (see the discussion of the function Φ

in eq. (3.1)).
In position space, the currents that enter the definition of the bare DPDs are separated

by a distance b⊥. Because of this transverse separation, the two operators renormalize
separately5,

F = Z ⊗1 Z ⊗2 F
bare . (3.13)

Explicitly, this reads

R1R2Fa1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζp) =
∑
a′1,a

′
2

∑
R′1,R

′
2

∫
dx′1
x′1

dx′2
x′2

R1R̄′1Za1a′1

(x1

x′1
, µ, x2

1ζp

)
(3.14)

× R2R̄′2Za2a′2

(x2

x′2
, µ, x2

2ζp

)
R′1R

′
2F bare
a′1a
′
2
(x′1, x

′
2, b⊥, µ, ζp).

Here it is clear why ζp is defined without momentum fractions, since they differ in the
various terms. For color-summed DPDs the rapidity scale dependence drops out.

In momentum space, additional singularities are generated due to the 1 → 2 splitting
mechanism. This leads to mixing with single PDFs,

F = Z ⊗1 Z ⊗2 F
bare + Zs ⊗ fbare . (3.15)

Explicitly,

R1R2Fa1a2(x1, x2,∆⊥, µ, ζp) =
∑
a′1,a

′
2

∑
R′1,R

′
2

∫
dx′1
x′1

dx′2
x′2

R1R̄′1Za1a′1

(x1

x′1
, µ, x2

1ζp

)
(3.16)

× R2R̄′2Za2a′2

(x2

x′2
, µ, x2

2ζp

)
R′1R

′
2F bare
a′1a
′
2
(x′1, x

′
2,∆⊥, µ, ζp)

5In principle one could consider two separate renormalization scales for the two operators as they renor-
malize independently.
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+
∑
a′

∫
dx′

(x′)2
R1R2Za1a2,a′

(x1

x′
,
x2

x′
, µ, x1x2ζp

)
fbare
a′ (x′, µ, ε) .

Because the renormalization of DPDs is different in position space and momentum
space, the matching with quasi-DPDs will also be different in position space and momentum
space. Note that this only affects the mixing with single PDFs, which is absent from our
explicit one-loop calculations that are limited to the flavor-non-singlet case.

4 Quasi-double parton distributions

In this section we take the first steps in extending the quasi-PDF approach to the case of
double parton distributions. We define quasi-DPDs in sec. 4.1, which are related to the
physical lightcone-DPD by an infinite Lorentz boost. The lattice-calculability of the DPD
soft function is discussed in sec. 4.2 (paralleling the discussion in sec. 2.5 for the TMD soft
function). In sec. 4.3, we construct a matching relation between the physical and quasi-
DPD. Although we do not prove the matching relation in this work, we verify its consistency
to one-loop order in sec. 5 for the flavor non-singlet quark-quark DPD.

4.1 Defining quasi-DPDs

First we define (bare and unsubtracted) quasi-DPDs. Their definition can be obtained
straightforwardly from their lightcone counterparts by essentially replacing all appearances
of na and nb by ẑ and −ẑ. For the quark-quark DPD with spin and color indices i, j, k, `
uncontracted, we obtain

F̃ unsub
ijk` (x1, x2,b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z) = −πP̃ z
∫

dbz1
2π

dbz2
2π

dbz3
2π

eix1P̃ zbz1eix2P̃ zbz2e−ix1P̃ zbz3 (4.1)

× 〈P̃ |
[
ψ̄(b1)W

[
b1 ← b⊥ + η̃ẑ

]]
i

[
ψ̄(b2)W

[
b2 ← η̃ẑ

]]
j

×
[
W
[
b⊥ + η̃ẑ ← b3

]
ψ(b3)

]
k

[
W
[
η̃ẑ ← 0

]
ψ(0)

]
`
|P̃ 〉 ,

as the quasi-analogue of eq. (3.4). The coordinates bi are now

b1 = (0,b⊥, b
z
1) , b2 = (0,0⊥, b

z
2) , b3 = (0,b⊥, b

z
3) , b⊥ = (0,b⊥, 0) , (4.2)

so (anti-)time ordering is no longer relevant. The Wilson line W is defined in eq. (2.4),
and we replaced the off-lightcone rapidity regulator in eq. (3.4) by a finite length η̃ of the
Wilson lines, i.e. −∞nB(yB)→ η̃ẑ. This is necessary as the quasi-DPD is calculated on a
lattice of finite size.

The color and spin decomposition of quasi-DPDs is essentially the same as for lightcone-
DPDs. For definiteness, the decomposition of the quark-quark quasi-DPDs is given by

11F̃ unsub
q1q2 (x1, x2, b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z) (4.3)

= −πP̃ z
∫

dbz1
2π

dbz2
2π

dbz3
2π

eix1P̃ zbz1eix2P̃ zbz2e−ix1P̃ zbz3

× 〈P̃ | ψ̄(b1)Γ̃q1W [b1 ← b3]ψ(b3) ψ̄(b2)Γ̃q2W [b2 ← 0]ψ(0) |P̃ 〉 ,
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88F̃ unsub
q1q2 (x1, x2, b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z) (4.4)

= −πP̃ z
∫

dbz1
2π

dbz2
2π

dbz3
2π

eix1P̃ zbz1eix2P̃ zbz2e−ix1P̃ zbz3

× 〈P̃ | ψ̄(b1)Γ̃q1W [b1 ← b⊥ + η̃ẑ] tcW [b⊥ + η̃ẑ ← b3]ψ(b3)

× ψ̄(b2)Γ̃q2W [b2 ← η̃ẑ] tcW [η̃ẑ ← 0]ψ(0) |P̃ 〉 .

Note that qi denotes both the flavor of the quark field ψ as well as the Dirac structure Γ̃qi .
These Dirac structures are related to those of the lightcone-DPD by

1

pz
ū(p)Γ̃u(p) =

1

p+
ū(p)Γu(p) , (4.5)

with u(p) the spinor for a massless quark with momentum in the z direction. Note that in
this equation, the overall magnitude of p is irrelevant because it cancels in the ratio, so p can
be replaced by p̃ if necessary. In principle there exists a universality class of valid choices of
Γ̃, obtained by replacing γ+ in the lightcone-DPD definition by a linear combination of γ0

and γz (except for γ0−γz). For definiteness, we take Γ̃ = γz, γzγ5, γzγ⊥γ
5 for unpolarized

(q), helicity (∆q) and transversity (δq), respectively.
We note that the color non-singlet distribution 88F̃ as written in eq. (4.3) is not au-

tomatically gauge invariant due to the appearance of SU(3) generators tc in between the
Wilson lines. While this issue could be ignored for the DPD in sec. 3.2 (at least as long
as covariant gauges are used), here we need to be more careful. We address this by first
applying completeness relations for the generators which reconnects the color indices of
the end-points of the Wilson lines, and then introducing transverse gauge links at spatial
infinity where needed. As an example, in the quark-quark case we first use

taijt
a
k` = TF

(
δi`δkj −

1

Nc
δijδk`

)
, (4.6)

and then add the missing transverse Wilson lines between η̃ẑ and b⊥ + η̃ẑ. This leads to
the following gauge invariant definition of the color-correlated quark-quark quasi-DPD

88F̃ unsub
q1q2 (x1, x2, b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z)

= −TF
N

11F̃ unsub
q1q2 (x1, x2, b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z)− πP̃ z
∫

dbz1
2π

dbz2
2π

dbz3
2π

eix1P̃ zbz1eix2P̃ zbz2e−ix1P̃ zbz3

× 〈P̃ |
[(
ψ̄(b1)Γ̃q1

)
α
W [b1 ← b⊥ + η̃ẑ ← η̃ẑ ← 0]ψβ(0)

]
×
[(
ψ̄(b2)Γ̃q2

)
β
W [b2 ← η̃ẑ ← b⊥ + η̃ẑ ← b3]ψα(b3)

]
|P̃ 〉 , (4.7)

where α, β denote the spin indices. (Note that we already used this approach to obtain a
gauge-invariant soft function in eq. (3.8).)

Next we define a quasi-DPS soft function. As for the TMD soft function, it is not
possible to define a matrix element that is both time-independent and is related to the
lightcone soft function by a boost. To make sure that the quasi- and lightcone distributions
possess the same infrared behaviour, we follow the same approach as in sec. 2.4 for TMDs,
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defining the quasi-soft function as the off-lightcone regularized soft function with finite-
length Wilson lines. Explicitly, the DPS quasi-soft function can be obtained by taking the
off-lightcone regularized soft function and making the replacement

∞nA(yA)→ η̃
nA(yA)

|nA(yA)|
, ∞nB(yB)→ η̃

nB(yB)

|nB(yB)|
. (4.8)

For the quark-quark case, the color-summed quasi-soft function is 1S̃ = 1 and the color-
correlated quasi-soft function is defined as

8S̃(b⊥, a, η̃, yA, yB) = − 1

2NcCF
+

1

2NcCF
〈0|S†

(
b⊥,−η̃

nB(yB)

|nB(yB)|
,−η̃ nA(yA)

|nA(yA)|

)
(4.9)

× S
(
b⊥,−η̃

nB(yB)

|nB(yB)|
,−η̃ nA(yA)

|nA(yA)|

)
|0〉 ,

with S defined in eq. (2.6).
We now define quasi-DPDs, which we will match onto the physical lightcone-DPDs

in the next section. First we use the quasi-soft functions to subtract the singularities for
η̃ → ∞ (known as pinch-pole singularities) from the unsubtracted quasi-DPDs, and then
we perform the renormalization,

R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, P̃
z) = lim

a→0
η̃→∞

R1R2Z̃a1,a2(a, µ, yA, yB)
R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z)√
RS̃(b⊥, a, η̃, yA, yB)

,

(4.10)

Note that, as in the case of quasi-PDFs and quasi-TMDs, quasi-DPDs can be renormalized
multiplicatively. This is in contrast to the lightcone-DPDs, which are renormalized by a
convolution in the two momentum fractions, see eq. (3.14).

4.2 Lattice calculability of the DPD quasi-soft function

The quasi-DPD as defined above cannot be calculated directly on the lattice because the
matrix element defining the quasi-soft function is time-dependent. Therefore, analogous
to the TMD case in sec. 2.5, we define naive quasi-DPDs, which can be calculated on the
lattice directly and can be related to the proper quasi-DPDs via an intrinsic soft function.
For the quark-quark DPD, we simply have 1Snaive = 1 in the color-summed case, while for
the color-correlated case we define the (bare) naive soft function as

8Snaive(b⊥, a, η̃) = − 1

2NcCF
+

1

2NcCF
〈0|S†

[
b⊥,−η̃ẑ, η̃ẑ]S

[
b⊥,−η̃ẑ, η̃ẑ

]
|0〉 . (4.11)

We then define the naive quasi-DPDs as

R1R2F̃ naive
a1a2

(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, P̃
z) = lim

a→0
η̃→∞

R1R2Z̃a1a2(a, µ, yA, yB)
R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2,b⊥, a, η̃, P̃

z)√
RS̃naive(b⊥, a, η̃)

,

(4.12)
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The naive quasi-DPD does not posses the correct IR behaviour to be used to in the matching
relation, as it is not related to the lightcone-DPD by a boost. However, it can be used in
lattice calculations to subtract the pinch-pole singularities of the unsubtracted quasi-DPD,
that appear as divergences in the limit η̃ →∞.

To relate the naive quasi-DPD to the quasi-DPD that is used in the matching to physical
DPDs, we need to define an analogue of the intrinsic soft function of (2.31) for the double
parton case. To define an intrinsic soft function it is necessary that the rapidity divergences
exponentiate, which was proven to be the case in [105]. This allows us to define an intrinsic
soft function for the DPD case by6

RS(b⊥, µ, yA, yB) = RSI(b⊥, µ)e(yA−yB)RJ(b⊥,µ) . (4.13)

Following the same arguments as for the TMD case, we then find the following relation
between the quasi- and the naive quasi-DPDs,

F̃ (x1, x2, b⊥, P̃
z, µ, ζ̃) = F̃naive(x1, x2, b⊥, P̃

z, µ, ζ̃)

√
RS̃naive(b⊥, µ)
RSI(b⊥, µ)

(4.14)

× exp

[
−1

4
RJ(b⊥, µ) ln

(
(2x1P̃

z)2

x2
1ζp

)
− 1

4
RJ(b⊥, µ) ln

(
(2x2P̃

z)2

x2
2ζp

)]
.

4.3 Factorization for quasi-DPDs

We will now present a matching relation between quasi-DPDs and the physical DPDs for
general flavor, color and spin. In position space the matching relation reads

R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, P̃
z) (4.15)

=
∑
R′1,R

′
2

∑
a′1,a

′
2

∫ 1

0

dx′1
x′1

dx′2
x′2

R1R′1Ca1a′1

(x1

x′1
, x′1P̃

z, µ
)
R2R′2Ca2a′2

(x2

x′2
, x′2P̃

z, µ
)

× exp

[
1

2
R′

1/2J(b⊥, µ) ln

(
ζ̃p
ζp

)]
R′1R

′
2Fa′1a′2(x′1, x

′
2, b⊥, µ, ζp) ,

while in momentum space the matching relation reads

R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2,∆⊥, µ, ζ̃p, P̃
z) (4.16)

=
∑
R′1,R

′
2

∑
a′1,a

′
2

∫ 1

0

dx′1
x′1

dx′2
x′2

R1R′1Ca1a′1

(x1

x′1
, x′1P̃

z, µ
)
R2R′2Ca2a′2

(x2

x′2
, x′2P̃

z, µ
)

× R′1R
′
2Fa′1a′2(x′1, x

′
2,∆⊥, µ, ζ̃p)

+
∑
a′

∫ 1

0

dx′

x′2
R1R2Ca1a2,a′

(x1

x′
,
x2

x′
, x′P̃ z, µ

)
fa′(x

′, µ) .

Here, RR′Caa′ and RR′Ca1a2,a′ are perturbative matching kernels. The rapidity evolution
kernel RJ only depends on the dimensionality of the representation, and |R1| = |R2| is

6Note that we assume a basis where mixing between different soft functions under rapidity evolution is
absent.
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necessary to have a non-vanishing DPD. In the momentum-space matching the lightcone-
and quasi-DPD are evaluated at the same rapidity scale, to avoid the more complicated
momentum-space rapidity evolution.

As we will now show, the above matching relations are consistent with the renormal-
ization group evolution and the rapidity evolution of the lightcone- and quasi-DPDs. The
rapidity evolution is satisfied trivially, as both the lightcone- and the quasi-DPD satisfy
a Collins-Soper evolution. Note that this relies on the fact there is no matching between
quasi-DPDs onto lightcone-DPDs with a different rapidity anomalous dimension and that
the matching kernels are rapidity-scale independent.

To show that the matching relation is also consistent with renormalization group evo-
lution, we start by presenting the structure of evolution equations for the quasi-DPD. Their
evolution can be inferred from eq. (4.14) by using the fact that the unsubtracted quasi-DPDs
have a multiplicative renormalization and the quasi-soft soft function satisfies eq. (4.13).
This leads to the following evolution equation for the quasi-DPDs,

d

d lnµ2
R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, P̃

z) (4.17)

=

[
R1γa1 +

1

4
R1γJ ln

(
(2x1P̃

z)2

x2
1ζp

)
+ (1↔ 2)

]
R1R2F̃a1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, P̃

z) .

Here Rγa corresponds to the anomalous dimension of one of the current operators in the
unsubtracted quasi-DPD and RγJ is the anomalous dimension of the rapidity evolution
kernel,

d

d lnµ2
RJ(b⊥, µ) = −RγJ(µ) . (4.18)

On the other hand, for the physical DPDs in position space, the renormalization scale
dependence is given by [20, 103]

d

d lnµ2
R1R2Fa1a2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζp) (4.19)

=
∑
R′1R

′
2

∑
a′1,a

′
2

∫
dx′1
x′1

dx′2
x′2

[
R1R̄′1Pa1a′1

(x1

x′1
, µ, x2

1ζp

)
δR′2R2

δa′2a2
δ
(

1− x2

x′2

)
+ (1↔ 2)

]
× R′1R

′
2Fa′1a′2(x′1, x

′
2, b⊥, µ, ζp) ,

where the RR̄′Paa′ are referred to as the color-dependent DGLAP splitting kernels. These
kernels can be split up into a rapidity-independent part P̂ and rapidity-dependent part,

RR̄′Paa′(x, µ, ζ) = RR̄′P̂aa′(x, µ)− 1

4
δRR′δaa′ δ(1− x)RγJ ln

(
ζ

µ2

)
. (4.20)

Using these evolution equations, one can see that the matching relation is consistent
with the UV and large rapidity behaviour of the lightcone- and quasi-DPDs. Furthermore,
one can conclude that the matching kernels satisfy,

d

d lnµ2
RR′Caa′

( x
x′
, x′P̃z, µ

)
=

[
Rγa +

1

4
RγJ ln

(
(2x′P̃ z)2

µ2

)]
RR′Caa′

( x
x′
, x′P̃ zµ

)
(4.21)
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−
∑
R′′

∑
a′′

∫ 1

0

dx′′

|x′′|
R′′R̄′P̂a′′a′

(x′′
x′
, µ
)
RR′′Caa′′

( x
x′′
, x′′P̃ z, µ

)
.

In this paper we do not provide a proof for the matching relation. However, for the
color-summed case, the proof for the single-PDF case[58], which makes use of the operator
product expansion (OPE), directly carries over. This is because the operator that defines
the color-summed DPDs consists of two copies of the single-PDF operators separated by
a finite distance b⊥. The finite transverse separation ensures that no additional terms
can arise in the OPE and so one can apply the OPE to each current operator separately.
This leads to the conclusion that the matching kernels for the color-summed DPDs will be
identical to the matching kernels of the single parton case,

11Caa′
( x
x′
, x′P̃ z, µ

)
= Caa′

( x
x′
,

µ

|x′|P̃ z
)
, (4.22)

where the Caa′ are the matching kernels that appear in (2.18).
For DPDs with a non-trivial color structure the proof would be more complicated.

In principle, one could extend the proof of the TMD matching relation in ref. [65] to
the case of color-correlated DPDs. This proof was based on the decomposition of the
hadronic correlator in terms of all available Lorentz structures, which was used to show
that the correlators describing the quasi- and LR scheme TMDs agree in the infinite boost
limit, up to higher twist terms. An extension of this proof to the case of DPDs would
require an analysis of the Lorentz decomposition of the hadronic correlator defining DPDs.
Furthermore, this proof cannot be carried over directly to our case because DPDs have a
substantially different UV behaviour.

5 One-loop matching for the flavor-non-singlet case

In this section we will calculate the quark-quark DPD matching kernel RR′Cqq′ for all color
and spin structures to one-loop order. We consider the flavor non-singlet DPDs, which can
be defined as

R1R2FNS
q1q2 = R1R2Fu1u2 − R1R2Fu1d2 − R1R2Fd1u2 + R1R2Fd1d2 . (5.1)

Here qi denote the spin structure q,∆q, δq and not the quark flavor, while ui and di de-
note different quark flavors and have the same spin structure as the corresponding qi. By
considering the flavor non-singlet case, we do not need to consider mixing with different
flavors, but mixing with color and spin is still present. In this case the matching relation
of eq. (4.15) simplifies to

R1R2F̃NS
q1q2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, P̃

z) (5.2)

=
∑
R′1,R

′
2

∑
q′1,q
′
2

∫ 1

0

dx′1
x′1

dx′2
x′2

R1R′1Cq1q′1

(x1

x′1
, x′1P̃

z, µ
)
R2R′2Cq2q′2

(x2

x′2
, x′2P̃

z, µ
)

× exp

[
1

2
R1/2J(b⊥, µ) ln

(
ζ̃p
ζp

)]
R′1R

′
2FNS
q′1q
′
2
(x′1, x

′
2, b⊥, µ, ζp) .
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where the sum on q′i runs only over the spin structures, not quark flavors. The only
nonvanishing color structures are R1 = R2 and R′1 = R′2 which can be either 1 or 8.

The one-loop matching kernels can be extracted from the one-loop corrections to the
lightcone- and quasi-DPDs with the proton replaced by partonic states. As we discuss in
sec. 5.1, the use of partonic states leads to ill-defined expressions. We resolve this by using
different in- and out-states, only taking them equal at the end of the calculation. The
“master formula" for extracting the one-loop matching kernel from the various ingredients
is derived in sec. 5.2. Next, sec. 5.3 provides an example calculation for one of the diagrams
contributing to the one-loop lightcone- and quasi-DPD, with our conventions for plus dis-
tributions given in app. A. The results for all one-loop diagrams are presented in app. B.
Finally, in sec. 5.4 we obtain the one-loop matching coefficients and verify their perturbative
nature by showing that they are free of infrared logarithms. We also provide the one-loop
expressions for the remaining ingredients that enter the matching relation: the lightcone-
and quasi-soft functions, the rapidity evolution kernel and the relevant renormalization
factors.

5.1 Handling divergences in calculating DPDs for partonic states

The matching kernel in eq. (5.2) is independent of the external state |P 〉. We can therefore
replace the proton by a suitable partonic state to calculate the matching kernel in pertur-
bation theory. However, the DPDs as defined in the previous section are not well-suited for
partonic states. This is because the definition of DPDs leads to the square of a delta func-
tion when applied to identical partonic in- and out-states. Here we demonstrate how this
issue arises, and how it can be resolved by using different in- and out states in intermediate
steps of the calculation.

The simplest state that gives a non-trivial result for the DPDs is a di-quark state
where the quarks have definite (on-shell) momenta p1 and p2. Neglecting the transverse
momentum of the two quarks, we take

p1 = ω1p , p2 = ω2p , with ω1 + ω2 = 1 , (5.3)

where p = (p+, 0−,0) = (pz,0, pz).
Since we calculate the matching kernels for all color and spin structures, we do not

average over the color and spin of the external partons. For notation convenience, we
denote products of spinors as

ū(p1)Γq1TR1u(p1) ū(p2)Γq2TR2u(p2) ≡ (TR1 ⊗ TR2) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2 , (5.4)

where TRi are the generators in the representation Ri and Γqi are Dirac structures.
When calculated on di-parton states, the DPDs defined in eq. (3.4) diverge. Explicitly,

for the color-summed DPD at tree-level, using the di-quark state in eq. (5.3)

11F (0)
qq (x1, x2) = −πp+

∫
db−1
2π

db−2
2π

db−3
2π

e−ix1p+b−1 e−ix2p+b−2 eix1p+b−3

× ū(p1)eiω1p+b−1 γ+e−iω1p+b−3 u(p1) ū(p2)eiω2p+b−1 γ+u(p2) . (5.5)
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The Fourier transforms over b−1 and b−2 result in delta functions of the two momentum
fractions,

11F (0)
qq (x1, x2) = −π(1⊗ 1)

γ+ ⊗ γ+

p+
1 p

+
2

δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) ∫ d(p+b−3 )

2π
ei(x1−ω1)p+b−3 . (5.6)

The combination of Dirac matrices and p+
i is chosen to match the form in eq. (4.5). The

remaining b−3 integral gives a delta function involving x1, which has already been fixed to
x1 = ω1 by the Fourier transform over b−1 , therefore resulting in a square of a delta function.

To avoid this extra delta function, we introduce slightly different in- and out states,
which we use in intermediate steps of the calculation of the matching coefficients. Specifi-
cally, we temporarily change the in-state to

|p1p2〉 →
∫

dω3 Ψ(ω3) |p3p4〉 , (5.7)

with p3 = ω3p and p4 = ω4p = (1− ω3)p, while keeping the out-state as 〈p1p2|. The above
in-state replaces the unwanted extra delta function by Ψ(ω1):

11F (0)
qq (x1, x2) = −π(1⊗ 1)

γ+ ⊗ γ+

p+
1 p

+
2

Ψ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
. (5.8)

In the limit that the in- and out-states are identical, i.e. when Ψ(ω3) is narrowly peaked
around ω3 = ω1, the above factor Ψ(ω1) can be treated as an infinite normalization factor.
Because the tree-level lightcone- and the quasi-DPD share this normalization factor, it
directly drops out of the matching coefficient at this order, see eq. (5.12) below. Beyond
tree-level care should be taken in treating Ψ(ω3) as narrowly peaked, as we will see in our
one-loop calculation in sec. 5.3. In practice, we will set ω3 equal to ω1 whenever that is
possible without generating a divergence.

5.2 Constructing the one-loop matching kernel

Here we lay out the details that enter the calculation of the one-loop matching kernel in
eq. (5.2). We denote the perturbative expansion of the matching kernels by

C = C(0) +
αs
4π
C(1) +O(α2

s) , (5.9)

and use a similar notation for the perturbative expansion of the other objects. At tree-level,
the matching kernel can be constructed from the tree-level lightcone- and quasi-DPDs,
which respectively read

R1R2F (0)
q1q2(x1, x2) = −πΨ(ω1)δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR2)

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

, (5.10)

R1R2F̃ (0)
q1q2(x1, x2) = −πΨ(ω1)δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR2)

Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz1 p

z
2

. (5.11)

The tree-level matching kernel is then

RR′C
(0)
qq′

(x
ω
, ωp̃z, µ

)
= δRR′δqq′ δ

(
1− x

ω

)
. (5.12)
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Using these tree-level results in the expansion of eq. (5.2) to one-loop order, leads to

R1R2F̃ (1)
q1q2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, p̃

z) (5.13)

= R1R2F (1)
q1q2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζp)

−
∑
R′1

∑
q′1

πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR′1 ⊗ TR2)

Γq′1 ⊗ Γq2

p+
1 p

+
2

R1R′1C
(1)
q1q′1

(x1

ω1
, ω1p

z, µ
)

−
∑
R′2

∑
q′2

πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR′2)

Γq1 ⊗ Γq′2
p+

1 p
+
2

R2R′2C
(1)
q2q′2

(x2

ω2
, ω2p

z, µ
)

− πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR2)

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2
RJ (1)(b⊥, µ) ln

(
ζ̃p
ζp

)
.

The one-loop corrections to the DPDs that appear in this expression are the renormalized
subtracted DPDs. Following eqs. (3.9), (3.14) and (4.10), these one-loop corrections can be
written in terms of the bare unsubtracted DPDs R1R2F unsub

q1q2 and R1R2F̃ unsub
q1q2 as

R1R2F (1)
q1q2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζp) = lim

ε→0
lim
δ+→0

{
R1R2F unsub(1)

q1q2 (x1, x2, b⊥, ε, δ
+, P+) (5.14)

+ πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR2)

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2
RS(1)(b⊥, ε, δ

+, e2ynδ+)

− πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR′1 ⊗ TR2)

Γq′1 ⊗ Γq2

p+
1 p

+
2

R1R̄′1Z
(1)
q1q′1

(x1

ω1
, µ, x2

1ζp

)
− πΨ(ω1) δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR′2)

Γq1 ⊗ Γq′2
p+

1 p
+
2

R2R̄′2Z
(1)
q2q′2

(x2

ω2
, µ, x2

2ζp

)}
,

R1R2F̃ (1)
q1q2(x1, x2, b⊥, µ, ζ̃p, p̃

z) = lim
η̃→∞

lim
ε→0

{
R1R2F̃ unsub(1)

q1q2 (x1, x2, b⊥, ε, η̃, p̃
z) (5.15)

+ πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR2)

Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

1

2
RS̃(1)(b⊥, ε, η̃, yA, yB)

− πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
(TR1 ⊗ TR2)

Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

R1R2Z̃(1)
q1q2(ε, µ, yA, yB)

}
.

Here we switched from the off-lightcone regulator in eq. (2.9) to the delta regulator in
eq. (2.11).

The diagrams for the one-loop corrections to the bare unsubtracted DPDs are shown
in figures 1 and 2. For simplicity, we only show the diagrams belonging to the quasi-DPD,
as those for the lightcone-DPD look identical up to a vertical cut through the middle of
the diagram due to the time-ordering prescription in eq. (3.4). For identical quark flavors
one could also consider “crossing" quark lines, but this turns out to be irrelevant. The
one-loop corrections can be classified as diagrams where only a single quark line is involved
(fig. 2) and diagrams where a gluon connects the two quark lines (fig. 1). This classification
is useful, as the diagrams in the first category are identical to the one-loop corrections to
regular PDFs, up to an overall normalization and the presence of the other quark line. Note
however that these diagrams must be calculated with a rapidity regulator, as the diagrams
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(a) (d) (h)

(l) (f) (k)

Figure 1. The one-loop corrections to the quark-quark quasi-DPD that involve only a single quark
line. For the corresponding lightcone diagrams, a cut should be inserted vertically in the middle
of the diagram. The top and bottom row have different color factors for the color-correlated DPD,
and consequently require a rapidity regulator.

(b) (e) (i)

(c) (g) (j)

Figure 2. The one-loop corrections to the quark-quark quasi-DPD that involve a gluon exchange
between the two quark lines. For the corresponding lightcone diagrams, a cut should be inserted
vertically in the middle of the diagram.

in the top and bottom row receive different color factors for the color-correlated DPD,
preventing the cancellation of rapidity divergences. The diagrams shown do not include the
contributions of the transverse Wilson that are necessary to ensure gauge invariance of the
color-correlated quasi-DPD (see eq. (4.4) vs. eq. (4.7)). However, we have explicitly verified
that at one-loop order the contribution of the transverse Wilson line cancels between the
unsubtracted quasi-DPD and the quasi-soft function.

It is useful to separate the color structure from the rest of the diagram such that the
resulting expressions can be used to calculate both the color-summed and color-correlated
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DPDs:

R1R2F unsub (1)
q1q2 =

∑
i∈diagrams

∑
R′1,R

′
2

∑
q′1,q
′
2

R1R2,R′1R
′
2ci
[
F iq1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

(TR′1 ⊗ TR′2)
Γq′1 ⊗ Γq′2
p+

1 p
+
2

. (5.16)

Here F iq1q2 is the expression for diagram i contributing to R1R2F
(1)
q1q2 with color factors

absorbed into R1R2,R′1R
′
2ci. Conveniently, the diagrams in figures 1 and 2 are ordered such

that diagrams in each row have an identical color structure. We furthermore use
[
F iq1q2

]
q′1a
′
2

to denote its contribution to the spin structure Γq′1 ⊗ Γq′2 . A similar expression holds for
the quasi-DPDs F̃ , with the appropriate replacement of Γ and p+

i , see eq. (4.5).
Before writing down an expression for the one-loop matching kernel, let us discuss how

the divergent factor Ψ(ω1) drops out of the matching kernel. The individual expressions
for the one-loop lightcone- and quasi-DPDs contain non-trivial integrals involving Ψ(ω3).
However, in constructing the matching kernel, these terms cancel between the lightcone-
and the quasi-DPDs. Even at the level of individual diagrams, the difference between the
one-loop corrections to the lightcone- and quasi-DPDs factors as

lim
p3,p4→p1,p2

[
F̃ iq1q2

]
q′1q
′
2
(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, η̃, p̃

z)−
[
F iq1q2

]
q′1q
′
2
(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, δ

+, p+) (5.17)

= −πΨ(ω1)
[
∆i
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2
(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, {η̃, p̃z}, {δ+, p+}) ,

such that the divergent factor Ψ(ω1) drops out of the matching kernel.
Combining all the perturbative expansions and organizing by color and spin structures,

the one-loop matching kernels for the flavor non-singlet case can be expressed as

δR2R′2
δq2q′2δ

(
1− x2

ω2

)
R1R′1C

(1)
q1q′1

(x1

ω1
, ω1p̃

z, µ
)

+ (1↔ 2) (5.18)

= lim
η̃→∞

lim
ε→0

lim
δ+→0

{∑
i

R1R2,R′1R
′
2ci
[
∆i
q1q2

]
q′1a
′
2
(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, {η̃, p̃z}, {δ+, p+})

+
1

2
δR1R′1

δR2R′2
δq1q′1δq2q′2δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
×
[
RS(1)(b⊥, ε, δ

+, e2ynδ+)− RS̃(1)(b⊥, ε, η̃, yA, yB)− RJ (1)(b⊥, µ) ln

(
ζ̃p
ζp

)]
+ δR1R′1

δR2R′2
δq1q′1δq2q′2δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
R1R2Z̃(1)

q1q2(ε, µ, yA, yB)

− δR2R′2
δq2q′2

R1R̄′1Z
(1)
q1q′1

(x1

ω1
, µ, x2

1ζp

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
− δR1R′1

δq1q′1
R2R̄′2Z

(1)
q2q′2

(x2

ω2
, µ, x2

2ζp

)
δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)}
.

The order of the η̃ and ε limits does not matter [65].

5.3 Lightcone- and quasi-DPDs at one-loop

Here we will provide an example calculation of one of the diagrams that contributes to the
one-loop lightcone- and quasi-DPDs. A complete overview of the results of all diagrams is
given in app. B. The diagram we will calculate here is diagram e, also shown in fig. 3. This
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k
p2

p1

0−,0⊥ b−2 ,0⊥

b−3 ,b⊥ b−1 ,b⊥

0−,0⊥ z2,0⊥

z3,b⊥ z1,b⊥

Figure 3. Diagram e for the lightcone- (left) and quasi-DPD (right).

diagram exhibits most features that distinguish DPDs from PDFs and TMDs, as it involves
both quark lines.

First we calculate the lightcone diagram, shown on the left in fig. 3. To keep the
notation compact, we will use the shorthand for the graph labelled with n

Fn =
αs
4π

∑
q′1,q
′
2

[Fnq1q2 ]q′1q′2

Γq′1 ⊗ Γq′2
p+

1 p
+
2

, (5.19)

and F̃n for the corresponding quasi-DPDs. From the Feynman rules one can derive the
following expression,

F e = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥

[
(igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2(ignνa)
i

k+ + iδ+

]
× (−gµν) 2πδ(k2)θ(k0) δ

[
x1p

+ − (p+
1 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x2p

+ − p+
2

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
3

]
= −αsΨ(x1) δ

(
1− x2

ω2

) γ+γµΓq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

(ω1 − x1)p+ + iδ+

× 4π3µ2ε
0

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (p1 − k)µ

k−
δ(k2)θ(k0) δ

[
k+ − (ω1 − x1)p+

]
, (5.20)

where µ0 is the scale associated with dimensional regularization. The remaining momentum
integral in eq. (5.20) can be simplified by considering the contribution of each component
of (p1 − k)µ separately: First, since (γ+)2 = 0, the contribution of (p1 − k)− vanishes.
Second, since γµ⊥ can be anti-commuted through γ+, and because γ+Γ = 0 for all Γ ∈
{γ+, γ+γ5, γ+γ⊥γ5} the contribution of (p1 − k)µ⊥ vanishes as well. This leaves us only
with the combination γ−(p1 − k)+ = x1p

+γ−, which gives

F e = −αs
4π

Ψ(x1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

2x1

(ω1 − x1) + iδ+/p+
(5.21)

× (4π2µ2
0)ε
∫

ddk eik⊥·b⊥ 1

k−
δ(k2)θ(k0) δ

[
k+ − (ω1 − x1)p+

]
.

The remaining integral is given in eq. (B.3), resulting in

F e = −αs
4π

πΨ(x1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

2x1

(ω1 − x1) + iδ+/p+

2
√
πΓ(−2εir)

Γ
(

1
2 − ε

) (4πµ2
0b

2
⊥)ε .

(5.22)
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Finally, introducing a plus distribution using the convention in app. A, and expanding in ε
and dropping terms of O(ε)

F e =
αs
4π

2πΨ(x1)δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)]
(5.23)

×
{[ x1

ω1

1− x1
ω1

][0,1]

+

− δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)[
1+ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)
+

iπ

2

]}
, .

Here the ratio x1/ω1 is the variable of the plus distribution, i.e. integrating it over the
interval [0, 1] will give zero. The µ0 is related to the MS-scale µ and the b0 is given by

µ2
0 = µ2 e

γE

4π
, b0 = 2e−γE . (5.24)

Next we calculate diagram e for the quasi-DPD. This matrix element can be treated
as time-ordered and therefore does not include a cut gluon propagator. From the Feynman
rules we derive

F̃ e = −πpzµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥

[
(igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2(igẑν)
i

kz

]
× −igµν

k2

(
e−ikz η̃ − 1

)
δ
[
x1p

z − (pz1 − kz)
]
δ
[
x2p

z − pz2
]
δ
[
x1p

z − pz3
]

= αsΨ(x1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) γzγµΓ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz1p

z
2

(5.25)

× 4iπ2pz1µ
2ε
0

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (p1 − k)µ

k2(p1 − k)2

1− e−ikz η̃

kz
δ
[
kz − (ω1 − x1)pz

]
.

Note that ẑ · p = −pz due to the signature of our metric. To simplify the above expression,
we use that for an on-shell quark spinor u(p) with p = (pz, 0, 0, pz) we have γ0u(p) = γzu(p).
Additionally, we can ignore the term (p1 − k)µ⊥ as its contribution is power-suppressed by
1/(|b⊥|pz). This leads to

F̃ e =
αs
4π

16iπ3Ψ(x1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz2

(5.26)

× µ2ε
0

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (p1 − k)0 + (p1 − k)z

k2(p1 − k)2

1− e−ikz η̃

kz
δ
[
kz − (ω1 − x1)pz

]
.

We find it convenient to already introduce a plus distribution at this stage of the
calculation. That way we may omit the regulator η̃ inside the plus distribution, as the
behavior of the function at x1 = ω1 is contained in the delta-function term. To calculate
the resulting momentum integrals we combine denominators by introducing a Feynman
parameter v and use eq. (B.5),

F̃ e =
αs
4π

{
−Ψ(x1) δ

(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz1 p

z
2

(5.27)

×
(
µ2

0

p2
1z

)ε[ 1

1− x1
ω1

∫ 1

0
dv
(
v + x1

ω1

)(2π|b⊥|pz1
|v − x1

ω1
|

) 1
2

+ε

K 1
2

+ε

(
|v − x1

ω1
||b⊥|pz1

)]
+
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+ πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz1 p

z
2

× 16iπ2pz1µ
2ε
0

∫ 1

0
dv

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1−e−iypz1 η̃

y

∫
dd`

(2π)d
ei`⊥·b⊥ 2−y−v

`4
δ
[
`z − (y−v)pz1

]}
.

Finally, we perform the integral over the Feynman parameter v and expand in ε to obtain

F̃ e =
αs
4π

{
πΨ(x1) δ

(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz1 p

z
2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
2 x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

][0,1]

+

(5.28)

+ πΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
pz1 p

z
2

× 16iπ2pz1µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1−e−iypz1 η̃

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
ei`⊥·b⊥ 2−y−v

`4
δ
[
`z − (y−v)pz1

]}
.

While we were able to obtain a closed-form expression for the remaining integral, we find
that it substantially simplifies after combining it with other diagrams, so we only present
results for the sum. This is discussed at the end of app. B.

Let us now write down the contribution of diagram e to the matching kernel. First,
note that as both the lightcone- and quasi diagrams are diagonal in spin, this diagram does
not contribute to mixing between spin structures. Second, note that the difference of the
two diagrams can be written as eq. (5.17). Including the contributions of the three sister
topologies of this diagram, we find that[

∆e
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2
(x1, x2, b⊥, ε, {η̃, P̃ z}, {δ+, p+}) (5.29)

= −4δq1q′1δq2q′2δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) [ 1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)]
− 2δq1q′1δq2q′2δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

)
× 16iπ2p̃z1µ

2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z1η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
ei`⊥·b⊥ 2−y−v

`4
δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z1

]
+ (1↔ 2) .

Inserting this into eq. (5.18), gives its contribution to the one-loop matching coefficient.

5.4 Result for one-loop matching kernel

Here we present the one-loop matching kernels for the flavor non-singlet case of eq. (5.1) for
all color- and spin structures, which can be calculated from the master formula in eq. (5.18).

Here we list all the one-loop ingredients that are needed to construct the matching
kernels. The results for the one-loop diagrams for the lightcone- and quasi-DPDs can be
found in app. B. The one-loop soft functions for the lightcone-DPD can be obtained from
the TMD case [106] by an appropriate modification of the color factor

88S(1)(b⊥, ε, δ
+, δ−) = −4CA

{
1

ε2uv
+

[
1

εuv
+ln

(µ2b2
⊥

b20

)]
ln
( µ2

2δ+δ−

)
− 1

2
ln2
(µ2b2

⊥
b20

)
−π

2

12

}
,

(5.30)
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We have calculated the corresponding quasi-soft function, obtaining

88S̃(1)(b⊥, ε, η̃, yA, yB) = 4CA

{[
1

εuv
+ ln

(µ2b2
⊥

b20

)][
2− (yA − yB)

]
+

2πη̃

|b⊥|

}
. (5.31)

Note that the above expression for the quasi-soft function does not contain the contribution
from the transverse Wilson line. Though non-zero, its contribution cancels between the
quasi-soft function and the unsubtracted quasi-DPD. The one-loop rapidity evolution kernel
is given by

8J (1)(b⊥, µ) = −4CA ln
(µ2b2

⊥
b20

)
. (5.32)

For completeness we also present the renormalization kernels and factors that define the
renormalized distributions. The renormalization kernels for the lightcone-DPD read [104]

11Z(1)
qq (x, µ, ζ) = − 1

εuv
2CF

[
1 + x2

1− x

][0,1]

+

, (5.33)

11Z
(1)
∆q∆q(x, µ, ζ) = − 1

εuv
2CF

[
1 + x2

1− x

][0,1]

+

,

11Z
(1)
δqδq(x, µ, ζ) = − 1

εuv
CF

(
4

[
x

1− x

][0,1]

+

+ δ(1− x)

)
,

for the color-singlet case. Those for the color non-singlet case are related to their color-
singlet counterpart by an modification of the color factor and an additional piece

88Z(1)
qq (x, µ, ζ) =

(
1− CA

2CF

)
11Z(1)

qq (x, µ, ζ)− CAδ(1− x)

{
1

ε2uv
+

1

εuv

[
ln

(
µ2

ζ

)
+

3

2

]}
.

(5.34)

For the color-singlet quasi-DPDs, we find that only the transversity distribution needs
renormalization,

11Z̃(1)
qq (ε, µ, yA, yB) = 0 , (5.35)

11Z̃
(1)
∆q∆q(ε, µ, yA, yB) = 0 ,

11Z̃
(1)
δqδq(ε, µ, yA, yB) = − 1

εuv
2CF .

In direct analogy to eq. (5.34), the renormalization factors for the color-correlated quasi-
DPDs are related to their color-singlet counterpart by

88Z̃(1)
qq (ε, µ, yA, yB) =

(
1− CA

2CF

)
11Z̃(1)

qq (ε, µ, yA, yB)− 1

εuv
CA

[
1 + 2(yA − yB)

]
. (5.36)

Note that all renormalization kernels are diagonal in color- and spin structures.
We find that at one-loop order there is no mixing between color structures. This can

be understood from the fact that the matching coefficients are related to the difference
between the order of the UV and large rapidity limits (as discussed at the end of sec. 2.4).
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However, only diagrams where a gluon connects the two quark lines can lead to mixing
between color structures, but these do not have UV divergences since the quark lines are
separated by b⊥. This argument is expected to hold at higher orders in perturbation theory
as well.

For the color-singlet case, we verify that the matching kernel is related to that of the
ordinary PDF case, see eq. (4.22). We have verified that this holds, and for completeness
we present the matching kernels in the MS scheme,

11C(1)
qq (x, p̃z, µ) = −2CF

{[
1 + x2

1− x

[
ln
( µ2

4(1− x)2p̃2
z

)
− 1

]
+

4x

1− x

][0,1]

+

(5.37)

−
[
sgn(x)

(
1 +

1 + x2

1− x
ln
∣∣∣ x

1− x

∣∣∣)](−∞,+∞)

+

}
,

11C
(1)
∆q∆q(x, p̃

z, µ) = −2CF

{[
1 + x2

1− x

[
ln
( µ2

4(1− x)2p̃2
z

)
+ 3

]
− 4x

1− x

][0,1]

+

(5.38)

−
[
sgn(x)

(
1 +

1 + x2

1− x
ln
∣∣∣ x

1− x

∣∣∣)](−∞,+∞)

+

}
.

11C
(1)
δqδq(x, p̃

z, µ) = −2CF

{[
2x

1− x

[
ln
( µ2

4(1− x)2p̃2
z

)
+ 1

]][0,1]

+

(5.39)

−
[
sgn(x)

x

1− x
ln
∣∣∣ x

1− x

∣∣∣](−∞,+∞)

+

}
.

The matching kernels for the color-correlated case are identical to those for the color-
summed case, up to a color factor and an additional xP̃ z-dependent piece,

88C(1)
qq

( x
x′
, x′P̃ z, µ

)
=
(

1− CA
2CF

)
11C(1)

qq

( x
x′
, x′P̃ z, µ

)
(5.40)

− δ
(

1− x

x′

)1

2
CA

[
ln2

(
µ2

(2x′P̃ z)2

)
+ 2 ln

(
µ2

(2x′P̃ z)2

)
+ 4− π2

6

]
.

Note that all matching kernels which are off-diagonal in color or spin vanish (though this
is not true at the level of individual diagrams).

6 Conclusions

Double parton scattering can significantly affect precision measurements due to the radi-
ation from a secondary partonic collision. For certain processes, such as same-sign WW

production, its contribution can be on par with that of single parton scattering. Currently,
the double parton distributions (DPDs) that enter in the factorization theorems for these
cross sections are poorly constrained experimentally: Essentially only a single number, the
effective cross section, has been measured for a range of different processes. At the same
time, these DPDs provide a window on a range of interesting correlations of partons inside
the proton.
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Inspired by the substantial progress in the quasi-PDF approach to extract (single)
PDFs from lattice QCD, we have taken the first steps in this paper to extend this approach
to DPDs. We have put forward a general matching relation, whose form is constrained
using the renormalization group equations. This shares similarities with both the quasi-
PDF approach to parton distribution functions (convolutions in momentum fractions and
flavor mixing) and transverse momentum distributions (rapidity divergences, requiring a
soft function). We have obtained explicit results for the flavor non-singlet quark-quark
DPD at one-loop order, showing that the matching coefficients do not involve the infrared
scale b⊥. For the color-summed case, the kernel can directly be expressed in terms of that
for the single PDF case.

There are several open questions left that we wish to explore in future work: On
the conceptual side, the method to obtain the double-parton scattering soft function from
the lattice requires further investigation. On the calculational side, there is the obvious
extension to other flavors, for which the mixing with single PDFs may need to be taken
into account, as well as the extension to interference DPDs. The following issues related to
lattice calculations will also need to be addressed: The nonperturbative renormalization,
conversion to the RI/MOM scheme and the mixing of operators. We expect that in the
coming years this effort will lead to a substantial improvement of our understanding of
DPDs, that can be confronted with measurements of double parton scattering and unveil
more of the fascinating structure of the proton.

Note added: While this manuscript was in preparation, ref. [107] appeared. It discusses
the color-singlet quark-quark DPD, showing that the matching can be expressed in terms of
that for single PDFs, due to the spatial separation between the currents. We reach the same
conclusion, as discussed at the end of sec. 4.3. However, we take a broader perspective,
presenting a matching relation for general flavor, spin and color correlations. The latter
particularly complicates things due to the presence of rapidity divergences and the need to
subtract a soft factor. In our calculations we restrict to the non-singlet quark-quark DPD,
but account for general spin and color correlations.
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A Plus distributions

In this paper we will encounter singularities requiring a plus prescription at x = 1. Since
quasi-parton distributions have a range outside the domain [0, 1], we have modified the plus
prescription such [f(x)]R+ only has support on R (i.e. the theta functions ensuring this are
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diagram R1 = 1, R′1 = 1 R1 = 1, R′1 = 8 R1 = 8, R′1 = 1 R1 = 8, R′1 = 8

a, d, h CF 0 0 CF − CA
2

f, k, l CF 0 0 CF

b, e, i 0 1 CF
2N 2CF − CA

2

c, g, j 0 1 CF
2N 2CF − CA

Table 1. Color factors R1R2,R
′
1R

′
2ci for the i-th diagram, as defined in eq. (5.16). Note that only

R1 = R2 and R′
1 = R′

2 are allowed, which is why we just list R1 and R′
1.

included in the definition of the plus distribution) and satisfies∫
R

dx [f(x)]R+ = 0 . (A.1)

In practice we decompose a function regulated by e.g. ε in terms of plus distributions by
writing

f(x, ε) =
[
f(x, ε)

]R
+

+ δ(1− x)

∫
R

dy f(y, ε) , (A.2)

and then expanding (with respect to the regulator) the expression in the plus distribution
and the result of the integral. The following identity still holds for these plus distributions∫

R
dx g(x)

[
f(x)

]R
+

=

∫
R

dx
[
g(x)− g(1)

]
f(x) . (A.3)

B One-loop diagrams

In this appendix we present the calculation of the one-loop lightcone- and quasi-DPDs,
defined in secs. 3.2 and 4.1. The one-loop diagrams for the quasi-DPD are shown in figs. 1
and 2. The diagrams for the lightcone-DPD are identical up to a cut that goes vertically
through the middle of the diagram. In each figure, the diagrams in the top row correspond
to real-emission diagrams while those on the bottom are virtual corrections. These diagrams
are decomposed according to eq. (5.16), and the color factors belonging to these diagram
are shown in table 1.

The following integrals are convenient for calculating the one-loop corrections to the
lightcone-DPD∫

ddk
δ(k+ − ξ)
k2(k − p)2

eik⊥·b⊥ =
iπ2

p+
θ(ξ)θ(p+ − ξ) π

1
2
−εΓ(−εir)

Γ
(

1
2 − ε

) (b2
⊥)ε , (B.1)∫

ddk
δ(k+ − ξ)
k2(k − p)2

=
iπ2

p+
θ(ξ)θ(p+ − ξ)

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)
, (B.2)
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∫
ddk δ+(k2)

δ(k+ − ξ)
k−

eik⊥·b⊥ = πθ(ξ)
2π

1
2
−εΓ(−2εir)

Γ
(

1
2 − ε

) (b2
⊥)ε , (B.3)∫

ddk δ+(k2)
δ(k+ − ξ)

k−
= πθ(ξ)

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)
. (B.4)

For the calculation of the one-loop quasi-DPD the integrals below can be used,∫
ddk

(2π)d
δ(kz − ξ)

k4
eik⊥·b⊥ =

i

16π3

(
2π|b⊥|
|ξ|

) 1
2

+ε

K 1
2

+ε

(
|ξ||b⊥|

)
, (B.5)∫

ddk

(2π)d
δ(kz − ξ)

k4
=

i

16π2

(4π)εΓ
(

1
2 + ε

)
√
π

|ξ|−1−2ε , (B.6)∫
ddk

(2π)d
δ(kz − ξ)

k2
eik⊥·b⊥ = − i

4π2

(
2π|b⊥|
|ξ|

)− 1
2

+ε

K− 1
2

+ε

(
|ξ||b⊥|

)
, (B.7)∫

ddk

(2π)d
δ(kz − ξ)

k2
= − i

8π2

(4π)εΓ
(
−1

2 + ε
)

√
4π

|ξ|1−2ε , (B.8)

where K denotes the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
We will now discuss each diagram in turn. To keep the notation compact, we will use

the shorthand introduced in eq. (5.19)

F i =
αs
4π

∑
q′1,q
′
2

[F iq1q2 ]q′1q′2

Γq′1 ⊗ Γq′2
p+

1 p
+
2

. (B.9)

In the following we will assume that the arguments of the plus distributions are always the
ratios xi/ωi.

diagram a

This diagram corresponds to the emission of a real gluon. For the lightcone diagram the
gluon propagator is cut and the diagram yields

F a = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
(igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1
i

/p3
− /k

(igγν)⊗ Γq2 (B.10)

× (−gµν) 2πδ+(k2) δ
[
x1p

+ − (p+
1 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x2p

+ − p+
2

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − (p+
3 − k

+)
]

= −αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

ζq1
2

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)[
1− x1

ω1

][0,1]

+

− αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

ζq1
4

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)
.

The factors ζq1 are spin-dependent and given by

ζq = 1 , ζ∆q = 1 , ζδq = 0 . (B.11)

In principle these factors include terms of O(ε) and beyond, but these are irrelevant as they
drop out when multiplying with the above combination of ε poles.
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The range on the plus distribution arises here from two considerations: The upper
bound has its origin in one of the intermediate delta distributions, which only has support
if ω1 > x1. The lower bound is added manually, to separate the quark-DPD from the
antiquark-DPD.

For the quasi-diagram the gluon propagator is not cut, as the matrix element defining
quasi-DPDs can be treated as time-ordered. The quasi-diagram results in

F̃ a = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
(igγµ)

i

/̃p1 − /k
Γ̃q1

i

/̃p3 − /k
(igγν)⊗ Γ̃q2 (B.12)

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
δ
[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z3 − kz)
]

= αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

× ζ̃q1
2

[(
1− x1

ω1

)( 1

εir
+ 2 + ln

( µ2

4(1− x1
ω1

)2(p̃z1)2

))
θ
(
x1
ω1

)
θ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
− sgn

(
x1
ω1

)(
1 +

(
1− x1

ω1

)
ln

∣∣∣∣ x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

∣∣∣∣)](−∞,∞)

+

− αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

ζ̃q1
4

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)
,

where we used (4.5) to relate the Dirac structures in the last term to the lightcone ones to
highlight the similarity to (B.10). ζ̃q1 are again spin-dependent factors, given by

ζ̃q = 1− 3ε , ζ̃∆q = 1 + ε , ζ̃δq = 0 . (B.13)

This time the O(ε) contributions are relevant as they multiply an isolated 1/ε. The intricate
pattern of plus distribution ranges arises from the varying sign possibilities imposed by the
absolute values in eq. (B.6).

For both the lightcone and the quasi diagram the infinite normalization factor Ψ(ω1)

factors out (its argument is ω1 due to the interplay of the two delta distributions in the
first line of eq. (B.12), which enforces ω3 = ω1). Including the corresponding graph where
the gluon connects to the other quark line, we obtain, in the notation of eq. (5.17),[

∆a
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= −2δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ(1−
x2
ω2

)

{
ζq1
εuv

[
1− x1

ω1

][0,1]

+
+
ζ̃q1 − ζq1

εir

[
1− x1

ω1

][0,1]

+
(B.14)

+ ζ̃q1

[(
1− x1

ω1

)[
2 + ln

( µ2

4(1− x1
ω1

)2(p̃z1)2

)]][0,1]

+

− ζ̃q1
[
sgn
(
x1
ω1

)(
1 + (1− x1) ln

∣∣∣∣ x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

∣∣∣∣)](−∞,+∞)

+

}
+ (1↔ 2) .

Diagram d

For diagram d we need to implement the rapidity regulator. For the lightcone diagram we
find

F d = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
Γq1 ⊗ (igγµ)

i

/p2
− /k

Γq2(ignνa)
i

k+ + iδ+
(B.15)
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× (−gµν) 2πδ+(k2) δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
1

]
δ
[
x2p

+ − (p+
2 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
3

]
= −αs Ψ(ω1) δ

(
1− x1

ω1

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)[ x2
ω2

1− x2
ω2

][0,1]

+

+ αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)[
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
2

)
+

iπ

2

]
.

For the color-summed DPD, the rapidity divergence (ln δ+) of this diagram will cancel
against that of diagram f . For the quasi-diagram we obtain,

F̃ d = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
Γ̃q1 ⊗ (igγµ)

i

/̃p2 − /k
Γ̃q2(igẑν)

i

kz
(B.16)

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z1
] (
e−ikz η̃ − 1

)
δ
[
x2p̃

z − (p̃z2 − kz)
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]

= αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

× 1

2

[ x2
ω2

1− x2
ω2

(
1

εir
+ ln

( µ2

4(1− x2
ω2

)2(p̃z2)2

))
− 1

](0,1)

+

+

[
sgn
(
x2
ω2

) 1

1− x2
ω2

(
1

2
− x2

ω2
ln

∣∣∣∣ x2
ω2

1− x2
ω2

∣∣∣∣)](−∞,∞)

+

+ αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

× 4iπ2 p̃z2µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− e−iyp̃z2 η̃

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
2−y−v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z2

]
.

While we were able to obtain a closed-form expression for the integral in the last term, it
substantially simplifies if we first combine diagrams before performing the integral, which
is all we need to calculate the matching. This is discussed at the end of this appendix. The
contribution of diagram d and its three sister topologies to the matching kernel is given by

[
∆d
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= −4δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x2

ω2

){[ x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

(
1

εuv
+ ln

( µ2

4(1− x1
ω1

)2(p̃z1)2

))
− 1

][0,1]

+

+

[
sgn
(
x1
ω1

) 1

1− x1
ω1

(
1

2
− x1

ω1
ln

∣∣∣∣ x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

∣∣∣∣)](−∞,+∞)

+

− δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)( 1

εuv
− 1

εir

)[
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)]
+ δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
8iπ2 p̃z1µ

2ε
0

×
∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z1η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
2−y−v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z1

]}
+ (1↔ 2) , (B.17)

where the appearance of the cosine is due to the combination of the two diagrams attaching
to the same quark line.
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Diagram h

Diagram h vanishes for the lightcone-DPD as both ends of the gluon line are connected to
Wilson lines along the na direction, leading to n2

a = 0. For the quasi-DPD it is given by,

F̃ h = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2

i

kz
(igẑµ)

−igµν
k2

(igẑν)
i

kz
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z1
]

×
(
1− e−ikz η̃

){
δ
[
x2p̃

z − (p̃z2 − kz)
]
− eikz η̃δ

[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]}
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]

= αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

1

2

[∣∣∣∣ 1

1− x2
ω2

∣∣∣∣
](−∞,∞)

+

+ αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

[
1

εuv
+ 2 + ln

(
µ2η̃2

b20

)]
, (B.18)

where b0 and the relation between µ0 and µ is given in eq. (5.24). Dividing out Ψ(ω1), the
contribution of diagram h to the matching kernel is

[
∆h
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= −2δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x2

ω2

){[∣∣∣∣ 1

1− x2
ω2

∣∣∣∣
](−∞,∞)

+

+ 2δ
(
1− x1

ω1

) [ 1

εuv
+ 2 + ln

(µ2η̃2

b20

)]}
+ (1↔ 2) , (B.19)

which also includes the related topology attaching to the other quark line.

Diagram l

This is the quark self-energy diagram and is the same for the lightcone- and quasi-DPD,
therefore [

∆l
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= 0 . (B.20)

Diagram f

The lightcone diagram is given by

F f = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
(igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1
−i

k+ − iδ+
(ignνa)⊗ Γq2 (B.21)

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
1

]
δ
[
x2p

+ − p+
2

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
3

]
= −αsΨ(ω1) δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

(
1

εuv
− 1

εir

)[
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)
− iπ

2

]
.

The corresponding quasi-diagram yields,

F̃ f = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
(igγµ)

i

/̃p1 − /k
Γ̃q1

i

kz
(igẑν)⊗ Γq2 (B.22)

× −igµν
k2

{
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z1
]
− e−ikz η̃δ

[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]}
δ
[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]
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= −αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

× 4iπ2 p̃z1µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− e−iyp̃z1 η̃

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
2−y−v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z1

]
.

The remaining integral can be carried out but again simplifies when first combined with
other diagrams, as discussed at the end of this appendix. The contribution of this diagram
and its three sister topologies to the matching kernel is

[
∆f
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= −4δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

){( 1

εuv
− 1

εir

)[
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)]
(B.23)

− 8iπ2 p̃z1µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1−cos(yp̃z1η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
2−y−v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z1

]}
+ (1↔ 2) .

Diagram k

Diagram k vanishes for the lightcone-DPD. For the quasi-DPD it is given by

F̃ k = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
Γ̃q1

i

kz
(igẑµ)

i

kz
(igẑν)⊗ Γ̃q2

−igµν
k2

(B.24)

× δ
[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
] {
e−ikz η̃δ

[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
− δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z1
]}

= −αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1p̃

z
2

1

2

[
1

εuv
+ 2 + ln

(
µ2η̃2

b20

)]
.

The Ψ(ω1) factors out again, and the contribution of diagram k and its three mirror topolo-
gies to the matching kernel is given by

[
∆k
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= 8δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) [ 1

εuv
+ 2 + ln

(µ2η̃2

b20

)]
. (B.25)

Diagram b

For diagram b one does not need to use the modified partonic states of sec. 5.1, so we can
set Ψ(ω3) = δ(ω1−ω3) in the calculation of this diagram. The lightcone diagram results in

F b = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
i

/p4
− /k

(igγν) (B.26)

× (−gµν) 2πδ+(k2) δ
[
x1p

+ − (p+
1 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x2p

+ − p+
2

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
1

]
= αs δ(ω1 − x1) δ(ω2 − x2)

1

p+
1 p

+
4

(
gµν⊥ − 2ε

bµbν

b2
⊥

)
γργµΓq1 ⊗ Γq2γνγ

ρ

× 1

8

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)]
(ω1 − x1)θ(x1)θ(ω1 − x1)

= 0 .
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We start by noting that the corresponding quasi-diagram is UV and IR finite. We calculate
it by first expanding in 1/(|b⊥|pz) (usually we do it the other way around, but that is much
more complicated here), leading to

F̃ b = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 δ(ω3 − ω1)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/̃p1 − /k
Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2

i

/̃p4 − /k
(igγν)

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
δ
[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]

= −αs δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) 1

p̃z1 p̃
z
2

γ⊥ργ⊥µΓ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2γ⊥νγ
ρ
⊥

× 4iπ2p̃zµ2ε
0

∂

∂bµ

∂

∂bν

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ 1

k2(k − p̃1)2(k − p̃4)2
δ(kz)

= 0 . (B.27)

The precise expression for this diagram was anyway not relevant for the calculation of the
matching kernel, as the difference between the lightcone and quasi diagrams gets divided
by the infinite normalization factor from the tree-level DPDs, so[

∆b
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= 0 . (B.28)

Diagram e

Since this diagram involves a gluon being connected to a Wilson line, its calculation requires
the implementation of a rapidity regulator. The lightcone diagram yields

F e = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2(ignνa)
i

k+ + iδ+

× (−gµν) 2πδ+(k2) δ
[
x1p

+ − (p+
1 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x2p

+ − p+
2

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
3

]
= αsΨ(x1) δ

(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][ x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

θ
(
x1
ω1

)
θ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
− αsΨ(ω1) δ

(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x1

ω1

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)
+

iπ

2

]
.
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The calculation of the quasi diagram is more complicated because the divergences that arise
when the gluon momentum goes to zero is regulated by both ε and η̃,

F̃ e = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/̃p1 − /k
Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2(igẑν)

i

kz

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
δ
[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
] (
e−ikz η̃ − 1

)
= αsΨ(x1) δ

(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

1

2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][ x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

θ
(x1

ω1

)
θ
(

1− x1

ω1

)]
+

+ αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

(B.30)
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× 4iπ2 p̃z1µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− e−iyp̃z1 η̃

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
ei`⊥·b⊥ 2−y−v

`4
δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z1

]
.

The remaining integral can be carried out but again simplifies when first combined with
other diagrams, as discussed at the end of this appendix.

A special comment concerning the wave function Ψ: In eq. (5.17) we must factor
out Ψ(ω1), and so far this has not been a problem: Either this arose naturally (e.g. in
diagram a), or we encountered the combination Ψ(x1)δ(1 − x1

ω1
), which is essentially the

same. Here for the first time Ψ(x1) appears with a non-trivial function of x1, naively
precluding the extraction. However, the lightcone and quasi diagrams share the same non-
trivial x-dependence. Therefore, after subtracting the two diagrams only a delta function
term remains and we can factor out the normalization constant Ψ(ω1) as before. The
contribution of this diagram to the matching kernel is then given by

[
∆e
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= −4δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

){[ 1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)]
+ 8iπ2 p̃z1µ

2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z1η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d

× ei`⊥·b⊥ 2− y − v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y − v)p̃z1

]}
+ (1↔ 2) . (B.31)

Diagram i

This diagram vanishes for the lightcone-DPD as it involves a gluon line whose both ends
are connected to Wilson lines in the na direction. For the quasi-DPD this diagram gives

F̃ i = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ i

kz
(igẑµ)Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2(igẑν)

i

kz
−igµν
k2

(B.32)

×
(
1− e−ikz η̃

){
δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
− eikz η̃ δ

[
x1p̃

z − p̃z1
]}
δ
[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]

= αs δ
(
1− x1

ω1
) δ
(
1− x2

ω2
)

Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

[
ln

(
η̃2

b2⊥

)
+ 2− πη̃

b⊥

]
.

The contribution to the matching kernel is then

[
∆i
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= −4δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) [
ln
( η̃2

b2
⊥

)
+ 2− πη̃

|b⊥|

]
+ (1↔ 2) . (B.33)

Diagram c

For this diagram we can set Ψ(ω3) = δ(ω1 − ω3) from the beginning, as no squared delta
functions show up here. The lightcone diagram can be calculated directly and results in

F c = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1 ⊗ (igγν)
i

/p2
+ /k

Γq2

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p

+ − (p+
1 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x2p

+ − (p+
2 + k+)

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
3

]
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= −αs δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) γ⊥ργ⊥µΓq1 ⊗ γ
ρ
⊥γ⊥νΓq2

p+
1 p

+
2

(
gµν⊥ − 2ε

bµbν

b2
⊥

)
× 1

8

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)]
As for diagram b, the calculation of the quasi diagram is more complicated and so we first
expanding in 1/(|b⊥|pz), leading to

F̃c = −πp̃+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/̃p1 − /k
Γ̃q1 ⊗ (igγν)

i

/̃p2 + /k
Γ̃q2

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
δ
[
x2p̃

z − (p̃z2 + kz)
]
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]

= −αs δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) γργµΓ̃q1 ⊗ γργνΓ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

(
1

8

1

εir
gµν⊥ +O(ε0)

)
.

Because the lightcone and quasi diagram share the same IR poles, their difference is finite.
Dividing by the infinite normalization constant Ψ(ω1) yields[

∆c
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= 0 . (B.34)

Diagram g

For lightcone diagram g we have

F g = −πp+µ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/p1
− /k

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
−i

−k+ − iδ+
(−ignνa)

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p

+ − (p+
1 − k

+)
]
δ
[
x2p

+ − (p+
2 + k+)

]
δ
[
x1p

+ − p+
3

]
= −αsΨ(x1) δ(1− x1 − x2)

Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
ω2

x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

θ
(x1

ω1

)
θ
(

1− x1

ω1

)]
+

+ αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γq1 ⊗ Γq2
p+

1 p
+
2

1

2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)
+

iπ

2

]
.
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For the quasi diagram we have,

F̃ g = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ (igγµ)

i

/̃p1 − /k
Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2

i

kz
(igẑν) (B.36)

× −igµν
k2

δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
] {
δ
[
x2p̃

z − (p̃z2 + kz)
]
− e−ikz η̃ δ

[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]}
δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]

= −αsΨ(x1) δ(1− x1 − x2)
Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

1

2

[
1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
ω2

x1
ω1

1− x1
ω1

θ
(x1

ω1

)
θ
(

1− x1

ω1

)]
+

− αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

× 4iπ2 p̃z1µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− e−iyp̃z1 η̃

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
ei`⊥·b⊥ 2−y−v

`4
δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z1

]
.
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Upon subtracting the lightcone and quasi diagrams, the non-trivial x-dependence cancels
between the two and Ψ(ω1) can be factored out, to yield

[
∆g
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= 4δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

){[ 1

εir
+ ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)][
1 + ln

(
δ+

p+
1

)]
(B.37)

+ 8iπ2p̃z1µ
2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z1η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d

× ei`⊥·b⊥ 2− y − v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y − v)p̃z1

]}
+ (1↔ 2) .

Diagram j

For the lightcone-DPD, diagram j vanishes due to the gluon line being connected to two
Wilson lines in the na direction. For the quasi diagram we find

F̃ j = −πp̃zµ2ε
0

∫
dω3 Ψ(ω3)

∫
ddk

(2π)d
eik⊥·b⊥ Γ̃q1

i

kz
(igẑµ)⊗ Γ̃q2

−i

kz
(igẑν)

−igµν
k2

(B.38)

× δ
[
x1p̃

z − p̃z3
]{
δ
[
x1p̃

z − (p̃z1 − kz)
]
− e−ikz η̃ δ

[
x1p̃

z − p̃z1
]}

×
{
δ
[
x2p̃

z − (p̃z2 + kz)
]
− e+ikz η̃ δ

[
x2p̃

z − p̃z2
]}

= −αsΨ(ω1) δ
(
1− x1

ω1

)
δ
(
1− x2

ω2

) Γ̃q1 ⊗ Γ̃q2
p̃z1 p̃

z
2

[
ln

(
η̃2

b2⊥

)
+ 2− πη̃

b⊥

]
. (B.39)

Dividing out Ψ(ω1), we find that the contribution of diagram j to the matching kernel is
given by

[
∆j
q1q2

]
q′1q
′
2

= 4δq1q′1δq2q′2 δ
(
1− x1

ω1
) δ
(
1− x2

ω2
)

[
ln
( η̃2

b2
⊥

)
+ 2− πη̃

b⊥

]
+ (1↔ 2) . (B.40)

Remaining integrals in ∆d,∆e,∆f ,∆g

For the color-summed DPD, the remaining integrals cancel between ∆d and ∆f . For the
color-correlated DPDs, this cancellation no longer holds, due to the different color factors
in table 1. In that case, the combination of all four diagrams leads to the following integral,

I(p̃z) = p̃zµ2ε
0

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

∫
dd`

(2π)d
(1− ei`⊥·b⊥)

2−y−v
`4

δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z

]
.

(B.41)

Note that this integral does not contain any IR divergences due to factor of 1 − eib⊥·l⊥ .
However, we cannot set d = 4 because the term proportional to y in the numerator of the
momentum integral results in a UV divergence for y → ±∞. However, this term is finite
as y → 0 and so we can take η̃ →∞ in this term, leading to trivial integrals over y and v.
Splitting off this term, we can rewrite the above integral as

I(p̃z) = p̃z
∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv (2− v)

∫
d4`

(2π)4

1− ei`⊥·b⊥

`4
δ
[
`z − (y−v)p̃z

]
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− µ2ε
0

∫
dd`

(2π)d
1− ei`⊥·b⊥

`4
. (B.42)

The integral in the second line is straightforward to compute. To calculate the momen-
tum integral in the first line we first perform a Wick rotation, integrate over all components
of the momentum perpendicular to the plane spanned by b⊥ and ẑ, and lastly integrate
over the component of ` that is parallel to b⊥. The result is

I(p̃z) =
i

16π2

∫ ∞
−∞

dy
1− cos(yp̃z η̃)

y

∫ 1

0
dv

2− v
|y − v|

(
1− e−|y−v|b⊥p̃z

)
(B.43)

− i

16π2

(
1

εuv
+ Lb

)
,

with Lb defined in eq. (B.46). To perform the remaining integral over y and v, we first
change the integration bound of the y integral to [0,∞) by symmetrizing the integrand.
The resulting integrand is finite as y → 0 and so we can drop the regulator η̃, leading to

I(p̃z) =
i

16π2

∫ ∞
0

dy
1

y

∫ 1

0
dv (2− v)

(
1− e−|y−v|b⊥p̃z

|y − v|
− 1− e−|y+v|b⊥p̃z

|y + v|

)
(B.44)

− i

16π2

(
1

εuv
+ Lb

)
.

The remaining integrals over y and v can then be performed. For large |b⊥|p̃z the result
can be written as

I(p̃z) = − i

16π2

(
1

εuv
+ 2Lb − LbLp − 2 + Lp −

1

2
L2
b −

1

2
L2
p

)
, (B.45)

where

Lb = ln

(
µ2b2

⊥
b20

)
, Lp = ln

(
4(p̃z)2

µ2

)
. (B.46)
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We initiate a study of the gravitational wave signatures of a phase transition that occurs as the
Universe’s temperature increases during reheating. The gravitational wave signatures of such a
heating phase transition are different from those of a cooling phase transition, and their detection
could allow us to probe reheating. In the lucky case that the gravitational wave signatures from both
the heating and cooling phase transitions were to be observed, information about reheating could
in principle be obtained utilizing the correlations between the two transitions. Frictional effects,
leading to a constant bubble wall speed in one case, will instead accelerate the bubble wall in the
other, often into a runaway. The efficiency, strength, and duration of the phase transitions will be
similarly correlated in a reheating-dependent way.

I. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable transparency of the Universe to light
allows us to look far back in time and learn about the
early Universe. Using this fact, we can observe the
clumping of matter as a function of redshift, as well as in-
fer early Universe properties from the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) power spectrum. At around a red-
shift of z ∼ 1100, however, this treasure trove of infor-
mation ceases as the Universe becomes opaque to light.

Gravitational waves (GWs) offer a unique opportunity
to look even further back in time. Unlike light, the Uni-
verse is never opaque to GWs, and thus they allow us to
observe the Universe at its very youngest. This unique
opportunity comes at the cost of it being much harder
to observe GWs than it is to observe light. It is only re-
cently that they have been observed for the first time by
the LIGO-VIRGO collaboration [1]. With future detec-
tors such as LISA [2–5], BBO [6–8], and DECIGO [9–12]
on the horizon, the prospects of GW detection are bright.

One of the main mechanisms by which GWs can
teach us about the early Universe comes in the form
of a stochastic GW background (SGWB), the CMB of
GWs. Stochastic GWs can result from any number of
well-motivated early Universe phenomena such as infla-
tion [13–16], reheating/preheating [17–29], phase transi-
tions [4, 5, 30–37], topological defects [38, 39], and sec-
ond order scalar perturbations [40–44]. There exists a
massive literature on stochastic GWs and what can be
learned from them, see e.g. Refs. [33, 45–58]. The GW
source that we will focus on in this article is a first-order
phase transition (PT). In PTs the Universe evolves from
a metastable or false vacuum state to a stable or true
vacuum state through the nucleation and subsequent ex-
pansion of “bubbles” of the new phase. The complicated

∗Electronic address: buenabad@umd.edu
†Electronic address: jaechang@umd.edu
‡Electronic address: hook@umd.edu

dynamics of bubble collisions can generate GWs.

One of the most interesting early Universe events is
the process called reheating. Inflation cools the Universe
to a temperature T of zero due to its exponential expan-
sion. Meanwhile the late-time Universe is well described
by the standard model of cosmology, where the Universe
is a hot thermal bath cooling due to the expansion of the
Universe. Clearly sometime in between these two events,
the Universe must have gone from T = 0 to T > 0, a
process referred to as reheating (RH). This makes RH
a particularly special era in the history of the Universe,
since in almost all models the temperature only ever de-
creases afterwards. Subsequent events such as entropy
dumps only serve to cool the Universe more slowly rather
than causing new RH events. Because RH likely only oc-
curred once in our Universe, it is a unique and interesting
event to study, and it will be the target that we aim to
elucidate.

In this article, we wish to probe how RH can be tested
experimentally. Because RH is the only time when the
temperature of the Universe increases, we are led to study
signatures that arise from a period of increasing tempera-
ture. We will therefore study the GW signature resulting
from a heating phase transition (hPT) as opposed to the
more commonly studied cooling phase transition (cPT).1

The GWs of a cPT are chiefly generated by the col-
liding bubble walls, plasma sound waves, and plasma
turbulence. The resulting signature is commonly char-
acterized by the efficiencies (κcPT), the strength of the
phase transition (αcPT), the velocity of the bubble wall
(vw,cPT), the duration (β−1

cPT), and the temperature of
the phase transition (TcPT). The same quantities, mu-
tatis mutandis, characterize the GW signature of a hPT,
with the addition of two more that parameterize reheat-
ing. In this work we take RH to begin at a Hubble scale
Hi corresponding to a time when the reheaton, the par-

1 This abbreviation is not to be confused, of course, with CPT
symmetry.
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2

ticle whose decay reheats the Universe, starts decaying
with a rate Γχ. The hPT parameters, e.g. βhPT, are re-
lated to their corresponding cPT parameters, e.g. βcPT,
and they can be expressed in terms of each other up to
O(1) numbers and RH parameters.

In general, the difference between a hPT and a cPT
will be more than just a change in the parameters, as
both the dependence of the GW signal on the PT pa-
rameters and on frequency will change. For example, in
a cPT plasma sound waves last for an entire Hubble time
before the expansion of the Universe damps them. The
result of this prolonged emission time is that the power in
GWs is enhanced by a factor of βcPT/HcPT. In a heating
PT, sound waves will instead be damped by the heating
process, which adds total energy to the plasma damp-
ing the sound waves and giving a smaller enhancement
of βhPT/Γχ. While in this paper we will focus more on
the amplitude of the gravitational waves, these same pro-
cesses can also change the frequency dependence of the
GW signal in interesting ways. In addition, novel plasma
effects related to the restoration of symmetry that ac-
companies a hPT can enhance the amplitude of the GW

signal coming from bubble collisions.

In this article, we will study how a hPT percolates
and detail how hPT and cPT parameters are related in
a particularly simple model. Additionally, we will study
the special case when the heating and cooling PTs are
both observable at future GW detectors. In these lucky
scenarios, information about reheating can likely be ob-
tained. Even if only a hPT were observed, it is possible
that much could be learned from its frequency distribu-
tion.

In Sec. II, we present a toy model with a phase tran-
sition, the object of our study. In Sec. III we investi-
gate the details of how a heating phase transition com-
pletes, and review the cooling case. Sec. IV describes how
GWs are generated by a heating and cooling phase tran-
sition, highlighting their differences. Sec. V details what
is needed for a hPT to be found at future GW detectors.
Finally, we conclude in Sec. VI, and supplement our re-
sults with four appendices. For the reader’s convenience,
in Tab. I we provide a list of our notation and some of
the parameters most commonly used in the literature.

Variable Meaning
Hi Hubble expansion rate when reheating starts.
Γχ Decay rate of the reheaton.

ρχ, ρr, T Energy densities in the reheaton and the radiation, and the temperature of the latter.
Φ Higgs-like scalar field, whose spontaneous symmetry breaking potential drives the phase transition.

〈Φ〉b, 〈Φ〉s Broken and symmetric minima of the temperature-dependent Φ potential.
{µ,A, λ} Coefficients of the quadratic, cubic, and quartic terms in the Φ potential.

0 < ∆ < 1 The useful combination ∆ = 4A2/(3λµ2), which controls much of the physics of the phase transition.
Tmax(tmax) Maximum temperature during reheating, and the time at which it is reached.
Tc(tc) Critical temperature and time: when the broken and symmetric phases are degenerate.
T0(t0) Binodal temperature and time: when the symmetric phase becomes a maximum of the Φ potential.
T1(t1) Spinodal temperature and time: when the broken phase no longer exists.
Tn(tn) Nucleation temperature and time: when one bubble per Hubble patch is formed.

TcPT(tcPT) Percolation temperature and time: when the cooling phase transition completes.
ThPT(thPT) The same as above, but for a heating phase transition.

Γ/V Bubble nucleation rate per unit volume.
S Euclidean bounce action of the bubble nucleation rate.
h(t) Metastable volume fraction: the fraction of the volume of the Universe in the false vacuum.
nb(t) Bubble number density.
RPT Average distance between bubbles at percolation time.
β Inverse duration of the phase transition.

Table I: A summary of the notation used in this paper to denote various quantities of interest.

II. A TOY MODEL WITH A PHASE
TRANSITION

There are two main ingredients in the toy model that
we will consider. The first one deals with how RH takes
place. While there is a plethora of ways to achieve RH,
as a representative toy model we will consider a Universe

whose energy density is entirely contained in a reheaton
field χ, with RH proceeding via χ decays. For simplicity
we assume that the daughter particles constitute an inter-
acting dark sector (DS) with g∗ degrees of freedom, which
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quickly form a thermal bath.2 Eventually this DS plasma
reheats the visible sector (VS) containing the Standard
Model via some portal interactions, whose form is irrele-
vant to our purposes and we thus leave unspecified. This
scenario is characterized by two parameters: the Hubble
scale Hi at which χ starts to decay (which depends on the
initial energy density ρχ,i of the reheaton), and the decay
rate Γχ.3 Roughly speaking, the reheaton-dominated era
lasts for a time ∆tχ ∼ 1/Γχ equal to its lifetime, after
the onset of its decay.

The other ingredient of our toy model is the field Φ
responsible for the first-order phase transition. Φ is a
component of a thermal bath after reheating, and will
eventually generate GWs. As is standard, we will base
our model of Φ off of the Higgs boson, where thermal
corrections give rise to a cubic term in its potential and,
consequently, to a first-order phase transition. We con-
sider a finite temperature T potential [61–63]

V =
µ2

2
(T 2 − T 2

0 )Φ2 − A

3
TΦ3 +

λ

4!
Φ4 . (1)

The parameters A, µ, λ, and T0 have model-dependent
values but we will allow them to vary freely, in order to
ensure the wide applicability of our results. These pa-
rameters come about from the coupling of Φ to other
particles and the subsequent mass difference between
the two phases 〈Φ〉s ≡ 〈Φ〉symmetric = 0 versus 〈Φ〉b ≡
〈Φ〉broken 6= 0. The particles and their interactions with
Φ also play a crucial role in the dynamics driving bubble
expansion. Note that the term −µ2T 2

0 Φ2/2 clearly corre-
sponds to a tachyonic tree-level mass for Φ, which leads
to the usual spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism
at zero temperature, with 〈Φ〉0 ≡ 〈Φ〉b,T=0 =

√
3/λµT0

and V0 ≡ V (〈Φ〉0) = −3µ4T 4
0 /(8λ).

There are several temperature values that are impor-
tant in our model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. These tem-
peratures are determined by the parameter combination
∆ ≡ 4A2/(3λµ2). The first is T0, the temperature be-
low which the symmetric phase 〈Φ〉s ceases to be a min-
imum: for T < T0 only the broken phase, with 〈Φ〉b,
is a minimum. The second temperature is the critical
temperature Tc = T0/

√
1−∆ at which the broken and

symmetric phases have equal energies. Since degenerate
minima are a requirement for there to be a first-order PT,
we demand our potential parameters to satisfy ∆ < 1,
which allows for the critical temperature to exist. For
subcritical temperatures (T < Tc) the broken phase is

2 For the O(TeV) temperatures we will consider, an interaction
rate Γth ∼ g2T will be efficient enough to thermalize the DS
plasma.

3 The reheaton may itself be the inflaton in simple models such
as m2χ2 inflation. In this case we expect Γχ ∼ Hi ∼ mχ for
O(1) couplings, since inflation terminates when χ ∼ mPl, where
mPl is the Planck mass [59]. In other models such as hybrid
inflation [60], the reheaton and inflaton are separate particles,
and Hi and Γχ are not necessarily related.

Figure 1: The finite-temperature potential V (Φ), with its
symmetric (〈Φ〉s = 0) and broken (〈Φ〉b 6= 0) minima. For
T < T0 (T > T1) the minimum corresponding to the symmet-
ric (broken) phase disappears. At the critical temperature
Tc both minima are degenerate. A cooling phase transition
(blue arrow) from the metastable symmetric phase to the
stable broken phase can take place for subcritical tempera-
tures T < Tc, whereas a heating phase transition (red arrow)
from the metastable broken phase to the stable symmetric
phase can occur for supercritical temperatures T > Tc.

energetically preferred by the system, whereas for super-
critical temperatures (T > Tc) the symmetric phase is
more energetically favorable. Finally there is the tem-
perature T1 = T0

√
8/(8− 9∆) above which the broken

phase ceases to exist: for T > T1, the only minimum is
the symmetric phase. Note that if ∆ ≥ 8/9 the bro-
ken phase always exists. In the literature T0 and T1

are sometimes called the binodal and spinodal temper-
atures, respectively. If, however, A = 0 (∆ = 0 and
T0 = T1 = Tc) there is no potential barrier separating
the symmetric and broken phases and the phase transi-
tion is second-order. Furthermore, thermal corrections
to the self-energy of particles (what is commonly called
“daisy resummation” [63–67]) may lower or erase the Φ
potential barrier at high temperatures, thus weakening
the strength of the first-order phase transition, or even
negating it altogether. This puts a more stringent lower
bound on A and therefore on ∆. As an estimate of this
bound, we demand that these corrections be smaller than
50% at Tc, which means ∆ >∼ 0.27λ/µ2 or A >∼ 0.45λ. See
Fig. 10 and Appendix B 3 for more details.

III. PHASE TRANSITIONS DURING
REHEATING

In this section we detail the dynamics of phase tran-
sitions during reheating. While the cases of heating and
cooling phase transitions are very similar, there are im-
portant differences. Because of this, we find ourselves in
the necessity of reviewing some of the previous literature
on first-order phase transitions, occasionally highlight-
ing our new results. Of these, our discussion of heating
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Figure 2: Thermal history of the Universe in our toy model, in
which a reheaton energy density ρχ (blue) reheats a radiation
energy density ρr (red) via decays. The reheating history is
entirely determined by two parameters: the reheaton decay
rate Γχ and the Hubble expansion rate Hi at the time ti = 0
at which these decays begin to take place. The curves in the
figure only depend on the ratio of the two parameters; we have
chosen Γχ = Hi as our reference point. The dashed black
line represents the value ρr, c, where the radiation is at its
critical temperature, here taken to be 80% of the maximum
temperature, Tc = 0.8 Tmax. tc1 and tc2 are the two times
when T = Tc.

phase transitions during reheating is, to the best of our
knowledge, new to the literature.

The thermal history that we consider is shown in
Fig. 2. Initially all of the energy density is in χ, the
temperature is zero and Φ is in the broken phase. As χ
decays, a DS thermal bath develops and the temperature
of the Universe increases as a function of time. During
this “heating” era the energy density in the radiation
grows linearly with time, ρr ≈ Γχt ρχ,i. Eventually the
temperature grows larger than Tc (i.e. the radiation
density is ρr > ρr(Tc) ≡ ρr,c) and the broken phase in
which the Universe finds itself becomes metastable. This
means that a first-order hPT can now occur via the nu-
cleation of bubbles of the stable, symmetric phase, which
subsequently expand. At some point, corresponding to a
temperature ThPT, these bubbles fill the entire Universe,
which has now fully transitioned to the symmetric phase,
and we can say that the hPT is completed.

Once the Universe reaches its maximum temperature
Tmax at a time tmax, it begins to cool down due to Hubble
expansion. Famously, Tmax is larger than what is com-
monly known as the reheating temperature, the temper-
ature of the plasma after the energy transfer from the re-
heaton [68–72]. It depends on how much of the reheaton
energy could be transformed into radiation before one
Hubble time, roughly ρr,max ∼ ρχ,i min[1,Γχ/Hi]. Af-
ter this maximum the temperature eventually falls be-
low Tc, and the symmetric phase of the Universe is now
metastable. The previous process repeats but in reverse,
with bubbles of the broken phase forming and growing,

eventually filling up the Universe at some time when it
is at a temperature TcPT, at which point it can be said
that the first-order cPT is finished.

There are a few necessary conditions for PTs to take
place. The first one is Tc < Tmax, namely that the Uni-
verse should reheat above the critical temperature of the
system. Otherwise the broken phase is always stable and
the Universe remains in it throughout reheating, which
means no PT takes place. It is also important that
the PT completes before the metastable minimum dis-
appears, i.e. TcPT > T0 and ThPT < T1. If this is not
satisfied, Φ will simply roll off down to the stable mini-
mum before a significant number of bubbles are formed,
thereby preventing the production of a sizable amount
of GWs. There are two times tc1 and tc2 when T = Tc,
which take place while the plasma is heating and cooling
respectively; see Fig. 2. In addition, we denote by t1 the
time at which T = T1 and the broken phase disappears,
and by t0 the time at which T = T0 and the symmetric
phase disappears. Therefore the conditions stated above
can be understood as follows: hPT must complete at a
time thPT within the interval (tc1,min[tc2, t1]), whereas
the cPT must complete at a time tcPT within (tc2, t0).

The similarities and differences between cPTs and
hPTs force us to make a brief housekeeping comment
on notation: we use the generic “PT” subindex to de-
note that a quantity is evaluated at the end of a PT
(tPT), for statements that apply equally to the heating
or cooling cases. If, however, it is imperative to specify
whether the quantity in question is evaluated at the end
of a hPT or a cPT (thPT or tcPT respectively), we will
make this explicit. Throughout the rest of this section we
review the dynamics of PTs, highlighting the differences
between the well-studied cPTS and the novel hPTs.

The most common definition in the literature of the
end of a first-order PT is the time tPT at which the frac-
tion h(tPT) of the volume of the Universe found in the
metastable phase (metastable volume fraction for short)
has been reduced to 1/e [37, 62]. This is often called the
percolation time. It can be shown [37, 62, 73, 74] that
h(t) is given by:4

h(t) = exp

− t∫
tc

dt′
Γ(t′)

V
4π

3
v3
w(t− t′)3

 , (2)

where vw is the bubble wall velocity, and Γ/V is the bub-
ble nucleation rate per unit volume [37, 61, 75]:

Γ

V
≈ T 4

(
S

2π

)3/2

e−S . (3)

4 For simplicity we ignore the expansion of the Universe in Eqs. (2)
and (9). We have checked that this simplification has only a neg-
ligible impact on our results for the parameter space of interest;
see Appendix C 3.
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Here S is the Euclidean bounce action associated with
nucleating a Φ critical bubble of the lower energy phase
(see Appendix B 2 for its precise definition).

Because at Tc the broken and symmetric phases are
degenerate, there is no free energy available to generate
a phase transition from one to the other. As such, S
diverges and Γ/V vanishes. Since S is a monotonically
decreasing function of |T − Tc|, the rate Γ/V grows ex-
ponentially from 0 as the temperature moves away from
Tc in either direction, i.e. both during the hPT and the
cPT; this behavior can be seen in Fig. 3. As long as
the parameter A controlling the height of the potential
barrier that separates both phases is not too large, this
exponential growth will generally guarantee a time at
which the probability of nucleating one bubble in a Hub-
ble space-time patch approaches 1. The time at which
this happens is called the nucleation time tn [4, 5, 73, 76],
and it is roughly given by:

Γ(tn)

V
≈ H(tn)4 . (4)

The exponential sensitivity of Γ/V to S means that
in most cases the phase transition will occur in what
is called the exponential nucleation regime [32, 77–79],
which can be observed in Fig. 3.5 In this regime, we can
approximate the bounce action as S ∼ S0 + S1t so that
the nucleation rate is changing exponentially quickly. As
a result the times tc <∼ tn <∼ tPT all take place in quick
succession, and most of the bubbles of the new phase are
nucleated towards the tail end of the process. In this
regime, since tn ≈ tc, we can write

Γ(tn)

V
≈ H(tc)

4 (5)

⇒
(

Γ(tn)

V

)1/4

≈ 10−15 TeV

√
ρtot(tc)

1 TeV4 , (6)

and S(tn) ≈ 4 ln (Tc/H(tc)) , (7)

where in the last equality we have solved for S(tn) from
Eq. (5) by keeping the dominant exponential behavior in
Eq. (3) and ignoring the prefactor.

Once percolation is achieved and the PT ends at tPT,
the bubbles of the new phase are large enough that they
are very close to each other and begin to collide. It is

5 The exponential nucleation regime is the norm in most of our
parameter space, for both hPTs and cPTs. Nevertheless, there
is another. Because Γ/V vanishes both at tc (since S(Tc) = ∞)
and at t0 or t1 (since S(T0) = S(T1) = 0), Rolle’s theorem guar-
antees that the function Γ/V has a maximum as a function of
time. In the region of parameter space for which this maximum
is comparable to Hubble (i.e. Γ/V <∼ H4), the so-called simulta-
neous nucleation regime [78, 79] takes place. In this regime most
bubbles of the new phase are nucleated at the time when Γ/V
is at its largest. This occurs more easily when Tmax is reached
during a hPT, which happens for large bounce actions. For more
details about this regime, we direct the reader to Appendix C 4.

Figure 3: Example of the bubble nucleation rate Γ/V divided
by H4 as a function of time t. The red curve corresponds
to nucleation during a hPT (t ∈ (tc1,min[tc2, t1]), whereas
the blue curve to nucleation during a cPT (t ∈ (tc2, t0)).
The dashed lines indicate the unrealized evolution of Γ/V,
since they correspond to times after the phase transitions have
actually finished. The horizontal line marks Γ/V = H4. The
vertical lines correspond to different times of interest. For
this plot we have chosen the parameters corresponding to the
starred benchmark point in Fig. 6, namely Tc = 1 TeV, Hi =
2 × 10−15 TeV = Γχ (i.e. Tc = 0.8 Tmax), and g∗ = 10,
potential coefficients {µ,A, λ} = {1, 0.72, 1} (∆ = 0.7), and a
bubble wall speed in cPT of vw,cPT = 0.05.

these collisions and the subsequent behavior of the sys-
tem that gives rise to gravitational waves. The quantity
of interest is the mean bubble separation scale at percola-
tion RPT, defined in terms of the bubble number density
nb(t) as follows:

RPT ≡ nb(tPT)−1/3 , (8)

with nb(t) ≡
t∫

tc

dt′
Γ(t′)

V
h(t′) . (9)

From RPT and the bubble wall velocity vw one can
obtain the characteristic timescale β−1 of the PT:6

β ≡ (8π)
1/3 vw

RPT

, (10)

It can be shown that in the exponential nucleation regime
[32, 77–79]:

β ≈ d ln Γ

dt

∣∣∣∣
tPT

≈ −S′(tPT) = − S
d lnS

d lnT

d lnT

dt

∣∣∣∣
tPT

,

(11)
which is the definition of β more commonly found in the
literature. However Eq. (10) has a wider range of applica-
bility, and it is more closely related to the peak frequency

6 Ref. [79] calls this quantity βeff .
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of the GW spectrum [78, 80]. Because of this, we use
Eq. (10) in our results, which are numerically calculated.

There is one last significant difference between cool-
ing and heating phase transitions, regarding the manner
in which their respective bubbles expand. Indeed, while
during a cPT bubbles generally reach a constant sublu-
minal velocity, in a hPT they instead typically enter a
runaway regime, in which their wall velocity quickly ap-
proaches the speed of light (vw → 1). Below we justify
this claim in a more or less quantitative manner, leav-
ing a more detailed discussion and a description of the
runaway parameter space to Appendix C 2. Finally, we
would like to caution the reader that the growth of bub-
bles in the presence of a plasma is governed by very com-
plex dynamics, and it is the subject of ongoing research
[5, 81–85].

Once nucleated, the bubbles of the new stable mini-
mum grow due to the free energy difference inside and
outside of their wall. We can determine whether these
bubbles run away by considering a relativistic bubble
wall (where friction is maximized and anti-friction is min-
imized) and asking if the net pressure acting on it is push-
ing outwards, driving the wall ever faster. Mathemati-
cally, written in terms of the total force per unit area
Ptot acting on the bubble wall, this runaway condition is
given by

Ptot = ∆V0 + ∆PT > 0 , (12)

where ∆V0 ≡ V0, out − V0, in = sign(Tc − T ) |V0| is the
zero-temperature potential difference between the out-
side and the inside of the bubble (for cPTs (hPTs) the
zero-temperature broken minimum V0 < 0 is inside (out-
side) the bubble), and ∆PT is the pressure difference pro-
duced by the plasma, which is the same as the leading
mean-field contribution to the thermal potential [81]:

∆PT ≈
T 2

24

∑
i

ciNi∆m
2
i = −sign(Tc − T )

µ2

2
T 2 〈Φ〉2b .

(13)
Here ∆m2

i ≡ m2
i, out−m2

i, in is the i-th particle’s mass dif-
ference between the outside and the inside of the bubbles,
Ni accounts for its degrees of freedom, and ci = 1 (1/2)
for bosons (fermions). The second equality in Eq. (13)
stems from the definition of µ in terms of the particle
interactions (see Eq. (B6)) and from the fact that the
masses of the particles depend on their Yukawa couplings
to Φ. The sign takes into account that Φ = 〈Φ〉b inside
cPT bubbles (for which T < Tc) , while the opposite is
true for hPTs.

This sign of ∆PT can be readily interpreted in terms of
momentum conservation in the bubble rest frame [81, 83]
with the help of Fig. 4. In this frame the bubble wall is
static, while an incoming flux of plasma particles is mov-
ing towards it with velocity−vw. For cPTs (with T < Tc)
the massless plasma particles transmitted through the
wall gain a mass m2

i, in > 0, thus lowering their momen-
tum. Momentum conservation then implies that the bub-
ble wall needs to make up for the missing momentum by

Figure 4: The dynamics of the bubble wall in its rest frame.
The plasma particles of the incoming flux (green arrows
to the right of the bubble wall) move with a velocity of −vw.
Top: the case of a cooling phase transition, where the plasma
particles gain mass upon entering the bubble (blue region),
thereby slowing down (short green arrows to the left of
the bubble wall). Momentum conservation means the plasma
exerts a friction force on the wall (blue arrows), which moves
it to the left; in the plasma rest frame the bubble wall is slowed
down. Bottom: the case of a heating phase transition, where
the particles lose mass inside the bubbles (red region) and
thus accelerate (long green arrows), thereby accelerating
the bubble wall (red arrows).

moving along the direction of the incoming flux of plasma
particles, which corresponds to a slowing down of the
bubble expansion. For hPTs (with T > Tc) the process
is the opposite: the transmitted particles lose their out-
side mass m2

i, out > 0 and thus gain momentum, which
the bubble wall needs to balance out by accelerating in
the direction opposite to the incoming particle flux.

As a result, this pressure difference acts as a plasma
friction on the bubbles of a cPT, or as a plasma anti-
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friction on the bubbles of a hPT. The former case has
been much discussed in the previous literature, while the
latter is presented in this work, to the best of our knowl-
edge, for the first time. Intuitively, the massless plasma
particles outside the bubbles of a cPT experience a Φ
potential barrier at the wall. This means that these par-
ticles can bounce off the bubble walls or lose momentum
upon entering the bubble, thereby exerting a friction on
the bubbles and slowing down their growth. This fric-
tion typically ends up balancing the force driving the
bubble expansion, and a constant vw, often subluminal,
is reached [81–83, 85]. Heating phase transitions, on the
other hand, have almost exactly the opposite behavior.
During a hPT the plasma particles are massless in the
interior of the bubbles, where 〈Φ〉s = 0. As a result, it
becomes energetically favorable for these particles to get
inside the bubbles: the plasma is “sucked in” by them.
As the plasma particles pass through, they transfer their
energy to the bubble walls, accelerating them, and lead-
ing to a bubble runaway regime.

Owing to the fact that TcPT ∼ Tc ∼ ThPT for generic
values of the potential parameters, we can see that the
bubble runaway conditions for cPTs and for hPTs de-
scribed in Eq. (12) are reflections of each other: when
the condition is satisfied in one case, it will typically not
be satisfied in the other. This makes sense because for
runaways to take place in cPTs, the friction of the plasma
acting on the bubble has to be small, whereas in hPTs
the anti-friction has to be large; ultimately it is µ, which
parameterizes the strength of the interaction between the
plasma particles and the Φ field, that determines the size
of both friction and anti-friction. Therefore, if a given µ
produces enough plasma friction to cause the bubbles of a
cPT to expand at a constant wall speed, it will also cause
that very same plasma to exert instead an anti-friction
on the bubbles of the hPT, accelerating them into a run-
away. Because the plasma is transferring its energy into
the bubble walls in order to accelerate them, this means
that the energy available in a hPT for GW production in
bubble collisions can be very large.

IV. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES DURING
REHEATING

The frequency spectrum of a SGWB is typically de-
scribed in terms of the fraction of the total energy den-
sity of the Universe found in GWs, per frequency e-fold:
(dρgw/d ln f)/ρtot. Denoting with an asterisk all those
quantities evaluated at the time t∗ at which the GWs
are produced, we can find the SGWB spectrum today by
accounting for the difference in ρtot and the redshift as

follows [5, 33, 37]:

Ω(f) = F∗
1

ρtot,∗

dρgw,∗

d ln f

≈ F∗

(
H∗
β

)2(
κρs,∗

ρtot,∗

)2

NS(f) , (14)

with F∗ ≡ a4
∗

(
H∗
H0

)2

. (15)

In the first equality the prefactor F∗ accounts for the
radiation-like redshifting of the GWs with the scale fac-
tor a∗ and for the ratio of the total energy densities at t∗
and today7, ρtot,∗/ρcrit = H2

∗/H
2
0 . In the last equality we

have written the energy density in GWs in terms of the
energy density ρs,∗ of their source: ρgw,∗ ∼ Gτ2(κρs,∗)

2.
Here G ∼ H2/ρtot is Newton’s constant, τ ∼ β−1 is the
typical timescale of GW production during a PT, and κ
is an efficiency factor that quantifies how much of the
energy ρs,∗ in the source goes into GWs. The factors N
and S(f) account for an overall normalization and spec-
trum, respectively, and they may depend on other phase
transition parameters, such as the bubble wall velocity
vw.

The sources of GWs during a PT are typically of three
kinds: bubble collisions, sound waves, and magnetohy-
drodynamic turbulence. The first one involves the energy
stored in the Φ bubble walls, while the last two come from
the response of the plasma to the nucleation and perco-
lation of the bubbles of the new phase. Each of them
has different frequency spectra and dependence on the
PT parameters. Their precise form and relative contri-
bution to the overall GW signal is the subject of ongoing
research (see Refs. [4, 5, 37] for reviews). In cPTs, the
case most commonly studied in the literature, runaway
bubbles are not typically expected and the contribution
from sound waves tends to be the largest [37, 86]. On
the other hand, as discussed in the previous section, the
same plasma exerting a friction on cPT bubbles will in-
stead exert an anti-friction on hPT bubbles, accelerating
them. Because of this, most of the energy is stored in the
bubble walls, and we expect that in hPTs the dominant
GW contribution comes from the collisions of runaway
bubbles. Since we are interested in the detectability of
GWs from reheating as a proof of concept, and since
the contribution from turbulence is the most uncertain
[4, 5, 37], we will not consider it throughout the rest of
this paper, and we will focus instead on GWs coming
from bubble collisions for hPTs, and from plasma sound
waves for cPTs.

7 ρcrit here denotes the critical energy density of the Universe to-
day, and is not to be confused with ρr,c, the energy density of
radiation at Tc.
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A. Bubble Wall Collisions

In this subsection we briefly discuss the gravitational
waves generated by bubble wall collisions. We will study
this signature in the context of hPTs, where it is the dom-
inant source of GWs, whereas they are typically subdom-
inant in cPTs [37, 86]. The gravitational wave spectrum
of a bubble wall collision is typically calculated numer-
ically with the addition of the envelope approximation
[30, 31, 36, 78, 87], which approximates the bubbles as
an expanding set of infinitely thin shells that disappear
when the transition completes. In these numerical calcu-
lations, the Hubble expansion is typically neglected as the
PTs being studied are assumed to complete very quickly.
In the hPTs that we consider, we will make a similar as-
sumption. However, as the injection of energy is dictated
by Γχ, we will instead assume that the phase transition
completes quickly relative to both Γχ and HhPT. Under
this assumption, the numerical results apply equally well
to cPTs and hPTs.

The gravitational wave spectrum is found numerically
to be8

Ωbc(f) = F∗

(
κΦα

1 + α+Rχ

)2(
H∗
β

)2

×Nbc(vw)Sbc(f) , (16)

Nbc(vw) =
0.11v3

w

0.42 + v2
w

, (17)

Sbc(f) =
3.8(f/fbc)2.8

1 + 2.8(f/fbc)3.8
, (18)

fbc = a∗β

(
0.62

1.8− 0.1vw + v2
w

)
. (19)

Below we briefly explain the various parameters de-
scribing the GW spectrum from bubble collisions, with
the aid of Eqs. (A30)-(A34). For illustrative purposes we
focus on the case of a short era of reheaton-domination
(∆tχ ∼ Γ−1

χ
<∼ H−1

i ), for which these parameters take
simple forms. For more details, as well as the case of
arbitrary duration of reheaton-domination, we refer the
reader to Appendix A 3.9

t∗ : The time at which the gravitational waves are
generated. It corresponds roughly to when the bubble
collisions take place, which in turn is very close to the
percolation time thPT. We will therefore take t∗ ≈ thPT.

8 In some more recent numerical studies [78], the scalar field oscil-
lates after the bubble collision, giving a typical time scale longer
than 1/β. If these results hold, then the frequency dependence
S(f) may change.

9 Note that in the typical case of cPTs occurring within the
visible sector during radiation-domination, Rχ = 0, H2

∗ =
π2gSM,∗T

4
SM/(90m2

Pl), and a∗ = (gSM,0/gSM,∗)
1/3(Tγ0/TSM,∗),

and thus Eqs. (16)-(19) reduce to those found in the literature.
The same is true of Eqs. (25)-(28) below.

T∗ : The temperature of the plasma at the time when
the gravitational waves are generated. From the previous
paragraph, T∗ ≈ ThPT > Tc. Except for very fine-tuned
Φ-potential parameters, the hPT and critical tempera-
tures are similar in scale, ThPT ∼ Tc.
H∗ : The hPT typically finishes at a time thPT during

the reheaton dominated era, so H∗ ≈ HhPT ≈ Hi.
Rχ : The energy density of the reheaton over the

radiation density, at t∗: Rχ ≡ ρχ,∗/ρr,∗ ≈ ρχ,i/ρr,hPT =
3H2

im
2
Pl/ρr,hPT.

a∗ : The scale factor at which the hPT takes place. If
the reheaton-domination era is shorter than one Hubble
time, it is given roughly by a∗ ∼ 8×10−17(1 TeV/Tmax).
A longer reheaton-domination corrects this expression
with a factor that depends on Γχ/Hi. There is also a
mild dependence on the degrees of freedom of the dark
and visible sectors.
F∗ : This redshift factor depends on the photon and

total energy densities today, as well as the duration of
the reheaton-dominated era. It is approximately given
by F∗ ∼ 4× 10−5 for short reheaton-domination.
α, κΦ : The vacuum energy in the scalar Φ compared

to the energy in the radiation; and the corresponding effi-
ciency factor that quantifies how much of it goes into the
bubble walls (essentially gradient energy of the Φ field),
determined by Eq. (12) in the runaway bubble regime:

α ≡ |V0|
ρr

, (20)

κΦ ≡
Ptot

|V0|
=
α∞ − α

α
, (21)

where α∞ ≡
∆PT
ρr

. (22)

In our work we never consider vacuum-domination
but only reheaton-domination and radiation-domination,
i.e. α < 1, Rχ. Note that, up to a minus sign, Eq. (21)
is the same expression quantifying how much energy
goes into the bubble wall for runaway cPTs [4, 5, 81–
83, 88, 89]. The sign difference, seen in Eq. (12), stems
from the fact that the direction of the PT is the oppo-
site in hPTs than in cPTs. As discussed in the previous
section this sign means that, while in most of their pa-
rameter space cPT bubbles do not run away (reaching a
subluminal terminal bubble wall velocity) and κΦ is con-
sequently a number much smaller than 1, for hPTs we
have instead α∞ > α for most of their parameter space,
because the plasma anti-friction makes the hPT bubbles
run away, greatly increasing the energy stored in their
walls. See Eq. (C6) and Fig. 10 as well as Appendix C 2
for a more detailed discussion on the runaway condition.
vw : As discussed in the previous section, for most

of the region of parameter space in which a strongly first
order phase transition takes place, the plasma exerts an
anti-friction on the bubble walls during a hPT, leading to
a runaway regime and therefore vw → 1. The parameter
space leading to runaway hPT can be found in Fig. 10 in
Appendix C 2.
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β : The inverse of the characteristic timescale
τ of the PT, given by Eq. (11) in the exponential

regime. Up to O(1) factors S(thPT) <∼ S(tn), while

d lnT/dt <∼ Γχρχ,i/(4ρr,hPT) from the equations govern-
ing RH (Eq. (A2)). From this and our discussions in
Appendices B 4 and C 4, we find

βhPT ∼ 4 ln (Tc/Hi)

∣∣∣∣d lnS

d lnT

∣∣∣∣
hPT

Γχ
4

ρχ,i
ρr,hPT

, (23)

where

∣∣∣∣d lnS

d lnT

∣∣∣∣
hPT

∼ 91
(
∆−1 − 1.08

)
. (24)

B. Plasma Sound Waves

For the cPTs that we consider, the main source of GWs
are the sound waves. The SGWB created by sound waves
is found to be

Ωsw(f) = F∗

(
κswα

1 + α+Rχ

)2(
H∗
β

)
×Nsw(vw)Ssw(f) , (25)

Nsw(vw) = 0.159 vw , (26)

Ssw(f) =

(
f

fsw

)3(
7

4 + 3(f/fsw)2

)7/2

, (27)

fsw = a∗
2√
3

β

vw
. (28)

Note that, unlike the GWs sourced by bubble collisions,
the spectrum from sound waves scales like one power
of H∗/β rather than two. This is because the fluid
bulk motion sourcing the GWs lasts for about a Hub-
ble time, longer than the PT duration 1/β [4, 5]. We
continue focusing on the simple case of a short reheaton-
dominated era, in which case the cPT typically occurs
during radiation-domination.
t∗, T∗, H∗, Rχ, a∗, F∗ : The GWs are generated at a

time t∗ shortly after the cPT is completed at tcPT; we will
therefore simply assume t∗ ≈ tcPT. For typical potential
parameters T∗ ≈ TcPT

<∼ Tc. The values of H∗ and Rχ at
this time will be smaller than their hPT counterparts due
to both the expansion of the Universe and the reheaton
decays. If the cPT completes firmly during the post-
reheating radiation-dominated era then Rχ ≈ 0, while

H∗ = Hi

√
ρr,cPT/ρχ,i = π2g∗T

2
cPT/(90mPl), a∗ ≈ 8 ×

10−17(1 TeV/TcPT), and F∗ ≈ 4 × 10−5. However, the
cPT may also take place during reheaton domination.
Estimates of these quantities for both cases are listed in
Eqs. (A30)-(A34) in Appendix A 3.
vw : In a typical cPT, the plasma exerts a friction

that balances out the expansion force of the new phase,
which leads to the bubble walls moving at a constant,
typically subluminal speed. Complex model-dependent
dynamics govern the expansion of bubbles in a thermal
plasma, and their terminal velocity can in principle be
derived from these; in this work we simply bypass the
issue by taking vw in a cPT to be a free parameter.

α, κsw : These quantify the energy released during
a cPT, and how much of it goes into the bulk motion
of the fluid. There are several ways to compute these
quantities in the literature. The simplest one relies in
the bag model, where the vacuum energy is used, and
thus α = |V0| /ρr [82]. Recent theoretical and numerical
developments advocate instead for the use of the trace
of the stress-energy-momentum tensor [5, 90–92]. How-
ever, in this latter model a more thorough knowledge of
the plasma fluid is necessary in order to compute κsw,
(e.g. the plasma sound speeds of both the symmetric
and broken phases), knowledge that we do not have. We
will simply use the bag model and the corresponding fits
to κsw(α, vw), conveniently provided in Ref. [82]. For the
subluminal cPT bubble wall velocities we consider in this
work, κsw ≈ 5αv

6/5
w .

β : Also given by Eq. (11) in the exponential regime.
Since the temperature is cooling due to the Hubble ex-
pansion of the Universe, d lnT/dt = −H∗. It can then
be shown that during radiation domination

βcPT ∼ 4 ln (Tc/Hi)

∣∣∣∣d lnS

d lnT

∣∣∣∣
cPT

H∗ , (29)

where

∣∣∣∣d lnS

d lnT

∣∣∣∣
cPT

∼ 9.8
(
∆−1 − 0.52

)
; (30)

the estimate for the general case is shown in Eq. (C17)
(see Appendices B 4 and C 4 for more details).

Finally, we say a few words about GWs from sound
waves in hPTs. Since the runaway regime is common in
hPTs, the plasma puts energy into accelerating the bub-
ble walls and therefore bubble collisions dominate GW
production, with sound waves most likely playing a sub-
dominant role. It is difficult to tell, without dedicated nu-
merical simulations, whether the GWs from sound waves
in hPTs have a different frequency spectrum or ampli-
tude than their cPTs counterparts. This certainly seems
possible: a first difference between both scenarios is that
while in cPTs the bubble walls inject energy into the
plasma, leading to radially outward fluid bulk motion
and subsequently sound waves, in hPTs energy is re-
moved from the bath and put into the bubble walls, with
the sound waves moving in the opposite direction to the
walls. Yet another difference is the duration of the sound
waves sourcing the GWs. For a cPT, the Hubble ex-
pansion eventually damps the sound waves. For a hPT,
the reheaton deposits its energy in the thermal bath at a
rate ∼ Γχρχ/ρr, thereby increasing the radiation energy
density and damping the sound waves. The duration of
the sound waves in hPTs is then ∼ ρr,hPT/(Γχρχ) As a
result, we expect that the amplitude of the GWs from
sound waves in a hPT will differ from that in a cPT by a
factor of ∼ (HcPT/Γχ)(ρr,hPT/ρχ), accounting for their
shorter relative duration.
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C. Comparison between the GW spectra from
cooling and heating phase transitions

The above discussion allows us to compare the GW
spectra for hPTs and cPTs, which are dominated by col-

lisions and sound waves respectively. In the simplest case
of a short reheaton-dominated era the ratio of both takes
its simplest form:

ΩhPT

ΩcPT
∼ 0.5

FhPT

FcPT

(
κΦ

κsw

)2 (1 +Rχ)
2
cPT

(1 +Rχ)
2
hPT

H2
hPTβcPT

HcPTβ2
hPT

v−1
w,cPT

∼
(
Hi

Γχ

)2(
ρr,c/ρχ,i

0.03

)4(
FhPT

FcPT

)(
0.05

vw,cPT

)(κΦ

30

)2
(

0.01

κsw

)2(
30

ln (Tc/Hi)

)( ∣∣ d lnS
d lnT

∣∣
cPT

/10∣∣ d lnS
d lnT

∣∣2
hPT

/100

)
, (31)

fhPT

fcPT
∼ 0.2 vw,cPT

ahPT

acPT

βhPT

βcPT

∼ 0.5

(
Γχ
Hi

)(
Tc
Tmax

)(
0.03

ρr,c/ρχ,i

)3/2 (vw,cPT

0.05

)(∣∣ d lnS
d lnT

∣∣
hPT

/10∣∣ d lnS
d lnT

∣∣
cPT

/10

)
, (32)

where we denote the cPT bubble wall speed by vw,cPT,
we take TPT ≈ Tc, and the numerical benchmark values
we show are typical of our parameter space. We remind
the reader that these expressions were derived only for a
shortly lived reheaton-domination era, that they are to
be taken only as heuristic, and are to be trusted only as
order-of-magnitude estimates.

From the equations above it can be seen that, barring
a fine-tuning of the Φ potential parameters in order to
get vastly different κΦ and |d lnS/d lnT |, the amplitude
of the SGWB from both hPT and cPT can be of the same
order of magnitude for a modest coincidence between ρr,c
and ρχ,i, of about a couple of orders of magnitude (or
equivalently a coincidence between Tc and Tmax of a fac-
tor of a few). This coincidence has to be more severe
the larger the hierarchy between Γχ and Hi. The peak
frequencies of the spectra can also be close to each other,
with fhPT slightly smaller than fcPT for subluminal cPT
bubble wall velocities and the aforementioned coinci-
dence between ρr,c and ρχ,i (since of course Tc <∼ Tmax).
Increasing the Γχ/Hi ratio inverts the order of the peaks,
with fhPT eventually becoming bigger than fcPT. Fur-
thermore, in the limit of a long reheaton-dominated era
(Γχ � Hi), the GWs from hPTs are typically quieter
than those from cPTs. This is both because the ratio
ρr,c/ρχ,i is smaller (since ρr,c ≤ ρr,max ∼ ρχ,iΓχ/Hi in
this limit), and because more time has elapsed between
thPT and tcPT, which means that the relative redshift
suppression (FhPT/FcPT) between both spectra becomes
more significant.

Example cPT and hPT SGWB, for a benchmark pa-
rameter space point, are shown in Fig. 5. The charac-
teristics described above be easily appreciated in this fig-
ure. As this example illustrates the same detector, in
this case the future BBO probe [6–8], can observe both

spectra. In the lucky case that both signals are loud and
have their peak frequencies sufficiently separate, so as to
not have one of them buried under the other, one could
then in principle distinguish between them, identifying
which belongs to the cPT and which to the hPT. Then
the correlations between them, of which Eqs. (31) and
(32) are examples, would allow one to extract both the
scale of reheating and the reheaton decay rate.

V. PROSPECTS AT FUTURE
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTORS

In this section we explore the visibility of GWs gen-
erated by cooling and heating PTs in future detectors.
We focus on the upcoming BBO experiment [6–8], as it
is the most relevant detector for our parameter choice.
We quantify visibility in terms of the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) of the GW spectra.

To obtain the SNR of the PT GWs we employ the
peak-integrated sensitivity (PIS) curves ΩPIS(f) intro-
duced in Ref. [93]. We compute the SNRs of GWs origi-
nating from bubble collisions (for hPTs) or plasma sound
waves (for cPTs) by simply comparing the amplitude of
the GW at their peak with ΩPIS(f):

SNR =

 tobs

1 year

(
Ω

bc/sw
GW (fpeak)

Ω
bc/sw
PIS (fpeak)

)2
1/2

, (33)

where tobs is the observation time, fpeak is the frequency
at which ΩGW is the peak, and “bc”(“sw”) corresponds
to the GWs from bubble collision (sound waves).

The results for hPT and cPT GWs are shown in Fig. 6
in terms of the Tc/Tmax–∆ parameter space (and the cor-
responding values of Hi and A, respectively). The bench-
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Figure 5: The stochastic gravitational wave background from
the phase transitions occurring during reheating. The red
curve represents the GW spectrum arising from bubble col-
lisions during the hPT; the blue curve the GW spectrum
originating from sound waves in the cPT. Both spectra are
detectable by the future GW probe BBO [6–8], as shown
by the PIS curves [93] (black lines, solid for GWs from
bubble collisions, and dashed for GWs from sound waves).
For this plot we have chosen the parameters corresponding to
the starred benchmark point in Fig. 6, namely Tc = 1 TeV,
Hi = 2× 10−15 TeV = Γχ (i.e. Tc = 0.8 Tmax), and g∗ = 10,
potential coefficients {µ,A, λ} = {1, 0.72, 1} (∆ = 0.7), and a
bubble wall speed in cPT of vw,cPT = 0.05.

mark point used in previous figures of this paper, such
as in Fig. 5, is marked with a star in Fig. 6. The SNR
contours for tobs = 1 year for hPT (cPT) GWs at BBO
are shown in red (blue), where the increasing opacity in-
dicates larger SNR. We have fixed Tc = 1 TeV, Γχ = Hi,
g∗ = 10, {µ, λ} = {1, 1}, and vw,cPT = 0.05. This specific
choice of values has only a modest impact on our results,
and the GW features described in this section are generic.
We direct our reader to Sec. D of the appendix for a more
detailed study of the parameter space.

Note that ∆, which controls the height of the poten-
tial barrier separating the broken and symmetric minima
of the Φ potential and thus the action S, strongly deter-
mines the strength of the GWs. For both hPTs and cPTs
larger ∆ makes d lnS/d lnT smaller, which increases the
duration β−1 of the PT. Eventually, however, sufficiently
large values of ∆ will kill the GW signature by making
the PT impossible, as clearly seen in the region above
the dotted line. Indeed, this region corresponds to those
points with Γ(tmax)/V < H(tmax)4. Since at tmax Γ/V is
at its largest (because the temperature is at its maximum
and thus the action S is at its minimum), no bubbles are
produced within a Hubble patch in this region. This
means that the Universe remains in the broken phase
throughout all of reheating, never transitioning to the
symmetric phase (via a hPT), and therefore never com-
ing back to the broken phase (via a cPT). Thus no PT
takes place and therefore no appreciable GWs are pro-
duced. We nevertheless show the continuation of the cPT

contours in this empty region, for illustrative purposes.

The parameter Tc/Tmax (which can be turned into
ρr,c/ρχ,i for a given Γχ/Hi ratio) also has a crucial im-
pact on the visibility of the hPT GWs. A large hierarchy
between Tc and Tmax means that the time elapsed be-
tween thPT and tcPT (which are on opposite sides of the
reheating curve of Fig. 2) is also large. As such, the GWs
associated with the hPT are produced much earlier than
those generated during the cPT, and are therefore more
redshifted and correspondingly quieter. Thus their signal
falls outside of the BBO sensitivity window. The combi-
nation of this effect and the one controlled by ∆ described
in the previous paragraph gives the BBO-visible hPT re-
gion its characteristic crescent shape. The cPT GWs
have a milder dependence on Tc/Tmax. A strong coin-
cidence between these two temperatures means ρr rep-
resents a larger share of the total energy density, which
makes the GWs louder. On the other end, the more dif-
ferent Tc and Tmax are, the later the cPT takes place. For
sufficiently large hierarchies the cPT occurs squarely dur-
ing radiation domination and its GWs become insensitive
to reheating. This is shown in Fig. 6 as the insensitivity
of the cPT contours to low values of Tc/Tmax.

The region enclosed by the green contour corresponds
to points where the peaks from both cPT and hPT GWs
can be distinguished. This “double peaks region” is
therefore defined as the parameter space where the peak
amplitude of hPT GWs is larger than the amplitude of
the cPT GWs at that same frequency, and vice versa.
These points are potentially the best ones in terms of
how much we could learn from these GWs. Indeed, ob-
serving both GW peaks in a GW detector could allow
us to extract the most information about reheating by
studying the correlations between cooling and heating
PTs, as we have attempted to do in this paper. The re-
gion located above the dashed line has Tmax < T1, which
means that the plasma never reaches T1 and therefore
〈Φ〉b never disappears. The dark gray region is the pa-
rameter space where the plasma anti-friction during the
hPT is not strong enough to cause the bubble walls to
enter a runaway regime. Finally, the light gray region
corresponds to those points where the daisy contribu-
tion becomes so large that the cubic term in Eq. (1) is
severely suppressed and there is no strongly-first order
PT (SFOPT). For more details on both grey areas see
Appendices C 2 and B 3, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have explored phase transitions that
occurred when the Universe was heating up, a process
called reheating. Reheating is a unique and interesting
cosmological event in the history of the Universe, about
which we currently know nothing. If a phase transition
occurred during reheating, then the resulting gravita-
tional wave spectrum would carry information about the
reheating process to us and teach us something about
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Figure 6: The SNR contours for 1-year observation time of the SGWB spectra generated during reheating by hPT bubble
collisions (red) and cPT sound waves (blue), for the upcoming BBO detector [6–8], as a function of the ratio Tc/Tmax and the
potential parameter ∆. The corresponding values of Hi and A are also shown. The star corresponds to the benchmark point
used in previous figures. Those points within the green contour have a total SGWB with double peaks (from both hPT and
cPT). The 〈Φ〉b minimum never disappears in the region above the dashed line, since Tmax < T1. In the space above the
dotted line Γ/V > H4 at tmax, which means that no PT takes place and no GWs are generated. In the dark grey region
there are no runaway hPT bubbles, whereas in the light grey region the daisy contributions to the thermal potential prevent
a strongly first-order phase transition (SFOPT). For this plot we have chosen Tc = 1 TeV, Γχ = Hi, g∗ = 10, {µ, λ} = {1, 1},
and a bubble wall speed in cPT of vw,cPT = 0.05.

this exciting era of the early Universe.

We discussed how the gravitational wave signature of
heating phase transitions depends on the phase transition
and reheating parameters. In some optimistic scenarios,
such as the one depicted in Fig. 5 and in the green re-
gion of Fig. 6, it would be possible to see the same phase
transition both in its heating and cooling directions. If
this came to pass then, by cross-correlating the observed
spectra and our knowledge of the phase transition in both
directions, one could learn more about the process of re-

heating. For example, the time scales β−1 of the two
phase transitions, which appear in the peak frequency of
their respective gravitational wave spectra, are related by
Γχ/HcPT up to O(1) numbers. Therefore, by comparing
the measured values of the peaks, one would be able to
obtain the decay width of the reheaton. Many other fea-
tures are correlated between heating and cooling phase
transitions. Finite bubble wall velocities in the cooling
case tend to be correlated with runaway bubbles in the
heating case, and vice versa if the roles were switched.
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These correlations offer an opportunity to extract infor-
mation about reheating.

While not explored in our article, it would be extremely
interesting if the frequency spectrum of the gravitational
waves produced during a heating phase transition were
radically different from what has been studied in the liter-
ature. In this paper we argued that the main contribution
to the gravitational waves in this case comes from bubble
collisions, and assumed that the envelope approximation
can be used to describe its spectrum. This assumption,
while justified (see Sec. IV), needs to be corroborated by
dedicated numerical simulations. Furthermore, it is en-
tirely possible that plasma sound waves represent a non-
negligible source of gravitational waves during a heating
phase transition, and it is reasonable to expect that they
would be different at the O(1) level from those in the
cooling case, since cooling phase transitions tend to inject
energy into the plasma while heating ones tend to remove
it. Additionally, the sound waves of cooling phase tran-
sitions are damped by the Hubble expansion, whereas
those from heating transitions are damped by the injec-

tion of energy from reheaton decays. If differences of this
sort between both spectra were to be firmly established,
it is possible that the detection of gravitational waves
generated by a heating phase transition would by itself
be enough to infer detailed information about reheating.
Future research along this direction is both necessary and
of great interest to anyone attempting to uncover the
physics of reheating.
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APPENDICES

The following appendices contain a detailed description of our model, including the reheating history of the
Universe and the phase transitions that it undergoes. We describe the numerical methods employed to obtain
the dynamics of the cooling and heating phase transitions and their subsequent gravitational wave spectra. The
Mathematica code companion to our paper, which we dubbed graphare, computes the gravitational wave signatures
arising from phase transitions during reheating, and is available at github.com/ManuelBuenAbad/graphare. All
of the results in this paper are obtained numerically with the aid of graphare. It is nevertheless useful to find
approximate analytic expressions that can help understand our results. We include such analytic expressions, which
we utilize in the main text of this paper to aid in our discussions, in this appendix.

Appendix A: Reheating History

The portion of our numerical tools dealing with the reheating history can be found in the DSReheating.wl package
of our graphare code, along with an explanatory Mathematica notebook titled 01 reheating.nb.

1. Reheating Equations and Radiation Temperature

We begin by assuming the Universe is dominated by a matter-like reheaton field χ, which then reheats the Universe
by decaying into light particles, with a decay rate Γχ. For simplicity we assume i. that the decay products are particles
of a dark sector (DS) with g∗ relativistic degrees of freedom in total, within which the PTs will take place, and ii. that
the particles in this DS have interactions which are significant enough to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, thereby
forming a thermal bath or plasma. The DS temperature is simply related to its energy density via ρr = g∗π

2T 4/30.
The DS will eventually reheat the visible sector (VS) above the TeV scale through a portal interaction, the details of
which are irrelevant to our story. Note that thermal equilibrium in the DS can be easily achieved even for very small
couplings among its particles, since the thermalization rate, heuristically given by Γth ∼ g2T , can easily be larger
than the Hubble expansion rate H >∼ T 2/mPl for the temperatures T ∼ O(TeV) we will consider.

The equations governing the evolution of the energy densities in the reheaton and DS radiation-like fluid are:

ρ̇χ + 3Hρχ = −Γχρχ , (A1)

ρ̇r + 4Hρr = Γχρχ , (A2)

where H2 = (ρχ + ρr)/(3m
2
Pl), the dot denotes derivatives with respect to time, and we start the clock at a time

ti = 0 when the χ decays start. At this time the initial densities are ρχ,i 6= 0 and ρr,i = 0. The duration of
the reheaton-dominated (χD) era is mainly determined by its lifetime, ∆tχ ∼ Γ−1

χ . An hPT takes place when
the temperature is increasing, which roughly speaking can only occur during χD and before one Hubble time has
elapsed, i.e. t <∼ min[Γ−1

χ , H−1
i ]. This is because once the reheaton particles have decayed away the Universe is in

an era dominated by radiation (RD), which cools adiabatically (see Eq. (A2)); and because after one Hubble time
the Universe, whether χD or RD, begins to cool down. During this heating era the radiation energy density grows
linearly with time: ρr ≈ Γχt ρχ,i.

It is convenient to work with dimensionless quantities, which can then be appropriately rescaled. Throughout the
rest of this paper we will work in terms of x ≡ Hit (with Hi ≡

√
ρχ,i/3m2

Pl), r ≡ ρ/ρχ,i, and γ ≡ Γχ/Hi. Different
thermal histories correspond then to different choices of the dimensionless parameter γ and the only dimensionful
quantity, Hi. In Fig. 7 we show the reheating history for γ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}.

2. Redshift

Having solved for the thermal history of the Universe, we can determine the redshift z∗ between some time t∗ during
reheating and today. This can be written in terms of the scale factor a(t) as:

1 + z∗ =
1

a∗
=
ard

a∗

avs

ard

1

avs
, (A3)

where we have used the shorthand aX = a(tX), trd denotes an arbitrary time during the radiation-dominated era
(ρr � ρχ), tvs a time shortly after the VS has been populated (due to portal interactions with the DS) and we have
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Figure 7: Thermal history of our reheaton-radiation toy model, in terms of the dimensionless quantities x ≡ Hit, r ≡ ρ/ρχ,i,
and γ ≡ Γχ/Hi. We plot the solutions to Eqs. (A1) and (A2) for γ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. One can easily appreciate that the
reheaton-dominated era lasts for ∆tχ ∼ Γ−1

χ , and that the radiation temperature only increases for a time t <∼ min[Γ−1
χ , H−1

i ],
during which rr ≈ γ x.

taken a(t) = 1 today. The decomposition into three products is useful as some of these factors will be evaluated
numerically. The first factor is simply given by the number of e-folds between those two times:

ard

a∗
= exp

 xrd∫
x∗

dx
√
rχ(x) + rr(x)

 . (A4)

The second term depends on the nature of the portal interaction that allows the DS to reheat the VS. For simplicity
we will simply assume that the VS is populated by the DS while both baths are relativistic. From energy conservation
considerations, we can write:

avs

ard
=

(
g∗

g∗ + gvs

)1/4
Trd

Tvs
, (A5)

where T denotes the temperature of both baths, TX = T (tX), and gvs is the VS degrees of freedom reheated by the
DS. Throughout this paper we assume the entire SM is reheated, and therefore take gvs = 106.75. Note that trd is
indeed arbitrary: an earlier time (and consequently hotter Trd) yields a smaller Eq. (A4) and a larger Eq. (A5) in the
same proportion, and consequently the same Eq. (A7). Finally, the last factor can be derived from the usual entropy
considerations. Assuming no remaining DS light relics, this factor is:

1

avs
=

(
g∗ + gvs

gs0

)1/3
Tvs

Tγ0
, (A6)

where gs0 = 3.94 and Tγ0 = 2.7255 K ≈ 2 × 10−4 eV are today’s entropy degrees of freedom and temperature,
respectively.

The final exact expression is then

a−1
∗ = 1 + z∗ = exp

 xrd∫
x∗

dx
√
rχ(x) + rr(x)

 ( (g∗ + gvs)
1/12

g
1/4
∗

g
1/3
s0

)
Trd

Tγ0
. (A7)

For an easier comparison to previous work, we can multiply and divide by g
1/3
vs and use Eq. (A4) again to rewrite
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a∗ as [5]

a∗ = [a∗] Ga
a∗T∗
ardTrd

, (A8)

with [a∗] ≡
Tγ0

T∗

g
1/3
s0

g
1/3
vs

≈ 8× 10−17

(
1 TeV

T∗

)(
106.75

gvs

)1/3

, (A9)

and Ga ≡
g

1/3
vs

(g∗ + gvs)
1/12

g
1/4
∗

, (A10)

where [a∗] denotes the value of a∗ for cPTs taking place during RD, the case commonly studied in the literature.
We can use our results to find F∗, the prefactor responsible for the redshift-related suppression of the gravitational

wave spectra (see Eq. (15)), and compare it to its value [F∗] for cPTs during RD [5]:

F∗ = a4
∗
H2
∗

H2
0

=
T 4
γ0g

4/3
s0

T 4
rd

1

(g∗ + gvs)
1/3

g∗

(
a∗
ard

)4
ρtot,∗

ρcrit

⇒ F∗ = [F∗] GF
a4
∗ρtot,∗

a4
rdρr,rd

, (A11)

with [F∗] ≡
ργ,0/2

ρcrit

g
4/3
s0

g
1/3
vs

≈ 4× 10−5

(
106.75

gvs

)1/3

, (A12)

and GF ≡
(

gvs

g∗ + gvs

)1/3

. (A13)

3. Analytic expressions for reheating

Depending on the reheaton decay rate, one can classify the reheating history into two relatively easy to study broad
classes: those with γ � 1, or those with γ � 1. For each of these cases we can find analytic expressions for various
quantities of interest, such as the maximum temperature reached during reheating, or the scale factor at a given
temperature. We present here these expressions in a quick-and-dirty fashion. A more thorough job can be done, and
is included in the explanatory notebook 01 reheating.nb of graphare.

a. Fast reheaton decays: γ � 1

Before discussing the consequences of extremely fast reheaton decays, γ � 1, it is worth mentioning under what
circumstances this can occur. The simplest example is simply low scale hybrid inflation [60]. In hybrid inflation,
the inflaton drives inflation and a separate waterfall field abruptly ends inflation after the appropriate number of
e-foldings. Reheating at the end of hybrid inflation is typically extremely efficient, e.g. tachyonic reheating completes
within a single oscillation [94]. Because the mass of the waterfall field (which in this context is the reheaton) is
much larger than Hubble, this results in γ ∼ mwaterfall/H � 1 so that we are in the limit of a fast reheaton decay.
Alternatively, one can simply give the waterfall field a Yukawa coupling to a fermion and have it quickly decay in a
more traditional manner.

If one finds low scale inflation unappealing, an alternative manner in which to arrive at the fast reheaton decay
scenario is to utilize either another phase transition or another slowly rolling scalar that controls the mass of the decay
products of the reheaton. In the early universe the mass of the decay products is large compared to the reheaton mass
kinematically forbidding the decays. Only later will the mass of the decay products become small enough to allow for
the reheaton to decay quickly. Leaving apart any specific ways to realize fast reheaton decays, we will simply focus
on its phenomenological consequences.

In the γ � 1 limit ∆tχ ∼ Γ−1
χ � H−1

i and the χD era is very short. ρχ,i is quickly and efficiently transformed
into radiation energy density, and the Universe enters into a RD era. Therefore the maximum amount of radiation
is ρr,max ≈ ρχ,i, and the time tmax at which this occurs is solidly within RD and before one Hubble time has passed:

tmax � H−1
i , amax ≈ ai ≡ a(ti = 0) (see Fig. 7).
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Because a hPT can only take place while the temperature is increasing, thPT < tmax and ahPT ≈ amax ≈ ai.
Without tuning ThPT (or Tc) to be too close to Tmax, the hPT will occur during χD, and ρtot,hPT ≈ ρχ,hPT ≈ ρχ,i. On
the other hand, since TcPT < Tmax necessarily, the cPT will always occur during RD. Of course, as is typical during
RD, the energy density scales like

a4ρr = a4
maxρr,max ≈ a4

i ρχ,i ⇒ aT = amaxTmax for a < amax ≈ ai (RD). (A14)

b. Slow reheaton decays: γ � 1

Here ∆tχ ∼ Γ−1
χ � H−1

i and χD is long. During most of this era the decay rate, but not the Hubble expansion
rate, can be approximated as negligible for the purposes of estimating the evolution of the reheaton energy density.
Since the reheaton is matter-like then ρχ ∼ a−3 and a ∼ x2/3, which means that

aχR

ai
≈ [1.3] γ−2/3 (χD), (A15)

a3ρχ ≈ a3
i ρχ,i for ai < a < aχR (χD) , (A16)

and thus ρχR ≈ [0.16] γ2 ρχ,i , (A17)

with aχR and ρχR denoting the scale factor and reheaton energy density at the time of reheaton-radiation equal-
ity.10 The numerical coefficients inside the square brackets can only be obtained by solving the differential equations
Eqs. (A1) and (A2) analytically in the γ � 1 limit.

The time of increasing temperature lasts for little less than one Hubble time (see Fig. 7); consequently the hPT occurs
squarely during χD. As discussed before, the radiation energy density grows linearly during this time (ρr ≈ ρχ,iγx),
which allows us to estimate the maximum energy density in radiation as given roughly by

ρr,max ≈ [0.14] γ ρχ,i , (A18)

⇒ ρχR ≈ γ ρr,max , (A19)

where once again the number in the brackets can only be obtained by solving Eqs. (A1) and (A2) analytically and
making use of the fact that ρ̇r(tmax) = 0 by definition. Because tmax

<∼ H
−1
i then amax ≈ ai as well.

After one Hubble time the expansion of the Universe is felt and ρχ ∼ a−3, as stated in Eq. (A16). Because the
Universe is in χD (ρχ � ρr) the reheaton decays are still very much relevant to the evolution of ρr. However, the
Hubble expansion wins and the temperature no longer rises with time, as clearly seen in Fig. 7. Eq. (A2) can be
solved in this regime to find that ρr ∼ a−3/2:

a3/2ρr ≈ a3/2
maxρr,max ≈ a3/2

χR ρχR for ai ≈ amax < a < aχR (χD), (A20)

where we have finally dropped the O(0.1–1) numerical coefficients, irrelevant to the level of precision with which we
are working. It is convenient to note that during χD ρχ/ρr ∼ a−3/2:

ρχ
ρr
≈
(amax

a

)3/2 ρχ,i
ρr,max

≈ ρr
γρr,max

≈ ρr
ρχR

for ai ≈ amax < a < aχR (χD). (A21)

Of course, once χD ends and the Universe becomes RD, we have ρr ∼ a−4:

a4ρr ≈ a4
χRρχR for a > aχR (RD). (A22)

c. Summary

The previous discussion allows us to find the important quantities Rχ,∗, H∗, a∗, F∗, and d lnT/dt. The first four
appear in the formulas for the SGWB from PTs (Eqs. (16)-(19) and Eqs. (25)-(28)), while the last determines the
duration of the PT, β−1 (Eq. (11)), which determines the peak frequency of the GW spectra. We can estimate these
quantities both for hPTs and cPTs, in both the γ � 1 and γ � 1 limits.

10 Not to be confused with the scale factor at matter-radiation equality, aeq ≈ 1/3000.
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This task is most easily accomplished by defining a handful of useful parameters with a clear physical intuition.
The first is what we call the reheating efficiency parameter εrh, which quantifies how much of the initial reheaton
energy density is transformed into radiation:

εrh ≡
ρr,max

ρχ,i
≈ min [1, γ] . (A23)

It is clear that the first argument of min[X,Y ] is picked when γ � 1, while the second when γ � 1, which is as we
found Eqs. (A14) and (A18).

Noting that in Eqs. (A8) and (A11) a∗ and F∗ are defined relative to an arbitrarily chosen benchmark time during
RD; we now make this choice concrete. Since for γ � 1 amax is well within RD we make this our benchmark for this
limit. For γ � 1, assuming a sudden transition between χD and RD, we can make aχR our choice. It is interesting
to point out that aχR < amax for γ � 1, while the opposite is true for γ � 1. We thus choose

ard ≈ max [amax, aχR] , (A24)

where once again the first argument of max[X,Y ] occurs for γ � 1 and the second for γ � 1. We can then define the
relative scale factor between tmax and trd

Ard ≡
amax

ard
≈ min

[
1, γ2/3

]
, (A25)

as well as the redshift dilution in the radiation energy density between these two times

Drd ≡
ρr,rd
ρr,max

≈ min [1, γ] ≈ A3/2
rd . (A26)

Of course, εrh, ard, Ard, and Drd, can all be written in terms of γ and of each other. But they represent quantities
with distinct physical meanings, and thus it is more expedient to interpret them separately.

Based on these definitions, we can write the following expressions for hPTs (which only occur during χD and thus
ahPT ≈ ai ≈ amax), and cPTs (which can occur either during χD or RD):

1 +Rχ,∗ ≡
ρtot,∗

ρr,∗
≈



ρχ,i
ρr,hPT

≈
(
Tmax

ThPT

)4

ε−1
rh hPT,

1 γ � 1, RD

ρr,cPT

ρχR
≈
(
TcPT

Tmax

)4

D−1
rd > 1 γ � 1, χD

1 γ � 1, RD

cPT.

(A27)

a∗T∗
ardTrd

≈



ThPT

Tmax
ArdD

−1/4
rd hPT,

1 γ � 1, RD(
ρχR

ρr,cPT

)2/3 (
ρr,cPT

ρχR

)1/4

≈
(
Tmax

TcPT

)5/3

ArdD
−1/4
rd < 1 γ � 1, χD

1 γ � 1, RD

cPT.
(A28)

a4
∗ρtot,∗

a4
rdρr,rd

≈



A4
rdε
−1
rh D

−1
rd hPT,

1 γ � 1, RD(
ρχR

ρr,cPT

)2/3

≈
(
Tmax

TcPT

)8/3

A4
rdε
−1
rh D

−1
rd < 1 γ � 1, χD

1 γ � 1, RD

cPT.
(A29)

Putting everything together, we list

1 +Rχ,∗ ≈


ρχ,i
ρr,hPT

≈
(
Tmax

ThPT

)4

ε−1
rh hPT,

max
[
1,

ρr,cPT

γ2ρχ,i

]
≈ max

[
1,
(
TcPT

Tmax

)4

D−1
rd

]
cPT;

(A30)
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H∗ ≈


Hi hPT,

Hi

√
ρr,cPT

ρχ,i
max

[
1,
√

ρr,cPT

γ2ρχ,i

]
≈ Hr(TcPT) max

[
1,
(
TcPT

Tmax

)2

D
−1/2
rd

]
cPT;

(A31)

a∗ ≈ [a∗]Ga ×


ThPT

Tmax
ArdD

−1/4
rd hPT,

min

[
1,
(
Tmax

TcPT

)5/3

ArdD
−1/4
rd

]
cPT;

(A32)

F∗ ≈ [F∗]GF ×


A4

rdε
−1
rh D

−1
rd hPT,

min

[
1,
(
γ2ρχ,i
ρr,cPT

)2/3
]
≈ min

[
1,
(
Tmax

TcPT

)8/3

A4
rdε
−1
rh D

−1
rd

]
cPT;

(A33)

d lnT

dt
≈



Γχ
4

ρχ,i
ρr,hPT

≈ Γχ
4

(
Tmax

ThPT

)4

ε−1
rh hPT,

− H|cPT ≈ −Hr(TcPT) max

[
1,
(
TcPT

Tmax

)2

D
−1/2
rd

]
≈ Hiε

1/2
rh

(
TcPT

Tmax

)2

max

[
1,
(
TcPT

Tmax

)2

D
−1/2
rd

]
cPT.

(A34)

where Hr(T )2 ≡ ρr/(3m
2
Pl) ≡ π2g∗T

4/(90m2
Pl) = H2

i ρr/ρχ,i is the usual Hubble expansion rate during RD. One can
easily convince oneself that the first argument in min[X,Y ] and max[X,Y ] in the above expressions is picked when
the cPT occurs during RD (both for γ � 1 and γ � 1), while the second argument only for cPTs taking place during
χD (which can only happen for γ � 1).

Appendix B: First-Order Phase Transitions at Finite Temperature

Our analytic and numerical results for cooling and heating phase transitions have been implemented in
our graphare code as part of the PhaseTransition.wl package, along with an explanatory notebook titled
02 phase transition.nb. Throughout this section we follow closely the notation of Refs. [37, 62, 78, 80].

1. Higgs Model and Parameters

The key ingredient in the toy model is the (dark sector) Higgs Φ, whose potential is given by11

V (Φ) =
M(T )2

2
Φ2 − δ(T )

3
Φ3 +

λ

4!
Φ4 , (B1)

with M(T ) and δ(T ) functions of the DS temperature T .12 The two minima or vacua of the potential are located at

〈Φ〉s = 0 (the “symmetric phase”) and 〈Φ〉b = (3δ +
√

9δ2 − 6M2λ)/λ (the “broken phase”). They are degenerate if

there exists a critical temperature Tc at which M(Tc) = 2δ(Tc)/
√

3λ, which motivates the crucial definitions [37, 62, 80]

Mc(T )2 ≡ 4δ(T )2

3λ
, λ(T ) ≡ M(T )2

Mc(T )2
. (B2)

11 Note that our definition of λ from the quartic term in Eq. (B1) is a factor of 6 larger than those in Refs. [61, 62, 80].
12 We are ignoring the subleading thermal corrections to λ.
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Clearly M(Tc) = Mc(Tc) and λ(Tc) = 1. Another important quantity is the mass of the Φ field in its broken phase:

Mb(T )2 ≡ V ′′(〈Φ〉b) = M2
c

9− 8λ+ 3
√

9− 8λ

4
, (B3)

with 〈Φ〉b =
2
√

3Mc√
λ

3 +
√

9− 8λ

4
. (B4)

Thus, the Higgs has the same massMc(Tc) in the broken and symmetric phases at the critical temperature. In addition,
it is clear that if there exists a temperature T0 such that λ = 0 then M(T0) = 0 and the potential minimum at the
symmetric phase disappears. Analogously, if there exists a temperature T1 such that λ(T1) = 9/8 then Mb(T1) = 0
and the broken phase minimum disappears. For subcritical temperatures T ∈ (T0, Tc) the broken phase with 〈Φ〉b 6= 0
is the stable global minimum or “true vacuum”, while the symmetric phase with 〈Φ〉s = 0 is the metastable minimum
or “false vacuum”. For supercritical temperatures T ∈ (Tc, T1), the converse is true.

In our Φ model, inspired by the SM Higgs, the finite-temperature potential has the coefficients [61–63]

M(T )2 = µ2(T 2 − T 2
0 ) , δ(T ) ≡ AT , (B5)

with µ2 ≡ 1

12

∑
i

ciNiy
2
i , A ≡ 1

4π

∑
B

NBy
3
B , (B6)

where Ni is the number of degrees of freedom of the i-th particle, yi its coupling to Φ, the index i runs over both
bosons and fermions, the index B only over bosons, and ci=boson = 1 and ci=fermion = 1/2.

This allows us to write all expressions in terms of Tc, λ, and the potential coefficients {µ,A, λ}:

T = Tc

√
1−∆

1−∆λ
⇔ λ =

(T/Tc)
2 − 1 + ∆

(T/Tc)2 ∆
, (B7)

Mc = µ
√

∆T , M =
√
λMc , δ =

√
3λ

2
Mc , (B8)

〈Φ〉b =
2
√

3Mc√
λ

3 +
√

9− 8λ

4
, (B9)

with ∆ ≡ 4A2

3λµ2
. (B10)

Since λ(T0) = 0 and λ(T1) = 9/8 we find

T0 = Tc
√

1−∆ , T1 = Tc

√
8− 8∆

8− 9∆
. (B11)

Since T0 must exist (because it corresponds to the negative Higgs mass in the potential at zero temperature) then
the condition for there to be a critical temperature is ∆ ∈ (0, 1). By contrast, for T1 to exist we need ∆ ∈ (0, 8/9).
Beyond this range T1 does not exist and the broken minimum never disappears, even at very large temperatures. In
this case the asymptotic value of λ at large temperatures is 1/∆.

From the above discussion it is clear that a cPT (which occurs for subcritical temperatures) and a hPT (occurring
only for supercritical temperatures) correspond to the regimes

phase transitions:

cPT regime: T ∈ (T0, Tc) ⇔ λ ∈ (0, 1) ,

hPT regime: T ∈ (Tc, T1) ⇔ λ ∈
(
1, 9

8

)
.

(B12)

Finally, at T = 0 (λ→ −∞) we have the usual zero-temperature spontaneous symmetry breaking at the VEV

〈Φ〉0 ≡ 〈Φ〉b,T=0 =

√
3µ
√

1−∆√
λ

Tc , V0 ≡ V (〈Φ〉0) = −3µ4(1−∆)2

8λ
T 4
c . (B13)
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Figure 8: The solutions to Eq. (B15) for different values of λ: dimensionless bubble field configurations Φbub = Φbub/ 〈Φ〉b,
as a function of the dimensionless bubble radius r = Mr. Left: The bubbles for subcritical temperatures T ∈ (T0, Tc),
i.e. λ ∈ (0, 1). Right: The bubbles for supercritical temperatures T ∈ (Tc, T1), i.e. λ ∈ (1, 9/8).

2. Critical Bubbles and Bounce Action

A phase transition between the two minima of V (Φ) can be described by the nucleation and subsequent growth
of “bubbles” of the new, stable minimum inside a space filled with the old, metastable minimum. These bubbles are
created by thermal fluctuations and they correspond to a field configuration Φbub that interpolates between the new
minimum at the center of the bubble, and the old minimum far from it [61, 75]. To determine the bubble configuration
it is necessary to solve the Euclidean equation of motion for Φ that minimizes the Euclidean bounce action S[Φ] of
the system:13

S[Φ] =
〈Φ〉2b
TM

4π

∫
dr r2

[
1

2

(
dΦ

dr

)2

+ V (Φ)

]
, (B14)

d2Φbub

dr2 +
2

r

dΦbub

dr
− V ′(Φbub) = 0 , (B15)

with
〈Φ〉2b
TM

=
12µ
√

∆

λ

(
3 +

√
9− 8λ

)2

16
√
λ

, (B16)

where we have defined the dimensionless quantities Φ ≡ Φ/ 〈Φ〉b, r ≡ Mr, V (Φ) ≡ V (〈Φ〉b Φ)/(M 〈Φ〉b)2, and we
have assumed spherical symmetry so that d3x = 4πr2dr and Φ(x) = Φ(r). The solutions to Eq. (B15) are sometimes
called critical bubbles, since these are the field configurations that will not collapse upon formation due to pressure.14

We have now achieved the main purpose all the manipulations and definitions of this section: to show that the
equation of motion for Φ depends only on λ [37, 80]. Indeed

V (Φ) =
1

2
Φ

2 − 3 +
√

9− 8λ

4λ
Φ

3
+

(
3 +

√
9− 8λ

)2

32λ
Φ

4
. (B17)

We find Φbub(r) by numerically solving Eq. (B15) for various values of λ ∈ (0, 9/8), and subsequently compute the
corresponding action. Note that S, being an integral over infinite space, is potentially infinite. However, only action
differences, taken relative to the initial metastable false vacuum value 〈Φ〉fv, ever enter the physical quantities in
which we are interested. Therefore we only compute S[Φbub]− S[〈Φ〉fv], which is finite, and we denote this difference
simply by S. For cPTs 〈Φ〉fv = 〈Φ〉s, whereas for hPTs 〈Φ〉fv = 〈Φ〉b.

13 Sometimes reference is made in the literature to the energy of the field configuration, which is simply E[Φ] = TS[Φ].
14 Note the different meaning of the word critical here, unrelated to the critical temperature Tc. As we have discussed above, critical

bubbles can be nucleated at both subcritical or supercritical temperatures T . What is more, as seen in Fig. 9, the energy E = TS
required to nucleate a critical bubble at critical temperature is infinite!
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Figure 9: The action S = S[Φbub] − S[〈Φ〉fv] as a function of λ. Note that it has been rescaled by µ
√

∆/λ = 2A/
√

3λ3, since

〈Φ〉2b /(TM) in Eq. (B14) depends on just this parameter combination, the rest of it being a function of λ. The thin grey
vertical line separates the cPT (left half) and hPT (right half) regimes. The red dashed lines are the semi-analytic expressions
in Eq. (B23), while the blue dashed lines show the estimates from Eq. (B25). Note that the linear scale of the abscissa for
λ > 1 has been increased for easier reading.

Our results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 8 we plot the bubble configurations Φ(r) for representative values
of λ; the solutions corresponding to cPTs and λ ∈ (0, 1) are shown in the left plot, and those corresponding to hPTs
and λ ∈ (1, 9/8) in the right plot. In Fig. 9 we plot the corresponding values of the bubble action (difference) S as a
function of λ.

3. Daisy Resummation

Finally, a comment about the cubic term of Eq. (B1) defined in Eqs. (B5) and (B6). This term is of vital importance
to the order of the phase transition: were it to go away, the phase transition would cease to be first-order. “Daisy”
resummation of “ring” diagrams effectively leads to a temperature-dependent correction to the bosonic mass stemming
from its self-energy [63–67]. This means that the cubic term heuristically becomes

T

12π

∑
B

NBy
3
BΦ3 → T

12π

∑
B

NB
(
y2
BΦ2 + g2

BT
2
)3/2

, (B18)

where gBT accounts for the model-dependent thermal mass of the B boson. From now on we will simply take gB ∼ yB ,
a conservative choice, since the thermal mass contributions are typically further suppressed by factors of O(10); see
for example Ref. [63].

Evidently, for very large temperatures the Φ3 dependence vanishes. In order to ensure that the hPT is indeed
strongly first-order, we exclude from our results the region of parameter space that yields sizable daisy contributions.
To that purpose we estimate the relative size of the self-energy corrections to be

daisies ≈
(

1 + T 2/ 〈Φ〉2b
)3/2

− 1 =

1 +
λ

12µ2∆

(
4

3 +
√

9− 8λ

)2
3/2

− 1 , (B19)

and then conservatively demand this to be no larger than 50%. This condition is satisfied for

∆ > ∆daisies ≡
λ

µ2

4.3(
3 +

√
9− 8λ

)2 . (B20)

Note that Eq. (B19) is function of λ and thus of the temperature: larger temperatures yield larger daisy contributions,
and thus more values of ∆ violate Eq. (B20) and are thus excluded from our analysis. Since cooling and heating
PTs are sensitive to different temperatures, the restrictions on the parameter ∆ are different for each. However, since
our 50% threshold for the thermal corrections is an arbitrary number, and since we are working with approximate
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Figure 10: The λ–∆ parameter space. Shaded in grey are the regions for which Eq. (B20) is not satisfied, for different values of
λ/µ2. In these regions the daisy resummation corrections to the potential cubic term become relevant and the first-order phase
transition ceases to be strong. We evaluate ∆daisies at λ = 1 to obtain the representative constraint Eq. (B21), which we use
when presenting the sensitivity of GW detectors in our results (e.g. Fig. 6). In green we show the region for which Eq. (C7) is
satisfied and the bubbles are in the runaway regime. The dotted black lines correspond to contours of the runaway efficiency
κΦ, see Eq. (C7). Note that the linear scale of the abscissa for λ > 1 has been increased for easier reading.

expressions (we have taken gB ∼ yB), we will simply evaluate this condition at Tc (i.e. λ = 1). This is morally
equivalent to the condition 〈Φ〉b /Tc � 1 used in other parts of the literature (e.g. [76, 95]). The final constraint is:

∆ > ∆daisies ≈ 0.27
λ

µ2
⇒ A >∼ 0.45λ . (B21)

In Fig. 10 we show the regions of λ–∆ parameter space for which the daisy contributions satisfy Eq. (B20).

4. Analytic expressions for the bounce action

It turns out that Eq. (B15) can be solved analytically for the special cases where λ ≈ 1 (T ≈ Tc) and λ ≈ 0
(T ≈ T0) or λ ≈ 9/8 (T ≈ T1). In the first case the energy difference between the stable and metastable minima of
the potential is very small and the thin wall approximation can be employed. On the other hand, in the second case
the stable minimum of the potential is very deep and the thick wall approximation can be used instead. Following
Ref. [61] for both cases we found that the integral in Eq. (B14) for the bounce action scales like15

S

〈Φ〉2b /(TM)
≈


8π

81(λ−1)2
thin wall, λ ≈ 1;

2.16λ
2

thick wall, λ ≈ 0;

113
(

9
8 − λ

)3/4
thick wall, λ ≈ 9

8 .

(B22)

15 For the detailed calculation see our explanatory notebook 02 phase transition.nb.
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Using Eq. (B16) and the power-law behaviors listed above, we are able to find a reasonable semi-analytic fit to S(λ)
for the cPT and hPT regimes (λ ∈ (0, 1) and λ ∈ (1, 9/8) respectively), which we show as dashed red lines in Fig. 9:

S ≈


24µ
√

∆
λ

(
3+
√

9−8λ
4

)2
(1.13−λ)

0.91
λ
3/2

(1−λ)
2 cPT regime,

20µ
√

∆
λ

(
3+
√

9−8λ
4

)2
( 9

8−λ)
3/4

λ
1/2 (1−λ)

2 hPT regime.

(B23)

These equations, although analytic, are still too complicated to be useful for back-of-the-envelope estimates. We can
do better.

While λ is a compact variable, S spans many orders of magnitude. This means we can find a linear fit of λ to lnS
to obtain an even simpler approximation that can be inverted (in order to find λ(S) analytically). For this fit it is
best to use the slope d lnS/dλ at the inflection point of lnS, since here is where the slope is at its smallest, and thus
a linear fit will have the broadest range of applicability. The inflection points and corresponding slopes for the cPT
and hPT ranges are 

λinfl. ≈ 0.52 , d lnS
dλ

∣∣∣
λinfl.

≈ 4.9 cPT regime;

λinfl. ≈ 1.08 , d lnS
dλ

∣∣∣
λinfl.

≈ −45.6 hPT regime.
(B24)

which lead to the following linear fits for S(λ) and their inversions:

S(λ) ∼


µ
√

∆
λ exp

(
1.2 + 4.9λ

)
cPT regime,

µ
√

∆
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Sλ
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√

∆

)
cPT regime,

1.20− 0.022 ln
(

Sλ
µ
√

∆

)
hPT regime.

(B25)

These expressions correspond to the dashed blue lines in Fig. 9. As an illustrative benchmark, for T ∼ 1 TeV and
H ∼ T 2/mPl ∼ 10−15 TeV then S ∼ 4 ln(T/H) ∼ 138 and λ ∼ 0.74 for a cPT, and λ ∼ 1.09 for a hPT, taking

µ
√

∆/λ = 1. Note that λ in Eq. (B25) depends logarithmically on S, so varying H and T has little impact on the
resulting λ.

From the above approximations and Eq. (B7) we can obtain the rate of change of S with respect to the temperature:

d lnS

d lnT
=
d lnS

dλ

dλ

d lnT
∼


9.8
∆ (1−∆λ) cPT regime,

− 91
∆ (1−∆λ) hPT regime.

(B26)

Contours of |d lnS/d lnT | as a function of ∆ and λ, for both the cPT and hPT regimes, are shown in Fig. 11, as well
as their corresponding estimates from Eq. (B26).

Appendix C: Bubble Nucleation and Phase Transitions

The Universe begins its life cold and with Φ in the broken phase minimum of the potential in Eq. (B1), 〈Φ〉b 6= 0.

Eventually it reheats to supercritical temperatures T ∈ (Tc, T1) (i.e. λ ∈ (1, 9/8)) at which point the stable, true
vacuum is instead the symmetric phase 〈Φ〉s = 0. Thermal fluctuations nucleate bubbles of the true vacuum, which
then expand and eventually fill the entire Universe. Thus the Universe now finds itself entirely in the symmetric phase,
and we say that a heating first-order phase transition (hPT) has taken place. Once reheating ends the Universe begins
to cool down, eventually reaching subcritical temperatures T ∈ (T0, Tc) (i.e. λ ∈ (0, 1)). At this point the stable, true
vacuum of the system is once again the broken phase 〈Φ〉b and the Universe may be brought to it via the nucleation
and expansion of bubbles of this true vacuum, in what we call a cooling first-order phase transition (cPT).

Our treatment of bubble nucleation and expansion during both cPTs and hPTs has been implemented in
our graphare code as part of the PhaseTransition.wl package, along with an explanatory notebook titled
02 phase transition.nb.
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Figure 11: Plots of |d lnS/d lnT | as a function of λ and ∆, for both the cPT (blue) and the hPT (red) regimes. Also shown
are the curves corresponding to the approximate expressions listed in Eq. (B26). Note that the linear scale of the abscissa for
λ > 1 has been increased for easier reading.

1. Bubble Nucleation Rate

Having discussed the field configurations and bounce action of critical bubbles of the true vacuum in the previous
section, we now focus on how they are nucleated, how they grow, and how they bring the Universe from the metastable
to the stable phase.

The bubble nucleation rate per unit volume is given by [37, 61, 75]

Γ

V
=M4

(
S

2π

)3/2

e−S , (C1)

where S is the finite-temperature bubble bounce action difference S[Φbub]− S[〈Φ〉fv] found in Eq. (B14), and M is a
quantity with the dimensions of energy. Its precise form is model-dependent and can only be computed numerically.
Dimensional analysis, however, tells us that M∼ T , and we will simply take the remaining dimensionless coefficient
to be O(1). Finally, the S3/2 prefactor comes from the three translational 0-modes that appear in the path-integral
computation of the partition function, and which must be treated separately [37, 61].

In Fig. 12 we plot Γ(λ)/(VT 4) for various values of µ
√

∆/λ which, as we saw above, is the parameter combination
controlling the size of the action S. We can see that the nucleation rate vanishes at λ = 1 and λ = 0 (λ = 9/8),

corresponding to T = Tc and T = T0 (T = T1) respectively. As long as µ
√

∆/λ is not too large, a significant number
of bubbles can be nucleated within a Hubble space-time patch. Note that during reheating T1 (and thus λ = 9/8)
may never be reached, in which case Γ/(VT 4) will reach a maximum value at λ(Tmax) and then go back down to 0 as
T decreases back to Tc.

2. Bubble Expansion

In this section we fill in the details of the bubble runaway condition described in Sec. III of the main text. Recall
that to test if a runaway occurs, one needs to consider the net pressure Ptot acting on the wall of a relativistic bubble,
which is a sum of pressure differences (between the inside and the outside of the bubble) due to the zero-temperature
vacuum energy and the plasma interactions with Φ (equal to the leading mean-field contribution to the thermal
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Figure 12: The bubble nucleation rate (Γ/V)/T 4 as a function of λ, for different values of µ
√

∆/λ. The blue (red) lines
correspond to the nucleation rate during a cPT (hPT). The dashed black line shows (10−15)4, a typical value of H4 for the
O(TeV) temperature scales we consider in this paper. The typical value of λ at the nucleation time tn can then be read at the
intersection of these lines. Note that the linear scale of the abscissa for λ > 1 has been increased for easier reading.

potential) [81]:

Ptot = ∆V0 + ∆PT > 0 , (C2)

with ∆V0 ≡ V0, out − V0, in = sign(1− λ) |V0| , (C3)
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where in the last equality we have used Eq. (B6) and the fact that

∆m2
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(
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2
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i 〈Φ〉

2
b , (C5)

and where 〈Φ〉fv and 〈Φ〉tv denote the false and true vacuum Higgs VEVs, outside and inside the bubble respectively.

Note that, of course, sign
(
1− λ

)
used here and sign (Tc − T ) used in the main text, are equivalent.

Putting this together allows us to write the runaway condition as simply:

Ptot = sign
(
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)(
|V0| −

µ2

2
T 2 〈Φ〉2b

)
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⇒ κΦ ≡
Ptot

|V0|
= sign

(
1− λ

) 1− ∆

4

(
3 +

√
9− 8λ

1−∆λ

)2
 > 0 . (C7)

where in the last line we defined the runaway efficiency κΦ, which can be rewritten as κΦ = sign(1−λ)(α−α∞)/α; see
Eq. (21) in the main body of the text. In Fig. 10 we show the regions of λ–∆ parameter space for which the runaway
condition in Eq. (C7) is satisfied. It can be seen that, up to the different values of λ explored by the transition, the
runaway conditions for cPTs and hPTs are almost mirror images of each other, as described previously in the text.
Indeed, since the (anti-)friction is ultimately described in terms of the interaction strength yi of the particles with
the Higgs, we see that runaway for cPTs (hPTs) requires sufficiently small (large) couplings.

Finally, a word about higher-order terms. Relatively recent developments attempt to compute the next-to-leading
order contributions to the friction coming from transition radiation of gauge bosons, finding that these scaled pro-
portionally to the Lorentz factor ∼ γ [83] or even its square ∼ γ2 [85]. This could severely curtail the chances of a
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cPT entering a runaway regime. Whether such higher-order terms are present in hPTs, where the particles lose their
mass upon entering the bubbles of the true vacuum; or whether they behave as a friction or anti-friction, is a question
left to future work. In any case, if the DS plasma does not contain such massive gauge bosons this new friction term
could very well not be there [5].

3. Percolation, Bubble Number Density, and Mean Bubble Separation

The bubble nucleation rate Γ/V and the bubble wall speed vw can be used to determine the phase in which the
Universe finds itself at any given time. Indeed, the metastable volume fraction h(t) is given by [37, 62, 73, 74]:

h(t) = exp

− t∫
tc

dt′ a(t′)3 Γ(t′)

V
4π

3
v3
w

 t∫
t′

dt′′

a(t′′)

3
 , (C8)

where tc is the time at which T (tc) = Tc, a(t) is the scale factor at time t, and we have assumed vw to be constant.
The PT completes at the percolation time tPT when the metastable volume fraction h(tPT) has been reduced to 1/e.

Since the bubbles can only nucleate with a probability Γ/V(t) in the metastable phase volume, quantified by h(t),
we can write the bubble number density and corresponding mean bubble separation Rb(t) as a function of time:

nb(t) ≡ a(t)−3

t∫
tc

dt′ a(t′)3 Γ(t′)

V
h(t′) , (C9)

Rb(t) ≡ nb(t)
−1/3 . (C10)

We can then derive the mean bubble separation scale at percolation, RPT ≡ Rb(tPT), and from there β =

(8π)1/3vwR
−1

PT.

As an interesting aside, we point out that one can use Rb(t) to create an alternative definition of the percolation
time. Indeed, the average bubble radius is:

〈R(t)〉 ≡ 1

a(t)3nb(t)
a(t)

t∫
tc

dt′ a(t′)3 Γ(t′)

V
h(t′) vw

 t∫
t′

dt′′

a(t′′)

 (C11)

One can then define tPT to be the time at which 〈R(tPT)〉 = Rb(tPT). This seems like a natural way to determine
when bubble collisions take place. We have numerically corroborated that this alternative definition yields similar
results to the standard one of h(tPT) = 1/e, and thus we use the latter, more common one, in our computations.

Finally, we have also numerically made sure that the impact of the expansion of the Universe is negligible, and we
therefore use a(t) = 1 in Eqs. (C8)-(C10) throughout this paper.

4. Analytic expressions for the phase transition

As discussed in the main text, PTs during reheating fall into two main categories. In cPTs and most hPTs, the
transition occurs via exponential nucleation, where most bubbles are produced close to the end of the PT. In hPTs for
which either T1 > Tmax or T1 simply does not exist (∆ > 8/9), the PT can take place via simultaneous nucleation, as

long as tn ∼ tmax or Γ/V <∼ H4 for all times. In this regime most of the bubbles of the new phase are produced at the
time tmax, where the action S reaches its minimum and the nucleation rate Γ/V its maximum (since T/Tc = Tmax/Tc
and therefore λ is at its largest). Ignoring the expansion of the Universe by setting a(t) = 1 in Eqs. (C8) and (C9),
we can find approximate expressions for h(t) and nb(t) in each of these regimes [78, 79].

Starting with the exponential nucleation regime, we can expand S(t) around tPT in a Taylor series. To first order:

S(t) ≈ SPT − S1(tPT − t) , (C12)

with SPT ≡ S(tPT), S1 ≡ S′(tPT) < 0.
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Plugging this into Γ/V, we can then use the method of steepest descent to find analytic expressions for h(t) and
for nb(tPT), which we approximate as the asymptotic value of nb(t→∞) since nb(t) changes little after that time:

h(t) ≈ exp
[
−e−S1(t−tPT)

]
, (C13)

nb(tPT) ≈ (−S1)3

8πv3
w

, (C14)

⇒ β ≈ −S1 . (C15)

In the exponential nucleation regime, the condition h(tPT) = 1/e marking the end of the PT is equivalent to:

8πv3
w

β4

Γ(tPT)

V
= 1 . (C16)

Using the chain rule for S′ and Eqs. (A34) and (B26) we can estimate β. Taking advantage of the fact that in the

exponential nucleation regime tc <∼ tn <∼ tPT, we note that SPT
<∼ Sn, ρχ/ρr,hPT

<∼ ρχ,i/ρr,c, HPT
<∼ Hn

<∼ Hc < Hi,

and that λ(SPT) ≈ λ(Sn) ≈ λinfl. since λ depends only logarithmically on S for a large range of values (see Eqs. (B24)
and (B25)). Therefore16
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(C17)

For those hPTs in the simultaneous nucleation regime, the nucleation rate Γ/V is dominated by the minimum of
the action, which takes place at the temperature the farthest from Tc, namely Tmax. Since T ′(tmax) = 0 by definition,
the expansion of S(t) around tmax looks like:

S(t) ≈ Smin +
1

2
S2

2(t− tmax)2 , (C18)

with Smin ≡ S(tmax) and S2
2 ≡ S′′(tmax). Repeating the exercise we find:

h(t) ≈ exp

[
−4π

3
n0v

3
w(t− tmax)2

]
, (C19)

nb(tPT) ≈ n0 ≡
√

2π

S2

Γ(tmax)

V
, (C20)

⇒ β ≈ (8πn0)1/3vw . (C21)

Since at tmax the first time-derivative of T (t) vanishes, then:
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. (C22)

We can then use Eq. (B7) and Eq. (A23) to find λmax ≡ λ(Tmax) and from there Smin = S(λmax), Γ(tmax)/V,
and dS/d lnT |tmax (using Eqs. (B25) and (B26)). An even simpler estimate relies on noting that for simultaneous
nucleation to take place Γ(tmax)/V cannot be too different from H(tmax)4 (i.e. tn ≈ tmax), otherwise Γ/V would be

16 These expressions are accurate to O(1). More precise formulas can be derived from Eq. (C16), by taking T ≈ Tn and S ≈ Sn ≈
4 ln(Tn/Hn) everywhere except in the exponential of Γ/V, where we use instead e−SPT . From this one can obtain the logarithmic

corrections SPT ≈ Sn + ln(8πv3
w)− 4 ln(H−1

n Sn
d lnS
d lnT

d lnT
dt

∣∣∣
tn

). This is roughly accurate to O(10%).
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rising exponentially and the system would be in the exponential nucleation regime. Since Hmax ≈ Hi we simply have
Γ(tmax)/V ∼ H4

i and Smin ∼ 4 ln(Tmax/Hi). It can be shown that d2 lnT/dt2 ∼ −H2
i max[1, γ] at tmax, and therefore:

S2
2 ∼ 360H2

i max [1, γ] ln (Tmax/Hi)
(
∆−1 − λmax

)
, (C23)

⇒ β ∼ Hivw
(
max [1, γ] ln (Tmax/Hi)

(
∆−1 − λmax

))−1/6
. (C24)

As a final word on the topic, we would like to mention that a recent study [78] has shown that the gravitational
wave spectrum coming from PTs is essentially the same regardless of whether the PT took place in a simultaneous
or exponential regime, although others [87, 96] claim there are O(1) differences.

Appendix D: Additional Results

In the last section of our appendix, we show more plots of the BBO SNR of the SGWB from cPTs (blue contours)
and hPTs (red contours) as a function of the ∆–Tc/Tmax parameter space, for choices of γ = Γχ/Hi and Tc different
from the one presented in the main text of our paper (namely γ = 1 and Tc = 1 TeV). We do this for γ ∈ {0.1, 10} in
Fig. 13, and for Tc ∈ {100 GeV, 10 TeV} in Fig. 14. The notation and legend in these plots is the same as in Fig. 6,
and their qualitative features are the same, and have been described in detail in Sec. V. The characteristic crescent
shape of the hPT contours, determined by the BBO sensitivity at low Tc/Tmax (and consequently more redshift) and
by the increasing difficulty in nucleating bubbles at large ∆, is clearly seen in all the figures. The crescent is thinner
for smaller values of γ, because the era of reheaton-domination becomes longer and thus the relative redshifting
between the hPT and cPT GWs increases. The cPT contours depend mostly on ∆. Their insensitivity to low values
of Tc/Tmax, caused by the cPT taking place well after reheating during RD, is also evident, while the increasing SNR
values as Tc/Tmax approaches 1 can also be seen.

Furthermore, in Fig. 15 we show the γ–Tc/Tmax slice of the parameter space for two example values of ∆ (0.5
and 0.7). We can see that there is a sharp drop in the hPT GW signature for a sufficiently large value of Tc/Tmax,
which corresponds to the PT never taking place because no bubbles are nucleated within a Hubble patch (i.e. the
intersection of the dotted lines in Fig. 6 with the value of ∆ under consideration). At lower values of Tc/Tmax the
SNR also drops because the GWs become invisible to BBO due to redshifting (the left hand boundary of the crescent
shape in Fig. 6 and Figs. 13 and 14). In addition, the hPT SNR contours vanish for values of γ that are very small
(due to the already discussed large relative redshift between hPT and cPT caused by a long χD era) or very large
(due to the corresponding increase in βhPT, which means both that the GWs are quieter becayse the PT lasts for a
shorter β−1

hPT time, and that the peak frequency fhPT of the GW spectrum can move outside the BBO sensitivity).
The shape of the SNR contours of the cPT GWs can similarly be understood, in terms of the duration of the χD era
and the duration β−1

cPT of the PT, with the aid of Fig. 6 and Figs. 13 and 14 and the discussions of Sec. V and the
above paragraph.
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Figure 13: The SNR contours for 1-year observation time of the SGWB spectra generated during reheating by hPT bubble
collisions (red) and cPT sound waves (blue), for the upcoming BBO detector [6–8], as a function of Tc/Tmax and ∆, with
γ = 0.1 (left) and γ = 10 (right). The corresponding values of Hi and A are also shown. The notation is the same as in Fig. 6,
namely: the points inside the green contour have double peaks (from both the hPT and the cPT GWs), the region above the
dashed line has Tmax < T1, the region above the dotted line has Γ/V > H4 at tmax, the dark grey region has no runaway
hPT bubbles, and the light grey region has daisy contributions to the thermal potential that prevent a strongly first-order
phase transition (SFOPT). In the γ = 0.1 left panel, we have added a purple line separating the parameter regions in which
the cPT takes place during RD and during χD; for γ = 10 in the right panel and γ = 1 in Fig. 6, the cPT always takes place
during RD. For this plot we have chosen Tc = 1 TeV, g∗ = 10, {µ, λ} = {1, 1}, and vw,cPT = 0.05.
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Figure 14: The SNR contours for 1-year observation time of the SGWB spectra generated during reheating by hPT bubble
collisions (red) and cPT sound waves (blue), for the upcoming BBO detector [6–8], as a function of Tc/Tmax and ∆, with
Tc = 100 GeV and vw,cPT = 0.03 (left), and Tc = 10 TeV and vw,cPT = 0.12 (right). Note that we tune vw,cPT so that the
cPT and hPT GWs have similar amplitudes. The corresponding values of Hi and A are also shown. The notation is the same
as in Fig. 6, namely: the points inside the green contour have double peaks (from both the hPT and the cPT GWs), the region
above the dashed line has Tmax < T1, the region above the dotted line has Γ/V > H4 at tmax, the dark grey region has
no runaway hPT bubbles, and the light grey region has daisy contributions to the thermal potential that prevent a strongly
first-order phase transition (SFOPT). For this plot we have chosen γ = 1, g∗ = 10, and {µ, λ} = {1, 1}.
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Figure 15: The SNR contours for 1-year observation time of the SGWB spectra generated during reheating by hPT bubble
collisions (red) and by cPT plasma sound waves (blue), for the upcoming BBO detector [6–8], as a function of Tc/Tmax and
γ, with ∆ = 0.5 (left), and ∆ = 0.7 (right). The corresponding values of Hi are also shown. The regions between the green
contour near the dotted line and above the green contour at the left-upper corner have double peaks (from both the hPT
and the cPT GWs), as in Fig. 6. The region to the right of the dotted line has Γ/V > H4 at tmax. For this plot we have
chosen Tc = 1 TeV, g∗ = 10, {µ, λ} = {1, 1}, and vw,cPT = 0.05.
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Abstract

Мы изучаем зарядовый радиус дейтрона в рамках модели жест-
кой стены AдС/КХД. Мы представляем основные элементы жест-
кой модели, пишем метрику для пространства AдС. Мы вводим
векторное поле с твистом τ = 6, описывающее дейтрон внутри
пространства AдС, и другое векторное поле для описания фотона
соответственно, пишем эффективное действие для взаимодействия
объемных полей, находим G1(Q

2), G2(Q
2) и G3(Q

2) формфакторы,
затем квадрупольный GQ(Q

2) и зарядовый GC(Q
2) формфакторы

дейтрона. Таким образом, из зарядового форм-фактораGC(Q
2) мы

находим зарядовый радиус дейтрона RC в рамках модели жесткой
стены AДС/КХД. Затем мы сравниваем наш результат с резуль-
татами модели мягкой стены и экспериментальными данными.

This is English translation of the abstract
We study deuteron charge radius in the framework a hard-wall

AdS/QCD model. We present basic elements of the hard-wall model,
write metric for the AdS space. We introduce a vector field with twist
τ = 6 describing deuteron in the bulk of AdS space and other vec-
tor field to describe photon respectively, write an effective action for
the bulk fields interactions, find a G1(Q

2), G2(Q
2) and G3(Q

2) form
factors, then quadrupole GQ(Q

2) and charge GC(Q
2) form-factors of

a deuteron. Thus, from the charge GC(Q
2) form-factor we find the

deuteron charge radius RC in the framework of a hard-wall AdS/QCD
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model. Then we compare our result with the results soft-wall model
and experimental data.

PACS: 11.25.+Tq.

Introduction

Deuterium is one of the two stable isotopes of hydrogen(the other being pro-
tium, or hydrogen-1). The nucleus of a deuterium atom, called a deuteron,
contains one proton and one neutron, whereas the far more common protium
has no neutrons in the nucleus.

Deuteron is often regarded as a loosely bound state of the proton and
neutron and so, the study of the deuteron properties can shed light on the
structure of the nucleon as well as nuclear effects. The two constituents −
proton and neutron inside the deuteron are dominated by the relative S-wave
and the D-wave is only about 5 %. So, to study deuteron various coupling
constants, form factors and charge radius have great significant for nuclear
physics.

In this work, we study deuteron charge radius in the framework a hard-
wall AdS/QCD model. Notice that, within soft-wall model this parameter is
studied only at a zero temperature [1, 2]. In the soft-wall model confinement
and chiral symmetry breaking properties of QCD and finiteness condition of
the 5-dimensional (5D) action are provided by introducing an exponential
factor called dilaton term, which suppresses expressions under the integral
over the extra dimension at infinite values of this dimension (IR) boundary.
But within hard wall model this properties are carry out by cutting AdS
space at infrared boundary value of fifth coordinate.

In section II, we present basic elements of the hard-wall model, write met-
ric for the AdS space. We introduce a vector field with twist τ = 6 describing
deuteron in the bulk of AdS space and other vector field to describe photon
respectively, write an effective action for the bulk fields interactions, find
a G1(Q

2), G2(Q
2) and G3(Q

2) form factors, then quadrupole GQ(Q
2) and

charge GC(Q
2) form-factors of a deuteron. Thus, from the charge GC(Q

2)
form-factor we find the deuteron charge radius RC in the framework of a
hard-wall AdS/QCD model. Then we compare our result with the results
soft-wall model and experimental data.
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1 The hard-wall model of AdS/QCD

The 5D action in the bulk of AdS space within the hard-wall model is written
as[2]:

S =

zm
∫

0

d4xdz
√
GL (x, z) , (1)

where G = |det gMN | is the determinant of the gMN metric of the AdS space
(M,N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5), L (x, z) is the Lagrangian and the z coordinate varies
in the range ǫ ≤ z < zm, from the ǫ → 0 ultraviolet (UV) to the IR boundary
of AdS space. The AdS5 is written as [1]:

ds2 =
R2

z2

(

−dz2 + ηµνdx
µµdxν

)

= gMNdxMdxN , µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3. (2)

where ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) is a 4D Minkovski metric.

2 The deuteron charge radius RC

Here we calculate the deuteron charge radius within the hard-wall model of
AdS/QCD. We have used from the general an effective action, which include
all interactions between the EM and deuteron fields in the bulk of the AdS
space and used in [1, 2] within the soft-wall model at T = 0 temperature, and
in [3] within the hard-wall model that contribute to the Gi

(

Q2
)

, i = 1, 2, 3
form factors of a deuteron:

Sint. =

∫

d4x

zM
∫

0

dz
√
G
[

−DMF+
N (x, z)DMFN (x, z)−

−ic2F
MN (x, z)F+

M (x, z)FN (x, z) +

+
c3

4M2
D

e2A(z)∂MFNK (x, z)
(

i∂KF+
M (x, z)FN (x, z)−

−F+
M (x, z) i∂KFN (x, z) +H.C. )] . (3)

In Eq.(3) we perform a Kaluza-Klein decomposition for the vector AdS field
with twist τ = 6 dual to the deuteron:

F ν (x, z) = e−
A(z)
2

∑

n

F ν
n (x) Φn (z) . (4)

Then we apply a Fourier transformation for the vector V (x, z) and deuteron
Fν (x, z), F+

ν (x, z) fields respectively and thus, the action terms is written

3



as follows:

S1 = − (2π)4
∫

d4p

(2π)4

∫

d4p
′

(2π)4

∫

d4q

(2π)4
δ4
(

p+ q − p′
)

eVµ (q)

∫

dzV (q, z)φ2 (z)×

×ǫ+(p
′

)ǫ (p) (p+ p
′

)µ, (5)

S2 = −c2 (2π)
4
∫

d4p

(2π)4

∫

d4p
′

(2π)4

∫

d4q

(2π)4
δ4(p+ q − p′)Vµ (q)

∫

dzV (q, z)φ2 (z)×

×(ǫµ (p) ǫ+(p
′

)q − ǫ+µ(p
′

)ǫ (p) · q), (6)

S3 = (2π)4
c3

2M2

∫

d4p

(2π)4

∫

d4p
′

(2π)4

∫

d4q

(2π)4
δ4(p+ q − p′)Vµ (q)

∫

dzV (q, z)φ2 (z)×

×ǫ+(p
′

) · qǫ (p) · q(p+ p
′

)µ. (7)

Notice that, the deuteron’s EM current is found according to the AdS/CFT
correspondence as follows [1, 2]:

〈

Jµ
(

p, p
′
)〉

= − δeiSint

δVµ (q)
|Vµ=0. (8)

Thus the action terms Eqs.(5)-(7) contribute to the Gi(Q
2), i = 1, 2, 3 form

factors of the deuteron as follows:

Gi(Q
2) = ci

∫

dzV (q, z)φ2 (z) , (9)

where c1 = 1, and we fix c2 and c3 as c2 = 1.67066 and c1 = 22.507 [3].
Since, the deuteron is a spin-1 particle and current conservation, P - and
C-invariances provide by it, it has three EM form factors which are called
the charge GC(Q

2), quadrupole GQ(Q
2) and magnetic GM (Q2) form factors

and the EM current of a e + d → e + d electron-deuteron elastic scattering
process is written in terms of Gi

(

Q2
)

form-factors as follows:

Jµ(p, p
′

) = −
(

G1

(

Q2
)

ǫ+(p
′

) · ǫ (p)− G3
(

Q2
)

2M2
D

ǫ+(p
′

) · qǫ (p) · q
)

(p+ p
′

)µ −

−G2

(

Q2
) (

ǫµ (p) ǫ+(p
′

) · q − ǫ+µ(p
′

)ǫ (p) · q
)

.(10)

Thus, the charge GC(Q
2) and quadrupole GQ(Q

2) form factors of the
deuteron in the framework of hard-wall model AdS/QCD are related to the
G1(Q

2), G2(Q
2) and G3(Q

2) form-factors as [1, 2]:

GC(Q
2) = G1(Q

2) +
2

3
ηdGQ(Q

2),

GQ(Q
2) = G1(Q

2)−G2(Q
2) + (1 + ηd)G3(Q

2), (11)
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where ηd = Q2

4m2
D

, mD is the deuteron mass.

We derive charge radius of a deuteron from the GC(Q
2) charge form

factor in the framework of the hard-wall model AdS/QCD:

RC =

(

−6
dGC(Q

2)

dQ2
|Q2=0/GC(0)

)1/2

, (12)

where GC(0) = 1.
We calculate these derivatives by use of MATHEMATICA package and

then compare obtained results of the values of RC magnetic radius of a
deuteron with the experimental data for this constant and with the soft-wall
model results[1, 2].

Table 1.

R
exp
C (fm) R

s.w.
C (fm) R

h.w.
C (fm)

2.13±0.01 1.92 1.07956

As is seen from the table our result for the charge radius is less than the
result obtained in the soft-wall model framework. This is connected with the
fact that the charge form factor obtained in the hard-wall framework is less
than one in the soft-wall model [3].
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